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To survive in today’s competitive environment,
a service provider must continually evolve its
network and enable new revenue-generating ser-
vices faster and more cost effectively than the
competitors. Prior to the Internet, prior to recent
mobile services, prior to e-business, a change in
the telecommunication industry was seen as
more predictable. Business leaders knew to take
action – actions like reducing costs, launching
new products, upgrading the networks, and so
forth. Now providers are far less sure who their
competitors are, the value of their core strengths
and skills, and whether the business they have
done well in for many years will continue to
keep them profitable in the future.

Some may claim that a main cause for the uncer-
tainty is that recent development of applications
and service demands has been going on outside
the sphere of the service providers. In particular,
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has
received major contributions from some main
players and been guided by inputs from the
academic world. For sure this has resulted in a
plethora of applications and usage patterns, and
phenomenal traffic growth. However, as more
commercial concerns are entering the stage the
providers would regain more control, for exam-
ple by utilising the Traffic Engineering solu-
tions. This also advocates further work on stan-
dardisation, ensuring interoperable configura-
tions. Including procedures for managing multi-
ple service types and requirements, Internet
Protocol (IP) Traffic Engineering thus provides
mechanisms for optimal operation and manage-
ment of the IP-based network. Thereby, a
provider would also improve its chances in
the frenzied market.

Basically, one option could be simply to increase
the capacity of the network, like adding more
bandwidth to the links. A problem with this
argument is that capacity should then be added
wherever there is a problem, including the pro-
cessing capacity, and also in the access network,
on the servers, etc. Furthermore, and perhaps an
even heavier argument is that the possibility for
service differentiation would then still be rather
limited. Being able to offer a portfolio of differ-
ent services is recognised as a key enabler for
ensuring a provider’s profitability. Again,
Traffic Engineering is promoting a set of mecha-
nisms and procedures supporting a provider to
achieve such goals. This becomes more impor-
tant as the number of users and services grows.

The Internet Protocol (IP) has become a pivotal
component in communication between various
devices. It is rarely possible to make a single
protocol suffice the diverse needs of all applica-
tions and users. To a certain extent, however,
one may claim that the IP suite is addressing
such an objective. However, looking at the origi-
nal use of IP when it was designed, there are
many other applications of the protocol these
days; as more demanding services – like tele-
phony, video distribution and mission-critical
business applications – are gradually put onto
IP-based networks, additional functions must be
implemented in the networks and end-systems.
Hence, one is stretching the capabilities of IP
and additional mechanisms are necessary to
allow IP to hold on to a central position. Several
of these mechanisms are related to Traffic Engi-
neering, that is, means activated to ensure the
performance of the communication solutions.
This will also allow for more predictable
responses on service requests and swiftly
support of more advance services and users.

Quite a few phenomena influence the evolution
of IP-based networks, of which some interacting
factors are:
• Increased load and expansion; more efficient

ways of handling the traffic is sought. Scala-
bility challenges are commonly faced for this
reason.

• New technologies; efficient ways of interact-
ing with IP-based networks are looked for.
An example of this is the relation between
functions related to IP and an underlying
optical layer.

• New user groups; additional requirements
could be placed on the IP-based network.
Thus, efficient ways of differentiation be-
tween the groups are asked for, also accom-
panied by appropriate charging solutions.

• New applications; innovative ways of utilising
IP-based networks are steadily observed, e.g.
related to electronic business, mobile services,
and so forth.

• Increased dependency on the network; coming
from the service providers themselves as com-
mercial aspects, but also from their customers,
of which several are basing their business on
an operational network.

Guest Editorial
T E R J E  J E N S E N

Terje Jensen
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Front cover: The conflict
between market require-
ments and the service
provider’s resources

At low traffic pressure incom-
ing traffic equals traffic car-
ried. The artist Odd Andersen
indicates this situation by his
45 degrees black lines. How-
ever, every traffic machine –
be it switches, routers or the
whole network – has a capac-
ity limit at which the line
breaks into a horizontal posi-
tion. After that no more traffic
can be carried whatever the
pressure!

But the enormous increase
– and non-established nature
– of Internet traffic blasts
through all aspects of capacity
and quality constraints. The
artist’s skyrocketing white
lines indicate the unprece-
dented demands to proper
engineering of traffic ma-
chines in the new market
environments.

The artist’s generic message:
Matching capacity of all com-
ponents to uncertain Internet
traffic demands.

Ola Espvik, Editor in Chief
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• Increasing number of actors involved in ser-
vice provision and delivery; connecting sys-
tems and networks managed by different
actors, partly co-operating and partly compet-
ing, require adequate sets of means for a given
actor to ensure its business and service levels
towards its customers. This is further compli-
cated by the dynamic commercial and techni-
cal environment that an actor faces.

Several aspects have to be addressed as part of
Traffic Engineering. A selection of the topics
has been included in this issue of Telektronikk.
These are divided into a number of sections as
shown in the table of contents. Firstly, a set of
papers of introductory nature presents an over-
view of the IP suite, history of Internet and prin-
ciples of Traffic Engineering. Basic topics of
designing and operating an IP-based network are

then treated in a set of articles in the second sec-
tion, called traffic, routing, resources. Interdo-
main, SLA, policy and management is the fol-
lowing section, addressing essential questions
for commercially offering services – in a fast,
accurate and automatic way. The papers deal
with internal procedures and systems (e.g. man-
agement systems) as well as relations with other
actors (e.g. agreements). Measurements are piv-
otal to follow and document the performance of
the network. A set of papers is showing how to
carry out measurements and factors to consider.
The last section is called systems and services,
presenting a few areas where solutions for IP
and Traffic Engineering are used or required,
like for mobile, for optics, and for voice.

As the use of abbreviations flourishes, a com-
mon list is collected at the end of this issue.
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Strengthening Telecom and
Computer Techniques
Internet is not only a modern hobby, nor an
exotic new trading arena, nor new mail, nor new
distribution of information. Internet is all of that
and much more. A result of a successful develop-
ment since the late 1960s of basic new technical
principles, it pertains to computer collaboration
and to various forms of information transfer. We
shall refer to these techniques as Internet-tech-
nology. During the same period – the last 25
years of the twentieth century – important devel-
opment took place in two other areas. Electronic
circuit and device techniques made it possible
to fabricate computers cheap and small, thereby
making them more interesting economically.
They can now be used as components in new
roles (for that matter the same circuit technology
also made even more powerful computers possi-
ble). Telecommunications went through a pro-
found reorganization. This admitted new actors
and driving forces into the technical and com-
mercial evolution of telecom networks.

Those are features of a development presently
causing drastic changes in our relationship with
information and its use. Most likely we are just
at the beginning of a new era. Nobody knows
where it will take us. This technology is already
beginning to change important functions of our
society. Some of the perspectives that can now
be perceived imply exciting new possibilities.

This article describes that technical development
without assuming special technical knowledge
and avoids detail that is better described else-
where. Outlines of the historic development of
the internetworking technology and parts of
computer- and telecom techniques are described.
Special focus is directed at the 1970s when most
of the basic technical development took place.

World Wide Web – WWW
People today tend to think of Internet as synony-
mous with World Wide Web. That technique
opens a splendid new view of a world of infor-
mation. Simple point and click movements catch
posted information anywhere in the world inde-
pendently of distance. Information is posted in
the form of “home pages”. The information is
coded in standardized format and is stored in
computers connected to the network. For the
coding and formatting various aids are readily
available and easy to use. Hence the “Web tech-
nology” can be used by anyone who wants a
message to be presented. It immediately be-
comes available to the whole world. That is a
world that can be described as “countless mil-
lions” and which grows such that it will shortly
comprise at least everyone who has or could
have a telephone. At the same time the technol-
ogy is developed further towards user-facilities
with far more comprehensive abilities than tele-
phones at conveying information.

However, World Wide Web is far from the
entire Internet. It is only one – admittedly very
conspicuous – example of exciting new possibil-
ities that can be implemented on top of the Inter-
net-technology itself. The Web technique first
emerged as a practical internal information dis-
tribution system in a large international research
establishment in Switzerland – CERN – in
1990–91. From there it spread incredibly fast
throughout the Internet, i.e. to “the whole world”.

But the basic ideas were already 25 years old
then. The idea of being able to open windows
via CRT-screens on collections of information
of various types near or far and to navigate in a
world of information by point and click move-
ments of hands and fingers were demonstrated
already in 1968.

Computers and Communication
Early Development of Computing and Internet-technology 
– a Groundbreaking Part of Technical History

Y N G V A R  L U N D H

Building the Arpanet and using it as a laboratory for development was a major contribution both to

computing and to telecom. During the 1970s a very innovative and thorough research and development

took place under the leadership of the United States Department of Defense, Advanced Research

Projects Agency. From the outset the effort can best be characterized as basic technical research.

Ten research groups worked together as a team at developing the Internet-technology itself. At the same

time the development was influenced by many other research groups, mainly in the United States, who

actively pursued specialized networking applications, thereby creating needs and uncovering possi-

bilities. Concurrently dramatic developments took place both in circuit and device techniques for com-

puters and in the politics of telecom operation. A glimpse of the Norwegian perspective is included

through the eyes of the small participating group in Norway. The text endeavours to be readable without

prior technical special knowledge. Its objective is to interrelate main technical events of computing in a

historic perspective.

Yngvar Lundh (69) graduated
from the Norwegian Institute of
Technology in 1956. He served
as leader of development teams
and projects in computer and
telecom technology, with the
Norwegian Defence research
Establishment until 1984, then
with the Norwegian Telecom
Administration / Telenor until
1996, then in his own consulting
company. Since 1980 he also
served as Professor of Informat-
ics at the University of Oslo. His
main projects concerned digital
computing and circuit technol-
ogy, enabling the start of “hi-
tech” companies, notably Norsk
Data AS, and systems for de-
fence and for telecom enhanc-
ing and employing emerging
technologies. Lundh is a mem-
ber of he Norwegian Academy
of Technological Sciences.

yngvar@joker.no
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The leading person and creating and driving
force in these developments was Douglas Engel-
bart of Stanford Research International – SRI –
in Menlo Park, California. Engelbart developed
and demonstrated a comprehensive set of con-
cepts and techniques of groundbreaking impor-
tance. The most significant was perhaps the
“mouse”, the little thing you hold in your hand.
Everybody who has seen a computer today has
seen it. Equally important is the “hyperlink”.
That is a reference pointer-code that can be
embedded in any information-image – text or
picture – displayed on a computer screen. A
mouse-click on the pointer opens the referred
image. That happens independently of where in
the net that information happens to be located.

A quarter of a century would elapse before these
ideas could be seriously employed and put to
extensive use. Only then the technical and eco-
nomic prerequisites were met. Microprocessors
had made low priced personal computers com-
mon as “workstations” and the Internet was
available and ubiquitous (networking work-

stations were another of Engelbart’s ideas long
before the microprocessor). And, of special
importance, the ban on commercial traffic in the
Internet was lifted in 1991. Some of the prereq-
uisites were met relatively early. Computer
screens, first demonstrated in the late 1950s,
began to be common from the early 1970s, per-
sonal computers a little later. Computer co-oper-
ation in general, vendor independent networks,
beyond the groups participating in developing
the Internet techniques themselves, became
usual from around 1980. Some of the ideas that
Engelbart demonstrated in 1968 are still (2001)
awaiting comprehensive use, but are expected
to become similarly important. Examples are
telephony and moving pictures.

World Wide Web is primarily an example of
technical possibilities that Internet technology
opens up as a carrier of entirely new and exciting
forms of information handling.

Electronic Mail
Message transfer was a dominating application
of the Internet already from the start of the
development in 1969. That form of communica-
tion was especially practical and a necessary tool
in the decentralized collaboration of the ten
groups of researchers who undertook the basic
research and development in the 1970s.

The original vision of resource sharing network-
ing, an important source of inspiration for the
development, comprised a number of other,
more or less exotic, applications. E-mail was an
overwhelming generator of traffic for many
years. It perhaps still is, at least was so until the
Web started another “landslide” of new users.
To many people either e-mail or Web is still
synonymous with the Internet.

E-mail is an important form of communication
already. It has unique properties in comparison
to ordinary mail and telephone. Therefore it
defends a place of its own as a communications
medium. It overcomes both time and distance,
it is fast, but still the addressee may answer pre-
cisely, for record, when convenient after having
had plenty of time to think, unlike the telephone.
E-mail is suitable for automation in various
forms. And it is cheap.

However, e-mail is still – in 2001 – far from
having reached its full potential as a general
communication medium. “Old-fashioned” mail
and telephone are far ahead in general availabil-
ity. The most important shortcoming is that e-
mail only reaches those who often use comput-
ers, connected to the Internet – and when they
use the computer. To make certain that a mes-
sage gets there, at least to most people, it will
still be best to call or send a letter.

Hyperlinks make information
stored elsewhere available by
pointing at a reference to it
and clicking

The concept of workstation
was demonstrated at SRI by
Douglas Engelbart as early
as 1968. It had cathode ray
screen, a “mouse” for the
right hand and a five-finger
key-set for the left hand. The
user could point, click and type
anywhere at the screen while
looking steadily

-----In any picture or text hyperlinks
may be built in. As an example, clicking
the name of a particular person may
immediately bring in his
picture located in some
computer – anywhere in the
world

Mr. Ola Norman

• CV

• e-mail

• web-add

• work

• home
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E-mail will be much more usable the day when
the receiving apparatus immediately emits a
beep or blinking light signalling the arrival of
a message. The messaging apparatus should be
equally cheap to own as a telephone that rarely
rings. We are still some distance from being able
to send important messages to many recipients
by e-mail only. But the trend is pointing in that
direction. And a transmitter and receiver of e-
mail will not be a PC only. It will be built into
telephones or other future “popular boxes”, that
we have not yet seen, but which will creatively
be made usual in the future world. Many such
boxes will be gadgets with remotely controlled
functions, etc.

Wireless or Wired Somehow
The actual reason for the name Internet is that
the network may employ various carrier media
of many different kinds interconnected for the
transportation of information.

Further, Internet-technology implies mechanisms
for optimized mixing of different transport re-
quirements. Urgent messages get there fast while
less urgent traffic may be transported more cheap-
ly using otherwise idle periods. Traffic types are
more or less error prone. Particularly important
traffic needs precedence – e.g. for resolving
problems in the network itself, and so on.

Characteristics such as error density, urgency,
and precedence are measurable quantities to be
specified, and to be met accordingly. Internet
technology lets different requirements be met
automatically by the available network capabilities.

In particular this enables many carrier media of
rather different capabilities to co-operate in the
transport such that each medium is exploited to
its best ability. Prevailing media now are leased
lines capable of specific bit transfer rates – num-
ber of pulses per second. Various standard band-
widths (pulses per second) are available. Several
other carrier media are important and will be
used increasingly. Local area networks prevail
within buildings and geographically limited cor-
porate sites. Radio computer networking of vari-
ous kinds is evolving further.

Satellites have many exciting possibilities. The
same is true of cable networks originally built
for broadcasting television. These are probably
best suited for rural and urban areas respectively,
and have great potential for being exploited further.

The background for the name Internet is net of
interconnected nets. The individual transport
networks are operated separately as mask-shaped
nets of leased lines, packet radio nets, packet
satellite nets, and so on. Each of these media
transports packets in ways best suited for each

type of net. The individual nets are connected
into one network (of nets) called Internet. Gate-
way computers make the interconnection. They
convert the information on its way to the next
net into a format suitable for appropriate han-
dling there.

The basic development of Internet-technology
took place in the period 1969 – 1980. It com-
prised understanding the problems and the possi-
bilities, creating and testing the technical meth-
ods and defining the results as standards that
were open and available for use by anyone.

The main result of this development is that dif-
ferent computers can now co-operate and ex-
change all types of information. Further, the

Teleprinter, (“Teletype”,
“Telex machine”) built for the

international Telex network
was extensively used as

computer terminals

Packet
radio
net

Local
area
net

Packet
satellite

net

Net of
leased
lines

Local
area
net

Local
area
net

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

Host A Host B

The Internet is a network of
nets interconnected by gateway

computers. Nets may be of
different types. From one host

computer to another
information travels in packets

along routes which may
change with network “shape”
and traffic load. The Internet
Protocol (IP) helps navigate

through the network. The
Transport Control Protocol

(TCP) helps ensure that a
message transported

piecemeal as a number of
packets gets properly

re-assembled
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information can be transported through different
types of transport media. Each transport is auto-
matically handled as required by interconnected
carrier media that may have different character-
istics.

The transport is handled according to technical
rules called protocols. They depend on more
detail and are significantly more complicated
than the protocol that govern ordinary telephone
traffic. In reality the protocols are implemented
as programs in computers. Microprocessors of
various processing powers are now available and
can be used as components in devices built to
use the Internet for various purposes. It appears
that we are presently at the beginning of an era
of future types of information networks.

Remote Computers and
Time Sharing
Early computers and their users communicated
using teleprinters – “Teletype machines” – that
conveyed text directly both into and out of the
computers. For many years information was
transferred in and out of computers via punched
cards or punched paper tape. The need for effi-
cient use of computer time dictated these media.
They were much faster and hence occupied less
of the valuable computer time waiting for slow
fingers and printer mechanisms. Special line
printers to be directly driven by the computer
were developed. For many years powerful line-
printer machines were essential parts of com-
puter centres, and they produced vast amounts
of paper printouts. Although they are capable of
fast printing of text on paper lineprinters have
been surpassed in performance by newer de-
vices. Both ink jet printers and xerographic
printing mechanisms using lasers for pattern
generation are almost household items today,
and they outperform the earlier, powerful mech-
anical line printers both at efficiency, quality and
flexibility.

The first operating systems were developed early
in the 1960s. That is programs that manage the
computer itself and its attached resources. Since
then a computer without an operating system is
unthinkable. The operating system manages the
computer and its various tasks. As an example
the operating system permits the fast central
processing unit to carry on at full speed while
slower attached units such as printers work at
their speed. Important operating systems today
are Windows, NT, UNIX and Linux, each in
several variations. While Internet-technology is
independent of individual machines and operat-
ing systems, the one operating system that was
most prevalent during the first decade of net-
working development was “Tenex” by Digital
Equipment Corporation – DEC. It was a popular
operating system especially for that company’s
tenth major computer model (“Programmed
Data Processor”) – PDP 10. Towards the end of
the 1970s Unix became more and more popular
and has become an important industry standard
serving many types of computers. In the 1990s
Microsoft Corporation’s various “Windows”
systems have overtaken it in volume outnumber-
ing all others.

A remarkable phenomenon during the period
of internetworking development is the absence
of IBM from that development. From the late
1950s that large, internationally distributed com-
pany had a uniquely large market share for com-
puters and everything in computing. Especially
IBM took leadership in many areas of technical
standard setting. Cards, magnetic tapes, codes,
etc. were “IBM-compatible”. IBM also set their

• • • • • • • •

Tele-net

Modems
Terminals

Modems

Computer
center

Timesharing allows many
users to work directly and
simultaneously with the com-
puter from remote locations

Figure 5  CRT-screens and
timesharing were major steps
in adapting the power of
computers to the abilities of
people. This picture was copied
from a brochure in 1971. The
large company impressed
customers calling in. As soon
as the customer gave his name
the operator could (actually
type it immediately and thus
display his data, hence –)
“remember” details about him
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own comprehensive and successful standards in
computer networking.

The operating system enables a computer to do
several tasks at the same time. A particularly
important development was timesharing. The
Computer Time-Sharing System – CTSS – was
demonstrated in its earliest form at MIT in the
early to mid 1960s. Timesharing permits several
users to access the computer simultaneously.
Several user terminals, typically Teletype
machines, may be connected to the computer.
Each user experiences the communication with
the computer – via the timeshared operating sys-
tem – as if she had the computer to herself alone.
The computer actually shares its time between
several users and several tasks. The users per-
ceive increased load from more users as slower
response from the computer. Powerful comput-
ers may serve many, perhaps several tens of
users without noticeably slow response.

Standard Teletype machines are specialized
typewriting machines made to be connected for
transfer of written – teletype – messages through
the international Telex network. In the 1960s
specialized typewriting computer terminals
began to replace the use of Teletype machines
for computer purposes. They were faster and
more flexible to use, had more comprehensive
character sets and could produce nicer print.
Only from the beginning of the 1970s terminals
with Cathode Ray Terminal screens became
more and more usual. From around 1980 CRTs
were dominating computer use. Terminals are
connected to computers via [telephone] lines.
Gradually it became usual to employ the tele-
phone network for communication with comput-
ers. The signals between the terminal and the
computer were converted into signals that could
be transmitted similarly to speech signals. They
were “modulated” and “demodulated” by
modems. In this way users of computers could
have terminals placed at the users’ premises,
connected to computers elsewhere via fixed –
leased – or “dial-up” telephone lines.

Vendors of computing services established large
computer centres sometimes with extensive nets
of leased lines and connection points for modem
connections. The one single application making
most use of early computer networking was seat
reservation for airline passenger traffic. Already
in the 1960s the large airlines had ubiquitous,
often global networks for that purpose.

Computer Centres and
Personal Computers
For economic management of expensive com-
puters stable full employment of the machine is
important. Before the invention of timesharing
computer centres were run in “closed shop

mode”. The actual users, i.e. those who devel-
oped programs and those who delivered data for
processing, were not allowed to communicate
directly with the computer. The user submitted
jobs consisting of programs and/or data, usually
in the form of a deck of punched cards or a roll
of punched paper tape. A popular profession was
that of punching machine operator, transferring
written programs or data from paper into
punched cards, using the specialized “off-line”

Special printer terminals
became available

The line printer was the output
medium from computer

centers. It produced large
amounts of printed pages

folded together
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punching machines. Operating staff accepted
jobs through a window and delivered results in
the form of line printer print-outs (and the
returned card decks). During program develop-
ment that typically meant lists of error messages.
The primary task of the operating staff was to
keep the computer in stable and reliable opera-
tion for high productivity, referring to the use of
computer time as an overwhelming cost factor.
Those card decks could be large, sometimes fill-
ing long steel drawers almost too heavy to carry.

Electronic integrated circuits and devices for
storage and presentation (semiconductor mem-
ory, storage disks and CRT screens) have gone
through a very comprehensive development
indeed continuously since 1960. Then the first
digital circuits could be built in large scale using
transistors rather than vacuum tubes. That devel-
opment improved performance characteristics
by many orders of magnitude (and continues
rapidly to improve further).

From the mid 1970s that technical development
permitted complete programmable computers to
be made cheaply enough to make it meaningful
economically for one person to have the com-
puter alone. The movement of the human per-
son’s fingers and her ability to think and formu-
late commands and questions are very slow if
measured in a computer’s time scale. Looking at
the exploitation of a personal computer – PC –
one will typically find the computer running idle
most of the time while the user thinks or does
something else. The PC-phenomenon – econom-
ically seen – is that it makes economic sense to
have the machine idling, but immediately avail-
able to the user – the person. Unlike the situation
today that was far from true for many years.

Resource Sharing Networks
Computers began to have practical significance
in business as tools and production machinery
from the last half of the 1950s. Computer tech-
nology and its use have continued to improve
and increase since then. This technology has an
unbelievably large and increasing importance.
The development has continued and continues
on. All the time it becomes more specialized
and refined.

Academic interest in this dramatic development
started in a few places. From the late 1950s it
was the basis of a new industry, rapidly growing.
IBM was the foremost, gigantic, standard setting
“powerhouse” among several great companies.
A large and growing number of engineers and
technical scientists engaged themselves in the
study and development of the great new poten-
tial that they saw and that began to open up
around 1960.

One broadly based research program started in
the late 1960s. The Advanced Research Projects
Agency – ARPA – of the United States Depart-
ment of Defense sponsored the building of a
resource-sharing network called Arpanet. It
connected four computers at universities and
research establishments in the western United
States. The research program was basic technical
research and the visions about Arpanet were
resource sharing. Important and valuable re-
sources that could be shared and hence be better
exploited were several: Powerful computers
(although quite weak by today’s measures) were
too expensive to be procured by all those who
wished for them and who could have put them
to good use. It became desirable to make such
computer resources available to more groups
of people. Thereby new problem areas might be
attacked and manifold creativity might more eas-
ily meet in fruitful collaboration – resource shar-
ing.

The punched card was an
important input medium well
into the 1970s. It was only
replaced when timesharing
and sufficient disk storage
permitted users to enter their
programs directly and leave
them in the computer. One
card represented up to 80
characters. (Pictures copied
from “Britannica.com”)

By 1970 the integrated circuit
technology had developed to a
point where microprocessors
could be “stamped out”
cheaply on silicon wafers in
large numbers. This picture
shows an experimental wafer
with an array of several
different circuit chips. The
matrix is cut into individual
chips
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Arpanet grew fast and more academic groups in
the USA were connected to the resource sharing
network. The research and development con-
cerned many technical and scientific areas and a
wide spectrum of applications were pursued in
addition to computer and networking techniques
themselves. The numbers of people and research
groups connected with the Arpanet far outnum-
bered the relatively few that worked on the basic
Internet-technology itself.

Examples of applications being investigated and
connected to the Arpanet as early as 1972 were
weather forecast, funds transfer, understanding
of natural language (e.g. natural question-ask-
ing), telephone conferencing, mathematical anal-
ysis, and others. The purposes of the use of the
network were many. One example was an inter-
active program for mathematical analysis –
“Macsyma” – at MIT. That program was avail-
able for use through the Arpanet for several
years for anybody interested. Thus a great num-

Resource sharing networks. This drawing covered the program 
of one of the first conferences publishing the Arpanet effort

In 1969 Arpanet was first built
as a packet switched computer
network for resource sharing.

Many academic groups in wide
fields of research joined

during the first years. By 1974
the Arpanet extended west to

Hawaii and east to Norway
and England
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ber of qualified mathematicians in universities
were critical users while the development pro-
ceeded further. Errors and suggestions were eas-
ily reported to the developers. In this way the
program was subject to brutal testing and conse-
quent help in discovering weaknesses in the
interactivity of the program, a new and very
effective way of improving program robustness.
And a free source of good ideas was available
from a world of interested and competent users.
Many other research projects in many areas pro-
liferated around the network from the start.

Basic Open Technological
Research and Development
Basic ideas and techniques for networking were
implemented already in the initial “little”
Arpanet in 1969. The networking technology
was further refined and developed in an intimate
co-operation of ten research groups during the
1970s. That co-operation resulted in the technol-
ogy underlying today’s Internet. The results
were documented as standards. They were made
available to the US defense to be further formal-
ized and were openly available to anybody
world-wide, especially interested academic
groups.

That led to an increasing interest, also interna-
tionally, through the 1980s. From 1991 a very
rapid growth began. The public did generally not
know about the technology until 1995. The work
was not secret, however. The work and the
results were available to interested researchers
from the start in 1969. The basic idea was
resource sharing including human resources,
ideas and suggestions. And much was done to
create interest. A comprehensive public confer-
ence with demonstrations of several research
efforts was held in Washington DC in 1972.
Comprehensive presentations were made at the
Computer Communication Networking Confer-
ence at Brighton, England in 1973 and at the
International Computer Communication Confer-
ence – ICCC – at Stockholm, Sweden in 1974.

It was always essential for the development that
any kind of computer of any make could co-
operate in the network. Internet technology has
become an important reinforcement of the foun-
dations of both computer technology and tele-
com technology. In turn that has stimulated
innovations in business and in society in many
ways. Most likely we have just seen the begin-
ning of that development.

Internet Details

What is Actually Internet
In technical terms Internet is a network connect-
ing co-operating computers. The network trans-
ports information. The connected computers are

called host computers. They exchange informa-
tion with each other. The information transport
and exchange takes place according to standard-
ized technical procedures called protocols. Vari-
ous quantitative requirements of speed and other
factors can be specified for each transportation
task. The transport network also comprises com-
puters built into it, that carry out the logical
functions of accepting, delivering and routing
information being transported.

The name “Internet” reflects the fact that the
transport network actually is a network of indi-
vidual interconnected nets.

Computers can have various forms and sizes. A
computer may also be small and cheap and may
be built into an apparatus as a component, e.g. in
a telephone. Telecommunications are expected
to make increasing use of the Internet technol-
ogy, which will thus have an increasing role in
future telecommunications.

Experiments in Computer Networking
Historically some computer networking experi-
ments began in 1969 as an experimental network
called Arpanet. It consisted initially of a number
of nodes connected by leased lines that could
transmit digital data streams. Each node was a
computer with a program that made it function
as a so-called “Interface Message Processor” –
IMP. The lines with modems could transmit up
to 56,000 bits per second, somewhat more on
some “legs” later on. One or more host comput-
ers could be connected to each IMP. Hosts might
be of various types and sizes and be used for
various applications. Unlike earlier computer
networks the Arpanet distinguished between the
IMP-computers that were part of the transport
network, and the host computers that were the
co-operating computers proper.

From the initial Arpanet the technology was
developed into a basically new computer co-
operating technology – Internetworking-technol-
ogy. Its main constituents were defined around
1980.

Some further technical refinement and signifi-
cant further geographical expansion of the net-
work took place through the 1980s. This was all
carried out on a non-commercial, experimental
basis. The network spread into many countries
around the Earth, primarily to universities and
research groups.

Commercial traffic was prohibited until 1991.
That exclusion was then lifted. From then on the
growth of the network accelerated. In the early
1990s the growth corresponded to doubling the
number of connected host computers every
seven months approximately.
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Network of Nets and 
Packet Switching
Information gets transported through the net in
packets. The net is said to be packet switched.
A packet consists of a certain number of bits –
binary digits – e.g. 2048 bits plus a “packaging”
of a few bits. Packet size (number of bits) may
vary for different applications and different nets.
This packaging of header bits and trailer bits
specify how the packet is to be treated in the
transport net, and identifies the packet to the
receiver. Each digit assumes value 0 or 1. In
transmission each bit is typically represented as
“pulse or no pulse” at defined instants in time.

The initial Arpanet had permanent leased lines
connecting the nodes. The further development
comprised, among other things, possibilities for
other types of transmission carriers. Special
interest concerned packet radio nets where each
node had a radio transmitter and -receiver and all
nodes used the same radio channel – carrier fre-
quency. The purpose was to exploit such infor-
mation carrying media and their special proper-
ties. They have potential for connecting ships,
aircraft, cars, persons, as well as more or less
temporary platforms such as oil rigs and other
stations in wayless territory or in developing
areas having inadequate permanent installations.
Further developments comprised ways of using
satellite channels and special cable channels in
similar ways.

Intensive basic research and development was
carried out through the 1970s. It turned out early
that the logical rules – protocols needed to ex-
ploit each carrying medium – were rather differ-
ent from each other. An overriding goal was that
each node should function independently with-
out a common control centre.

It was discovered that advantage could be gained
by keeping each carrier medium separate as an
individual net, e.g. packet radio net, packet satel-
lite net, local broadband cable net, etc. Gateway
computers then interconnected each of these
nets. Each gateway appeared as a host computer
to each of the two nets that it connected, behav-
ing according to the protocols of the individual
nets. The gateway re-packaged each packet
accordingly. Hence transfer could be done
according to the individual network protocols
and each net was exploited well.

Stars and Masks
Many computer networks were built and oper-
ated, for practical commercial purposes, long
before the Arpanet and the Internet. Notable are
large networks for airlines, as mentioned. Private
and public organizations had been using net-
works of computers since around 1960. Perhaps
most notable were networks and associated stan-
dards developed and built by IBM.

The first computer networks were mostly if not
exclusively star shaped. The transfer channel
between any two points A and B in a star shaped
network is unique. The Arpanet/Internet devel-
opment consistently made use of mask shaped
nets. Transport between arbitrary points A and B
in a network may then travel alternative routes.
This strategy, well known in traditional telecom
networks, has many advantages. In the more
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diverse and dynamic traffic situation of com-
puter networks the enhanced reliability and traf-
fic resilience of mask shaped nets are essential.
A significant part of the development effort was
concentrated on a desire to handle these needs
of computer networking automatically and well.
One issue in that development pertained espe-
cially to mask shaped – as opposed to star
shaped nets. Both traffic control and reassembly
of large messages are more complicated in the
former. But with the resulting TCP/IP (Transport
Control Protocol / Internet Protocol) protocol
suite mask shaped nets can exhibit their advan-
tages automatically in dynamic situations.

The result was the protocol suite TCP/IP. The
successful, persistent and ubiquitous use of
TCP/IP is now established in millions of nets of
even more millions of computers. That deserves
being mentioned explicitly. Those protocols
resulted from an extremely thorough analysis
and design. “No stone was left unturned” during
the development which took several years. The-
oretical analyses were complemented by experi-
ments. Combinations of traffic types and re-

quirements, network topologies and application
types were imagined, implemented, tried, failed,
changed and tried again. The “final” TCP and IP
were not easily postulated and approved.

Traffic Diversity
Nobody can ever reproduce in a laboratory the
chaotic traffic pattern of a lively telecom or
computing network and even less the diverse
demands of information exchange. The growing
active dynamic traffic situation in the Arpanet
prevailed during onwards development of its
own underlying technology. That may be one
reason for the robustness, elegance and surviv-
ability of the result. Arpanet was the laboratory.
At the same time it was an active telecom net-
work, a resource sharing network and a forum of
creative and critical people. During a period of
intensively active development methods were
conceived and perfected until functioning well in
an environment which was closer to reality than
anyone might have dreamt up in a “sterile” labo-
ratory environment. At the same time a profound
theoretical understanding was developed. It kept
its scrutiny on experimental results and was both
guiding and following up the work in an ad-
mirable teamwork. The group at UCLA under
Leonard Kleinrock’s leadership was foremost
in that area.

One of the many experiments illustrates some
of this thoroughness, the Internet conference
speech experiment. Digital speech coding is of
course a long story in itself. Whereas inter-
national telephony today uses 64,000 bits per
second to represent ordinary speech, many other
methods can represent fully understandable
speech by much more compact codes. One
example is Linear Predictive Code – LPC. It per-
mits understandable speech to be represented by
2,400 bits per second (this is not the limit, but it
was used for that particular experiment). Such
compact coding is less tolerant both of back-
ground acoustical noise around the speaker and
of errors in the transmission channel. Loss of
a packet is more harmful in the more compact
codes. An LPC coder/decoder (codec) developed
by MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory was used for the
experiment. The first version of the codec, a rack
mounted unit so large it could barely be lifted by
a man, was successively replaced by smaller and
lighter units doing the same. It helped clearing
the way towards possibilities of today’s inte-
grated circuit chip solutions.

Further about the conference speech experiment.
A rather many-sided development had created
solutions and understanding of protocol options,
network configurations, packet satellite channel
access algorithms and their inherent stability,
various performance characteristics, and many
other factors, before the final experiment. It
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demonstrated internetworking speech conferenc-
ing. Three persons located at Boston (Mas-
sachusetts), London (England) and Kjeller (Nor-
way) held a demonstration conference. The rest
of the development team, in a meeting at Uni-
versity College London at the occasion, were
solemnly listening in with the rewarding feeling
of having successively penetrated the maze of
so many difficult questions and challenges.

Each of the three sites had an LPC codec
attached to a host computer. The three comput-
ers communicated through local area nets inter-
connected through gateways, via Arpanet and
Satnet. The packet traffic in that Internet situa-
tion (new then!) was a combination of that
speech traffic together with “natural” traffic in
the Arpanet at the time. Some special knowledge
may perhaps be required to fully appreciate the
complexity of that experiment. It was one of
several major milestones during development of
Internet-technology. It took place in 1978 and
proved a number of new concepts workable.
Intricate logic functioned, and detailed prepara-
tion by several collaborating research groups
succeeded.

Standardization Procedures
One way to view the Arpanet/Internet effort is
development of new technical standards. It even
contributed to the way standardization can be
done. Traditional telecom standardization takes
place in a formal hierarchy of organizations,
mostly supported by telecom operating compa-
nies. The development of Internet-technology
led by ARPA is one prominent example of
another form of standards development.

Such international standardization is being
driven in a democratic and sometimes bureau-
cratic environment where participation and
progress are dictated as much by political moti-
vation as by technical and commercial interest.
Timeliness has sometimes suffered and stan-
dards have dropped out of pace with technical
and commercial possibilities. Some recent stan-
dardization efforts in communication and com-
puters are driven more by directly interested and
technically and commercially competent partici-
pants. There are many other examples of such
technically oriented standards development
forums today.

At one point in time, late 1980, some of the dif-
ferences in those two ways of standards develop-
ment were brought into focus. That was when
a meeting in the Packet Switching Protocols
Working Group (PSPWG) coincided with a
meeting of a group in The International Tele-
graph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT, now International Telecommunication
Union – Telecom Standardization Sector). That

group worked on a standard for packet switching
X.25. Impressions of the participants were
strong. We had something to learn from each
other.

Although usually financed by private industry,
the success of such ad hoc forums is equally
dependent on full openness and access to the
results by anybody. Strongly competing actors
actively co-operate intimately in development
– so that they can go on to compete fiercely for
their market shares and livelihood.

There have been examples of large companies
setting their own standards and keeping them to
themselves. Full openness is now considered
necessary for success of standards setting.

From Arpanet to Internet
The network of nets was called Internet.

One fact brought into focus and thoroughly
investigated was that various types of traffic
have different technical and economic require-
ments of the transport. Important requirements
are error freedom, time delay and economy.

The development in the 1970s resulted in a num-
ber of new techniques. Especially important
were the protocols TCP and IP (Transport Con-
trol Protocol and Internet Protocol). When the
“final” standard recommendation was approved
and documented internally by the development
team, it was based on many years’ intensive
research and development.

Ten groups carried out that development to-
gether as a team. It referred to itself as Packet
Switching Protocols Working Group – PSPWG.
There were eight groups in the USA, one in Eng-
land and a small group in Norway. The develop-
ment comprised investigation of a variety of
suggested methods. They were thoroughly stud-
ied theoretically and experimentally. The devel-
opment team presented and discussed intermedi-
ate results in daily communication via the new
and practical form of communication – elec-
tronic mail – and in regular meetings about
every three months. A few persons from each
group participated – typically 20 to 30 persons in
total each time.

The group from ARPA, later called DARPA
(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency),
Information Processing Techniques Office –
IPTO – led and financed the research and devel-
opment as a research project of the American
Department of Defense as basic technical
research.
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Resource Sharing Networks
When the research began in 1969 “all” comput-
ers were large and expensive. The development
had the main purpose to study and develop re-
source-sharing networks. Resources to be shared
were both the “power” of the computers, pro-
grams and data of various types – information
for shared use. Further, and not least, it was im-
portant to create an environment where human
resources could co-operate and strengthen cre-
ativity and knowledge.

Communicating via Computers
The development of electronic circuit tech-
niques, perhaps the most conspicuous part of
computer hardware development, made so-called
microprocessors possible from about 1970.
Microprocessors are integrated circuits that com-
prise the main part of a computer. Small chips
the size of a fingernail can now comprise entire
computers. That development has continued fur-
ther and further and will probably continue –
nobody knows how far. Ultimate limits of com-
plexity have been repeatedly sought, predicted
and broken.

Today microprocessors with programs are used
as component parts in many devices, more or
less specialized.

Among the logical capabilities thus introduced
into an apparatus is the capability to execute the
rules – protocols – in Internet. That will enable
more and more telecommunications to proceed
as Internet type traffic. Telecom operators of the
world are now eagerly studying the implications.
Developing techniques and new types of telecom
market demands continue to emerge. We will
likely continue to see many great changes of
telecommunications and the use of information
in the years to come.

Advantage of the Internet
Compared to the traditional telecom network
two properties of Internet-technology are fore-
most: Flexible dynamical use of various carrier

media for different demand types and capability
to exploit the versatility of computers.

Flexibility concerns several factors. Primarily
it has the ability to meet differences in volume
of information often expressed as bandwidth of
offered traffic – measured as bits per second.
Large and small bandwidths may be mixed
dynamically, i.e. can be accommodated and opti-
mized while changing rapidly. Secondly there is
a great economic potential in exploiting combi-
nations of requirements such as urgency, free-
dom of error and reliability. Last, but not least,
Internet techniques are good at exploiting differ-
ent carrier media in combination – various cable
types, packet radio and satellite net, and proba-
bly many new concepts that were less practical
without these new techniques.

Some Further Details
National and international telecom networks
may be viewed as nodes interconnected by col-
lections of lines of varying properties. Each line
may have characteristics such as analog or digi-
tal, bandwidth (pulses per second), subject to
noise and other factors that determine the capac-
ity and quality of channels. Nodes typically have
switches capable of automatically setting up and
taking down telephone calls and facilities for
manually setting up and taking down other types
of channels.

All kinds of information may be represented dig-
itally. Natural values such as temperature, dis-
tance, weight, pressure, etc. are measured in spe-
cific units and the number of units is the digital
representation of the value. Accuracy of such
representation can be as required. It is a matter
of the units and the measurement precision.
Depending on the requirements this may be eas-
ier said than done of course, but when a measure
has been digitized the accuracy of each value is
preserved thereafter, unharmed by noise and loss
as long as the number symbols can be recog-
nized, recovered and regenerated.

Computers and communications represent num-
bers in the binary system, by strings of the sym-
bols 0 and 1. These are binary digits – bits. Simi-
larly, people represent numbers in the decimal
system, by decimal digits – the symbols
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. In a transmission channel or
in a storage system symbols are distorted and
mixed with noise. In such deteriorated signals it
is easier to distinguish between two symbols –
than between ten. Therefore, binary representa-
tion of numbers is preferred in computers and
in digital transmission. Digital channels can be
made far more tolerant of noise than analog rep-
resentation. In practical terms symbols can be
restored to perfection, and hence preserve the
digitized information unchanged. Binary repre-
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sentation is easily converted by the computer
to and from decimal before being displayed,
printed, etc.

Any kind of information, e.g. speech, music,
images, etc. may be digitized. Some types of
information such as text and numbers are inher-
ently digital. In particular co-operating comput-
ers need to exchange special control information
between them. Standards exist that specify pre-
cisely how various types of information are rep-
resented. Binary information is represented by
pulse patterns. Typically, pulses are grouped in
“bytes” of eight bits each. Various modulation
methods exist for representing bits in transmis-
sion channels. Examples are pulse or no pulse,
positive or negative pulse, high or low tone, and
others.

In its earliest days telecommunications had to
live with “the facts of life” that noise and loss
along lines were inescapable limitations. Trans-
mission theory and technology have matured
over the years. Information carrying capabilities
and limitations of various media are now well
understood. Techniques have been developed to
exploit each medium according to technical and
economic criteria.

One way to look at Internet technology from a
telecommunications standpoint is that it is a uni-
fied method of supporting a large number of dif-
ferent telecom applications together. Varying
requirements of individual applications may be
specified and met accordingly. Various capabili-
ties of available carrying media may be ex-
ploited. These requirements may vary over time
and be met automatically in near optimal combi-
nation even in dynamically changing situations.
Coding methods are available for error detection
and -correction to any level of dependability.

Consider the following examples. If a packet
comprises representation of monetary amounts,
the receiver must not accept any errors inflicted
on the packet during transit. Built-in error detec-
tion and -correction are paramount. If necessary
the damaged packet must be retransmitted until
acceptance. And that is more important than time
delay. In another case a packet represents a piece
of sound, e.g. part of a spoken word. In that case
it is more important for the packet to get there in
time, perhaps distorted, than to be guaranteed
correct and too old to be of any interest.

In a packet switched net the nodes consist of
packet switches interconnected by digital chan-
nels transmitting streams of packets. The switch
has a number of at least three incoming and out-
going channels, two in the case of a gateway
between two different types of net. Each incom-
ing packet is transmitted onwards in the right

direction according to the address in the packet
header and the switch’s knowledge of the net.
That includes alternative routes and current traf-
fic load. Such knowledge is available to the
switch in the form of dynamic routing tables.
Queuing, re-packaging and retransmission may
happen according to requirements specified in
the packet and capabilities of the net, including
the current traffic situation.

Quality and Efficiency
A telecommunications network may be line
switched or packet switched and the transmis-
sion may be analog or digital. Digital informa-
tion may be transmitted in analog channels by
modem-units that modulate and demodulate to
and from analog representation. All these forms
of transmission may transfer all types of infor-
mation. But they have different qualities and
efficiencies of different significance for various
information types. Analog transmission is tradi-
tional for sound and pictures. The information in
them is inherently analog. Text and numbers are
naturally digital information. Analog transmis-
sion has quality limitations, noise and inaccu-
racy that can only be partly corrected. For nor-
mal telephone connections and some others
these limitations have little or no practical sig-
nificance.
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Over time digital techniques have been devel-
oped extensively and hence should replace older
techniques if it were possible to disregard exist-
ing assets. Digital transmission is now cheaper
and exhibits better quality than analog ones. But
several of the existing world-wide telenetworks
are still predominantly analog, represent large
assets and function well. Further expansion and
replacement – analog to digital – imply many
questions, trade-offs and techniques for change
or coexistence.

As the demand for communication channels be-
tween computers and their possibilities increase,
digital transmission and also packet switching
continue to become more advantageous. That is
especially the case for traffic consisting of many
and dynamically changing performance factors.
An example illustrates that:

Some computer co-operating applications are
characterized by burstyness. Machine A sends
one or more messages to machine B. Then for
some time nothing is sent because A has to do
something else, A’s user does some thinking, A
is awaiting answer or acknowledgement from B,
then B may suddenly respond with a large mes-
sage, and so on. Traffic in the communication
channel becomes bursty. Efficiency of such co-
operation often requires short transfer time to
avoid idle waiting of the receiver. This is typical
for answer- and acknowledge-type messages.
The length of various messages typically varies
a great deal. Transfer time for a message
depends on the bandwidth of the channel, i.e. the
bit transfer rate. Large bandwidth gets messages
through fast. This would tend to make relatively
poor use of the channel. It would be idling much
of the time. More bursty traffic means less effi-
cient use of the channel because of more idling
time. A packet switched channel may be used by
a multiplex of packet streams. It may be espe-
cially attractive to mix packet streams with dif-
ferent transfer time requirements. Urgent packets
slip through fast while packet streams of lower
transfer time requirement can wait and make use
of otherwise idle periods.

History of Initial Internet
Development

Development Teamwork
The Arpanet collaboration that eventually led
to the establishment of the Internet was carried
out by a handful of research groups collaborat-
ing intimately for many years. Lawrence “Larry”
Roberts initially led the Arpanet work as director
of ARPA’s Information Processing Techniques
Office – IPTO. Robert “Bob” Kahn later re-
placed him. More than anybody else Kahn was
the person who formulated goals and guided
development of the Internet-technology during
the most active development period. Vinton
“Vint” Cerf later assisted Kahn. Later on, Cerf
promoted and led the further development of the
technology and its applications. Vint Cerf today
appears as “Internet Guru number one”. All
these three persons distinguished themselves as
excellent professionals and were able to moder-
ate and lead the many capable and outspoken
researchers and research groups that took part
in the development.

During the 1970s the following ten groups par-
ticipated in the development of Internet technol-
ogy as one intimately collaborating team:

• Advanced Research Projects Agency – Infor-
mation Processing Techniques Office, Wash-
ington, DC – ARPA

• Bolt Beranek and Newman, Cambridge,
Massachusetts – BBN

• Stanford Research International, Menlo Park,
California – SRI

• University of California, Los Angeles – UCLA

• Information Sciences Institute, Marina del
Rey, California – ISI

• Linkabit Corporation, San Diego, California
– Linkabit

• Comsat Corporation, Gaithersburg, Maryland
– Comsat

• Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts – MIT

• University College London, England – UCL

• Norwegian Defence Research Establishment,
Kjeller, Norway – NDRE.

Among these groups the company BBN had
many central and decisive roles in the develop-
ment. BBN was responsible for the daily opera-
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tion of the network. A Network Control Center
– NCC – at BBN supervised the traffic and state
of every node in the net. It was important for
efficiency of the operation and the experiments
that each node (IMP, Interface Message Proces-
sor or TIP, Terminal Interface Message Proces-
sor) in the entire net could be reprogrammed
remotely from NCC. New ideas and variations
of protocols were tried all the time. Data from
the experiments were recorded and sent via the
net to the responsible experimenters at their
home locations and to other interested groups.
Programs could be tested and errors corrected
from the NCC. As the network grew and traffic
from connected universities became significant
“natural traffic” could be used for experiments
in addition to synthetically generated traffic.

Most of the researchers, typically 20 to 30 per-
sons met every third month approximately. The
meetings rotated among the sites mentioned
above and consisted of detailed discussions fol-
lowing in-depth presentations of results and
ideas. The tone was open and could be heated
although always friendly. A certain amount of
social occasions usually took place and stimu-
lated the smooth co-operative spirit. From day
to day the researchers exchanged e-mail. It com-
prised discussions, experimental results, com-
ments and programs. The assembled group con-
stituted a strong and inspiring research team.
From mid 1977 the usual two-day PSPWG
(Packet Switching Protocol Working Group)
was supplemented by a third – “Internet” meet-
ing dedicated to techniques for internetworking
of different nets.

Norwegian Participation
In 1972 ARPA invited the Norwegian Defence
Research Establishment – NDRE – to a co-oper-
ative effort about so-called resource-sharing net-
working. Before that ARPA had been in contact
with the Norwegian Telecommunications Ad-
ministration – NTA – with a similar invitation.
NDRE then already had long traditions for
research co-operation with ARPA. A few re-
searchers at NDRE soon became convinced of
the promising prospects of this form of computer
networking, and NDRE joined in with ARPA’s
efforts.

NDRE’s work was mainly directed towards
packet switched satellite channels. However
these channels were integrated with Arpanet at
the time and were treated similarly to the leased
land-lines. Measurements were made using “Sat-
net”. It consisted of a free channel in a satellite
(a digital, 64,000 bits per second channel of type
“Spade” in the Intelsat IV satellite) and three
ground stations located in Maryland, England
and Sweden. The ground station at Tanum, Swe-
den was owned collectively by Nordic telecom

administrations. Some Swedish researchers
showed interest in Arpanet, but did not partici-
pate in the development. UCLA contributed
strongly in the satellite work in addition to the
groups at Comsat, UCL and NDRE. It resulted
in the satellite channel access protocol called
CPODA (Contention Priority Oriented Demand
Access). This form of satellite communication
has had limited use up to now.

In the early 1970s the Arpanet consisted of both
leased lines, mostly of 56,000 bits per second
capacity, and of packet radio nets, mainly one in
Hawaii and one in the San Francisco Bay area.
ARPA now suggested developing packet
switched satellite channels as a new information-
carrying medium especially for use in resource

10 – 11 Aug 74 On the ferry between Stockholm, Sweden and 
Åbo, Finland

4 – 5 Sep 75 Linkabit Co, San Diego, California. 
Host: Irwin Jacobs

12 – 13 Nov 75 UCL, London, England. 
Host: Peter Kirstein

12 – 14 Feb 76 DCA and ARPA, Washington, DC. 
Host: Bob Kahn

29 – 30 Apr 76 BBN, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
Host: David Walden

29 – 30 Jun 76 NDRE, Kjeller, Norway. 
Host: Yngvar Lundh

23 – 24 Sep 76 UCLA, Los Angeles, California. 
Host: Leonard Kleinrock

9 – 10 Dec 76 UCL, London, England. 
Host: Peter Kirstein

10 – 11 Mar 77 Comsat, Washington, DC. 
Host: Estil Hoversten

8 – 10 Jun 77 NDRE, Kjeller, Norway. 
Host: Yngvar Lundh

17 – 19 Aug 77 Linkabit, San Diego, California. 
Host: Irwin Jacobs

31 Oct – 2 Nov 77 BBN, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
Host: Bob Bressler

1 – 3 Feb 78 UCLA, Los Angeles, California. 
Host: Wesley Chu

3 – 5 May 78 UCL, London, England. 
Host: Peter Kirstein

31 Jul – 2 Aug 78 MIT Lincoln Lab, Lexington, Massachusetts. 
Host: James Forgie

1 – 3 Nov 78 Linkabit, San Diego, Caliornia. 
Host: Estil Hoversten

8 – 11 May 79 BBN, Cambridge, Massachusetts

4 – 7 Feb 80 SRI, Menlo Park, California

14 – 15 May 80 MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts

7 – 9 Oct 80 UCL, Royal Signals and Radar Establishment,
Malvern, England

28 – 30 Jan 81 ISI, Marina del Rey, California

PSPWG meetings 1974 – 81.
The Packet Switching Protocol

Working Group meetings
during the most active period

of development
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sharing computer networks. They expected, sim-
ilar to NDRE, that to be of special interest to
Norway. NDRE’s director Finn Lied, research
superintendent Karl Holberg and research engi-
neer Yngvar Lundh were positive to the pro-
posal. The Norwegian participation in the col-
laboration started in 1972 and was led by Yng-
var Lundh. A “Terminal Interface Message Pro-
cessor” – TIP – was provided by ARPA and
installed in 1973. A TIP could connect both to
host computers and directly to simple interactive
terminals.

ARPA already had a leased line of 9,600 bits per
second between Washington and NORSAR, a
seismic observatory at the NDRE site at Kjeller,
Norway, the result of another earlier collabora-
tion project between (another part of) ARPA and
NDRE. That opened a good opportunity for the
two divisions of ARPA to co-operate, thus en-
abling both co-operation in international net-
working and improvements for the seismic co-
operation with Norsar. The 9,600 bits per second
line had a multiplexer installed to create two
independent channels. The new channel was for
use by the Arpanet computer networking experi-
ments. Another line was leased between Kjeller
and London where another TIP was installed at
UCL. This use of the seismic line thus made it
economically feasible to extend the Arpanet to
Norway and England.

To build a Norwegian group took some time
because of lack of funding. It was hard to con-
vince Norwegian financing sources of the impor-
tance of computer networking. For the first two
years Lundh’s group consisted of two of his
graduate students besides himself. In 1975 Paal
Spilling, a Ph.D. in nuclear physics looking for a
currently more active field of research, was
assigned to Lundh’s project. Later on, some
other well-qualified engineers were assigned,
similarly available in NDRE’s personnel budget.
Persistent invitation by NDRE to NTA’s
research establishment to participate resulted in
the free loan for experimental purposes of a
spare channel in the Intelsat IV satellite and a
spare line between NDRE and the existing Scan-
dinavian satellite earth station at Tanum, Swe-
den. This experimental facility including a Satel-
lite Interface Message Processor – SIMP – pro-
vided by ARPA was established in mid 1975.

It was the enthusiastic interest of NDRE’s re-
search engineers and management for resource
sharing networks and new forms of communica-
tions that was the decisive factor and driving
force of NDRE’s participation. Misunderstand-
ings have prevailed in some comments about
NORSAR’s role in the development. The facts
are that NORSAR staff did not participate in the
development of Internet technology. The NDRE

TIP was placed at NORSAR, which resided in a
civilian building just outside NDRE’s fence.
Hence, access to the TIP was unrestricted, unlike
NDRE’s buildings which were located on mili-
tary grounds. Lundh, backed by ARPA, made
efforts to create interest in the Arpanet experi-
ments at other establishments, notably the neigh-
bouring large computer centre shared by the
University of Oslo and some other academic
institutions. During the 1970s such interest was
next to non-existent, perhaps due to generally
low political esteem of defence related activities
in that period of time, despite the basic research
nature of this networking research and develop-
ment. When the NDRE TIP (sometimes referred
to as the NORSAR TIP) had been established,
interested NORSAR staff began to investigate
the possibilities for exchange of seismic data
through Arpanet as an alternative to their tradi-
tional data exchange connection. As already
mentioned they had a leased line for routine data
exchange as part of co-operation on seismic
research with peer institutions in the US.

Increasing Interest
Most universities, both in Norway and else-
where, kept well away from the ARPA-collabo-
ration during the 1970s. This situation slowly
began to change during the 1980s, because of a
change in prevailing political attitudes, or for
other reasons. If nothing else, many academic
people discovered the convenient communica-
tions offered by the Internet. The network gradu-
ally became global.

Commercial traffic was prohibited in the
Arpanet from the outset and that was still the
rule as the network changed into Internet. The
network was an experimental facility supported
for research purposes. The ban on commercial
traffic was lifted in 1991. From then on the num-
ber of connected computers and the aggregate
traffic began to grow exponentially. In the early
1990s such numbers doubled every seven
months, approximately.

From 1994 a few articles in the general press
began to mention the Internet as an interesting
phenomenon. Since then of course, Internet soon
flew all around the world as a household word
everywhere. From practical obscurity to com-
mon knowledge and use world-wide in less than
ten years is a remarkable if not unique develop-
ment in technological history.

Transfer techniques and computer co-operation
techniques that are basic to the Internet are
rather alien to traditional forms of telecommuni-
cation. The established telecom operating com-
panies demonstrated little understanding of
Internet technology. That attitude did not change
appreciably until the mid 1990s. But from then
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on telecom operators world-wide have become
aware of its great potential and they study it and
investigate ways and means for its exploitation
on broad fronts.

Visions
Computer- and networking development has led
to new applications. Computers can exploit
Internet-technology for co-operation. We can
expect Internet-technology to be employed for
further improved telecommunications. That will
no doubt be the case for some telephone traffic,
distribution of text, sound and images, including
moving pictures, and many new applications and
innovations.

Transmission will make use of traditional chan-
nels as well as others that we have only thought
of in special contexts. That comprises TV cable,
local radio nets in many forms and sizes, and
local area cable nets of various types including
optical fibres.

In short: Internet-technology is capable of meet-
ing many different requirements for traffic types
and can exploit many different information-car-
rying media. The comprehensive development
that proposed, analysed and exercised so many
possibilities and tested them so thoroughly
throughout the whole decade of the 1970s laid
the foundation for the rapid growth of applica-
tions and its future importance.
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1  Introduction
The Internet Protocol (IP) has gained a phenom-
enal place in telecommunications in the latest
years. Even the protocol’s presence for several
decades, certain events and driving forces may
well be credited its surf on the promotion wave.
The invention of web browsing and openness of
the IP and corresponding transport protocols
allowing for easy use in education and simplicity
of implementation, may be two factors. How-
ever, when deploying an IP-based network in a
commercial environment, we are faced with sev-
eral more issues.

The ongoing work related to IP, including proto-
cols, mechanisms, applications, systems, is quite
phenomenal. This implies that there is a steady
evolution in the area, which is a challenge in
keeping track of even the ideas presented within
a fairly narrow area. However, in order to follow
any discussion going on in different fora, a
knowledge of the basic mechanisms and formats
of protocols is needed. The objective of this
paper is to introduce these formats for IP and
the transport protocols.

IP is described in Chapter 2, covering both ver-
sion 4 and version 6. The IP error and control
messages are briefly outlined in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 present the two com-
mon transport protocols, User Datagram Proto-
col and Transmission Control Protocol, respec-
tively. Addressing and routing are discussed in
Chapter 6.

2  IP Packet Formats
The most fundamental IP service is based on an
unreliable, best-effort, connectionless packet
delivery system. The service is called unreliable
because delivery is not guaranteed. The service
is called connectionless because each packet is
treated independently from others, e.g. packets
in a sequence may travel along different paths,
or some may be lost while others are delivered.
The service is called best-effort as no packet is
assumed to be discarded on purpose.

As explained above, when information is to be
passed between two terminals, it is divided into
a number of units where each is put into an IP
packet (datagram). A network parameter maxi-
mum transfer unit (MTU) decides how long
fragments can be carried through the network.
Commonly, the fragments are reassembled at the
destination. The IP packet header formats are
treated in this section while issues related to
transport protocols are described in the follow-
ing sections.

2.1  IP version 4
The 1988 version of the IP packet format is
depicted in Figure 1. This is also known as IP
version 4 (IPv4), where each host has a 32 bit
address.

The Version field (4 bit) gives the IP protocol
version (the current relevant versions are 4 and
6 – note that the format of version 6 is described

Internet Protocol and Transport Protocols
T E R J E  J E N S E N

The Internet Protocol suite has emerged as a pivotal component during the last decade. The basic

formats and protocol mechanisms for the protocols related to the Internet Protocol and its common

transport protocols are described in this paper.

Figure 1  IP version 4 packet format
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tion in the routers. Hence, the value is often used
as a hop counter.

The Protocol field specifies the higher-level
protocol (e.g. TCP or UDP). The field called
Header checksum is used for detecting bit errors
in the packet header. The fields Source IP
address and Destination IP address contain the
IP addresses (32 bit).

Box A History of ToS

The history of the ToS octet for IPv4 can be found in [ID_ecn]. It goes as

follows: 

• RFC 791 defined the ToS octet in the IP header. In RFC 791, bits 6 and 7 of

the ToS octet are listed as “Reserved for future Use”, and are shown set of

zero. The first two fields of the ToS octet were defined as the Precedence

and Type of Service (TOS) fields:

precedence TOS 0 0 RFC 791

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

precedence TOS RFC 1122

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

precedence TOS MBZ RFC 1349

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DSCP CU RFC 2474

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

• RFC 1122 included bits 6 and 7 in the TOS field, though it did not discuss

any specific use for those two bits:

• The IPv4 ToS octet was redefined in RFC 1349 as follows:

where bit 6 in the ToS field was defined for “minimise monetary cost”. A motiva-

tion for this was the increasing commercialisation of IP-based networks, and

some might still ask for “free-of-charge” transfer of packets. In addition to the

precedence and Type of Service fields, the last field, MBZ, Must Be Zero, was

defined as currently unused. RFC 1349 stated that “the originator of a datagram

sets the MBZ field to zero unless participating in an Internet protocol experi-

ment which makes use of that bit.” Furthermore, the 4 bits are considered as

values meaning (1000 – minimise delay, 0100 – maximise throughput, 0010 –

maximise reliability, 0001 – minimise monetary costs) – other values use

default routing/forwarding.

• RFC 1455 defined an experimental standard that used all four bits in the

TOS field to request a guaranteed level of link security.

• RFC 1349 is obsolete by “definition of the Differentiated Services field (DS

field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 headers”, RFC 2474, in which bits 6 and 7 of the

DS field are listed as Currently Unused (CU). The first six bits of the DS field

are defined as the Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP):

This shows that assuming a specific interpretation of that octet in the IP header

might lead to unintentional actions.

Figure 2  Format of the Type
of Service field

Precedence R Unused

0 44 7653

TD

below). The Length field (4 bit) gives the length
of the header in number of 32 bits words. Fre-
quently this contains the value 5 indicating 20
bytes (when no options are included).

The 8 bit Type of Service (ToS) field gives indi-
cations of how the packet should be handled. The
original format of this field is given Figure 2.

The three first Precedence bits (values 0 to 7)
give a kind of priority, allowing a sender to indi-
cate the priority of delivering the packet. When
the D bit is set, a short delay is requested. When
the T bit is set, high throughput is requested.
Setting the R bit indicates that high reliability
is requested. In case a router has a number of
routes on which a packet can be forwarded, val-
ues of the D, T and R bits can be used when
choosing which route to use. For instance, if a
medium capacity wireline path and a high capac-
ity satellite-based path are available a packet
having the D bit set could be forwarded on the
wireline path while packets having the T bit set
may be forwarded on the satellite-based path.
The interpretation of the ToS field has changed
as outlined in Box A.

The field called Total length gives the length of
the IP packet in number of bytes (including both
the header and the data).

The fields in the subsequent 32 bit line are used
for fragmentation control. The Identity contains
an integer that identifies the packet. The inten-
tion is to allow the destination to gather all frag-
ments as the Identity field specifies which infor-
mation unit a packet belongs to. The low order 2
bits of the Flags field contain the fragmentation
control. The first bit says whether or not the
packet can be (further) fragmented. The next bit
tells if this is the last packet belonging to an
information unit. The Fragment offset field gives
the offset of the fragment in the packet in the
original information unit (given in units of 8
bytes).

The Time field specifies how long (e.g. in time
ticks) the packet is allowed to remain in the net-
work. In case that time has elapsed, the packet
is discarded. This may for instance reduce the
amount of packets transported and arriving too
late at the destination or being looped in the net-
work. As it is challenging to synchronise all
routers, the value in this field could simply be
decreased by one for each hop (assuming one
unit of time per router). Commonly, seconds is
used as time unit, implying that a value of max
255 sec (4 minutes and 15 seconds) can be
stated. As each router has to reduce the value
with at least one tick, one second per router
might then be assumed, which is rather long.
This would however depend on the implementa-
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A number of options can be included, contained
in the Options field. These options are for exam-
ple used for testing and fault detection and local-
isation. Each option consists of one octet code
field, one octet length field and a set of data
octets. Options can for example be used for
recording the route (each router along the path
adds its address), specifying the route a packet
should follow (in strict or loose sense) and for
recording the time a packet is handled by a
router (time stamp inserted). The options are
commonly given according to a type-length-
value format, see Box B.

The Padding field represents bytes containing
zeros that may be used to ensure that the packet
header is a multiple of 32 bits. The Data field
contains the higher level information, like trans-
port protocol and user data.

2.2  IP version 6
In recognition of a growing need for upgrading
capabilities of IP, work was initiated to devise a
“new” protocol. The major goals of this protocol
were to (ref. [Tane96]):

• support more hosts, even with inefficient
address space allocation;

• reduce the size of routing tables;

• simplify the protocol, to allow routers to pro-
cess packets faster;

• provide better security (authentication and
privacy) than IPv4;

• pay more attention to type of service, particu-
lar for real time data;

• aid multicasting by allowing scopes to be
specified;

• make it possible for a host to roam without
changing its address;

• allow the protocol to evolve in the future;

• permit the old and new protocols to coexist
for years.

This resulted in version 6 of IP, IPv6, as de-
scribed in [RFC2460]. The main motivations for
specifying IPv6 compared to version 4 were:

• More addresses and addressing capabilities.
IPv6 has 128 bit addressing (compared to 32
bit for IPv4). Addressing hierarchy and other
grouping of addresses can also be extended.

• Simplified header format. Some of the fields
in the IPv4 header have been made optional.

• Better support for extensions. Further options
can be introduced.

• Flow labelling. By introducing the flow field,
packets belonging to a traffic flow can be
explicitly identified, e.g. when they request
special handling.

• Improved security capabilities. Extensions are
added to support authentication, integrity and
confidentiality.

In addition to unicast and multicast addresses,
IPv6 also supports anycast. Anycast is like mul-
ticast, except that rather than trying to deliver
the packet to all destinations specified, it is only
delivered to one of them, like the “nearest” one.
This could be used for co-operating file servers
or any other service where one out of a set of
servers may be selected.

Unlike IPv4, only the source may fragment
packets when IPv6 is used. In case a router then
receives a packet that is too large, it discards the
packet and returns an ICMP packet, see Section

Figure 3  Header format
of IPv6

Type Length Value

Box B Type Length Value-Formatting

A type-length-value (TLV) format is commonly applied in protocols for each of

the fields/attributes. This is applied when a number of optional attributes can

be included in a packet. As the name suggests, three fields are then given as

depicted in Figure Box B-1.

Figure Box B-1  TLV formatting

The first field gives the type (of optional) attribute, that is identifying the attribute.

Then, the next field tells how long the attribute is, e.g. measured in number of

octets. The last field contains the value of the attribute itself. Naturally, when

only a fixed length is allowed for an attribute, the Length field could be omitted.

In case an attribute is mandatory and its position given, the Type field is fre-

quently omitted.

This way of formatting allows for flexibility when including attributes in each

of the packets, as well as potential further enhancements by defining new

attributes.
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3. Another feature with IPv6 is that so-called
jumbograms can be supported by using the hop-
by-hop extension header (normal packets are
limited to 64 kbyte).

The header format of IPv6 is depicted in Figure
3. In addition to the basic format a number of
options can be included as described later.

In the same way as for IPv4, the Version field
gives the version number, i.e. equal to 6 here.
The Traffic class field indicates traffic class or
priorities for packets. It was intended that this
field could be used similar to the ToS/DS field
for IPv4, see Box A. The 20 bit field called Flow
label contains an identifier of the packets be-
longing to the same flow. A flow is said to be a
sequence of packets sent from a particular source
to a particular (unicast or multicast) destination
for which the source may ask special handling
by the intermediate nodes. The nature of the spe-
cial handling can be conveyed by a control pro-
tocol (e.g. RSVP or similar) or carried by infor-
mation within the packets. A flow is uniquely
identified by the combination of source address
and a non-zero flow label. Hence, assigning a
zero flow label to a packet by a source, tells that
the packet does not belong to any flow.

The Payload length field gives the length of
the packet following the basic IPv6 header, in
octets. Any extension header fields (options)
are considered as part of the payload.

The Next header field specifies the protocol
header following (e.g. TCP, UDP or any of the
header extensions). The Hop limit field contains
an integer that is decrement by one for each node
that forwards the packet. If the value becomes
equal to zero, the packet is dropped. This basi-
cally replaces the time field in IPv4 realising the
way it was implemented by most IPv4 routers
anyway. The Source address and Destination
address fields contain the addresses of the
sender and the receiver of the packet, respec-
tively, each 128 bits long.

The optional fields are contained in separate
headers, where the Next header field specifies
which header type that follows. Most extension
headers are not processed in the intermediate
nodes along a path, only in the source and desti-
nation node. One exception is given for the Hop-
by-hop option header as explained below.

The extension headers should be processed in
the same order as they are given. All extension
headers begin with a Next header field, 8 bits as
for the basic IPv6 header. As several of the ex-
tension headers may have a variable length, a
Header extension length field is also given for
most of them.

Each extension header should only be included
once, except the destination options header that
should not be given more than twice; once
before the routing header and once before the
upper-layer header, see below. In case tunnelling
is used, the outer header could be another IPv6
header, again containing its separate set of ex-
tension headers. Most of the options within a
header follow a TLV-formatting, see Box B,
with 8 bits for the type field, 8 bits for the length
field and a variable value field.

The following sequence of extension headers is
recommended, ref. [RFC2460]:

• IPv6 header as depicted in Figure 3.

• Hop-by-hop options header containing op-
tional information that is to be examined in
every node along a packet’s path. This is not
further elaborated in [RFC2460].

• Destination options header to be processed by
the first destination that is given in the IPv6
destination address field and subsequent desti-
nations listed in the routing header. The infor-
mation in this header is not further detailed in
[RFC2460].

• Routing header is used by a sender to list a set
of intermediate nodes that a packet has to pass
through. This is similar to IPv4 loose source
and record route option. The addresses of the
intermediate nodes (and the final destination)
are given as a list of IPv6 addresses in this
extension header. By having a counter that is
increased for each node, the node can find
which node that is the next one. Then, the
address of the next node is inserted in the Des-
tination address field in the IPv6 basic header,
see example in Figure 4. Dividing the Header
extension length by 2 gives the number of
addresses.

• Fragment header is used when a packet larger
then the path MTU is to be sent. Unlike for
IPv4, the source node is the only one frag-
menting packets. The fragment header in-
cludes a fragment offset (relative to the start
of the original packet) and a unique identifier.
When a packet is to be fragmented, all unfrag-
mentable parts of the packet are repeated in all
fragments. The unfragmentable parts consist
of all fields of the IPv6 packet header and any
extension headers up to and including the
routing header, if present. Then each of the
fragments consists of a repeated unfrag-
mentable part, the fragment header and the
fragment itself, see Figure 5.

• Authentication header, see [RFC2402].
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• Encapsulating security payload header, see
[RFC2406].

• Destination options header to be processed
only by the final destination.

• Upper-layer header (e.g. TCP, UDP, etc.).

IPv6 requires that all links have an MTU greater
than or equal to 1280 octets, although a value of
around 1500 octets is recommended. In order to
find the largest packets that can be transferred,
the path MTU discovery mechanisms as de-
scribed in [RFC1981] can be implemented.

For various reasons IPv6 can be used for tun-
nelling other IP packets. One motivation could
be to ease the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 by
utilising tunnelling during the transition phase.
IPv6 tunnelling is a technique of forwarding a

packet encapsulated within an IPv6 packet. The
forwarding path between the source and the des-
tination of the tunnel packet is called an IPv6
tunnel. For the encapsulated packet, such a tun-
nel can be seen as a virtual link, as depicted in
Figure 6. Tunnels looking like virtual point-to-
multipoint links may also be composed.

A tunnel is unidirectional. Two such tunnels can
be combined to have a bidirectional tunnelling
between the same two end-nodes.

When encapsulating a packet, an IPv6 header
(and additional optional extension headers) is
prepended to the original packet. This can be
nested, that is having several “levels” of tunnels
as shown in Figure 6. The source address is the
tunnel entry point and the destination address is
the tunnel exit point.

Naturally, tunnelling may also be applied for
IPv4.

3  IP Error and 
Control Messages

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
is seen as a mandatory part of IP. An ICMP
message is transferred in the data field of an IP
packet. However, ICMP is not considered as a
higher-level protocol. This protocol allows
hosts/terminals and routers to exchange informa-
tion for operational and maintenance purposes.
Each ICMP message begins with three fields: a
one octet type field, a one octet code field that
provides further information about the message
type, and a two octet checksum field.

In case the ICMP message was initiated as a
result of an error occurring when handling an IP
packet, the IP packet header of that packet and
first 8 octets of the packet causing the error are
included. Some uses of ICMP are: testing desti-
nation status, reporting on unreachable destina-
tions, flow control (to tell a source to reduce its
sending rate), requesting change of routing (e.g.
sent by a router detecting an inefficient routing
being applied), detecting circular or excessive
long routes (e.g. due to the Time field in the IP
packet header being decreased to zero), detecting
incorrect IP packet headers, synchronising
clocks and estimating transfer delays (using time
stamping functions in the identified router/host),
and obtaining a network address and subnet
address mask.

IPv6 uses an updated version of the Internet
Control Message Protocol, referred to as ICMPv6
(see [RC2463]). ICMPv6 must be implemented
by every IPv6 node (being an integral part of
IPv6). Similar to above, IPv6 nodes uses ICMPv6
to various tasks, like reporting errors and ping-
ing. Two classes are defined: error messages

Figure 4  Example of changing the routing header information along a packet’s path

Figure 5  Example of fragmenting IPv6 packets

Figure 6  Terms related to
IPv6 tunnelling
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(destination unreachable, packet too big, time
exceeded, parameter problem) and informational
messages (echo request, echo reply).

4  User Datagram Protocol
– UDP

Avoiding addressing each of the processes util-
ising IP explicitly, protocol port numbers are
introduced as explained in Section 6. Each pro-
tocol port is identified by an integer. To commu-
nicate with a remote process, the destination IP
address and port number of the process have to
be known. Then, for a connectionless protocol
this information has to be included in every mes-
sage. Hence, while IP addresses commonly refer
to machines/IP layer processes, further identi-
fiers must be used to identify the transport pro-
cess.

Two protocols dominate in the transport layer;
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User
Data Protocol (UDP). The former is connection-
oriented while the latter is connectionless.

Simplified, UDP can be seen as placing a short
header in front of the user data before putting it
into an IP packet. Hence, the User Datagram
Protocol, UDP, is seen as one of the simplest
transport protocols utilising IP. The format of
the UDP header is depicted in Figure 7.

As depicted, the UDP header is divided into four
16 bit fields. The Source and Destination ports
identify the UDP processes at the two ends (fill-
ing in the Source port is optional). The Length
field gives the number of bytes in the UDP
packet (sum of header and data). The UDP
checksum field can be used to detect bit errors
introduced in the header and user data. A pseudo
header is added before the checksum is calcu-
lated allowing the receiving process to check
that the correct destination and protocol port
have been used.

Examining the fields in the UDP header, it is
recognised that UDP provides an unreliable con-
nectionless delivery service based on IP. How-
ever, UDP adds the ability to multiplex several
processes on a given host, see Figure 8.

5  Transmission Control
Protocol – TCP

Several applications are asking for more reliable
transfers than UDP can provide. For those, TCP
can be used. TCP provides a reliable transfer ser-
vice, as packet loss does not need to be dealt
with by the application. Two basic features are
part of TCP; acknowledgement of transferred
data, and window for unacknowledged data
units. The former makes sure that the data is cor-
rectly transferred by explicitly giving acknowl-
edgements. Introducing windows on the sender

side allows a number of packets to be sent
before being acknowledged, increasing the utili-
sation of the network. In contrast to UDP, TCP
is connection-oriented. That is, prior to sending
data a TCP connection is established between
the two end-points.

TCP was specified to support a dependable flow
of user data to be carried by IP packets, that is,
over an unreliable network. TCP was initially
defined in [RFC793], and some corrections and
extensions described in [RFC1122] and
[RFC1323], respectively. A TCP entity com-
monly accepts a flow of user data and divides it
into packets smaller than 64 kbytes (commonly
1500 bytes are used), and sends each packet to
the IP entity. As a network has its maximum
transfer unit (MTU), this value is commonly
respected by the TCP entity when deciding upon
the packet size in order to avoid fragmentation
in the IP layer. At the receiver side, the IP packet
is transferred to the TCP entity that reconstructs
the original user data flow.

TCP uses a sliding window mechanism for effi-
cient transmission and flow control. Sending
multiple packets before an acknowledgement
has to arrive at the sender increases the transfer
rate and therefore the link utilisation. As the
window has a limited width, it can also be used
to limit the data volume that can be sent and
therefore the transfer rate. The window size to
use depends on conditions in the network or the
receiver (controlled by reporting on window
width to be used and delaying acknowledge-
ments). Moreover, as the sender is adjusting the
window width based on the packet dropping
(lack of timely acknowledgements), dropping
packets in the network during congestion will
also limit the sender’s transmission rate. Figure 7  UDP header format

Figure 8  UDP demultiplexing
based on port numbers
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5.1  TCP Format
The unit of transfer between two TCP layers is
frequently called a segment. Segments are ex-
changed to establish connections, to transfer user
data, to send acknowledgements, to advertise
window size and to release connections. The for-
mat of a TCP segment is illustrated in Figure 9.

The TCP header starts with the Source port and
the Destination port, similar to the UDP header
format. The Sequence number identifies the
position in the sender’s byte stream of the data
in the segment. The Acknowledgement number
identifies the position of the highest byte that
the source has received. Note that the sequence
number refers to the flow in the same direction
as the segment, while the acknowledgement
number refers to the stream flowing in the oppo-
site direction as the segment. The Offset field
contains the integer specifying the offset of the
data portion in the segment. This is needed as
the length of the Options field varies. After the
Offset field, 4 bits are reserved for future use.

The Code field gives the contents of the segment
by setting 6 flags (urgent pointer is valid – URG,
acknowledgement field is valid – ACK, a push is
requested – PSH, reset of the connection – RST,
synchronise sequence numbers – SYN, sender
reached end of its stream – FIN).

The TCP layer at the receiver uses the Window
field to advertise how much data it is willing to
accept. Having the Urgent pointer field allows
TCP to specify that some data is urgent. The
value shows where the urgent data is located.

The Checksum is calculated in a similar manner
as for UDP by appending a pseudo header.

Note that acknowledgements, windows, etc.
refer to volume/byte and not to number of seg-
ments. The TCP acknowledgement scheme is
called cumulate as it reports how much of the
stream has been well received. A motivation for
this is that it is simple to implement. In addition,
a lost acknowledgement does not necessarily
lead to a retransmission. On the other hand, the
sender would not receive information on which
information that is successfully received and
may prepare for retransmitting all segments
starting with the one being lost.

5.2  TCP Connection Handling
In order to establish a TCP connection three
messages are commonly exchanged as illustrated
in Figure 10. In the two first messages the flag
called SYN in the Code field is set. In the two
last messages the ACK flag as part of the Code
field is set.

To close a TCP connection, the FIN flag (part
of the Code field) is set. The receiver acknowl-
edges the segment and the session is over.
A TCP connection is unidirectional although
acknowledgements are transferred in the oppo-
site direction.

The units of user data seen at the sender side and
the receiver side may differ. For instance, at the
sender side a TCP entity may receive two blocks
of 10 kbyte, while at the receiver side, the TCP
entity delivers 20 blocks of 1 kbyte. Further-
more, the TCP entity may collect user data
before sending it, unless a Push flag is used or
Urgent data is indicated. Then the information
is sent without awaiting further user data.

To accommodate interactive users, TCP pro-
vides a push operation that can be used to force
delivery of bytes (the PSH flag as part of the
Code field is set in the segment). An example of
this is when TCP is used to transfer keystrokes.

Similar to UDP, TCP has also some port num-
bers that are reserved, although most ports are
available for dynamic binding. Port numbers
below 256 are called well-known ports and are
reserved for “standard” services, like FTP and
Telnet. Having the sender and receiver aligned
a pair of sockets sets up a TCP service. Each of
the sockets has a socket address consisting of the
IP address (32 bit or 128 bit) and a port number
(16 bit). A TCP connection can then be identi-
fied by the socket addresses at both ends,
(receiver_socket number, sender_socket num-
ber). A socket can be used for a number of paral-
lel flows. All connections are full duplex and
point-to-point.

Figure 9  TCP segment format

Figure 10  Messages
exchanged for establishing
a TCP connection
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When a segment has been transmitted by the
sender, a timer is started. If this timer expires
before the data in that segment is acknowledged,
the segment is assumed lost and is to be retrans-
mitted. Which timer value to use could have a
major influence on the efficiency of the transfer.
Therefore, TCP estimates the round trip time by
measuring the time elapsed from sending the
segment until the segment is acknowledged.
This value can be adapted during the session,
as described in the next sections.

5.3  TCP Transmission Policy
The window field in the TCP header is used to
announce how much data the sender may trans-
mit on the connection without receiving an
acknowledgement. Setting this field by the
receiver informs the sender of the volume of
data that can be used. For instance, say that a
receiver has a 32 kbyte buffer. If the sender
transmits a 24 kbyte block, the receiver will
acknowledge this block and announce a window
of 8 kbyte. If the sender then transmits an 8
kbyte block, it will be acknowledged, but the
window size will now be set to 0 (assuming the
application in the receiver has not removed data
from the buffer). This means that the sender is
not allowed to transmit more to this receiver (for
this connection) until a higher window size is
announced (except for so-called urgent data).

Observe that the sender is not required to trans-
mit the data as soon as it appears in its buffer.
Neither is the receiver required to acknowledge
the data as soon as the data is received. This is to
avoid, for example, situations arising when Tel-
net is used to transfer keystrokes and responses.
In case the keystrokes were to be transferred
immediately, much overhead (TCP header and
IP header) would be associated with each key
that was pushed. Nagle’s algorithm has been
devised addressing this:

When data appear at the sender one byte at a
time, just send the first byte and buffer all the
rest until the outstanding byte is acknowl-
edged. Then send all the buffered characters
in one TCP block and start buffering again
until they are all acknowledged. 

This is assumed to balance the delay/waiting
time observed by the user and protocol/band-
width efficiency. The algorithm also allows a
new packet to be sent if enough data is present
to fill half the window of a maximum block.
Although often useful for keystrokes, Nagle’s
algorithm may be less useful for depicting
movements of a mouse that are controlled and
reflected from a remote host as the mouse cursor
could move rather erratically.

Another problem is the so-called silly window
syndrome. This may occur when data is passed
in large blocks, but an interactive application at
the receiving side reads the data in small por-
tions (e.g. single byte) at the time. So, when the
receiver’s buffer is full, a window size of 0 is
announced. Then, the application removes a
small unit, allowing for the receiver to announce
a window of the same small unit. This may
immediately trigger the sender to transmit a
small unit (with TCP header and IP header),
reducing the window size to 0 again. This leads
to low efficiency as small packets are trans-
ferred. A proposed solution is to prevent the
receiver from announcing window sizes of such
small units. For instance, the receiver may not
send a window update that is less than the maxi-
mum block size advertised during connection
establishment or its buffer is half full. In addi-
tion, the sender may also be restricted from
sending small packets, e.g. when the window fits
a full block or at least half the receiver’s buffer.

Much of the congestion management in today’s
IP-based networks is placed on capabilities of
the TCP. The congestion control applied adjusts
the transmission rate. Setting the window size
is central for this. The first step, however, is to
detect the congestion. For this lost packets are
used, e.g. detected by acknowledgements not
received before the timeout value has elapsed.

A suitable window size is assigned when a con-
nection is established. For instance, the receiver
can specify a window based on its buffer size.
When the sender keeps within this window,
packets should not be lost at the receiver side,
but rather to congestion/errors inside the net-
work. Basically, two potential problems could
occur; related to receiver and related to network.
Therefore, two windows could be thought of; the
window granted by the receiver and a congestion
window. Each of these windows gives the num-
ber of bytes that the sender may transfer. The
effective number of bytes that can be transmitted
before being acknowledged is the minimum of
the two window sizes. When a connection is
established the sender’s congestion window is
initialised to the size of the maximum segment
that can be used. It then sends one maximum
segment. If this segment is acknowledged before
timeout, the sender adds one segment (counted
in number of bytes) to the congestion window,
making it two maximum segment sizes. Then
two maximum segments can be sent. For each
of these segments acknowledged, the congestion
window is further increased by one segment
size. Therefore, when the congestion window is
k segments, if all k are acknowledged on time,
the congestion window is increased by k seg-
ment sizes, that is, effectively doubled. This is
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illustrated in Figure 11 (one maximum segment
size is assumed to be equal to 8 kbyte). The con-
gestion window continues to grow until a time-
out occurs or the receiver’s window is reached.
This part of the algorithm is called slow start.

A parameter called threshold is also used. This
is initially set to 64 kbytes. When a timeout
occurs, the threshold is reduced to half of the
current congestion window. That is, assuming
that a timeout occurs when the congestion win-
dow is 80 kbyte (as in Figure 11), the next
threshold will be 40 kbyte. Moreover, the con-
gestion window is set to one segment size (equal
to 8 kbyte in Figure 11). So after a timeout, the
slow start approach is again applied until the
threshold is reached.

When the congestion window is greater or equal
to the current threshold, its size is increased by
one segment size (i.e. in a linear manner) as
shown in Figure 11.

The two algorithms described above, slow start
and congestion avoidance, are essential parts of
TCP. Slow start and congestion avoidance are
independent algorithms with different objec-
tives. When congestion occurs TCP slows down
its transfer rate of packets. Then the slow start
algorithm is invoked again. These algorithms
require that two variables are maintained for
each TCP connection, a congestion window,
cwnd, and a slow start threshold size, ssthresh.
Then, these operates as follows (ref. [RFC
2001]):

1. Initialise cwnd to one segment and ssthresh
to 65535 bytes.

2. The TCP output routine never sends more
than the minimum of cwnd and the receiver’s
announced window.

3. When congestion occurs (timeout or duplicate
acknowledgements), one-half of the current
window size is saved in ssthresh. Further-
more, when a timeout occurs, cwnd is set to
one segment.

4. When new data is acknowledged, cwnd is
increased as: i) in slow start (cwnd is less or
equal to ssthrresh) increase by one segment –
in effect a doubling of the window for each
round-trip time; ii) in congestion avoidance
increase by segsize*segsize/cwnd (segsize is
the segment size), which is a linear growth.

5.4  TCP Timers
TCP works with several timers, at least concep-
tually. The retransmission timer is started when
a segment is sent. If an acknowledgement is
received before the timer expires, the timer is
stopped. On the other hand, if the timer expires
before the segment is acknowledged, the seg-
ment is retransmitted and the timer is restarted.
A main question is how to set a proper value of
this timer. Setting it too short will result in many
unnecessary retransmitted packets. Setting it too
long will result in long retransmission delays
and possible low throughput. Therefore, it is
desirable to have an algorithm that dynamically
adjusts the timer value based on measurements
of the round-trip delay. A variable, round-trip
time (RTT) is maintained by TCP, which is an
estimate of the round-trip delay. Whenever an
acknowledgement arrives, the TCP entity mea-
sures how long the acknowledgement took. It
then updates RTT, for the next interval i + 1,
using a smoothing factor, say a:

RTTi+1 = a ⋅ RTTi + (1 – a) ⋅ T

where T is the last measured round-trip time.
Typically (ref. [Tane96]), a is 7/8. Then, TCP
commonly uses a value b ⋅ RTT as the value of
the retransmission timer. One proposal is to set
b in proportion to the deviation of the round-trip
time. However, to simplify the calculations the
deviation, D, can be updated as:

Di+1 = c ⋅ Di + (1 – c) ⋅ |RTT – T|

where c is a smoothing factor. A commonly used
(ref. [Tane96]) value of the timeout is then
RTT + 4 ⋅ D.

When a timeout occurs, one has to decide how to
update the variables. According to the so-called

Figure 11  Illustration of the
congestion algorithm; slow
start, thresholds (maximum
segment size assumed to
be 8 kbyte)
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Karn’s algorithm, a feasible approach is not to
update RTT on segments that have been re-trans-
mitted, but instead double the retransmission
timer until the segments get through the first
time.

As mentioned above, TCP uses a retransmission
timer to ensure data delivery upon missing ACK
messages. The duration of this timer is referred
to as the retransmission timeout (RTO). A basic
algorithm for computing the RTO is described in
[RFC2988]. A TCP sender maintains two state
variables, smoothed round-trip time (SRTT) and
round-trip time variation (RTTVAR). A clock
granularity of G is assumed. Then, the following
five rules are to be obeyed:

i) Until a round-trim time (RTT) measurement
has been made RTO should be set to a value
between (2.5 + G) seconds and 3 seconds.

ii) When the first RTT measurement, say R, has
been made: SRTT = R, RTTVAR = R/2,
RTO = SRTT + max(G, 4 ⋅ RTTVAR).

iii) When a subsequent RTT measurement,
say S, has been made: RTTVAR = (1 – b) ⋅
RTTVAR + b ⋅ |SRTT – S|, SRTT = (1 – a) ⋅
SRTT + a ⋅ S (in the given sequence), where
a = 1/8, and b = 1/4. Then RTO = SRTT +
max(G, 4 ⋅ RTTVAR).

iv) Whenever RTO is computed, if a value less
than 1 second is obtained, RTO should be
rounded up to 1 second.

v) A maximum value of at least 60 seconds
may be assigned to RTO.

Furthermore it is stated that Karn’s algorithm
has to be used when taking RTT samples, mean-
ing that retransmitted segments must not be con-
sidered unless the timestamp option of TCP is
applied. At least one RTT measurement per RTT
has to be taken (unless Karn’s algorithm pro-
hibits it).

When the retransmission timer expires, the earli-
est TCP segment not acknowledged is retrans-
mitted and RTO = RTO ⋅ 2. A maximum limit
may be used, as stated above. For some TCP
implementations, SRTT and RTVVAR may be
cleared when a segment is retransmitted several
times (and RTO has been doubled several times).
Then, when a proper RTT estimate is found these
variables are initialised again according to ii)
above.

Another timer is the persistence timer. This is
used to avoid deadlocks that can occur when the
window size is set to 0. After receiving this win-
dow size, the sender initialises the persistence

timer. If this timer expires, a probe packet is sent
to the receiver, who replies with the window
size. If the size is still zero, the persistence timer
is set again.

The keep alive timer is sometimes used when a
connection is idle for a long time. This timer is
used to check if the other side is still there. If a
reply is not received from the other side, the
connection is released.

The last timer present in several TCP implemen-
tations is used during connection release to make
sure that all packets belonging to a connection
have arrived (or been lost).

5.5  TCP Friendly Rate Control
In a best-effort IP-based network, supporting
streaming services may ask for particular con-
cerns. Such a concern is to limit the variation in
the throughput. A protocol variant to address this
is presented in [ID_tfrc], called TCP Friendly
Rate Control (TFRC). A drawback of having
smoother throughput is that changes in available
bandwidth are responded to more slowly. Hence,
TFRC uses a throughput equation when calculat-
ing the sending rate also considering the loss
ratio and round-trip time as for ordinary TCP.
The equation for calculating the throughput, X,
as given in [ID_tfrc] is:

where

s is the packet size in bytes (some streaming
applications have fixed packet sizes, otherwise
an average measure might be applied);

R is the round-trip time in seconds;

p is the loss ratio;

T is the TCP retransmission timeout value in
seconds.

A further simplification is suggested by setting
T = 4R (or T = max(4R, 1 second)). An argument
for the equation given is that it should give fairly
similar values to when the TCP rate calculation
function is applied. Basically, the transfer rate is
doubled or halved when an acknowledgement is
received or missed, respectively. However, mod-
ifiers are used to limit the rate variations as
described in [ID_tfrc].

5.6  High-capacity Links and TCP
A commonly referred quantity when discussing
performance is the bandwidth-delay product.
It is obtained by multiplying the bandwidth by

X = s

R ⋅ 2 p
3 + T ⋅3 ⋅ 2 p

8 ⋅ p ⋅ 1+ 32 p2( )
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the round-trip delay. An observation is that the
receiver’s window should be at least as great as
this product. If this window is too small, the
sender has to pause in the transmission waiting
for the data to be acknowledged. This could
result in poor utilisation of the transmission link.
On the other hand there is rarely only one single
sender-receiver connection present at any major
link.

As transmission rates increase, the bandwidth-
delay product may very well increase for an end-
to-end connection. This may ask for additional
features in TCP in order to efficiently utilise
high rate links. Due to the window mechanism
TCP performance does not only depend on the
transfer rate but also on the round-trip delay.
The bandwidth-delay product gives a measure
of the amount of data that can “fill the transfer
link” see Figure 12. Note that the bandwidth
may not be symmetric. Additional TCP perfor-
mance challenges arise as this product gets
larger.

Three fundamental problems are, ref.
[RFC1323]:

• Limit of the window size: Using 16 bits to
specify the window size limits the largest
size to 64 kbyte. This can be circumvented by
introducing an additional TCP option, called
window scale. Then the TCP window can be
interpreted as a 32 bit value by considering
the scaling factor that is given in the window
scale field of a TCP SYN segment. This
means that the scaling is fixed in each direc-
tion at the establishment of the connection.
When scaling the window, the value in the
field is right-shifted a number of positions
according to the value in the window scale
field (binary shift). This is the same as saying
that the scale factor is given as a power of two
and coded logarithmically. Say scaling by
8 = 23 means sending the value 3.

• Loss recovery: As more data could be under
way for a large bandwidth-delay product, a
dropped packet may have large impact on
the resulting throughput and more data might
be scheduled for retransmission. Selective
acknowledging packets and selective retrans-
mission could alleviate this.

• Estimating round-trip delay: Having an accu-
rate estimate of the round-trip delay is essen-
tial to avoid unnecessary retransmission at the
same time as dropped packets are retransmit-
ted without delaying the sender too much.
Therefore, the retransmission timeout interval
(RTO) has to be set properly based on esti-
mates of the round-trip time (RTT). An addi-
tional TCP option including a timestamp
allows for improved estimates of RTT. Then
the sender assigns a timestamp to the packet
and the receiver returns this timestamp in the
ACK segment (timestamp echoing). This
implies that the timestamps returned are
related to the ACKs that advance the window
avoiding the introduction of “artificial delays”
due to sequence buffering in the receiver
(when ACKs are delayed and several seg-
ments are to be acknowledged, this rule is
not followed).

Two further mechanisms are described in
[RFC1323]; Round Trip Time Measurement
(RTTM) and Protect Against Wrapped Se-
quences (PAWS). The former addresses estimat-
ing round-trip delays, basically by introducing
time stamps in the segments.

When large amounts of packets can be on the
way, it may happen that sequence numbers are
to be used several times for the same connection
within a short time. This could cause sequence
numbers to be wrapped-around and also that
“old” packets arrive after the retransmitted ones,
possibly being mistaken for a packet belonging
to a following round of sequence numbering.
The PAWS mechanism has been proposed to
avoid this. The same mechanism as RTTM is
used, i.e. timestamps inserted into the segments.
Basically, if a segment is received for which the
timestamp is too old, this segment is dropped.
What is considered as too old is found by com-
paring the segment’s timestamp with the time-
stamp of the recent segment updating the
counter for the RTTM mechanism.

5.7  TCP and Short Transactions
For many applications a small amount of infor-
mation is to be exchanged by the end-points. An
example may be a message containing status
information of a network element reported to a
management system. Having to establish and
release (as well as maintain) a TCP connection
for such exchanges would imply additional over-
head in terms of messages and delays.

An extension to TCP for supporting (short)
transactions more efficiently is described in
[RFC1644]. Transactions are commonly used for
the client-server oriented end-user applications
as well as for several control and management
procedures. The objective of the TCP extension

Figure 12 Bandwidth-delay
product
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is to complete the transaction by exchanging a
few segments in each direction, thereby reducing
overhead by explicit connection establishment
and release.

A 32 bit incarnation number is introduced
(called Connection Count, CC). This is intro-
duced as a TCP option. The CC values are
increased for successive connections. The
receiver of a segment can check against its list
whether or not the received segment is a new
one. Thus, the receiver has to keep a list of the
latest used CC values for all clients (for a while,
e.g. given by twice the Maximum Segment Life-
time, MSL). The CC number is also echoed in
the return segment in order for the sender to cor-
relate the response with the original request.

An ordinary TCP establishment sequence would
then not be needed, see Figure 13. A minimal
sequence consists of three segments; firstly a
request – SYN segment (say CC = k); secondly
a reply – SYN segment (say CC = n, CC.echo
= k); and thirdly an acknowledgement segment.
In case the second segment is not a segment con-
taining the corresponding flags set, an ordinary
TCP establishment and sequence is entered.
When a transaction consists of three segments
only, estimating the RTT could be based on sev-
eral transactions.

5.8  TCP on Asymmetrical
Configurations

When there is an asymmetrical configuration for
the transfer rate, TCP may face additional chal-
lenges. This is particularly the case when the
path from the receiver to the sender (reverse
direction) for sending TCP ACK segments has a
significantly lower rate than the other way (for-
ward direction). Both low rate and short buffers

in the reverse direction may lead to TCP ACKs
not arriving at the sender in time for not restrict-
ing the sending rate. Two key issues have to be
addressed: i) manage bandwidth usage on the
reverse link, e.g. to limit the number and trans-
mission capacity for transferring ACKs; and ii)
avoid any adverse impact of infrequent ACKs.
Some approaches to deal with the former are,
ref. [ID_pilc]:

• TCP header compression; reducing the size of
the header.

• ACK filtering; drop ACKs that may not be
needed, e.g. by dropping ACKs in the buffer
when a new ACK arrives.

• ACK congestion control; having a mechanism
that indicates to the receiver that the ACK
path is congested and the receiver’s response
to such an indication, e.g. using Random Early
Detection (RED) and Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN), see [Jens01].

• ACKs first scheduling; placing ACKs first in
the buffer.

• Back pressure and fair scheduling; limiting
the amount of data packets in the reverse
direction.

Commonly, several of these techniques have to
be combined.

Receiving ACKs infrequently might lead to
the sender halting its transmission. This can be
tackled either end-to-end or locally at the con-
strained link. Some approaches to handle infre-
quent ACKs are, ref. [ID_pilc]:

Figure 13  Message sequence
for establishing an ordinary
TCP connection and for the

complete transaction/TCP
transfer
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• Sender adaptation; when an ACK message
acknowledges a number of data segments, one
could equate it to the same number of ACK
messages. Thus, the congestion window at
the sender side can grow correspondingly.
Making sure that the number of segments
acknowledged and not the number of ACK
messages is used would also be in line with
the situation on the forward direction.

• Reconstructing ACK messages; in case sender
adaptation is not used, the original sender side
of the constrained link (forward direction) can
examine the ACK messages and reconstruct
any intermediate ACK messages not seen.
This could be done by generating the ACK
messages and putting them on the link evenly
distributed in time.

A more generic technique of the latter is to intro-
duce an ACK compaction and an ACK expan-
sion in the network, see Figure 14. The com-
paction would remove any “unnecessary” ACKs
and the expansion would reconstruct the same
ACKs, making it transparent for the end-sys-
tems. However, additional protocol mechanisms
have to be introduced to enable this.

6  Addressing and Routing

6.1  Addressing and Identifiers
A name identifies what an object is, an add-
ress identifies where it is, a route tells how to

get there, a path says which sequence of steps
to traverse, and a link would be a step in the
path.

Referring to the configuration depicted in Figure
15 a major issue is how the different port num-
bers are allocated. In principle there are two
ways this can be done; i) universal assignment;
and ii) dynamic binding. In the former, a cen-
tralised authority is typically used to assign port
numbers and publish the results to the hosts
(could well be done hierarchically). In the latter,
port numbers are assigned when needed. This
implies that each program that needs a port num-
ber is assigned one on demand. In order to know
the port number on a remote host, an enquiry has
to be sent to that host, which replies with the
proper port number to use.

Typically a combination of the two ways of
assigning port numbers has been chosen; some
numbers are fixed while others are used dynami-
cally. The ports refer to identifiers used on the
transport layer (TCP/UDP). The port identifiers
are included in the UDP/TCP headers.

Referring to identifiers used on the IP layer, a
Domain Name System (DNS) is used to translate
between more high-level names and IP add-
resses. For instance, the name viking.telenor.com
could translate into a 32 bit IP version 4 address
(and the other way around). Such a naming
scheme would then be used to assign names
throughout the IP-based networks. It also pro-
vides a large-scale example of the client-server
concept as a DNS server would be enquired in
order to make a translation between the name
and the address, see examples in Figure 16.

In principle, the resolution algorithm used for
the translation proceeds from the top (top-level
domain) and continuing down. There are two
ways of using the domain name system: i) by
asking the name servers one by one until the
resolution is complete; or ii) by asking a name
server to do the complete resolution (lower

Figure 14  Introducing ACK
compaction and expansion
nodes (note these might be the
receiver and the sender nodes,
respectively)
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option in Figure 16). In both cases, the requester
forms a query that includes the name to be
resolved, in addition to other fields. When a
server receives a request, it checks to see if the
name is within its area (in the data base). If so, it
translates the name into the address and appends
this result to the request before returning the
reply message. If the server is not able to resolve
the name, it forwards the request to the next
name server (if a complete resolution was indi-
cated in the request) and returns the result to the
requester, or replies its lack of information to the
requester (if no complete resolution was indi-
cated). To initiate this procedure, all machines
must know the address of at least one domain
name server.

In order to have more efficient name resolutions
(as well as to increase the availability of the res-
olution function), local name servers are com-
monly used. Such a local server may keep a list
of all names recently being resolved (recently
refers to a time less than a time-to-live which
could be set per name). Asking the local server
first would frequently make the resolution func-
tion more efficient as it turns out that more
requests are initiated for the same domain name.
Resolving a domain name is also commonly
referred to as name binding.

As seen from the example, the names/addresses
are hierarchical. The last part of the name (after
the last period) tells which “area” out of the first/
top-level separation. For the IP-address the first

Figure 16  Examples of
sequences for name resolution.

Note that messages and
addresses are fictive
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part (before the first period) has a similar mean-
ing. However, more “fields” are commonly
needed to identify precisely the “area”. An
organisation is assigned the responsibility to
administer the name range at a certain level. For
example, Telenor would by itself assign names
within the telenor.com range. Examples of some
top-level domain names are .com, .edu, .gov and
.org. Recently, others have also been accepted
(.biz, .pro, .info, .name, .aero, .museum and
.coop). In addition, most countries have their
own domain name. The domain names may not
contain information about the physical location
of a host/machine. This is one reason for the
need to translate the name into an IP-address.

Inverse translation from IP address to name
could also be asked for. In particular, this is
often used for names written in so-called dotted-
decimal form; e.g. abc.def.ghi.klm, where all
these are digits in the range [0...9].

6.2  Routing
During the initial phase of the Internet (ARPA-
NET) the names and addresses of all computers
attached were kept in a single file that was
edited by hand and then distributed to every site.
By the mid-1980s it was clear that such an
approach would not suffice any more. This goes
for both the capacity to update the information
(the single file) and the capacity to distribute the
file to every relevant location.

As mentioned above distinctions are made
between names, addresses and routes; a name
indicates what one seeks; an address indicates
where it is; a route indicates how to get there.
The IP packets deal primarily with the addresses,
while higher-level protocols may take care of the
mapping from names to addresses. The mapping
from address to route is carried out in each of the
routers examining the IP packet header. In the
following sections, a brief overview of routing
is given. Some more details are presented in
[Feng01].

6.2.1  Routing Algorithms
The routing algorithm can be considered as the
part of the network layer responsible of deciding
which output line an incoming packet should be
forwarded on. For a connectionless service, the
routing has to be done for each packet, while for
a connection-oriented service, routing is exer-
cised on the establishment of the connection.
The latter may be called session routing as the
routing decision remains in force for the session.

The term routing refers to the process of select-
ing a path along which packets are sent. Concep-
tually, one may think of the routing table in a
router as consisting of pairs; the set of addresses,
and the outgoing path to use (as seen for that
router). This is schematically illustrated in Fig-
ure 17. Observe that the complete destination
address does not need to be specified in the rout-
ing table.

A distinction between routing and forwarding
is also essential. The latter refers to the process
of transferring an IP packet to an outgoing link
when it arrives. Hence, the routing procedure
finds which information to insert into the routing
table, while forwarding sends packets on the
next hop according to the routing table data.

Executing routing algorithms may require in-
volved calculations. Therefore separating these
processes and running them on different proces-
sors may allow for higher forwarding through-
put.

Basic properties requested from a routing algo-
rithm are: correctness, simplicity, robustness,
stability, fairness and optimality [Tane96]. Two
major classes can be identified for routing algo-
rithms:

• Non-adaptive algorithms that do not use mea-
surements or estimates of current traffic load
or topology in the routing decisions. These are
also called static routing algorithms.

• Adaptive algorithms that change their routing
decisions depending on changes in topology,
perhaps also the traffic load. These may fur-
ther differ in the way the information is dis-
tributed, how frequently the routing is
changed and which metrics are used.

A few groups of routing algorithms are e.g.
[Tane96]:

• Flooding; every incoming packet is sent on
every outgoing link except the one it arrived
on. One may avoid too many packets by using
a packet hop counter, dropping packets which
have already visited the node (by keeping
track of which packets have already been

Figure 17  Illustration of
routing information in a router
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there), or selective flooding (sending on
outgoing links going approximately in the
requested direction).

• Flow-based routing; taking both traffic load
and topology into account when deciding the
routing. In case the routing is static, mean traf-
fic load values could be used (e.g. found from
measurements).

• Distance vector routing; each router maintains
a table (vector) describing the better “dis-
tance” to each destination (or rather set of des-
tinations) and the corresponding outgoing
link. As these tables are updated by informa-
tion exchanged between routers, it can dynam-
ically adapt to the current situation in a net-
work. The “distance” measure can be number
of hops, delay, queuing length, and so forth.
A well-known problem is the count-to-infinity
problem when a node goes down as this infor-
mation may propagate slowly.

• Link state routing; the topology and all delays
are estimated and distributed to every router in
the network. Then, a shortest path algorithm
can be used to find which path to use to reach
each (set of) router. Four steps can be recog-
nised: i) discover neighbour routers and their
addresses (e.g. by Hello packets); ii) measure
delay (or cost) to each of the neighbours (e.g.
by Echo packets); iii) distribute a packet to all
other routers containing the measure; and iv)
compute the shortest path to every (set of)
router.

• Hierarchical routing; routers may be divided
into a number of regions. All routers know
every other router within its region although
without knowing details of other regions.
Information on which router to use in case a
packet is to leave the region has to be known,
though. Several levels may be used in the
hierarchy depending on the number of routers,
as well as other factors, like domains, opera-
tors, etc.

• Broadcast/multicast routing; sending packets
to multiple receivers is commonly seen for
some services, like news and conferences.
One simple way of broadcasting is simply to
distribute an incoming packet on all outgoing
links (flooding), although this would likely
waste transmission capacity. Then, reverse
path forwarding has been proposed where a
router forwards a packet from a sender in case
the packet arrives on a link that is used for
sending packets to the sender (in the opposite
direction). Spanning trees can also be con-
structed when packets are to arrive at a set of
destinations. However, maintaining such trees
may become cumbersome for larger networks.

Therefore a core-based tree algorithm has
been suggested where a smaller core does the
multicasting within the core and then other
multicast techniques can be applied between
the core and the final destination. This may be
seen to have some resemblance with hierarchi-
cal routing.

Link state routing is commonly applied within a
domain, e.g. Open Shortest Path First, OSPF and
Intermediate System – Intermediate System, IS-
IS. Commonly topology information is used
(only able to tell whether links are up or down).
More dynamics can be reached by introducing
other measures. To include a measure based on
delay may only cause oscillations to occur as
traffic tends to be sent towards paths with short
delays. These paths may then become over-
loaded and long delays result of which other
links will be announced as lighter loaded and
then the traffic may be sent towards these, and
so on.

Therefore, other measures and constraints are
also considered, ref. [Feng01]. When several
links are included in a path, the measures of the
links have to be aggregated. Aggregating metrics
depends on the parameter as described in Box C.
Finding an optimal path subject to two or more
additive, multiplicative or root-mean-square is
NP-complete (cannot be solved in polynomial
time). Hence, heuristic algorithms are used with
such measures.

In addition to specifying the next router, looser
routing can be applied. Then a set of routers is
listed, allowing for flexibility to decide which
one to use. Further, this allows a sender to have
imperfect information on the details. The set of
routers may also be referred to as an abstract
router. This is support source specific routing
when the complete path is, more or less, strictly
specified by the sender.

Box C  Aggregating Measures

When aggregating measures a number of different approaches may be feasible,

depending on the parameter in question. Assuming independence between the

different parts, three ways are:

• additive basis, i.e. Ptot = P1 + P2 + ... Pn

• probabilistic basis, i.e. Ptot = 1 – [(1 – P1 ) * (1 – P2) * ... * (1 – Pn)]

• root-mean-square basis, i.e. Ptot = sqrt[P1
2 + P2

2 + ... Pn
2]

• concave basis, i.e. Ptot = min[P1, P2 , ..., Pn]

Delay and hop count are examples of an additive parameter, while packet loss

is an example of probabilistic, and delay variation is an example of root-mean-

square basis. Bandwidth may be an example of a concave basis.
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6.2.2  Routing Protocols
The original core routers in the ARPANET used
a protocol call the Gateway-to-Gateway Protocol
(GGP) to exchange routing information (every
router was then referred to as a gateway). A
router would exchange information with every
neighbour router (which was fixed). The routing
information consisted of a set of pairs (network,
distance). The distance gives the cost of reaching
that network. Here, cost was understood as the
number of hops, meaning that low bandwidth
paths with fewer hops would be preferred
to higher bandwidth paths with more hops.

A set of routers can be grouped into an autonom-
ous system (AS). An AS is handled by a single
administrative authority, e.g. a network operator.
A conceptual view on two ASs using Exterior
Gateway Protocols (EGPs) between them and
Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) internally is
given in Figure 18. As recognised, a gateway/
border router may use two different protocols,
one within the AS and another outside the AS.

One of the first IGPs is the Routing Information
Protocol (RIP), originally designed to provide
consistent routing and reachability information
among hosts in a local network at the University
of California at Berkeley. Using RIP, routing
data for each router is broadcast to all its neigh-
bours periodically. Each destination in the rout-
ing table is included in the route updates. For
a larger network, slow convergence may well
occur, for instance when a network portion sud-
denly becomes unavailable (slow count to infin-
ity). This could be alleviated by principles called
split horizon and hold down, see [Come88].
Other IGPs are OSPF and IS-IS.

Two routers that belong to different ASs are said
to be exterior neighbours. The protocol exterior
neighbour used to advertise reachability infor-
mation to other ASs is called the Exterior Gate-
way Protocol (EGP). An EGP has three main
features: i) support a mechanism allowing two
routers to agree to communicate reachability
information (acquisition); ii) a router tests
whether its EGP neighbour is responding; and
iii) EGP neighbours exchange reachability infor-
mation. The reachability information is com-
monly called routing information as it is used as
a basis for deciding upon routing of packets.
In order to fulfil its three features a number of
message types are devised, like ‘acquisition’,
‘cease’, ‘hello’, ‘poll’ and ‘routing update’.

When two routers agree to exchange reachability
information (acquisition), they also set initial
values for a time interval to be used for testing
whether the neighbour is alive (called a hello
interval) and a polling interval that controls the
maximum frequency of routing updates. These
intervals can be changed. Moreover, they may
be asymmetric, i.e. different values in the two
directions. Considering features ii) and iii)
above, one recognises that the reachability
exchange has been separated from the routing
information exchange. A motivation for this is
that reachability could change more frequently
without influencing the routing.

In a sense, EGP routing update messages can be
considered as a generalisation of GGP routing
updates as they include multiple routes (com-
pared to a single route in the GGP). Basically,
by using the routing information conveyed by
EGP, a tree structure can be composed for each
router where the router forms the root.

Between ASs, the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) is commonly used. As seen from a BGP
router, the network is made up of other intercon-
nected BGP routers. Two routers are connected
if they share a common network. Three cate-
gories of networks are used, see Figure 19: i)
stub network that has only one connection to the
BGP graph (no transit possible); ii) multicon-
nected network (could be used for transit, but
does not allow it); and iii) transit network, which
is used for transiting packets.

BGP can be said to be a distance vector protocol.
In addition to the cost to each destination, each
router does also keep information on the exact
path to be used. Information on these exact paths
is then exchanged. More information on BGP is
found in [RFC1771] and [RFC1268].

BGP version 4 includes mechanisms that allow
aggregation of routes and advertising of IP add-
ress prefixes. In one respect, one can say that

Figure 18  Use of exterior and
interior gateway protocols
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BGP applies a “hop-by-hop” routing; a BGP
router only advertises the routes to its neigh-
bours (in neighbouring domains) that it uses
itself. BGP runs over TCP (see Section 3.4) and
uses TCP port 179. After establishing a transport
connection, BGP exchanges the initial data flow,
which is the entire BGP routing table. Then,
incremental updates are sent when something in
the routing table is changing. Hence, periodical
updates of the total routing table are avoided to
save transfer capacity. Periodic “keep-alive”
messages are however used to ensure that the
peer BGP process is still running.

When transit is allowed, the routing information
has to be conveyed between the border nodes.
An example is the two nodes depicted in Figure
19 c). An interior “version” of BGP may then
be used, referred to as IBGP, not treated in any
nodes on the path between the pair of border
nodes.

6.2.3  Routing and Traffic Engineering
From the routing perspective, networks are
divided into Autonomous Systems (ASs) where
each AS is divided into Interior Gateway Proto-
col (IGP) areas to allow for hiding and aggregat-
ing routing information. This way of hierarchical
routing allows for more efficient routing han-
dling, although from a traffic engineering per-
spective it may hide information, e.g. on paths
used. Related to establishment of Label Switch-
ed Paths (LSPs) such information could be re-
quested, leading to the introduction of additional
features into the routing protocols, ref. [Jens01],
e.g. to support traffic engineering.

Typical attributes identified to support traffic
engineering operations are:

• maximum bandwidth;
• maximum reservable bandwidth;
• unreserved bandwidth (could be specified per

class);
• resource class/colour.

These can be exchanged by the routing protocols
in order to allow for constraint-based routing of
LSPs. When LSPs are established by signalling,
the protocols may be enhanced in order to take
into account the constraints. In particular, when
backup LSPs are to be set up, one should see to
it that the backup path does not have overlapping
hops with the primary path. This could be a chal-
lenging problem in particular when fibre optic
cables carrying multiple wavelengths are used.
Then the routing process should be informed of
the grouping (i.e. the ones passing on the same
cable). One suggestion is to use the resource
class/colour field to indicate links that belong
to the same group (goes on the same cable)
[ID_ppro]. Such a grouping could also be

utilised to reduce the amount of routing informa-
tion to be exchanged, as similar routing mea-
sures may be applicable for all links in the
group. This is also related to constraint-based
routing as described in [Feng01].

7  Concluding Remarks
The main objective of this paper was to present
formats and mechanisms related to the major
protocols in Internet. These are the IP and the
TCP, although UDP is gaining stronger foothold
for traffic flows carrying timing sensitive data
(audio and video). Several of the accompanying
papers in this issue of the Telektronikk refer to
protocol fields and procedures mentioned above.
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1  Introduction
A basic definition of Traffic Engineering (TE) is

performance optimisation of operational net-
works, including measurement, modelling,
characterisation and control.

This basically means that running networks are
in focus; however, also longer-term planning has
to be considered for a running network to be
able to cope with the future traffic flows and
their characteristics.

Key performance objectives of Traffic Engineer-
ing (TE) can be categorised, ref. Figure 1, as
• traffic oriented; or
• resource oriented.

The first includes means undertaken to improve
the provision of services, having objectives like
reduced delay, reduced packet loss, increased

throughput. Resource oriented objectives opti-
mise the resource utilisation, resulting in less
installed network capacity. Trade-offs are com-
monly seen between these two perspectives.

The traffic flows to be served by the network
will likely have a range of requirements. Two
types of requirements are delay and loss. To a
certain extent, these may also face a trade-off
as shown in Figure 2.

Hence, for a given traffic load there may be an
option to “trade” between delay and loss by
adapting the buffer size, as long buffers give
higher delays but lower losses. By reducing the
traffic load, both loss and delay decrease. Typi-
cally, real-time traffic flows ask for fairly low
losses and low delays (and low delay variations).
Hence, shorter buffers and lower traffic loads
can be used as thresholds for such flows. On the
other hand, when more elastic traffic flows are

Traffic Engineering Principles, Activities
and Mechanisms
T E R J E  J E N S E N

Moving beyond the single class, best-effort IP network, most operators introduce Traffic Engineering

(TE) mechanisms. These mechanisms are fairly crucial for further operation, supporting the portfolio of

services requested.

This article gives an overview of TE concepts and mechanisms by describing taxonomy and organisa-

tion of TE activities. It is mainly drawing on results presented in an Internet draft (ref. [ID_tepri]).

Figure 1  Balancing traffic and resource concerns
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served, longer buffer sizes may apply as these
would accept longer delays (and delay varia-
tions), although the loss requirements might not
be lower.

One of the primary goals of TE in an operational
network is to limit the sustained congestion.
A focused congestion may result from unbal-
anced mapping of traffic flows onto the resource
groups. Then, means can be activated to dis-
tribute the traffic flow in a better way. TE mech-
anisms do also allow for differentiating and
ensuring service levels. This would meet the
characteristics related to the spectrum of traffic
flows. An example is to use separate real-time
and non-real-time traffic on the buffering side,
while still using the same link capacity. Hence,
high link utilisation is achieved, while knowl-
edge of the traffic flow characteristics is ex-
ploited. Delay, delay variation and loss ratio are
examples of characteristics used so far. Another
important parameter is related to dependability,
such as the availability of the service. This
would also be addressed by the TE-related
mechanisms, increasing the general depend-
ability but also allowing for differentiation.

In sum, the TE mechanisms offer a set of “tools”
that a network operator can tune for its opera-
tion, reaching better utilisation of network
resources while allowing predictable service
levels (differentiated and ensured).

The actual need for introducing TE-related
mechanisms is questioned by some. Two factors
supporting this view are the traffic growth and
the willingness to pay. For the former, it is con-
sidered that by the traffic growth seen these days
there is little need for accurate procedures as
more capacity should be installed all the time.
Hence, additional capacity present when over-
provisioning would fairly soon be needed any-
way. Regarding the latter factor, much traffic on
IP-based networks comes from Web browsing,

assumed to be looking for low-priced, low ser-
vice level.

An argument in the other direction is that as one
of the current trends is that more commercial
activities are based on IP networks, a stronger
demand for predictable services will emerge.
This also seems to be recognised by the industry
in this area as much work is allocated to TE-
related mechanisms.

In this article, some of the most central themes
of TE are described. In the following chapter
overall objectives, scope and resource types are
described. Chapter 3 presents the activities,
processes, key components and mechanisms
together with the contexts in which the TE activ-
ities are carried out. Some requirements on TE
systems are listed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 ex-
plains the TE taxonomy, while Chapter 6 elabo-
rates on further challenges in the TE and QoS
areas.

2  TE Objectives and
Resource Types

The main goals of traffic engineering are to
improve performance for IP-based traffic while
still utilising the network resources efficiently.
In the TE framework principles, as elaborated
within IETF, architectures and methodologies
for evaluating and optimising the performance
of operational IP networks are addressed. The
framework as described in [ID_tepri] gives both
the terminology (set of key terms) and the taxon-
omy (criteria for describing a system). Internet
traffic engineering is here defined as

that aspect of Internet network engineering
dealing with the issue of performance evalua-
tions and performance optimisation of opera-
tional IP networks. Hence, measurement,
characterisation, modelling and control of
traffic are included.

A major objective is to improve the performance
of operational networks, at the traffic and at the
resource levels. This is striven for by looking at
traffic-related performance requirements, like
delay, delay variation, packet loss and goodput.
At the same time the network resources should
be efficiently utilised. An essential part is to
achieve reliable network operations, e.g. during
failures. Having efficient routing configurations
is also central as these decide the way the pack-
ets are distributed in the network.

Capacity management and traffic management
can be used for the optimisation done as part of
TE. Capacity arrangement includes capacity
planning, routing control and resource manage-
ment. The resources include link bandwidth,
buffer space and computational, see Figure 3.

Figure 2  Schematic illustra-
tion of relations between delay
and loss
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Traffic management includes nodal traffic con-
trol (e.g. traffic conditioning, queue manage-
ment, scheduling) and other functions that regu-
late traffic through the network or control access
to network resources. These activities can be
carried out continuously and in an iterative man-
ner. The activities are commonly divided into
proactive and reactive. In the former preventive
and perfective actions can be found, while cor-
rective actions would be part of the latter.

The TE actions would operate on various time
scales; coarse (days, years – like for capacity
management), intermediate (ms, days – like for
routing control), and, fine (ps, ms – like for
packet level processing).

The TE subsystems include capacity augmenta-
tion, routing control, traffic control and resource
control. Inputs to the TE system would include
network state variables, policy variables and
decision variables. A challenge is to introduce
automated capabilities that adapt fast and effi-
ciently to changes in the network state, while
stability is maintained. Performance evaluation
is then a critical part of this, to assess the effec-
tiveness of a TE method, to monitor a network
state and to verify compliance with performance
levels.

3  TE Settings and Activities

3.1  Settings
A number of settings for exercising TE activities
are identified in [ID_tepri]. To some extent these
can also be considered as steps, see Figure 4.
However, considering that TE activities are car-
ried out continuously the different steps may be
active at the same time, although possibly look-
ing at different instances of time for implement-
ing the solutions into the network.

The settings described are:
• Network context; describing the situations

where traffic engineering challenges are
found. Such situations include network struc-
ture, network policy, network characteristics,
network constraints, network quality attri-
butes, network optimisation criteria, etc.
A network can be represented as a system, see
Figure 5, consisting of: i) a set of intercon-
nected resources; ii) a demand representing
the offered load; and iii) a response consisting
of network processes, protocols and mecha-
nisms that carry the offered load through the
network. All these elements may have specific
characteristics, which for example may limit
the flexibility. Several types of demand
classes may be present, similar to traffic
classes although also different customer types
should be taken into account. This results in a
request for differentiated services. The net-

work resource and the traffic handling-related
mechanisms also have their characteristics.
Some detail of how the network provides the
services will be given by the policies speci-
fied. In [ID_tepri] it is stated that requirements
on the service provision (traffic handling) can
either be statistical (e.g. by rates and burst
sizes) or deterministic (e.g. some effective bit
rate measure). Requirements on the QoS are
either of the integrity type (e.g. packet loss)
or of temporal nature (e.g. delay, delay varia-
tion).

• Problem context; defining the issues that TE
addresses, like identification, abstraction, rep-
resentation, formulation, requirement specifi-
cation, solution space specification, etc. One
class of problems is how to formulate the
questions that traffic engineering should
solve; how to describe requirements on the
solution space, how to describe desirable fea-
tures of good solutions, how to solve the prob-
lems and how to characterise and measure the
effectiveness of the solutions. Another prob-
lem is how to measure and assess the network
state parameters, including the network topol-
ogy. A third class of problems is how to char-
acterise and evaluate network states under a
variety of scenarios. This can be addressed
both on system level (macro states – “macro
TE”) and resource level (micro state – “micro
TE”). This asks for appropriate levels of
abstractions being identified. A class of prob-

Figure 3  Basic resource types
related considered for Traffic
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lems is also how to optimise the performance
of a network. Solving congestion is an essen-
tial part of performance improvement. Han-
dling congestion can be divided into demand
side policies (restrictive) and supply side poli-
cies (expansive).

• Solution context; elaborating how to solve
the TE problems. This includes evaluation of
alternatives. This requires estimating traffic
load, characterising network state, elaborating
solutions on TE problems and setting up a set
of control actions. The instruments relevant
include: i) set of policies, objectives and re-
quirements for network performance evalua-
tion and optimisation; ii) set of tools and
mechanisms for measurement, characterisa-
tion, modelling and controlling traffic and
allocation to network resources; iii) set of con-
straints on the operating environment, network
protocols and TE system; iv) set of quantita-
tive and qualitative techniques and methods

for abstracting, formulating and solving TE
problems; v) set of administrative control
parameters that may be managed by a config-
uration management system; vi) set of guide-
lines for network performance evaluation,
optimisation/improvement. Traffic estimates
can be derived from customer subscription
information, traffic projections, traffic models,
and from empirical measurements. Polices for
handling the congestion problem can be cate-
gorised according to the criteria: i) response
time scale (long – weeks to months, e.g.
capacity planning; medium – minutes to days,
e.g. setting routing parameters, adjusting
Label Switched Path (LSP) design; short –
ps to minutes, e.g. packet processing of mark-
ing, queue management); ii) reactive versus
preventive; and iii) supply side (increase
available capacity, redistribute traffic flows)
versus demand side (control the offered traf-
fic).

• Implementation and operational context;
implementing the actual solutions, involving
planning (including a priori to determine
actions based on triggers), organisation
(including assigning responsibilities to differ-
ent units and co-ordinating activities), and
execution (including measurement and appli-
cation of corrective and perfective actions).

These context descriptions may also be looked
upon as gradually getting more precise and
closer to the implementation.

3.2  TE Process Model
A TE process model is presented in [ID_tepri].
This is depicted in Figure 6 as an iterative proce-
dure consisting of four main steps.

The first phase includes definition of control
policies. These would typically depend on a set
of inputs, like business model, network cost
structure, operating constraints, utility model
and optimisation criterion.

The second phase involves measurements in
order to assess the conditions in the network;
network state and traffic load.

The third phase consists of analysing the net-
work state and characterising the traffic load.
A number of potential models and analysing
techniques may be relevant, for instance also
looking at the timely and spatial distribution of
the traffic load.

In the fourth phase, performance optimisation is
done. This includes a decision process selecting
and implementing a set of actions. Actions may
work on the load demand, distribution of load
and network resource configuration and capac-

response
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system
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resources

Figure 5  Elements in the
network context
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ity. This may also initiate a network planning in
order to improve network design, capacity, tech-
nology, and element configuration.

The actual relations between the process model
and the context are not elaborated on in
[ID_tepri]. However, considering that an early
phase is to assess conditions of the network,
most of the process model relates to an opera-
tional network. The context/setting would also
include perspectives on a longer time, e.g. allow-
ing for more aspects to be considered.

3.3  TE Key Components
The key components of the TE process model
are (see Figure 7):

• Measurement subsystem: Carrying out mea-
surement is essential to providing feedback
on the system state and performance. It is also
critical in order to assess the service level
provided (and QoS) and effect of TE actions.
A basic distinction between monitoring and
evaluation is to be observed; monitoring refers
to the provision of raw data, while evaluation
refers to the use of the raw data for inferring
on the system state and performance. Measure-
ments can be carried out at different levels of
aggregation, e.g. packet level, flow level, user
level, traffic aggregate level, component level,
network-wide level, and so forth. In order to
perform measurements systematically, several
questions have to be answered, like [ID_tepri]:
Which parameters are to be measured? How
should the measurements be accomplished?
Where should the measurements be per-
formed? When should the measurements be
performed? How frequently should the moni-
tored variables be measured? What level of
measurement accuracy and reliability is desir-
able and realistic? To what extent can the mea-
surement system permissibly interfere with the
operational network conditions? What is the
acceptable cost of measurements?

• Modelling and analysis subsystem: A central
part of the modelling is to elaborate a repre-
sentation of the relevant traffic characteristics
and network behaviour. In case a structural
model is used, the organisation of the network
and its components are the main emphasis.
When behavioural models are used, the
dynamics of the network and traffic are the
key issues. The latter model is particularly
relevant when performance studies are under-
taken. Then adequate models of the traffic
sources are also needed.

• Optimisation subsystem: Optimisation can be
categorised as real-time and non-real-time.
The former operates on short to medium time
scales (e.g. ms to hours) and works on adjust-

ing parameters in mechanisms in order to
relieve congestion and improve performance.
Examples of means are tuning of routing
parameters, tuning of buffer management
mechanisms and changing Label Switched
Paths (LSPs). Non-real-time is also seen as
network planning, typically working on a
longer scale. For both of these, stability and
robustness are essential concerns.

Routing is a central component in efficient han-
dling of traffic flows in an IP-based network.
When introducing a number of service classes,
some additional constraints can also be consid-
ered when deciding upon the possible routing.
Examples of such constraints are available band-
width, hop count, and delay. This implies that
possible paths as seen from a router must have
the corresponding attributes attached.

3.4  Mechanisms and Subjects
In order to complement the best effort service, a
number of activities are undertaken by different
IETF groups as well as by others. The subjects
listed below are treated more in detail in accom-
panying papers of this Telektronikk issue:

• Integrated Services (IntServ). Applying this
service model requires that resources are
reserved before the traffic flow starts. As men-
tioned earlier, transmission links and buffers
are commonly seen as resources. Mechanisms
like packet classifiers, packet schedulers and
admission control units have to be present in
the routers supporting IntServ. A classifier
identifies flows that are to be served with a
certain level. A scheduler handles the service
scheduling to ensure that requirements of the
traffic flow are met. Admission control deter-
mines whether or not a router has the needed
resources available to accept a new flow while
still meeting all requirements for all flows pre-
sent. Two additional service classes are identi-
fied: guaranteed service and controlled-load
service. As state information has to be kept for
each group of traffic flows, a router in a larger
network may have capacity problems keeping
all that information. Hence, IntServ is fre-
quently claimed to face the scalability prob-

Figure 7  TE key components/
subsystems
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lem (see Box A). Furthermore, the reservation
information has to be conveyed between the
routers. The Resource reSerVation Protocol is
one means of doing this.

• Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP). RSVP
is a signalling protocol allowing a receiver to
initiate establishment of the reservation. It is a
so-called soft state protocol in the sense that
the reservation has to be refreshed repeatedly
in order to keep the reservation for a longer
interval. Both multicast and unicast flows are
supported.

• Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS).
MPLS can be said to provide an additional
forwarding mechanism. At the ingress of an
MPLS domain, Label Switching Routers
(LSRs) classify IP packets into Forwarding
Equivalence Classes (FECs) based on certain

criteria. An MPLS label is then prepended to
the packets. Then, the subsequent LSRs may
only look at the MPLS label to decide upon
the forwarding treatment. A Label Switched
Path (LSP) is the path between an ingress LSR
and an egress LSR on which the packets are
sent. LSPs can be used for several purposes,
including load distribution, Virtual Private
Networks, and multicasting.

• Differentiated Services (DiffServ). Addressing
the scalability challenge related to IntServ,
DiffServ was proposed to categorise the traffic
flows into a limited set of service classes. A
class is defined using different classification,
policing, shaping and scheduling policies.
Hence aggregates of traffic flows are used,
alleviating intermediate routers to consider
individual traffic flows. A DiffServ field is
defined in the IP header (part of the ToS octet,
see [Jens01]) in order to indicate which ser-
vice class a packet belongs to.

• Measurements. A set of metrics is developed
by the IETF IP Performance Metrics (IPPM)
working group. These can be used to monitor
the performance observed by the end-users,
network operators, and others. An architecture
for handling measurements has been made by
the IETF Real Time Flow Measurement
(RTFM) working group. This architecture
defines methods to do measurements of traffic
flows and components involved. Such a sys-
tem consists of meters, meter readers and
managers.

• End-point congestion management. The IETF
End-point Congestion Management working
group is set to define congestion control
mechanisms that transport protocols can use.
A congestion manager monitors the paths of
every congestion group under its control,
using this information to distribute the capac-
ity among the traffic flows in the group.
Besides, procedures defined as part of TCP do
also address congestion control, ref. [Jens01].

4  Requirements on TE
Systems

[ID_tepri] describes a number of requirements
that a TE system should fulfil. Here a require-
ment is understood as a capability needed to
solve a TE problem or to achieve a TE objective.
The requirements are either non-functional or
functional. A non-functional requirement relates
to the quality attributes of state characteristics of
a TE system. A functional requirement gives the
function a TE system should perform in order to
reach an objective or address a problem.

Box A  Scalability

The term scalability is frequently observed in the discussion on various mecha-

nisms. Looking up in a dictionary, scalabiltiy is simply described as to allow

increase (or decrease) of something.

A common interpretation of scalability, however, is that the network equipment

may not be able to cope with the growing number of traffic flows or other units

used to express the amount. Hence, there is a threshold on the number of units

that a network node can handle. Such an understanding may implicitly assume

that the operating point is known (i.e. the range of number of units is given). Fur-

thermore, modifying the network node, e.g. by upgrading, would also affect the

capacity threshold.

A statement seen is that IntServ does not scale well, although this will likely fol-

low a linear growth as a function of the number of flows, see Figure Box A-1.

DiffServ, on the other hand, has an improved scalability as aggregates are

looked at. Introducing MPLS in combination with DiffServ may result in higher

demands on the nodes.

Figure Box A-1  Scalability concerns – for illustration only
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4.1  Non-functional Requirements
The generic non-functional requirements given
in [ID_tepri] are:

• Usability. This is a human factor aspect refer-
ring to the ease of deployment and operation
of a TE system.

• Automation. Commonly, as many functions as
possible should be automated, reducing the
human effort to control and analyse the infor-
mation and network state. This is even
stronger for a larger network.

• Scalability. The TE system should scale well
when the number of routers, links, traffic
flows, subscribers, etc. grows. This may imply
that a scalable TE architecture is applied.

• Stability. This is an essential requirement for
an operational system avoiding adverse results
for certain combinations of input and state
information.

• Flexibility. A TE system should be flexible
both in terms of the optimisation policy and
the scope. An example of scope is that addi-
tional classes should be considered in case
these are introduced into the network. Another
aspect of flexibility is that some subsystems of
the TE system could be enabled/disabled.

• Visibility. Mechanisms to collect information
from the network elements and analyse the
data have to be present in a TE system. These
would then allow for presenting the opera-
tional conditions of the network.

• Simplicity. A TE system should be as simple
as possible, that is considered from the out-
side, not necessarily using simple algorithms.
Simplicity is particularly important for the
human interface.

• Efficiency. As little demanding, in terms of
processing and memory resources, as possible
is requested. However, this also refers to the
result from the TE system being obtained in
a timely manner.

• Reliability. A TE system should be available,
in the operational state, when needed.

• Survivability. Recovering from a failure and
maintaining the operation is requested, in par-
ticular for the more critical functions of a TE
system. Commonly, this requires that some
redundancy is introduced.

• Correctness. A correct response (according
to the algorithms implemented) has to be ob-
tained from a TE system.

• Maintainability. It should be simple to main-
tain a TE system.

• Extensibility. It should be easy to extend a TE
system, e.g. when introducing new functions
and when the underlying network is extended.

• Interoperability. Open standards should be
used for the interfaces in order to simplify
interoperation with other systems.

• Security. Means supporting integrity, informa-
tion concealment, etc. have to be imple-
mented.

As mentioned, some of these requirements may
be mandatory while others are optional for a par-
ticular TE system.

4.2  Functional Requirements
Some functional requirements are also described
in [ID_tepri], such as those related to:

• Routing. An efficient routing system should
take both traffic characteristics and network
constraints into account when deriving the
better routing schemes. A load splitting ratio
among alternative paths should be config-
urable allowing for more flexibility in the traf-
fic distribution. Some routes of subsets of traf-
fic should also be controllable without affect-
ing routes of other traffic flows. This has par-
ticular relevance when several classes are pre-
sent in the network. In order to convey infor-
mation on topology, link characteristics and
traffic load, several of the relevant routing
protocols have to be enhanced. An example
is constraint-based routing which is gaining

Box B Protection Types

Protection types for MPLS networks are categorised as: i) link protection

(backup LSP is disjoint from the working LSP at the particular link for which pro-

tection is required), being a link local repair; ii) node protection (backup LSP is

disjoint from the working LSP at the node considered); iii) path protection (pro-

tect a working LSP from failure at any point along its path, hence the back up

and working LSPs are both node and link disjoint); and iv) segment protection

(failure within a domain is corrected within that domain).

Segment protection can also be to reroute an LSP locally, e.g. between the

routers connected to the failed link (as opposed to end-to-end rerouting of an

LSP).

Protection options are typically given by m:n, where m refers to the number of

working LSPs to be protected and n refers to the number of backup LSPs. Com-

mon combinations seen are 1:1, k:1, and 1:k. The second can be used when the

traffic load of the working LSP is to be distributed, e.g. due to bandwidth require-

ments. A protection option called 1+1 is also used when the traffic is sent both

on the working LSP and the backup LSP. Then the egress LSR selects one of

the two LSPs.
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Box C Resilience

As the multitude of services on IP-based networks increases, a differentiation of

dependability (e.g. reliability and availability) requirements is asked for. This is

sometimes referred to as resilience requirements. A resilience differentiated net-

work would only protect traffic flows that require higher availability that would

allow for more effective network resource utilisation. Basically, this could be

done on other layers than IP. In principle realising resilience mechanisms in

lower layers would allow for faster response, e.g. from a link is broken until an

alternative link is found. On the other hand, lower layers also operate on more

coarse granularity of traffic aggregates. Thus, higher layers give finer granularity

but commonly also longer response times.

Traffic flows requiring high availability may belong to so-called mission-critical

applications. Such applications may include all types of applications, like real-

time, elastic, etc. Therefore, applications such as multimedia as well as data-

base transactions could be asking for high availability. This means that the

resilience requirement is orthogonal to other performance variables, like delay

and loss.

A possible set of resilience classes is described in [ID_resreq]:

• High resilience requirements: Resources should be exclusively reserved on

an alternative path. For a 1+1 protection, packets are forwarded on the work-

ing path and the backup path. In case the working path fails, the receiver just

selects packet on the other path. In case of 1:1 protection, the packets are

forwarded on the alternative path in case of failure on the working path. This

asks for recovery signalling to handle unidirectional failures.

• Medium resilience requirements: Spare resources may be shared between

multiple flows. The bandwidth management has to assure that enough spare

resources are available for a given set of expected failures. In case of a fail-

ure, packets are forwarded after rerouting and reservation of spare resources.

• Low resilience requirements: No resources are reserved in advance. In case

of failure, packets may be forwarded after a rerouting and reservation phase

if enough resources are available.

• No resilience requirements: In case of a network failure in the administrated

domain, packets may be discarded/dropped. This may happen even if the

traffic is not directly affected by the failure but rather by a rerouting of other

traffic flows having high resilience requirements.

In order to implement differentiated resilience, updates of the service implemen-

tation could be needed. For IntServ/RSVP corresponding attributes have to be

carried in the signalling messages and filters/conditioners have to be available.

For DiffServ activating a resilience marking may be used, like a bit in the ToS

octet (bit 5 of the DSCP field). Resilience attributes may also be used for MPLS.

These mechanisms are described for the different mechanisms in this article.

Box D Information Distribution

In current IP-based networks several means are used to make the distribution

of information more efficient, including:

• mirroring the information meaning that the information is replicated in several

places/servers. This would increase the dependability and allow for faster

response;

• caching the information, basically meaning that previously accessed informa-

tion is stored in a place closer to the user (limiting the traffic and allowing

faster response);

• load balancing having the objective to distribute the traffic/requests among

the servers.

more interest. This addresses the selection
of paths for packets and may work well with
path-oriented solutions, that is LSPs.

• Traffic mapping. This refers to the assignment
of traffic flows onto paths to meet certain
requirements considering the set of policies
relevant. A central issue arises when several
paths are present between the same pair of
originating and destination router. Appropriate
means should be taken to distribute the traffic
according to some defined ratios, still keeping
the ordering of packets belonging to the same
application (or micro-flow).

• Measurement. Mechanisms for monitoring,
collecting and analysing statistical data have
to be in place. Such data may relate to perfor-
mance and traffic. In particular, being able to
construct traffic matrices per service class is
an essential part of a TE system.

• Network survivability. Survivability refers to
the capability to maintain service continuity
in presence of faults. This can be realised by
rapid recovering or by redundancy. Co-ordi-
nating protection and restoration capabilities
across multiple layers is a challenging task. At
the different layers protection and restoration
would typically occur at different temporal
and bandwidth granularity. At the bottom
layer, an optical network layer may be pre-
sent, e.g. utilising WDM. Then, SDH and/or
ATM could be present below the IP layer.
Restoration at the IP layer is commonly done
by the routing protocols, which may require
some minutes to complete. Some means being
proposed relate to MPLS allowing for faster
recovery (ref. Box B). A common suit of con-
trol plane protocols has been proposed for the
MPLS and optical transport networks. This
may support more sophisticated restoration
capabilities. When multiple service classes are
present, their requirements on restoration may
differ introducing further challenges on the
mechanisms to be used. Resilience attributes
can be attached to an LSP telling how traffic
on that LSP can be restored in case of failure.
A basic attribute may indicate if all traffic
trunks in the LSP are transferred on a backup
LSP or some of the traffic is to be routed out-
side, e.g. following the routing protocols (see
Box C). Extended attributes may be intro-
duced giving indications like backup LSP is to
be pre-established, constraints for routing the
backup LSP, priorities when routing backup
LSP, and so forth.

• Servers and content distribution. Location and
allocation of content on servers have signifi-
cant impact on the traffic distribution, in par-
ticular as long as much of the traffic is similar
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to client – server interactions. Hence, load bal-
ancing directing traffic on the different servers
may improve the overall performance. This is
sometimes called traffic directing, operating
on the application layer, ref. Box D.

• DiffServ issues. As DiffServ is more widely
deployed, adequate TE systems become more
critical to ensure that conditions in Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) are met. Service
classes (Class of Service) can be offered by
defining Per-Hop Behaviours (PHBs) along
the path, exercising DiffServ in the nodes, in
particular by configuring mechanisms like
traffic classification, marking, policing and
shaping (mainly in edge routers). A PHB is a
forwarding treatment including buffer man-
agement and scheduling. In addition the
amount of service capacity, e.g. bandwidth,
allocated to the different service classes has to
be decided upon. The following issues, from
[ID_tepri], give some requirements on TE in a
DiffServ/MPLS environment:

- An LSP should provide configurable maxi-
mum reservable bandwidth and/or buffer
for each supported service class.

- An LSR may provide configurable mini-
mum available bandwidth and/or buffer for
each class on each of its links.

- In order to perform constraint-based routing
on a per-class basis for LSPs, the routing
protocols should support extensions to
propagate per-class resource information.
When delay bounds is an issue, path selec-
tion algorithms for traffic trunks with
bounded delay requirement should take
delay constraints into account.

- When an LSR dynamically adjusts resource
allocation based on per-class LSP resource
requests, adjusting weights for the schedul-
ing algorithms should not adversely impact
delay and jitter characteristics.

- An LSR should provide configurable maxi-
mum allocation multiplier on a per-class
basis.

- Measurement-based admission control may
be used to improve resource usage, espe-
cially for classes not having strict loss or
delay/jitter requirements.

• Controlling the network. In order to see the
effect of having a TE system, the relevant
decisions must be introduced into the network.

Control mechanisms may be manual or auto-
matic, the latter being a goal for most. Net-
work control functions must be secure, reli-
able and stable, in particular during failure
situations.

5  TE Taxonomy
A taxonomy of TE systems is given in [ID_tepri]
in accordance with the following criteria:

• Time-dependent vs. state-dependent vs. event-
dependent: A static TE system implies that no
TE methods are applied on the time scale con-
sidered. Therefore, it is commonly assumed
that all TE schemes are dynamic (on the time
scale looked at). A time-dependent scheme is
based on timely variations in traffic patterns
and used to pre-program changes in the traffic
handling. A state-dependent scheme adapts
the traffic handling based on state of the net-
work, allowing for taking actual variations in
the traffic patterns into account. The state of a
network may be based on resource utilisation,
delay measures, etc. Accurate information
available is crucial for adaptive TE schemes.
This information has to be gathered and dis-
tributed to the relevant routers. A challenge is
to limit the amount of information that must
be exchanged between routers, still allowing
for sufficiently updated data in each of the
routers to make the traffic handling decisions.
Event-dependent schemes may lead to fewer
information exchanges compared to state-
dependent schemes. Then, certain events are
used as input when updating the traffic han-
dling, like traffic load crossing a threshold,
unsuccessful establishment of an LSP, etc.

• Offline vs. online. In case changes in traffic
handling do not need to be done in real time,
the computations can be done offline, e.g.
allowing for more thorough searches over the
feasible solutions finding the better one to
apply. On the other hand, when traffic han-
dling is to adapt to changing traffic patterns, it
is to be done online. For online calculations,
relatively simple algorithms are applied lead-
ing to short response times until the updated
traffic handling can be activated. Still the
algorithm should present a solution that is
close to the optimal one.

• Centralised vs. distributed. In a centralised
scheme a central function decides upon the
traffic handling in each of the routers. Then,
the central function has to collect and return
the information. In order to limit the overhead,
infrequent information exchanges are sought;
however, more frequent exchanges are asked
for to keep an accurate picture of the network
state in the central function. This results in a
classic trade-off problem, finding the time
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interval for collecting and returning the infor-
mation. A similar trade-off is also seen for the
distributed scheme, although then the deci-
sions are made by each router. A drawback of
a centralised scheme is commonly that a sin-
gle point of failure is introduced, implying
that the central function is available and has
sufficiently processing capacity for the
scheme to work efficiently.

• Local vs. global information. Local informa-
tion refers to a portion of the region/domain
considered by the TE system. An example is
delay for a particular LSP. Global information
refers to the whole region/domain considered.

• Prescriptive vs. descriptive. When a prescrip-
tive approach is used, a set of actions would
be suggested by the TE system. Such an
approach can be either corrective (an action to
solve an existing or predicted anomaly) or
perfective (an action suggested without identi-
fying any particular anomaly). A descriptive
approach characterises the network state and
assesses the impact from exercising various
policies without suggesting any specific
action.

• Open loop vs. closed loop. In an open loop
approach, the control actions do not use feed-
back information from the network. Such
feedback information is used when a closed
loop approach is followed.

• Tactical vs. strategic. A tactical approach con-
siders a specific problem, without taking into
account the overall solutions, tending to be ad
hoc in nature. A strategic approach considers
the TE problem from a more organised and
systematic perspective, including immediate
and longer-term consequences.

• Intradomain vs. interdomain. Interdomain
traffic engineering is primarily concerned with
performance of traffic and networks when the
traffic flows cross a domain, e.g. between two
operators. Both technical and administrative/
business concerns make such a TE activity
more complicated. One example is based on
the fact that Border Gateway Protocol version
4 (BGP-4), being the (default) standard rout-
ing protocol, does not carry full information
like an interior gateway protocol (e.g. no
topology and link state information). In a busi-
ness sense it would not be likely that two par-
ties, being potential competitors, would reveal
all that data of their network. Another aspect
is the presence of relevant SLAs that govern
the interconnection, including description of
traffic patterns, QoS, measurements and reac-
tions. An SLA may explicitly or implicitly
specify a Traffic Conditioning Agreement
(TCA, which defines classifier rules as well
as metering, marking, discarding and shaping
rules.

A specific TE system can then be categorised by
applying the criteria listed above.

6  Further Issues

6.1  Basic Questions and Factors
Several forces are influencing on the evolution
of IP-based networks, see Figure 8.

A number of basic questions can be raised re-
lated to the future of Internet/IP-based network:

• Will the current Internet routing mechanisms
operate as steadily more hosts and networks
are added?

• How is it possible to automate mechanisms
for storing and locating information about
individual users?

• How is it possible to automate mechanisms
for storing and locating information about ser-
vices offered by hosts?

• How to incorporate vendor-independent and
automated mechanisms that allow monitoring
and control of traffic and network resources?

• How can relevant protocols be adapted, or
supplemented, to accommodate new applica-
tions that have specific requirements (e.g. high
throughput, short delays)?

• How can emerging business configurations
be supported, allowing for multiple services,
access forms and a range of providers/opera-
tors.

Figure 8  Factors influencing
the evolution of IP-based net-
works, adapted from
[Come88]
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6.2  Open Issues Related to
QoS Architecture

As the best effort service is the most commonly
seen in most IP-based networks, a wider range
of service levels is also sought. The service lev-
els can be widened in two respects; to provide
a service level improved from best effort, and
to provide a service level which is more pre-
dictable.

Basically, a few features have to be in place in
order to allow for differentiating service levels.
Firstly, the application has to convey the infor-
mation to the network of which service level it
wants (naturally, this may also be done manu-
ally). Then, resources in the network have to
be available to provide the service level agreed.
In order to ensure that resources are available,
some load control and resource usage/configura-
tion schemes have to be applied. If an applica-
tion request the service level for a certain traffic
flow, it also has to mark the flow in a way for
the network to recognise it. Commonly, there
are also some constraints attached on the traffic
to be transferred. An alternative to handling
individual flows is to have the network look at
aggregates. In such a case, the IP packets have to
be marked in order to assign them to the proper
aggregate. Then, it may not be needed for the
application to signal its request to the network in
advance; it could simply start sending packets.
Thus, it would not be up to the network to report
explicitly to the application if a service request
cannot be met, it simply has to be detected by
the application itself (e.g. as lost packets). This
resembles DiffServ. The former approach resem-
bles IntServ, allowing for a finer and closer fol-
lowing up of the network for each application
and traffic flow initiated.

In order to enhance the support of differentiated
service levels some issues are mentioned in
[RFC2990]:

• Aware applications. In case the application is
capable of giving estimates of its requests to
the network, the network may check its state
to see if the requests can be met. This can then
be returned to the application. This requires
that the application can give relative precise
description of its traffic profile (and policing
may then be applied). Then, the application
may be made aware of which service level
that is provided, e.g. in case different charging
applies. Another factor is that making aware
applications could allow for end-to-end views
between applications at the two endpoints,
ensuring that the receiver is prepared to re-
ceive the information to be transmitted. How-
ever, it can always be discussed which should
be the first to be upgraded: the network or the

applications. Preferably these should go hand-
in-hand.

• Scalable and accurate service environment. As
noted, IntServ allows fine granularity follow-
ing traffic flows, resource allocation, and con-
veying information to the other end-point. The
so-called scalability, however, may be a prob-
lem. On the other hand, DiffServ scales well,
while not supporting signalling. Some effort
is undertaken to enhance DiffServ with capa-
bilities for signalling and reservation of
resources.

• Service query and discovery. Prior to using a
service, an application may need to decide if
the service can be supported by the network.
This could likely be used for initiating a nego-
tiation between the application and the net-
work.

• Service levels on resource handling and rout-
ing. Considering service levels when deciding
upon routing and configuring resources re-
quires that additional attributes are introduced.
These attributes would describe the service
levels, or characteristics of the resources, and
have to be correlated with corresponding attri-
butes on the service requests. In addition, fea-
tures like load distribution could be achieved.

• Relations with TCP. Recognising that TCP
is one of the most used transport protocols,
having efficient means for controlling the
TCP flow rate is essential. TCP relies on ACK
messages in order to adjust its rate as part of
the load control. When introducing different
service levels, the TCP should get the proper
feedback on the forward direction as this is
the one to be controlled. Thus, effects in the
backward direction should not have too much
influence on the TCP estimates of required
flow rate.

• Granularity of flow identification. As dis-
cussed earlier, IntServ and DiffServ apply dif-
ferent levels of granularity. IntServ may
recognise individual flows given by the 5
tuple (IP source address, IP destination
address, source port, destination port and
protocol). At the border of a DiffServ domain
a similar 5 tuple can be applied to map the
flow into a class/aggregate. Use of various
tunnelling, e.g. IPSec and fragmentation of
transport packets into multiple IP packets may
imply that this information is not present/
detectable in every IP packet of the flow.

• Classes of service levels. In principle, a large
number of service levels could be present.
For instance, even DiffServ has 64 classes as
options, then these may even be implemented
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differently by different networks along a path,
leading to a vast number of options. Harmon-
ising the service levels may result in easier
interconnection and service provision in mul-
tiprovider environments, although service lev-
els could also be seen as a competitive factor.
Service discovery as mentioned above be-
comes even more requested for such configu-
rations. Between the different networks this
could also ask for enhancing the set of routing
protocol attributes, including some describing
the service levels supported.

• Measuring service level and delivery. In sell-
ing a service level to a customer, it is central
to have means in place in order to document
that the service has been delivered as agreed.
Another purpose of such measurements could
be as a basis for admission control and routing.

• Accounting for service levels. In case various
service levels are to be offered, corresponding
range of tariffing levels should be used as
well. A technical argument is that use of more
network resources should be reflected in a
higher tariff. Naturally, other arguments may
go against such a conclusion. This technical
argument points towards application of usage-
based charging.

According to [RFC2990] the following aspects
are included in an architecture for service level/
QoS level:

a) Control the network response such that it is
consistent and predictable;

b)Control the network response such that the
service level is provided as agreed:

c) Allow establishment of agreed service level in
advance;

d)Control contention for network resources such
that the appropriate service levels are achieved;

e) Control contention for network resources such
that a fair allocation is achieved (although fair
has not been defined);

f) Allow for efficient utilisation of network
resources while providing a range of service
levels.

All these issues have to be addressed in order to
ensure that the service levels can be provided.
Actually, all these have to be in place in a coher-
ent way to offer end-to-end service levels in
agreed ways.

In addition to the issues listed above, more unan-
swered questions are found for interdomain con-
figurations, like how to efficiently handle the set
of SLAs in a multi-service and multi-provider
configuration.

6.3  Overview of Further Challenges
In addition to the issues discussed above, more
aspects can be looked at. The following descrip-
tion of the open issues is centred around the
groups depicted in Figure 9:

• The network nodes sphere representing vari-
ous nodes involved for IP transport, e.g.
routers and hosts/terminals. Various segments
of an operator’s network, including access and
core, are part of this. User terminals and rele-
vant parts of applications can also be included.
Typical issues are related to ensuring and
monitoring performance of traffic flows, con-
figuring resources, and so forth.

Figure 9  A grouping of
challenges related to ensuring
QoS for IP-based services
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• The service concerns, involving control and
management. Functionality both in the user’s
equipment and in the provider’s domain is
included. Typical issues are definition of ser-
vice and corresponding QoS (e.g. which
parameters to apply), integration of control
and management, elaboration of SLAs (con-
sidering multi-provider and multi-service) –
between providers and towards end-users,
applications capable of expressing their ser-
vice level demands, and so forth.

• The business concerns, addressing processes
and (internal) models within an actor (e.g.
provider or user). Typical issues are descrip-
tion of internal processes for providing/deliv-
ering IP services, processes for collecting
and storing performance data from different
sources, methods for searching optimal
arrangements for delivering services.

Traffic Engineering should be aware of these
issues, incorporating appropriate procedures and
interfaces.

Naturally, the above-mentioned groups are just
giving one, non-exhaustive, way of dividing the
various issues. A further complicating fact is that
quite a few of the various issues are inter-depen-
dent, not making it easy to clearly separate the
questions to be addressed.

6.3.1  IP Transport Concerns
Several open issues for QoS related to transport
of IP packets are described in [RFC2990].
Although these were discussed above, they, as
well as others, are summarised in the following:

• Monitoring capabilities. How to monitor the
traffic flows, resource utilisation and QoS-
related performance in an efficient way? This
includes decision on what level of granularity
to look at, that is, what aggregate of flows,
and time-scale to apply. Furthermore, the
monitoring results must be applicable to docu-
ment the conditions stated in SLAs (which
well may refer to “higher-level” services).
Monitoring results are also used for further
tuning of resource configuration and traffic
handling.

• Configuring resources. TE mechanisms are
needed to properly/efficiently configure the
network resources and control the traffic load
such that the SLA conditions are met. This
involves routing, allocation of resources (e.g.
bandwidth), admission control, and so forth.
Considering the multi-service network, this
is a rather complex matter where scalability
might become a particular challenge. Particu-
lar attention is placed on configuring re-

sources for carrying voice-over-IP (also likely
to involve gateways).

• Completion of appropriate standards. At least
on a shorter term combinations of DiffServ
and MPLS are promoted for use in the core
network. Hence, completion of standards
within that area is needed, in particular to
simplify interoperability between domains.
Regarding access, IntServ may also be
applied. Then, solutions are needed for this as
well, in addition to mapping between IntServ
and DiffServ/MPLS.

Establishing an efficient IP-based network also
requests interworking with layers below and
above IP. For example, co-ordination of func-
tions in the optical layer and the IP layer should
be utilised. The same goes for applications and
other “higher layer” functions, like policy and
directory.

6.3.2  Service Concerns
On quite a few occasions it is seen that specify-
ing the actual service to be delivered is not done
adequately. Hence, there may be some room for
interpretation both by the provider and by the
user. As more higher-level services (i.e. above
mere transport of IP packets) are “sold”, the TE
mechanisms should capture even these aspects.
This makes the scope somewhat broader than
what mainly springs to mind. Some essential
issues in this group are:

• SLA/SLS/TCA/TCS. Elaborating agreements
and specifications at the proper level of detail
which are accurate, is still a challenge. De-
signing SLAs in a multi-provider/multi-ser-
vice environment raises additional challenges,
like how to relate two SLAs with independent
providers referring to the same access line/
user. Based on different events occurring in
the network, different users may be affected.
Ways of identifying service affecting faults
and which users that are bothered will then
be requested. Particular challenges may arise
from avoiding scalability problems.

• Management models. Both service manage-
ment and network management have to be
completed for efficient management. Regard-
ing network management, issues like collect-
ing monitoring data, configuring network
resources (e.g. for MPLS paths) have to be
implemented. Regarding service management,
there are some suggestions for the need for
more centralised management architecture,
supported by stronger admit and control
mechanisms of flows at the edge of the core
network [ID_IPsm]. Then, the end-to-end (in-
cluding multi-domain) view should be taken
on by service management, compared to only
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looking at portions of it, as is most common
today. Policy-based management might well
be applied, also accommodating the dynamics
of the network and the usage/traffic flows.

• Integrated control and management. To some
extent control and management procedures
may perform similar tasks, like establishing an
MPLS path. Therefore, figuring out efficient
ways of combining control and management
is needed.

• Applications and service discovery. Applica-
tions must be upgraded to be aware of the ser-
vices and service levels offered by a network.
Functions for discovery and negotiation
should therefore be present, both in the termi-
nals/applications and in the network. In addi-
tion, applications should provide estimates of
their requests from the network, like estimates
of the traffic flow characteristics (traffic pro-
file).

• Controlling traffic flows. In several of today’s
IP-based networks, TCP is used for flow con-
trol. This should also work properly even
when several service levels are introduced. In
addition, controlling the traffic flow in other
ways may be possible. One example is using
dynamic charging schemes, which is investi-
gated although not concluded on.

• Completing standards. For efficient imple-
mentation of control and management
regimes, standards are crucial. Appropriate
standards, e.g. for RSVP, policy and SLA
management, are needed.

6.3.3  Business Concerns
Deciding upon QoS and internal arrangements
for handling traffic are parts in the business
activities. Moreover, when settling the appropri-
ate value parameters and utilisation of mecha-
nisms, one would likely face several trade-offs,
like what level to offer at what price, which
mechanisms to implement within its domain,
and so forth. Similar trade-offs have already
been parts of the business decision process.
Therefore these aspects may smoothly fit into
those concerns.

Carrying out business-related evaluations, the
market situation is taken into account. Potential
customers’ requests, competitors’ activities, reg-
ulatory directives, etc. would be considered.
Bearing in mind that service degradations/fail-
ures may occur, stating conditions in the agree-
ments can be looked upon as risk taking. That is,
damages/penalties in case an event happens are
balanced against the cost of the means under-
taken in order to lower the probability of the
event occurring. Lower cost is commonly

sought, while major negative consequences are
avoided. Balancing internal mechanisms and the
conditions stated in agreements towards any sub-
providers would also be part of this picture as
seen by a provider.

A few issues related to business are listed in the
following:

• Processes and data flows. An adequate model
of processes and flows related to a provider is
needed to implement systems allowing fast,
accurate and automatic service provision/
delivery. Considering that several sources and
databases may be involved, keeping consisten-
cies and collecting relevant data may be a
challenge, in particular when the data bases
are managed by different providers.

• Cost – revenue analysis of related mecha-
nisms. There still seems to be two overall sug-
gestions to the QoS challenges: i) introducing
more QoS-related mechanisms; or, ii) intro-
ducing more capacity, keeping the network/
system simple. An analysis of this could be
conducted, estimating any real benefit from
having ensured and differentiated IP-based
services.

• Optimising services, resources and SLA con-
ditions. What service classes to offer, how to
deploy the network resources optimally, how
to state and balance SLA terms towards users
and secondary providers against the need for
own resources, are a few questions that need
to be answered by a provider. Hence, methods
to assist a provider in searching for the
answers are needed. A user does not com-
monly specify their quality needs merely from
a communication point of view, but rather
from the consequences they envisage on their
business and human relations – the secondary
scope – if a failure occurs. This also deter-
mines the level of QoS they are willing to pay
for regarding a specific service ordered.

• Then, guidelines to a way of assisting the cus-
tomer in structuring the consequences that
they might envisage – both in primary and
secondary scope – would be requested.

• Accounting, charging and billing. In introduc-
ing a set of service classes, tariffing schemes
have to be defined as well. Considering inter-
connections, schemes and mechanisms for ex-
changing accounting data is also necessary.

• Communicating with the human end-user. Of
particular interest are the QoS parameters that
communicate well and unambiguously to the
non-professional users – i.e. residential end-
users. Imperative to all parameters is that they
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are harmonised and allow for mapping into
others. Monitoring a QoS parameter could be
done both “continuously” and by “sampling”
according to “typical” usage. The dynamics
of the QoS may have major influence on how
QoS is perceived.

7  Concluding Remarks
One intention is that introducing “sophisticated”
mechanisms related to QoS, and TE in general,
allows the provision of a wider portfolio of ser-
vices and accompanying QoS levels. At the
same time the network resources are efficiently
utilised. These mechanisms introduce a cost in
the form of increased overhead/complexity,
meaning that the basic question is that such cost
must be weighed against the benefits that can be
obtained.

The quality-efficiency product has been pro-
posed by [Bern00], see Figure 10, showing the
trade-off between network utilisation and service
provision guarantees. The illustration gives that
higher loads on the resources, e.g. links, can be
used if less strict values of the QoS are given.
However, introducing more QoS-related mecha-
nisms may allow for higher levels of resource
utilisation for the same level of guarantee.
Hence, if an operator wants to operate a network
efficiently while still supporting strict guaran-
tees, more sophisticated QoS-related mecha-
nisms must be introduced. The different QoS-
related mechanisms may imply different levels
of overhead in terms of processing and storing.

The quality-efficiency product is valid for a cer-
tain network domain. In an end-to-end view,
such a product/measure may not have the same
value for all domains. That is, some domains
may have high utilisation, while for others a low
utilisation is allowed. Naturally, there is no clear
boundary between high and low utilisation, as
between high and low levels of guarantee.

Returning to the issue of demand, not all traffic
flows (and users/applications) will ask for strict
guarantees. One question is whether to define a
number of virtual networks, e.g. with different
quality-efficiency products, on the same physical
network. This would then open for a broader
spectre of service levels, better matching the dif-
ferent customer groups.

In this paper, the basic activities and mecha-
nisms of TE have been described. A motivation
is to provide an introduction to the topics. Many
of the issues are treated in accompanying papers
in this issue of Telektronikk.

Although there are quite a few results available,
essential issues also remain to fully support the
multi-service and multi-provider configuration.

A few of these are briefly described above.
Hence, the continuing need for improving
Traffic Engineering solutions in IP-based net-
works should be beyond doubt.
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1  Introduction
From the outset, one may say the Internet Proto-
col (IP) was intended to transport information
from a source to a destination. The main empha-
sis may be that the information eventually
arrived with less strict requirements on time.
This may work well for some applications, like
computers and sensors exchanging data, and
when no impatient human being is involved.
However, as more types of applications are
loaded on the IP-based networks, additional
requirements are also placed on these networks.
Hence, the question arose how to efficiently sup-
port these applications. This became even
stronger as the commercial concerns grew for
providing services on the IP-based networks.

This may be the main motivation for proposing
the mechanisms described in this paper. Moving
beyond the best effort, other service models were
introduced; the Integrated Services (IntServ) and
the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) models.
Protocols for reserving resources were also pro-
posed, including the Resource reSerVation Pro-
tocol (RSVP). Avoiding the routing processing
and introducing means for load distribution and
traffic flow protection, the MultiProtocol Label
Switching (MPLS) was described. These are
described in the following chapters. Some basic
packet handling mechanisms are outlined first
(Chapter 2).

Quite a lot of variations and detailed information
is available on these subjects, and references are
pointing at the sources. In addition to the huge
background material refinements are steadily
on-going.

2  Congestion and 
Packet Handling

Congestion is said to arise when too many pack-
ets (too high a load) are present in a sub-network
compared to the capacity of that sub-network.
Congestion has a tendency to feed upon itself,
for example as packets queued up may be timed
out and retransmitted adding to the congestion.
Another phenomenon is the spreading as un-
acknowledged packets will be buffered and
do not release memory space.

In this chapter means for managing congestion
are described. Basically, they are addressing
how packets are handled in an end-system and
in a router. The flow/congestion control mecha-
nisms in TCP are essential, as described in
[Jens01].

Congestion avoidance is simply to avoid the
occurrence of congestion. Congestion avoidance
constitutes preventive congestion management
policies that can be categorised as having a long,
medium or short response time scale. Long-term
policies include capacity planning to expand net-
work capacity using estimates or forecasts of
future traffic demand and distribution. Medium-
term policies cover the minutes to days time
scale. Examples are adjusting routing parameters
and reconfiguring the logical network topology.
Short-term congestion avoidance includes packet
level processing functions as returned to later in
this chapter.

Congestion control is commonly used to make
sure that a sub-network is able to carry the
offered traffic efficiently, involving all traffic
flows passing. On the other hand, flow control is
used between a pair of sender and receiver pre-
venting the sender from transmitting packets too
fast, involving feedback from the receiver to the
sender. However, such a feedback may also be
set by the network, e.g. to avoid congestion,
implying that flow control mechanisms can be
utilised related to congestion control.

Several mechanisms (called policies in [Tane96])
affect congestion and how it could be dealt with,
see Figure 1, including:

• At the end-to-end level: retransmission policy,
out-of-order buffering policy, acknowledge-
ment policy, flow control policy, timeout
policy.

• At the network level: use of connections, pol-
icy for queueing and serving packets, discard
policy (buffer is full), routing policy, packet
lifetime policy.

Basic IP-related Mechanisms
T E R J E  J E N S E N

When reading about IP-based networks, one almost immediately bangs into a series of abbreviations

and expressions. The main objective of this paper is to outline the basic mechanisms; Best Effort, Differ-

entiated Services, Integrated Services, MultiProtocol Label Switching, Resource reSerVation Protocol,

Label Distribution Protocol, and some of the ways packets are buffered and scheduled in a router.
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• At the link level: retransmission policy, out-
of-order buffering policy, acknowledgement
policy, flow control policy.

As seen from the list, policies for how the infor-
mation is carried in an accurate manner affect
the congestion management, as should be ex-
pected. In particular, appropriate means should
be taken to avoid that an emerging congestion
situation is further worsened, like simply to post-
pone the re-transmission of packets when the
buffers are filled.

A basic cause of congestion is that the current
traffic load is greater than the service capacity.
Commonly, this would be due to failures in the
service capacity (e.g. link failure) or that the
traffic is in a burst. The latter can be managed
by shaping the traffic, meaning that traffic peaks
are made smaller. This might be observed at the
egress (or supported at the ingress border), in
fulfilment with the agreed traffic pattern. At the
egress side this may be called a traffic enforcer.
On the other side of the border, the traffic flow
is frequently monitored and steps taken in case
the expected behaviour is not followed. Then a
traffic policer can be implemented, ensuring that
the resulting load is as expected. Leaky buckets
are frequently used for shaping and policing.
When variable packet lengths are used, like for
IP, the bucket may count in data volume, e.g.
bytes, rather than in number of packets. The
leaky bucket may operate on the data flow itself
or on tokens (being permissions to send data).
Suitable reactions must also be specified when
too much traffic is arriving. One reaction is to
drop the packet, another reaction is to change
the class/priority of the packet.

In order to set up a shaper and policer a proper
traffic flow specification has to be made. Such
a specification may use parameters describing
the traffic flow itself (mean bitrate, peak bitrate,
burst duration, etc.) or parameters more related
to a leaky bucket implementation (bucket size,

leak rate; see following section). When such a
specification has been done it may also be used
for admission control, i.e. to decide whether or
not more traffic should be admitted to the net-
work.

Buffering schemes and queueing disciplines are
important components in congestion handling. In
particular, when a number of service classes is
defined, those mechanisms have to maintain the
differentiation between the classes, e.g. by serv-
ing orders, packet dropping levels, and so forth.
Differentiations can be implemented for all
mechanisms described in the following sections.

2.1  Policing
Policing is a general term used for the process
of preventing a traffic flow from grabbing more
resources than allowed. Actions to be taken on
non-conforming traffic (packets) include drop-
ping the packet or remarking the packet. Re-
marking can be utilised for putting the packet
into another class/queue or to increase its proba-
bility for being dropped later in the network.

A leaky bucket algorithm is frequently used to
define the conformance of a traffic flow. The

Figure 1  Levels/scopes for
congestion control
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Figure 2  Analogy to leaky bucket
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leaky bucket analogy refers to a bucket with a
hole in the bottom that causes it to “leak” at a
certain rate. Then more “fluid” is added to the
bucket according to arrival of packets, see Fig-
ure 2.

Describing the arriving traffic/packets, several
parameters can be used, like the peak rate and
the mean rate. Therefore, the leaky bucket can
also operate on different time scales according
to the parameter that is checked. The “depth”/
capacity of the bucket corresponds to a tolerance
for the parameter that is checked.

In principle, several levels of the bucket capacity
can be defined, each level corresponding to a
certain action, like re-marking packets or drop-
ping packets.

In the algorithm, a counter represents the content
of the bucket. This counter is incremented
according to the size of the packet that arrives.
The “leak rate” in the algorithm is the decrement
rate, which reduces the counter value by a given
value at certain intervals. The bucket volume is
analogous to the counter range, which is repre-
sented by the permissible time tolerance for the
incoming cells. An algorithm flow is shown in
Figure 3.

As mentioned above, several time scales/param-
eters of the traffic flow would typically be oper-

ated on. In addition, several classes may also be
given for the traffic flow (i.e. a flow aggregate).
Above the bucket is described for the data flow
itself, however, the bucket may also refer to an
amount of tokens as described in the following.

Policing devices applying the leaky bucket
algorithm are described in [RFC2697] and
[RFC2698]. These describe the single rate Three
Colour Marker (srTCM) and two rate Three
Colour Marker (trTCM), respectively. As sev-
eral classes may be assumed, these would be
applicable to DiffServ classes, in particular the
Assured Forwarding class (see Chapter 4).

The srTCM meters a traffic flow and marks
packets according to three traffic parameters;
Committed Information Rate (CIR), Committed
Burst Size (CBS) and Excess Burst Size (EBS).
The marking may be green, yellow or red. A
packet is marked green if it does not exceed the
CBS, yellow if it does exceed the CBS and not
the EBS, and red otherwise.

The trTCM meters a traffic flow and marks
packets based on two rates; Peak Information
Rate (PIR) and CIR, and their associated burst
sizes. Red is used if the packet exceeds the PIR.
If not, it is marked yellow if it exceeds the CIR,
and green otherwise.

These meters may operate in two modes; either
colour-aware or colour-blind. In the former it is
assumed that the packet has already been marked
when arriving at the meter. When colour-blind,
the meter assumes that no colour has been att-
ached to the packet. The colour is coded into the
DiffServ field (see Chapter 4).

The behaviour of the srTCM meter can be mod-
elled as two token buckets, C and E, which both
share the common rate CIR, see Figure 4. The
maximum size of the token bucket C is CBS and
the maximum size of the token bucket E is EBS.
Tokens are generated at a rate equal to CIR and
inserted into token bucket C. If token bucket C is
full, tokens spill over to token bucket E. If also
token bucket E is full, the token is discarded.

When the srTCM is configured in colour-blind
mode, it treats all received packets as unmarked
packets. The colour of the packet is determined
by the status of the token buckets upon its
arrival. A packet of size B bytes is marked as
green if token bucket C contains at least B
tokens upon the packet’s arrival. If this is not the
case, it is marked as yellow if token bucket E
contains at least B tokens. If none of the token
buckets contain at least B tokens, the packet is
marked red. When the decision is made to mark
the packet as green or yellow, B tokens are
removed from the associated token bucket.

Figure 3  Illustration of leaky
bucket algorithm
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When the srTCM operates in colour-aware
mode, arriving packets are considered to be pre-
marked. Then, the marking must be more con-
servative in the colouring of packets. That is,
the re-colouring is only allowed if it results in
a higher drop probability (change green to yel-
low/red or change yellow to red) for the packet.
The algorithm described above is followed when
a green packet arrives. When an arriving packet
is pre-coloured as yellow, only the status of the
E token bucket is considered. If the packet has
a size of B bytes, the packet remains yellow if
token bucket E contains at least B tokens upon
its arrival. Otherwise, it is re-coloured as red.
A packet pre-coloured as red remains red.

Two token buckets can be used also for mod-
elling the trTCM (Figure 4). Tokens are added to
the token buckets at rates CIR for C and PIR for
P. In colour-blind mode, a packet of size B bytes
is coloured as red if token bucket P contains less
than B tokens upon its arrival. If token bucket P
contains at least B tokens, it is checked whether
token bucket C also contains B tokens. If it does,
the packet is coloured as green and B tokens are
removed from both buckets. Otherwise, it is
coloured as yellow and B tokens are removed
only from token bucket P. The colour-aware
mode of operation is similar to the above de-
scription.

As mentioned above the TCM policing is fre-
quently carried out at the boundary of a DiffServ
domain. Boundary nodes could limit traffic car-
ried on behalf of customers to the constraints
specified in the associated Traffic Conditioning
Specifications (see Chapter 4).

2.2  Buffer Management
The basic buffer management scheme is to treat
all packets equally; insert the packets into a
queue upon arrival and take them out of the

queue for transmission on a link. The buffer
management schemes may be operating on dif-
ferent aggregates of traffic flows, e.g. from all
packets on an interface to individual traffic
flows.

Applying Tail-Drop (TD) arriving packets are
dropped only when the queue is full. A problem
with tail drop is that global synchronisation of
TCP sources can occur as multiple TCP sources
reduce their transfer rates almost at the same
time. Then congestion clears and the TCP
sources gradually increase their transmission
rates again until a new congestion situation may
build up. This could result in longer periods dur-
ing which the transmission link is not fully
utilised. That is, oscillations of the link load
could be observed with a poor average utilisa-
tion.

2.2.1  Random Early Detections and
Derivatives

Active queue management mechanisms can be
designed to avoid the synchronisation of TCP
connections. A goal of such an active queue
management mechanism is to make each TCP
connection reduce its sending rate at different
moments. An essential algorithm for this is the
Random Early Detection (RED). When applying
this algorithm packets are discarded randomly
when the buffer is near to congestion. In this
way, TCP connections will lose packets at dif-
ferent time instants, avoiding the synchronisa-
tion between TCP connections. RED supports
congestion avoidance by controlling the average
queue size. During congestion (but before the
queue is filled), the RED scheme marks arriving
packets according to a probabilistic algorithm
which takes into account the average queue size.
The marked packets can be dropped as an early
congestion notification before queues actually
overflow. This will trigger corresponding TCP

Figure 4  Single rate (left) and
two rate (right) Three Colour
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sources to slow down. RED is mainly useful
when the bulk of the traffic is TCP traffic. A
potential consequence of RED is that UDP
sources, or some misbehaved greedy sources
can obtain an unfair advantage when TCP con-
nections slow down their rate.

The RED algorithm works as follows (ref. Fig-
ure 5): When a packet arrives, the algorithm cal-
culates the average queue size, for instance using
a low-pass filter with an exponential weighted
moving average:

• If the average queue size is lower than a mini-
mum threshold (minth), the packet is queued.

• If the average queue size is greater than a
maximum threshold (maxth), the packet is dis-
carded.

• If the average queue size is greater than the
minimum threshold, and lower than the maxi-
mum one, the packet is discarded with a prob-
ability p, which is a function of the average
queue size.

Weighted RED (WRED) is a RED-derived
mechanism that assigns to each class a different
RED algorithm. Then it is possible to differenti-
ate between the different classes. Basically
WRED provides RED with separate thresholds
and weights for different classes. For example,
standard traffic may be dropped more frequently
than premium traffic during periods of conges-
tion. 

As an example classes like green, yellow and red
may be used (as for the policing algorithm). This
is illustrated in Figure 6. Another example is to
use different dropping probabilities for TCP and
for UDP traffic flows.

RED and WRED commonly use the average
queue sizes, not considering the link utilisation,
which again could lead to oscillations for the
queueing level under congestion. To address this
a Shock-absorber RED (SRED) has been derived,
see Figure 7. Then the instantaneous dropping
probability depends not only on the queue size
but also on the offered load. This is to reduce the
variations for the queue filling. SRED may also
be extended to allow for several traffic classes.

RED with In/Out bit (RIO) is a RED-derived
mechanism that assigns two different priorities.
But instead of using the same average queue size
for both priorities (like WRED does for all the
classes), it uses the average queue size for OUT
(out of profile) packets, and the average queue
size without taking into account the queued
OUT packets for IN (in profile) packets, see
Figure 8.

Figure 5  RED algorithm

Figure 6  WRED with three classes (red, yellow, green)
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Some experiments show that RIO may offer bet-
ter results than WRED when parameters are cor-
rectly set. However, a number of additional
parameters are to be given in RIO, such as those
of IN priority. These are influenced by the given
scenario. Therefore, WRED may be preferred by
some when robustness is required.

Estimating the better combinations may well be
a challenge in itself, considering the number of
parameters that may be asked for and the
dynamics in the traffic flows.

2.2.2  Explicit Congestion Notification
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) has
been suggested as one way of tackling conges-
tion handling. Two bits in the IP header are
used: Congestion experienced (CE) – bit 7 of the
ToS field, and ECN capable transport (ECT) –
bit 6 of the ToS field. For IPv6 the correspond-
ing bits in the traffic class field are used. The
ECT bit is set by a sender able to react on indi-
cation of congestion by ECN.

In addition TCP has to be modified in order to
carry the information back to the sender. TCP
can be said to treat the network as a black box,
only reacting on lost packets without any further
insight into the situation in the network. This
might lead to low utilisation of the network.
Therefore, active queue management, ref. [RFC
2309] has been promoted to avoid some of the
drawbacks of packet dropping when queues are
(almost) full. Random Early Detection (RED)
is one example of an active queue management
mechanism.

The ordinary TCP algorithm will not assist app-
lications that are sensitive on delays (and pack-
ets arriving too late). Some algorithms, like

ECN, could be introduced to allow the source to
adjust its behaviour without experiencing too
low throughput (due to packet loss) or long
delays. Then the active queue management
could rather set the CE bit than drop the packet
when congestion is building up. This allows the
receiver to get the packet, avoiding retransmis-
sion, at the same time as a congestion indication
is conveyed. However, for IPv4 the header
checksum has to be updated when the CE bit is
set. This can be done incrementally as described
in [ID_ecn].

When a sender gets information on congestion
by ECN, it is supposed to behave as if a packet
was dropped. One argument for this is to provide
fairness compared to non-ECN systems. Thus a
router, in case a congestion threshold is ex-
ceeded, may drop a packet when the ECT bit is
not set and set the CE bit in packets where the
ECT bit is set.

Figure 8  RIO algorithm

Figure 9  Illustration of
ECN-related messages
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In order to make use of the ECN, support from
the transport protocol is needed. For TCP three
additional functions are identified: i) negotiation
between the end-points during connection estab-
lishment to decide whether or not they are ECN-
capable; ii) an ECN echo flag in the TCP header
informing the sender that a CE-marked packet
has been received (bit 9 in the Reserved field of
the TCP header); and iii) a Congestion window
reduced flag in the TCP header allowing the
sender to inform the receiver that the congestion
window has been reduced (bit 8 in the Reserved
field of the TCP header).

The sequence of messages related to ECN is
illustrated in Figure 9.

TCP should not react on congestion indications
more than once every congestion/acknowledge-
ment window (or about once every round-trip
time). That is, a sender should not reduce its
congestion window more than once in response
to a message dropped and/or packets having the
CE bit set out of a single window. It is stated
that the ECT bit should not be set for pure TCP-
ACK messages as no flow control is related to
such messages. The same goes for TCP window
probing, that is for packets generated periodi-
cally by the sender when the receiver has
announced a zero window. As explained in
[ID_tcpecn] nor should the ECT bit be set on
retransmitted packets. Furthermore, the receiver
should ignore the ECN field on the out-of-win-
dow data packets. Both these means are intro-
duced to increase the security against denial-of-
service attacks, i.e. where an attacker may spoof
the IP source address and send packets making
the receiver asking the real sender to decrease
its sending rate.

For the moment, no special concerns are given
when ECN is used within MPLS or other layer
2 transport means. For other ways of tunnelling,
i.e. IP in IP, two options have been described:

• Full-functionality where the ECT bit of the
inner header is copied to the outer header.
At decapsulation, if the ECT bit of the inner
header is set, the CE bit of the outer header
is ORed with the CE bit of the inner header
to update the CE bit of the inner header.

• Limited-functionality when ECN is not used
for the IP tunnel. This is done by turning off
the ECT bit of the outer header and not alter-
ing the inner header.

2.3  Scheduling
When implementing a network offering different
traffic classes, queueing and scheduling mecha-
nisms have to be configured. The choice of the

better mechanism to use to obtain the declared
service differentiation is far from obvious. This
is one of the reasons for vendors to implement
a variety of different queuing and scheduling
mechanisms. As an example a few of the differ-
ent mechanisms found in the Cisco routers are:

• Modified Deficit Round Robin (MDRR):
MDRR may be able to provide special support
for delay sensitive traffic, such as Voice-over-
IP. MDRR includes a low-latency, high-prior-
ity queue that is treated differently from the
other queues. This special queue is used to
handle delay-sensitive traffic. It is possible to
configure MDRR for strict priority handling
of this queue. When that queue contains pack-
ets, it is served first until all of its packets are
sent. Within MDRR, IP packets are mapped
to different class-of-service queues, e.g. based
on precedence bits (part of the ToS field). The
remaining queues are served in a round-robin
fashion.

• Weighted Round Robin (WRR): WRR is a
packet queuing and scheduling algorithm,
which provides class differentiation, band-
width allocation, and delay bounding features.
Hence, it is possible to give voice packets pre-
mium service, although not strict priority.

• Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ): WFQ is an
algorithm that provides priority management,
but not strict prioritisation, during periods of
traffic congestion. WFQ offers a solution that
provides consistent, fair response time, based
on weights. Hence, WFQ supports features
such as traffic isolation and delay bandwidth
guarantees.

A second type of WFQ called Distributed
Weighted Fair Queuing (DWFQ) provides
bandwidth allocations and delay bounds to
specified traffic flows by segregating the traf-
fic into classes and then using first-in, first-out
(FIFO) service to the various queues accord-
ing to their assigned weights. There seems to
be two kinds of standard WFQ (Flow-based
WFQ, Class-based Weighted Fair Queuing,
CBWFQ) and three kinds of DWFQ (Flow-
based DWFQ, QoS Group-based DWFQ,
ToS-based DWFQ) implemented in the Cisco
routers.

• Internet Protocol Real-Time Transport Proto-
col Priority (IP RTP Priority): With the IP
RTP Priority feature it is possible to specify a
range of UDP/RTP ports whose traffic flows
receive strict priority service over any other
queues or classes. Strict priority means that if
packets exist in the priority queue, they are
fetched from the queue and sent first.
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• Priority Queuing within CBWFQ: The priority
queuing within the CBWFQ feature brings the
strict priority queuing functionality of IP RTP
Priority required for delay-sensitive, real-time
traffic, such as voice, to CBWFQ.

A schematic illustration of an outgoing interface
in a router is depicted in Figure 10.

The different serving policies have their charac-
teristics and corresponding preferred area of
applicability. Normally, Head-Of-Line (HOL) is
used such that real time traffic is given priority
over elastic traffic. The problem is that this high-
priority traffic would cause starvation for lower
classes during high load. On the other hand,
General Processor Sharing (GPS) disciplines
(such as WFQ) are preferred if a minimum band-
width must be guaranteed for each class. How-
ever, this kind of scheduling discipline is more
complex to implement than HOL, and is suscep-
tible to priority inversion if there is a higher-
class congestion. That is, a lower class can actu-
ally get a better service if there is congestion in
a higher class.

So, an observation may be that HOL is preferred
if higher priority classes demand is much lower
than lower classes demand. On the other hand,
GPS may be preferred in some cases if higher
priority classes demand is much higher than
lower classes demand. Besides, admission con-
trol can be introduced to limit the load in each
class to allow for bounds on the service levels.

When looking at some actual router implementa-
tions, one may find that several queueing and
scheduling steps may be arranged in series. For
example, on the output link, there may first be

queues per service class on the IP level. Then,
there may be queueing for placing packet flows
into a transmission system, and, lastly, queueing
for being transmitted on the link. For the last
queue a single First-In-First-Out queue is often
seen. Depending on the sizes and capacity of
service, all these queues may impact the actual
traffic flow characteristics, experienced delays,
effective service differentiation, etc.

2.4  Admission Control
Quoted from [COST257] admission control is
a preventive traffic control which aims to admit
an arriving new traffic source if and only if its
quality of service as well as that of the already
accepted sources is guaranteed. The admission
control procedure should also ensure a high
utilisation of network resources through efficient
statistical multiplexing.

Here a source may generate a set of flows.
Remembering that flow may be defined as a uni-
directional succession of packets related to a
certain (part of an) application. Packets belong-
ing to the same flow have the same identifier
(e.g. given by source and destination addresses
and port numbers) and are initiated within a
maximum separation in time between each
other.

As stated, when running an application a number
of flows might result. An example is a multime-
dia application covering voice, video, file trans-
fers, interaction control, etc. All these flows
should be served in order for the application to
be run in a satisfactory manner. Hence, the term
session is introduced. A session is a continuous
period of activity during which a user generates
a set of flows (elastic or streaming type).
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It should be noted that the session term is seen
with varying interpretations, like an FTP session,
HTTP session, and so forth. Usually, the admis-
sion control acts on the flow level, not taking
into account effects on the session level. An
argument may be that an application, in case a
flow is not accepted, may retry the transfer and
then leave that operation to the end-system/
application. Hence, the network would not need
to be enhanced with capabilities enabling group-
ing of flows into sessions. For some services and
users, however, the service portfolio (and the
conditions stated in the Service Level Agree-
ment, SLA) may refer to phenomena on the ses-
sion level. This is not covered here as any corre-
lation between those levels might be estimated
by monitoring/measuring, e.g. for verifying the
SLA conditions.

2.4.1  Rationale for Admission Control
The following reasoning is excerpted from
[ID_acaf]:

There is a growing feeling that the basic Diff-
Serv architectural model lacks the capability
of providing service accuracy.

Quoting [RFC2990]: both the Integrated Ser-
vices architecture and the Differentiated Ser-
vices architecture have some critical elements
in terms of their current definition which
appear to be acting as deterrents to wide-
spread deployment. There appears to be no
single comprehensive service environment
that possesses both service accuracy and scal-
ing properties. Also, in [RFC2998], it is
pointed out that: further refinement of the QoS
architecture is required to integrate DiffServ
network services into an end-to-end service
delivery model with the associated task of
resource reservation. To this purpose,
[RFC2990] recommends to define an admis-
sion control function which can determine
whether to admit a service differentiated flow
along the nominated network path. In fact,
without per flow admission control, preven-
tion of overload in a given service class, e.g.
by means of pure inter-domain Service Level
Agreements, does not appear to be an easy
task. Upon overload in a given service class,
all flows in that class suffer a potentially harsh
degradation of service.

Another track of reasoning behind the introduc-
tion of admission control is that similar capabili-
ties have been present in most telecommunica-
tion networks, in particular those based on cir-
cuit-switched principles. Hence there is a certain
experience of how such mechanisms can be
utilised, combining high utilisation and ensured
service levels. In addition, admission control
may also be seen together with the need for

authorisation, implying that the means for con-
veying admission requests can also be applied
for authorisation.

2.4.2  Overall Objectives of
Admission Control

The overall objectives of having admission con-
trol are to:

• Ensure that the existing traffic flows still
receive adequate service levels when addi-
tional traffic flows are introduced;

• Provide appropriate feedback/advise to a user/
application when initiating a session that the
session (or traffic flow) may well receive a too
low service performance;

• Enable differentiation between traffic flows,
including applications and users in accordance
with policy and subscription/user profile;

• Balancing ensured service provision (with
effective guarantees on performance levels)
and efficient utilisation of network resources.

These objectives will not be equally weighed
independent of the scope of discussion. For
instance, from a user perspective, less interest
could be placed on the network utilisation issue.

In broad terms, traffic flows can be characterised
as elastic or streaming (inelastic), meaning the
latter has stronger requirements on delay and
delay variations. Commonly, TCP is used for
the former, while UDP is used for the inelastic
flows. Even though the elastic traffic flows adapt
to the network conditions (to a certain extent),
the effective throughput would decrease when
congestion appears. Hence, packets may experi-
ence time-out, being retransmitted and the dura-
tion of the session prolonged. The ultimate fac-
tor then limiting the traffic demand is the user
impatience (as it takes too long to complete the
operation). It is discussed in [Robe01] that intro-
ducing some form of admission control for elas-
tic flows may give a more effective overload
control compared to relying on user impatience.
A criterion for the admission decision would be
to reject a new flow when the resulting band-
width is below a specified threshold. This
implies that the available bandwidth has to be
followed by measurements and that the band-
width requirement of a new flow has to be esti-
mated/predicted.

Considering elastic traffic, the TCP flow control
algorithm, applying a closed loop approach, will
restrict the throughput. Naturally, this will also
be influenced by the access rate and duration of
the flows. An approximate expression of the
effective throughput as a function of the round-
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trip-time and packet loss ratio has been sug-
gested. The delay and packet loss of a flow is
greatly influenced by the number of flows in
progress using the same set of resources. This
means that the packet scale performance of a
given flow is strictly determined by flow level
dynamics (i.e. number of flows and their charac-
teristics). A simple model of this is quoted in
[Robe01], referring to the processing sharing
analogy when looking at a single resource.
Although still being a simplified model, two
central observations are made: i) the perfor-
mance depends primarily on expected traffic
demands and only marginally on parameters
describing distribution of file lengths; and ii)
performance tends to be excellent as long as
expected demand is less than available capacity.
The latter proposes that service differentiation
can only be effectively obtained for a limited
area of the workload when there are several ser-
vice classes to be handled with their correspond-
ing requirements.

For streaming traffic, the algorithms in TCP may
not be in effect, e.g. as UDP could be applied.
This means that the characteristics would be
more determined by the inherent nature of the
traffic source (as an open-loop control would be
present). Thus, it is simpler for a source/applica-
tion to specify the required transfer service,
which for instance can be input to an admission
control function (as well as resource reservation
and others).

Integrating elastic and streaming traffic on the
same resource units may allow for increased
efficiency. By giving priority of the streaming
flows, they could experience a resource that is
(almost) loaded as if they were the only active
flows. Then, elastic flows could be served when-
ever the resource is not used by the streaming
flows. However, this may introduce long delays
for the elastic flows during some periods. An
approach is to restrict the load from the stream-
ing flows, ensuring that some capacity is avail-
able for the elastic flows. This is an argument
for introducing admission control that operates
also on streaming flows.

When the capacity of the resource is limited, it is
generally assumed that some form of admission
control has to be present to ensure that active
streaming flows receive the delay and packet
loss requirements they demand. To avoid keep-
ing a detailed list per flow, a measurement-based
approach could be used, operating on the aggre-
gated flow. It is argued in [Robe01] that such an
aggregated measure might not be very precise,
as the elastic traffic flows would tolerate some
variation in their available service rate.

In some cases it is argued that so-called over-
provisioning may make the need for traffic han-
dling mechanisms obsolete, including admission
control. Apart from the economic argument, it
might also be difficult to provide the amount of
capacity on certain portions, like on the access
line if no technical solution is available. Another
argument is the request for service differentia-
tion. As quite a few models show, a “pure” Diff-
Serv model may have a narrow scope for effi-
cient differentiation that is close to an overload
situation. Hence, other means for differentiation
would be asked for. Therefore, providing differ-
entiated admission criteria is one group of means
that could be introduced.

2.4.3  Admission Control Taxonomy
A number of issues for describing an admission
control mechanism are described in this section.
The issues are not independent as some combi-
nations may be preferred or even needed for the
admission control procedure to function.

• Dynamic versus static. A dynamic mechanism
is able to adapt to the changing situation, for
example captured by measuring traffic loads.
It is obvious that measurements for better
assessing the link utilisation and characteris-
tics of the traffic flows will lead to improved
throughput. On the other hand, running con-
tinuous measurements may be fairly demand-
ing on the routers. Hence, finding adequate
measurement arrangements is a central chal-
lenge.

• Explicit versus implicit. When explicit control
is used, related information is exchanged be-
tween the end system and the network. That
is, protocol elements are defined which ex-
press the request for resources and the grant-
ing/rejection of resources. In case implicit
control is applied, there will be no information
exchange before the information transfer. An
example is when the source simply starts to
send packets and the network decides whether
or not these packets can be forwarded without
informing the source of the decision. Thus, the
source has to apply other means for finding
out if the transfer was successful or not (e.g.
time-out on acknowledgements).

• Scope and objective function applied. When
deciding whether or not to accept a request,
different scopes and different sets of variables
can be implemented. This is further described
below.

• Traffic flow aggregates and characteristics.
The admission control may work on a range of
traffic flow aggregates and use various means
for describing the traffic flows. Examples of
bit rate measures are peak rate, mean rate and
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equivalent rate. The latter being a measure try-
ing to capture the variability of the rate, possi-
bly including other aspects, like information
loss ratio. Aggregates may also refer to all
traffic flows related to the same session.

• Information conveyance and locating func-
tionality. Where are the functions located and
how is the information carried between the
different functions? Functions could be placed
in the terminals/hosts, in the edge routers, in a
dedicated server, and so forth. RSVP is a pro-
tocol promoted for carrying the information
between the functions, although others have
also been promoted.

As mentioned earlier, executing the admission
control algorithm would basically provide an
answer whether to accept or reject a request for
serving a traffic flow. In principle the answer
could also be to accept but only on certain con-
ditions, e.g. that some characteristics of the
existing flows have to be changed/renegotiated.

Then in order for the algorithm to arrive at that
decision, a number of inputs has to be available.
Hence, the algorithms may differ in terms of
which inputs that are needed/taken into account.
Furthermore, the algorithms may also differ in
terms of which answers are possible (only accept
or reject, or more subtle outputs). An illustration
of inputs and outputs is given in Figure 11.

As shown, some likely inputs are:

• Characteristics of the new flow (which trig-
gers execution of the admission control algo-
rithm). A number of parameters can be used to
characterise the new traffic flow, like peak bit
rate, mean bit rate, requirements on delay, jit-
ter and loss ratio, burst size, and so forth.
These could be declared by the source or, in

principle, derived from other identifiers like
combinations of addresses, port numbers,
interfaces, etc.

• Characteristics of existing flows. The existing
flows may be characterised in a manner simi-
lar to the measures used for the new flow. The
measures may be declared by the sources or
estimated by monitoring.

• Measure of current load pattern for the re-
sources considered. The current load on the
resource can be monitored in order to obtain
a more accurate measure of the situation.
Applying such an input is commonly referred
to as having a measurement-based procedure.

• User policy matters. A user profile may be
available, e.g. stating on what service levels
and under what conditions a traffic flow for
that user is to be accepted. Some criteria are
time-of-day, IP address, port number, inter-
face identity, current load situation and char-
acteristics of the new traffic flow.

• Resource policy matters. Certain policies on
how to utilise the resources may be applied,
such as acceptable load levels, use of over-
booking, mixture of traffic flow types, and
so forth.

For the admission algorithm various scopes and
principles could be valid, such as:

• What time scale is considered: Is only the cur-
rent situation taken into account or is a more
future-looking approach followed? Is the deci-
sion to be based also on historic/trend infor-
mation? An example is that a traffic flow
accompanied by low revenue could be re-
jected even with sufficient capacity available
if there is a high probability that a flow
accompanied by higher revenue will have
to be rejected later on.

• What level of “gambling” is used for guaran-
teeing the service level? Rather loose thresh-
olds have to be used if strict guarantees are
given, while tighter thresholds (and even over-
booking) could be used when a more “gam-
bling”-like attitude is taken.

2.4.4  Implementing Admission Control
In this section, a few examples are described
of how admission control can be implemented.
Each of them may not be completely satisfactory
for all the actors involved (e.g. user and network
operator). Moreover, some of them could well
be combined, like the RSVP-based and the pol-
icy-based.

Figure 11  Input and output
candidates for the admission
control algorithm
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RSVP-based
As a general signalling protocol, RSVP may
carry most of the data needed for admission con-
trol, including characteristics of the traffic flow
(see Section 7.1) as well as information about
the users/port numbers.

Initiating the RSVP messages by the end sys-
tems, the traffic handling mechanisms may be
co-ordinated dynamically along the relevant
data path. In some places this is referred to as
dynamic topology-aware admission control.

RSVP is used by an end system to request spe-
cific service levels from the network for particu-
lar traffic flows. Routers also apply RSVP to
forward requests to all nodes along the path(s)
of the flows and to establish and maintain state
to provide the requested service. Hence, RSVP
requests will generally result in resources being
reserved in each node along the path. RSVP
allows users to obtain preferential access to net-
work resources, under the control of an admis-
sion control mechanism. Such admission control
is often based on user or application identity;
however, it is also valuable to provide the ability
for per-session admission control. In order to
allow for per-session admission control, it is
necessary to provide a mechanism for ensuring
that an RSVP request from an end system has
been properly authorized before allowing the
reservation of resources. In order to meet this
requirement, there must be information in the
RSVP message, which may be used to verify the
validity of the RSVP request. An example is to
have an authorization element assigned to the
user, which can be inserted in the RSVP mes-
sages.

Policy and Bandwidth Broker-based
Policy and Bandwidth Broker (BB) is described
in [Jens01a]. Although RSVP supports the abil-
ity to convey requests allowing for resource
reservations, an essential feature may be miss-
ing. This feature is the ability of network man-

agers and service providers to monitor, control,
and enforce the use of network resources and
services based on policies derived from criteria
such as the identity of users and applications,
traffic/bandwidth requirements, security consid-
erations, and time of day/week. A framework for
policy-based control over admission control is
described in [RFC2753].

Implicit Admission Control/Local Probing
The local probing approach relies on generating
test packets (probes) to check whether or not a
new traffic flow can be set up. The probes may
be generated by the end systems. In case several
service classes are offered, it is to be decided if
the probes should be sent in the same class as the
following traffic flow or in another class (e.g.
the lower service class). Hence, the local probing
may be suitable for DiffServ. An advantage of
this method is that no changes are needed in the
routers not generating probes. This has also been
referred to as distributed admission control, see
e.g. [Kell00].

Probing results may also be based on marking
(e.g. using ECN) of ongoing traffic flows. Hence,
information on the marking tells the admission
control algorithm whether or not a new traffic
flow with certain characteristics can be served.

A common feature of implicit admission control
is that no per-flow state information is needed,
which may also be run in the end systems. How-
ever, remembering the connectionless nature of
IP, and if the routers are not taking part in the
control, it may be uncertain whether all packets
in the traffic flow actually traverse the same
path. This means that some mid-flow packets
may well experience other conditions than the
information estimated from probes if they are
transferred on another path.

The different schemes for admission control may
be combined. For example, an implicit admis-
sion control may be used in the access network
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features related to admission
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(between the terminal/host and the edge router)
while other schemes are used in other parts of
the network.

2.4.5  Functions Related to Network-
centric Admission Control

In order to implement an explicit full-guarantee
admission control, the features indicated in Fig-
ure 12 should be available. Note that some of
these may be optional depending on the configu-
ration and the overall solution for traffic han-
dling.

Pivotal for having admission control is naturally
to implement an algorithm making the admission
decisions (accept/reject). In order to carry out
such a ruling, the status of the resource situation
(and the present load) as well as characteristics
of the flow related to the request have to be
made available, i.e. given as input. As described
earlier this information could be provided by dif-
ferent means and with various levels of details
and dynamics. Additional inputs may also be rel-
evant, like user/application profiles that could be
part of policy matters. Another function needed
is called classification, i.e. that the packets arriv-
ing are recognised as belonging to the traffic
flow in question.

In addition to the mechanisms present in the net-
work, the terminal/application must also be able
to formulate, categorise and convey the relevant
information. An example of blocks adopted from
Windows/Microsoft is depicted in Figure 13.

The Subnet Bandwidth Manager (SBM) can be
considered as a server connected to the LAN
controlling the bandwidth usage between the
different hosts connected. The SBM is presented
in [RFC2814]. This can be considered as a sig-
nalling protocol supporting admission control
over IEEE 802-type networks by utilising RSVP.
Hence, it provides a method for mapping sig-
nalling protocols, like RSVP, onto the IEEE
802-type of networks, including operations of
terminals and routers in order to allow for reser-
vation of LAN resources.

From [Bern00a] admission control agents may
be allocated at key locations, referring to con-
gestion points. Examples of such are:

• Single interface: a classic RSVP model could
be applied.

• DiffServ domain: admission control at ingress
router may be introduced.

• 802-based domain: Subnet Bandwidth Manager
(SBM) could be introduced, ref. [RFC2814].

• ATM subnetwork: admission control at ATM
edge devices

• Provider domain: admission control as part of
bandwidth broker.

Still in the end system, a congestion manager
may be implemented as described in [ID_cm].

Figure 13  Microsoft QoS
components, from [Bern00]
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implemented at several places. Basically a single
queue may suffice for each link, being served
according to a first-in-first-out discipline.

As also shown, a separation between forwarding
and routing is made; routing referring to ex-
changes of routing information (by routing pro-
tocols) to set up routing tables, and forwarding
referring to sending packets on according to the
information in the routing tables.

The traffic flows carried by the node may have
different characteristics, e.g. in terms of packet
lengths, bit rates, use of transport protocols, and
so forth. Combining all these in the same buffer
and on the same link may pose additional chal-
lenges, as described in several accompanying
papers in this issue of Telektronikk. Hence, other
service models – Differentiated Services and
Integrated Services – have been defined, as
treated in the following chapters.

4  Differentiated Services
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) is promoted
as a service architecture supporting a scalable
way to achieve relative service and QoS levels in
an IP network. DiffServ operates on aggregated
flows by dividing the traffic flows into a set of
classes. The DiffServ architecture is defined in
[RFC2475], see Figure 16.

This is to support multiple traffic flows between
the same sender and receiver(s) allowing the
application to adapt to congestion. A framework
is stretched out in that document, integrating con-
gestion management for all types of applications
and transport protocols. This is done by main-
taining parameters reflecting the network condi-
tion, like throughput, round-trip delay, etc. and
making this information accessible from the app-
lications through an API as shown in Figure 14.

The main components, as depicted, are the API,
the congestion controller and the scheduler. The
congestion controller adjusts transmission rates
based on estimates of the network condition,
which is obtained from the applications (via the
API). The scheduler divides the bandwidth
amongst the different traffic flows

3  Best-Effort
From the outset a single class of serving IP
packets was present. At the same time this was
referred to as best-effort, implying that each
node along the path was doing its best to trans-
port the packet towards its destination. A fairly
simple router implementation may then be ade-
quate as schematically depicted in Figure 15.

Packets entering the router are to be forwarded
to the output link. Buffers (queues) may be

Figure 14  Framework for
congestion manager, adapted

from [ID_cm]

Figure 15  Schematic
illustration of router
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As explained in [Jens01] DiffServ uses a partic-
ular implementation of the IP version 4 Type of
Service (ToS) header field. This field is now
called the DiffServ field, consisting of 8 bits, out
of which 6 bits are available for current use and
two are reserved for future use. The 6 bits define
the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP), which identi-
fies a Per-Hop Behaviour (PHB). The PHB indi-
cates the way packets shall be handled in the
routers and can be set and reset in any DiffServ
capable node, also referred to as marking the IP
packet. Some standardised PHBs are: default
class (DE, [RFC2474]), Class Selector (CS,
[RFC2474]), Expedited Forwarding (EF,
[RFC2598]), and Assured Forwarding (AF,
[RFC2597]).

EF is described as a forwarding treatment for
supporting a low loss, delay and jitter end-to-end
service with assured bandwidth. The exact way
to implement such a service by mechanisms in
the network is left open for the operators/ven-
dors.

AF is a group of PHBs. The idea is to support
services with requirements for assured packet
delivery. It is assumed that customers have sub-
scription-based traffic profiles, Service Level
Specification (SLS). Packets within the profile
shall have a high probability of delivery, where-
as out-of-profile packets can be delivered if
bandwidth is available in the network. For this
purpose packets are given different drop prece-
dences. The AF group defines four classes of

traffic. For each class three drop precedences
are defined, each representing a PHB and thus
a reserved DSCP value.

A central term in DiffServ is a Behaviour Aggre-
gate (BA). This is the aggregation of all packets
with the same DSCP and crossing a given link in
a particular direction [RFC2475]. The set of
BAs sharing an ordering constraint is called an
Ordered Aggregate (OA). For example, all pack-
ets belonging to a given AF class and crossing
a given link in a particular direction share an
ordering constraint. This is because the AF defi-
nition states that AF packets of the same micro-
flow belonging to the same AF class must not be
reordered (their sequence must not be changed)
regardless of their drop precedence.

Another term is the Per-Hop Behaviour Schedul-
ing Class (PSC). A PSC is the set of PHBs that
are applied to the BAs belonging to an OA. For
example, the PHB that is associated with a given
AF class constitute a PSC. Hence, PSC is a PHB
group for which a common constraint is that
ordering of at least those packets belonging to
the same microflow must be preserved.

A Service Level Specification (SLS) is defined
([ID_dsterms]) as a set of parameters and their
values which together define the service offered
to a traffic stream by a DS domain. An integral
element of an SLS is the Traffic Conditioning
Specification (TCS). The TCS is defined as a set
of parameters and their values which together
specify a set of classifier rules and a traffic pro-
file. These terms are illustrated in Figure 17.

The terms in the SLS are checked at the border
of the domain, e.g. in an edge router. In case the
appropriate DSCP value has not been inserted in
the packet, this has to be done, based on various
combinations of information in the packet. This
information may include the IP packet header as
well as the header of the transport protocol.
Additional information may also be used, like
the interface on which the packet arrived on.
This means that a Multi-Field (MF) classifier
and marker would be activated in the first Diff-
Serv-capable router in the domain. Then the
packet has got its DSCP implying that a BA is
given. Characteristics of a flow (aggregate) will
then be monitored to see whether the packet is
forwarded directly (conditions in the SLS are
obeyed), being dropped, re-marked or shaped.
A logical relation between the different func-
tions is illustrated in Figure 18.

A distinction is made between an MF classifier
and a BA classifier. The MF classifier classifies
packets based on one ore more fields in the
packet. This is normally only done at the edge of
the network. The BA classifier classifies packets

Figure 16  DiffServ uses
service classes 
(traffic aggregates)
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based solely on the DSCP value. This can take
place in every DiffServ-capable router.

Which functions that are activated in a router
would depend on where the router is located,
e.g. ingress, egress or interior. An example of
use of functions is given in Table 1.

One is faced with quite a few challenges when
deciding to mark packets:

• Applications may use transient ports or source
multiple traffic flows on the same port, where
the flows may require different service levels.

• Users’ IP addresses change as a result of
DHCP. Multi-user machines use the same
IP address for multiple users.

• IPSec encryption encrypts port identities, leav-
ing them less useful as classification criteria.

Basically, the end system may mark the packets,
or the edge router may do the marking. Allowing
end systems to mark the packets would likely
make it easier to meet the challenges listed above.

5  IntServ
The Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture
was defined to allow separate treatment to indi-
vidual or groups of traffic flows, [RFC1633].
Two sets of capabilities are necessary to enable
this: i) functions in individual network elements
along the path; and ii) ways to communicate the
requests between the network elements.

In [RFC1633] a flow is defined as a distinguish-
able stream of related datagrams that results
from a single user activity and requires the same
QoS. That is, it is the finest granularity of packet
stream that can be identified. A flow is unidirec-
tional (from a single source to a set of destina-
tions). In order to identify a flow, an MF filter
can be applied, as described in the previous
chapter.

Box A  Some DiffServ Terms

Flow – A stream of packets with the same source IP address, source port

number, destination IP address, destination port number, and protocol identity

(packets not separated by a time longer than a threshold).

Service Level Agreement (SLA) – A service contract between a customer and a

service provider that specifies the forwarding service a customer should receive.

A customer may be a user organisation or another provider domain (upstream

domain).

Traffic profile – A description of the properties of a traffic flow such as rate and

burst size.

Precedence Field – The three leftmost bits in the TOS octet of an IPv4 header.

Note that in DiffServ, these bits may or may not be used to denote the prece-

dence of the IP packet.

TOS field – Bits 3–6 in the TOS octet of the IPv4 header.

Differentiated Services field (DS field) – The TOS octet of an IPv4 header, or the

traffic class octet of an IPv6 header is renamed the differentiated services field

by DiffServ. It is the field where service classes are encoded.

Admission Control – The decision process of whether to accept a request for

resources (link bandwidth plus buffer space).

Classification – The process of sorting packets based on the content of packet

headers according to defined rules.

Behaviour Aggregate (BA) classification – The process of sorting packets based

only on the content of the DS field.

Multi-Field (MF) classification – The process of classifying packets based on the

content of multiple fields such as source address, destination address, TOS

octet, protocol identity, source port number, and destination port number.

Marking – The process of setting the DS fields of packets.

Policing – The process of handling out-of-profile traffic, e.g. discarding excess

packets.

Shaping – The process of delaying packets within the traffic flow to make it

conform to some defined traffic profile.

Scheduling – The process of deciding which packet to send first in a system of

multiple queues.

Queue management – Controlling the length of packet queues by dropping

packets when necessary or appropriate.
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Two service classes are described in addition to
the best effort class; Controlled Load [RFC2211]
and Guaranteed Service [RFC2212]. An objec-
tive of the Controlled Load (CL) class is to offer
low average delay and limited loss. It is intended
to offer roughly the same service (e.g. through-
put, delay, loss) independent of the network
load. Thus, if a flow is accepted for the CL ser-
vice, the routers are supposed to make a commit-
ment to offer a flow service level equivalent to
that seen by a best-effort flow on an unloaded
network. The CL class supports applications that
can tolerate a small amount of delay and loss
(e.g. adaptive real-time services). The Guaran-
teed Service (GS) class offers a quantifiable
bounded queuing delay and no loss and is in-
tended for real-time applications with stringent
timing requirements.

In order to provide the requested service class to
an application, information on class (and corre-
sponding parameters) has to be conveyed to a
network element (e.g. a router). Signalling (e.g.
Resource Reservation Protocol, RSVP) can be
used to create and maintain the required flow-
specific states in network elements allowing
them to provide the requested services. Introduc-
ing such control activities allows for additional
mechanisms related to resource handling. These
are depicted in Figure 19.

Prior to transferring “user” data a signalling
sequence has to be carried out (optionally, this
could also be done by management operations or
as a combination). Upon arrival of a request (e.g.
RSVP_PATH message) a router would check its
current load/configuration to decide whether or
not the request can be served (done by the
admission control). In case the request can be
served, a corresponding message is passed on
to the next element. When the request has made
the whole path (between the two end points),
an “acknowledge” message (e.g. RSVP_RESV
message) is returned if all required resources are
available. When such a message arrives at a net-
work element, the resources are reserved imply-
ing that the units depicted as part of the IP For-
warding module in Figure 19 are properly con-
figured. Information in the admission control
could also be updated. Then “user” data can be
transferred (having the specified Multi-Field
class) and being served as notified by the sig-
nalling activities.

IntServ nodes support the required performance
guarantees by implementing multiple queues per
output port in combination with scheduling and
buffer management. Typical mechanisms are
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduling and a
Random Early Detection (RED) variant for con-
gestion avoidance as described in Chapter 2.

A key feature of the IntServ model is that re-
sources are explicitly managed; by resource
reservation and admission control. According
to [RFC1633] traffic control is implemented by
the packet scheduler, the classifier, admission
control and the reservation setup protocol:

• Packet scheduler manages forwarding of flows
by use of buffering and scheduling algorithms.
Policing is taken care of by the scheduler.

• Classifier maps each incoming packet to a
class (all packets in the same class get the
same treatment from the scheduler). A class
is an abstraction that may be local to a router;

Figure 19  Schematic
illustration of an IntServ
router, adapted from
[RFC1633]

Function block Ingress router Interior router Egress router

MF classification X

BA classification X X X

Meter X X

Marker X X

Policer/Dropper X

Shaper X X

Signalling X X

Table 1  Example of use of
the function blocks related to
DiffServ
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the same packet may be classified differently
by different routers along the path.

• Admission control implements the decision
algorithm that is used to decide whether or not
a new flow can be accepted without violating
performance guarantees to it or existing flows.

• Reservation setup protocol is used to convey
information between the network elements
along the path. In order for an application to
state its requirements, the protocol has to be
able to carry the corresponding information
elements (parameters).

For reservation of resources, the messages used
in the setup protocol carry some fields describ-
ing the traffic flows. These are described in
Chapter 7.

As mentioned, the Guaranteed Service ensures
bounds on delay and throughput. In order to con-
figure the resources along the path accordingly,
the parameters conveyed by the setup protocols
have to be properly quantified. Commonly,
Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP) is used
as an example of such a setup protocol. The rele-
vant parameters are then:

• r; rate of leaky bucket (measured in bytes per
second: 1 byte/sec – 40 Tbyte/sec);

• b; depth of leaky bucket (measured in bytes:
1 byte – 250 Gbyte);

• M; maximum packet size;

• m; minimum policed unit (packets shorter than
m are counted as having size m);

• p; peak rate (measured in bytes per second –
same as for r);

• R; service (link) rate (measured in bytes per
second – same as for r);

• S; slack term (measured in µs).

The two latter are part of the RSpec field while
the 5 first parameters are carried in the TSpec
field, see Figure 20.

An estimate for the end-to-end delay bound is
then given as, ref. [RFC2212]:

e – t – e delay bound =

Ctot and Dtot are “correction” terms influenced
by the way the packets are treated along the path.

C refers to a rate-dependent term, i.e. it repre-
sents the delay a packet may experience because
of variations in the service rate, which depend
on the rate itself. An example is time for frag-
menting packets into cells (e.g. ATM cells),
which depends on the rate of sending ATM
cells. The term C is measured in units of bytes.

D is a rate-independent term given per node. It
captures the variation in transition time through
the node (worst case). The term D is measured
in units of µs.

Ctot and Dtot are found by adding contributions
to the terms C and D along the path.

The basis for the estimate of end-to-end delay
bound is a fluid flow model. Then, the terms C
and D may be considered as capturing deviates
of the node compared to a fluid flow model.

Note that the Guaranteed Service does not con-
trol minimal or average delay, nor the propaga-
tion delay, only the maximal queueing delay.
Neither does the Guaranteed Service give an
estimate of the jitter as such.

When aggregating and merging flows, a way of
handling the traffic parameters is asked for, ref.
[RFC2212]:

• TSpec for a merged flow may be calculated
by: i) taking the largest token bucket rate; ii)
the largest bucket size; iii) the largest peak
rate; iv) the smallest minimum policed unit;
and v) the smallest maximum packet size,
across all flows in the merged flow. A merged
TSpec is one that is adequate to describe the
traffic from any one of the constituent TSpecs.

b− M
R ⋅ p − R( )

p − r
+ M + Ctot

R
+ Dtot , if p ≥ R ≥ r

M + Ctot

R
+ Dtot , if r ≤ p ≤ R

⎧

⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

Figure 20  Messages for RSVP

source destination

PATH(.., TSpec, ..)

RESV(.., TSpec, RSpec,..)

PATH(.., TSpec, ..)

RESV(.., TSpec, RSpec,..)
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• TSpec summed may be calculated by: i) the
sum of token bucket rates; ii) the sum of
bucket sizes; iii) the sum of peak rates; iv)
the smallest minimum policed unit; and v)
the maximum packet size, across all flows
in the set.

• TSpec as a least common “measure” is one
that is sufficient to describe the traffic of any-
one in the set. It may be calculated by: i) the
largest token bucket rate; ii) the largest bucket
size; iii) the largest peak rate; iv) the smallest
minimum policed unit; and v) the largest max-
imum packet size, across all flows in the set.
It differs from the merged flow by the way
the maximum packet size is found. Note that
merge refers to characteristics of packet flows
while least common refers to requests on the
resource capabilities.

Values of the RSpec field can be considered in
a similar way as for the TSpec field; i.e. a set of
RSpecs is merged into a single RSpec by taking
the largest rate R, Rout = maxj{Rj} and the
smallest slack S, Sout = minj{Sj}.

Consider a node along the path, see Figure 21.
When it receives a setup message containing the
TSpec and RSpec fields, it has to estimate the
values to assign to the RSpec parameters on the
outgoing side (when the setup message is passed
on to the following node).

The overall rule for determining the new RSpec
values is given by the delay constraint:

where Ctot_i is the cumulative sum of “devia-
tion” terms, C, for all network elements in the
upstream (between the destination and node i),
including node i.

To ensure no loss of flow, some portion of a
buffer has to be allocated. If a fluid flow model
would be adequate, this amount would simply be
equal to b, the token bucket size. However, tak-
ing into account that the traffic flow may gain
burstiness in the network, some margin should
be considered. An estimate of the needed buffer
space is, ref. [RFC2212]:

buffer space = 

where

Csum and Dsum are considered for the aggregate
using that buffer space.

Using these estimates, both expressions for
assigning resources in the node and expressions
for finding the parameter values in the setup
message on the outgoing side are given.

In order to provide the performance guarantees
as stated by the IntServ node, several queues are
used per output interface, in combination with
scheduling and buffer management as depicted
in Figure 19. As guarantees are provided on a
per flow basis for the Guaranteed Service, a sep-
arate queue per flow could be needed. However,
a common queue can be used for a group of
flows in case these have similar requirements on
delay and loss. In particular, a common queue
can be used for flows requesting Controlled
Load service.

Three groups of queues may therefore be seen;
one set for flows in the Guaranteed Service
class, one set for flows in the Controlled Load
class, and one set for flows in best effort class.
The two latter classes might consist of a com-
mon queue. Appropriate scheduling mechanisms
are then applied to serve the queues such that the
service level guarantees given to the flows are
kept.

6  Multi-Protocol Label
Switching, MPLS

At the IP layer (layer 3) a router makes forward-
ing decisions for a packet based on information
in the IP header. The analysis of the packet
header is performed and an algorithm is exe-
cuted in each router to decide upon further treat-
ment. This can be viewed as a two step process,
ref [RFC3031]: i) The packets are classified into
a set of Forwarding Equivalence Classes
(FECs); ii) Each FEC is mapped to a next hop.

The following advantages of MPLS are listed in
[RFC3031]:

• MPLS forwarding can be done by nodes in-
capable of analysing the IP packet headers,

X =

r , if
b − M

p − r
< Csum

R
+ Dsum

R , if
b − M

p − r
≥ Csum

R
+ Dsum

⎧
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⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

∧ p > r{ }
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⎩
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Figure 21  Relations between
parameters in incoming and
outgoing side of a node have
to be found
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or incapable of analysing these headers with
sufficient high speed.

• Assigning a packet to an FEC, the ingress
router may use information about the packet
that goes beyond the content of the packet
header, like the interface. Hence, assignment
to FECs can be a more involved process, with-
out impacting all routers in the network.

• Forwarding decisions within a network may
be made depending on which ingress router a
packet used. Then a packet may be forced to
follow a particular route explicitly chosen, cir-
cumventing the ordinary routing.

Some central terms for MPLS are given in Box B.

6.1  MPLS Formats and Terms
To some extent, the use of Label Switched Paths
(LSPs) can be considered as introducing tun-
nelling as seen from the IP layer. That is, when
an LSP is introduced an intermediate node
would not examine the IP header information in
order to decide upon the proper handling of the
packets arriving in that LSP. That is, with MPLS
the classification of packets into FECs is only
performed at the ingress to the MPLS domain.
The packet is then mapped to an LSP by encap-
sulation of an MPLS header. The LSP is identi-
fied locally by the header, see Figure 22. Based
on the value of the label the packet is mapped
to the next hop. In successive routers within the
MPLS domain the label is swapped (therefore it
can have only local significance) and the packet
is mapped to the next hop.

An LSP can be considered as a path created by
concatenation of one or more hops, allowing a
packet to be forwarded by swapping labels from
an incoming to an outgoing side of the MPLS
node. An MPLS path is frequently referred to as
layer 2 1/2 in the OSI model. That is, it may be
considered as a tunnel as mentioned above. In
order to introduce a tunnel, a “header” is att-
ached to the IP packet as shown in Figure 22 for
the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) case (e.g. IP
over SDH). When the IP packets are carried by
ATM the label may be identical to the VPI/VCI
fields in the ATM cell header. The MPLS archi-
tecture is described in [RFC3031].

Referring to Figure 22, the fields in the MPLS
header can be used as follows:

• Label – contains a 20 bit tag identifying an
LSP;

• Exp – contains 3 bits (originally not allocated,
intended for experimentation) which can refer
to a certain service class, e.g. in analogy to the
DiffServ classes;

Figure 22  MPLS header and
placement in layer “2 1/2”

Box B  Selected MPLS terminology (from [RFC3031])

Label – A short fixed length physically continuous identifier used to identify an

FEC, of local significance.

Label merging – The replacement of multiple incoming labels for a particular

FEC with a single outgoing label.

Label swap – The basic forwarding operation consisting of looking up an in-

coming label to determine the outgoing label, encapsulating, port, and other

data handling information.

Label swapping – A forwarding paradigm allowing streamlined forwarding

of data by using labels to identify classes of data packets which are treated

indistinguishably when forwarding.

Label switched hop – The hop between two MPLS nodes, on which forwarding

is done by use of labels.

Label switched path – The path through one of more Label Switched Routers

(LSRs) at one level of the hierarchy followed by a packet of a particular FEC.

Label stack – An ordered set of labels.

Merge point – A node at which label merging is done.

MPLS domain – A continuous set of nodes which operate MPLS routing and

forwarding and which are also in one routing or administrative domain.

MPLS edge node – An MPLS node that connects an MPLS domain with a node

which is outside of the domain, either because it does not run MPLS, and/or

because it is in a different domain. Note that if an LSR has a neighbouring host

which is not running MPLS, that LSR is an MPLS edge node.

MPLS egress node – An MPLS edge node in its role in handling traffic as it

leaves an MPLS domain.

MPLS ingress node – An MPLS edge node in its role in handling traffic as it

enters an MPLS domain.

MPLS label – A label which is carried in a packet header, and which represent

the packet’s FEC.

MPLS node – A node which runs MPLS. An MPLS node will be aware of MPLS

control protocols, will operate one or more layer 3 routing protocols, and will be

capable of forwarding packets based on labels.

Label (20) Exp (3) S (1) TTL (8)

e.g. PPP header MPLS header IP header • • • • •
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• S – 1 bit indicates end of label stacking as sev-
eral labels may be stacked;

• TTL – 8 bit giving the Time To Live informa-
tion.

When an MPLS packet enters a Label Switching
Router (LSR) a table containing information,
Label Information Base (LIB) on further treat-
ment of the packet is looked up. This is illus-
trated in Figure 23. This base may also be re-
ferred to as the Next Hop Label Forwarding
Entry (NHLFE), which typically contains
the following information (ref. [RFC3031]):

• Next hop of the packet;

• Operation to perform on the packet’s label
stack (replace the label at the top with another
label, pop the label stack, or replace the label
at the top of the stack with a new label and at
the same time push one or more new labels
onto the stack);

• Data link encapsulation to use when transmit-
ting the packet;

• Way of encoding the label stack when trans-
mitting the packet;

• Other information relevant to forwarding
treatment.

In a given LSR, the “next hop LSR” may be
the same LSR, implying that the top level label
should be popped and the packet “forwarded” to
itself, allowing or more forwarding decisions.

At the ingress of an MPLS domain an FEC-to-
NHLFE mapping is needed, that is when packets
arrive without an MPLS label.

Within an MPLS domain an incoming label
mapping is executed, mapping the packet onto
a set of NHLFEs.

MPLS can operate on a label stack. Operations
on this stack are push, pop and swap. This can
be used to merge and split traffic streams. The
push operation adds a new label at the top of the
stack and the pop operation removes one label
from the stack. The MPLS stack functionality
can be used to aggregate traffic trunks. A com-
mon label is added to the stack of labels. The
result is an aggregated trunk. When this MPLS
path is terminated the result will be a splitting
(de-aggregation) of the aggregated trunk into
its individual components. Two trunks can be
aggregated in this way if they share a portion of
their path. Hence, MPLS can provide hier-
archical forwarding, which may become an
important feature. A consequence may be that
the transit provider need not carry global routing
information, thus making the MPLS network
more stable and scalable than a full-blown
routed network.

To limit the number of MPLS paths, merging
can be utilised. Then two paths in the same
direction and with common requirements are
placed together in a common LSP on the out-
going side resulting in a many-to-one mapping
of labels.

Figure 23  Illustration of
information attached to an
LSP in an LSR
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6.2  TE and MPLS
An explicitly routed LSP is an LSP whose path
is established by means other than normal IP
routing. In one approach this requires among
other things a management system representa-
tion as described in [Henr01].

When utilising MPLS with Traffic Engineering,
a number of mapping relations is asked for, see
Figure 23:

• Mapping packets onto FECs. An FEC com-
poses a group of packets to be forwarded over
the same path with the same forwarding treat-
ment. In order to carry out this mapping fields
in the IP packet are examined.

• Mapping FECs onto traffic trunks. A traffic
trunk is an aggregation of traffic flows of the
same class. A traffic trunk can again be routed
(placed inside an LSP, i.e. a traffic trunk is
only given for one LSP and not a sequence of
LSPs).

• Mapping traffic trunks onto LSPs.

• Mapping LSPs onto links in the physical net-
work.

In several sources, the terms traffic trunk and
LSP are used synonymously. However, a funda-
mental difference between traffic trunk and LSP
can be observed; that is, a traffic trunk is an
abstract representation of traffic to which spe-
cific characteristics can be associated. An LSP
is a description of a path in the network through
which the traffic traverses.

Trunks having the same egress point may be
merged into a common tree. This may reduce the
number of trees significantly. Trunks can also be
aggregated by adding a new label to the stack for
each trunk (that is, bundling the trunks into a
single path/tunnel).

Designing an MPLS network “on top of” a phys-
ical network could be looked upon as relating
two graphs to each other;

• Physical graph, G = (V, E, c), is a capacitated
graph depicting the physical topology of the
network. V is the set of nodes in the network
and E is the set of links. For v to w in V, (v, w)
represents the link in E when v and w are
directly connected under G. c indicates the set
of capacity and other constraints associated
with E and V.

• MPLS graph, H = (U, F, d), where U is a sub-
set of V representing the LSRs, that is the set
of LSRs that are end point of at least one LSP.
F is the set of LSPs. For x and y in U, (x, y)

is in F if there is an LSP going from x to y.
d represents the set of demands and restric-
tions associated with F.

The fundamental problem of designing an MPLS
network is to relate the two graphs such that an
objective function is optimised. This is add-
ressed in several accompanying papers in this
Telektronikk issue.

One of the requirements from Traffic Engineer-
ing is to be able to reroute an LSP under a num-
ber of conditions (failure, better route available,
etc.). This should preferably be done without
disturbing the traffic flows; for example by
establishing the new LSP before the old/existing
LSP is released, which is called make-before-
break. In case the existing and new LSP compete
for the same resources, particular concerns have
to be made, also considered by the admission
control.

As mentioned above, IP packets are classified at
the ingress of the MPLS domain into a number
of Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs). All
the packets in a given FEC are treated the same
way within the domain. Choosing the use of
FEC may depend on criteria like:

• the user (derived from the source address,
interface, etc.);

• the application type;
• the packet destination.

A traffic trunk is described by its ingress and
egress LSRs, the set of FECs which is mapped
onto it, and a set of attributes that gives its char-
acteristics. Two fundamental questions have to
be answered related to traffic trunks; i) how to
give the characteristics; and ii) how to relate
traffic trunks to the physical network (through
LSPs). This requires three capabilities:

• Set of attributes characterising the traffic
trunks that give its characteristics;

• Set of attributes related with resources that
constrain the placement of traffic trunks onto
the resources;

• Mechanism for placing/maintaining traffic
trunks onto the set of resources.

For the last item, constraint-based routing could
be applied as described in [Feng01].

Attributes characterising traffic trunks are
([RFC2702]):

• Traffic parameter attributes. These are used
to describe the traffic flows (the FECs) trans-
ported in the traffic trunk. Relevant parame-
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ters include peak rates, average rates, maximal
burst size, etc. Possibly, equivalent measures
could be applied, like the effective bandwidth.

• Explicit path specification attribute. An ex-
plicit path assignment for a traffic trunk is
a path that is specified through “operator”
action (e.g. management procedures). Such a
path can be completely or partially specified.
Path preference rules may be associated with
explicit paths, telling whether the explicit
path is “mandatory” (has to be followed) or
“optional” (other paths could be selected in
case sufficient resources are not available on
the preferred path).

• Resource class affinity attribute. This attribute
can be used to specify which resource types
that can be explicitly included or excluded
from the path through which the traffic trunk
is routed. If no affinity attribute is given a
“don’t care” condition is assumed. Routing
traffic trunks onto resources have to take these
attributes into account, matching the require-
ments.

• Adaptivity attribute. As network state and
traffic state change over time, more optimal
routes of traffic trunks could appear. Setting
this attribute tells whether or not the route can
be re-optimised for the traffic trunk. However,
appropriate thresholds should be given avoid-
ing too frequent changes of routing.

• Load distribution attribute. In case several
traffic trunks are used between the pair of
nodes, the load distribution attribute can tell
whether or not the load (traffic trunk) can be
distributed on these trunks. In general the
packet order should be maintained, implying
that packets belonging to the same traffic flow
are transferred on the same traffic trunk.

• Priority attribute. This attribute gives the rela-
tive importance of the traffic trunk. The value
can be used to determine the order in which
trunks are assigned to paths under establish-
ment and failure situations. Priorities will also
be used together with pre-emption.

• Pre-emption attribute. The value of this
attribute tells whether or not a traffic trunk can
preempt another traffic trunk, and whether or
not another traffic trunk can preempt a spe-
cific traffic trunk. This will assist to ensure
that high priority traffic trunks are routed
through even though the capacity is not suffi-
cient to handle all traffic trunks.

• Resilience attribute. The resilience attribute
gives the behaviour of a traffic trunk when
faults occur along the path followed by a traf-

fic trunk. In case of fault the traffic trunk
could be rerouted or not depending on the
value of this attribute. For rerouting, the
constraints given (e.g. by affinity) could be
observed or not.

• Policing attribute. The value of this attribute
tells which actions to take when the traffic on
the trunk is non-compliant (excessive traffic).
Examples of actions are packet dropping (rate
limiting), packet tagging and packet shaping.

In addition to attributes related to traffic trunks,
some attributes are also related to resources (fre-
quently thought of as the links). These attributes
are ([RFC2702]):

• Maximum allocation multiplier attribute. The
value of this attribute tells what proportion of
the link and buffer capacity that is available.
Then “over-allocation” could be achieved (as
well as “under-allocation”).

• Resource class attributes. The attributes
express the resource type (e.g. thought of as
colours). These are matched with the traffic
trunk affinity attribute when finding paths
onto which the traffic trunks are routed.

Basic operations on traffic trunks are
([RFC2702]):

• Establish a traffic trunk;
• Activate a traffic trunk, to start forwarding

packets;
• Deactivate a traffic trunk;
• Modify attributes for a traffic trunk;
• Reroute a traffic trunk;
• Remove a traffic trunk.

In addition to these basic operations, a few more,
like policing and shaping could also be defined.

A traffic trunk is defined as unidirectional. As a
bidirectional transfer capability is commonly
asked for, two traffic trunks having the same end
points but passing packets in opposite directions
can be defined. In case these are always handled
as a unit, it is called a bidirectional traffic trunk
(they are established as an atomic operation and
one may not exist without the other). If a trunk is
routed through a different physical path than the
corresponding trunk in the opposite direction,
the bidirectional traffic trunk is called topologi-
cal asymmetric. Otherwise, it is called topologi-
cal symmetric.

MPLS is an essential component for carrying
out Traffic Engineering in IP-based networks.
A simple argument is its inherent feature to cir-
cumvent the “ordinary” IP packet handling in
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traversed routers. According to [RFC2702], the
advantages of MPLS can be further described by:

• Explicit label switched paths which are not
constrained by the destination based forward-
ing paradigm can easily be created through
administrative action or through automated
actions by the underlying protocols.

• LSPs can potentially be efficiently main-
tained.

• Traffic trunks can be instantiated and mapped
onto LSPs.

• The attributes can be associated with traffic
trunks that modulate their behavioural charac-
teristics.

• A set of attributes can be associated with re-
sources that constrain the placement of LSPs
and traffic trunks across them.

• MPLS allows for both traffic aggregation and
disaggregation whereas classical destination
only based IP forwarding permits only aggre-
gation.

• It is relatively easy to carry out constraint-
based routing with MPLS.

• A good implementation of MPLS can offer
lower overhead than competing alternatives
for Traffic Engineering.

One way of designing MPLS networks is to
apply constraint-based routing. Then the follow-
ing information is commonly used as input:

• Attributes associated with traffic trunks;
• Attributes associated with resources;
• Other topology state information.

Based on this every node may find an explicit
route for each traffic trunk originating from that
node. Here, an explicit route for each traffic
trunk is a specification of an LSP that satisfies
the demand requirements expressed by the traf-
fic trunk’s attributes, subject to constraints im-
posed by resource availability, administrative
policy, etc.

A heuristic approach might follow two steps;
i) prone resources that do not satisfy the require-
ments of the traffic trunk attributes; and ii) run
a shortest path algorithm for the residual graph.
In general, when multiple traffic trunks are to
be routed, it cannot be shown that the algorithm
always finds a better mapping (or even a solution).

6.3  MPLS-support of DiffServ
Utilising MPLS to carry DiffServ classes has
been looked upon with much interest. This is
described in e.g. [ID_MPLSdiff]. Then the ques-
tion arises how to map the behaviour aggregates
(BAs) onto LSPs. Basically this can be done by
either:

• Using LSPs that carry several Ordered Aggre-
gates (OAs), implying that the Exp field in the
MPLS header is used for separating different
classes (giving scheduling treatment, prece-
dence, etc.). This is called Exp-inferred PSC
LSPs (E-LSPs). Then up to eight BAs (3 bits
in the Exp field) can be carried by a single
LSP. Mapping from Exp to PHB (PSC and
drop precedence) for an LSP is either explic-
itly signalled or pre-configured; or

• Using LSPs to carry a single OA, saying that
the packet treatment can be derived from the
Label field while precedence might be derived
from the Exp field. This is called Label-only
inferred PSC LSPs (L-LSPs). Then an LSP
carries a single (FEC, OA) pair. The PSC can
be inferred from the label without looking at
other information. This implies that the PSC
is explicitly signalled at label establishment.
The Exp field may give the drop precedence.
In case ATM is used, information in the ATM
header can be used, e.g. the CLP field.

As mentioned above, combining DiffServ and
MPLS allows further differentiation, e.g. by
defining different levels of protection for the
LSPs.

DiffServ implies service differentiation at every
hop, while MPLS and TE may achieve better
traffic distribution of the aggregated traffic
loads. In this respect, they may work partly inde-
pendent of each other. Then, MPLS can apply
constraint-based routing and admission control
for all traffic flows carried in the same LSP. In
case more fine-tuning of resources and traffic
flows is sought, TE mechanisms may be applied
on each service class or smaller groups of traffic
flows, e.g. by mapping more specific traffic
trunks onto the LSPs.

Some requirements for support of DiffServ
by MPLS traffic engineering are listed in
[ID_DMreq]:

• Compatibility between mechanisms applied
on DiffServ and MPLS level;

• Support of separate constraints on bandwidth
for the different classes;

• No additional constraints on the number of
class-types and classes;
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• Allow for pre-emption per class-type;

• Allow for specifying resource class affinity;

• Support mapping of DiffServ classes as when
MPLS is not used;

• Allow dynamic adjustment of PHBs for Diff-
Serv;

• Support multiple TE metrics, e.g. to be used
when finding routes of LSPs.

Then a transit LSR can be seen to consist of four
functional stages (compare with Figure 23):

1. Determine the incoming PHB (i.e. which PHB
the packet belongs to);

2. Determine the outgoing PHB (optionally with
traffic conditioning, e.g. policing). When the
conditioning is not present the outgoing PHB
is equal to the incoming PHB;

3. Label swapping, i.e. from an incoming label
to an outgoing label;

4. Coding of DiffServ information into the
“encapsulation layer” information, e.g. Exp
field, CLP, etc.

Suggestions for mapping between DiffServ
classes and “encapsulation layer” information
are given in [ID_MPLSdiff].

In order to establish LSPs supporting DiffServ
by signalling, the signalling protocol has to be
extended. For example, for RSVP a DiffServ
object has been defined, see [ID_MPLSdiff]. For
an E-LSP this object includes a description of
the mapping between Exp values and PHB. This
object contains the PSC for an L-LSP. Both E-
LSPs and L-LSPs can be established with band-
width reservation or without reservation. When
bandwidth is to be reserved, a TSpec field is
included in the PATH message and a Flowspec
field is included in the RESV message as de-
scribed for IntServ/RSVP.

For LDP a new TLV field (DiffServ TLV) is
described in [ID_MPLSdiff]. When a predefined
mapping is applied between Exp and PHB, use
of this field is optional. The DiffServ TLV
includes information for mapping between Exp
and PHB for an E-LSP. For an L-LSP the Diff-
Serv TLV describes the PSC supported by the
LSP. The Label request, Label mapping, Label
release and Notification messages may include
the DiffServ TLV. Bandwidth reservation may
be done by including the Traffic parameters TLV.

7  Resource Reservation
When reserving capacity for a flow (or flow
aggregate) a setup protocol can be used. An
option is to apply management-related proce-
dures for this purpose, implying that the man-
agement system could interact with the routers
instead of signalling being exchanged directly
between routers. In addition, a combination of
management and signalling procedures may also
work, for example when combining the action
with policy matters, bandwidth brokers, and so
forth.

7.1  Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP)

The Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP) is
frequently referred to when discussing reserva-
tion of resources. The signalling sequence is
illustrated in Figure 24. RSVP was designed to
enable senders, receivers, and routers of commu-
nication sessions (either multicast or unicast) to
communicate with each other in order to set up
the necessary router state to support the services.
RSVP is receiver-oriented, e.g. to overcome
scalability problems for multicast and to allow
heterogeneity for multicast.

Each RSVP-capable node handles reservation
and enforcement of traffic flows by using several
modules (see Figure 25). The modules related to
Integrated Services/RSVP in routers and hosts
are the same, but the actual implementations are
commonly different. An RSVP process on both
hosts and routers handles all the RSVP protocol
messages needed to establish reservations.

sender Intermediate receiver

PATH(.., Sender_TSpec, AdSpec, ..)

PATH(.., Sender_TSpec, AdSpec, ..)

RESV(.., Receiver_TSpec, RSpec, ..)
RESV(.., Receiver_TSpec, RSpec, ..)Figure 24  Illustration of the

RSVP message sequence
for setup
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The different modules are:

• The RSVP process taking care of processing
of RSVP PATH and RESV messages.

• The Policy control module being responsible
for enforcing policies. That is, the policy con-
trol module answers questions like “is the user
allowed to do this” (ref. [Jens01a]).

• The admission control module being responsi-
ble for ensuring that there are enough re-
sources for the admitted flows. If there is a
shortage of resources the admission control
module will deny reservation requests.

• The Packet Classifier and Scheduler support-
ing appropriate handling of the traffic flows.
The Packet Classifier looks at every data
packet to determine whether the appropriate
flow has a reservation and which service class
the flow belongs to. The Packet Scheduler
then makes the forwarding decision according
to the class.

• The RSVP process would also interwork with
the Routing process since the routing informa-
tion is subject to dynamic changes.

RSVP identifies a communication session by the
combination of destination address, transport-
layer protocol type, and destination port number,
as given by the Multi-Field. It is important to
note that each RSVP operation only applies to
packets of a particular flow; therefore, every
RSVP message must include details of the flow
to which it applies.

The primary messages used by RSVP are the
PATH message, which originates from the traf-
fic sender; and the RESV message, which origi-
nates from the traffic receiver. The primary
functions of the PATH message are firstly to
install reverse routing state in each router along
the path, and secondly to provide receivers with
information about the characteristics of the
sender traffic and end-to-end path so that they
can make appropriate reservation requests. The
primary function of the RESV messages is to
carry reservation requests to the routers along
the distribution tree between receivers and
senders.

RSVP messages can be transported “raw” within
IP packets using protocol number 46, although
hosts without this raw input/output (I/O) capabil-
ity might first encapsulate the RSVP messages
within a UDP header.

7.1.1  TE-related Parameters
As described above, the sender initiates a PATH
message, which carries a number of fields. Two
of these fields are of special interest as seen from
a traffic engineering point of view; Sender_TSpec,
and AdSpec. The Sender_TSpec field carries
information about the traffic to be generated.
This information is given as a set of token
bucket parameters: token bucket rate [r], token
bucket size [b], peak data rate [p], minimum
policed unit [m] and maximum packet size [M].
For IntServ, these parameters are given for both
Guaranteed and Controlled Load service class,
ref. Chapter 5.

The AdSpec field includes flags telling whether
or not resources can be reserved along the com-
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plete path. These flags are commonly called
“break bits” as they indicate if gaps in the
RSVP/IntServ scheme were faced by the PATH
message. The AdSpec field is put together by
fragments; starting by default general parame-
ters, followed by fragments for each function
that is selected by the sender application.
Absence of a fragment indicates that the sender
application does not know or care about that
functionality. Then neither the intermediate
nodes nor the receiver node should select such
functionality. Information in the AdSpec field
can be modified by intermediate nodes. Typical
fragments in the AdSpec field, in addition to the
flags are: number of hops, estimate of bandwidth
available, minimum path latency and maximum
transfer unit. These are described in [RFC2215].

The combination of Receiver_TSpec and RSpec
fields in the RESV message is frequently called
the FlowSpec field. This carries the information
from the receiver through the network, indicat-
ing which functionality and values of parameters
that are requested. For the Controlled Load ser-
vice, the FlowSpec field contains the same set of
parameters as for the Sender_TSpec (i.e. mainly
the leaky bucket parameters). For the Guaran-
teed service two more parameters in addition to
those in the Sender_TSpec field are given. These
are referred to as the RSpec; the rate [R], and the
slack term [S]. The RSpec parameters are also
described in [RFC2212].

RSVP defines a session to be a traffic flow with
a particular destination and transport layer proto-
col. The RSVP can then be used by end applica-
tions to select and invoke the appropriate class
and QoS level. It has been claimed, see
[RFC2208], that RSVP does not scale to the size
of the Internet. To overcome this problem sev-
eral solutions have been proposed as described
in the following subsections.

7.1.2  Class-based Aggregation
One intention of introducing aggregation is that
individual flows do not have to be reflected by a
state in each intermediate router. The states refer
to a class and then the traffic flows are put into
the set of classes.

On entering the aggregating region, each flow
for which a reservation was made, is assigned
to one of the service classes. Flows with similar
service requirements are grouped together into a
service class. (Service class definition and flow
assignment are subjects of ongoing research.)
Each packet is marked with a tag that identifies
which service the flow should receive. For IP,
this tag could consist of the Type of Service
(ToS) bits in the packet header (e.g. similar to
DiffServ) or the packet could be encapsulated
(e.g. similar to MPLS). Inside the aggregating

regions, packets are scheduled according to their
assigned service class. Because the number of
classes is given, packet scheduling is less
demanding. However, there is a risk of conges-
tion within any service class. Instead of simply
combining all flows blindly into one service
class, the overall bandwidth available for each
service class can be specified. RSVP-based
admission control could be used to admit new
flows if there is sufficient bandwidth within the
service class. In this manner, the advantages of
admission control still apply, but the packets
within each service class can be processed and
routed more efficiently.

7.1.3  Hierarchical RSVP
Activities within the IETF are also examining
hierarchical RSVP. While set-up and release pat-
terns of single RSVP flows are unpredictable,
the aggregation of a greater number of flows
seems less varying. The idea of hierarchical
RSVP is that routers at the edge of aggregating
regions use RSVP to reserve large “pipes” with
particular characteristics through the region. At
the ingress router, packets are assigned to a pipe
and encapsulated so they can be classified and
scheduled as part of the pipe. Source and desti-
nation of the encapsulated packet would be
ingress and egress routers. A limited number
of different service classes is available. Since
RSVP is receiver-oriented, pipe reservations
have to be made by egress routers. Egress routers
could reserve a number of pipes by default and
then adjust the reservations as the actual demand
becomes known. When the demand changes,
pipe reservations can be further adjusted. A pipe
reservation is only maintained if there is a suffi-
cient capacity associated with the reserved flows
to use the pipe. Therefore, a router does not nec-
essarily have to have a pipe to every other
router, leading to better scaling of the mecha-
nism. Reserved flows for which no pipe exists
are served as usual, without aggregation.

The advantage of hierarchical RSVP is the re-
duction of reservation state information in the
routers. Routers in the interior of aggregating
regions only keep reservation state for the outer
pipe reservations. Packet scheduling is simpli-
fied by offering only a few choices of classes.
The main disadvantage is that packet classifying
is still done by looking into the packet headers
and comparing source and destination against
the (now shorter) list of reservations.

7.1.4  Enhancing RSVP for MPLS
Once an LSP is established the traffic on the
path is identified by the label assigned by the
ingress node of the LSP. The packets that are
given the same label values by a specific node
belong to the same forwarding equivalence class
(FEC). When labels are assigned to traffic flows,
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a node may use it to index the corresponding
reservation state. Thus, when MPLS and RSVP
are combined, the definition of a traffic flow can
be made more flexible. Compared to an ordinary
RSVP way of identifying a flow, more general-
ity can be obtained when MPLS is also consid-
ered. Then, the ingress node of an LSP can use a
variety of means to determine which packets that
are assigned to a particular label. After assigning
a label to a set of packets, the label may identify
a flow. The actual packets within the flow are
“hidden” for intermediate nodes. Hence these
nodes do not need to be aware of which flows
(sources, destinations, applications, etc.) that are
placed into the LSP.

The setup protocol uses downstream on-demand
label distribution. That is, a request introduces
an LSP and assigns a label. This is initiated by
an ingress node using the RSVP PATH message,
see Figure 26. In order to allow this, the PATH
message is augmented with a Label_request
field. The labels are allocated downstream and
distributed (propagated upstream) by the RSVP
RESV message (augmented with a Label field).
In order to complete the handling of LSPs, pro-
cedures for label allocation, distribution, binding
and stacking have to be devised. Moreover, the
concepts of strict and loose routes and abstract
nodes enhance the way of handling LSPs. Five
new fields (objects) are introduced in order to
handle LSPs with RSVP; Label, Label_request,
Explicit_route, Record_route and Session_att-
ribute. In addition, some changes are also seen
for the fields Session, Sender_template,
Filter_spec and Flowspec.

A key advantage using RSVP to establish LSPs
is that allocation of resources along the path is
possible. Resource reservation, however, is not
mandatory. Such LSPs without resource reserva-
tions can be used for example to carry best effort
traffic. They can also be used in many other con-
texts, including implementation of fallback and
recovery policies under fault conditions, and so
forth.

Using explicitly routed LSPs, a node at the
ingress edge of an MPLS domain can control the
path through which traffic traverses from itself,
through the MPLS domain, to an egress node.
Explicit routing can be used to improve the utili-
sation of network resources and enhance traffic
oriented performance characteristics.

Explicitly routed label switched paths can be
generalised through the notion of abstract nodes.
An abstract node is a group of nodes whose
internal topology is opaque to the ingress node
of the LSP. An abstract node is said to be simple
if it contains only one physical node. Using this
concept of abstraction, an explicitly routed LSP
can be specified as a sequence of IP prefixes or
a sequence of Autonomous Systems.

The signalling protocol model supports the spec-
ification of an explicit path as a sequence of
strict and loose routes. The combination of
abstract nodes and strict and loose routes sig-
nificantly enhances the flexibility of path defini-
tions.

Utilising the combinations of RSVP, MPLS and
DiffServ is described in [RFC2430].

7.2  Label Distribution Protocol
The Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) is de-
fined for distribution of labels within an MPLS
domain. Hence, RSVP could replace this proto-
col. Introducing constraint-based routing, Con-
straint-based Routing LDP (CR-LDP), extends
the information used when setting up paths
beyond what is available for the routing proto-
col. The idea is that the LSP will then be better
suited to serve the traffic flows. Explicit routing
can be said to be a subset of the more general
constraint-based routing, as the constraint actu-
ally gives the route [ID_crldp]. 

CR-LDP is a simple, scalable, open, non-propri-
etary traffic engineering signalling protocol for
MPLS IP networks. CR-LDP provides mecha-
nisms for establishing explicitly routed LSPs
in an MPLS network, as depicted in Figure 27.

incoming traffic

egress

ingress

LER A

LSR B

LSR C LER D

LSP
path message

(B, C, D)

resv message
(label 7)

path message
(C, D)

resv message
(label 3)

path message
(D)

resv message
(label 5)

Figure 26  Illustration of LSP
set-up by using RSVP
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These mechanisms are defined as extensions
to LDP. Using CR-LDP, resources can also be
reserved along a path to guarantee service levels
and adequate handling for traffic carried on the
LSP.

To designate an explicit path that satisfies the
constraints, it is necessary to discern the re-
sources available to each link or node in the net-
work. For the collection of such resource infor-
mation, routing protocols can be extended to dis-
tribute additional state information.

Additional fields are introduced in the LDP sup-
porting constraint-based routing of LSPs. The
following features are supported:

• Strict and loose explicit routing; where the
route is given by a list of groups of nodes.
In case more than one router is given in the
group a certain level of flexibility is present
when fulfilling the explicit route.

• Specification of traffic parameters; for in-
stance given by peak rate, committed rate and
delay variation allowed.

• Route pinning; which can be used when it is
undesirable to change the path followed by the
LSP, e.g. in loosely routed segments in case a
better route becomes available in that seg-
ment.

• LSP pre-emption through set-up/holding pri-
orities; set-up and holding priorities are used
to rank existing LSPs (holding priority) and
the new LSP (set up priority) to determine
whether the new LSP can preempt an existing
LSP. Priorities in the range from 0 (highest) to
7 (lowest) are suggested.

• Failure handling.

• LSP identity.

• Resource classes; used when the network
resources are categorised into classes to indi-

cate which types of resources an LSP can be
placed on (often called colours).

These features are reflected in a number of fields
(Type-Length-Value, ref. [Jens01]):

• Explicit route hop TLV – being a series of
variable length TLVs where each gives the
address of a router (or router group) in a strict
or loose sense.

• Explicit route TLV – specifying the path to
be taken by the LSP to be established. It is
composed of one or more Explicit route hop
TLVs.

• Traffic parameters TLV – lists traffic parame-
ters: peak rate (peak token rate, PDR, and
maximum token bucket size, PBS), committed
rate (committed token rate, CDR, and maxi-
mum token bucket size of this rate, CBS),
excess burst size, EBS. As seen, a dual token
bucket may be used, one operating on the
peak rate and another operating on the com-
mitted rate. A flag field is used to indicate
which of the parameters that can be negoti-
ated. A weight field is also included specify-
ing the LSP’s relative share of a possible
excess bandwidth above its committed rate.

• Pre-emption TLV – containing the set-up and
holding priorities.

• LSPID TLV – giving the unique identifier of
the LSP, composed of the ingress LSR iden-
tity (or its IP address) and a locally unique
LSP identity for that LSR.

• Resource class (colour) TLV – specifying
which link types that are acceptable for the
LSP given as a bit mask (32 bits).

• Route pinning TLV – indicating whether
route pinning is requested (bit set) or not (bit
cleared). A single bit is currently defined.

Figure 27  Illustration of LSP
set-up by use of CR-LDP
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7.3  RSVP and LDP Overview
As described above, both RSVP and LDP can be
used for establishing LSPs. These protocols are
somewhat different as they were developed for
different purposes. RSVP was developed to sup-
port the IntServ service architecture enabling
an application to signal a request to reserve
resources in the network. On the other hand,
LDP is developed for the particular purpose of
establishing LSPs in the network, i.e. with this
protocol information can be exchanged between
routers about which labels can be used and for
what purposes.

A comparison of Constraint-Based LSP set-up
using LDP (CR-LDP) and LSP set-up using
RSVP is given in Table 2.

The main differences between CR-LSP and
RSVP are that:

• CR-LDP uses TCP whereas RSVP is carried
directly on IP (or within UDP), which may
imply that information exchange with CR-
LDP could be more reliable;

• The direction for reserving resources differs
(i.e. ingress to egress and egress to ingress);

• RSVP uses refresh messages for each LSP
(some work is taken on to change this);

• CR-LDP might have more problems dealing
with failures and requires the rebuilding of
LSPs on a backup system. RSVP includes
mechanisms to recover from failures, possibly
being more fault-tolerant;

• Extensions to RSVP for policy management
have been proposed.

8  Concluding Remarks
The main IP-related mechanisms have been out-
lined in this paper. These are promoted to sup-
port a range of services as well as allowing for
ensured service levels (at least to some extent).
Therefore, most providers are investigating
which mechanisms to introduce and how to con-
figure the mechanisms. Another aspect is that
different mechanisms may be preferable in dif-
ferent portions of the network/system. However,
still the end-to-end service is not adequately
delivered. This requires that solutions for map-

Category CR-LDP RSVP

Transport mechanism Transport on TCP (reliable) Raw IP packets (unreliable)

State management Hard state Soft state; needs per-flow refresh management

Messages required for LSP Request, Mapping Path, Resv, ResvConf

set-up and maintenance

Base architecture Based on LDP developed for MPLS Based on RSVP, but may require major changes

to the basic protocol to improve its scalability

Signalling of QoS and Can signal DiffServ and ATM Extendable; currently based on IntServ

traffic parameters traffic classes traffic classes

Types of LSPs Strict, loose and loose pinned Strict and loose, no pinning

Modes of label distribution Easy to support all modes since Only downstream on demand; need to run

and LSP set-up CR-LDP is based on LDP both RSVP and LPD for other modes

Path preemption Supported Supported

Failure notification Reliable procedure Unreliable procedure

Failure recovery Global and local repair Global and local repair; local repair done

using fast-reroute which requires precomputing

alternative paths at every node

Loop detection/prevention LDP employs Path Vector TLV to prevent May be done using the Record Route object

Label Request messages from looping.

Hop Count TLV is used to find looping LSPs

Path optimisation and rerouting LSP id can be used to prevent double Shared explicit filter prevents double booking

booking of bandwidth for an LSP when of bandwidth for an LSP when doing

doing ‘make-before-break’ ‘make-before-break’

Table 2  Comparison of
CR-LDP and RSVP 

(from [Ghan99])
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ping between the different mechanisms are in
place.

Several of the papers in this issue of Telektron-
ikk address various aspects of this. The material
in this article is intended to support the basic
understanding and thereby ease the comprehen-
sion of the remaining material.
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1  Introduction
Facing the steadily growing portfolio of services
that an IP-based network may support, it be-
comes essential for the operator to design the
network appropriately. Hence, tools for planning
and designing the network are needed. As for
“traditional” networks, a number of scopes and
settings may be given also for an IP-based net-
work. Some of these are described for the Traffic
Engineering taxonomy [Jens01].

A future IP-based network is expected to allow
for service differentiation to be efficiently man-
aged. Naturally, this depends on the cost of
introducing functionality allowing differentia-
tion compared with the gains that can be
achieved. Anyway, running design algorithms
would support an operator to fully exploit the
potential gains. Moreover, design algorithms are
needed even when a single class of service is
supported.

A further argument for executing design algo-
rithms is to find closer estimates for capacity
needed and tuning of traffic flow handling, and
thereby saving investments. Still the ensured ser-
vice levels stated in any Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs) should be fulfilled. Even when no
strict guarantees are given, the users do have cer-
tain tolerance levels. A central part of carrying
out the design is to have estimates of the de-
mand. This implies that both the parameters and
their values have to be devised and assessed. As
ranges of users and applications appear, devising
adequate categories is not a trivial challenge.

Transporting IP packets has mostly been the
service delivered by the routers. Then more
“advanced” services are supported by a network
operator, like address translation and ensured
performance levels. For a number of cases sepa-
rate servers are introduced, sometimes referred
to as service handlers. An example is the call
handler for supporting telephony in IP-based
networks. Capabilities of such servers can also
be utilised when identifying the efficient net-
work design. That is, the servers may allow for
additional control abilities for handling the traf-
fic flows, like rejecting new flows and recom-

mending routing of flows. Besides support from
servers, other mechanisms also have to be
defined (e.g. ref. [Jens01a]), such as admission
control and policing.

An essential task when designing networks is to
introduce a number of logical networks in the
same physical network. An example is to have
a number of Label Switched Paths (LSPs) as
described in [Jens01a]. Each of these LSPs has
to be routed, its characteristics defined and the
relevant traffic flows mapped onto it. Therefore,
a design algorithm has to find which set of LSPs
to be set up and how the traffic flows relate to
these LSPs.

The main objectives of this paper are to describe
inputs and steps for planning and designing IP-
based networks, ways of characterising the traf-
fic demands, and an algorithm for designing
LSPs in a multi-service network. An overall
planning scope is described in Chapter 2. Chap-
ter 3 describes characterisation of applications
and their traffic flows. When designing net-
works, the network building blocks must also
be characterised. This is treated in Chapter 4.
As network planning and design have been con-
ducted for other networks, a few issues that can
be observed and fruitfully utilised for IP-based
networks, are described in Chapter 5. Then,
Chapter 6 outlines an algorithm for designing a
multi-service network. A few examples applying
this algorithm are given in Chapter 7. To man-
age a network, appropriate measurements have
to be conducted. Although this is treated in sev-
eral accompanying papers in this issue of Telek-
tronikk, a few complementary topics are also
mentioned in Chapter 8.

2  An Overall Picture

2.1  Inputs and Results
When investigating approaches for supporting
services there are several aspects that have to be
looked into. An overview of the main groups of
inputs for such deployment studies is sketched in
Figure 1. Here, a network is to be established or
changed to support the services. Hence, a set of

Planning and Designing IP-based Networks
T E R J E  J E N S E N ,  M E T T E  R Ø H N E ,  I N G E  S V I N N S E T ,  
R I M A  V E N T U R I N  A N D  I R E N A  G R G I C

Offering a range of services, it is essential for an operator to configure the network such that the perfor-

mance levels are achieved as expected. Hence, for a multi-service IP-based network the mechanisms

available have to be set up to support the service portfolio. Preparing for this, an operator has to have

an apparatus in place to estimate the demands and to design the network. These aspects are

addressed in this article.
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activities has to be conducted to prepare for pro-
vision of services.

These inputs are categorised as:

• Demand characteristics. The demand patterns
for the different applications have to be speci-
fied. Besides the demand patterns for the
applications, characteristics of each applica-
tion have to be more closely specified, e.g. in
terms of required bit rates, delay requirements,
etc. This also includes the set of traffic matri-
ces referring to certain instances of time.
Commonly a number of traffic matrices would
be needed, each related to a set of applica-
tions. A traffic matrix gives the amount of
traffic requested from an originating location
area towards a destination. When the traffic
sources are moving, the spatial impacts have
to be taken into account more closely.

• Network element characteristics. The network
elements belong to the set of building blocks
that the network may be composed of. These
elements have to be described in ways rele-
vant for traffic and resource handling. That is,
information like capacity per unit, hierarchy
of units, dependability and load sharing fea-
tures, queueing management principles,
admission control mechanisms, and so forth,
have to be specified. When a cost model is
used, some of the network element character-
istics will also be included in the cost calcula-
tions. Which elements to consider depends on
the scope of the study. In some cases only
routers and transmission link capacity are
looked at, while other types (e.g. call servers,
management systems, etc.) may also be rele-
vant for other studies.

• Management policy. The main principles of
handling traffic and network resources belong
to the management policy. That is, principles
like which routing policy to apply, which
dependability principle to use, and so forth,
are placed in this category. Ways of integrat-
ing and segregating types of traffic flows may
be candidates to be decided on.

• External factors. Other phenomena to be taken
into account are put into a common group.
Examples of such factors are ways of inter-
connecting, regulatory directives, competitors’
actions, etc.

• Charging and accounting policy. The charging
principles may be identified as flat rate charg-
ing, volume based charging, time based charg-
ing and congestion-based charging, or a com-
bination of these. In addition to the charging
principles the tariffs may vary over certain
time periods, i.e. over the day and specific
days during a week, and so forth.

Deciding upon an efficient network design
implies that an objective function has to be spec-
ified in order to settle which designs are the bet-
ter ones. That is, the objective function would be
a measure on how good the solutions is, imply-
ing that any improvement in the design results in
a better objective value. Thus, this can be seen
as an optimisation problem using the objective
function and a set of constraints. One set of clas-
sical objective functions used contains a measure
of cost. This will reflect the capacities needed of
the different equipment types. The constraints
would then state the demands to be served as
well as other requirements, e.g. those belonging
to the management policy group of inputs.

After finishing the deployment investigations,
an appropriate way of configuring the network
resources in order to handle the traffic flows is
found. In addition to the technical solution, other
aspects might also be relevant, like some eco-
nomic measures.

2.2  Relations with Economic
Considerations

Usually, a management team considers the eco-
nomic variables when deciding upon steps for
changing a network. This means that these vari-
ables should be estimated. In order to carry out
such studies, a combination of technical and eco-
nomic considerations is needed. That is, the
technical aspects may involve demand estima-
tion, description of network building blocks,

Figure 1  Groups of input
data for service deployment
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technical performance requirements, and so
forth. Economic aspects may include require-
ments on net present value, cash flow restriction,
financial conditions, etc. Figure 2 contains an
illustration similar to the one in Figure 1, with
more emphasis placed on the economic side, on
cost and revenue in particular. In order to arrive
at a tractable model, quite a few approximations
are made on the technical side.

A techno-economic study will capture a number
of time periods (e.g. years). The variables must
then refer to a number of the time periods, or an
evolution of the variables must be given. Two
examples of traffic load are given in Figure 3.
Starting with traffic load for individual applica-
tions, the total traffic load expected from a user
can be estimated by looking at the simultaneous
use of the applications. Commonly a set of refer-

Figure 2  Illustration of work flow for techno-economic studies

Figure 3  Examples of traffic load inputs for a 10 year study period (left – aggregate traffic load, right – fraction of the traffic load
referring to customer segments)
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ence periods is assumed for these calculations
(e.g. similar to some “busy hour” although a
shorter period than one hour would likely be
assumed). The reference periods may refer to
morning, afternoon, evening, or any other practi-
cal identification.

Given these loads, the performance targets and
the capacities of the network elements, a roll-out
plan for the network arises. An aggregated plan
showing only the number of elements is given in
Figure 4. Then, having the number of units
needed for each year and the cost for each of the
units, a cash flow can be obtained. Here the
demands may also be related to a set of revenue
streams where a mixture of subscription rate,
usage rate and income from other parties (e.g.
for commercial) may differ for the different
applications and user groups.
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In addition to the roll-out plans, accompanying
economic measures are also asked for. Some of
these are illustrated in Figure 5 a) and b).

Trying to predict a future situation, most of the
values are associated with uncertainties. There-
fore, carrying out sensitivity analyses becomes
essential. By these analyses one reveals which
parameters are significant and which ones have
less influence on the overall results. In addition,
one may also assess which scenarios are more
robust with respect to changes in the input data.

A major concern is that the demand stated by
users will likely depend on the conditions they
experience. Basically, two types of conditions
are recognised – the technical performance lev-
els, and the charges. These are illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. The performance level incorporates issues

such as effective throughput bit rates, informa-
tion loss ratios, etc. The tariffs decide the
charges facing a user and would thereby influ-
ence the interest a user has in invoking services.

Figure 5  Examples of 
economic measures for 
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Figure 6  Feedbacks on two
levels – technical and
economic

Figure 7  Multiplying and adding contributions for estimating the overall demands
when conducting techno-economic studies

Figure 8  Referring traffic load to network level
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• Holding time: giving the duration of the ses-
sion;

• Effective rate: stating the bit rate for the ses-
sion (note that a session may contain a number
of flows, each with individual holding time
and bitrate);

• Reference period factor: reflecting the spread-
ing of the session during the day (see illustra-
tion in lower left corner of Figure 7);
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• Penetration: giving the fraction of potential
users that use the applications;

• Number of sources: giving the number of
potential users.

Again, these calculations could be done in a
number of ways. Moreover, the values have to
be referenced to a certain level in the network,
as schematically given in Figure 8.

This is due to the distribution of the traffic,
given by the traffic matrices, and the effect that
different link rates and other capacity units have
on the traffic characteristics. Naturally, this dis-
tribution might differ for the different applica-
tions, e.g. due to accessing servers that are
located at certain sites.

3  Characterising Applications

3.1  Traffic Flows and Service
Implementation

A service class refers to a coherent way of treat-
ing traffic flows. That is, it includes traffic han-
dling mechanisms/parameters and it may include
features like support of multicast, security and
mobility. Identifying the proper set of service
classes would also be an essential point in the
business decisions taken by an actor.

The mapping of traffic flows resulting from the
use of applications into the set of service classes
may be a non-trivial task. Besides, a service
class and accompanying ways of handling the
traffic flows may refer to different aggregation
levels and portions of the network as described
in the previous chapter.

Traffic handling is the set of rules applied by the
control and network management system. On
this set of rules decisions like how to handle
flows in the network can be made. A segregation
scheme is applied when the set of network re-
sources is divided for groups of traffic flows.
That is, some traffic flows get preference for an
amount of resources. Traffic flows with different
characteristics are allocated to different Class of
Service (CoS) based on various criteria, such as
different bitrate demands or different QoS re-
quirements (e.g. delay variation, loss ratio).
These may also be considered when CoS indi-
cators are assigned. For some services, other
aspects like blocking, control delays and
dependability requirements can be examined.
The routing scheme can differ for different traf-
fic streams.

Various factors may influence the resulting traf-
fic load experienced by a network. In several
cases feedback effects may be present, like flow
control algorithms implemented by TCP and

charging schemes. How to reach an efficient
interplay with the demand applying such effects
is a major area where several questions still
remain unanswered. A further example of the
technical feedback is illustrated in Figure 6.

In addition to the service characterisation men-
tioned so far, issues related to implementation
could be considered. For instance, three ways
of supporting services could be relevant:

i) Service with connectivity to a predefined set
of destination points. One example can be a
virtual leased capacity service. In this case
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) speci-
fies the allowed traffic towards these desti-
nation points (pipe model); there are no spa-
tial gambling and the necessary resources
can be reserved in the network.

ii) Service with call admission control function-
ality. IP telephony may be implemented with
call admission control deciding whether to
accept or reject a given call request based on
knowledge about the available resources in
the network. If resources are not available,
the service is blocked, otherwise the neces-
sary resources can be reserved and the con-
nection established.

iii) A one-to-any service without call admission
control functionality. In this case the SLA
only controls the volume of the traffic flow-
ing over one user-network interface (of each
class and both directions). This is called a
hose SLA. The SLA is therefore not enough
to control the volume of traffic in a given
direction, i.e. a kind of spatial gambling on
traffic volume.

The three types provide various means for con-
trolling the traffic flows and resource usage. For
some types the result might be less efficient
resource utilisation, but then likely accompanied
by less complexity.

3.2  Inherent Characteristics of
Applications and Traffic Flows

As stated in [Robe01] traffic descriptors should
satisfy three requirements:

• Useful for resource allocation;
• Understandable by the user;
• Verifiable at the network ingress.

It is further stated that in practise it is impossible
to fulfil all these requirements.

From the outset, two types of traffic flows have
been used – elastic flows and inelastic flows. As
understood by the former, it can adapt itself to
conditions such as network congestion. This is
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for example done by using the control mecha-
nisms inherent in TCP. On the other hand, UDP
as used for some inelastic flow does not contain
similar mechanisms. Hence, the set of protocols
applied will influence the resulting characteris-
tics. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 9.

Then different classes of traffic flows may be
identified in several ways. One approach is the
following categories:

• Real-time stream flows: These would have
requirements on low delay, low delay varia-
tion, low loss ratios, and behaving so that a
fixed bandwidth could preferably be allocated.
Examples are uncompressed voice (no silence
suppression) and constant-rate video.

• Real-time bursty flows: These would have
requirements on low delay, low loss ratios
and low delay variation, although generating
flows with varying bit rates. Examples are
compressed voice, variable coded video and
shared applications.

• Non-real-time stream flows: These would
have requirements on low loss ratios and some
requirements on delay and delay variation.
Packets will be generated at fixed rate. One
example is downloading of video from a
server where a play-out buffer is implemented
to deal with any delay variation in the net-
work.

• Non-real-time elastic flows: These would
have requirements on low loss ratios and some
requirements on delay, like when TCP is used
and human interaction is involved. One exam-
ple is web browsing.

• Best effort flows: These would have little
requirements, being able to adapt to the net-
work conditions. One example is exchange of
e-mails between servers.

A characterisation of the traffic classed for
UMTS is summarised in Box A.

When estimating the aggregated traffic it seems
to be confirmed [Robe01] that the arrivals of
sessions follow closely a Poisson process (due
to the inherent nature of superposition of a large
number of independent sources). However, the
lengths of the sessions may vary (even following
a so-called long-tailed distribution). This may be
one of the motivations for some applying self-
similar modelling (where the traffic flow charac-
teristics look similar on different time scales).
The more detailed characteristics of the traffic
flows are more relevant when looking at the con-
figuring of units in the network elements, like
buffers.

4  Characterising Network
Components

4.1  Components of Networks
From the outset, different types of resources can
be identified in a telecommunication network.
Three basic categories are:

• link/transfer bandwidth;
• buffer/storage space;
• computational.

In one way, these resource types may be consid-
ered to reflect physical components in a network
(e.g. transmission links, RAMs and CPUs,
respectively). However, more abstract/logical
representation can also be looked at, for in-
stance, when (logical) partitions of a resource

Figure 9  Resulting
characteristics of traffic flows
are largely influenced by a
number of factors, such as
inherent characteristics of
applications, usage of
applications, protocols used,
conditions in the network
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Box A  Summarised Traffic Types in UMTS (from [22.105])

The main groups of applications, based on performance requirements are given in Figure A-1.

Figure A-1  Main groups of applications (based on performance requirements)

The end-user expectations are given in Tables A-1, A-2 and A-3.

Error
tolerant
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and video Fax

Error
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Telnet, 
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E-commerce,
WWW browsing

FTP, still image,
paging

E-mail arrival
notification

Medium Application Degree of Data rate Key performance parameters and target values
symmetry

End-to-end Delay variation Information loss
one-way delay within a call

Audio Conversational Two-way 4–25 kb/s < 150 msec < 1 msec < 3 % FER
voice preferred

< 400 msec limit
Note 1

Video Videophone Two-way 32–284 kb/s < 150 msec < 1% FER
preferred
< 400 msec limit
Lip-synch:
< 100 msec

Data Telemetry Two-way < 28.8 kb/s < 250 msec N/A Zero
- two-way
control

Data Interactive Two-way < 1 kb < 250 msec N/A Zero

Data Telnet Two-way < 1 kb < 250 msec N/A Zero
(asymmetric)

Medium Application Degree of Data rate Key performance parameters and target values
symmetry

One-way delay Delay variation Information loss

Audio Voice Primarily 4–13 kb/s < 1 sec for < 1 msec < 3 % FER
messaging one-way playback

< 2 sec for
record

Data Web-browsing Primarily < 4 sec/page N/A Zero
- HTML one-way

Data Transaction Two-way < 4 sec N/A Zero
services – high
priority, e.g.
e-commerce,
ATM

Data E-mail Primarily < 4 sec N/A Zero
(server access) One-way

Note 1: The overall one-way delay in the mobile network (from UE to PLMN border) is approximately 100 msec.

Table A-2  End user performance expectations – interactive services

Table A-1  End user performance expectations – conversational / real-time services
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are considered for a set of traffic flows. Such a
logical partition could be a certain amount of
transfer bandwidth, or a certain amount of the
buffering capacity. Furthermore, a set of re-
sources can be bundled and considered as a com-
ponent at a certain abstraction level. Such per-
spectives are likely in a traffic/network manage-
ment system. These resources are commonly
reflected in an objective function used to deter-
mine which configuration is the better one. For
network design costs of the resources are often
essential components in the objective function.

When calculating the overall cost of a network
deployment, several aspects should be assessed.
These include the routers, the transmission
capacity, any service handler, management sys-
tems, and so forth. Depending on the scope of
the study, some of these may be less relevant.
For example, when a network design is to be
found, aspects of management systems may not
be considered when these are not affected by the
resulting solution.

Both hardware and software related costs should
be taken into account. In several cases it is seen
by an operator that the basic hardware and soft-
ware come at a specified price, although up-
grading the functionality by introducing new
software packages would be relatively costly.
Such factors would be essential in a techno-eco-
nomic study, but again might be less relevant
during network design.

4.2  A Cost Model
When elaborating a cost model a basic assump-
tion is that sets of resources can be related to
certain groups of traffic flows. In particular this
is relevant for link/bandwidth capacity. Here
LSPs can be applied, possibly with capacity
reservation. Some measures of the required
capacity are then needed. For simplicity a single
measure is adopted, like the effective bandwidth
defined. This measure is assumed in the discus-
sion to follow. Other measures might also be
incorporated in the model/algorithm presented.

Figure 10  Components of the
cost model/objective function

Box A  continued

Medium Application Degree of Data rate Key performance parameters and target values
symmetry

One-way delay Delay variation Information loss

Audio High quality Primarily 32–128 kb/s < 10 sec for < 1 msec < 1 % FER
streaming one-way
audio

Video One-way One-way 32–384 kb/s < 10 sec < 1 % FER

Data Bulk data Primarily < 10 sec N/A Zero
transfer/ one-way
retrieval

Data Still image One-way < 10 sec N/A Zero

Data Telemetry One-way < 28.8 kb/s < 10 sec N/A Zero
- monitoring

Table A-3  End user performance expectations – streaming services
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Besides the bandwidth cost, other contributions
come from basic router functions (backplane,
etc.) and processing in routers and call handlers,
see Figure 10. Thus, corresponding contributions
have to be incorporated in the cost model. The
traffic flows may contribute differently to the
various cost components. For instance, a flow
not bothering the call handler is likely to have
lower cost associated with control (e.g. accep-
tance control).

Referring to the illustration in Figure 11 three
basic contributions to the cost can be identified
as described in the following:

Transmission/link/bandwidth cost, Ztq; reflecting
the cost of links between routers as well as ter-
mination units within the routers. One unit of
transmission capacity between locations i and j
with capacity Bij, has a cost Cij. Each transmis-
sion link terminates with a module in location i
that has a cost Ci. The module may connect Ni of
these transmission links. The same relations
apply for location j. Assuming a traffic aggre-
gate q having capacity demand Bq, the band-
width cost for that aggregate carried from i to j
is calculated as:

The relation between traffic load in a flow
aggregate and the required capacity may not be
simple. Again this depends on the service types.
For service involving call handler, an effective
bandwidth measure may be needed, for instance
when doing admission control. For some of
these services, a blocking probability measure
may well be introduced. Thus, multirate block-
ing formulae could be applied, abstractly giving
the vector of blocking probabilities, Pb by:

Pb = f(A,R,C)

where the load, A, and the characteristics, R, of
all flows are to be supported by the capacity C.
A challenge is being able to find the needed
capacity, C. This could be done iteratively or
assuming approximate relationships. In case
measurement-based algorithms are used, these
parameters may vary. To some extent this could
be captured by the effective bandwidth (consid-
ering A and R), e.g. see [COST242].

For some “pipe” services a fixed capacity is
specified between ingress and egress points (vir-
tual leased capacity service) and this bandwidth
value can then be used. Similar arguments might
be relevant when a certain level of overbooking
is introduced.

The one-to-any service type may have more
elastic behaviour, implying that actual relations
between traffic load and capacity are not strict.
Then a minimum capacity could be obtained
assuming some minimum effective bandwidth
value (e.g. minimum acceptable throughput).

Switching cost, Zsq; reflecting the effort
requested for transferring packets from an input
to an output port. This cost component is
assumed to be proportional to the traffic load,
Ab, and the effective bandwidth, EBb, for flows
of type b. That is, for a traffic aggregate q carry-
ing several types:

where α and β are cost factors. These are chosen
to reflect actual router implementations. A cen-
tral point is to express the effective bandwidth
for the traffic flows. For some flows the charac-
teristics may be less influenced by the network
load, e.g. for inelastic traffic. Then an effective
bandwidth measure could be estimated for the
original traffic source characterisation (mean
bitrate, peak bitrate, etc.). For other flow types,
in particular those using TCP flow control, the
resulting characteristics for an individual flow
will depend on the network state. Thus, a base
estimate could be assumed depending on termi-
nal capabilities, duration of the transfer (due to
slow-start behaviour) acceptable delay, etc. An
important observation is that some “statistical”
effects have to be considered during the network
design task. One argument is that several inde-
pendent sources will be behind the traffic facing
the network. Another factor is that several of the
values used would frequently be attached with
uncertainties, in particular when a future net-
work is to be designed. A more detailed exami-
nation of effective rates of such sources could
be done when the resulting network design has
been found. The switching cost is frequently
associated with operations taking place per
packet, like exercising traffic handling mecha-
nisms (policer, marker, etc.).

Control cost, Zcq; reflecting the processing
requested for establishing/releasing a connec-
tion. Control cost will commonly be related to
call handler functionality and other mechanisms
implying exchange of information and configu-
ration of relevant traffic handling functions,
like policer, marker and shaper. It is frequently
assumed that each hop contributes to this cost.
That is, if no individual packets but rather aggre-
gates are examined (e.g. due to the use of LSP
through-connection) the control cost is likely to
be lower for that hop. For a call handler three
types of processing steps; connection request,
establishment and rejection, are considered.

Ztq =
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analyses varying the weight factors. In principle,
these weight factors can be considered as taking
part of the cost or placing relative credibility on
each, e.g. when certain components are esti-
mated with higher accuracy.

5  Some Lessons Learned
Elsewhere

While IP-based networks do have their charac-
teristics, looking at other networks may well
give several ideas on how to efficiently config-
ure and manage the network. In most traditional
telephone networks, a fixed hierarchical routing
has been applied. A number of results have indi-
cated that introducing more dynamic schemes
may improve the blocking and the network
resilience. Three main types of dynamic routing
have been described:

• Time-dependent routing (TDR); changing
effective routing tables at pre-planned time
instants, e.g. due to daily variations in the
traffic pattern;

• State-dependent routing (SDR); changing
routing tables according to the network state,
given e.g. by traffic load;

• Event-dependent routing (EDR); changing
routing tables triggered by certain events, like
congestion thresholds crossed.

All these types can be introduced in the routing
policies, although the routing protocols would
likely take care of the situations that may arise.
In one respect, if arrival of a routing message is
called an event, the routing could be categorised
as event-dependent when looking at an individ-
ual router.

Figure 11  A common
infrastructure carrying a
number of logical networks,
adapted from [Ov_NGI]

Circuit-switched (-like) traffic tunnel – carries
existing circuit-switched telco traffic

High priority network transit traffic – uses IP
QoS to enforce performance guarantees

Low priority transit traffic – best effort general
IP traffic (e-mail, Web, ftp, etc.)

High priority customer traffic – uses Diffserv to
select service levels

Includes circuit-switched voice and
virtual circuit traffic (e.g. LAN
interconnect) that cannot be handled
by a general IP service for technical
or security reasons

Includes inter-network traffic with
agreed QoS between operators,
wholesale IP services

Includes general subscription or free
traffic delivered as a best effort
service (e.g. most web browsing)

Includes priority traffic delivered to
premium customers or users
designated by content providers as
“preferred users”

Assuming there are N paths that could be used
for establishing the connection, where path k has
blocking probability Pbk, this cost component
could be written as:

where connections belonging to aggregate q
have a mean offered traffic of Aq with mean
duration hq. The cost factors δ, γ and ε express
the effort related to a successful connection, an
additional search for paths and rejection of a
connection, respectively. As recognised, this
expression is adapted from circuit switched net-
works. Depending on the router mechanisms
available, more than one path may not be select-
able. Then the expression becomes fairly simple.

Total cost is obtained by adding the different
contributions after assigning different weights.
In this way the cost for a group of flows, Q, can
be calculated as:

where kt, ks and kc are relative weight factors
related to transmission, switching and control
cost. The relative weighting of the cost compo-
nents is a difficult issue that may have signifi-
cant implications on the logical network design.
It is therefore essential to perform sensitivity
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In case the IP-based network is placed over
another network, an overlay model is seen.
Then, the underlying network, e.g. WDM or
ATM, can be managed separately. However,
some initiatives are initiated to see the IP-layer
and an underlying network co-operating, like
IP over optics.

Traffic Engineering encompasses mechanisms
that control a network’s response to traffic
demands and events that affect the traffic carry-
ing capabilities. As mentioned earlier, TE
includes:

• Traffic management, e.g. by controlling rout-
ing of traffic, used to maximise the network
performance under varying traffic load pat-
terns;

• Capacity management, e.g. by controlling
resource configuration, used to design the net-
work in order to minimise its cost while per-
formance objectives are met.

Besides these, network planning can be said to
include planning and deploying node and trans-
port capacity in advance of the traffic changes.
Thus, these three activities can be said to interact
on three time scales.

Trade-offs Traffic management Routing table management Capacity management

TE methods applied TE methods considerably Control load comparable Design efficiency comparable

vs. not applied improving performance for the two cases for the two cases

Centralised vs. distributed Distributed control Control load comparable Design efficiency comparable

routing table control performance somewhat on per-node basis for for the two cases

better (more up-to-date the two cases

status information

Off-line/pre-planned (TDR) On-line control somewhat TDR and EDR control load SDR and EDR gives comparable

vs. online (SDR, EDR) better performance less than SDR design efficiency, both are better

routing table control than TDR

FR vs. TDR vs. SDR EDR/SDR performance FR/TDR/EDR have lower EDR/SDR design efficiency better

vs. EDR path selection better than TDR better control load than SDR than TDR better than FR

than FR

Multilink vs. two-link Multilink path selection Multilink path selection Multilink design efficiency better

path selection better under overload control load generally than two-link

Two-link path selection less than two-link path

better under failure. selection

Two-link path selection

lower call set-up delay

Sparse logic topology vs. Sparse topology better Sparse topology control Sparse topology design efficiency

meshed logical topology under overload. load generally less than somewhat better than multi-area

Meshed topology better meshed topology

under failure

Local status information vs. Local status performance Local status control load Design efficiency comparable for the

global status information somewhat better than global less than global status two cases

(more up-to-date information) control load

Status dissemination: Distributed query-for-status Centralized and distributed Design efficiency comparable for the

status flooding vs. somewhat better than status query-for-status two cases

distributed query-for-status flooding and centralized comparable on per-node

vs. centralised status status (more up-to-date basis. Status flooding

information) considerably higher control

load

Per-flow vs. per Comparable performance Per-virtual-network control Per-flow design efficiency somewhat

virtual-network (per-traffic load less than per-flow better than per-virtual network

trunk) traffic management control load

Integrated vs. separated Integrated network Total control load Integrated network design efficiency

voice and data network performance better than comparable for the better than separate network

separated network two cases

performance

Table 1  Trade-offs for
introducing TE-related

mechanisms (from the E.TE
series of recommendations)
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Learning from other networks a series of studies
are documented in [ID_tems], although several
of the results are seen for ISDN-like traffic
behaviour. Some of the main observations are:

• Network performance seems to always be
improved when TE methods are applied, and
commonly a substantial improvement is seen.

• Sparse-topology multilink routing networks
provide better overall performance under
overload than meshed topology networks,
although performance under failure may
favour meshed topology with more routing
alternatives.

• Using state information as in SDR provides
essentially equivalent performance as using
EDR. EDR is seen as an important class of TE
algorithms, being adaptive and distributed in
nature. Moreover, EDR may allow less over-
head in terms of exchanging routing informa-
tion.

• Bandwidth reservation is critical to stable and
efficient performance of TE methods, and to
ensure proper operation of multiservice band-
width allocation, protection, and priority treat-
ment. Bandwidth allocation per logical net-
work (Virtual Network) is essentially equiva-
lent to per-flow bandwidth allocation when
looking at network performance and effi-
ciency and allows great reduction in routing
table management and size. This is also pro-
posed as a trend in [Ov_NGI], ref. Figure 11.

• Single-area flat topologies give better network
performance and design efficiencies compared
with multi-area hierarchical topologies.

• Resource management is shown to be effec-
tive to achieve service differentiation. MPLS
bandwidth management and DiffServ queue-
ing priority management are important for
ensuring that performance objectives are met
under a range of network conditions.

• Dynamic transport routing network design
improves network performance in comparison
with fixed transport routing for all cases
examined in [ID_tems] for normal load pat-
terns, abnormal load patterns and failure situa-
tions.

Work on traffic engineering is going on in sev-
eral projects and standardisation groups. For
example, ITU-T formulated one question in
study group 2 addressing this topic. Seven
draft recommendations are under preparation:

• E.TE1: Framework for Traffic Engineering
and QoS Methods for IP-, ATM- and TDM-
based Multiservice Networks.

• E.TE2: Traffic Engineering and QoS Methods
– Call Routing and Connection Routing Meth-
ods.

• E.TE3: Traffic Engineering and QoS Methods
– QoS Resource Management Methods.

• E.TE4: Traffic Engineering and QoS Methods
– Routing Table Management Methods and
Requirements.

• E.TE5: Traffic Engineering and QoS Methods
– Transport Routing Methods.

• E.TE6: Traffic Engineering and QoS Methods
– Capacity Management Methods.

• E.TE7: Traffic Engineering and QoS Methods
– Traffic Engineering Operational Require-
ments.

Some overall observations/results are captured
in Table 1.

6  Network Design Algorithm
The objectives of the algorithm for network
dimensioning are to obtain the capacities of
routers and link sets in this network and to find
the number and paths of LSPs that give the low-
est total network cost, including control, switch-
ing and transmission costs. Introducing LSP
capability, the question of whether or not to
cross-connect LSPs arise. Cross-connecting
traffic flows is a means of separating the traffic
flows from their previous LSPs that terminate in
the router and putting them into a new LSP that
could be cross-connected in this router.

6.1  Initial Steps
To investigate for a better LSP network, trade-
offs between control and switching costs and
costs for having separate LSPs should be bal-
anced. Typically, additional costs by introducing
more LSPs come from dividing the link set
capacities into smaller units (optionally reducing
the scale effect). Compared with some other
approaches (e.g. [E.737], [COST242], [Røhn97],
[Popp00]), the algorithm applied does not use a
global optimisation formulation. Rather, the pro-
cedure has some resemblance with the decompo-
sition approach in the sense that decisions with
respect to traffic handling and capacities are
made for each location in sequence, iteratively.
A flow chart of the initial steps is depicted in
Figure 12.
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In the first step the physical network is dimen-
sioned without considering LSPs. Each traffic
flow connection will be treated at the IP-packet
level in every router it crosses. The iteration is
carried out until changes for all the main vari-
ables attached to the traffic flows (e.g. mean
traffic, capacities needed) are below specified
thresholds (convergence criteria). The resulting
network from the first step has one LSP per
physical link with the capacity of the physical
link. It should be noted that an LSP would not be
needed and this notion is introduced for simplifi-
cation.

In the second step we are looking for cost-effec-
tive solutions by separating and cross-connect-
ing LSPs. Here, cross-connecting means to
extend an LSP through a router (corresponding
packets not examined on IP level) and on the
subsequent hop (or hops). This is accomplished
by looking at one router at the time. The cost
model as described above and the relevant segre-
gation schemes are used when deciding whether
or not to cross-connect traffic flows by using an
LSP. The saving or additional cost related to
transmission, switching and control before and
after the cross-connection are calculated and
compared. If the net saving is above a specified
threshold, the bundle of traffic flows will be
assigned to an LSP and cross-connected in the
router. The segregation scheme is applied when

LSPs are considered for cross-connection. Each
traffic flow type is characterised by a CoS
parameter, and the CoS parameter is used for the
segregation. The segregation scheme for LSPs
can be defined for any other combination of CoS
parameters.

The dimensioning algorithm implemented has
a fixed routing scheme and segregates traffic
flows according to their CoS parameter. Other
schemes for routing and service priority may be
considered as well.

The dimensioning procedure results in a cost-
effective network solution considering the cost
factors and weight factors chosen. The solution
has the set of LSPs in the logical network that
should be close to the obtainable minimal net-
work cost. The characteristics of the network
elements are given as the bandwidth on the
physical links of each LSP and the capacity of
the routers for switching and control functional-
ity. Variables for the resulting service quality
and network utilisation can also be calculated.

The procedure may be used to study the sensitiv-
ity for changes in cost factors, weight factors,
traffic demand, topology, and so forth. The
dimensioning procedure presented is modular.
Therefore, several of the steps can be replaced
by corresponding expressions such that alterna-

Read input
initialise

First part - LSP level not considered Second part - Separating and
cross-connecting LSPs

Sort routers according to
number of incoming LSPs

Select next router, n

Consider routers according
to decreasing number of
incoming LSPs (select n)

Calculate characteristics of
offered traffic on outgoing

transmission link (n)

For every incoming LSP to n
evaluate crossconnecting gain
for portions of the traffic flow

For every transmission link (n,m)
calculate capacities, blocking and

characteristics of served traffic

More routersMore routers
yesyes

nono

yes
yes

nono
ConvergenceConvergence

Network solution,
physical and logicalPhysical network dimensioned

Figure 12  Flow chart showing
main outline of program
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tive combinations can be examined. It means
that several approximations could be introduced
and compared.

6.2  Dependability Concerns
Strategies for establishing protection/backup
paths for parts of LSPs and utilisation of such
paths may have great implications on depend-
ability and also on the cost of the network de-
sign. As seen from an operator’s view point, a
solution with pre-allocated restoration paths and
sharing of restoration capacity between working
LSPs seem to be flexible and cost efficient.
Then, a set of attributes as described in
[Awdu99] can be attached to each LSP, like
resilience attribute, pre-emption attribute, adap-
tive attribute, etc. The backup LSP should be
router disjoint from the working LSP and can
be established without reserving capacity. This
is done as the backup LSP may be common to
more than one LSP and these LSPs are likely to
have different bandwidth requirements, and the
backup LSP pool may be common to many
backup LSPs.

In the following it is assumed that two depend-
ability traffic flow classes are used; high and low
priority. In case of failure the low priority class
may be dropped from the links carrying the
backup LSP in case the bandwidth is not suffi-
cient to carry the total load. Each link must then
have access to a backup capacity that is at least
the maximum of the needed capacity for high
priority flows on the working LSPs that will use
the link on its backup LSP. A backup capacity
may be the difference between the total capacity
and the capacity needed to carry the link’s high
priority traffic flows.

The part of the algorithm related to dependabil-
ity starts after the initial steps described in the
section above. First, all links are considered one
by one, and for each link (“failed” link) all LSPs
are examined. A backup LSP is identified for the
high priority traffic flows having the same end
points as the considered LSP on the link. The
LSPs on the link are examined according to
decreasing cost. As a mixture of low and high
priority traffic may flow on an LSP, the needed
capacity to restore the high priority traffic is cal-
culated first. Then a route for a backup LSP is
found by applying a shortest path algorithm
(Dijkstra’s algorithm). The “distance” measure
used in that algorithm is then the cost of trans-
mission and switching. In case some links hav-
ing available restoration capacity is looked at the
corresponding restoration capacity is attached
with zero cost. However, when doing these cal-
culations all needed capacity for high priority
traffic on the “failed” link must be taken into
account. Finding a backup LSP is only done
once for an LSP, meaning that for some LSPs on
a link the above calculations may already have
been done when that link is examined.

7  Examples
The numerical results given in this section are
based on an example network depicted in Figure
13. The network consists of routers that are
placed at 14 locations in Norway.

The network structure is described by the fol-
lowing parameters:

• Location identity – given by the name of the
city where the router is located;

• Relative demand – presented by a percentage
of the total traffic generated;

• Unit cost per link between two locations.

Five applications are considered and charac-
terised in Table 2. For simplicity all applications
are assumed to use a call handler, implying that
blocking requirements could be more relevant.
The total demand per application is also given

Figure 13  Network structure,
giving location identity,
relative demand and unit cost
per link between locations
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in Table 2. In order to calculate elements of the
traffic matrix, this total demand is multiplied by
a size measure (percentage) for the source and
destination location indicated in Figure 13. For
example, the element in the traffic matrix for
the Videoconference application from Bodø to
Bergen is found as: 97567 ⋅ 5/100 ⋅ 10/100.

Links of capacity 155 Mbit/s are considered.
The distance between two locations are multi-
plied by 100 in order to get the cost for having
one 155 Mbit/s link between those locations. In
addition, termination modules in the routers rep-
resent the other cost component depending on
capacity cost. One termination unit able to han-
dle one link is assumed to have cost equal to
10,000 cost units.

The reference values of the cost factors used
when deciding whether or not to cross-connect
an LSP are given in Table 3. In this chapter, the
term LSP is used for any grouping of capacity
allocated to traffic aggregates, even though such
a grouping may have a capacity higher than a
single link (i.e. greater than 155 Mbit/s for these
cases). For the calculations presented weight

factors for control and switching are equal,
kc = ks = k.

7.1  Reference Case
In the reference case, the configuration and val-
ues are kept as described in Figure 13 and in
Tables 1 and 2. The network consists of 50 uni-
directional links giving a minimum of 50 LSPs.
Although these LSPs may not be established,
this notion of counting is used for simplification
as the relative increase in the number of LSPs
and which additional LSPs are established is
more interesting than the absolute number of
LSPs. Since LSPs on direct links will not be
considered for splitting between different CoS
classes, no more than 448 LSPs can be estab-
lished. 

The weight factors for control and switching
costs are varied and the resulting number of

Application name

Flow Direction Mean Peak Loss Blocking Duration CoS

ID rate rate ratio req. [min]

[kbit/s] [kbit/s]

1 Telephony – total demand 151.446 Erlang

1.1 UN 64 64 10-6 0.01 5 1

1.2 NU 64 64 10-6 0.01 5 1

2 Video on Demand – total demand 2.840 Erlang

2.1 UN 8 8 10-9 0.01 90 2

2.2 NU 1664 2064 10-9 0.01 90 2

3 Videoconference – total demand 97.567 Erlang

3.1 NU 8 2000 10-6 0.005 45 3

3.2 UN 1 64 10-6 0.005 45 3

3.3 UN 64 64 10-9 0.01 45 2

3.4 UN 384 384 10-9 0.01 45 2

3.5 NU 64 64 10-9 0.01 45 2

3.6 NU 384 384 10-9 0.01 45 2

4 Real-time transaction – total demand 48.502 Erlang

4.1 UN 64 128 10-6 0.005 2 3

4.2 NU 64 128 10-6 0.005 2 3

5 Telegame – total demand 998 Erlang

5.1 UN 64 64 10-6 0.05 20 4

5.2 NU 2000 5000 10-6 0.05 20 4

Direction: UN = user → network, NU = network → user; CoS = Class of Service

Table 2  Applications with
relevant input

kt ks α β kc δ γ ε

1.0 k 200.0 0.0 k 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 3  Cost factors and
weight factors for reference

case
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LSPs that will be established is given in Figure
14 a). Increasing the k-factor is the same as
increasing the influence from control and
switching on network costs. An increase in the
costs related to control and switching will make
the establishment/cross-connection of LSPs
profitable.

The costs related to control, switching and trans-
mission, as well as the total network cost as
functions of number of LSPs are given in Figure
14 b). Establishing or cross-connecting LSPs
means a splitting of one LSP into two where one
of them is cross-connected through the switch.
The resulting sum of transmission bandwidth
required for these two LSPs will always be
greater than or equal to the bandwidth of the
LSP that is split. Cross-connecting an LSP
implies that less traffic is switched and less con-
trol activities would be involved. This leads to
lower switching and control cost when the num-
ber of LSPs is increased. The minimum total
cost for the reference case with the weight factor
set to 1.0 is obtained when there are 406 LSPs
established. The cost contributions from trans-
mission, switching and control are given, and
they seem to counterbalance each other for an
increasing number of LSPs in such a way that
the total cost is hardly influenced by the number
of LSPs established.

A set of curves for the relative total cost for a
selected number of control/switching weight fac-
tors are depicted in Figure 14 c). The relative
costs are found by dividing the total cost ob-
tained by the minimum total cost for the relevant
weight factor value k. As seen from the curves,

a larger number of LSPs are found as the better
solutions (minimum relative cost) when greater
weight is placed on control/switching cost. The
shapes of the curves are explained by this effect.
In one respect, these curves show the “good-
ness” of the solution found compared to alterna-
tive solutions. For instance, in case k = 1.0, hav-
ing only 50 LSPs gives a total cost that is
approximately 15.5 % greater than the better
solution having 406 LSPs.

During the calculations, the bigger LSPs will be
cross-connected first. This is clearly shown by
the results in Figure 14 d). One rationale for this
is that splitting an LSP into two LSPs might lead
to less additional need for bandwidth when
larger LSPs are considered, as the amount of
traffic load (number of micro flows and their
characteristics) influences the needed bandwidth.
This is recognised as the scale effect observed
through the effective bandwidth measure.

7.2  Case Variations
Some variations of the reference case have been
examined:

• Single class of service (all traffic flow types
are assigned to the same CoS value);

• Higher demand (double demand of reference
case);

• Lower demand (one tenth demand of refer-
ence case).

Similar results as depicted in Figure 14 can be
obtained for these as well, allowing us to iden-
tify the LSP network solution with the lowest
cost together with some sensitivity results. Fig-
ure 15 contains some observations from these
case variations.

As seen from Figure 15 a), reducing demands
to one tenth, the number of LSPs for the corre-
sponding weight factors is reduced. The flows
with reduced demands are smaller than for the
reference case, and when splitting the LSPs the
relative required capacity for the replacing LSPs
is increased, because of the effective bandwidth
and call blocking probability.

The total costs of the better network solutions
for the four cases are given in Figure 15 b). As
expected, increasing the demands leads to higher
cost, while reducing the demands leads to lower
cost. For the other cases, minor changes to the
total cost are found. Related to the costs in Fig-
ure 15 b), the relative cost when a minimum
number of LSPs and a maximum number of
LSPs are established are given in Figure 15 c).
To a certain extent, these values indicate the
potential savings in finding the appropriate LSPs

Figure 14  Results for
reference case: a) Number of
LSPs; b) Network cost;
c) Total cost relative to mini-
mum total cost; d) Average
LSP capacity as a function
of number of LSPs
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to be cross-connected for the cases with varying
weight factor. The effective bandwidth has a sig-
nificant dependence on the LSP capacity, and in
the case of decreasing the demand the effective
bandwidth has a higher relative increase. There-
fore the case with reduced demand is more sen-
sitive to the number of LSPs.

For all cases the sum of the required bandwidth
on the LSPs on a link is less than the actual link
bandwidth, and the link bandwidth not allocated
is illustrated in Figure 16 a). When the number
of LSPs is increased from the minimum number
to the maximum number of LSPs, the required
total LSP bandwidth increases. The additional
bandwidth caused by establishing LSPs is
depicted in Figure 16 b). In these examples, the
last type of traffic flow in Table 2 (i.e. Flow
id 5.2) has been assigned its mean rate during
the capacity calculations. This is to see the effect
of less guarantees to the Telegame application.
The superfluous capacities on links could be
used for additional traffic loads, both giving
higher rates to ongoing sessions and potentially
accepting more sections (when admission con-
trol is used).

8  Measuring Traffic and
Performance

8.1  IP Performance Metrics
In order to reach a situation where users and
providers of IP services have a harmonised
understanding of performance of the network,
a set of harmonised IP performance metrics has
been devised. The following criteria have been
identified to achieve a common understanding,
ref. [RFC2330]:

• The metrics must be concrete and well-
defined.

• A methodology for a metric should have the
property that it is repeatable (i.e. same results
from applying the method several times under
identical conditions).

• The metrics must exhibit no bias when identi-
cal technology has been used to implement the
IP network.

• The metrics must exhibit understood and fair
bias for IP networks implemented with non-
identical technology.

• The metrics must be useful to users and
providers in understanding the performance.

• The metrics must avoid inducing artificial
performance goals.

Figure 15  Results from a selection of example variations: a) Number of LSPs;
b) Total, k = 1.0; c) Relative cost for minimum number of LSPs and maximum

number of LSPs related to the lowest obtainable cost

Figure 16  Available bandwidth: a) Link bandwidth not allocated to LSPs; 
b) additional bandwidth caused by establishing LSPs
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As identical conditions are commonly quite dif-
ficult to achieve, continuity is frequently used.
Then a methodology for a given metric exhibits
continuity if, for small variations in conditions
(δ), the variation in the measurements are small
(ε). That is, for every positive ε, there exists a
positive δ such that if two sets of conditions are
within δ of each other, the resulting measure-
ments will be within ε of each other. A metric
that has at least one method exhibiting continu-
ity is said itself to exhibit continuity.

Some examples of measurement methods are:

• Direct measurement of a performance metric
using injected test traffic. Example: measure-
ment of the round-trip delay of an IP packet of
a given size over a given route at a given time.

• Projection of a metric from lower-level mea-
surements. Example: given accurate measure-
ments of propagation delay and bandwidth for
each step along a path, projection of the com-
plete delay for the path seen by an IP packet
of a given size.

• Estimation of a constituent metric from a set
of more aggregated measurements. Example:
given accurate measurements of delay for
given one-hop path for IP packets of different
sizes, estimation of propagation delay of the
link of that one-hop path.

• Estimation of a given metric at one time from
a set of related metric at other times. Example:
given an accurate measurement of flow capac-
ity at a past time, together with a set of accu-
rate delay measurements for that past time and
the current time, and given a model of flow
dynamics, estimate the flow capacity that
would be observed at the current time.

A measurement method is said to be conserva-
tive in case the act of measuring does not mod-

ify, or has little impact on the value of the per-
formance metric the method is to measure.

When a metric is defined purely in terms of
other metrics, it is called a derived metric.

A metric can be composed either in a spatial
sense or in a temporal sense. The former refers
to a case when a metric for a path can be found
by considering metrics for subpaths composing
the path. The temporal sense refers to a case
when a metric for a path at a given time is
related to the metric for the path at other in-
stances in time.

Related to measuring, three notions can be used
(see Figure 17):

• Singleton metric – a metric that is atomic in a
sense (e.g. a single observation);

• Sample metric – metrics derived from a given
singleton metric by taking a number of dis-
tinct instances together;

• Statistical metric – metrics defined from a
sample metric by computing some statistics of
the values defined by the singleton metric on
the sample (e.g. mean value of a sample).

A way of collecting samples is to undertake
measurements separated by certain amounts of
time. The time instants can be separated with
intervals that are found by sampling from a func-
tion, say G(t). If G(t) is a deterministic function,
periodic sampling will occur. One major draw-
back of period sampling is that any periodicity
of the traffic flow to be measured may not be
easily detected. Therefore, other distribution
functions are commonly suggested, like Poisson
and geometric.

In [ID_temeas] traffic measurements is inter-
preted as characterising a flow of IP packets
from one point to another. Typical characteris-
tics are (see also [Vike01]):

• Throughput; being a measure of the amount of
data passed between two end points. This is
commonly given by bits per second or packets
per second. In some cases a 5 minute interval
is used, allowing for a certain averaging effect
at the same time as a so-called active traffic
measurement management can be supported.
Several values can be given, like mean and
95 % percentile.

• Loss; the loss ratio gives the amount of data
not arriving at the far end point divided by the
amount of data entering the near end point.
Again, measurement interval and ways of

Figure 17  Notion of metrics statistical
metric

sample
metric

singleton
metric
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expressing the results have to be decided
upon.

• Delay; being a measure of the time taken for
a packet to travel from one point to the other.
The other point could be the same as the first
point for round-trip delay. Interval and result
presentations have to be found as above.

• Path; giving the hops that a packet traverses
between the end points.

• Lifetime; being the total time that the flow of
IP packets exists. For a permanent flow, e.g. a
backbone link, the lifetime would be infinite
unless there are failures or other changes in
the network topology. For dynamic flows,
there may be challenges attached to deciding
when a flow is started and when it is stopped.

A series of RFCs has been issued for specific
performance metrics:

• RFC 2330 Framework for IP Performance
Metrics

• RFC 2678 IPPM Metrics for Measuring
Connectivity

• RFC 2679 A One-Way Delay Metric for IPPM

• RFC 2680 A One-Way Packet Loss Metric
for IPPM

• RFC 2681 A Round-Trip Delay Metric for
IPPM

There are multiple purposes of doing measure-
ments including modifying routing for network
utilisation, detect threshold crossing for chang-
ing capacity allocation, observing trends, ob-
serving conditions in SLAs, etc. In particular,
measurements are crucial to allow for proactive
and real-time TE actions. As one aspect of TE
is to reach high utilisation of the network, appro-
priate load balancing is needed, asking for mea-
surements of the traffic in different directions
and on the different links, in order to balance
the traffic. Policy-based TE in connection with
measurements allow for considering the policy
attributes on paths when carrying out actions
triggered by measurement results. Such policy
attributes include priority, pre-emption, resil-
ience, resource classes and policing.

Performance parameters related to forwarding of
IP packets have also been described in ITU-T,
e.g. see [Y1540] and [Y1541]. These include IP
packet delay variation, IP packet error ratio, IP
packet loss ratio, IP packet transfer reference
event, IP packet throughput, IP packet transfer
delay, and spurious packet ratio.

8.2  Real-time Traffic Flow
Measurement

The IETF’s Real-time Traffic Flow Measure-
ment (RTFM) Working Group has described a
measurement architecture to provide a method
for gathering traffic flow information, see
[RFC2722]. The model proposed is based on the
concepts of meters and traffic flows given as:

• Meters observe packets as they pass by a single
point on their way through the network and
classify them into certain groups. For each such
group a meter will accumulate certain attributes
(such as number of packets and bytes). These
metered traffic groups may correspond to a
user, a host system, a network, a particular
transport address (e.g. a port), etc. Meters are
placed at measurement points and selectively
record network activity as directed by its con-
figuration settings. Meters can also aggregate,
transform and further process the recorded
activity before the data is stored.

• Traffic flow is said to be a logical entity
equivalent to a call or connection. A flow is
a portion of traffic that belongs to one of the
metered traffic groups mentioned above.
Attribute values (source/destination addresses,
number of packets, etc.) associated with a
flow are aggregate quantities reflecting events
that take place. Flows are stored in the meter’s
flow table.

A traffic meter has a set of rules which specify
the flows of interest. One way to identify a flow
is by stating values of its address attributes.
Annex C in [RFC2722] provides a list of flow
attributes.

As well as flows and meters, the traffic model
measurement includes managers (to configure
and control meters), meter readers (to transport
recorded data from meter to analysis applica-
tions), and analysis applications (to process the
data from meters readings so as to produce what-
ever reports are required).

NetraMet is an implementation of the RTFM
Architecture, which has been available since
1993. Details of the implementation and experi-
ence gained with NetraMet are recorded in
[RFC2123].

9  Concluding Remarks
This paper has discussed several issues central
to carrying out network planning and network
design studies. Besides finding efficient algo-
rithms for conducting these studies, input data
must also be assessed. Here, as in several other
areas, one faces the trade-offs between tractabil-
ity and accuracy. On the one hand the traffic
flows and the network resource could be mod-
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elled in great detail, although some problems
would likely be faced if these were put together
in a larger network.

Inputs and steps for planning and designing IP-
based networks have been treated in this paper,
including ways of characterising traffic demands
and network resources. In addition, an algorithm
for designing LSPs in a multi-service network
was outlined to show the applicability of the net-
work design.
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Introduction
In the traditional Internet the only offered service
is a Best Effort service. The rapid traffic growth
makes the risk of over-provisioning rather low,
as what is over-provisioned today will likely be
insufficient in the near future. A common opin-
ion today is that IP networks will evolve towards
a new advanced architecture supporting also
classical Telecom services like voice, and
enabling service differentiation providing differ-
ent levels of performances. This will create new
business opportunities for Telecom operators
and also accelerate the process of renewing the
network infrastructures. To be successful, how-
ever, this process requires a greater capability of
controlling network performances. As a conse-
quence, there is an increasing interest toward the
definition and the implementation of techniques
exploitable to meet the desired level of perfor-
mance under different operational conditions.
This new field of activity is usually referred to
as Traffic Engineering for IP networks.

Traffic Engineering (TE) is [IETF-TE] a control
process or a set of control processes that acts on
different time scales with the purpose of perfor-
mance optimisation of operational networks. In
a longer timescale this implies methods for net-
work planning and dimensioning, while in a
shorter timescale it implies control aspects of
routing and resource allocation.

TE is often treated as virtually synonymous with
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), but
work is ongoing in IETF to provide the neces-
sary features in IP routing protocols for what is
known as QoS routing or more generally con-
straint based routing. On the other hand, MPLS
has DiffServ support and is a hot candidate for
doing TE in DiffServ networks.

This paper focuses on TE aspects related to tech-
niques that can be used for reconfiguring the net-
work in real-time. A main objective is to be able
to provide a consistent set of guidelines for con-
figuring a Differentiated Services IP network
based on the available technology, so that differ-
ent levels of QoS and different levels of service
reliability can effectively be met with an effi-
cient utilisation of network resources.

Differentiated Services
Within IETF two IP service architectures have
been defined for the purpose of supporting dif-
ferent service demands with regard to network
capabilities, Integrated Services (IntServ) and
Differentiated Services (DiffServ). The IntServ
architecture [RFC1633] relies on the existence
of flow specific states that give the possibility
to reserve resources end-to-end and in this way
realise services with guaranteed performance.
The maintenance of these states, however, puts a
heavy burden on the IP routers as the state space
increases very rapidly, and IntServ is therefore
not seen as a scalable solution for future IP net-
works. But it is still a candidate for the access
part of such networks while DiffServ is a major
candidate for the core network. This is because
DiffServ is believed to be a more scalable way
to achieve QoS in an IP network since it acts on
aggregated flows and minimises the need for
signalling.

The DiffServ architecture is defined in
[RFC2475]. It uses a new implementation of the
IP version 4 Type of Service (ToS) header octet.
This field is now called the DiffServ (DS) field.
It has 8 bits, out of which 6 bits are available for
current use and two are reserved for future use.
The available 6 bits define the DiffServ Code
Point (DSCP) and identify a Per Hop Behaviour
(PHB). The PHB indicates the way packets shall
be handled in the routers and can be set and reset
in any DiffServ capable router (marking). Such
handling can be delay priorities and drop prece-
dences.

Some PHBs have been standardised; DE (default
class [RFC2474]), CS (Class Selector [RFC2474]),
EF (Expedited Forwarding [RFC2598]) and AF
(Assured Forwarding [RFC2597]). Each AF
class uses three DSCP values for differentiating
packets with different drop precedences (colour-
ing). This is mainly intended to be used in con-
nection with a congestion avoidance mechanism
in the routers in that packets may be dropped
based on a given probability that depends on
the actual buffer filling and the packets’ colour
(algorithmic droppers, e.g. Random Early Detec-
tion).
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An important term is Behaviour Aggregate
(BA). This is the aggregation of all packets
with the same DSCP crossing a given link in a
particular direction [RFC2475]. The set of BAs
sharing an ordering constraint is called an
Ordered Aggregate (OA). For example, all pack-
ets belonging to a given AF class and crossing
a given link in a particular direction share an
ordering constraint. This is because the AF defi-
nition states that AF packets of the same micro-
flow belonging to the same AF class must not be
reordered regardless of their drop precedence.

The classification of packets in BAs is based on
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the
parties (e.g. customer and provider). Of interest
in this context is the technical part of the agree-
ment, called Service Level Specification (SLS).
It contains, among other things, details on how
much traffic of different types the customer can
initiate and the quality he can expect. From such
information the network operator must assure
that his network is able to carry all customer cre-
ated traffic within the contracted limits with a
satisfactory quality.

A Per Hop Behaviour Scheduling Class (PSC)
is the set of PHBs that are applied to the BAs
belonging to an OA [mpls-diff-ext]. For exam-
ple, the PHBs that are associated with a given
AF class constitute a PSC.

Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS)
At the IP layer (layer 3) a router makes forward-
ing decisions for a packet based on information
in the IP header. The analysis of the packet
header is performed and a routing algorithm is
executed in each router. This can be viewed as a
two-step process. First the packets are classified
into a set of Forwarding Equivalence Classes
(FECs). Then each FEC is mapped to a next hop.
An FEC is a group of packets that shall be for-
warded over the same path with the same for-
warding treatment.

With Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
the classification of packets into FECs is only
performed at the ingress to the MPLS domain.
The packet is then mapped to a Label Switched
Path (LSP) by encapsulation of an MPLS
header. The LSP is identified locally by the
header, or more correctly by the label field in
the header. Based on the value of the label the
packet is mapped to the next hop. In successive
routers within the MPLS domain the label is
swapped (therefore it can have only local signifi-
cance) and the packet is mapped to the next hop.

The MPLS architecture is described in [RFC3031]
whereas support of DiffServ over MPLS net-
works is described in [mpls-diff-ext].

Class of Service
To be able to design and manage a network for
carrying services with different quality require-
ments, it is necessary to define a set of Classes
of Service (CoS) as seen from a network point of
view. This set should on the one hand reflect dif-
ferent service and customer requirements, and on
the other hand the possibility of the network to
provide differentiated service levels. The users
must be able to see the difference between the
different choices, not only in price but also in
service levels.

In [Johnsen 1999] a CoS is defined as ‘a cate-
gory based on type of users, type of applications,
or some other criteria that QoS systems can use
to provide differentiated classes of service. The
characteristics of the CoS may be appropriate
for high throughput traffic, for traffic with a
requirement for low latency or simply for Best
Effort. The QoS experienced for a particular
flow will be dependent on the number and type
of other traffic flows admitted to its class.’

This wide definition opens up for included
parameters like packet loss, latency, throughput,
as well as survivability aspects in defining the
different classes. But it could be discussed
whether CoS should be used in a relative sense
and the term QoS classes should be used when
classes are differentiated with quantitative
requirements.

In an MPLS context CoS is used in relation to
the CoS-field, which is three bits in the MPLS
header. This field can either be used to differen-
tiate between different CoS within an LSP (E-
LSP) or to identify colouring in case the LSP is
dedicated to one CoS (L-LSP). The classifica-
tion into CoS is left for the network operators
to decide.

In a DiffServ context the term ‘traffic class’ is
sometimes used for traffic that shares a common
set of QoS requirements. Such a class could be
characterised by using a standardised PHB group
[diffserv-new-terms] like EF, one of the AF
classes or Best Effort (BE), in each node. Such
classes are also often referred to as DiffServ
classes. CoS in the first definition above could
in addition add criteria like resilience so that a
DiffServ class could contain many CoS.

An associated term in DiffServ is Per-Domain
Behaviour (PDB). This is defined in [diffserv-
pdb-def] as “the expected treatment that an iden-
tifiable or target group of packets will receive
from ‘edge to edge’ of a DS domain”. A particu-
lar PHB (or, if applicable, list of PHBs) and traf-
fic conditioning requirements are associated
with each PDB.
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In this document CoS is used to group traffic on
the basis of performance related requirements
(quantitative or qualitative) like loss, delay,
delay variation, throughput and resilience and in
addition priority and elasticity (Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Proto-
col (UDP)). A service can consist of one or many
service components as illustrated in Figure 1.
One example can be a multi-media service with
a voice, a video and a data service component.
Each service component belongs to a CoS.
Finally, a mapping is presumed between CoS
and PHB group that is unique within a domain.

Lack of Control makes Service
Differentiation Difficult
In the following an example is given with traffic
offered to a DiffServ capable router (Cisco
7507). The traffic offered is constant UDP traffic
from a SmartBits tester. Although this is not a
realistic test scenario, since UDP does not have
the important feedback control of TCP and nor-
mal traffic variations are not present, some
important points are shown.

In the test scenario we have used four CoS and
Low Latency Queueing towards a POS STM1
interface. The CoS are:

CoS 1: Traffic with strict real-time requirement.
The service can be Voice over IP (VoIP). The
traffic is mapped to the Expedited Forwarding
PHB and uses a strict priority queue with rate
limit 23.5 Mbit/s (15 – 16 %). The packet size is
110 byte (IP).

CoS 2: Streaming traffic. This is non-priority
traffic with real-time requirements, but with
looser requirements than CoS 1. The traffic is
mapped to an Assured Forwarding PHB class
using WFQ with weight 50 %. The packet size
is 942 byte (IP).

CoS 3: Better than Best Effort (BBE) traffic or
Business Class. This is non-priority traffic with
no real-time requirement but high requirement
on loss and throughput. This traffic should be
based on a protocol like TCP. The traffic is
mapped to an Assured Forwarding PHB class
using WFQ with weight 25 %. The packet size
is 622 byte (IP).

CoS 4: Traffic with unspecified requirements
like today’s Internet (but will probably be given
higher throughput requirements than in today’s
network). This is BE traffic and uses WFQ with
weight 25 %. The packet size is 622 byte (IP).

Traffic from a given CoS is mapped to a unique
queue at the router output interface, and different
classes use different queues. While CoS 1 has
absolute delay priority over the other classes,

the other classes use Class Based Weighted Fair
Queuing (Figure 2). So these classed are served
according to pre-defined weights.

There is however one exception in this imple-
mentation (Cisco 7507) and this is the Tx-buffer.
Packets always go via a common buffer, the Tx-
buffer. Only when this buffer is full are incom-
ing packets forwarded to the Class Queues as
given in Figure 2.

In the example the load is increased linearly so
that the relative proportion between the classes
is kept. We observe that as the load increases the
different classes get their relative share of the
throughput as given by the scheduler (fair share).
Some classes get more as long as some of the
other classes do not use their reserved band-
width. VoIP starts to lose packets when offered
traffic reaches the rate limit configured.

The latency as a function of total offered traffic
is given in Figure 3.

In the given example the BE queue starts to
grow as soon as congestion state is reached. The
latency fast approaches a maximum value corre-
sponding to the buffer size for this queue. Due to
the Tx-buffer the latency increases accordingly
for all the other classes as soon as congestion
state occurs. In the example this increase is from
0.5 ms to 4–5 ms. With the given offered traffic
and configuration, VoIP is the next class to get

Figure 1  The relation between
service description, CoS and

DiffServ classes

Figure 2  Low latency queuing
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performance degradation. This is due to the
policing function (CAR rate-limit), and the
effect is packet loss (not shown in the figure).
Streaming is then the next class to get perfor-
mance degradation. As long as offered rate for
this queue is lower than the scheduler rate, the
average latency is almost as low as for VoIP
(difference is 0.4 ms). But this load interval is
rather small and when scheduler rate gets too
low performance degrades quickly.

Although the example given is not a realistic
traffic load scenario, it shows that the load inter-
val where we have some kind of performance
differentiation can be rather small and that we
need some control mechanism to guarantee per-
formance to some extent. With low load (no
congestion) there will be no differentiation
between the service classes. Only in case of
congestion can we see a difference between the
classes. This difference relies on the relation
between the relative share of offered traffic and
the weight given to the class by the scheduler
(drain rate). If the configured rate does not
match the actual traffic we may e.g. see that the
BE class gets the best performance! Even the
performance guarantee of the priority class relies
on the fact that offered traffic is below the rate-
limit for this class.

A problem with DiffServ is that control of the
traffic from a given customer is based on the
SLA/SLS that is normally given as a total vol-
ume for each class to and from that customer.
That is, we can give an upper limit for the traffic
(for each class) entering the network, but we do
not know how the traffic is distributed. This may
create congested points in the network while

other parts are under-utilised. Also dimensioning
of the network cannot be based solely on the
SLS parameters, since these are upper limits
and will give an expensive worst case design. A
more sophisticated control framework is needed
to support a well-dimensioned network that can
differentiate between service classes and at the
same time give some performance support. This
can be based on admission control or on the use
of bandwidth reservation on an aggregated level
combined with traffic measurements, e.g. by use
of MPLS. Also MPLS has support for fast re-
covery in case of failure that may be required
by some services.

The Use of Measurements for
Control and Capacity Planning
The utilisation of MPLS simplifies the task of
monitoring the traffic on each trunk and building
a picture of the load on the network. With the
aid of this information it should be possible to

• Manage the network more effectively to
obtain better end-to-end performance and
more efficient use of resources;

• Guide connection admission control (CAC);

• Build traffic matrixes for capacity planning
purposes.

This monitoring should be done at the entrance
to the MPLS network, i.e. at the LSP ingress in
the edge routers. A clearer picture of the avail-
able resources in the network should be gained.
By making use of this information in the CAC
process, it should be possible to allow higher
utilisation without risking congestion.

Figure 3  Average latency
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In addition to flow metering, different other
types of QoS and performance measurements
and indicators will be important. The most im-
portant of these types of measurements will be:

• Measurements of end-to-end delay and the
variation of the end-to-end delay;

• Measurements of packet losses in the network;

• Reports about buffer threshold crossings and
faults.

These measurements are necessary to control
that the QoS requirements for the different traf-
fic classes are fulfilled.

Measured data in a node could be:

• Number of packets and octets;

• Intentional loss (RED, policy, contract
enforcement);

• Unintentional loss (buffer overflow);

• Other, e.g. delay statistics through a router.

The integration time for rate measurements
depends on the type of traffic we are measuring.
The higher the requirement for packet loss /
delay performance, the smaller is the window
size needed. As a consequence real-time traffic
should be measured in shorter intervals than
what would be necessary for typical TCP traffic.

Although measurements are believed to be more
important in the future and constitute a basic part
of the control framework presented in the next
section, the most important questions related to
how measurements can be performed remain
open. Fundamental questions are the cost of
implementing monitoring hardware in the
routers and possible technology constraints
related to monitoring at high speed. What mea-
surement time intervals should in fact be used
is also an item for further study.

In a network domain deploying MPLS parameter
setting for the different LSPs may not be an easy
task. Due to the fact that the traffic to be carried
on an LSP is more or less unknown it will be
difficult to set these parameters in advance based
for instance on the SLS. To overcome this prob-
lem it will be necessary to monitor the traffic at
the edge node of the LSP as discussed above.
We assume that the capacity reservation is based
on the signalled values at set-up of an LSP and
that the traffic entering the LSP is policed
according to these parameters. Furthermore
we assume that these parameters will be used
to divide the capacity among different traffic

classes (e.g. to set the different rates or weights
in the routers to get the desired traffic perfor-
mance).

The protocols deployed for setting up LSPs
allow different traffic parameters like peak rate
and committed rate with associated tolerances to
be set. However, due to the fact that the traffic
on an LSP will consist of a superposition of traf-
fic from many users it will be nearly impossible
to set the appropriate traffic parameters for a
given LSP. Generally, it will be difficult to set
more than one single bit-rate parameter per LSP.
In addition one needs to have a certain tolerance
on this bit-rate due to the fact that traffic may
stem from many sources and therefore may have
unfortunate phasing. Consequently, we propose
to base the control framework on the monitoring
of one bit-rate parameter Committed Data Rate
(CDR) and policed by a bucket with rate CDR
and tolerance parameter Committed Burst Size
(CBS). Excess Burst Size (EBS) may also be
used for elastic traffic (i.e. two buckets).

We assume that the LSP parameters will be
updated based on observed threshold crossings
according to the following scheme. At set-up a
set of initial parameters will be provided. These
may be taken as an initial guess based for in-
stance on experience from similar LSPs. Once
an LSP is set up the traffic monitoring will be
triggered. Based on the measurements performed
per LSP, it may be necessary to renegotiate the
parameters for the LSPs. Resetting of parameters
should be on a rather long time scale (compared
to the packet arriving times) to avoid rapid
changes and possible instabilities.

Traffic monitoring is a basis for estimation of
CDR for a given LSP. In advance we have a set
of predefined limiting values for CDR, say C1,
C2, ..., Cn. The number of levels must be limited
to avoid too rapid changes. We assume that the
estimate of bit-rate fluctuates rather slowly as a
function of time (minutes or hours). This can for
instance be achieved by using some kind of
weighting.

Figure 4  Estimated traffic as a
function of time
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As a first approximation, suppose that the esti-
mated bit-rate B̂t is between Ci and Ci+1 at time t,
then the CDR is set to Ci+1. The first time B̂t

crosses one of the levels Ci and Ci+1 we change
the CDR to Ci if the crossing is downwards and
to Ci+2 if the crossing is upwards.

It might also be necessary to introduce some
safety factor safe so that CDR is set to safe ⋅ Ci.
This could for instance be done for high priority
traffic such as the EF class (overbooking case)
or for real-time traffic in general.

Rate reductions can be less frequent. This can be
achieved by using a larger integration time for
such decisions. Another solution could be to take
into account past observations and for example
use exponential weighting of the observations.
If this is not done, only one measurement with
CDR less than the reduction threshold should in
any case normally not trigger a rate reduction.

At times with low traffic, no rate reductions are
necessary. The control system should then keep
track of bandwidth demands for the different
LSPs, so that when the network starts to get
loaded bandwidth can be freed from LSPs not
needing it.

A problem arises when a request for bandwidth
increase is rejected. Different options then apply,
like (in the relevant order)

• Release bandwidth from other LSPs not need-
ing it;

• Pre-empt lower priority traffic if possible;

• Set-up a new path using other physical
resources with spare bandwidth;

• Try to re-optimise the network.

A Control Framework for a
Core Network by Use of MPLS
and DiffServ

Discussion of Different Alternatives
To be able to offer QoS to users it is necessary,
as we have seen, to have some control over the
use of network resources. A basic part of such
control builds on agreements with the users of
the network (SLA). Another part could be moni-
toring of LSPs.

Figure 5 shows the overall scenario. User traffic
is monitored and enforced at the ingress to the
network (SLA monitoring). This can be in an
edge router, or preferably as near to the user as
possible.

In principle we can distinguish between three
types of services:

i Service with connectivity to a predefined set
of destination points. An example can be Vir-
tual Leased Line service. In this case SLA
specifies the allowed traffic towards these
destination points (pipe model, Committed
Information Rate – CIR-SLA), we have no
spatial gambling and the necessary resources
can be reserved in the network.

ii Service with call admission control function-
ality. VoIP may be implemented in this way.
The call admission control will decide
whether to permit or deny a given call request
based on knowledge about the available re-
sources in the network. If the conclusion is
negative the service is blocked, otherwise the
necessary resources can be reserved and the
call set up.

iii A one-to-any service without call admission
control functionality. In this case the SLA
only controls the volume of the traffic flow-
ing over the user-network interface (of each
class and both ways). This is called a hose
SLA (Committed Access Rate – CAR-SLA).
The SLA is therefore not enough to control
the volume of traffic in a given direction, i.e.
we have a kind of spatial gambling on traffic
volume. (In the downstream direction the
SLA will be any-to-one, also called a funnel
SLA.)

The latter case is of most concern from a QoS/
control viewpoint. This is the service type that

Figure 5  Overall scenario
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is most in the spirit of DiffServ and at the same
time the service type that gives the least control
of the traffic distribution.

In the Figure 5 scenario we have in principle
three different ways of transporting traffic be-
tween edge routers. A given service component
traffic will be mapped to a CoS. The traffic can
then

a Be mapped to a PSC and carried by pure Diff-
Serv;

b Be mapped to an L-LSP designated for this
CoS solely;

c Be mapped to an E-LSP designated to this
CoS together with other CoS (up to 8 BAs).

In either case the possibility of reserving
resources must be discussed. This is of vital
importance for controlling traffic and assuring
QoS in a network with dynamically changing
traffic.

For the time being MPLS distinguishes itself as
the most promising way for introducing a con-
trol framework, both for service types ii and iii.
For service type iii a measurement based solu-
tion is proposed. For service type ii the traffic
volume in a given direction can be controlled by
the call admission control. But our framework
for dynamically changing the LSP bandwidth
parameters (see above) still applies. The decision
will then be based on the number of active calls
instead of traffic volume measurements.

Dimensioning and re-dimensioning for service
type ii can be done using

a An effective bandwidth approach for estimat-
ing the relationship between number of calls
and trunk (LSP) bandwidth demand;

b A call level module for dimensioning the
trunk bandwidth using traffic forecasts (call
level) and a call blocking objective.

Dimensioning and re-dimensioning for service
type iii requires new methods, and in the follow-
ing sections we discuss a framework where net-
work resources are re-dimensioned or re-config-
ured based on actual measurements of traffic in
the network.

A Measurement-based Approach for
Traffic Control
As discussed above the possibilities of reserving
resources is of vital importance for controlling
traffic and assuring QoS in a network with
dynamically changing traffic.

For LSPs some options can be discussed:

i Scheduling is done on the individual LSP
level such that each LSP is given the reserved
bandwidth. The scheduler can then be used as
a shaper if no excess bandwidth is made
available to the LSPs. This may not be a scal-
able solution with a full mesh LSP network
between edge routers in the domain.

ii Scheduling is done on an aggregated level
with one queue for each CoS, or rather a set
of CoS. This solution is better from a scala-
bility viewpoint, but only the aggregated
bandwidth of all traffic of the same queue is
guaranteed. The LSP bandwidth must there-
fore be enforced, or at least in some way con-
trolled, before queueing on the output inter-
face module (LSP parameter control).

We presume that option ii is chosen. This gives
the following distribution of QoS mechanisms in
an edge router with MPLS:

• Access interface upstream (direction from cus-
tomer): Classification, metering, action (drop
or (re)mark), forwarding;

• Access interface downstream (direction
towards customer): Classification, metering,
action, queueing, algorithmic dropping and
possibly shaping;

• Core interface upstream: Label encapsulation,
parameter control per LSP (classification,
metering, action), queueing, algorithmic drop-
ping and possibly shaping;

• Core interface downstream: LSP termination
and forwarding.

The SLA monitoring is here indicated to take
place at the access interface of the edge router.
As mentioned above this should be done as near
to the user as possible. The SLA monitoring
could therefore be done in a router between the
user and the edge router.

A conceptual model of the interface to the core
network is given in Figure 6, presuming a
unique mapping from LSP to DiffServ queue
(e.g. L-LSPs).

The LSP monitoring in the edge routers will
be the basis for the bandwidth reservations as
described above. If this monitoring can be a
basis for reliable control of resources, e.g. by
introducing enough slack, LSP policing is not
necessary.
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The core router is simpler:

• Input interface: LSP label switching, possible
with hierarchy functionality (push/pop includ-
ing possible split);

• Output interface: LSP merge (as a conse-
quence of label switching at the input), moni-
toring per LSP, CoS or per queue, queueing
and scheduling.

LSP monitoring in the core router is probably
not necessary, since the bandwidth reservation
for a merged LSP in principle could be based on
the bandwidth reservation for each individual
LSP. A conceptual model of the output interface
is given in Figure 7, presuming again a unique
mapping from LSP to DiffServ queue.

The reservation of resources must in some way
relate to the traffic actually flowing in the net-
work and should therefore be dynamically
changed based on monitoring data as described
above.

The control framework can now be summarised
as follows:

i User traffic is monitored at the router nearest
to the user that is controlled by the operator
and can do parameter control. In what fol-
lows we assume for simplicity that this is the
ingress edge node.

ii The user traffic is mapped to an appropriate
CoS. This can be done as part of i. Based
on CoS and destination edge node the traffic
is mapped to an appropriate LSP. This is
assumed done in the ingress edge node, either
as part of i at the access interface or at the
core interface of the ingress edge node.

iii LSPs are set up between pairs of edge nodes
for carrying user traffic. In core nodes LSPs
carrying the same CoS (L-LSPs) and towards
the same edge node, may be merged to make
the configuration more scalable.

iv The LSPs are set up with reserved bandwidth
using bandwidth parameters negotiated either
using RSVP or LDP. The reserved bandwidth
has implications for configuration of sched-
ulers in the routers. The bandwidth can be re-
configured based on measurements.

Encapsulation

Encapsulation

Encapsulation

Output
link

Flows LSP monitoring Scheduling and
bandwidth
allocation

Mapping of
LSP to queue

Queueing classes

Figure 6  Conceptual model of
the edge router interface to the
core network

LSP merge
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LSP merge

Output
link

Scheduling and
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Figure 7  Conceptual model of
the output interface of a core
router
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v The LSP bandwidth parameters are policed at
the LSP ingress in the edge node. Actions to
be taken (drop or re-colouring) are part of the
configuration of the nodes.

vi In an operational network the LSP parameters
must be dynamically updated based on traffic
measurements. This is at least necessary for
traffic for which bandwidth is not reserved
end-to-end. Thresholds must be defined for
such updating.

Conclusions
Lack of traffic control in IP networks makes it
very difficult, if at all possible, to offer differen-
tiated services with some kind of performance
guarantee. A control framework has been pro-
posed. This framework is based on the use of
the Differentiated Services architecture, Multi
Protocol Label Switching, monitoring of Label
Switched Path traffic volume and dynamically
updating of bandwidth reservations based on
actual traffic.

The deployment of the proposed solution de-
pends however on cost related to implementing
monitoring hardware in the edge routers and
possible technology constraints related to moni-
toring at high speed. Also it remains to be seen
what service differentiations are possible to
achieve in this type of network.

The framework should be extended to treat inter-
domain aspects and the use of e.g. IntServ in the
access part of the network. Also related aspects
like

• Use of load sharing;

• Criteria for creation and termination of LSPs;

• Criteria for triggering a re-configuration of the
MPLS network, involving routing;

• Use of back-up paths and pre-emption

should be included in the framework.
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1  Background
Two major trends have dominated the telecom-
munications industry over the past decade, viz.
wireless cellular systems such as GSM and
packet switched services over IP. The two tech-
nologies have largely evolved independently of
each other and the services are basically sepa-
rated in the networks.

This split approach is however set to change for
technological and commercial reasons. On the
technology side, high speed packet switching is
an integral part of third generation cellular sys-
tems, e.g. UMTS, and packet switching is be-
coming deployed in fixed access networks, e.g.
CATV. On the commercial side, competition
eats into the margins of traditional wireline ser-
vices while the growth of packet switched ser-
vices exposes the costs associated with separate
networks.

There is thus a growing need for an integrated
services network. This is by no means a new
idea, in fact it has been a vision at least since
the seventies, although the technologies have
differed: ISDN over STM in the seventies, B-
ISDN over ATM in the eighties and everything
over IP in the nineties. The visions have how-
ever remained visions, albeit for different rea-
sons. ISDN/STM was made obsolete by the
development of the computer industry, B-ISDN/

ATM was seen as too costly and too complicated
and all-IP was questioned in relation to quality
of service.

2  MPLS
The favourite candidate for service integration is
MPLS [1]. The fundamental idea behind MPLS
can be characterised as enhancing IP with some
quality of service concepts from ATM. From
this point of view, a primary feature of MPLS is
the ability to perform traffic engineering and a
secondary feature is quality of service control [2].

IP networks typically use OSPF or a similar pro-
tocol to find shortest routes between points. The
fact that there is only one such route from any
node to any other node may lead to situations
where links on shortest routes are congested
while other links remain idle. Traffic engineer-
ing in MPLS essentially means that traffic flows
can be controlled in order to balance link loads.

Moreover, classical IP networks typically sup-
port only one service class, viz. best effort.
Although proposals such as IntServ and DiffServ
have been around for some time, they have not
yet gained widespread acceptance, let alone
deployment. IntServ suffers from scalability
problems which makes it unsuitable for back-
bone networks, while the ability of DiffServ to
provide quality of service is doubted. Quality of
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Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) extends the IP destination-based routing protocols to provide new

and scalable routing capabilities in connectionless networks using relatively simple packet forwarding

mechanisms.

MPLS networks carry traffic aggregates on virtual connections called label switched paths (LSPs). The

first part of this paper examines under what circumstances it is advantageous to design dedicated LSPs

for individual origin-destination pairs and service classes. We show that separate LSPs in most realistic

cases are likely to be the preferred mode of operation.

We next consider path selection and bandwidth allocation in multi-service MPLS networks in order to

optimise the overall network quality of service. The optimisation is based upon the constrained optimisa-

tion of a non-linear objective function. We present a model of an MPLS network and a computationally

efficient algorithm called XFG to find and capacitate optimal LSPs. The algorithm is based on a band-

width market where bandwidth prices determine the allocation of bandwidth to LSPs. The XFG algo-

rithm is applied to compute optimal LSPs for a 55 node network model carrying 6 service classes.

The results above are limited to service classes typically supported by UDP, e.g. conversational voice

and streaming video, where the notation of equivalent bandwidth can be applied. This is, however, not

the case for service classes typically supported by TCP, e.g. interactive or background data, because of

the responsiveness of the protocol. We therefore extend our work to incorporate these types of traffic

and apply the XFG algorithm to compute optimal LSPs for a network of 8 nodes and 2 service classes.

Finally we use core networks of third generation cellular mobile systems as an example to show how

the method can be generalised to any multi-service network and we also discuss how to include virtual

private networks.
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service control in MPLS essentially means that
bandwidth can be reserved for traffic flows.

MPLS networks are accessed through ELRs
and contain LSRs internally. Packets arriving
at ELRs are inspected with respect to destination
and classified into flows. The classification may
be extended to include other attributes such as
source, application class, etc. Flows are associ-
ated with unique flow labels which are used by
LSRs instead of IP addresses to switch/route
packets through the network. All packets of a
flow may thus follow the same path (a so-called
label switched path), but packets can also be
classified so that packets relating to different
sources or applications may follow different
paths even if the destinations are identical.

As can be seen there are several similarities
between LSPs and other well-known concepts,
e.g. VPs or VCs in ATM. The flow labels corre-
spond to VPIs or VCIs and the LSRs correspond
to ATM cross connects or ATM backbone
switches. On the other hand, VPs and VCs in
ATM are established through the management
system or by signalling, while LSPs are estab-
lished by the IP-based LDP [3], e.g. CR-LDP
[4] or RSVP-TE [5]. See also [6].

3  Multi-Service Networks
Different types of traffic have different require-
ments in terms of bandwidth consumption and
sensitivity to delay or loss of information. To
provide sufficient quality of service either the
amount of transmission resources must be set to
ensure that the most stringent requirements are
satisfied for all flows, or a discrimination mech-
anism must be used that allows each flow to
obtain its required quality of service.

The former approach is simple but is usually
regarded as economically viable only if the
traffic type with the most stringent requirements
is the dominant one in terms of traffic volume.
The major traffic types today are real time voice
and best effort data. Voice has high requirements
on delay whereas data has high requirements on
loss. Although voice is still dominant in many
networks, data is growing fast and is gradually
becoming dominant in most networks. More-
over, it is expected that in the not so distant
future video retrievals, the requirements of
which are typically between voice and data,
will make up a large part of the traffic in a net-
work. The conclusion is that it does not seem
realistic to satisfy the most stringent require-
ments for all traffic types, but some kind of
differentiated quality is required.

Clearly, discrimination mechanisms only work
within the limits given by the total capacity of a
system, but they cannot resolve problems related

to overload. To prevent the latter, overload pro-
tection in the form of connection admission con-
trol and packet policing is usually applied at the
edge of a network. To determine the rules
according to which these mechanisms should
operate, the impact of various loads is studied
by mathematical traffic models. The results are
often presented as a safe region of operation, and
the mechanisms are tuned to ensure that the load
stays within this region.

The classical view of multi-service networks is
the integrated one where all service classes, ori-
gins and destinations are multiplexed together
directly on the physical network. The difficulty
with this approach is that the traffic models are
quite complex, and that combined models of all
traffic types are even more complex because of
the additional difficulties in combining the dif-
ferent kinds of models used for different service
classes. Considerable simplifications must thus
be made to obtain a tractable result. The conse-
quences are that the accuracy of a safe region
is questionable and additional margins must be
added, and that there is no direct link between
modelling errors and performance problems
since problems for one service class may be
related to modelling errors for any class or for
a combination of service classes.

A contrasting view is the separated one where
all service classes, origins and destinations are
supported by dedicated logical end-to-end links,
such as LSPs, which identify routes and reserve
bandwidth. In this approach transmission re-
sources are partitioned between various service
classes and node pairs. This means that admis-
sion controls operate on dedicated resources
based on single class traffic models and there is
no need for joint models of all classes. Conse-
quently, modelling errors for one class will not
impact other classes and a failure in meeting a
performance target for a certain class is cor-
rected by modifying the particular model in
question. Moreover, new classes can be added
to the network without reworking the complete
model of all classes and without impairing the
performance of other service classes.

It may be argued that this way of partitioning
will be less efficient in exploiting statistical mul-
tiplexing gain. However,

• slow variations may be handled just as effi-
ciently by redistributing the resources between
the logical links [7, 8, 9, 10]; for

• fast variations and service classes with differ-
ent time scale characteristics, it has long been
known that there is little or no gain to be had
from multiplexing [11]; and for
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• fast variations and service classes with similar
time scale characteristics, it has been sug-
gested that the gain obtained from multiplex-
ing tends to be outweighed by increasing
overhead costs [12].

• Moreover, as indicated above, a partitioned
scheme permits more aggressive multiplexing
than an integrated one since the former avoids
the compromises of a joint traffic model, but
permits the use of more accurate single class
traffic models.

The reason behind the first point is that the set of
LSPs may be re-designed as required. The pro-
posal in [7] requires that ELRs monitor offered
traffic during intervals of tM time units, with
new intervals commencing every tUth time unit.
Traffic estimates are forwarded to an NMC
which computes updated LSPs and analyses the
result. If implementing the new design appears
profitable, the necessary information is sent back
to the ELRs and the design is implemented by
an LDP. Transmitting traffic information to the
NMC, computing and analysing the design,
returning results to the nodes, and implementing
the design is assumed to take a total of tE time
units. There is a trade-off between the resources
spent on management actions such as altering
LSPs and the associated increase in carried traf-
fic. To compare the two and optimise the strat-
egy, it is proposed in [7] to associate a profit for
carried traffic and a cost CT for each updating
attempt (transmission of data to the NMC, com-
puting and analysing a design), and a cost CI for
implementing a new design. Other cost models
and similar proposals which are independent of
the NMC are discussed in [8, 9] and in several
papers in [10].

The second point simply says that the statistics
on which multiplexing relies must apply to all
classes. This means, for example, that it must be
possible and meaningful to buffer one class dur-
ing the busy periods of another class. The early
work reported in [11] showed that the multiplex-
ing gains obtained from mixing voice and data
are limited to quality of service improvements
but do not impact decisions regarding engineer-
ing. The work considered the SENET concept
where bandwidth is divided in time between
voice and data. The boundary between voice
segments and data segments could either be
movable or fixed depending on whether band-
width reserved for, but not used by, voice was
made available to data or not. The work in [11]
showed that the gains obtained from the mov-
able boundary were limited by the fact that the
dynamics of voice (connection holding times)
are very slow compared to the dynamics of data
(packet inter-arrival times). The fact that the
bandwidth for data is controlled by voice means

that data will experience good service when few
connections are in progress but poor service
when many connections are in progress. In fact,
the work showed that during the latter intervals
data traffic will be congested to the extent that
the service appears useless. This means that,
because of the different time scales, there is no
statistical gain to be obtained from multiplexing
the two services.

The third point refers to the fact that full multi-
plexing requires link-by-link processing whereas
only end node processing is required for LSPs.
Depending on the relative costs of transmission
and processing, more powerful links to support
LSPs may be cheaper than more powerful nodes
to support full multiplexing. As a simple exam-
ple [12], consider two flows f1 and f2 of the same
service type with traffic demands ρ1 and ρ2
respectively. Let f1 traverse a route from o1 to
d1 and f2 from o2 to d2 which both span h hops.
Assume that the two routes have one physical
link l in common and that it is the bottleneck link
in the sense that its bandwidth Cl determines the
grade of service offered to the two flows. With-
out LSPs, all of the bandwidth Bl of l is available
to f1 and f2 whereas, with LSPs, f1 has access to
a capacity C1 and f2 to a capacity C2, with C1 +
C2 = Bl. Moreover, without LSPs, it takes h
rounds of processing and control signalling to
perform CAC (one per physical link) and each
packet must be analysed h times whereas, with
LSPs, it takes one hop of processing and control
signalling to perform CAC (on the logical link)
and each packet must be analysed once. In addi-
tion, a “once-and-for-all” cost of h = 5 hops of
processing and management signalling is
required to establish an LSP the cost of which
is depreciated over the expected life time of the
LSP T = 10 connection holding times. The
advantage of not having LSPs is a higher degree
of statistical multiplexing whereas the advantage
of LSPs is less processing and control signalling.
Figure 1 shows the overhead cost relative to traf-
fic gain at which the two advantages even out
for the case where the loss without LSPs is fixed
to 1 %. It is seen that, e.g. when f1 and f2 amount
to 100 erlangs LSPs will be preferred if the cost
of signalling and processing per connection ex-
ceeds 0.1 % of the revenue per connection. More
elaborate examples in [12], which consider a set
of realistic networks with a multitude of flows of
different magnitudes, show similar results.

The fact that the arguments are in favour of sep-
aration does not mean that all service classes
should necessarily have resources of their own.
On the contrary, service classes with similar
statistical characteristics and similar quality of
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service demands may very well share resources.
A simple strategy may be to begin with com-
pletely separated networks and later, when
enough operational experience is gained, merge
some classes. The resources that are released at
this stage can be used to satisfy a growing
demand.

The conclusion is that separation will, in many
cases, be the preferred option. The evolution of
MPLS and current interest in the concept con-
firm this assumption. A highly relevant question
is then how to design and manage separated net-
works of LSPs on top of a common MPLS
infrastructure.

4  The Design of Optimal
MPLS Networks

We now turn to the problem of how to design a
set of LSPs such that each origin-destination
(O-D) pair is connected by one or more LSPs
per service class. A survey of algorithms which
are more or less suitable for this purpose can be
found in [13].

We present two MPLS models. The first model,
presented in this section, finds and capacitates
optimal LSPs which support connection oriented
aggregates using, e.g., UDP for which the nota-
tion of equivalent bandwidth applies and some
CAC mechanism is in place. The second model,
presented in Section 5, finds and capacitates
optimal LSPs which support connectionless
aggregates using TCP for which equivalent
bandwidth makes no sense and best effort
applies.

4.1  The LSP Design Problem
Consider a network which consists of N nodes
and L physical links. The network supports A
aggregates, each of which is characterised by its
origin ELR, destination ELR and service class.
Each aggregate a corresponds to a unique triple
(o,d,s): let n(a) = (o,d) denote that the origin and
destination nodes of aggregate a are o and d
respectively and let s(a) = s denote that the ser-
vice class of aggregate a is s.

Let λa denote the Poisson arrival rate of connec-
tion requests in aggregate a. Let 1/µa denote the
mean connection holding time in aggregate a.
The holding time distribution is general. Let ρa

= λa / µa denote the load offered by aggregate a.
A connection in aggregate a generates revenue at
a rate θa per time unit.

Let Bl denote the bandwidth of the link l between
n(l) = (o,d) such that Bl > 0 denotes the existence
of a physical link from node o to node d.

A route r is a non-cycling sequence of physical
links connecting an origin node to a destination
node. An LSP on a single link route where |r| = 1
is said to follow a direct route and an LSP on a
multi-link route r where |r| > 1 is said to follow
a transit route.

Let Ra denote the set of LSPs including the
direct one (if it exists) that is used to carry
aggregate a. Let Al denote the set of LSPs
including the direct LSP that uses link l.

Let xr denote the bandwidth assigned to LSP r.

Let xa = (xr )r∈Ra
denote the bandwidths assigned

to the LSPs in Ra. The capacity C(a,xa) of the

LSP set Ra used by aggregate a is given by

(1)

where fs(a) (x) is the equivalent number of ser-
vice class s(a) circuits configured on LSP r
which has bandwidth x. The equivalent number
of circuits is the maximum number of simultane-
ous connections that can be supported. The func-
tion will typically be non-linear unless peak rate
allocation is applied.

Let E(C(a,xa),ρa) denote the blocking probabil-
ity (objective function) experienced by aggregate
a connections with load ρa on an LSP set of
capacity C(a,xa). The rate F(a,xa) at which
aggregate a connections generate revenue when
the LSP configuration is xa is

F(a,xa) = θaρa(1 – E(C(a,xa), ρa)). (2)

The LSP design problem is specified in terms of
the following constrained non-linear optimisa-
tion problem: Find the LSP configuration xopt
that maximises the revenue earning rate F(x)

Figure 1  Comparison of
sharing and partitioning
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where x = (x1, ..., xA) is subject to the constraints

xr > 0

for all routes r, and for all links  l

In words, the constraints require that each LSP
has a strictly positive bandwidth and that the
bandwidths of the LSPs passing through link l in
total use the entire bandwidth of link l.

The necessary condition for x to be a local opti-
mum for F(x) is that for any route r in the LSP
set Ra

(3)

In words, equation (3) says that the change in
revenue obtained by moving an infinitesimal
amount of bandwidth to route r of aggregate a is
equal to the revenue lost in acquiring this band-
width from aggregates whose LSP sets include
direct LSPs over the links of r, and vice versa.

4.2  XFG: An LSP Optimisation
Algorithm

We wish to design an MPLS network were each
aggregate is supported by one or more LSPs. If a
flow is routed over more than one LSP, packets
belonging to the same flow may arrive out of
order at the destination. This can be avoided by
a systematic sub-classification of packets such
that any flow in an aggregate will always use the
same LSP. For example, if two LSPs with equal
bandwidth support an aggregate, packets may be
split between the LSPs according to the parity of
the full destination address.

4.2.1  A Bandwidth Market
The XFG algorithm is based on the concept of
bandwidth cost. Each aggregate computes the
price that it is willing to pay in order to buy
more bandwidth, and the price at which it is
willing to sell off bandwidth. An under-capaci-
tated aggregate will buy more bandwidth on an
existing LSP or establish a new LSP according
to where the largest revenue increase can be
made at the smallest bandwidth cost. An over-
capacitated aggregate will sell off bandwidth on
the LSP where the largest bandwidth cost can be
obtained for the smallest revenue decrease.

Bandwidth is traded in units the size of which is
typically determined by scheduling mechanism
constraints in the LSRs and quality of service
requirements from users. For example, LSRs

that schedule complete IP packets with a maxi-
mum size of 1540 bytes over links the band-
width of which is 2.048 Mbps will be able to
serve at most 2.048 × 106 / (1540 × 8) = 170
packets per second. If the quality of service
requires that a reserved bandwidth is to be
realised on a 100 ms time scale a link will corre-
spond to 0.1 × 170 = 17 units. Alternatively, if
the LSRs schedule ATM cells, at most 2.048 ×
106 / (53 × 8) = 4830 cells per second can be
served, hence a link corresponds to 483 units
under the same resolution requirements.

4.2.2  Link and LSP Prices
The gain Qa(c) obtained by allocating u addi-
tional units of bandwidth to an LSP supporting
aggregate a is given by the increase in revenue
when the bandwidth of the LSP is increased
from c to c + u. Thus

Qa(c) = F(a,c + u) – F(a,c) (4)

where the link revenue function F(a,c) is given
in equation (2).

When the bandwidth of the aggregate a LSP
from node o to node d is increased from c to
c + u, the additional u units of bandwidth are
obtained from aggregates with direct LSPs on
all links l on the route. The cost qa'(l)(c) of
acquiring u units of bandwidth from an aggre-
gate a'(l),a'l ∈ Ra' , is given by

qa'(c) = F(a',c) – F(a',c – u) (5)

where for each link l, class s(a'(l)) is the cheapest
provider of bandwidth on link l and c is the class
s(a'(l)) bandwidth of link l.

Equations (4) and (5) approximate the deriva-
tives of equation (3). A cubic spline is fitted to
the values computed for equations (4) and (5) to
ensure that the values of left- and right deriva-
tives are identical.

The total cost qr(x) of acquiring a unit of band-
width from each link along the route r = (l1, ...,
lJ) is

4.2.3  The Algorithm
The XFG algorithm uses the model of a band-
width market to solve the LSP design problem
by allocating capacity to LSPs in a series of
transactions. The algorithm executes in a loop
and each iteration of the loop implements one
transaction. A transaction can either be a multi-
link LSP buying one unit of bandwidth from a
set of single link LSPs or a set of single link
LSPs buying one unit of bandwidth from a
multi-link LSP. The transaction chosen is the

F (xopt) = max
x
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one that yields the highest profit, except that the
inverse of the previous transaction is barred.

The profit of a transaction is defined as the dif-
ference between a buying price and a selling
price. Each LSP and each link compute the price
at which it is willing to buy or sell bandwidth. A
search is then made over all aggregates to deter-
mine the profit from (i) buying, and (ii) selling
bandwidth on any of the existing LSPs, and (iii)
buying bandwidth on a new LSP. The sellers in
the latter case are the links along the current
least cost path which is computed from current
link prices by Floyd’s shortest path algorithm.

After each transaction the prices are re-evaluated
and the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration.
The transactions continue until no profit can be
made from buying/selling bandwidth and the
algorithm halts.

An overview of the operation of the XFG algo-
rithm is presented below, see [14, 15] for a com-
plete description.

1 Initialisation. Establish LSPs between all
nodes which are interconnected by direct links
and assign all bandwidth on the links to these
LSPs. Compute the prices they would charge
for selling one unit of bandwidth.

2 Compute shortest paths. Let the price of
bandwidth denote the cost of a link and com-
pute the least cost paths for all O-D pairs.

3 Find the most attractive allocation. Examine
all profits, i.e. buying prices less selling
prices, that would result if multi-link LSPs
bought more bandwidth from single link LSPs
or if new multi-link LSPs were created by
buying bandwidth from single link LSPs on
the least cost paths. Identify the transaction
that offers the maximum profit.

4 Find the most attractive de-allocation.
Examine all profits, i.e. selling price less buy-
ing price, that would result if multi-link LSPs
sold bandwidth to single link LSPs. Identify
the transaction that offers the maximum profit.

5 Convergence test. If the profits from the most
attractive allocation and de-allocation are both
negative or sufficiently close to zero, then stop.

6 Perform the most attractive transaction. If
the profit from the best allocation exceeds that
of the best de-allocation, then remove one unit
of bandwidth from the single link LSPs on the
path of the existing or new multi-link LSP and
add one unit of bandwidth to the existing or
new multi-link LSP. Update the bandwidth
prices of the affected LSPs.

If the profit from the best de-allocation
exceeds that of the best allocation, then add
one unit of bandwidth to the single link LSPs
on the path of the existing multi-link LSP and
remove one unit of bandwidth from the exist-
ing multi-link LSP. Update the bandwidth
prices of the affected LSPs.

7 Loop Statement. Go to step 2.

The XFG algorithm belongs to the class of so-
called greedy algorithms where the action taken
at each optimisation step is the one which imme-
diately gives the highest reward without consid-
ering long term impacts. However, the final
result is optimal if the bandwidth prices are con-
vex, and if the unit of bandwidth can be made
infinitely small. The former condition is fulfilled
by, e.g., using the Erlang-B formula for the ob-
jective function E(⋅,⋅) in equation (2), but the
latter restriction will in practice put a limit on
the optimality.

It is noted that the number of iterations required
by the algorithm appears to depend on the num-
ber of bandwidth units in the network. This
seems to suggest a conflict between accuracy
(which requires small units) and speed (which
requires large units). This is however not the
case as a large unit can be used initially to
quickly compute an approximate solution after
which successively smaller units can be used
to refine the solution to within practical limits.

4.3  An Application
Consider the network presented in Figure 2 con-
sisting of 55 nodes connected by 71 bi-direc-
tional links. The network contains 1,485 O-D
pairs and carries 6 service classes. Peak rate allo-
cation is presumed and the effective bandwidth
requirement of connections in aggregate a = 1,
..., 6 are 1, 3, 4, 6, 24 and 40 bandwidth units
respectively. Note that, although not used in this
example, Equation (1) also allows for variable
bit rate allocation where the effective bandwidth
of a connection depends upon the statistical gain Figure 2  A 55 node network
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on the LSP. The transmission capacity of each
physical link is 10,000 units. The 25 O-D pairs
that carry low traffic are connected by one trans-
mission link, the 37 O-D pairs that carry more
traffic are connected by two links, 8 O-D pairs
are connected by three links and 1 O-D pair is
connected by four links. The physical links con-
tain 1,270,000 units of transmission capacity.
The traffic load offered to each aggregate a is
ρa = 1.0. The revenue rates

ensure that narrowband connections do not
exclude broadband connections from service.

The XFG algorithm requires 7 minutes of execu-
tion on a Pentium III 1.5 GHz processor to com-
pute the solution. The 1,270,000 units of physi-
cal transmission capacity are used to configure
13,232 LSPs. With reference to Table 1, 148,839
units of bandwidth are configured on 426
(71 × 6) single link LSPs (direct routes) and
1,121,161 units of link bandwidth are used
to configure 151,212 units of bandwidth on
12,806 multi-link LSPs (transit routes).

The lengths of the LSPs and their bandwidth
assignments are shown in Table 1. Let ur denote
the un-normalised length of an LSP r which is
equal to the number of links in the route. Let nr

= ur – mr denote the normalised length of an
LSP r, where mr is the number of links in the
shortest LSP connecting the O-D pair. A route r

with normalised length nr = 0 is thus the shortest
route connecting the O-D pair, and a route r
with normalised length n(r) = 1 is thus one link
longer than the shortest route connecting the
O-D pair. 74 % of the LSPs are constructed on
the shortest and the shortest-but-one paths con-
necting the O-D pairs: 91 % of the bandwidth is
configured on these shortest LSPs.

5  An Objective Function
for TCP

The LSP design problem presented in Section
4.2.1 – 4.2.3 and the application in Section 4.3
made use of the Erlang-B formula as an objec-
tive function. This approach is suited to service
classes such as voice, for which CAC and equiv-
alent bandwidth are applicable. However, it does
not work for other service classes such as data
which typically are connectionless (hence CAC
does not apply) and adapt their transmission
rates to the congestion encountered (hence
equivalent bandwidth does not apply). The dom-
inating protocol for such services is TCP. In this
section we present an objective function which
can be used to take the main features of TCP
into account when finding and capacitating opti-
mal LSPs. The work is inspired by [17] and also
related to, e.g. [18, 19, 20].

5.1  A Simple Model of TCP
Traffic Performance

This section presents a simple model [21] of
TCP Reno [22, 23] that is restricted to (i) single
path transfers, (ii) bulk data transfers for which
the initial slow start phase of TCP can be
neglected, and (iii) low loss systems for which
time-outs can be neglected. The model is based
on first order approximations and mean field
theory, where all relevant parameters can be
described by their averages and these averages
apply to all flows in an aggregate.

The assumptions (i) – (iii) as well as the consid-
erable modelling simplifications below clearly
suggest that the numerical results obtained may
be questioned. The point is, however, not to pro-
vide detailed quantitative results but to show
how TCP traffic can be included from a qualita-
tive point of view. This is an important point,
because the very nature of TCP traffic is differ-
ent from traditional services in terms of e.g. the
best effort concept and the ability to adapt to
congestion.

Work in progress includes a more elaborate TCP
model which also accounts for short file trans-
fers, slow start and time-outs. The queuing/loss
model is also elaborated upon.

5.1.1  A Single Path Model
Consider a uni-directional path between two
edge routers to which users and servers are con-

Route length Bandwidths LSPs

Ci C'i Li L'i

0 284,074 0 8,591 0

1 11,885 148,839 1,191 426

2 10,753 21,781 1,099 718

3 7,527 24,859 812 1,056

4 5,050 24,212 552 1,253

5 2,824 22,244 426 1,359

6 1,806 17,586 230 1,303

7 1,023 13,472 163 1,170

8 544 10,920 79 1,082

9 321 8,946 50 998

10 78 7,192 18 877

>10 81 25,915 21 2,990

Total 325,966 325,966 13,232 13,232

Table 1  Distribution of the
allocated bandwidth Ci on
LSPs of normalised length i;
distribution of the allocated
bandwidth C'i on LSPs of un-
normalised length i; distribu-
tion of the normalised Li and
un-normalised L'i LSP lengths

θa =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 s(a) = 1, 2, 3, 4
2 s(a) = 5
4 s(a) = 6
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nected. An infinite1) population of users request
file downloads of e.g. web pages from servers.
Both users and servers have direct access to
ELRs of an MPLS network. The bandwidth of
the access links is limited on the user side and
infinite on the server side. No losses occur on
the access links. The capacity of the servers is
also assumed to be infinite.

Consider two ELRs i and e connected by an LSP
r from i to e and an LSP r' from e to i. A server
A is attached to router i and a user a is attached
to router e. Figure 3 illustrates the packet flow
when a user a requests service from server A:
data packets of average length pusr are trans-
ferred from the server A to the user a via LSP r
and acknowledgement packets of average length
pack are returned from the user a to server A via
LSP r'. The situation when a user b attached to
the router i requests service from a server B
attached to the router e is also illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. Each LSP r and r' may thus carry both
data and acknowledgement packets.

We model an edge router transmitting packets
on an LSP r by an M/M/1/K queue which is
characterised by its transmission rate µr bits per
second and the maximum number K – 1 of pack-
ets that it can store in its buffer memory. The
packets in this model represent the weighted
average of the data and acknowledgement pack-
ets – see equations (7) and (15) below. With ref-
erence to Figure 4, let γr denote the rate at which
servers offer data packets to LSP r and let γr'

denote the rate at which servers offer data pack-
ets to LSP r'. Let er' denote the loss probability
for packets on path r'. Then γ r '(1 – er') denotes
the rate at which users offer acknowledgement
packets to LSP r to acknowledge the data pack-
ets that they have successfully received from
servers.

The performance of each LSP r will be defined
by a fixed point equation in a multi-dimensional
space which includes the packet loss probability
e, the load ρ offered to the LSP, the round trip
time t, the user window size w, the packet rate λ
per TCP flow and the number s of TCP flows in
progress. Since packets flow in both directions
we are looking for a fixed point which consists
of two sets {e,ρ,t,w,λ,s}: one for LSP r and one
for LSP r'. The same reasoning, mutatis mutan-
dis, applies to acknowledgements on LSP r'.

The first step in the derivation of the fixed point
equation is to derive an expression for the round
trip time, which is the average time taken for a
data packet to be transmitted from the server to

the user and an acknowledgement packet to be
returned from the user to the server. We begin
by observing that in terms of the M/M/1/K
model the probability e that a packet will be
lost is related to the offered load r as

(6)

The rate γ at which data packets are offered to
the path can be computed from the equation

(7)

The average time yr to transmit a packet is then
given by

(8)

The average number q of packets in the system
is given by the M/M/1/K formula

(9)

Figure 4  Model of two edge
routers connected by LSPs

1) Throughout this section “infinite” denotes a value which is large enough for its precise value to be
irrelevant.

Figure 3  Packet flow in the
forward and reverse directions
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The round trip time t of a data packet can now
be calculated as

(10)

where τ is the propagation delay. The terms in
the above equation correspond respectively to a
data packet being queued at the forward LSP r,
transmitted on the forward path, propagated to
the far end, and transmitted on the access link
followed by an acknowledgement packet being
transmitted on the access link, queued at the
backward LSP r', transmitted on the backward
path and propagated to the near end.

The second step is to compute the rate λ of data
packets per TCP flow. We do this by first deriv-
ing an equation which relates the user window
size w to the packet loss probability e by consid-
ering the evolution of the window size over
time, both of which are modelled as discrete in
terms of packets and round trip times respec-
tively. Given the window size and the round
trip time, we can compute the rate λ.

For a TCP Reno connection performing conges-
tion avoidance and for which all losses are
detected by triple acknowledgements such that
fast recovery and fast retransmit apply, we may
write

This equation states that w(n) packets are trans-
mitted during the nth time interval: the window
size will be incremented by one in the next inter-
val if all of the transmissions are successful and
halved otherwise. The probability of an increase
is (1 – e)w(n) and the probability of a decrease
1 – (1 – e)w(n). A steady state average may now
be obtained by letting n → , which leads to

Finally, a lower limit of w 1 and an upper limit
of w wmax are applied. The lower limit models
the protocol while the upper limit can be set to
account for restrictions imposed by the receiver.
Note, however, that the user window size w
refers to an average, hence the bounds are not
strict.

The rate λ of data packets per individual TCP
flow is related to the user window size w and the
round trip time t as

(11)

This equation states that one window size of data
is sent during one round trip time after which
any lost packet is re-transmitted until it is suc-
cessful. Again a limit λr λmax is applied which
can be set to account for the access rate
µacc / pusr.

The third step in the derivation of the fixed
point equation is to compute an improved esti-
mate of the load ρr offered to LSP r based on the
performance according to Equation (6) – (11).

Several TCP flows may be in progress in paral-
lel. Let υa denote the total file transfer request
rate (requests per second) on an LSP r support-
ing aggregate a. The average number sa of TCP
flows in progress is related to the request rate υa

as

(12)

where αa is an attraction factor which reflects
the performance experienced by the users, and
na is the total number of packets (including re-
transmissions) transmitted in order to satisfy a
request. The equation follows from Little’s
result where αν is the arrival rate to a system
and n/λ is the time spent in the system.

The attraction factor α is intended to model the
relationship between the performance of a net-
work and the traffic offered to it. The rationale
for this is that users tend to request more web
pages the smaller the presentation delay, and
vice versa. The presentation delay is in turn
related to queuing, transmission, propagation
and loss recovery. Given the constraints imposed
by user access links, it is suggested to represent
presentation delay as being proportional to the
throughput rate λ(1 – e) of un-errored packets
normalised by the maximum rate µacc / pusr at
which users can extract packets from the access
link. Assuming a linear relationship between
presentation delay and attraction we obtain

(13)

Equation (13) implies that full attraction α = 1
occurs when the bottleneck has been shifted
from the MPLS network to the user access.
The transmission factor is obtained as

(14)
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where ϕa denotes the average size (in bits) of a
requested file in aggregate a. The first factor in
equation (14) represents the number of packets
that must be transmitted and the second factor
represents the number of times each packet is
transmitted before it is successfully received.
Inserting equations (13) and (14) into equation
(12) we notice that the average number sr of
TCP flows in progress on path r is constant

sa = νaϕa / µacc.

Note, however, that the request completion time
will depend on the performance of the LSP,
hence the satisfied demand, i.e. the session
throughput per time unit, will increase the better
the performance, and vice versa.

The total rate at which packets are offered to a
TCP connection is adjusted in response to the
congestion encountered along the route. We
therefore adjust the offered load ρ to match the
user packet rate λ as

(15)

Equations (6) through (15) define a system of
two simultaneous non-linear equations

ρr = fr(ρr, ρr')
ρr' = fr'(ρr, ρr')

which can be solved numerically by applying
Newton’s method with numerically computed
Jacobians.

The revenue function corresponding to the ob-
jective function (2) when a is a TCP aggregate is
defined similarly, but with the “hard” blocking
probability E(⋅,⋅) enforced by CAC replaced by
the “soft” blocking probability reflected in the
attraction factor α, hence

F(a, xa) = θaνaϕaαa (16)

where θa is the revenue per bit, νaϕa is the num-
ber of bits offered per time unit and αa = αa(xa)
is the fraction of bits carried under configuration
(xa).

Note that in more elaborate models of TCP and
possibly also in models of higher layer applica-
tion protocols, the blocking factor α may include
“hard” events related to protocols. In TCP e.g., a
retransmission time-out failure will occur when
repeated losses and time-outs have forced the
value of the time-out to its maximum value 64
seconds.

5.1.2  Extension to Multi-Path Routing
The model can readily be extended to the case
where several LSPs are used for each TCP
aggregate. Let there be K such LSPs and let
superscript (k) refer to the kth LSP. Let the frac-
tion of the traffic carried on LSP k be denoted by
φ(k) and assume that traffic is balanced to yield
equal loads on all paths

Equal loads (and equal buffer memories) result
in equal packet loss probabilities e and equal
queues q for all paths. An average user is
assumed to see an average path which behaves
like a weighted sum of the individual paths.

Re-writing equation (8) for the average packet
transmission time results in

(17)

since the scaling factors φ(k) which apply to γ
cancel out. Rewriting equation (17) as y

r
(k) =

Ar / µ
r
(k) and letting µr = Σ K

k=1 µ r
(k), the average

packet transmission time x is

(18)

which implies that the net effect of distributing
transmission capacity between K equally loaded
paths is that the transmission time is scaled by K.

Finally, the average window sizes w, user packet
rates λ, and number of transfers in progress s are
obtained for multiple paths as above.

5.2  An Application
Consider the network [16] presented in Figure 5,
which is a fictitious representation of the core
NSF ATM backbone consisting of 8 nodes con-
nected by 20 uni-directional links. The transmis-
sion capacity of each link is 5,624 units (1 unit
equals 64 kbits/sec). The double lines between
nodes 3 and 4 and nodes 7 and 8 indicate that
two uni-directional links connect these nodes.

The network carries two TCP services which are
aimed at domestic and business users respec-
tively. The two categories differ in terms of the
speed of their access links and the sizes of their
requests. For domestic users we have µacc = 48
kbps and ϕ = 30 kbytes, while for business users
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we have µacc = 2,048 kbps and ϕ = 60 kbytes.
The data and acknowledgement packets are of
size 1,500 and 40 bytes respectively. The link
propagation delay τ, which includes nodal pro-
cessing delays, is for reasons of simplicity fixed
to 100 ms and the maximum window size wmax
= 64. The edge routers have (logically) separate
buffers for each aggregate. All buffers are of size
5 packets and the revenue θ earned per bit car-
ried is 1 and 3 for domestic and business users
respectively. The request arrival rates differ
between O-D pairs as shown in Table 2, but
not between service classes.

The XFG algorithm requires 3 minutes of execu-
tion on a Pentium III 1.5 GHz processor to com-
pute the solution. The algorithm constructs 128
transit routes: 19,462 units of bandwidth are
assigned to the 40 (2 × 20) direct routes and
14,955 units of capacity to the transit routes.
The routes contain 34,417 units of capacity.

The lengths of the LSPs and their capacity
assignments are shown in Table 3. Using the
same notation as in Table 1, Table 3 shows that
28,678 units of capacity are assigned to the 120

shortest routes (the shortest routes have nor-
malised length 0) and that 19,462 units of capac-
ity are assigned to the 40 direct routes (the direct
routes have un-normalised length 1). It is also
seen that 85 % of the routes are constructed on
the shortest and the shortest-but-one paths con-
necting the O-D pairs: 90 % of the capacity is
configured on these shortest routes.

Some more results are shown in Table 4. The
simple TCP model predicts that the average
packet loss probability e over all aggregates is
1.9 %. In more detail, the packet loss probability
for aggregates of domestic users is 5.4 %, where-
as aggregates of business users, with their faster
access links and larger data requests, experience
a 0.1 % packet loss probability.

It is also seen that the soft blocking factor α is
3.6 % for domestic users and 1.1 % for business
users. The effective rates at which users get new
data delivered is 46 kbps for domestic users and
2,026 kbps for business users which result in
average download times of 5.2 s and 0.2 s
respectively.

The algorithm found 168 LSPs, of which 88 are
used by domestic users and 80 by business users.
An aggregate is said to have an LSP multiplicity
of K if it is supported by K LSPs. The table
shows that the LSP multiplicity is higher for
domestic users than for business users. As
shown in (18), a higher multiplicity will give a
higher delay. Domestic users are less sensitive
than business users to such a delay because of
the lower speeds of their access links. The algo-
rithm exploits this relative insensitivity, which
results in different multiplicities for the two ser-
vice classes. LSP bandwidth is the average band-
width per LSP and as expected, it is seen that
business class users consume more bandwidth,
partly because of the longer files and partly
because of their faster access links. The last
observation is confirmed by the LSP loads,
which are seen to be 37 % and 24 % for domes-
tic and business users respectively.

The buffers at the ingress nodes of the MPLS
network can be used to reduce the packet loss
probabilities at the expense of increasing the
buffer delay. Such a change will also affect the
optimal choices of routes and bandwidths for the
LSPs. Table 4 shows the effect of increasing the
buffer space on the LSPs for domestic users,
which suffer from a high packet loss, from 5
to 10.

The result is not only a lower packet loss proba-
bility for domestic users, but the soft blocking
factors decrease and the effective rates increase
for both types of users. The latter is a conse-
quence of the fact that a complete redesign is

Figure 5  The core NSF
network

Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 – 6 7 1 9 5 2 3

2 7 – 24 3 31 15 6 9

3 8 25 – 4 37 18 7 11

4 1 3 3 – 4 7 1 1

5 11 33 39 5 – 24 9 15

6 5 14 16 2 21 – 4 6

7 2 5 6 1 8 4 – 2

8 3 8 10 1 12 6 2 –

Table 2  Request rate matrix
for both domestic users and
business users
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free to find completely new LSPs.2) The lower
packet loss probabilities enable faster downloads
which, in turn, cause a lower demand for band-
width from domestic users, hence more band-
width is made available to business users. This
is clearly demonstrated by the fact that the LSP
bandwidth goes down and the LSP load goes up
for domestic users while the situation is reversed
for business users. 

6  Mixed Objective Functions
The results above may be generalised to multi-
service networks by applying class dependent
objective functions. As a concrete example, con-
sider a UMTS core network. The data carried
by such a network can be classified into control
traffic and user traffic. Control traffic relates to
the signalling required to establish and release
connections, to handle mobility etc., and user
traffic relates to the four basic service classes
in UMTS, viz. conversational, streaming, inter-
active and background.

Our method to design LSPs can thus be applied
to UMTS core networks built on MPLS by map-
ping the five service classes to class-dependent
objective functions as follows:

Signalling and other management information
may be carried over a UDP-like protocol
which can be represented by an M/G/1/K
model. The revenue function in this case is
e.g. a function of the number of signals trans-
ported within certain time limits.

Conversational mainly comprises services like
voice for which the Erlang-B based revenue
function of Section 4 may be appropriate.
Note that this does not imply circuit switch-
ing, but only that there is a CAC mechanism
in place. It is emphasised that the objective
function (2) may be non-linear or linear
depending on the specific aggregate consid-
ered. Typically, voice will be AMR coded
between MSs and TRCs, while standard PCM
coding will be used between TRCs and gate-
ways to external networks. The variable bit
rate of AMR may be modelled by a non-linear
capacity function, whereas the peak rate of
PCM implies a linear capacity function.

Streaming is intended for playback of audio and
video information. Typically the information
will be coded at variable bit rate but the trans-
mission can be carried out at a fixed rate, in
particular if the content is known and analysed
in advance. Again the Erlang-B based revenue

function may be useful, and again this does
not imply circuit switching, but only that there
is a CAC mechanism in place. Moreover, if
bandwidth requirements differ between users
and/or contents, extensions to the multi-
dimensional version of Erlang-B may be used,
e.g. [10, TD9713] and [24].

Interactive may typically carry transaction data
of type request-response for which some real
time constraints apply. This class may there-
fore be modelled by a TCP fixed point
approach like the one in Section 5.1 with
small files and a high tendency for users to
be discouraged by slow response times.

Background will be used by non urgent data
such as email, etc. Again a TCP fixed point
approach may be suitable, although back-
ground file sizes are expected to be longer and
users will be much less sensitive to response
times.

Service class All Dom. Bus. All Dom. Bus.

Buffer size 5 5 10 5

Packet loss (%) 1.9 5.4 0.1 0.9 2.5 0.1

Request “loss” (%) 3.6 1.1 2.0 0.6

Effective rate (kbps) 46 2026 47 2036

Download time (s) 5.2 0.2 5.1 0.2

LSPs 168 88 80 172 94 78

LSP multiplicity 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.4

LSP bandwidth 108 311 86 376

LSP load (%) 37 24 53 24

Table 4  Packet loss, session
loss, number of paths, path
multiplicity and path band-

width

Route length Bandwidths LSPs

Ci C'i Li L'i

0 28,678 0 120 0

1 2,382 19,462 23 40

2 2,808 6,320 17 53

3 549 3,239 8 36

4 0 2,742 0 21

5 0 1,223 0 14

6 0 1,431 0 4

Total 34,417 34,417 168 168

Table 3  Distribution of the
allocated bandwidth Ci on

LSPs of normalised length i;
distribution of the allocated

bandwidth C'i on LSPs of un-
normalised length i; distribu-
tion of the normalised Li and

un-normalised L'i LSP lengths

2) An alternative to complete redesigns is partial redesigns where some LSPs, for example those of
business users, are “locked”.
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It is thus seen that the XFG algorithm would in
this case use three objective functions: an objec-
tive function based on the M/G/1/K queue to
compute the price of bandwidth for signalling;
the Erlang-B formula to compute the price of
bandwidth for conversational and streaming traf-
fic; and an objective function based on the TCP
fixed point of Section 5.1 to compute the price
of bandwidth for interactive and background
traffic. The bandwidth market would use the
three objective functions to find and capacitate
the LSPs based on the profits to be earned by
carrying the various service classes.

In addition it may e.g. be preferred to distinguish
network management traffic and, in a split archi-
tecture, traffic related to the communication
between servers (MSCs, TMSCs, SGSNs and
GGSNs) and gateways (MGWs). These two
classes would be handled by the same type of
objective function as signalling, but with differ-
ent performance requirements. Typically, the
network management information may be rela-
tively insensitive to delays, whereas server-gate-
way traffic may have strict real time require-
ments.

From a conceptual point of view, the LSPs can
be viewed as members of logically independent
networks of which there is one for each service
class. The logical networks may for example
include RNCs, MSCs and TMSCs for conversa-
tional services; RNCs, SGSNs and GGSNs for
interactive services; and RNCs, MSCs, TMCSs,
SGSNs, GGSNs, HLRs, EIRs etc. for signalling
traffic.

The latter observation indicates that the method
can be extended to include VPNs in a straight-
forward manner. The procedure is to characterise
the requirements on VPN links by objective
functions and represent each VPN link by an
aggregate after which XFG will find suitable
routes and bandwidths. Also note that the
method can be applied on top of existing VPNs.

7  Conclusions
MPLS represents a promising way of obtaining
the benefits of different technologies such as
ATM (with emphasis on quality of service) and
IP (with emphasis on simplicity). In particular,
we have shown that multiple LSPs between
ELRs which separate not only O-D pairs but
also service classes in most realistic cases are
likely to be the preferred mode of operation.

We next considered path selection and band-
width allocation in multi-service MPLS net-
works in order to optimise the network quality
of service. The optimisation was based upon the
constrained optimisation of non-linear objective
functions. Two examples of such functions were

shown in detail, an Erlang-B based one for ser-
vices carried by e.g. UDP and where equivalent
bandwidth applies and a CAC mechanism is
active, and another one based on best effort ser-
vices over TCP where the transmission rate is
adapted to the level of congestion. We also dis-
cussed the possibilities to include other functions
to suit, e.g., services carried by UDP but for
which CAC does not apply.

We presented a computationally efficient algo-
rithm called XFG to find and capacitate optimal
LSPs. The algorithm is based on a bandwidth
market where bandwidth prices determine the
routes and bandwidths of LSPs. The algorithm
was applied to compute optimal LSPs for a 55
node network model carrying 6 service classes
and for an 8 node network carrying 2 service
classes. It was seen that the method is capable
of quickly designing complex networks of LSPs
with appropriate quality of service discrimina-
tion between different service classes and that
also accounts for node performance characteris-
tics.

A UMTS core network was used as a concrete
example to show how the method can be applied
to design general multi-service networks, and
the extension to include VPNs was described.

The method can be rephrased to distributed
design. A first approach is outlined in [8] and
further work is in progress. Other points of study
include cost based pricing to model design of
MPLS networks on leased lines. Finally, work
on a more elaborate TCP model which includes
short file transfers, slow start, time-outs and a
more advanced queuing model is currently in
progress.
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1  Introduction
As the Internet is growing from a playground for
an elite group of computer scientists in the early
80s to a huge network connecting tens (or hun-
dreds) of millions of users, the importance of
routing has become more and more obvious.
Routing, which is the process of finding a path
from a source to every destination in the net-
work, is the underlying structure that glues the
world-wide Internet together.

The concept of routing was introduced with the
telephone network. Over the past hundred years,
many different routing policies have been used
in the telephone network. As computerised
switching systems have been introduced, the
routing policies have become increasingly
sophisticated. However, all telephone routing
policies have their special features that differ
from the IP (or Internet) routing, so we cannot
simply adopt these policies to IP networks.

Some of the special characteristics of IP routing
compared to routing in telephone networks are
listed below:

1. In IP routing, the traffic pattern is less pre-
dictable compared to that of the telephone
traffic.

2. Routers and links in IP networks are not as
reliable as switches and links in the telephone
network, so maintaining connectivity is an
important task of IP routing.

3. In the Internet, network administrators in dif-
ferent domains may choose different policies,
making traffic measurement and management
policies much more difficult.

4. Since voice calls require the same, simple
quality of service, the admission control deci-
sion is trivial. In the Internet, however, con-
nectivity is not sufficient to complete a call:

the path must also have sufficient resources
available.

5. IP routing is performed on a packet level,
while the telephone network routing problem
is performed in a circuit switched network.

In this document, we start with an overview of
the routing protocols that are currently in use in
the Internet (Chapter 2). The increasing traffic
demand and new requirements (such as QoS)
call for more sophisticated routing protocols.
Therefore, in Chapter 3 we discuss a new con-
cept of routing, namely Constraint-based rout-
ing. It refers to a class of routing systems that
compute routes through a network subject to sat-
isfaction of a set of constraints (e.g. resource
availability, policy) and requirements (such as
QoS). In the most general setting, constraint-
based routing may also seek to optimise overall
network performance while minimising costs.

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a
technique promoted by the IETF that integrates
the label swapping paradigm with network layer
routing. The MPLS ability to support constraint-
based routing makes it highly relevant for this
study. Therefore, routing in MPLS is discussed
in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5 we give a brief overview of the
status and trends of routing research and devel-
opment activities. Finally some concluding re-
marks are given in Chapter 6.

2  Current IP Routing
Protocols

In this chapter we make an overview of currently
deployed routing protocols. We start with a gen-
eral introduction of routing functionalities, pro-
tocol requirements, and choices in the design of
routing protocols. Next follows a description of
routing in IP networks. We shall discuss the
most popular routing protocols that are in use

State-of-the-art of IP Routing
B O N I N G  F E N G ,  A N N E - G R E T H E  K Å R Å S E N ,  
P E R  T H O M A S  H U T H  A N D  B J Ø R N  S L A G S V O L D

This paper summarises the state-of-the-art of IP routing. Starting with an overview of the currently used

routing strategies and protocols in IP networks, it identifies the problems and challenges introduced by

the explosive growth of the Internet and the introduction of newer applications and services.

The routing problems in future IP networks are not trivial, with many complex problems yet to be identi-

fied and solved. In this paper, a class of routing systems that compute routes subject to satisfaction of

a set of constraints and requirements (called “constraint-based routing”, CBR) is presented.

Also included in this paper is a discussion of requirements for developing new routing protocols that

support new types of services, such as multicast and mobility.
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today, and the functionalities that are already
implemented there. Also mentioned are new
requirements that cannot be satisfied with
today’s routing protocols.

2.1  Routing Basics

2.1.1  Routing Functionalities
Although different networks employ different
routing algorithms, they all share a core of basic
routing functionality [STEE95]. The first of the
core routing functions is collecting network and
user traffic state information that is used in gen-
erating and selecting routes, and keeping it up to
date. The state information includes service
requirements and current locations of users, ser-
vices provided by and resources available within
the network, and restrictions on the use of these
services and resources.

The second core routing function is generating
and selecting feasible and even optimal routes
based on user and network state information.
Feasible routes are those that satisfy all the user-
and network-imposed service constraints. Opti-
mal routes are feasible routes that are “best”
with respect to a specific performance objective.

Forwarding user traffic along the routes
selected was defined as another core routing
function. In recent years, however, the term for-
warding is classified as a separate function,
while routing is now used to describe the first
two functions [BLAC00].

2.1.2  Routing Protocol Requirements
Routing protocols are the protocols that establish
mutually consistent routing tables in every router
in the network. The manner in which the route is
calculated is based on a routing algorithm, and
the algorithm is a very important part of the
overall routing architecture.

Some design goals can be established for routing
algorithms [THOM98]:

• Simplicity: Since route management is an
overhead component in a router, it must not
consume too much overhead. As far as possi-
ble, routing algorithms should be simple, and
they should not consume a lot of memory and
CPU capacity.

• Robustness: During periods of unusual types
of traffic or large volumes of traffic, they
should not fail. If they fail, it should not mean
a complete loss of routing capacity. The goal
of robustness is one aspect of the goal of accu-
racy.

• Convergence: Once a change occurs that
requires a route recalculation, the update mes-

sages and resulting recalculation of the routes
is done quickly, and all nodes reach agreement
(convergence) quickly.

• Flexibility: A routing algorithm should acc-
ommodate different metrics; it should support
default routes; it should allow a hierarchy of
routing domains, it should support one or
more than one path to a destination, etc.

• Accuracy: It makes little difference if the
route-calculation algorithm is simple, robust,
or whatever, if it does not calculate and select
accurate routes according to the “best” routing
criteria. Of course, the best route depends on
the metrics and the algorithm’s use of the met-
rics.

2.1.3  Choices in Routing Protocol
Design

Designers of routing protocols have many mech-
anisms available to them. In this section, we will
describe some commonly available choices for
routing [MEEL90]. These choices also represent
a rough taxonomy to categorise routing proto-
cols.

• Centralised vs. distributed routing: In cen-
tralised routing, a central processor collects
information about the status of each link (up
or down, utilisation, capacity, etc.) and pro-
cesses this information to compute a routing
table for every node. It then distributes these
tables to all the routers. In distributed routing,
routers co-operate using a distributed routing
protocol to create mutually consistent routing
tables. Centralised routing is reasonable when
the network is centrally administrated and the
network is not too large. However, it creates a
single point of failure, and the concentration
of routing traffic to a single point.

• Intra-domain routing vs. inter-domain routing:
The nodes are grouped into regions on differ-
ent levels. This implies that the nodes have
full knowledge of the topological structure
within one region, but only a few are responsi-
ble for the routing between the regions. A spe-
cial case here will be the routing between
domains on a general basis, e.g. between
autonomous systems (AS).

• Source-based vs. hop-by-hop: A packet header
can carry the entire route (that is, the address
of every router on the path from the source to
the destination), or the packet can carry just
the destination address, and each router along
the path can choose the next hop.These alter-
natives represent extremes in the degree to
which a source can influence the path of a
packet. A source route allows a sender to
specify a packet’s path precisely, but requires
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the source to be aware of the entire network
topology. If a link or a router along the path
goes down, a source-routed packet will not
reach its destination. Moreover, if a path is
long, the packet header can be fairly large.
Thus, source routing trades off specificity
in routing for packet-header size and extra
overhead for control messages.

An intermediate solution is to use a loose
source route. With loose source routes, the
sender chooses a subset of routers that the
packet should pass through, and the path may
include routers not included in the source
route. Loose source routes are supported in
the IP version 4 and 6 headers.

• Stochastic vs. deterministic: With a determin-
istic route, each router forwards packets
toward a destination along exactly one path.
In stochastic routing, each router maintains
more than one next hop for each possible des-
tination. It randomly picks one of these hops
when forwarding a packet.The advantage of
stochastic routing is that it spreads the load
among many paths, so that the load oscilla-
tions characteristic of deterministic routing are
eliminated. On the other hand, a destination
may receive packets along the same connec-
tion out of order, and with varying delays.
Consequently, modern networks usually use
deterministic routing.

• Single vs. multiple path: In single-path rout-
ing, a router maintains only one path to each
destination. In multiple-path routing, a router
maintains a primary path to a destination,
along with alternative paths. If the primary
path is unavailable for some reason, routers
may send packets on the alternative path1).

• State-dependent (dynamic) vs. state-indepen-
dent (static): With state-dependent or dynamic
routing, the choice of a route depends on the
current (measured) network state. For exam-
ple, if some links are heavily loaded, routers
may try to route packets around that link.
With state-independent or static routing, the
route ignores the network state. For example,
a shortest-path route (where we measure the
path length as the number of hops) is state-
independent. State-dependent routing usually
finds better routes than state-independent rout-
ing, but can suffer from problems caused by
network dynamics (such as the routing oscilla-
tions). It also requires more overhead for mon-
itoring the network load.

• Link-state routing vs. distance-vector routing:
In link-state routing each node knows the
topology and the cost of each link. In dis-
tance-vector routing the vector contains infor-
mation of topology and cost from the originat-
ing node to the destination.

Having broadly considered the choices in rout-
ing protocol design, we are going to study spe-
cific routing protocols that make a selection
from the choices described earlier. The literature
on routing is vast. In this paper we only study
routing in IP-networks (i.e. the Internet).

2.2  Status of Internet Routing
We refer to the previous discussion (section
2.1.3) of routing protocol choices. In summary,
in today’s Internet the following choices have
been made:

• Centralised routing is not used in the Internet
due to the problems of dependability and scal-
ability. The distributed routing approach is
implemented.

• Separate protocols are used for intra-domain
routing and inter-domain routing, respectively
(more discussion in section 2.4).

• Hop-by-hop routing is the most common
approach in Internet today. However, it is
believed that source routing (or explicit rout-
ing) might be better suited to select paths sat-
isfying user’s QoS requests [SU00]. There-
fore, research on source routing has got more
focus in recent years.

• Deterministic routing is preferred due to its
ability to offer more consistent quality of ser-
vice.

• Currently, single-path routing is used on the
Internet, because maintaining alternative paths
requires more routing table space. However,
multiple-path routing can reduce both the
packet blocking probability and the restoration
time in the presence of failure. Multiple-path
routing can also give better support to the QoS
requirements that are becoming more and
more important for the future Internet.

• The Internet uses both state-dependent and
state-independent routing.

• Both distance-vector and link-state routing are
used, as discussed in the next section.

1) With stochastic routing, routers may send packets on alternative paths even if the primary path is
available.
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2.3  Distance-vector and Link-state
Routing

The two fundamental routing algorithms in
IP networks are distance-vector and link-state
routing.

Both algorithms assume that a router knows
• the address of each neighbour, and

• the cost of reaching each neighbour (where the
cost measures quantities like the link’s capac-
ity, the current queuing delay, or a per-packet
charge).

Both algorithms allow a router to find global
routing information, that is, the next hop to reach
every destination in the network by the shortest
path, by exchanging routing information with
only its neighbour. In the following, we will give
a brief introduction to these two algorithms.
More details can be found in many places in the
literature, such as [HUIT00].

2.3.1  Distance-vector Routing
In distance-vector routing, we assume that each
router knows the identity of every other router in
the network (but not necessarily the shortest path
to it). Each router maintains a distance vector,
which is a list of <destination, cost> tuples, one
tuple per destination, where cost is the current
estimate for the sum of the link costs on the
shortest path to that destination. Each router ini-
tialises the cost to reach all non-neighbour nodes
to a value higher than the expected cost of any
route in the network (commonly referred to in
the routing literature as infinity). A router sends
a copy of its distance vector to all its neighbours.

When a router receives a distance vector from
a neighbour, it determines whether its cost to
reach any destination would decrease if it routed
packets to that destination through that neigh-
bour (Figure 2.1). It can easily do so by compar-
ing its current cost to reach a destination with
the sum of the cost to reach its neighbour and
its neighbour’s cost to reach that destination.

With the continued exchange of distance vec-
tors, the cost of every link is eventually known
throughout the network. The distance-vector
algorithm is also called Bellman-Ford
([BELL57], [FF62]) after its creators.

The distance-vector algorithm works well if
nodes and links are always up, but it runs into
many problems when links go down or come up.
The root cause of problems is that when a node
updates and distributes a distance vector, it hides
the sequence of operations it used to compute
the vector. Thus, downstream routers do not
have sufficient information to figure out whether
their choice of a next hop will cause loops to
form. One typical problem is count-to-infinity
[KESH97]. Solutions to this problem can be
found in many places in the routing literature
(e.g. [HUIT00]).

2.3.2  Link-state Routing
In distance-vector routing, a router knows only
the cost to each destination or, sometimes, the
path to the destination. This cost of path is partly
determined on its behalf by other routers in the
network. This hiding of information is the cause
of many problems with distance-vector algo-
rithms.

Figure 2.1  Distance-vector
algorithm at node A. In the

figure, A receives a distance
vector from its neighbours B

and D. It uses this information
to find that it can reach nodes

C and E at a lower cost. It
therefore updates its own

distance vector and chooses
B as its next hop to nodes C

and E

Computation at A when Distance Vectors from B
and D arrive

1. Cost to destinations via B = Cost to go to B + Cost to
destinations from B = (1,1,1,1,1) + (1,0,2,∞,4) =
(2,1,3,∞,5)

2. Cost to destinations via D = Cost to go to D + Cost to
destinations from D = (3,3,3,3,3) + (3,∞,∞,0,6) =
(6,∞,∞,3,9)

3. Current cost from A = (0,1,∞,3,∞)

Minimum cost to destinations = (0,1,3,3,5)

Initial

E ∞ 4 5 6 0
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In contrast, the philosophy in link-state routing
is to distribute the topology of the network and
the cost of each link to all the routers. Each
router independently computes optimal paths to
every destination. If each router sees the same
cost for each link and uses the same algorithm to
compute the best path, the routes are guaranteed
to be loop free. Thus, the key elements in link-
state routing are a way to distribute knowledge
of network topology to every router in the net-
work, and a way to compute shortest paths given
the topology.

Topology Dissemination
Each router participating in the link-state algo-
rithm creates a set of link-state advertisements
(LSAs) that describe its links. An LSA contains
the router’s ID, the neighbour’s ID, and the cost
of the link to the neighbour. The next step is to
distribute a copy of every LSA to every router
using controlled flooding. The idea is that when
a router receives a new LSA, it stores a copy of
the LSA in a link state database, and forwards
the LSA to every interface other than the one on
which it arrived.

Computing Shortest Paths
A router typically uses Dijkstra’s shortest-path
first algorithm [DIJK59] to compute optimal
routes in the network. A good description of
the algorithm is given in [KESH97].

When the algorithm stops, we have, for each
router, the route on the shortest path used to
reach it.

Complexity
Generally, link-state algorithms are complex.
Much overhead is needed in order to prevent
corruption of the Link State Databases and keep
them coherent. It also requires that nodes inde-
pendently compute consistent routes. In large
networks, LSAs also require much memory in
the routers.

2.3.3  Link-state versus Vector-distance
Both link-state and vector-distance routing are
commonly used in the Internet today. Distance-
vector routing does not require that nodes inde-
pendently compute consistent routes. They also
require less memory for routing tables than do
link-state protocols, because they do not need
to maintain a link-state database.

Vector-distance routing was introduced first
with Routing Information Protocol (RIP), which
is a very simple protocol. It works well with
small networks. However, for large and complex
networks RIP is probably wholly inadequate:

• It does compute new routes after any change
in network topology, but in some cases it does
so slowly, by counting to infinity.

• RIP cannot be used in networks in which
routes may use more than 15 hops, because a
metric of 16 indicates infinity.

On the other hand, conventional wisdom is
that link-state routing is more stable because
each router knows the entire network topol-
ogy. The advantages of link-state routing are,
among others:

• Fast, loopless convergence;

• Support for precise metrics and, in the future,
multiple metrics;

• Support of multiple paths to a destination.

The focus of research on routing in recent years
has been on link-state routing. Although the pro-
tocols are more complex, the extra functionali-
ties they offer can be very useful to support new
service requirements in modern IP-networks.

2.4  Hierarchical Structures &
Domains

2.4.1  Autonomous Systems
Since the beginning of the Internet, the concept
of Autonomous System (AS) has been used to
define a set of routers and networks under the
same administration.

In the early days of the Internet, the network
consisted of a small number of campus networks
that were interconnected via one single back-
bone network (which is also called the “core”).

From a routing point of view, the definition of
an AS is quite simple: all parts of an AS must
remain connected [HUIT00]. Routers belonging
to the same AS must exchange routing informa-
tion in order to maintain connectivity. This is
normally achieved by selecting a single routing
protocol and running it between all the routers.
Therefore, a consistent internal routing policy is
employed within an AS.

2.4.2  Interior Gateway Protocols
Routing protocols employed within ASs are
called Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs). The
most used IGPs include RIP, OSPF, and IS-IS.

Splitting the Internet into several ASs aims at
lowering the routing overhead and at easing the
network management. Computing routes, dis-
tributing new versions of software, or isolating
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failing elements is easier when the number of
links and routers is kept relatively small. How-
ever, connectivity must be maintained. The rout-
ing tables inside the AS should include entries
covering all possible Internet destinations. Since
IGP is only used within an AS, the choice of IGP
in one AS is independent of that of another AS.

The routing tables are maintained by the IGP,
but the IGP messages are only exchanged be-
tween routers that belong to the AS. These
routers can only discover information about the
internal networks to which they are directly con-
nected. They must get the information about the
exterior networks through a dialogue with exte-
rior gateways, which are entry points in adjacent
autonomous systems.

2.4.3  Exterior Gateway Protocols
The role of Exterior Gateway Protocol (or sim-
ply called Exterior Protocol) is precisely to
exchange this “reachability information” in
order to enable the ASs to exchange routing
information.

Although all the routers within an AS are mutu-
ally co-operative, routers interconnecting two
ASs may not necessarily trust each other. Exte-
rior protocols determine routing between entities
that can be owned by mutually suspicious
domains. An important part of exterior proto-
cols, therefore, is configuring border gateways
(that is, gateways that mediate between interior
and exterior routing) to recognise a set of valid
neighbours and valid paths.

The EGP-protocol was designed for this pur-
pose. Although EGP is still in use today, how-
ever, it is being replaced by Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). The BGP version that has been
in use since 1995 is BGP-4 [RFC1771].

BGP-4 is a path-vector protocol, where distance
vectors are annotated not only with the entire
path used to compute each distance, but also
with certain policy attributes. It guarantees loop-
freeness at the expense of large routing tables.
BGP routers use TCP to communicate with each
other, instead of layering the routing messages
directly over IP, as is done in every other Inter-
net routing protocol. This simplifies the error
management in the routing protocol. However,
routing updates are subject to TCP flow control,
which can lead to fairly complicated and poorly
understood network dynamics. For example,
routing updates might be delayed waiting for
TCP to time out. Thus, the choice of TCP is
still controversial [KESH97].

If an AS has more than one BGP-speaking bor-
der gateway, path vectors arriving at a gateway
must somehow make their way to all the other

gateways in the AS (also called internal peer-
ing). BGP-4 is hard to maintain because of the
need to choose consistent path attributes from
all the border routers, and to maintain clique
connectivity among internal peers.

2.4.4  Interconnecting Exterior and
Interior Routing Protocols

The key problem in interconnecting exterior and
interior protocols is that they may use different
routing techniques and different ways to decide
link costs. For example, the exterior protocol
may advertise a 5-hop count to another AS.
However, each of these hops may span a con-
tinent and cannot be compared with a 5-hop
path in the interior of an AS.

A similar problem arises if the interior and ex-
terior routing protocols use different routing
schemes. For example, the exterior protocol may
use path-vector routing, and the interior may use
link-state routing. Thus, the border gateway
must convert from a link state database to a set
of distance vectors that summarise paths to its
interior. In the other direction, it must convert
from distance-vector advertisements to external
records for the interior routing protocol.

The bottom line is that interconnecting a given
interior and exterior protocol requires a fair
amount of manual intervention, and frequent
monitoring to ensure that the network stays up.
This is a direct consequence of the heterogeneity
in the administration of the Internet, and of its
decentralised control.

2.5  Supporting QoS Requirements
Routing deployed in today’s Internet typically
supports only one type of datagram service
called “best-effort”. No guarantee of QoS re-
quirements is offered, but routing is optimised
for a single arbitrary metric, administrative
weight or hop count. Alternative paths with
acceptable but non-optimal cost cannot be used
to route traffic.

In order to support integrated-services class of
services, multiple paths between node pairs will
have to be calculated. Some of these new classes
of service will require the distribution of addi-
tional routing metrics, e.g. delay, and available
bandwidth. If any of these metrics change fre-
quently, routing updates can become more fre-
quent, thereby consuming network bandwidth
and router CPU cycles.

A second problem is that today’s routing will
shift the traffic from one path to another as soon
as a “better” path is found. The traffic will be
shifted even if the existing path can meet the ser-
vice requirements of the exiting traffic. If rout-
ing calculation is tied to frequently changing
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consumable resources (e.g. available bandwidth)
this change will happen more often and can
introduce routing oscillations as traffic shifts
back and forth between alternate paths. Further-
more, frequently changing routes can increase
the delay variation (jitter) experienced by the
end users.

A third problem with today’s routing is that if
the existing path cannot admit a new flow, the
associated traffic cannot be forwarded even if
an adequate path exists.

2.6  Need for better Routing
Protocols

The Internet is growing fast – the number of
connected hosts is doubled almost every year,
while the volume of traffic is doubling every six
to ten months. This growth has been sustained
for several years, and all measures indicate that
it may well continue at the same rate for several
years, [HUIT00].

Internet providers must invest continuously to
build up network capacity, but they also have
to cope with another problem – as the Internet
grows, the number of routers that have to be
propagated by routing protocols also grows,
resulting in more routing traffic.

Let us look at one example: a problem with BGP
is that a small fraction of the routes contributes
an inordinate amount of updates. This phe-
nomenon, informally known as “route flap”, can
be caused by software or hardware bugs, by the
interaction between BGP and network conges-
tion described in the previous section, or by
local decisions. Whatever the cause, it is neces-
sary to mitigate its effects. If a misbehaving
router sends too many updates at too short inter-
vals, its neighbours that try to process all the
updates will exhaust their computing resource,
and may fall into a congested state that triggers
further instabilities.

One solution, proposed in [RFC2439], is to limit
the rate at which updates are accepted for any
given path.

The problems mentioned above are only ex-
amples of what can happen in a large Internet.
There are many other challenges in the area of
routing. Some of these are:

• Problems related to interconnection between
ASs;

• How to manage large ASs – since IGP
requires that all the routers know each other
within the AS, a good idea is to divide the AS
into several small “sub domains”;

• How the routing tables can be aggregated to
cope with the growth of the Internet routing
table;

• Is IPv6 the solution?

In the Internet today, routing is typically done in
a distributed fashion. Routes are optimized for a
single arbitrary metric, administrative weight, or
hop count. For any source-destination pair, all
the packets follow the current “shortest path”
(i.e. lowest cost path). Alternatively, fully
acceptable routes are not used if they represent
higher “cost”2).

The current IP routing protocols were designed
for “elastic traffic”, such as TCP based applica-
tions like FTP, HTTP, etc., which are insensitive
to delay and delay-variations.

In order to support the traffic growth and new
types of services that are planned to be trans-
ported over IP-networks and the corresponding
QoS-requirements, we need better routing proto-
cols.

3  Constraint-based Routing
Constraint-based routing refers to a class of rout-
ing systems that compute routes through a net-
work subject to satisfaction of a set of con-
straints and requirements. In the most general
setting, constraint-based routing may also seek
to optimise overall network performance while
minimising costs.

The constraints and requirements may be im-
posed by the network itself or by administrative
policies. Constraints may include bandwidth,
hop count, delay, and policy instruments such as
resource class attributes. Constraints may also
include domain specific attributes of certain net-
work technologies and contexts that impose
restrictions on the solution space of the routing
function. Path oriented technologies such as
MPLS have made constraint-based routing
feasible and attractive in public IP networks.

Constraint-based routing is in general applicable
to traffic aggregates as well as flows, and may
be subject to a wide variety of constraints that
may include policy restrictions.

2) Some routing protocols, such as OSPF, do support alternative routes with equal cost, so a split of
traffic among several equal-cost paths are accepted.
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3.1  Definition of Constraints
Constraints and resources are counterparts to one
another: routes have constraints while network
elements (nodes and links) have resources. As
paths are explored, the constraints for a route are
checked against the resources along the path to
see that the constraints are met. The constraints
specified must match available resource infor-
mation [CR-notes].

Constraints can be divided into Boolean and
quantitative. Some constraints can be of both
types. Boolean constraints indicate whether or
not a candidate path is feasible. Quantitative con-
straints assign numerical values to paths, en-
abling choice between feasible candidate paths.

Resources can be divided into configurable,
dynamic and topological. Configurable
resources are those assigned by an administrator,
e.g. administrative groups and link metrics.
Dynamic resources are those that depend on the
network state and vary with time, e.g. available
link bandwidth. Topological resources are those
that are enforced by the topology of the network,
e.g. path length.

3.1.1  Boolean Constraints
Boolean constraints include (related resource in
brackets):
• Administrative group constraints (administra-

tive groups or colours configured on links);

• Bandwidth availability (available link band-
width);

• Delay bounds (configured delay on links and
nodes);

• Hop count bounds (path length).

3.1.2  Quantitative Constraints
Quantitative constraints include (related
resources in brackets):
• Residual bandwidth ratio (residual link band-

width);

• Path metric (metric);

• Resilience (penalty, applies to backup path
computation);

• Hop count (path length).

In order to select a path among feasible candi-
date paths, the quantitative constraints have to be
ordered or prioritised in some way. This order
should be administratively configurable. A
default ordering of the quantitative constraints
could e.g. be: path metric, resilience, residual
bandwidth ratio and hop count (suggested by
[CR-notes]).

3.2  QoS Routing
A definition of QoS(-based) routing [RFC2386]:
A routing mechanism under which paths for
flows are determined based on some knowledge
of resource availability in the network as well as
the QoS requirement of flows.

Another definition of QoS routing [QoSGlos]:
A dynamic routing protocol that has expanded
its path-selection criteria to include QoS parame-
ters such as available bandwidth, link and end-
to-end path utilisation, node resource consump-
tion, delay and latency, and induced jitter.

QoS routing is regarded as a subset of the more
general constraint-based routing concept. It
selects routes with sufficient resources for re-
quested QoS parameters.

The main objectives of QoS routing are:
• Dynamic determination of feasible paths;
• Optimisation of resource usage.

The QoS requirement of a flow is given as a set
of constraints, which can be link constraints,
path constraints or tree constraints (applicable
to multicast flows only). A link constraint speci-
fies a restriction on the use of links. A band-
width constraint of a unicast path will e.g.
require that the links constituting the path must
have a minimum amount of available bandwidth.
A path constraint specifies the end-to-end QoS
requirement on a given (single) path, while a
tree constraint specifies the QoS requirement
for the whole multicast tree. A feasible path is
a path that has sufficient unused resources to
satisfy the QoS constraints of a flow. The basic
function of QoS routing is to find such a path.
Additionally, the applied QoS routing algorithm
may try to optimise resource utilisation by con-
sidering link cost. The optimal output of a QoS
routing procedure is the lowest-cost path among
all feasible paths.

3.2.1  Network State Information
In order to find a feasible path for a new flow, it
is necessary to have up-to-date state information.
The state information may be classified as de-
scribed in the following.

Each node is assumed to maintain its up-to-date
local state, including the queuing and propaga-
tion delay, the residual bandwidth of the outgo-
ing links, and the availability of other resources.

The combination of the local state of all nodes in
the network is called a global state. An IGP with
appropriate TE extensions may be used to spread
this information among the network nodes so
that each node knows the topology of the net-
work and the state of each link as illustrated in
Figure 3.1. The information kept by the nodes
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will never be completely up-to-date due to the
non-negligible delay of the information dissemi-
nation process. The larger the network, the more
imprecise the information gets.

To reduce the scalability problem for larger net-
works, information may be aggregated according
to the hierarchical structure of the network,
obtaining an aggregated (partial) global state
view. [CHEN98] has described these matters in
more detail.

3.2.2  The Unicast Routing Problem
The unicast routing problem is defined as fol-
lows: given a source node s, a destination node t,
a set of QoS constraints C, and possibly an opti-
misation goal, find the best feasible path from s
to t that satisfies C.

QoS requirements on metrics such as residual
bandwidth and buffer space, so-called “bottle-
neck” requirements, are relatively easy to han-
dle. The state of the resulting path is determined
by the state of the bottleneck link. In Figure 3.1,
the bandwidth of path s – i – j – t is 1, which is
the bandwidth of the bottleneck link (i, j). In this
case, two basic routing problems may be de-
fined. One problem is called link-optimisation
routing. For example, bandwidth-optimisation
routing is to find a path that has the largest band-
width on the bottleneck link (the widest path).
The other problem is called link-constrained
routing. For example, bandwidth-constrained
routing is to find a path whose bottleneck link
has a bandwidth above a required value.

QoS requirements on metrics such as delay and
cost, so called “additive” requirements, are more
complex to handle. The state of the path is deter-
mined by the combined state of all links on the
path. In Figure 3.1, the delay of path s – i – j – t
is 10, which is the total delay of all links on the
path. In this case, two basic routing problems

may be defined. One problem is called path-
optimisation routing. For example, least-cost
routing is to find a path whose total cost is min-
imised. The other problem is called path-con-
strained routing. For example, delay-constrained
routing is to find a path whose delay is bounded
by a required value.

A number of composite routing problems can be
derived from the four basic problems cited above.
Some of these composite routing problems are
hard to solve. For details, see [CHEN98].

Proposed traffic engineering extensions to OSPF
[OSPF-TE] and IS-IS [ISIS-TE] currently sup-
port the advertisement of a single routing metric,
in addition to bandwidth and resource class
information. Additional link metrics, e.g. delay-
related metrics, are not supported. Thus, infor-
mation will not be directly available “on-line”
for calculating paths with delay-related QoS
requirements. A solution to get around this
might be to use the resource class information
(link colour) to mark links, so that e.g. satellite
links are avoided for delay-sensitive traffic.

There is work in progress that considers IGP
extensions supporting multiple metrics, see e.g.
[Fedyk].

3.2.3  Path Precomputation versus
Dynamic QoS Routing

QoS routing may primarily be aimed at traffic
engineering, and the operation is characterised
by a long timescale and a coarse granularity of
the traffic flow it handles (traffic aggregates). In
this case, the goal of QoS routing is to maximise
the network performance in the presence of
slowly changing traffic patterns. The different
paths computed by QoS routing are either pre-
established or change only infrequently. Several
proposed QoS routing protocols are based on
precomputing paths for all possible QoS require-
ments, and then assign traffic to the paths
accordingly. An example would be the establish-
ment of MPLS LSPs to accommodate traffic
with varying QoS requirements (e.g. DiffServ
classes). A drawback here is that the use of traf-
fic aggregates and the focus on network wide
traffic optimisation cannot provide explicit QoS
guarantees to individual flows. The precomputa-
tion perspective of QoS routing is described in
detail in [ORDA00].

The other extreme is to compute QoS routes for
each request, where each request explicitly
express its resource requirements (e.g. similar
to IntServ). The QoS routing will in this case
be constrained by satisfying individual QoS
requirements, rather than obtaining a more
global optimisation of network performance
and resource usage.

Figure 3.1  Network state
[CHEN 98]
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3.2.4  Routing QoS and Best-effort Traffic
QoS routed and best-effort traffic will coexist in
most networks, and this may cause a conflict of
interest between the two. If QoS traffic were
supported, a goal would be to admit as many
QoS flows into the network as possible. At the
same time, another goal would be to optimize
the throughput and responsiveness of best-effort
traffic. Generally speaking, QoS traffic is not
affected by best-effort traffic due to resource
reservation. However, if the overall traffic in the
network is misjudged, the throughput of best-
effort traffic will suffer. Links with light QoS
traffic may for example have heavy best-effort
traffic. These links will often be considered good
candidates for additional QoS flows, causing the
congested best-effort traffic to become even
more congested.

3.3  Policy-based Routing
Policy-based routing is regarded as another sub-
set of the more general constraint-based routing
concept.

The most common reason to do policy routing is
to accommodate “acceptable-use policies” and to
select providers.

The requirement for policy routing appeared
with the “commercialisation” of the Internet.
Users of the early Internet did not care much
about the route that was used for carrying their
packets. The network was perceived “free”, a
“public good” that should simply be shared
evenly. But commercial users should not benefit
from public subsidies, and thus could not use
the “default” route through the “academic” back-
bones. They had to alter the shortest path to take
a policy requirement into account.

The requirement for policies then became more
and more sophisticated. Merely finding one
acceptable route is not enough when the users
are charged for their traffic. A user may e.g.
want to switch to another provider between 1:00
PM and 3:00 PM to benefit from better rates.

The principles of policy-based routing are quite
similar to those of QoS routing, with differences
in the service requirements.

The past attempts at policy routing have not
been successful. There are lots of business and
technical difficulties that are still not solved.
MPLS, which we discuss in Chapter 4, could
be a good candidate to implement policy routing
successfully.

4  Routing in MPLS
MPLS is a technique promoted by the IETF that
integrates the label-swapping paradigm with net-
work layer routing. A label switched path (LSP)
is the route that data follows between the ingress
and egress of an MPLS domain.

Assigning IP traffic to MPLS hop-by-hop LSPs
may improve IP performance since label switch-
ing requires less processing than traditional IP
forwarding. However, it is the MPLS ability to
provide for constraint-based routed LSPs that is
expected to be most important to IP traffic engi-
neering. The general concept of constraint-based
routing is described in Chapter 3.

In [RFC2702] the “traffic trunk” concept is used.
A traffic trunk is an aggregation of traffic flows
of the same class, which are placed inside an
LSP. A traffic trunk is an abstract representation
of traffic to which specific characteristics can be
associated. Traffic trunks are routable objects
(similar to e.g. ATM VCs). There is a distinction
between a traffic trunk and the path (LSP)
through which the traffic traverses. A traffic
trunk can be moved from one path to another.
In practice, the terms LSP and traffic trunk are
often used synonymously. The term LSP tunnel
is commonly used to refer to the combination of
traffic trunk and explicit LSPs in MPLS. In this
chapter, the terms LSP and ER-LSP are used,
although the term LSP tunnel might be more
appropriate in some places.

An MPLS traffic engineering model consists of
four basic functional components:
• Network state information dissemination;
• Path management;
• Traffic assignment;
• Network management.

Network state information dissemination and the
path selection component of path management
are the parts that constitute the routing aspect of
MPLS TE.

4.1  Network State Information
Dissemination

In support of constraint-based routing, IETF is
defining IGP traffic engineering extensions that
include link attributes as part of each router’s
LSA, see e.g. [OSPF-TE] and [ISIS-TE]. Rele-
vant link attributes include:
• Link type;
• Traffic engineering metric;
• Maximum bandwidth;
• Maximum reservable bandwidth;
• Unreserved bandwidth;
• Resource class/colour.
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The standard link-state IGP flooding algorithm
distributes these additional link attributes to all
routers in the routing domain. The edge routers,
usually ingress LSRs, use this information,
together with traditional topology information
and administrative input, for online calculation
of LSP paths (see 4.2). 

4.2  Path Selection
Paths can be computed automatically by the
underlying routing protocols, or they can be
defined administratively by a network operator.
If there are no resource requirements or restric-
tions associated with an LSP, then a topology
driven protocol can be used to select its path.
LSPs routed in this manner are called control-
driven or hop-by-hop LSPs. However, if re-
source requirements or policy restrictions exist,
then a constraint-based routing scheme should
be used for path selection.

There are a number of ways to route an LSP:

1 The full path for the LSP may be calculated
offline;

2 A partial path for the LSP may be calculated
offline, permitting online calculation in the
ingress router to determine the full path;

3 The full path for the LSP may be calculated
online, based on the input of LSP constraints;

4 The full path for the LSP may be calculated
online, with no input of LSP constraints.

Cases 1 and 2 are described in 4.2.3, while case
3 is described in 4.2.2. Case 4 above results in
normal IGP shortest-path routing for the LSP,
and no further description is given here.

4.2.1  The CSPF Algorithm
Constrained shortest path first (CSPF) is a short-
est path first (SPF) algorithm that has been mod-
ified to take into account specific restriction
when calculating the shortest path across the net-
work. Constraint-based routing becomes rela-
tively simple when this algorithm is used. The
algorithm seems to be convenient for online path
selection, where one LSP path is calculated at a
time. However, when multiple LSPs are to be
routed, CSPF may have difficulty finding feasi-
ble routes even if they exist.

The CSPF algorithm requires input of the type:

• Topology link-state information;

• Attributes associated with the state of network
resources (link attributes, see 4.1);

• Administrative attributes required to support
traffic traversing the LSP (e.g. bandwidth
requirements, maximum hop count, adminis-
trative policy requirements).

All candidate nodes and links for a new LSP are
considered. CSPF rejects all path components
that do not meet the route requirements (con-
straints). The output of the CSPF calculation is
an explicit route consisting of a sequence of LSR
addresses that provides the shortest path that
meets the constraints.

[JUNOS] presents the CSPF implementation
from Juniper Networks. Since a description of
such detail is lacking from other material that
has been studied, their solution may be studied
to get a more detailed impression of the CSPF
concept.

4.2.2  Online Path Selection
Each router maintains network link attributes
and topology information in a database. The in-
formation is placed in the database after being
flooded by the IGP.

Each ingress router uses this database to calcu-
late the paths for its own set of LSPs across the
MPLS domain. The path for each LSP can be
represented by either a strict or loose explicit
route. If the ingress router specifies all the LSRs
in the LSP, the LSP is identified by a strict ex-
plicit route. If the ingress router specifies only
some of the LSRs in the LSP, the LSP is de-
scribed by a loose explicit route.

The ingress router may apply a CSPF algorithm
(see 4.2.1) to the information in the database to
determine the LSP paths.

4.2.3  Offline Path Selection
An administratively specified explicit path for an
LSP is configured through operator action. The
path may be completely specified or partially
specified. The path is completely specified if all
the hops between the LSP endpoints are identi-
fied. The path is partly specified if only some of
the hops are identified, leaving the completion of
the path selection to online route calculation.

When a path has been fully calculated offline,
the LSP may be instantiated in two ways. Each
router in the LSP may be individually config-
ured with the necessary static forwarding state.
Alternatively, the ingress router may be config-
ured with the full path. The ingress router then
uses [CR-LDP] or [RSVP-TE] as a dynamic sig-
nalling protocol to install forwarding state in
each router along the LSP. The resulting LSP
is termed a strict ER-LSP.
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When a path has been partly calculated offline,
the ingress router may explicitly complete the
route calculation and instantiate the LSP by use
of signalling. In this case the resulting LSP is
termed a strict ER-LSP.

For the parts of the route that have not been cal-
culated offline, the ingress router may also use
abstract nodes in the explicit route representa-
tion. This permits local flexibility in fulfilling
the request for a constraint-based route. The
resulting LSP is termed a loose ER-LSP. In this
case, the question of route pinning should be
considered. Route pinning is applicable to seg-
ments of the ER-LSP that are loosely routed, and
should be applied if it is undesirable to change
the path for the loosely routed segments of the
LSP.

If global optimisation of network resources is
required, the LSP path selection must take place
offline. Online path selection calculates one LSP
at a time, and the order in which the LSPs are
calculated determines the resulting set of physi-
cal paths in the network. This will probably not
result in optimal network resource utilisation.
An offline path selection tool is able to simulta-
neously examine the requirements for each LSP
and the resource constraints of each link. A
global calculation may be performed, and the
output of this calculation is a set of LSPs that
optimises resource utilisation for the network as
a whole. After completion of the offline calcula-
tion, the LSPs may be instantiated in any order.

4.2.4  Generic Traffic Trunk Attributes
A traffic trunk is defined as an aggregation of
traffic flows of the same class that are placed
inside an LSP. This abstract representation of
traffic allows for specific characteristics to be
associated with traffic aggregates. Traffic trunks
are objects that can be routed, and traffic trunk
characteristics may put constraints on the path
of the LSP into which it is placed.

A number of generic traffic trunk attributes have
been defined in [RFC2702]. Some of these
attributes are applicable to LSP path selection,
and are described below.

Traffic parameters indicate the resource require-
ments for the traffic trunk, as they define the
characteristics of the FEC to be transported
through the LSP. These characteristics may
include peak rates, average rates, permissible
burst size, etc. For the purpose of path selection,
or bandwidth allocation in general, the traffic
parameters can be used to calculate a single
value for the LSP bandwidth requirements.

Resource class affinity attributes associated with
a traffic trunk can be used to specify the class of
resources that are to be explicitly included or
excluded from the path of the traffic trunk, i.e.
from the LSP.

The priority attribute defines the relative impor-
tance of LSPs. Priorities can be used to deter-
mine the order in which path selection is done
for LSPs. Priorities are also important if pre-
emption (see below) is permitted. They can be
used to define a partial order on a set of LSPs,
and pre-emptive policies may be actualised
according to this. [CR-LDP] defines two priority
parameters, namely setupPriority and holding-
Priority.

The pre-emption attribute determines whether a
specific LSP can pre-empt another LSP from a
given path, and whether another LSP can pre-
empt a specific LSP. Pre-emption means rerout-
ing existing LSPs to reallocate resources to a
new path. Pre-emption can be used to assure
that relatively favourable paths always can be
selected for high priority LSPs. Setup and hold-
ing priorities are used to rank existing LSPs and
the new LSP to determine if the new LSP can
pre-empt an existing one.

A path preference rule attribute should be asso-
ciated with administratively specified ER-LSPs.
This is a binary attribute with values “manda-
tory” and “non-mandatory”. If the ER-LSP path
is defined as “mandatory”, then that path must
be used. If the specified path for some reason
cannot be instantiated, the LSP instantiation pro-
cess fails. If the LSP instantiation process suc-
ceeds, the LSP is implicitly pinned. On the other
hand, “non-mandatory” paths are used if feasi-
ble. If not, an alternate path can be chosen
instead by the ingress router.

4.2.5  Generic Resource Attributes
A number of generic resource attributes have
been defined in [RFC2702]. Some of these
attributes are applicable to path selection, and
are described below.

The maximum allocation multiplier of a resource
is an administratively configurable attribute that
determines the proportion of the resource avail-
able for allocation to LSPs. The attribute is most
applicable to link bandwidth, but can also be
applied to buffer resources on LSRs. The rela-
tionship between maximum bandwidth and max-
imum reservable bandwidth of a link represents
the maximum allocation multiplier concept.
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Resource class attributes can be viewed as
“colours” assigned to resources such that the
set of resources with the same colour belongs to
the same “class”. Resource class attributes are
administratively assigned parameters, and they
can be used to implement various policies. Links
are the resources of special interest, and link
colour is one of the link attributes included in
the IGP TE extensions (see 4.1).

5  Development Trends

5.1  IP Multicast Routing
Today, most Internet applications are so-called
unicast because they use a point-to-point trans-
mission infrastructure. The usage of point-to-
multipoint transmission was limited to local net-
work applications due to the natural broadcast
capabilities of LANs. But during the past few
years, we have observed the emergence of new
applications that use multicast transmission to
enable efficient communication among a group
of hosts (instead of two hosts). These applica-
tions require “multicast routing” – sending an IP
packet to a “group” address so that it reaches all
the members of the group, which may be scat-
tered throughout the Internet.

There is a number of key challenges that must be
met by a multicast routing algorithm to be appli-
cable to the Internet. It must route data only to
group members, optimise routes from the source
to receivers, maintain loop-free routes, and not
concentrate all multicast traffic on a subset of
links. Furthermore, the signalling in creating and
maintaining a group must scale well with a
dynamic receiver set.

In order to provide a multicast service, one also
has to implement a complex protocol architec-
ture not limited to a single routing protocol.
Issues like address allocation, domain isolation,
access control, and security have to be provided
for multicast to become a commercial service.

Today, multicast has not yet matured enough to
be widely used. Research efforts are currently
trying to address the scalability issues by provid-
ing a simpler architecture. The future of multi-
cast routing relies on these efforts, and also on
the capacity of the network providers to define
business models that can fund the deployment
of the service.

5.2  Mobility
With the advent of portable computers, the need
to support mobility in the Internet has become
pressing in recent years. According to the IETF
mobile IP working group, the requirements for a
mobile IP solution are:

1 A mobile host should be capable of continuing
to communicate, using the same IP address,
after it has been disconnected from the Inter-
net and reconnected at a different point.

2 A mobile host should be capable of interoper-
ating with existing hosts, routers, and services.

The first requirement is dictated by the need to
maintain TCP/IP connections while the mobile
host is roaming from cell to cell. Keeping a sin-
gle IP address is essential because this address
identifies the TCP connection. The second re-
quirement is dictated by the need for “gradual
deployment”.

A few other “soft requirements” were also listed
by the IETF mobile-IP group.
1 No weakening of IP security;
2 Multicast capability;
3. Location privacy.

The basic model for supporting mobility in the
Internet is presented in IETF [RFC2002]. In the
same document, the mobile-IP group also de-
fined one single routing protocol. In order to
reach an agreement they took many shortcuts. 

We are now only seeing the beginning of mobile
computing. IP extensions for mobility are being
standardized, and the real deployment is slowly
starting. The current protocols have been de-
signed in a very conservative fashion, so as to
work in the current Internet. Many refinements
will have to be addressed in further versions of
IP mobility. To gain the advantage of mobility,
one will probably have to update the routing pro-
tocols so that they will allow multiple home
agents and clusters of bases [HUIT00].

6  Conclusion
In this paper we have given an overview of the
state-of-the-art of IP routing.

In today’s Internet, there is a clear distinction
between intra-domain protocols (IGPs) and
inter-domain protocols (BGPs).

Each ISP can make its own choice of IGP. The
most popular IGPs are still those defined in the
80s (and based on algorithms from the late 50s),
although we observe a shift from vector-distance
protocols (such as RIP) to link-state protocols
(such as OSPF and IS-IS). Link-state protocols
have many advantages compared to the vector-
distance ones; however, they still have some
major drawbacks. One of these is that all the
IGPs used in the Internet today offer best-effort
service, which means that they do not support
QoS requirements.
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Inter-domain routing is a much more compli-
cated process. Since it deals with routing be-
tween different domains, standardisation is nec-
essary. The most popular protocol today is BGP-
4, which was standardised in 1995. BGP-4 in-
corporates many nice features compared to its
predecessor, the EGP. However, the protocol is
quite complicated, and the whole process relies
heavily on manual configuration of routing
parameters in “BGP configuration table”. This
requires very skilled operators.

With the explosion of Internet traffic, the influ-
ence of the market on the technology develop-
ment has become more pronounced from the
mid 90s and onwards. How to improve network
performance has been a hot topic among the
vendors. Along with the development of hard-
ware technology, research on new routing strate-
gies gained more attention in recent years. The
phenomenal growth of the Internet has also led
to an increased demand on the network to offer
differentiated services. Constraint-based routing
seems to be able to support this by setting differ-
ent constraints and requirements for different
classes of services. Path oriented technologies
such as MPLS have made constraint-based rout-
ing feasible and attractive in public IP networks.

The growth of the Internet leads to more com-
plexity in the routing process; while the emer-
gence of new applications also leads to new ser-
vice requirements. In order to support the new
demands, we believe that the research on routing
will be focused on these areas:

• Inter-domain routing. As the Internet contin-
ues to grow, the number of ASs and the sizes
of individual ASs will increase. BGP will
probably continue to evolve and new para-
meters will be defined. Consequently, the
complexity of inter-domain routing will also
increase. A new routing technology that gives
better support to inter-domain routing will be
needed in the near future.

• Multicast routing. The importance of multi-
cast routing is recognised. Examples of ser-
vices that require multicast are conferencing,
streaming audio and video, and interactive
gaming. These applications and services can-
not scale to thousands or millions of receivers
with multiple point-to-point, unicast streams.

• Support for mobility. In the long run, it may
well be the case that all computers are mobile.
Even so, they will have to be connected to the
Internet. Therefore, the Internet Protocol must
be extended to support mobility.

• Supporting QoS requirements. New appli-
cations, such as multimedia or real-time data,

are sensitive to delay, and even more sensitive
to delay variations (jitter). There are still many
challenges concerning how to solve the rout-
ing problem in a network where traffic with
QoS requirements coexists with best-effort
traffic. We will have to offer QoS that satis-
fies the user requirements while trying to opti-
mise the utilisation of network resources.

• Support for IP over Optical Networks. Due
to the high bandwidth requirements between
the IP routers in the future Internet, we expect
that the communication between IP routers in
the core network will be implemented by a
supporting connection oriented circuit
switched network. The strongest candidates
are Optical Transport Network (OTN) and
SDH based on Packet over SDH (PoS). Thus
the IP backbone network will consist of two
networks, the connection-less IP network and
a connection oriented network. Currently there
are heavy research activities on the co-opera-
tion between the IP network and the OTN/PoS
(by IETF, EURESCOM, etc.).
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1  Introduction
Traffic routing within a telecommunication net-
work defines how the traffic matrix is mapped
on the network topology. Routing mechanisms
are thus identified as an essential feature in the
control of the network performance
[Awduche_1]. The routing mechanisms involved
allow assigning the network capacities, more or
less efficiently, to the demands. The routing
choice has a direct impact on the existence and
location of congestion within the network. A
high level of congestion may decrease the grade
of service (call blocking, increased delays,
packet losses, etc.).

Routing mechanisms within an IP network may
induce some restrictions on the path choice
related to the path selection algorithm. The prob-
lem occurs more specifically in the case of IP
networks running an IGP (Interior Gateway Pro-
tocol) routing protocol. In this case, the routes
derive from very simple routing algorithms
(shortest path calculations) which offer only lim-
ited control over the routing paths. This often
leads to a sub-optimal utilisation of the network
resources. Today several new mechanisms are
proposed to increase the routing control and to
optimise the network performance, and among
them MPLS. However, such mechanisms also
introduce some complexity in the network man-
agement. We try to analyse the compromise
between routing performance and complexity.
We propose two off-line Traffic Engineering
methodologies: the first one is based on an IGP/
MPLS architecture; the second one is based only
on the IGP routing using an optimised load bal-
ancing scheme.

2  Organisation of the Paper
We introduce various (static) routing strategies
(single-path and multi-path routing strategies)
and describe how they can be specifically real-
ised in an IP intra-domain network (Section 3).

We then present some of the routing perform-
ance criteria that can be optimised (Section 4).
We also introduce the complexity of an IP rout-
ing strategy as the number of MPLS tunnels
needed.

The performance and complexity of various IP
routing strategies are then compared according to
the most heavily loaded link criterion (Section 5).

Some classes of efficient routing strategies are
selected from these comparisons and two off-
line Traffic Engineering methodologies are de-
rived (Section 6).

Section 7 is devoted to the algorithms used in
the context of performance optimisation.

3  Some Static Routing
Patterns

We first need the following definitions:

Network topology: We assume that we can rep-
resent the network topology as a simple non ori-
ented graph that is represented by its nodes and
edges. Multiple parallel links are represented by
a unique edge between the nodes.

• Note that in MPLS Traffic Engineering
although n parallel links can be announced as
a single bundled link [Kompella], in order to
use all links capacity, n parallel LSPs must be
established (unless a solution based on LSP
hierarchy is used [Kompella_2]). For IGP
routing see ECMP below.
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Routing pattern: For a given network topology,
we define a routing pattern as a set of (possibly
multiple) directed routes between pairs of nodes
in the network. If there is at least one route in
each direction between each pair of nodes, the
routing pattern is fully meshed.

Various static routing patterns are introduced
here with their possible realisation in an IP intra-
domain network. We also focus on some specific
IP routing strategies based on the modification
of the IGP routing with ER-LSP (Explicit
Routed Label Switched Path) created with
MPLS.

In the sequel the terms ER-LSP, tunnel, and
MPLS tunnel are indifferently used.

3.1  Single-path Routing Patterns
In a single-path routing pattern there is at most
one route between each pair of nodes. We can
distinguish symmetric single-path routing pat-
terns if the paths between A and B and B and A
use the same edges for all pairs of nodes (A,B).
Single-path routing patterns may be divided into
the following interesting sub-classes:

• Shortest path routings patterns: If there
exists a metric (a set of pairs of values, one for
each direction, on the edges of the network)
such that all paths of the routing pattern are a
shortest path between the end-points accord-
ing to that metric. A special case is when all
shortest paths are also unique (unique shortest
path).

- Classical intra-domain routing protocols
(OSPF, IS-IS) are based on such shortest
path calculations. Administrative metric
values are related to the system interfaces:
between two routers a different metric value
can be related to each interface of a same
link. Resulting routing patterns can thus be
symmetric or not.

• Routing patterns satisfying a sub-optimal-
ity (SO) property: Two given paths having
two points in common satisfy the sub-optimal-
ity condition if they share the same sub-path

between these two points (Figure 1). Note that
this sub-optimality condition excludes traffic
load balancing and load distribution which
aim to divide at an intermediate node the traf-
fic toward the same destination on several dis-
tinct paths. Note also that routing patterns sat-
isfying the SO condition are necessarily sym-
metric. Routing patterns based on unique
shortest paths satisfy the sub-optimality condi-
tion when the metric values are the same on
the two interfaces of a link. The contrary is
false [Ben-Ameur&Gourdin_1].

• Destination-based single-path routing: Any
packet is forwarded through the network using
the destination address. Obviously, shortest
path routing and sub-optimal routing are also
based on destination. However, this class of
routing patterns is larger. In fact, this is equiv-
alent to establishing a spanning tree for each
destination. The destination trees can be com-
pletely independent.

• General single-path routing patterns with-
out constraints: The whole traffic demand
between an origin-destination pair is routed
through a single path without any additional
constraint.

- In an IP network running a classical IGP
routing protocol, only shortest path routing
patterns can be realised. Other single-path
routing patterns can be realised with the
explicit routing functionality enabled by
MPLS (strict ER-LSP). As an ER-LSP is
always unidirectional, symmetric or direc-
tional routing patterns can be realised.
When the routing pattern is fully meshed,
the total number of ER-LSP to create is
equal to n * (n – 1) where n is the number
of nodes.

In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity of the
study, we focus our attention on symmetric sin-
gle-path routing patterns only. Note that for
operational reasons this property is often re-
quired by network operators. One reason is to
limit the complexity of management of the net-
work. Another reason is to prevent having a
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Figure 1 The sub-optimality condition
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routing path up in one direction while the return
routing path is down due to a link failure. With
symmetric routing patterns, routing paths in both
directions are simultaneously up or down in case
of link failure.

3.2  Multi-path Routing Patterns
In a multi-path routing pattern, traffic between
two nodes can be forwarded among several dis-
tinct paths.

In IP networks, load sharing can be achieved at
an intermediate node in multiple ways: on a
packet per packet basis, or with a hashing func-
tion evaluated from the information read in the
packet header, etc. A hashing function based on
the origin and destination can achieve sufficient
granularity in a core network.

• An IGP routing protocol can provide multiple
equal cost paths between which load sharing
can be implemented. Because there is no
information in current IGP routing protocols
about traffic loading on distant links, tech-
niques have been utilised to divide traffic
somewhat evenly among the available paths.
Those techniques are referred to as Equal Cost
MultiPath (ECMP). A classical utilisation of
ECMP is to assign the same metric to parallel
links between two routers so that all those
links will be used to forward traffic. This is
thus equivalent to single-path routing in our
topology model where we consider multiple
parallel links as a unique (aggregated) link.
Another technique, Optimised MultiPath
(OMP) [OSPF-OMP], tries to adjust the load
balancing parameters at each node in function
of the network load. This requires significant
changes to the IGP because dynamic informa-
tion is needed in each router about link loads
in the network. This proposition was never
implemented;

• General ECMP: Instead of splitting the traffic
evenly between the shortest paths, we can split
it in any arbitrary way. In fact, it is very easy
to see that when no particular routing con-

straints are added (number of hops for exam-
ple), the link loads of any multi-path routing
pattern can be reproduced by a routing strat-
egy where forwarding is based only on desti-
nation. That is to say, a node B which has to
route a packet to A, will randomly choose a
path (an interface) using only the destination
address. In other terms, if a certain proportion
of the traffic demands from C to A and from D
to A, uses B as an intermediate node, then this
traffic will be split in the same way between B
and A whatever the origin (C or D) (Figure 2).
We will show in Section 7 how a multi-path
routing can be transformed into a shortest path
routing;

• With MPLS, several tunnels can be opened
between a pair of nodes, and traffic can be
arbitrarily shared among them.

3.3  Specific Routing Patterns in
IP Networks

The realisation of the routing patterns mentioned
above is based either on the IGP routing or on
administratively configured TE tunnels. Both
mechanisms can be integrated: the IGP routing
can be modified to take into account TE tunnels.
Three different models can be identified: in the
first two models, only the path selection process
of the IGP in a node is modified taking into
account the TE tunnels originating at this node,
in the third model TE tunnels are advertised by
the IGP protocol.

• “Basic IGP Shortcut”: If a packet arrives in a
router where a tunnel originates with remote
egress equal to the destination of the packet,
then the packet is forwarded to the destination.
Otherwise the packet follows the classical IGP
routing;

• “IGP Shortcut”: In this model proposed in the
IETF [Smit], the shortest path calculation in
the routers remains unchanged but the deter-
mination of the next hop is modified in the
following way: if a tunnel originates in the
router with its egress belonging to the shortest
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path, then the packet will be forwarded in this
tunnel;

• “Advertise tunnels into the IGP”: In this
model implemented by some manufacturers,
tunnels are advertised in the IGP and used in
the shortest path calculations as virtual inter-
faces.

Depending on implementation details and in par-
ticular on the tunnels metric assignment, many
different options are possible in the path selec-
tion process. They give more flexibility to the
current IGP routing protocols: the resulting
routing patterns will not necessarily be shortest
paths, nor satisfy the SO condition, nor even be
destination based.

4  Routing Performance
Criteria for Best Effort
IP Traffic

We consider static routing patterns and best
effort traffic controlled by TCP. The perfor-
mance of routing patterns can be viewed from
the user’s point of view or from the network’s
point of view. This distinction is introduced in
[Awduche_2] where traffic oriented perfor-
mance and resource oriented performance
objectives are defined:

• Traffic oriented performance: The quality of
service perceived by end users is mainly
determined by the (random) duration of a doc-
ument transfer (Web page, e-mail, FTP file,
etc.). Since the source traffic rates are reactive
to the network load (TCP behaviour), the
quality of service will depend on the link
loads across the path;

• Resource oriented performance: From the
operator’s point of view, the objective is to
minimise resource utilisation (link capacity).
Another objective can be the robustness of the
traffic repartition against traffic fluctuations.
The first objective implies that a routing pat-
tern must be found such that another routing
cannot be found with a lower load on each
link and with a strictly lower load for at least
one link. Such a routing pattern is said to be
non dominated. The second objective can be
partially addressed by looking for a routing
pattern that minimises the maximum link load:
such a routing pattern will be able to cope
with the maximal traffic increase (with the
assumption of a homogeneous traffic increase
across all origin-destination demands).

For the sake of computational tractability, a sim-
ple performance criterion is required: it should
only be related to the edge loads and capacities,
but independent of the network topology and of
the effectively used routing paths. 

Notations:
We consider a network defined by its set of
edges L and a given static routing pattern. Let Cl

be the capacity of edge l and Al be the average
traffic load carried through this edge (this load
effectively depends on the routes within the net-
work). The average load of edge l is defined as
ρl = Al / Cl. A routing pattern is said to be feasi-
ble if ρl ≤ 1 for every edge.

Criteria based on the edge loads:
It seems natural to try to maximise a concave
decreasing function of the edge loads as for
instance:

, α ≥ 0, α ≠ 1 (1)

This function was proposed and studied in
[Mo&Warland] and [Bonald&Massoulié].

When α is close to 1, the function (1) is equiva-

lent to .

Therefore, for α = 1, criterion (1) can be ex-

tended and replaced by .

A routing is said to be optimal if it is able to
carry the whole traffic flow minimising criterion
(1). An interpretation can be proposed for some
values of α:

• α = 0 minimises the average edge load. This is
a simple criterion but we would not recom-
mend it because it is unable to differentiate
two links with respective loads of 0 % and
100 % and two links 50 % loaded (contrarily
to the case α > 0, the function is not strictly
concave);

• α = 1 maximises , equivalently

the geometric mean of (1 – ρl);

• α = 2 minimises , equivalently

the harmonic mean of (1 – ρl);

• α = ∞ corresponds to a “min-max” criterion.
One is successively interested in minimising
first the maximum load, then the second maxi-
mum load, and so on.

The higher the value of α is, the more attention
is paid to the most heavily loaded edge.

Criteria based on the edge residual
capacities:
It is also possible to replace in (1) the edge load
by the residual capacity Cl(1 – ρl). Objective

1 /∑ 1−ρl( )

log∑ 1−ρl( )

log∑ 1−ρl( )

L

1−α
+

l∈L
∑ log 1−ρl( )

1

1−α l∈L
∑ 1−ρl( )1−α
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functions of the following type can thus be con-
sidered:

(2)

Interpretations similar as for criterion (1) can be
proposed. The higher the value of α, the more
attention is paid to the edge with the lowest
residual capacity.

Note that a routing pattern achieving the optimal
value for one of the criteria described above is a
non-dominated solution.

The choice of a performance objective can be
driven by the nature of the studied network,
backbone or access network. Considering a
backbone network, the customer bit rate is gen-
erally bounded by the access rate (or the rate of
the Web server) which is small compared to the
edge capacities. The traffic oriented perfor-
mance criteria are thus less crucial than the net-
work oriented performance ones. A criterion
related to the most heavily loaded edge seems
relevant in the case of static routing when the
network is unable to automatically adapt to traf-
fic fluctuations. The most heavily loaded edge
criterion is one of the most often used criteria to
evaluate the performance of backbone networks.

5  Comparison of Static
Routing Patterns

The following static routing strategies are com-
pared (listed in a decreasing order of flexibility):

• Multi-path symmetric routing;

• Single-path symmetric routing;

• Single-path symmetric routing with constraint
of sub-optimality;

• Unique symmetric shortest path routing;

• Minimum hop (symmetric) routing.

In the sequel, it is implicit that all routing pat-
terns considered are symmetric. We believe
some of the results can be extended to asymmet-
ric routing patterns but this is left for further
study.

Bear in mind that for any multi-path routing
pattern, it is possible to find a destination based
multi-path routing scheme that achieves the
same load links (see Section 3.2). This routing
scheme can be implemented using a generalised
ECMP technique.

Definitions:
1)For a given routing strategy and a given net-

work topology, we call routing set of a routing
strategy the set of all routing patterns that can
be achieved with this routing strategy;

2)For a given routing strategy, a given network
topology, and a given performance criterion,
we call performance of a routing strategy the
best performance of all routing patterns that
can be achieved with this routing strategy.

We first define the notion of complexity of a
routing strategy in an IP network. We then try to
analyze the various routing patterns that can be
achieved with the above routing strategies and
the associated complexity. Finally we compare
the performance of these routing strategies.

5.1  Complexity of the Realisation of
a Routing Pattern in IP Networks

The IGP routing protocol has some advantages:
its simplicity, scalability, automated and dis-
tributed implementation. Moreover IGP routing
has already proven its robustness and resilience.
A disadvantage of using MPLS explicit routes is
the administrative burden and potential for
human induced errors from using this approach
on a large scale [Michel&al]. Network operators
might thus want to minimise the total number of
MPLS tunnels created in the network.

Definition:
We define the complexity of a routing pattern as
the number of tunnels that are needed for its
realisation in an IP network.

5.2  Scenarios
Several scenarios (topology and traffic matrix)
have been selected in order to compare the dif-
ferent routing strategies. Some of them have
been studied by C. Villamizar [Villamizar_1,
Villamizar_2] in the evaluation of OMP
approaches and the others have been extracted
from real case world networks.

The scenarios used by Curtis Villamizar are
available on his Web site along with the results
of his simulations [Villamizar_2].

These scenarios are defined by a network topol-
ogy (obtained by random generation) along with
capacity on the edges and a traffic matrix. Edges

Nodes Edges Mesh degree Demands

OMP_10_29 10 29 5.8 45

OMP_20_51 20 51 5.1 190

OMP_50_101 50 101 4.0 1225

1

1 − α

∑

l∈L

(Cl(1 − ρl))
1−α

, α ≥ 0, α �= 1
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are symmetric but may have a different capacity
in each direction. The traffic matrix is oriented. 

The two following scenarios extracted from real
case networks have also been studied:

• Scenario FT_1: 9 nodes 20 edges and 35 sym-
metric demands;

• Scenario FT_2: 26 nodes 39 edges and 154
symmetric demands.

5.3  Comparison of Routing Sets:
Size and Complexity

In what follows, we try to answer the following
questions: what is the relative size of the routing
sets of each routing strategy? What is the com-
plexity of realisation of the corresponding rout-
ing patterns in an IP network?

5.3.1  Shortest Path Routing
We first introduce some definitions:

1)A single path and a metric are compatible if
the path is a unique shortest path according
to the metric. A metric is compatible with a
single-path routing pattern if all paths are
compatible with the metric. In Section 7,
we address the case where the constraint
of uniqueness of a shortest path is relaxed;

2)A routing pattern is compatible if there exists
a metric compatible with all paths in the rout-
ing pattern;

3)For a given single-path routing pattern the
number of compatible paths is defined as the
maximal number of paths of a compatible sub-
routing pattern (a subset of paths of the rout-
ing pattern).

A first step in this routing strategy analysis is to
measure the difficulty to find compatible metrics
for a given routing pattern. For different network
topologies, we have randomly generated 100
fully meshed single-path routing patterns and
100 fully meshed single-path routing patterns

satisfying the sub-optimality condition. In each
case a compatible metric has been searched
using a linear programming method described
in [Ben-Ameur&Gourdin_1] and [Ben-Ameur&
Liau] (see Section7). Results are displayed in
Table 1.

Bear in mind that a routing pattern that is not
satisfying the sub-optimality condition is never
compatible [Ben-Ameur&Gourdin_1].

Although a limited number of topologies has
been tested, we can draw the following trends
from these results:

• General single-path routing patterns: It seems
difficult to find a compatible metric for gen-
eral single-path routing patterns (not a single
case in our tests). The routing set of single-
path routing strategy is thus much larger than
the routing set of the unique shortest path
routing strategy. However it is possible to find
a metric compatible with at least a significant
sub-routing pattern: in average 30 % of the
paths whatever the size of the network;

• Sub-optimality compliant routing patterns: In
a significant number of cases it is possible to
find a compatible metric. The size of the rout-
ing set of the sub-optimality compliant routing
strategy seems to be very close to the size of
the routing set of the unique shortest path
routing strategy for (very) small networks
(scenario OMP_10_29). As the size of the net-
work increases (a few dozen nodes), the size
of the routing set of the sub-optimality com-
pliant routing strategy seems again to be much
bigger than the size of the routing set of the
unique shortest path routing strategy (scenario
OMP_20_51 and OMP_50_101). However
the percentage of compatible routing paths is
higher than for the general routing patterns
(more than 70 %) although it seems to de-
crease with the size of the network.

These results depend on the studied topologies.
For example, for a ring network the routing set

Number of compatible Percentage of compatible paths
routing patterns (in case of non compatible

routing pattern)

General single- Sub-optimality General single- Sub-optimality
path routing compliant routing path routing compliant routing

pattern pattern pattern pattern

OMP_10_29 0 % 51 % 35 % 95 %

OMP_20_51 0 % 2 % 29 % 88 %

OMP_50_101 0 % 0 % 33 % 69 %

Table 1  Results of
compatibility for various
routing patterns
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of the sub-optimality compliant routing strategy
is equal to the routing set of the unique shortest
path routing strategy [Ben-Ameur&Gourdin_1].
It is likely that the results depend on the degree
of connectivity of the network. Other relevant
topologies for IP networks are under study.

5.3.2  Single-path Routing with Metrics
and Tunnels

We have seen that a general single-path routing
pattern is often not compatible. It is possible to
realise such routing patterns in an IP network
using strict explicit routing, for example by cre-
ating two ER-LPS per path, one in each direc-
tion. This requires n * (n – 1) MPLS tunnels
in the network (if the routing pattern is fully
meshed). The routing complexity is thus directly
related to the number of demands.

However in the case of sub-optimality compliant
routing patterns, it is often possible to find a
metric compatible with a large percentage of the
paths in the routing pattern. The question is now
the following: is it possible to reproduce the
remaining non-compatible paths with the IGP
routing modified with a limited number of
MPLS tunnels?

We consider the “IGP Shortcut” model of inte-
gration of the IGP routing with the MPLS tun-
nels (Section 3.3). For each remaining path not
compatible with the metric, the two correspond-
ing ER-LSP are created (one in each direction).
The modified IGP routing will thus route the
traffic along the correct paths for these routing
paths not compatible with the metric. However
those tunnels can modify the routes found by the
modified IGP for the paths that are compatible
with the metric.

It is easy to show the following result: if the ini-
tial routing pattern satisfies the sub-optimality
condition, then the tunnels created as described
above do not modify the IGP routing for the
paths that were compatible with the metric.
Thus, in the case where the routing pattern satis-
fies the sub-optimality condition, it can be real-
ized by an IGP routing protocol modified by
some tunnels. The number of pairs of tunnels
(one in each direction) needed is equal to the
number of paths in the routing pattern minus the
number of compatible paths. However, in some
cases, it may be possible to create less tunnels
because a pair of tunnels may modify more than
one shortest path into the correct routing path
(see Section 7.1.2).

5.3.3  Complexity of the Routing Patterns
We consider all routing patterns (including sin-
gle-path and multi-path routing patterns) and
their realisation in IP networks. Some of them
can be reproduced without any MPLS tunnels
(i.e. using only the IGP routing), some others
require the creation of a limited number of MPLS
tunnels (IGP routing modified with some MPLS
tunnels) and the last routing patterns require a
large number of MPLS tunnels (in the order of
the number of paths in the routing pattern).

Based on the results above, we can represent in
Figure 3 a comparison of the complexity of dif-
ferent routing patterns.

We can see that a large number of routing pat-
terns (much larger than the number of routing
patterns that can be achieved with the IGP rout-
ing only) can be achieved with a “reasonable”
complexity (with a limited number of tunnels).
The natural question that arises is the following:
what level of performance can be achieved with
each level of complexity?

Figure 3  Complexity of
various routing patterns

No ER-LSP Few ER-LSP A lot of ER-LSP
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5.4  Comparison of Performance
The performance criteria considered in this Sec-
tion concern the network’s ability to support
traffic increases. It is measured by the maximum
edge load (Section 4).

5.4.1  Optimisation
A different optimisation problem has to be
solved for each routing strategy. Some of them
are NP-hard and cannot be solved exactly: in
these cases a heuristic has been used. As a con-
sequence, the comparison of the routing strategy
performance may be affected by the accuracy of
these heuristics. The routing optimisation proce-
dures we have used are described below:

• Multi-path routings: A linear programming
(exact solution);

• Single-path routings: A heuristic (a branch
and cut algorithm) based on linear program-
ming which also provides an upper bound on
the optimal solution [Geffard]. Only symmet-
ric problems can be solved with this tool (con-
sequently not the Villamizar scenarios1));

• Single-path with constraint of sub-optimality:
An exact solution (based on a linear program-
ming) is under study [Ben-Ameur&Gour-
din_2].

• Unique shortest path: A simulated annealing
heuristic [Ben-Ameur&al].

More details about these optimization algorithms
are given in Section 7.

5.4.2  Results
Table 2 summarises the main results of our tests.
In order to understand this table, note that:

• A result marked with * means that the solution
value is optimal;

• Results in bold characters were obtained by
Villamizar and are directly reported from his
Web site [Villamizar_2]: results for MPLS-
OMP are used for the multi-path routing
strategy and the single-path routing strategy
(results are obtained with a simple greedy
heuristic).

The following comments can be derived:

• Single-path versus multi-path routing: In the
case of scenarios FT_9 and FT_26, the pro-
posed solution is optimal and the performance
of both routing strategies is very close. The
result is quite different in the case of Vil-
lamizar scenarios. The single path constraint
decreases the performance (about 30 %). Note
that in the latter case the optimisation heuristic
used is very simple and we have no guarantee
of the quality of the solution. Results seem to
depend highly on the network topology and on
the traffic matrix. Note that it is easy to build
scenarios for which the performance of the
single-path routing strategy is arbitrarily
worse than the performance of the multi-path
routing strategy (below is an example of a
topology on which a single-path routing strat-
egy will perform very badly compared to a
multi-path routing strategy because it is not
possible to balance the traffic from O to D on
the n parallel paths). However, in an opera-
tional perspective, the worst case is not rele-
vant, only the average case over realistic
topologies;

Results Multi-path Single-path Minimum Unique
Hop Routing Shortest

Path

OMP_10_29 0.61 (MPLS-OMP) 0.83 1.15 0.85

OMP_20_51 0.70 (MPLS-OMP) 1 1.82 0.87

OMP_50_101 0.69 (MPLS-OMP) 0.88 1.60 0.82

FT_9 0.78* 0.79* 2.93 0.80

FT_26 0.64* 0.66* 1.50 0.88

Table 2 Performance of
different routing strategies

1) Results for the Villamizar scenarios are directly reported from his Web site [Villamizar_2].

• Shortest path routing versus minimum hop
routing: The comparison between unique
shortest path routing and minimum hop rout-
ing strategies illustrates the significant impact
of a wise selection of the metric values. The
choice of a default value (in the minimum hop

D

O

n

n * 1

I
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routing strategy, the edge metric value is sys-
tematically set to one) may induce a very poor
performance compared to the performance
achievable with an optimised metric (in the
studied scenarios, the relative performance
drops from 25 % up to 200 %); 

• Single-path routing versus unique shortest
path routing:
- Note that for the Villamizar scenarios, the

performance achieved with unique shortest
path strategy is sometimes better than with
a less constrained single-path routing strat-
egy. It only means that, in the case of sin-
gle-path routing optimisation, the heuristic
is not accurate enough to reach a value
close to the optimum. This may be of some
importance, because such heuristics are
quite often used, even in operational net-
work configuration tools;

- In the case of FT_9 and FT_26 scenarios,
the optimal performance of the single-path
routing strategy is found. For the smaller
network (FT_9), the performance that can
be achieved with the unique shortest path
strategy is very close to this value. However
for scenario FT_26, the best performance
that can be achieved with the unique short-
est path strategy is 30 % worse than this
value. Further tests are needed to investi-
gate whether the gap increases with the
size of the network (number of edges).

5.4.3  Performance Improvement with
MPLS Tunnels

The size of the routing set for the unique shortest
path routing strategy modified with a few MPLS
tunnels is much larger than the size of the rout-
ing set for the unique shortest path routing strat-
egy. A natural question then follows: is it possi-
ble to significantly improve the performance of
unique shortest path routing by adding a few
MPLS tunnels?

We suppose that the IGP routing is modified by
the MPLS tunnels according to the “IGP Short-
cut” integration model (Section 3.3). For exam-
ple, if we consider scenario OMP_10_29, the
best performance achieved with the unique
shortest path routing strategy is 0.85. By looking

at the routing paths, we note that 3 links have the
maximum load of 85 %. We have identified 3
pairs of MPLS tunnels that lead to a modified
routing pattern where the most heavily loaded
link has a load of 77 %.

By creating a few MPLS tunnels, it is in some
cases possible to realise a new routing pattern
with a significantly improved performance. An
important point to mention here is that the result-
ing routing pattern does not necessarily satisfy
the sub-optimality condition. This means that it
is possible to achieve some kind of load distribu-
tion where two demands may be routed on two
paths with two nodes in common but using a
distinct path between the 2 nodes (Figure 4).

Finally, note that it is not clear which of the
three different models of integration of the IGP
routing with MPLS tunnels is the most interest-
ing. The first one, however, may add more com-
plexity because one tunnel can be used by only
a limited number of demands.

6  “Off-line” Traffic
Engineering Methodologies

Based on the results of Section 5, we can pro-
pose off-line “Traffic Engineering” methodolo-
gies. The objective is to improve the perfor-
mance of the network in terms of resource utili-
sation. Two different methodologies are de-
scribed: the first one using MPLS, the second
one relying on the IGP routing only but using a
generalised ECMP technique. In both cases, a
single class of (best effort) traffic is considered.
It is also assumed that a representative end-to-
end traffic matrix between the network nodes
can be measured or estimated.

6.1  An MPLS-based off-line Traffic
Engineering Methodology

The following assumptions are made:

• MPLS is deployed in the network and it is
possible to create explicitly routed MPLS
tunnels (ER-LSP);

• The IGP routing is modified to take into
account the MPLS tunnels in the determina-
tion of the next hop according to the “IGP
Shortcut” model (Section 3.3).

Figure 4 Shortest path
routing pattern modified by a
TE tunnel thereby achieving
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implies the modification of administrative metric
values of the IGP in the network. This operation
is not desirable to do too often. This type of
action can be considered in a medium or long-
term basis. The second part of the methodology
only attempts to create (or modify) MPLS tun-
nels in order to improve the routing perfor-
mance. The tunnel creation and the resulting
modification of the routing pattern (calculated
by the modified IGP) are simple and fast opera-
tions (compared to the IGP convergence). This
can be considered as a short-term action.

One of the advantages of this TE methodology
is to rely as much as possible on the IGP routing
which has already proven its scalability, reliabil-
ity and which is automated. The administrative
metric values are changed when needed in order
to optimise the routing performance of the nomi-
nal routing pattern. The use of MPLS tunnels
enables the network operator to significantly
improve the routing performance in response to
events in the network (transient change of traffic
profile etc.) while limiting the number of MPLS
tunnels which limits the complexity of manage-
ment.

6.2  An ECMP-based off-line Traffic
Engineering Methodology

We assume that the routers are able to split the
traffic through different equal cost paths (see
Section 3.2). The load splitting parameters have
to be administratively configured.

The methodology involves the following steps:

• Step 1. First compute off-line a multi-path
routing pattern optimising the performance
criteria chosen (for example, try to minimise

The methodology is depicted in Figure 5. It
involves the following steps:

• Step 1. First optimise in an off-line procedure
the routing pattern according to the perfor-
mance criteria chosen (for example, try to
minimise the load of the heaviest loaded link)
allowing either all sub-optimality compliant
single-path routing patterns or unique shortest
paths routing patterns only. The output is a
single-path routing pattern satisfying the sub-
optimality condition;

• Step 2. Search a metric compatible with a
number of paths in this routing pattern equal
to the number of compatible paths of the rout-
ing pattern. This step can also include some
extra constraints provided that they can be
expressed using a linear formulation (for
example, equalities or inequalities verified
by the metric values, minimising the value
changes from an existing metric set);

• Step 3. If the metric obtained in Step 2 is not
compatible with the entire routing pattern
obtained in Step 1, create the necessary MPLS
tunnels (ER-LSP) in order to reproduce com-
pletely the routing pattern obtained in Step 1
(Section 5.3.2);

• Step 4. Then try to improve the routing perfor-
mance of the solution obtained in Step 3 by
adding a few MPLS tunnels: it is necessary in
this step to find a trade-off between the num-
ber of tunnels created and the gain in perfor-
mance.

We can identify two different parts in this
methodology. The first one (Steps 1 through 3)

Optimize performance with SO

Optimize performance with USP

Long/Medium
Term

{ER_LSP}1

(weights)

Routing Pattern
SO compliant

Other linear constraints
(ex: weights that cannot be changed)

{Routes satisfied} {Routes not satisfied}

Find weights (Linear program)

Generate ER_LSP

{ER_LSP}2

Improve Performance (Heuristic) Number max of ER-LSP

Medium/Short Term

Figure 5  Off-line Traffic
Engineering methodology
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A general linear model that can be used to find
metrics is the following:

This linear program can be solved by gener-
alised linear programming. An equivalent poly-
nomial formulation can also be given [Ben-
Ameur&Gourdin_1] [Ben-Ameur&Liau]. If a
solution is found, the metric given by LP1 is
compatible with the routing paths: every path
R(a,b) is a unique shortest path, according to
this metric, between a and b.

Note that many particular constraints can be
added to LP1:

• All the metric values must be larger than 1;

• We may also want some links to have equal
metrics;

• The routing paths used during failures are also
given in advance (they must be shortest paths
in the resulting graph obtained after the fail-
ure);

• The metrics may be required to be integer.

LP1 can also be solved considering various kinds
of objective functions: minimise the maximum
metric, the sum of metrics, or any linear function
of the variables, etc.

Note that LP1 does not always have a solution.
Said another way, the sub-optimality condition
is a necessary but not always a sufficient condi-
tion to find a metric. Some other necessary con-
ditions are proposed in [Ben-Ameur&Gour-
din_1]. However, we showed that the sub-opti-
mality is sufficient for some graphs such as
cycles, cactus, etc.

In the case where there is no feasible solution, an
interesting particular formulation of LP1 is the
one maximising the number of demands whose
routing paths are unique shortest paths (or equiv-
alently that maximises the number of compatible
paths):

the load of the heaviest loaded link). This is
generally easy to achieve (see Section 7.2);

• Step 2. Determine the destination based multi-
path routing pattern that achieves the same
load links. In other words, determine the ade-
quate load balancing parameters at each inter-
mediate node and for each destination so that
the resulting hop-by-hop routing achieves the
same link loads (see Section3.2); 

• Step 3. Compute a metric compatible with this
routing pattern (see Section 7.1.3).

We note that with this methodology, both IGP
metrics and load balancing parameters must be
administratively configured. The operation of
modification of administrative metric values of
the IGP in the network can be considered on a
medium or long-term basis. The operation of
modifying load-balancing parameters however
does not have any convergence consequence.
This could be done on a more frequent basis in
response to events in the network (transient
change of traffic profile, etc.).

7  Algorithms for Traffic
Engineering

In this Section we briefly present some of the
algorithms used to address the problems that
arise in the context of traffic engineering as
described above. Due to space limitation, it
is not possible in this paper to give neither the
proofs nor the whole details of the algorithms.
However, this Section is self-contained and
can be understood easily.

7.1  Compatible Metrics
This Section is devoted to methods used to com-
pute a set of edge metrics compatible with a set
of routing paths.

7.1.1  Unique Shortest Paths
First let us focus on the case of unique shortest
paths. As said in Section 3, the sub-optimality
condition (Figure 1) of the routing paths is a
necessary condition to find a set of compatible
metrics.

Let G = (V,E) be the graph associated with the
network. The set of node pairs of G for which a
routing path R is given is denoted by K. In other
terms, we assume that a path R(a,b) is given for
each (a,b) ∈ K. If c and d are such that
c ∈ R(a,b) and d ∈ R(c,b), then R(c,d) is
assumed to be the sub-path of R(a,b) linking c to
d (by sub-optimality). S(a,b) is defined as the set
of paths between a and b which are different to
R(a,b). The metric is denoted by                .(me)e∈E

(LP1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Find(me)e∈E

Subject to :∑
e∈R(a,b) me = yab; ∀(a, b) ∈ K∑
e∈p me ≥ 1 + yab; ∀(a, b) ∈ K, p ∈ S(a, b)

me ≥ 0; ∀e ∈ E
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LP2 always has a solution. It is also easy to show
that the variables εab, obtained by solving LP2,
will be equal to 1 or 0. Said another way, LP2
gives exactly the demands that can be satisfied
(in terms of unique shortest path constraint). The
objective function of LP2 can also be more gen-
eral.

7.1.2  Single-path Routing with Metrics
and Tunnels

When a compatible metric cannot be found
(because the routing pattern is not compatible or
because extra constraints have been added to the
linear program), the routing pattern can be repro-
duced by introducing a few tunnels in order to
modify the IGP routing according to the “IGP
Shortcut” model (Section 5.3.2). In order to min-
imise the number of MPLS tunnels that need to
be added a linear formulation slightly different
from LP2 can be used. Instead of considering
all the paths of S(a,b), we consider only the set
N(a,b) of paths that are node disjoint with
R(a,b). The program solved is the following.

We assume in MIP3 that the metric values are
bounded by a maximum value M. We also use
||R(a,b)|| to denote the number of hops of route
R(a,b). The variable tab indicates whether it is
necessary to create a tunnel between a and b.
Note that a tunnel is created only if there is a
path disjoint with R(a,b) having a cost less or
equal to the cost of R(a,b). In the other cases,
even if R(a,b) is not a unique shortest path, we
do not need a tunnel between a and b because
some other intermediate tunnels will be created
and used by the demand (a,b) (”IGP Shortcut”
model).

MIP3( )

Minimize the number of tunnels = tab
a,b( )∈K
∑

Subject to:

me
e∈R a,b( )
∑ = yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K

me
e∈p
∑ ≥1− εab + yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K , p ∈N a,b( )

0 ≤ me ≤ M; ∀e ∈E

εab ≥ 0; ∀ a,b( )∈K

tab ≥
εab

1+ R a,b( ) M
; ∀ a,b( )∈K

tab ∈ 0,1{ }; ∀ a,b( )∈K

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

LP2( )

Maximize εab
a,b( )∈K
∑

Subject to:

me
e∈R a,b( )
∑ = yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K

me
e∈p
∑ ≥ εab + yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K , p ∈S a,b( )

me ≥ 0; ∀e ∈E

0 ≤ εab ≤1; ∀ a,b( )∈K

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

MIP3 can be replaced by other easier linear pro-
grams that give a good approximation of the
number of tunnels (without the upper bound M):

7.1.3  Multi-path Routing Pattern
We assume that a set of paths R1(a,b), R2(a,b),
..., is given between each pair of vertices
(a,b) ∈ K. We would like to compute a metric
such that all these paths are shortest paths. Let
C(a,b) be the set of paths between a and b
different from the given routing paths R1(a,b),
R2(a,b), ....

Obviously, a null metric is a solution of the
problem. However, for practical reasons, we
want to minimise the number of links with a
null metric value. This is formulated below:

The optimal solution of LP5 is necessarily inte-
ger: variables εe will be equal to 0 or 1.

Recall that any optimal multi-path routing with-
out particular routing constraints (such as length
constraints), can be seen as an optimal routing
based only on destination. As LP5 provides a
metric which is compatible with any multi-path
routing, we can deduce that it is possible to opti-
mise the network performance only by using a
modified ECMP mechanism (Section 3.2). Said
another way, first we have to compute an opti-
mal multiflow optimising the performance crite-
rion (for example the maximum load). Then we
can determine the load balance coefficients by
very simple calculations and transform the mul-
tiflow into a multi-path routing based only on
destinations. Finally, we compute the edge met-
rics solving LP5 (or any other variation of LP5).

7.2  Optimisation Algorithms
Routing performance optimisation is often a
non-trivial problem. Adequate models and meth-
ods have to be developed to address each spe-
cific problem. Often an exact resolution will not

LP5( )

Minimize εe
e∈E
∑

Subject to:

me
e∈Ri a,b( )
∑ = yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K , ∀Ri a,b( )

me
e∈p
∑ ≥ yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K , ∀p ∈C a,b( )

me ≥1− εe ; ∀e ∈E

0 ≤ εe ≤1; ∀e ∈E

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

LP4( )

Minimize εab
a,b( )∈K
∑

Subject to:

me
e∈R a,b( )
∑ = yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K

me
e∈p
∑ ≥1− εab + yab ; ∀ a,b( )∈K , p ∈N a,b( )

0 ≤ me ; ∀e ∈E ≥ 0

0 ≤ εab ≤1; ∀ a,b( )∈K

⎧

⎨
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⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎪
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be possible in a reasonable computational time
because some problems are NP-hard. In such
cases efficient heuristics have to be found. Note
that the difficulty of the optimisation problem
associated with a given routing strategy can be a
decision criterion for an operational application.
We present briefly in this Section the different
problems and how they can be addressed.

7.2.1  Multi-path Routing Strategies
When multi-path routing is considered, the prob-
lem may be easy to solve. For example, if the
optimisation criterion is the maximum load or
any linear function depending on edge loads,
then the problem is polynomial (classical multi-
flow problem). Moreover, it is easy to integrate
some additional constraints. For example one
can restrict the problem to paths with limited
number hops, etc.

Multiflow problems are very classical. However,
some simple and important results are not well
known. Suppose for example that we would like
to minimise the maximum load. It is very easy to
show that we can find an optimal solution such
that the number of used paths is lower than the
number of demands plus the number of edges.
This means that many demands in an optimal
solution will be single-path routed.

7.2.2  Single-path Routing Strategies
For general single-path optimisation problems,
we use the tool described in [Geffard]. This tool
is based on a branch&cut algorithm.

The single-path routing with sub-optimality con-
dition was studied in [Ben-Ameur&Gourdin_2].
The algorithm used to compute a metric satisfy-
ing the sub-optimality condition is based on a
cutting plane algorithm. To impose the sub-opti-
mality condition, we define two new sets of 0–1
variables: rk

e and rk
v for each traffic demand k,

each vertex v and each edge e. The sub-optimal-
ity condition can be written in the following
way:

Many valid inequalities have been introduced to
accelerate the algorithm of [Ben-Ameur&Gour-
din_2].

Finally, the optimisation problems corresponding
to shortest path routing strategies have been
solved using some local search algorithms (see
[Ben-Ameur&al] and [Michel&al]). The advan-
tages of this method are, first its flexibility: it can
be used for different kinds of optimisation criteria
and can integrate various constraints related to
quality of service. Second it can solve large size
problems. The main principle of these algorithms

consists in changing the metric of some edges and
re-computing the routing paths at each iteration.
Some survivability constraints and the multi-hour
behaviour of the traffic have been considered in
[Ben-Ameur]. Other heuristics have been pro-
posed in [Pioro&al] and [Thorup&al].

8  Conclusion
To summarise, we describe new intra-domain
routing mechanisms in IP network and how they
can improve routing flexibility and performance
in IP networks. Based on some numerical re-
sults, we then propose two different off-line
Traffic Engineering methodologies that illustrate
two possible evolutions of IP routing in intra-
domain networks. Necessary algorithms to imp-
lement those methodologies are also briefly
presented.

A) MPLS-based Traffic Engineering
Methodology

A new mechanism like MPLS tunnels explicit
routing gives more control over routing in IP
networks. Various routing strategies for best
effort traffic using this new functionality can be
considered and all possible routing patterns can
be realised in IP intra-domain network. These
routing strategies give more or less flexible con-
trol over the routing of the traffic but should also
be compared in terms of complexity, scalability
and robustness.

The comparison of the performance of these dif-
ferent routing strategies with the criteria of the
heaviest loaded link shows that:

• The difference in terms of routing perfor-
mance of the different routing strategy seems
to strongly depend on the size and topology
of the studied networks (which is not very sur-
prising). It is thus important to focus on rele-
vant topologies for IP networks;

• Whatever the routing strategy considered,
optimisation has an important consequence on
the routing performance. This is particularly
true for the strategy of unique shortest path
routing according to an administrative metric:
a wise choice of the metric can significantly
improve the routing performance;

• A routing strategy that permits to realise much
more various routing patterns cannot necessar-
ily achieve a significantly better performance.
A unique shortest path routing strategy per-
forms very well in general and sometimes
close to the optimum achievable with single-
path or even multi-path routing strategies;

• The use of explicitly routed MPLS tunnels can
improve the performance of routing. We show
however that it is not necessary to rely only

r
a,b
e ≥ r

a,b
c + r

a,c
e − 1
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on explicit routing (which requires a large
number of tunnels), but that mixed routing
strategies based on IGP routing and MPLS
tunnels can produce very interesting routing
patterns in terms of performance. We give an
algorithm minimising the number of MPLS
tunnels that need to be added to reproduce a
given single-path routing pattern;

Based on those results, an off-line Traffic Engi-
neering methodology is proposed. It is based on
an optimisation of the IGP routing (by a wise
choice of the administrative metrics) enhanced
by the use of a limited number of explicitly
routed MPLS tunnels. Advantages of such a
Traffic Engineering system would be to benefit
from the highly proven robustness of the IGP
routing while improving the performance and
reactivity of the routing control in terms of
resource utilisation with a limited added opera-
tional complexity.

B) ECMP-based Traffic Engineering
Methodology

We assume that routers are able to split the traf-
fic towards one destination on multiple paths
according to some administratively defined
load balancing parameters. It is then possible to
reproduce the same (optimal) link loads in the
network as those resulting from any given (opti-
mal) multi-path routing pattern. This does not
require any MPLS tunnels.

However, MPLS can integrate various types of
routing constraints allowing to implement spe-
cific routing strategies and QoS policies.
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1  Introduction
Introducing high capacity links in IP-based net-
works, with differentiated QoS, allows delivery
of services with highly variable characteristics.
As we know the IP protocol provides statistical
multiplexing between user applications that may
generate packets of highly variable lengths. For
typical real time services the main QoS parame-
ters are end-to-end delay and jitter, and we must
be aware that the main contributions to these
parameters will come from low capacity links
(in the access network). This justifies the need to
put special emphasis on the link layer protocol
and the multiplexing structure in the access net-
work.

The access network will encompass a variety of
different access technologies that are currently
available. These can be divided according to
• Fixed access, or
• Mobile access.

With the recent advances in access technology
the fixed access may be a mixture of one or
more different types such as Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line (ADSL), Very high speed Digi-
tal Subscriber Line (VDSL), Coax and optical
fibre, all having very different physical charac-
teristics. The logical structure of the access net-
work may therefore be very different.

For mobile access the radio medium has limited
bandwidth implying that the available bitrate for
each user will be limited.

The link layer protocol structure in the access
network will therefore be very different depend-
ing on the actual physical technologies applied.
In Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) the
current link protocols are based on ATM (AAL2

or AAL5), however, there is a common trend to
try to minimise the use of circuit-like protocols
and instead deploy IP also in the radio network.
The multiplexing of IP packets over ATM has
some desired features due to the fact that the
ATM cells are rather short and have fixed
lengths, thereby avoiding large delay variation
due to long packets.

Traditionally there has been quite a strict distinc-
tion between the access network and the core
(transit) network, where the access is defined as
the part of the network from the subscriber to the
local exchange. By increasing the line speed by
introducing different active components this def-
inition of where the access network ends and
where the core (transit) network starts are not
directly valuable any more. In IP networks the
definition seems to be more flexible on the basis
of more functional distinctions. Usually one will
define the core network as the part of the net-
work where DiffServ and/or MPLS is deployed.
By the increased line speeds it is however an
interesting question to find out how ‘far’ out in
the ‘old access network’ the DiffServ model
(and possible MPLS) is effective.

2  A Model Evaluating the IP
Multiplexing Problem
for Low Capacity Links

Multiplexing traffic of different types on the IP
level may cause delay and jitter problems if
these traffic types share a link with rather low
capacity. The main cause for this delay and jitter
is the variation in the packet lengths for the dif-
ferent traffic types. While typical real time traf-
fic like voice will emit packets of a small fixed
size, the typical data application may generate
packets that are quite long. Due to this mismatch
in packet size between different applications the
queuing delay for typical real time traffic may

IP Multiplexing for Low Capacity Links?
O L A V  Ø S T E R B Ø

In this paper we address the well known multiplexing problem in IP-networks containing links with low

capacity. Due to the highly variable packet lengths real time traffic may experience transmission with

unacceptable delays and jitter that may cause degraded quality.

Even if priority mechanisms are implemented in the routers (e.g. DiffServ is implemented), this will not

completely solve the problem unless some kind of fragmentation of long IP packets is performed.

To study this negative multiplexing effect we have taken a non-preemptive priority queuing model, which

will give the best performance for the high priority traffic classes if no fragmentation is performed. As a
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increase over the critical limit resulting in a
degradation of the quality. This negative multi-
plexing effect will add on for each router along
the path from the sender to the receiver. How-
ever, for high capacity links this queuing delay
will be more or less negligible, leaving the main
delay contribution to low capacity links in the
access network.

One could hope that deploying the DiffServ
model with traffic classification and PHB prior-
ity scheduling would overcome this problem.
This is however not the case unless there is some
kind of fragmentation of the long IP packets on
lower layers. This means that although most of
the DiffServ implementations (in routers) have
implemented priority among different traffic
classes these priority mechanisms are all non-
preemptive. With this type of priority mecha-
nism a high priority packet cannot interrupt an
ongoing transmission of a packet of lower prior-
ity. This means that the packet length distribution
of the lower priority traffic classes will have an
impact on the delay for the high priority traffic.

The only way to get round the multiplexing
problem for low capacity links is to have some
kind of fragmentation of the long IP packet,
making it possible to interleave small real time
IP packets. By this option the maximum waiting
time due to lower priority traffic will just be the
transmission time for a single fragment. This
fragmentation will be possible if IP is trans-
ported over ATM, and in this case the maximum
disturbance of the high priority traffic due to
lower priority is limited to one ATM cell.

In the following we shall apply two queuing
models to get some quantitative experience with
the problems mentioned above. The first model,
without any kind of fragmentation of the IP
packets, is the classical M/G/1 non-preemptive
priority queuing model. The second queuing
model, which includes the possibility to frag-
ment the long IP packets is a non-preemptive
priority queuing model with batch arrivals. In
this model we segment the long IP packets into
a batch of shorter pieces, i.e. ATM cells. As a
reference model we choose the ordinary M/G/1
model. The derivation of the different perfor-
mance measures such as the waiting time distri-
bution etc. may be found in the literature and we
refer to the book of Takagi [Takagi 1991] for a
thorough treatment of the topic of priority queu-
ing models.

Below we consider a link with output buffer in
an IP network deploying DiffServ where we are
particularly interested in the delay of the EF traf-
fic class (high priority traffic). For simplicity we
consider a model with only two priority classes:

• The EF class which is taken to be the high
priority traffic;

• All other traffic which we assumed to have
lower (second) priority.

Further we make the following assumptions:

• Packets arrive according to Poisson processes.

• The link capacity is C (given in bits/sec).

• The packet lengths for the high priority class
is either constant or exponentially distributed
with mean PL1 (given in bits).

• The packet lengths for the low priority class
are exponentially distributed with mean PL2
(given in bits) and the length of a fragment
is (constant) equal to FRL (given in bits).

• The load from the different traffic classes are
ρ1 and ρ2 (where we assume ρ = ρ1 + ρ2 < 1).

With these definitions we get mean service times
for packets and the service time for a fragment
as:

, and

In the case where the high priority traffic is
exponentially distributed the Complementary
Distribution Functions (CDF) of the waiting
time for the highest priority traffic without any

fragmentation and with

fragmentation (of the

lower priority traffic) may be found to be:

W1
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where we assume that µ2 µ1(1 – ρ1); and

where                                            is the unit step 

function.

The corresponding result when the highest prior-
ity traffic has constant packet lengths is more
complex and includes the waiting time distribu-
tion for the M/D/1 queue as well as an integral
over this distribution. (The origin of the formu-
las is described in more depth in Section 4.) We
find:

where

is the waiting time distribution for the M/D/1
queue with service time set to unity and

is the convolution of the waiting time with an
exponential distribution.

The corresponding result when fragmentation is
performed is found to be:

where

is the integral over waiting time distribution and
may be obtained by taking the limit 

3  DiffServ IP Multiplexing in
the Access Network?

We are especially interested in investigating the
waiting time distribution when the link capacity
is quite low. In the examples below we have
taken the link capacity to be either 0.5 or 2.0
Mbit/sec. The high priority packet length is
taken to be 200 bytes and fragmentation is based
on ATM cells, i.e. 53 bytes. The load from the
priority traffic is assumed to be limited to the
values 0.2 or 0.3 and further the load from the
lower priority traffic is taken to be either 0.5 or
0.6 giving the total load in the range 0.7 to 0.9.

In each of the figures below we have plotted four
curves for the cases described, where the two
lower correspond to the case where fragmenta-
tion is performed. The lowest of these is for the
case where the high priority traffic has constant
distributed packet lengths, and the higher is for
exponentially distributed high priority packet
lengths. The two highest curves (which are
nearly overlapping in all the examples below)
correspond to the case with no fragmentation
and exponentially distributed low priority traffic.
(The lowest of these nearly overlapping curves
corresponds to the case where the high priority
traffic has constant packet lengths, and the
higher corresponds to the case where the high
priority traffic has exponentially distributed
packet lengths.) 

Figure 1 shows that the influence of the load is
rather moderate as long as the system is stable.
In this example the link capacity is 2 Mbit/s.
With the given parameters we observe that the
waiting time distribution is nearly exponential
for both cases (straight lines in the log-plot). We
observe for the background traffic with packet
length up to 1500 bytes only one out of 100 high
priority packets will experience more than 20 ms
queuing delay. So for this case there seems to be
no need for packet fragmentation. However, if
the packet length of the background traffic
increases the picture will be different and high
priority traffic will quite frequently be delayed
more than 20 ms. This is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1  The complementary waiting time distribution for high priority traffic with ATM fragmentation (the lower curves) and without
any fragmentation (upper curves) for a link of capacity 2 Mbit/s, and high priority packet length of 200 bytes, low priority packet length
of 1500 bytes. The load is 0.2 and 0.5 in the left figure and 0.3 and 0.6 in the right figure for high priority and low priority traffic
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Figure 2  The complementary waiting time distribution for priority traffic with ATM fragmentation (the lower curves) and without any
fragmentation (upper curves) for a link of capacity 2 Mbit/s, and high priority packet length of 200 bytes, low priority packet length of
3000 bytes in the left figure and 6000 bytes in the right figure. The load is 0.2 and 0.5 for high priority and low priority traffic
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Figure 3  The complementary waiting time distribution for priority traffic with ATM fragmentation (the lower curves) and without any
fragmentation (upper curves) for a link of capacity 0.5 Mbit/s, and high priority packet length of 200 bytes, low priority packet length
of 1500 bytes. The load is 0.2 and 0.5 in the left figure and 0.3 and 0.6 in the right figure for high priority and low priority traffic
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In the second example we have taken a slower
link with capacity 0.5 Mbit/s. In this case we see
that approximately one out of 100 high priority
packets will get a queuing delay greater than 80
ms. This delay lies in the range where it adds up
with other types of delay and may reach the limit
where QoS is not possible to maintain, for
instance for speech services.

If the packet length of the background traffic
increases, the distribution function of the queu-
ing delay will decrease very slowly, and with a
relatively high probability the high priority traf-
fic will experience unacceptable delays and
therefore fragmentation will be necessary in
order to maintain QoS.

To conclude the numerical examples it seems
that the DiffServ model with the EF traffic hav-
ing (non-preemptive) priority over the other
classes seems to give satisfactory performance
on access-links higher than 2 Mbit/s. For links
with lower bitrate the multiplexing disturbance
from lower priority traffic may be so high that it
will be difficult to maintain stable QoS. In this
case fragmentation of the lower priority traffic,
for instance by deploying ATM as a link proto-
col, will be an efficient alternative in order to
solve these multiplexing problems. This is how-
ever a critical limit since a broad part of the
access links will typically be ADSL links with
access rates in the range of 2 Mbit/s.

Further investigations could be done with more
realistic arrival time distributions, especially
with regard to the background traffic.

4  Some Methods for Calculat-
ing Delay Distributions in
Non-Preemptive Priority
Queues

In this section we will consider some methods to
calculate waiting time distributions for priority
queues. Most of the results for the M/G/1 queues
with priorities are given in terms of Laplace-
Stieltjes transforms (LSTs). To get the actual
distributions we then have to invert these trans-
forms.

We consider a non-preemptive queuing system
with P priority classes where the priority order-
ing is according to the increasing numbers
indexed by p = 1, 2, ..., P.

Packets from class p arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate λp and the service times (de-
noted Bp in each class) are all independent with
Distribution Functions (DF) Bp(t) = P(Bp t)

and LST                                              We denote

mean of the service time bp and the ith moments

bp
(i), i = 2, 3, .... Further the load from class p is

given by ρp = λpbp and the total arrival rate and
load on the server are:

and .

Sometimes we will also need to consider the
remaining service time 

~
Bp (from an arbitrary

time until the service is finished for a given pri-
ority class). Then the Probability Density Func-
tion (PDF) of this stochastic variable is given as:

ρ = ρ p
p=1

P

∑λ = λ p
p=1

P

∑
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Figure 4  The complementary waiting time distribution for priority traffic with ATM fragmentation (the lower curves) and without any
fragmentation (upper curves) for a link of capacity 0.5 Mbit/s, and high priority packet length of 200 bytes, low priority packet length
of 3000 bytes in the left figure and 6000 bytes in the right figure. The load is 0.2 and 0.5 for high priority and low priority traffic
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and with LTS                                    .

We denote Wp the waiting time for a packet of
priority class p and we denote the corresponding
Distribution Functions (DF) by Wp(t) = P(Wp t)

and with LST 

4.1  The Unsaturated Case
We consider the unsaturated case ρ < 1, and we
define the higher priority intensity and load
(from the ρ highest priority classes) by 

and                   

Further we also define the service time distribu-
tion of an arbitrary packet in one of the higher
priority classes denoted Bp

+ for 1, ..., p. The cor-
responding LST is given as the weighted sum

with mean and ith moment given as

for i = 2, 3, ...

Similarly it is also efficient to define the service
time distribution of an arbitrary packet in one of
the lower priority classes p + 1, ..., P, which we
denote Bp

–. The corresponding LST is given as
the weighted sum

where the rate                            and correspond-

ing load                              Further the mean and

ith moment are given as

and

for i = 2, 3, ... 

We also define the remaining service time ~Bp
–

(of the corresponding service time Bp
–) and the

LST is given by

Based on the definitions above and by using the
results found in [Takagi 1991] we may write the
LST of the waiting time Wp on the following
compact form:

Wp
*(s) = Wp

+ (σp-1 (s)) where

and where WM/G/1(s) is the LST of the waiting
time distribution in an M/G/1 queue with input 

rate                             and LST of the service 

time given as 

Further the function σp–1(s) is defined through

the LST of the busy period distribution, θ +
p-1 (s),

generated by packets of class 1, 2, ..., p – 1:

where θ +
p-1 (s) is the unique solution of the equa-

tion

Combining the two last equations yields the
important relation:
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4.2  Unsaturated Case with Batch
Arrivals

To avoid the negative effect from the lower pri-
ority traffic on the high priority traffic, fragmen-
tation of the low priority packets may be neces-
sary in some part of the network. By cutting the
long packets into a number of smaller pieces the
maximum waiting time due to lower priority
traffic is limited to the length of one fragment of
a packet. We may model the fragmentation of
packets by representing a packet arrival as an
arrival of a batch of fragments (from that partic-
ular packet).

We assume that the fragments are of constant
length of bf, and the corresponding LST is

Bf (s) = e-sbf. With this assumption we may find
the distribution of the number of fragments a
packet (from priority class p) consists of as:

g
i
p = P((i – 1)bf ≤ Bp < ibf) = Bp(ibf) –

Bp((i – 1)bf) for i = 1, 2, ... and further we let the
corresponding generating function be:

and the corresponding mean value is 

The corresponding LST of the service time of
a whole packet of class p (if it were not inter-
rupted by fragments from higher priority pack-
ets) is then:

B *
g,p (s) = Gp (Bf (s)) = Gp(e-sbf)

and the corresponding mean value is gpbf. The
load from the packets of class p is then ρp =
λpgpbf. As for the case without fragmentation
we define

and                     , and we consider

the unsaturated case ρ < 1.

We also define the higher priority intensity and
load (from the p highest priority classes) by 

and                      . Further we also

define the service time distribution of an arbi-
trary packet (that is not interrupted) in one of the
higher priority classes 1, ..., p, denoted B+

g,p . The
corresponding LST is given as the weighted sum

with mean

Similarly we also define the rate                     

and corresponding load                             We 

also define the remaining service time of a frag-
ment ~Bf which is uniformly distributed over the
interval (0, bf) with LST:

The queuing system described above is a non-
preemptive queuing model with batch arrivals.
By using the results found in [Takagi 1991] we
may write the LST of the waiting time for the
first fragment in a packet Wf,p on the following
compact form:

W *
f,p(s) = W

+
f,p (σp-1(s)) where

and where WM/G/1(s) is the LST of the waiting
time distribution in an M/G/1 queue with input

rate                              and LST of the service 

time given as 

Further the function σp–1(s) is defined through
the LST of the busy period distribution, θ +

p-1(s),
generated by packets of class 1, 2, ..., p – 1 (as
for the system without batch arrivals):

σp-1(s) = s + λ+
p-1 – λ+

p-1 θ +
p-1(s)

where θ +
p-1(s) is the unique solution of the equa-
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θ +
p-1(s) = B+

g,p-1 (s + λ +
p-1 – λ +

p-1 θ +
p-1(s).

Combining the two last equations yields the
important relation:

s = σp-1(s) – λ +
p-1(1 – B+

g,p-1(σp-1(s))).

Compared with the model without fragmentation
we see that the two results are similar in the way
the remaining service time of the lower priority
packets is introduced in the expression, however,
for the model with fragmentation the influence
from the lower priority traffic is limited to the
remaining service time of a single fragment.

A second observation we may mention is that
when the fragments are small the difference in
the service times of a packet and the correspond-
ing service times introduced by fragmentation
may be small. This can be seen from the LSTs of
the two variants. If we let ti = ibf we may write

with dBp(ti) = Bp(ti) – Bp(ti–1).

This is a well known approximation of the

integral                                            so when bf is

sufficiently small we will have

A major difference between the two models is
that the service of a low priority packet may be
interrupted after the completion of a fragment. It
will therefore also be of interest to find the wait-
ing time for the last fragment of a packet of pri-
ority class p. We denote this waiting time Wl,p.
We have Wl,p = Wf,p + Dp where Dp consists of
the service times of all the fragments from the
‘tagged’ packet of class p plus the delay cycles
generated from packets of the 1, 2, ..., p – 1
higher priority classes. The probability that a
‘tagged’ packet will consist of exactly i fragments

is given by             so the probability that the last

fragment of a packet has exactly i fragments prior
in the queue h p

i
(from that particular packet is:

and the 

corresponding generating function is:

The LST of service time distribution of all these
fragments is then given as

As explained in [Takagi 1991] the corresponding
LST of Dp is obtained from Bp

f*(s) by the rela-
tion:

Finally we get the LST for the waiting time of
the last fragment in a packet from priority class
p as:

.

4.3  Waiting Time Distribution for the
Highest Priority Traffic

This corresponds to the case p = 1 and in this
case we have σ0(s) = s, which gives the LST of
the waiting time as:

where

WM/G/1(s) is the LST of the waiting time distri-
bution in an M/G/1 queue with input rate λ1 and
LST of the service time given as B1(s):

.

If we let w1(t) denote the density function for the
waiting time we get by inverting the equation
above:

where wM/G/1(t) is the density functions for the
M/G/1 queuing model and ~b1

–(t) the DF of the
remaining service time for an arbitrary low pri-
ority packet.

In fact the latter formula may be explained as
follows: In the long run an arriving high priority
packet will find the server either idle or serving a

high priority packet with probability 

and will ‘see’ the system as an M/G/1 queue, or
will find the server occupied with a low priority
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service times are negative exponentially dis-
tributed with mean service times µ p

-1 for priority
class p. With these assumptions we get:

where we assume that µk µ1(1 – ρ1) for 
k = 2, ..., P.

The similar result when fragmentation is per-
formed is found to be:

4.3.2  Constant Service Times for the
Highest Priority Traffic

In this case we assume that the highest priority
traffic is constant with mean b1 = (µ1

-1). For the
M/D/1 queue the DF of the waiting time may be
written as [Roberts1996]:

WM/D/1(t) = q(t/b1; ρ) with 

Below we show that it is possible to express the
convolution with an exponential density in terms
of a sum of q(x; ρ)’s in the following way:

where

packet with probability              and will wait for

the remaining service time for that low priority
packet already in service plus the waiting time
for an M/G/1 queue.

Of main interest is W1
c(t) = P (W1 > t) the Com-

plementary Distribution Function (CDF) of the 

waiting time. By definition                          

and by integrating the relation above we get:

where WM/G/1(t) is the DF and W
c
M/G/1(t) is the

CDF of the corresponding M/G/1 queue and
~
b1

–(t) PDF for the remaining service time for an
arbitrary low priority packet. More explicitly we
have the following expressions for 

~
b1

–(t):

where

Bk
c(t) = P(Bk > t) is the CDF of service time of

packets from priority class k.

In the case where fragmentation is performed the
results for the waiting time for the highest prior-
ity traffic looks very similar. If we let W c

f,1(t) =
P(Wf,1 > t) be the CDF of the waiting time for
the first fragment of a high priority packet we
find:

where WM/G/1(t) is the DF and W c
M/G/1(t) is the

CDF of the corresponding M/G/1 queue, and

is the unit step function.
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From the last expression we also find the 

integral                                                             

where

If we assume that all the lower priority classes
have negative exponentially distributed service
times (with mean service times bk = µp

-1 for pri-
ority class p) we find by applying the formula
above:

If some of the lower classes have constant ser-
vice times we only have to replace the term
F(t/b1; µkb1, ρ1) with the corresponding term

for those classes.

The result when fragmentation is performed is
found to be:

4.3.3  Convolution of the Waiting
Time in a M/D/1 Queue with an
Exponentially Distributed Time

We shall use the expression

for the normalised waiting time for the M/D/1
queue to express the convolution 

(in terms of a sum of terms q(t – k; ρ) that are
weighted with a geometrical factor as given
above). To show this expansion we write 
F(t; µ; ρ) = µe–µt G(t; µ; ρ) where

By applying the Lemma 1 (below) we get:

.

Integrating (and collecting) we get:
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Then collecting the results we finally get:

Lemma 1: Let fi(x) be a sequence of functions
indexed by i. Then one can interchange integra-
tion and summation according to the following
rule:

.

We prove this lemma by dividing the axis into
pieces between integers, and interchanging inte-
gration and summation (and collecting) as done
below.
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1  Introduction
A network operator faced with supporting a
range of services and users and being intercon-
nected with other operators and providers, would
seek ways of automating its procedures. These
procedures must support efficient operation of
the network while still being open for adapting
services to individual users. The Traffic Engi-
neering activities provide means for doing this.
Introducing principles from the policy apparatus
does further allow for effective mechanisms as
more conditions can be considered during the
service delivery.

The main objectives of this paper are to de-
scribed challenges and some solutions for inter-
connecting domains and principles of policy as
described by IETF. Chapter 2 illustrates the
interconnection challenges in a wider scope.
Some issues on the IP level and on other levels
are described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4,
respectively. Chapter 5 addresses the introduc-
tion of policy, by describing the basic ideas as
elaborated by IETF.

2  Interconnecting Domains
When interconnecting IP-based networks, sev-
eral “levels” could be considered as illustrated in
Figure 1. That is, in addition to the exchange of
IP packets, interactions between management
systems, service control handlers, and on the
business level are expected. These have also to
be considered when arranging interconnection
configurations between an operator and its
neighbouring actors.

On the IP level, arrangements for mapping
between packet handling in the two domains
have to be settled. For instance, in case of two
DiffServ domains, different service classes may
be defined and it must be agreed how these
relate to each other. Exchange of routing infor-
mation must also be agreed, like the use of rout-
ing protocols and which metrics to exchange.

The Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are
attached to the business relations, although refer-
ring to Service Level Specifications (SLSs) on

Traffic Engineering 
– Inter-domain and Policy Issues
T E R J E  J E N S E N

An essential complication when managing a network is the interconnections with other operators. This

implies that the operator does not have control over the complete path, but depends on conditions in the

connected networks. A further challenge is to introduce more automatic and accurate service provision,

possibly adapted to individual customers and following the conditions in the network. Some means for

achieving these goals are treated in this paper.

Figure 1  Interconnecting domains
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the technical level. Means for negotiating and
documenting terms in the SLAs/SLSs can be
provided by the management systems. There-
fore, an actor would likely eventually implement
the required functionality in these systems. A
potential architecture is outlined in Figure 2.

3  Issues on IP Level

3.1  Operating IntServ over DiffServ
Networks

The IntServ model contains means for providing
guaranteed service levels. However, the so-
called scalability problem of IntServ is a main
disadvantage. DiffServ has therefore been pro-
moted, in particular in the core network where
the number of flows is high. Then IntServ might
be applied in the access network, in combination
with DiffServ in the core portion. In order to still
support end-to-end service delivery, providing
IntServ across the DiffServ portion has to be
promoted. A framework for this is presented in
[RFC2998].

IntServ-based services are implemented by net-
work elements, likely to be understood as
routers. However, a DiffServ network “cloud”
could also be seen as such a network element.
IntServ contains the service classes and ways of
quantifying resource requirements and deciding
upon the availability of the requested resource
in the network element (admission control). In

order to convey this information between the
network elements, RSVP has been suggested (as
one candidate). In contrast to the per-flow identi-
fication used in IntServ (and RSVP), DiffServ
applies a more coarse set of flows, based on the
DSCP in the IP packet header. This is known
as Behaviour Aggregate (BA) classification. In
each DiffServ router packets are given a treat-
ment called Per-Hop Behaviour (PHB) accord-
ing to the DSCP. As DiffServ avoids per-flow
processing and state information, it is said to
scale better than IntServ. RSVP can then refer
to aggregates.

Combining IntServ/RSVP and DiffServ can
bring some benefits compared to “pure” Diff-
Serv. One example is that admission control can
be applied at the border of the DiffServ domain.
Explicit signalling per flow allows for admission
control, e.g. of the EF class such that the flows
in that class receive the service level expected.
Voice conversations are examples where admis-
sion control could be fruitful to ensure that the
ongoing conversations get the service level and
additional conversations are rejected in case
there is not sufficient network resources.

As explicit signalling per flow is used, policy-
based control, e.g. per user and per application
can be introduced in a more dynamic way.
Moreover, if the router in the network marks the
packets, e.g. based on MF, signalling can be

Figure 2  Potential architec-
ture for managing IP-based

services, from [Asga01 ]
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used to convey the information to the router on
which DSCP to apply for each flow. This would
particularly be useful in case IPSec is applied if
the IP addresses and port numbers are not stati-
cally assigned to DiffServ classes.

The reference configuration is depicted in Figure
3. The non-DiffServ regions may consist of
IntServ capable routers or other types of network
elements. If these regions do not handle IntServ,
it is assumed that they are able to pass RSVP
messages unhindered. The hosts/terminals (Tx
and Rx) are able to generate and interpret RSVP-
messages as they are exchanging these messages
end-to-end. ER1 and ER2 are edge routers adja-
cent to the DiffServ region, while BR1 and BR2
are the routers connected to these within the
DiffServ region.

In case the DiffServ network region is so-called
RSVP-unaware, the edge routers (ERs) act as
admission control agents to the DiffServ net-
work. That is, they do admission control based
on resource availability within the DiffServ net-
work and on a defined policy (for instance
related to Tx or Rx). For this case, routers within
the DiffServ act as “pure” DiffServ routers, i.e.
forward packets according to DSCP (and option-
ally customer policy).

If the DiffServ region is RSVP-aware, the border
routers (BRs) apply admission control based on
local resource availability and on customer (Tx,
Rx) defined policy. In principle, more routers in
the DiffServ region may also be RSVP aware,
which means that these can also take part in the
resource reservation. Still, on what granularity
level, e.g. on an aggregate level, the reservation
in the DiffServ region should take place, is to be
decided.

At the border of the DiffServ region appropriate
mapping to a PHB has to be done per flow. In
addition, policing (optionally including shaping
and remarking) would be needed. Admission
control, taking into account the resource situa-
tion in the DiffServ region, is also necessary.
The mapping could be static (from IntServ ser-
vice type to DSCP) or given by information in
the RSVP messages.

In order to allow for successful interconnection
with a DiffServ region, that region has to meet
the following requirements, ref. [RFC2998]:

• Able to provide support for the standard
IntServ services between its border routers.
This is to be done by invoking the PHB within
the DiffServ region and appropriate behaviour
at the edges of the DiffServ region. Mapping
between flow characteristics in the regions
must also be defined.

• Provide admission control information to the
non-DiffServ network regions. This can be
done by a protocol or by terms in Service
Level Agreements, SLAs.

• Able to pass RSVP messages, such that it can
be recovered at the egress of the DiffServ
region. The DiffServ region may process these
messages.

In addition, other traffic flows may be carried by
the DiffServ region, e.g. not being originated in
an IntServ region.

3.2  Routing Issues
Looking at most results on TE, and particularly
constraint-based routing, the fact that traffic
flows can traverse a number of domains is not
considered. [ID_bgpte] drafts some suggestions
for utilising BGP to propagate TE information
between border routers. The BGP Multi-Exit
Discriminator provides some level of inter-
domain metric, but does not seem to include
information beyond the adjacent domain. The
suggestion described in [ID_bgpte] is that each
domain propagates summary weights (for TE
criteria).

When IGPs like OSPF and ISIS are used, the
link state announcements (LSAs) can be used for
carrying information from a border router to
another border router informing about the met-
rics relevant for reaching destinations using that
domain.

The TE metrics (weights) described in [IDbgpte]
are:

• available bandwidth;
• unreserved bandwidth;
• colours (or class types);
• transit delay;
• IGP metrics/hops.

When a route optimisation algorithm is exe-
cuted, these metrics must somehow be com-
bined. Therefore a weight priority may also be
introduced, telling which metrics are the most
significant ones.

Figure 3  Reference
configuration
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4  Interconnection – Agree-
ments, Brokering and A3

4.1  SLS Negotiation
Having the capability to establish SLAs rapidly,
accurately and automatically is a significant
contribution to the efficiency of a provider. This
is particularly important when the number of
services and customers grow.

This is argued by the ever faster evolution of the
telecommunication market, leading to the intro-
duction of more services and mechanisms.
Another essential fact is that telecommunication
is steadily getting more important for the cus-
tomers. Hence, customers will look for service
guarantees to enable them to carry out their busi-
ness. Having adequate SLA-related mechanisms
is therefore considered as a competitive edge by
the providers/operators. As there are also depen-
dencies between the providers, the SLAs need
to be present throughout the set of providers
involved, not only towards the end customer.

Handling QoS and SLA in an efficient manner
introduces a number of challenges. An addi-
tional part is managing all relevant data; only a
few are illustrated in Figure 4. Several non-tech-
nical aspects will also be included in an agree-
ment between the actors. In addition to the data
transfer-related aspects, issues like customer
support and service provisioning will often be
covered.

The SLA template is used to capture a set of Ser-
vice Level Objectives for a service. A Service
Level Objective is a representation of the guar-
anteed level of service offered. It defines an indi-
vidual objective for example in terms of service
metric, threshold values and tolerances. A ser-
vice metric could be related to the entire service
bundle, to a service element or to a single ser-
vice interface, but is always related to something
visible to the customer.

When the provider depends on another provider
in order to fulfil the service delivery, the ques-
tion arises of how to relate the interfaces and
agreements as seen by that provider. This is
depicted in Figure 5.

In case the individual SLAs are reflected, a scal-
ability challenge would likely be faced.

The technical part of an SLA is called a Service
Level Specification, SLS, although the actual
relations between SLAs and SLSs can be more
involved. A service can be said to be provided
to a customer by a provider. Prior to service
delivery, a negotiation would commonly take
place. An example of a negotiation process is
depicted in Figure 6.

The provider describes the characteristic param-
eters of the service to be provided, as well as any
other conditions, by a Service Template Specifi-
cation, STS. After deciding upon the values of
the parameters, the customer returns a Service
Instance Specification, SIS. This is then
accepted or rejected by the provider. Any change
of the service delivery conditions can trigger an
update message from a provider. Then, the cus-
tomer, in principle also the provider, may initiate
a re-negotiation.

Figure 4  Some of the relevant data for managing SLAs and QoS

Figure 5  Reflecting individual SLAs (upper) or aggregating SLAs (lower)

Figure 6  Example of
negotiation process, [ID_sfsls]
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According to [ID_sfsls], the following principles
should be obeyed when designing the SLS and
corresponding negotiation process:

• Different languages/protocols should be
allowed.

• Negotiation at different levels and of different
complexity should be supported.

• The services should not be standardised.

• The structures of STS and SIS should be sim-
ple for simple services, yet also allow for
complex services.

The components of an SLS can according to
[ID_sfsls] be grouped as (note that this assumes
DiffServ-based services):

• Common unit: describes the terms of offering
the service, e.g. identifying the provider, cus-
tomer, service type, etc. The period of validity
is a central component.

• Topology unit: describes the nature and num-
ber of end points, further divided into one Ser-
vice Access Point, SAP, sub-unit and a num-
ber of graph sub-units. The SAP sub-unit
gives a list of end points that specify the
topology (like hose, pipe or funnel). The
end points can for instance be given by IP
addresses. The graph sub-unit gives a list of
sources and destinations and how these are
related. Unidirectional and bidirectional rela-
tions may be described.

• QoS related unit: describes the traffic flows
and the service differentiation provided.
Quantitative and qualitative service levels
may be given for some or all parts of the
topology unit. This unit may further be

divided into: i) scope – giving the topology
unit (graph sub-unit or end point) relevant; ii)
traffic descriptor – describing the traffic flows
(including DSCP, port numbers, protocol
information and specification of lower layer);
iii) load descriptor – gives the quantity of
offered traffic, e.g. given by leaky bucket
parameters, as well as treatment of excess of
out-of-profile traffic; iv) QoS parameters –
delay, jitter and loss for the traffic flow.

• Monitoring unit: defines a set of parameters
that are to be collected and reported between
the customer and provider. The structure
might be similar to the QoS-related unit.

Example of a schema to apply is also included
in [ID_sfsls] in addition to some selected exam-
ples.

4.2  Bandwidth Brokers
The Bandwidth Broker (BB) node is similar to
a Policy Decision Point (PDP), see Section 5, in
the sense that it makes decisions regarding band-
width provisioning. However, bandwidth bro-
kers tend to operate at a higher level than PDPs.
PDPs are typically connected to a (small) num-
ber of Policy Execution Points (PEPs) within an
administrative domain. They tend to be topol-
ogy-aware as a result of their role, e.g. in the
RSVP admission control process. Bandwidth
Brokers are aimed more at the interfaces be-
tween domains. They tend to be less aware of
the topologies within domains.

A BB refers to an abstraction that automates the
admission control decisions for service requests
in a network domain. This means that it is
responsible for keeping track of the current allo-
cation of reserved traffic, it is configured with
policies that define which traffic flows belong
to which traffic classes, and it interprets new
requests in the light of these policies and the cur-
rent bandwidth usage. In this sense, a BB can be
considered as a special type of policy server that
is responsible for those related policies for a net-
work domain. A BB is not necessarily a policy
manager but policy management and bandwidth
brokering will need to work together in provid-
ing integrated policy services and admission
control. Another important function of a BB is to
configure network devices according to admitted
QoS requests.

The concept of BB can be applied for managing
intradomain and/or interdomain traffic.

In the intradomain case, the BB manages the
resources based on the SLA that has been agreed
upon between domains. One or more protocols
are used to exchange information between a host
and a BB, and a BB and a router. The BB will

Figure 7  Communication
among BBs
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communicate with the user via Resource Alloca-
tion Requests (RARs) to receive the request for
bandwidth and to indicate success or failure. The
BB will also communicate with the edge routers
to set traffic conditioning parameters corre-
sponding to accept reservations. Examples of
protocols that can be used to communicate with
routers are DIAMETER, SNMP and COPS,
while protocols for communicating with hosts
may include RSVP, COPS, web interfaces
(HTTP) and DIAMETER.

In the interdomain case, the BB is also responsi-
ble for managing interdomain communication
with BBs in neighbouring networks, for the pur-
pose of co-ordinating SLAs across boundaries.
In order to co-ordinate bandwidth assignments
across domains, a single inter-domain BB proto-
col must exist.

Figure 7 shows a sample network configuration.
It consists of three domains AS1, AS2, and AS3
with a BB for each one (BB1, BB2 and BB3).
The SLAs are placed between AS1 and AS2,
and between AS2 and AS3. A BB communicates
with users (terminals or servers) requesting ser-
vice via RARs, other BBs, and network devices
(i.e. routers). In this case, a user can be either an
end system or an application that requests band-
width.

The Bandwidth Broker makes decisions based
on the network topology and the network traffic
characteristics. The network topology consists of
a description of all available network resources:
nodes, links, link metrics, physical link capaci-
ties, allocatable link capacity, resource class
(gold links, links only to be used for premium
customers, ...), etc. The network traffic charac-
teristics are expressed as a set of traffic trunks,

which mainly express a bandwidth requirement
between core edge nodes. This information is
supplied by the policy manager, which is a stor-
age of committed SLSs.

On the basis of the topology and network traffic
characteristics, different indicators can be calcu-
lated by the Bandwidth Broker such as the link
loads. This information can be used to determine
whether a new SLS can be accepted or not. The
position of the Bandwidth Broker is depicted in
Figure 8.

4.3  AAA Functionality
Providing a service commercially it has to be
supported by corresponding AAA functionality.
The Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) has
an Authentication Authorisation Accounting
ARCHitecture Research Group (AAAARCH)
that develops an AAA architecture. This can be
said to apply a policy-based approach.

Accounting can be seen as included in the ser-
vice provisioning process (called integrated
accounting) or it can be offered as a separate ser-
vice (called discrete accounting). In the former
the accounting is coupled to a specific service,
collecting relevant information by using service
specific entities. A configuration for this is de-
picted in Figure 9. Then a common Application
Specific Module (ASM) contains functions for
providing the AAA services. This means that it
transforms instructions from the AAA server
into appropriate commands for the equipment.
Relevant data on the resource usage is returned
by the meters to the ASM, which compiles (con-
version, aggregation, filtering) the metered data
into accounting records and forwards them to the
AAA server.

Figure 8  Location of
Bandwidth Broker
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To get access to a service, the user sends a ser-
vice request to the AAA server. This checks the
authorisation of the user and, assuming access
is granted, forwards the necessary information
(Application Specific Information, ASI) to the
ASM. The ASM finds the information relevant
for configuration of the network resources (ser-
vice equipment) and distributes this information
to the network nodes. In case of DiffServ, the
accounting system, QoS control, and Bandwidth
Broker are noted.

5  Policy and Traffic
Engineering

Considering the heterogeneous network ele-
ments and traffic flows that are expected to be
observed, a number of high-level requirements
are placed on the management solutions:

• Automation of management task;

• Centralised management with fewer classes of
management interfaces;

• Abstracted (or simplified) management data;

• End-to-end provisioning of the network;

• Consistent and uniform provisioning across all
network elements;

• Standards-based solutions in order to allow
inter-operability at network element and OSS
level;

• Scalable solution for large networks.

The IETF Policy Management Framework has
been devised keeping these requirements in
mind.

5.1  Policy – What is it?
Policy can be considered as a set of principles
for usage of resources, given by business con-
siderations. That is, the business decisions are
translated into statements relevant for the usage
of resources in the network.

The semantics of a policy rule is a conditional
imperative statement in the form

if <condition> then <action>

Thus, applying a rule means to evaluate its con-
dition (matching the rule) and, depending on the
outcome of that, either execute the action or not.
Policy rules may be nested.

Policy-based network management would pro-
vide a centralised platform for network man-
agers for defining and distributing network poli-
cies to enforcement points throughout a network.
In a typical policy-based framework, see Figure

Figure 9  Policy-based
integrated accounting,
using DiffServ
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10, the network manager edits policies through
a policy entry console. Those policies are then
stored in a policy repository. When requested, a
policy server (Policy Decision Point) retrieves
policies from the repository and makes policy
decisions that are communicated, e.g. applying
Common Open Policy Service (COPS), to the
relevant network points. These network points,
like routers, switches and firewalls, enforce the
policy decisions in the network. COPS is a query
and response TCP-based protocol that can be
used for exchanging information between Policy
Decision Point (PDP) and Policy Enforcement
Point (PEP).

In order to carry out efficient management of
the network resources a number of features of a
management system are asked for, adapted from
[ID_polreq]:

• Centralised management view – implying the
ability to carry out management activities
remotely and that the management system is
able to cope with all network resources in the
network.

• Abstracted management data – saying that
simplified views of network resources should
be possible, e.g. “hiding” details when they
are not relevant.

• Common and consistent views/interfaces
– similar procedures and similar data views
should be used for similar procedures. The
number of views/interfaces needed should
also be limited.

• Automation of tasks – including less human
intervention needed and that customers may
serve themselves within the authorised set of
activities.

A major key to meet such required features is
the way of giving data used for representing the
resources, customers, etc. Such data has also
been referred to as policy. When applying pol-
icy-based management the required features
listed above are addressed. So far, much effort
has been spent on the representation of such data
in a repository.

Having a policy repository, interfaces from the
management/operator side as well as the net-
work side have to be present. A way to trans-
form the policy into usable formats and inform
the network components also has to be imple-
mented. Then appropriate mechanisms in the
network elements to enforce the policies have
to be activated.

A QoS Policy Information Model (QPIM) is
described in [ID_qpim]. QPIM is a set of entities

and relationships (both modelled by classes) that
define managed objects and interactions between
managed objects that can be used to define,
manage and control IntServ- and DiffServ-
related mechanisms using policies. Policy
classes and relationships between them are
depicted in Figure 12.

QPIM is an information model in the sense that
it is independent of any specific implementation.
The model of policies can be seen similar to an
object oriented modelling in the sense that hier-
archies and reuse are present. Furthermore, poli-
cies can be “nested” such that a policy contains
another policy (possible decision strategies
defined are match-first and match-all).

Two hierarchies of object classes are seen:

i) structural classes representing policy informa-
tion and control of policies (entities in the
managed policy environment); and

ii)relationship classes that show how instances
of the structural classes are related to each
other. Both associations and aggregations can
be given as relationship classes. Containment
is a directional relationship – the containing
entity is known as the aggregate and the con-
tained entities are known as the components.

A QoS policy domain (see Figure 11) can be
viewed as a contiguous set of nodes that operate
under a common system of administration and
provide a common set of services. Each of the
nodes can contain policy rules and/or policy
information. Such a grouping is done to simplify
management and ensure consistencies. A QoS
policy domain can also be seen as a container
that provides scooping for a QoS policy con-
tainer, policy rules and other policy information.

A policy group class holds a property called pol-
icy roles. This represents the roles and combina-
tions of roles that are associated with a set of
policy rules. Each value represents one role
combination. After identifying the relevant set

Figure 11  Policy domain and
related terms
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of rules to be used, the rules have to be priori-
tised (e.g. first-match, match all, priority order).

The policy to apply to an entity (e.g. router) may
depend on many factors such as the characteris-
tics of the entity (e.g. protocol type used) and
the user connected. To describe the functions
attached to an entity, the term role is introduced,
[ID_fwpib].

A role represents a functional characteristic or
capability of an entity (resource) to which poli-
cies are applied. Multiple roles may be assigned
to a single entity, resulting in that entity’s role
combination. A role should be thought of in a
wider sense than an entity’s attribute as the role
would impact which policy is selected for an
entity.

A QoS policy domain contains groups of policy
rules. A policy rule can contain ordered lists of
conditions and actions. The conditions and
actions may be reusable objects that reside in
repositories, or they may be rule-specific embed-
ded in the rule or a combination of both. An
advantage of having reusable objects is that
many policy rules may refer to the same object.

One way of thinking of a policy-controlled net-
work is to consider the network as a state
machine where policies are used to control
which state each of the entities should be in
or is allowed to be in at any given time.

Policy rules may be aggregated into policy
groups, which may be nested to represent a hier-
archy of policies. Policy groups can model intri-
cate interactions between objects that may have
involved interdependencies, like application
type, user identity, interface, time of day, etc.
A policy group can be reused and managed as
a unit. A policy rule can be called a stand-alone
policy. These can be expressed as a simple state-
ment, e.g. represented by a Management Infor-
mation Base (MIB).

The set of conditions in a rule specifies when the
policy rule is to be applied. The conditions can
be given as sets of individual condition state-
ments related by AND/OR. Negations can also
be used. When the set of conditions associated
with a policy rule is evaluated to TRUE, the set
of actions in the rule is executed. This may
either maintain the current state or imply a tran-
sition to another state. The order of execution
of the actions can be specified.

Policy rules themselves can be prioritised, e.g. to
have an overall policy with some variations in
case of exceptions. An example is that policy a)
all traffic at an interface is placed into a certain
DiffServ class, except policy b) for packets hav-
ing IP destination address equal to xxx.xxx,
which are put into another DiffServ class. Then
policy b) has to get higher priority as the actions
associated with the two rules are incompatible.
Hence, the exception condition gets higher prior-
ity than the general condition.

Figure 12  Policy classes and
relations, from [ID_cim]
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Policy rules and groups can be categorised
according to purpose and intent [ID_cim], these
may not be disjunctive:

• Motivational; targeting whether or how a pol-
icy’s goal is accomplished, like configuration
and usage policies;

• Configuration; giving the default configura-
tion of a managed entity;

• Installation; stating what can and cannot be
installed in an entity and configuration of the
mechanisms that do the installation;

• Error and event; specifying which actions to
undertake in case of certain events, e.g. fail-
ures;

• Usage; controlling the selection and configu-
ration of entities based on usage data, e.g.
configuration of entities for a certain traffic
flow;

• Security; verifying that the user (client) is
the one he claims to be and then accepting
or rejecting access to entities, selecting and
applying authentication mechanisms and per-
forming accounting and auditing of entities;

• Service; characterising network and other
available services.

Such a categorisation determines whether the
policy is used to motivate when or how an action
occurs, or to characterise services. Service poli-
cies describe services available in the network
while usage policies give the binding of a user
(client) to the available services.

The policies can be said to represent business
goals and objectives. These goals have to be
related to implementations in the network. This
is described by an example of having an SLA at
the higher level, which has to be related to a set
of Service Level Objects (SLOs). The SLOs give
the more specific metrics.

In [ID_pterm] SLA is defined as the documented
results of a negotiation between a customer/con-
sumer and a provider of a service. It specifies
the levels of availability, serviceability, perfor-
mance, operation or other attributes of the ser-
vice. Then the Service Level Object (SLO) is
defined as a partition of an SLA giving individ-
ual metrics and operational information to
enforce and/or monitor the SLA. SLO may be
defined as part of an SLA, or as a separate docu-
ment. It is a set of parameters and their values.
The actions of enforcing and reporting moni-
tored compliance can be implemented as one
or more policies.

The Service Level Specification (SLS) is related
to specific handling of customers’ traffic flows.
It is negotiated between a customer and the
provider. For DiffServ it defines a set of parame-
ters such as DiffServ Code Points and the Per-
Hop Behaviour, profile characteristics and treat-
ment of the traffic for those Code Points. Values
are also given for these parameters. An SLS is a
combination of some technical part of an SLA (a
negotiated agreement) and its SLOs (the individ-
ual metrics and operational data to enforce).

5.2  Policy Functions and Points
Two main elements are identified in the policy
control; Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and the
Policy Decision Point (PDP), ref. [RFC2753].
These then represent the basic functions in the
policy framework:

• Monitoring. The state of the network, includ-
ing characteristics of traffic load and network
resource, has to be estimated.

• Decision-making. This compares the current
state of the network to a desired state de-
scribed by an application-specific policy
and decides how to achieve the desired state.
PDPs are the points where policy decisions
are made.

• Enforcement. This implements a desired pol-
icy state through a set of management com-
mands; when applied to network elements,
these management commands change the con-
figuration of the device using one or more
mechanisms. These mechanisms may be ven-
dor-specific. The PEPs are the points where
the policy decisions are actually enforced. It is
assumed that policy decisions will always be
made in the PDP and implemented in the PEP.

PEP is seen as integrated in a router, while PDP
may be located in a policy server. As described
in [RFC2753] a basic interaction can begin with
a PEP receiving a notification/message that
requires a policy decision. The PEP then formats
a request and sends it to the PDP. Such a request
may contain more information elements. The
PDP returns the policy decision, possibly with
several information elements. The PEP then
enforces the policy decision, e.g. by appropri-
ately accepting or rejecting a request and setting
values for the involved mechanisms. In order to
settle the policy decision, the PDP may engage
other servers (e.g. using protocols like SNMP
and LDAP). The PEP and PDP may be located
in the same node. Furthermore, there may be
policies locally stored in the node that also have
to be checked (LPDP). An example of this is
when an access list is stored in a border router.
Then this list has to be checked in addition to
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the framework being standardised in the IETF
Policy Working Group. COPS is a query res-
ponse protocol used to exchange policy informa-
tion between a policy server and a set of clients.

The PEP reports all its role combinations to the
PDP in the initial COPS request message. This is
also done in subsequent request messages gener-
ated in response to COPS state synchronisation
requests and local configuration changes. A pol-
icy can then be given for each role combination. 

COPS may also be used between Bandwidth
Brokers, which essentially act as PDPs for
dynamic interdomain policy exchange (see
Section 5.6.1).

Policy Management Function provides the inter-
face to the network manager. It comprises func-
tions of policy editing, rules translation and vali-
dation. With the Policy Editor the administrator
can enter, view and edit policy rules in the Pol-
icy Repository.

Once a policy rule has been entered into the Edi-
tor and before it is stored in the repository, sim-
ple validation is performed that checks for
potential policy conflicts with other rules. Rule
translation will resolve high level description
into the specific parameters. An example is
translation from names to IP addresses.

Policy Repository is a rule storage that is used
for policy retrieval performed by the Policy
Decision Points. The repository is also accessed
in the rule validation process to detect conflicts.
Access to the database is accomplished by a
repository access protocol. 

An architecture for QoS provisioning is des-
cribed in [eTOM]. This is depicted in Figure 15.

The network management system keeps the view
of the total network, including functions like:

possibly sending a request to a PDP. This is
depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 13 shows an example of relating traffic
control/signalling and PEP/PDP. When a sig-
nalling message arrives at a router, the signalling
module has to direct the request to the PEP. The
PEP asks PDP and LPDP (PDP may override a
policy given by LPDP) for decisions and returns
the reply to the signalling module. Note that a
PDP may also send notifications to a PEP based
on other triggers, for instance to change previous
decisions. In addition to PEP and PDP, reposi-
tion and management are needed, ref. Figure 14.

The Resource Allocation (RAP) Working Group
(WG) is establishing a scalable policy control
model for RSVP and IntServ by specifying a
protocol for use among RSVP-capable network
nodes and policy servers. In addition, this WG is
planning to define directives for use of the Com-
mon Open Policy Service (COPS) base protocol
to support policy information exchange within

Figure 13  Relationships
between policy points and
other traffic control
components
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• Network policy administration user interface;

• Master network policy repository for storage
of all network policies for all domains;

• Policy distribution capability to distribute pol-
icy data to the element management system
policy servers;

• Global policy conflict detection.

The policy repositories may use an LDAP-based
directory for storing the policy information.

The element management system QoS policy
provisioning contains functions that administrate
policy for a network domain. Here, a domain is
an area of the network that contains equipment
that performs a logically related function (e.g.
access network, core network, transport net-
work). The following functions are typically
included:

• Element management system specific policy
repository;

• Policy distribution capability used for dis-
tributing policy data to the PDPs;

• Local policy conflict detection.

A user interface and a PDP may also be included.

A PDP works as a policy server containing a
policy repository as well as a translator convert-
ing policies from a QoS policy schema to a Pol-
icy Information Base (PIB) format. The follow-
ing functions may be included:

• Domain-specific policy repository;

• Policy distribution capability to distribute pol-
icy data to PEPs;

• Translation from QoS policy schema to PIB;

• Optional real-time policy decision-making
function;

• Local policy conflict detection.

The PEPs implement the policies, incorporating
functions like:

• Storage of policy-related data in its MIB;

• Execution of policies according to state and
events.

The QoS monitoring contains functions for col-
lecting, processing performance statistics, usage
data and QoS related faults. This includes func-
tions like:

• Manage QoS fault conditions received from
network elements;

Figure 15  Conceptual
architecture of policy with

examples of protocols,
adapted from [eTOM]
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• Retrieve QoS performance data from network
elements;

• Collect and process usage data;

• General QoS reports – trend analysis of key
QoS parameters;

• Audit/analyse collected QoS parameters
against expected values.

These are typically distributed on functionality
in the network elements, element management
system and network management system.

5.3  Policy Actions
Three types of actions are defined in order to
control QoS enforcement:

• Signalling used to interact with RSVP. Sig-
nalling-related policies are related to admis-
sion control (e.g. whether to accept or reject
a request arriving by RSVP), controlling the
forwarding behaviour (e.g. set appropriate
marking) and the signalling procedures (e.g.
setting and modifying values in the RSVP
messages).

In order to utilise RSVP, a few additional
updates of objects have been described, ref.
[RFC2750]. They are called policy data
objects. The Filter_spec and Scope objects
describe the associated senders and prevent
loops. RSVP_hop identifies the neighbour
policy-capable router, both an originating and
a destination may be given. The Integrity
object may provide a secure communication
channel between non-adjacent PEPs, i.e. with-
out involving Policy-Ignorant Nodes (PINs).
The Policy_refresh object can be used to set
values for when the policy association has to
be refreshed, e.g. for authentication.

• Provisioning used to enforce differentiated
service policies including marking, policing
and shaping. Meters measure the temporal
properties of a flow (or flow aggregate) of
packets selected by a classifier against a traffic
profile. Meters measure flows matching the
rule condition per flow, per interface, per role
within a device, per device or per role across
all devices. Traffic can be classified as con-
forming, excess or violating. The measure-
ment value may possibly also be compared
against a profile. For instance, a shaper,
policer and re-maker compare a traffic profile
against a meter. Common parameters seen
refer to rate (e.g. in kbit/s), normal burst (e.g.
in byte) and excess burst (e.g. in byte).

Markers are used to assign a DSCP to a
packet. This could be done based on the state

of the meter referring to the traffic flow that
the packet belongs to. A shaper is used for
delaying packets in a traffic flow to bring the
flow into conformance with a profile. Drop-
pers are used to discard some of the packets
in a traffic flow, commonly to bring the flow
in conformance with a profile (frequently
referred to as policing). These are recognised
from the functional elements described for
DiffServ.

An example of a policy is 

i) if “traffic flow within profile X” then
“mark packet with DSCP = AF1”

ii) if “traffic flow out of profile X and within
profile Y” then “mark packet with DSCP
= AF2”

iii) if “traffic flow out of profile Y” then “drop
packet”

where profile X can mean rate is less or equal
to 64 kbit/s, and profile Y can mean rate is less
or equal to 128 kbit/s.

This could be done more efficiently when
condition ii) is only checked if i) fails; condi-
tion iii) is only checked if ii) fails.

• Per-Hop-Behaviour (PHB) used to enforce the
behaviours across a DiffServ domain. PHB
actions are used to represent the requirements
on PHBs and also giving details enabling
mapping onto configuration parameters for
configuring queues, schedulers, droppers and
other mechanisms, i.e. including attributes
related to DiffServ MIBs. These involve set-
ting bandwidth to be allocated, delay and jitter
parameters, use of dropping algorithm with
corresponding values, etc. These can be speci-
fied as hierarchical policies, i.e. when certain
rules are valid for an aggregate (e.g. all pack-
ets on a given interface) while further rules
are to be obeyed for traffic flows within the
aggregate (e.g. for TCP packets on the same
interface).

All these types may be included in a single
action/rule.

The IETF Policy Working Group is standardis-
ing the basic framework of policy-based man-
agement systems for IP networks. It focuses on
representing, managing and sharing policies in a
vendor independent, interoperable and scalable
manner.

The Policy WG co-ordinates the development
of the QoS schema with the Policy Information
Base (PIB) and the Management Information
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Base (MIB) being developed in the DiffServ
WG as well as with extensions to the COPS
being developed by the Resource Allocation
Protocol (RAP) WG.

Policy rules must be represented as data struc-
tures so they can be stored and retrieved. To
address this issue, the IETF ’s Policy Working
Group has defined the Policy Framework Core
Information Model, which defines a high-level
set of object-oriented classes that can be used for
general policy representation. The intent of the
Policy Working Group of the IETF is closely
related with the work underway in the Directory
Enabled Network (DEN) Working Group, and in
the Networks Working Group of the Distributed
Management Task Force (DMTF). As a result,
the DEN standards have been adopted by the
DMTF as part of their Common Information
Model (CIM) and CIM itself serves as the basis
for the IETF Policy Working Group’s core
model.

5.4  Policy-enabled MPLS Networks
In general, policy management for MPLS in-
volves Life Cycle management (i.e. creating,
deleting and monitoring) of Label Switched
Paths (LSPs) through the network along with
controlling traffic flow admission (LSP Admis-
sion Control) to those managed resources.
MPLS supports explicit traffic engineering via a
number of specifications (CR-LDP, RSVP) that
allow LSPs to be managed based on certain con-
straints. The policy management architecture
used to control traffic engineering functionality
should be independent of the MPLS mechanisms
used. An objective of introducing policy man-
agement is to arrive at predictable network ser-
vices.

A major application of MPLS is in providing
traffic engineering capabilities to IP networks. In
some cases, this may involve the use of specific
mechanisms (e.g. DiffServ- and IntServ-related).

For handling MPLS related to traffic engineer-
ing, there are two basic categories of polices, ref.
[ID_MPLScops]:

• LSP/tunnel management (or LSP life-cycle)
policies; dealing with configuration related to
initiating, maintaining and removing LSPs;

• LSP admission control (or flow management)
policies; dealing with classification for map-
ping traffic flows onto LSPs.

In an MPLS environment, the PEP resides in the
LSRs (Label Switching Routers). A connection
to a policy server (PDP) is then required, al-
though several of the decisions would likely be
taken internally in the LSR, possibly notifying

the policy server. However, allowing the PDP to
make the decisions may result in a more efficient
operation for the total network. Then a Request
message (REQ) may be sent from the PEP to the
PDP when an LSP is to be established, e.g. due
to an incoming RSVP or CR-LDP message to
the LSR. The PDP will reply with a Decision
message (DEC) instructing the PEP on how to
set up the LSP. During the operation a Report
message (REP) can be used by the PEP to
acknowledge the DEC and report performance-
monitoring results.

5.5  Differentiated Services Policy
Information Base

The DiffServ Working Group has also released
an Internet Draft specifying a set of Policy Rule
Classes (PRCs) designed for configuring QoS
policy for Differentiated Services. The base
module contains the PRCs for setting DiffServ
policy queues, classifiers, meters, etc., and also
contains filters for matching IP packets.

This may be broken down into several different
groups, including:

• QoS Interface Group: contains PRCs which
can be used to tell a PDP the types of interface
supported by a PEP and the PRCs a PDP may
install to configure the PEP. Examples of
attributes are: queues, scheduling parameters,
buffer sizes, etc.

• QoS Metering Group: contains PRCs relating
to the configuration of meters.

• QoS Action Group: contains PRCs used to
define the actions to be taken after the result
of classification and metering. It also contains
policies that associate classifiers, meters and
actions.

• IP Classification and Policing Group: contains
policies that define IP classifier elements.

5.6  Some Related Protocols

5.6.1  COPS
The main characteristics of the COPS protocol
include:

• A client/server model where the PEP sends
requests, updates, and deletes to the remote
PDP and the PDP returns decisions back to
the PEP.

• The utilisation of TCP as its transport protocol
for reliable exchange of messages.

• The protocol is extensible in that it is designed
to take advantage of self-identifying objects
and can support diverse PEP specific informa-
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tion without requiring modifications to the
COPS protocol itself.

• COPS provides message level security for
authentication, replay protection, and message
integrity. COPS can also reuse existing proto-
cols for security such as IPSec to authenticate
and secure the channel between the PEP and
the PDP.

• The protocol is stateful in two main aspects:

- Requests from PEP are installed or remem-
bered by the remote PDP until they are
explicitly deleted by the PEP. At the same
time, decisions from the remote PDP can be
generated asynchronously at any time for a
currently installed request state.

- The PDP may respond to new queries dif-
ferently because of previously installed
Request/Decision state(s) that are related.

• Additionally, the protocol is stateful in that it
allows the PDP to push configuration informa-
tion to the PEP, and then allows the PDP to
remove such state from the PEP when it is no
longer applicable.

Note that the COPS architecture does not pro-
vide a complete management framework as
such. It merely provides a way to distribute pol-
icy configuration information to devices. The
COPS architecture relies on other management
protocols, e.g. for monitoring.

A client-type of COPS for TE is drafted in
[ID_COPS]. There, within an IP router and in
addition to a PEP and the LPDP, a set of routing
information bases (RIBs) and Forwarding Infor-
mation Bases (FIBs) are also defined. The RIB
represents a routing protocol, like OSPF and
BGP. The FIB stores the routes that have been
selected by the routing processes. The request,
decision and report messages have to include
relevant attributes for traffic engineering, like
link metrics and traffic flow characteristics.

5.6.2  LDAP
While there are many choices of protocols for
directory/database access from the policy man-
agement function and policy decision function,
LDAP appears to be favoured by a number of
vendors and users. LDAP schemes are versatile
and allow considerable flexibility in the choice
of back-end directory management. Further, the
LDAP client-server protocol is widely imple-
mented and used for supporting a wide range of
directory enabled applications. However, there is
a number of shortcomings of LDAP that must be
clearly understood by implementers, such as
lack of asynchronous notification, replication

support, security, referential integrity, support
for “templates”, and limitations of query lan-
guage. Some of these shortcomings, such as
asynchronous notification, may be addressed by
defining specialised protocols between func-
tional entities. LDAP is further described in
[RFC2251].

5.6.3  SNMPv3
The original SNMPv1 was a lightweight man-
agement protocol that was sufficient for small
networks offering a best effort service. Its capa-
bility was generally limited to the monitoring
of network element operation and performance
rather than performing intrusive management
operations.

As data networks and their applications have
grown, so has the realisation that they must be
able to offer similar quality, availability and
scalability guarantees as are provided for classi-
cal networks. Consequently, SNMPv3 is being
developed to meet these requirements. Further-
more, SNMP usage has become more strategi-
cally important for operators as IP technology is
deployed in their networks. SNMPv3 is further
described in [RFC2570], [RFC2571],
[RFC2572] and [RFC2574].

An IETF SNMP working group is to elaborate,
among other things, some QoS MIB modules to
describe management objects for the control of
DiffServ policy in co-ordination with the effort
currently taking place in the DiffServ WG.

In addition, the DiffServ WG is producing an
MIB designed according to the DiffServ imple-
mentation conceptual model. The purpose of the
DiffServ MIB is to allow the setting up of Multi-
Field and Behaviour Aggregate traffic classifica-
tion filters and queues; to monitor whether or not
a traffic flow is within its profile; and finally to
perform some action on the traffic depending on
whether or not it is in profile (shaping, policing,
(re-)marking). SNMP is the protocol used to
implement the DS MIB. The MIB is composed
of six basic elements:

• Behaviour Aggregate Classification table –
stores DSCPs in order to enable identification
of tagged streams of traffic. Could be part of
the Classifier Table, but for extensibility rea-
sons is kept as a separate table. Note that a
new draft of the DiffServ MIB has merged
this filter with the Multi-field now described.

• Multi-Field Classification table – used to
define MF Classifiers. Similar to the BA Clas-
sification Table, this could be part of the Clas-
sifier Table but it has not been specified in
that way. This permits other proprietary filters
to be specified, bringing the need for just one
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classifier table, thus simplifying management
of the information.

• Classifier table – indicates how traffic flows
are to be sorted. The criteria used here could
in theory be any identifiable property of a par-
ticular flow or behaviour aggregate (DSCP).

• Metering table – implemented as a simple set
of pass/fail tests applied to a stream of traffic
passing a particular token bucket meter. The
action to be taken with conforming and non-
conforming traffic is specified in the Action
table. It is also possible to cascade the meters
in this table for more complex behaviour.

• Action table – Several actions are considered
in this specification: traffic marking, counting
of the traffic passing a certain point, applying
a drop policy, queueing of traffic. The ele-
ments in this table specify behaviour resulting
from a classification, a metering operation or
another action.

• Queue table – This table specifies the be-
haviour of individual queues, in terms of
bandwidth and queuing mechanisms. The
elements specified in this table are the result
of a queueing action and can be used for both
queuing and shaping.

6  Concluding Remarks
Efficiently managing the IP-based network is an
obvious goal for an operator. Searching for this,
the operator would utilise different mechanisms
referring to the IP level, the management system
and on the business level. This paper has out-
lined some of the essential aspects that should be
considered, relating Traffic Engineering to man-
agement systems, policy and Service Level
Agreements.
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1  Introduction
The telecom market is nowadays characterised
by steadily increasing complexity and dynamic
changes. There are multiple causes, like users
whose technical knowledge and demands are
increasing, applications ask for high quality of
services, the number of services and the number
of providers offering these are getting larger, a
variety of technologies are used. Also, business
models are changing in that new roles are pre-
sent and multiple providers are taking those
roles. In order to differentiate themselves in such
a market, providers are aiming at attracting the
users by offering services with assured Quality
of Service (QoS).

Traditionally, QoS is a very important element of
the service offer for users. Assuring QoS requires
a provider to study, understand and handle both
business and technical aspects in a consistent
way. It is not sufficient to understand both of
these issues separately, but they should rather be
observed and studied simultaneously. Providing
services with assured QoS to the users with ever-
increasing demands for services crossing multi-
ple domains administrated by different providers
sets challenges on these providers. Simply, in
order to fulfil users’ demands end-to-end
providers have to co-operate while at the same
time competing for the same market segment.
Hence, the need to describe principles for arrang-
ing relationships between providers is steadily
getting more pronounced. Generally speaking,
any relationship between two actors is associated
with a set of expectations as well as a set of obli-
gations. These expectations and obligations may
be implicit, but it is better to have them explicitly
agreed, especially in a business context. Various
types of agreements present in today’s telecom
market, and their relationships are discussed in
this paper, but the most pronounced type is cer-
tainly a Service Level Agreement (SLA). Briefly,
an SLA is an agreement between two parties that
deals with the level of service to be delivered.
The SLA has two main parts covering business
and technical aspects. Technical aspects and
QoS-related issues are the focus of in this paper.
The technical part of an SLA includes one or
more Service Level Specifications (SLS). An
SLS is a specification that envelopes a set of
parameters and their values that are specified for
a service provided to traffic flow. Mapping
between SLAs and SLSs is not plain and straight-
forward, as will be discussed later.

The situation where services are supported by
the infrastructure based on the Internet Protocol
(IP) technology is even more complex, since
the technology itself, i.e. different aspects and
mechanisms, are not yet mature. On the other
hand, the simplicity and transparency of the IP
allow for a high dynamics factor, that implies
e.g. a variety of services appearing very fast, a
variety of roles taken by the providers (and rela-
tionships between them) that can be changed
easily, and this situation can be described as
a multi-service multi-provider environment.
Assuring QoS in such an environment is chal-
lenging many providers – therefore, the issues
of settling SLAs is getting more pronounced.
Apart from assuring QoS, handling and assuring
SLAs in an IP-based multi-service multi-pro-
vider environment is not trivial. Some of the
issues to help better understanding and handling
of SLAs and their aspects in general and in an
IP-based environment, in particular, are addressed
in this paper.

Settling SLAs between all parties involved in the
service provision/usage enables assurance of the
QoS for user traffic crossing several domains.
Also, the process of designing SLAs is not a
trivial task for a provider. Taking perspective of
the provider (Figure 1), numerous data are rele-
vant as the input to the process of designing SLAs,
negotiating them and finally realising them.

Negotiation of an SLA can be initiated either by
the user who has their requirements, or by the
provider who is offering its services. Both par-
ties should collect relevant input information
before negotiating the SLA. As illustrated in
Figure 1, from the provider’s perspective, the
input includes the knowledge of the business
model/strategic decisions, core business descrip-
tion and focus, service portfolio description,
technical infrastructure, charging schemes,
SLA/SLS monitoring, QoS parameters, and
mechanisms locally implemented in the
provider’s domain. As the input to the negotia-
tion of the QoS-part of the SLA, the service
description and scenario have to be available, the
list of desired objectives for the particular QoS
characteristics (e.g. parameter values) has to be
indicated by the user, and a list of potential sub-
providers should be obtained. By running the
procedure1), the provider would have to make
decisions on the trade-off between the degree
of supporting the mechanisms locally in his
domain, and the degree to which service compo-
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nents need to be bought from sub-providers in
order to satisfy users’ demands. As an output of
running the procedure, the complete business
model will be known (all the partners and the
customers’ segments will be decided upon) as
well as the content of SLAs, e.g. QoS objectives,
reaction pattern, etc.

This paper addresses issues related to the SLAs
and SLSs. First of all, in Chapter 2, the relation-
ships between different types of agreements pre-
sent in today’s IP-aware telecom market are dis-
cussed. In Chapter 3, basics of SLA, its types,
structure and applicability are presented from a
generic perspective. A suggestion for the generic
structure of the QoS-related part of a technical
portion of an SLA is presented, offering a possi-
bility for providers to reuse the same structure
each time the situation changes for them (either
in the business or technical sense). The generic
principles are elaborated further, specifically
SLAs related to IP, as presented in Chapter 4.
Some examples of SLAs offered in today’s mar-
ket for various IP-based services are presented
in Chapter 5, followed by the status of the work
undertaken in various standardisation bodies
given in Chapter 6. A discussion on the mapping
between SLAs and SLSs is conducted in Chapter
7. Finally, the paper concludes by analysing the
future and possible evolution paths for SLAs and
SLSs in IP-based networks.

2  Agreements and specifica-
tions – BLA, SLA, SLS, TCA

Various types of agreements/specifications that
are discussed nowadays are depicted in Figure 2.
These are all referring to relations between pairs

of actors, pointing to the service provision con-
figuration.

Generally, the agreement made between any user
and any provider represents the harmonised
understanding between these two parties by
formally comprising/expressing the way they
should behave. Their behaviour is described via
a set of expressed duties, rights, and obligations.

Three types of agreements present in today’s
business and technical research – a Business
Level Agreement (BLA), an SLA, and a Traffic
Conditioning Agreement (TCA) – are described
in this chapter. The original definitions made
by the bodies/fora introducing these terms are
quoted if available. In addition to the agreements

Figure 1  Handling SLAs –
input needed by the provider

results in SLAs

Figure 2  Illustrating relation-
ships between BLA, SLA, SLS,

TCA ans TCS2)

1) Discussions on the procedure and trade-off/strategic decision undertaken by provider are given in [Tele0200].
2) Note that any of the hierarchically superior agreements may contain a set of inferior agreements/ specifications. For example, a BLA

may contain more than one SLA, e.g. if a service packet is subject to provision, or an SLA may contain multiple SLSs, etc. as illus-
trated in Figure 2. 
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there are two types of so-called specifications
included in the IP-based environment – an SLS,
and a Traffic Conditioning Specification (TCS),
which are also described here. The relationships
between these agreements/specifications are not
obvious, since different fora have made them for
different purposes and from the perspective of
offering different services on different infras-
tructures.

2.1  Business level – BLAs
On the business level between two actors3) a
Business Level Agreement (BLA) can be made.
It refers to the agreement made between two
legal entities/actors that includes a set of SLAs
and reflects the global business relationship
between the two actors involved. It is an
‘umbrella’ agreement, made on a business level,
which defines the frame within which the part-
ners may ‘move’ when negotiating any service
to be provided/used between them. In this type
of agreement, legal, economic (e.g. discount),
regulatory, etc. issues are stressed, rather than
technical details that are tackled in separate
SLAs covered by the BLA.

BLAs are made for the provision/usage of a set
of services, i.e. service packages. Such an agree-
ment is actually a function of the SLAs made
between the actors. For the generic case, the
functional dependability between various SLAs
(in particular the QoS parameters and their val-
ues) is not straightforward. It may be a mathe-
matical function (e.g. a sum) or any relational
function (e.g. lower than). On the other hand,
it might also be a rather complex relationship
between the sets of conditions. Assume, for
example, that the delay is a relevant QoS param-
eter and its maximum value should be decided
upon in the BLA. This value is a single value
(which simplifies the problem slightly). Con-
sider a selected set of traffic flows specifying
their maximum delay requirements. Then, pro-
viding a single value (for these traffic flows),
one may say that the worse case, that is, the min-
imum of the maximum delay requirements,
should be included as the statement in the BLA.

Some simplification when considering sets of
parameters may result in a less optimal use of
resources. Some steps could be taken, however,
like careful design, detailed specification of the
services sharing resources, user profile capturing
(e.g. time-of-day behaviour). Then, statements in
the BLA may be refined and the improved usage
of resources needed for assuring QoS used may
be obtained. Therefore, understanding the de-

pendencies between SLAs combined in a BLA
helps making adequate strategic decisions and
fulfilling user demands.

In addition, situations where congestion may
occur are handled better, since reactions are
stated in the agreement. The conditions agreed
on in the BLA and SLA should be reflected in
both network elements’ configuration, mecha-
nisms and management solutions.

2.2  Service level – SLAs
SLAs can be defined and used in the context of
any industry in which a provider-user relation-
ship exists. Hence, SLAs have been widely used
in different industries and businesses, for out-
sourcing services, e.g. help desks, catering ser-
vices, IT competence centre, etc.

For traditional telecommunication services (e.g.
telephony) similar concepts covering similar
aspects (e.g. QoS) have been applied, which
might not have the form of an SLA. The pres-
ence and the concept of the SLA is rather unex-
plored for IP-based services, where many issues,
both technological and business, have still to be
studied. In addition, the situation is further com-
plicated by the fact that there is a shorter time to
roll out a service, the functionality included in
the applied technology varies a lot, and the
global picture of the market (user demands as
well as provider roles) is steadily changing.

Basically, an SLA represents a harmonised
understanding between a user and a provider
regarding the service and the performance level
of the service required from the provider by the
user. It is designed in order to create and for-
malise a common understanding of the service,
quality of that service, prices/pricing schemes,
priorities, responsibilities, etc. In simple terms,
it should specify what the user will get and what
the provider is committed to provide. Various
aspects of the relationships between the parties
involved, like service/resource performance(s),
help desk, billing, provisioning, service manage-
ment, etc., can be included. As shown in Figure
2, an SLA would contain a set of SLSs (some
sources restrict an SLA to containing a single
SLS, but the issue of mapping SLAs and SLSs
is not so straightforward as will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7). SLAs contain much
more information than only SLS(s), related to
e.g. non-technical reactions, escalation schemes,
legal, regulatory, economic, business, ethical
issues.

3) Note that a provider taking a role in the market is here called actor. Any legal entity, e.g. a com-
pany, is an actor when appearing in the market and using and/or providing a service or service
components.
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The DiffServ architecture [rfc2475] developed in
the IETF defines an SLA as a “service contract
that specifies the forwarding service a customer
should receive”. The SLA may include traffic
conditioning rules which (at least in part) consti-
tute a TCA. The DiffServ WG [diffserv] is
changing their understanding of this term, since
the terms SLS and TCS (see Sections 2.3 and
2.5) are introduced. The DiffServ WG came to
believe that the notion of an ‘agreement’ implied
considerations of a pricing, contractual or other
business nature, as well as those that were
strictly technical. There could also be other tech-
nical considerations in such an agreement (e.g.
service availability) which are not addressed by
DiffServ WG. Therefore the DiffServ WG
agreed that new terminology would be used to
describe those elements of service and traffic
conditioning that are addressed by DiffServ.
According to the latest draft on the DiffServ
terminology [id-term], terms of SLS and TCS
are introduced, as explained later.

Hence, SLA and TCA terms are considered in
a broader sense than in [rfc2475], [rfc2474],
[rfc2597], and this change will be introduced
in the RFCs published by this WG. 

SLAs are further discussed both in general and
for IP in particular in Chapter 3.

2.3  Service/Service Component
Technical Level – SLSs

An SLS consists of technical parameters and
conditions related to serving a traffic flow using
an IP transport service. An SLS would typically
include:

• The type and nature of the service to be pro-
vided. All the components should be identi-
fied and described. The description of compo-
nents related to particular interfaces is not a
trivial task.

• The QoS of the service provided (this part will
be elaborated on in the following section).

• The process of monitoring service provision
(and QoS), i.e. which statistics to collect and
present.

• Any technical consequences and the reaction
pattern for the cases when either the user or
the provider did not obey conditions agreed.

Additionally, the constraints on user behaviour
may be included (e.g. the type of equipment nec-
essary to experience the quality as agreed).
Escape clauses may be included to define when
the statements from the agreement do not apply
– e.g. a fire damaged the provider’s equipment,
etc.

Note that SLS is a rather new term, introduced in
1999 by the IST project TEQUILA, and the
topic is still under development. The definition
given at the beginning of this section is adapted
from [id-term] where DiffServ WG suggests the
introduction of the SLS term. Their understand-
ing of an SLS is that it is “a set of parameters
and their values which together define the ser-
vice offered to a traffic stream by a DS domain”.
The definition of ‘Traffic stream’ is unchanged
from [rfc2475], that is “an administratively sig-
nificant set of one or more microflows which
traverse a path segment. A traffic stream may
consist of the set of active microflows which are
selected by a particular classifier.” Simply, it
means that a traffic stream can be an individual
microflow or a group of microflows (i.e. in a
source or destination DS domain), or it can be a
Behaviour Aggregate (BA). Thus, an SLS may
apply in the source or destination DS domain to
a single microflow or group of microflows, as
well as to a BA in any DS domain.

The results available in the IETF and in
TEQUILA and other projects adopting SLS
notions are presented in Chapter 6.

2.4  Traffic level – TCAs
This term is related to the provisioning of IP ser-
vices and is defined by the IETF. According to
[rfc2475] TCA is defined as “an agreement spec-
ifying classifier rules and any corresponding
traffic profiles and metering, marking, discard-
ing and/or shaping rules which are to apply to
the traffic streams selected by the classifier. A
TCA encompasses all of the traffic conditioning
rules explicitly specified within a SLA along
with all of the rules implicit from the relevant
service requirements and/or from a DS domain’s
service provisioning policy.”

Note that the TCA refers to rules executed at the
border of a DiffServ domain. Thus a TCA is
given for a certain class, identified according to
the fields relevant for DiffServ. Examples of
these sets for fields are found in [rfc2475] like:

i) Multi-Field (MF): combination of one or more
header fields, such as source address, destina-
tion address, DS field, protocol ID, source
port and destination port numbers, and other
information such as incoming interface, or,

ii)Behaviour Aggregate (BA): based on the DS
codepoint only.

TCA refers to a traffic flow, its characteristics
and mechanisms to use in order to ensure/
enforce that the characteristics are followed.
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2.5  Determining traffic level – TCS
This term also relates to the provisioning of IP
services and is defined by the IETF. According
to the new terminology for the DiffServ WG of
the IETF [id-term], a TCS is a term related to the
DiffServ architecture, and should be understood
as “a set of parameters and their values which
together specify a set of classifier rules and a
traffic profile”. A TCS is an integral element
of an SLS.

3  Service Level Agreement
(SLA)

Facing the situations described in the introduc-
tion where changes are rather dynamic, the need
to describe principles for efficient arranging of
relationships between the actors is steadily get-
ting more pronounced. Generally speaking, any
relationship between two actors is associated
with a set of expectations as well as a set of obli-
gations. A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is an
explicit statement of the expectations and obliga-
tions that are agreed between two actors: a cus-
tomer and a provider [Verm99]. This term has
been used for a long time, and therefore many
different definitions of the term SLA exist.
These are developed by different fora for partic-
ular purposes, and are basically not competing
or overlapping, but rather have different focus.
The discussion on the term itself is omitted here;
some definitions of SLA (and more generally of
an agreement) can be found in [NMF701],
[P806d1], [Cain97], [Gray00].

Generally speaking, SLAs can be defined and
used in the context of any industry in which a
customer-provider relationship exists. Hence,
SLAs have been widely used in different indus-
tries and businesses for outsourcing services,
e.g. help desks, catering services, IT competence
centre, etc. For traditional telecommunication
services (e.g. telephony) similar concepts cover-
ing similar aspects (e.g. QoS) have been applied,
which did not have the form and name of an
SLA. The presence and the concept of the SLA
are getting revitalised as an area of research in
the IP-based environment, as discussed in the
next chapter. The SLA is designed in order to
create a common understanding of the service,
quality of that service, prices/pricing schemes,
priorities, responsibilities, etc.

A harmonised understanding may require a
negotiation process, a result of which is (a set
of) SLAs. The SLA negotiation process is very
demanding, and the team of experts from differ-
ent fields (e.g. technology (network architecture,
QoS, management, billing), economy and busi-
ness (strategic decisions, pricing, charging
schemes), law (jurisdictional, regulatory issues),
social science (anthropological, ethical issues)
may be involved. Before even starting the nego-

tiation process needs, gains, and business goals,
should be determined from both provider’s and
user’s point of view. Each team has to be aware
of main goals, limitations, capabilities, which
services to produce and which to buy (‘home-
made’ vs. ‘imported’ services), and to have
clearly determined core business and strategic
streamlines. After that, before making an SLA,
some preparation should be done so that the
starting situation is determined and described.
From a provider’s point of view, operational
capabilities and strategic position for different
functionality/systems have to be addressed and
known, e.g. billing, connectivity services, order-
ing/provisioning, network/service management,
liability, usage, repair, collocation, performance
reporting, customer relationships management,
etc. In addition, the costs of performing each of
the relevant functions should be analysed and
compared with the costs of buying services from
a sub-provider and agreeing the SLA with him.
From the user’s perspective the information of
this difference in costs may build a basis to
decide whether to go for a standard ‘menu’ solu-
tion offered by the provider, or to ask for a more
specific ‘tailored’ solution for the SLA. In the
latter case, the provider’s team would usually
adjust the terms according to the needs and
wishes of the user. The responsibilities in the
team can be redistributed according to the top-
ics/issues to be detailed. After running the nego-
tiation process and agreeing the SLA, SLA
assurance (that should be agreed upon as well)
has to verify that both sides keep the statements
in the SLA.

Different practise and recommendations can be
found for the SLA negotiation, and some guide-
lines of establishing and conducting a negotia-
tion team are available, but this is not our focus
here. As a result of negotiations, an SLA is made
and would typically include:

• The description of the service to be provided.
The description may be composed as a set of
service component descriptions (i.e. service
specification), or as a description of the ser-
vice scenarios relevant for the user. Also, a
type and a nature of the service to be pro-
vided. When describing a service, all service
components should be identified and de-
scribed on each of the interfaces between a
provider and a user, which is not a trivial task.

• The QoS-related part handling the quality
level of the service, including QoS parameter
definitions and objectives. This part of the
SLA will be elaborated further in the follow-
ing section.

• The process of reporting problems and trou-
bleshooting, which may include information
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of the triggering events, the person to be con-
tacted if the problem occurs, the format of the
complaint, the step-by-step process for trou-
bleshooting, etc. The time period for resolving
the problems should also be defined. Usually,
an escalation matrix4) should be agreed on as
well.

• The process of monitoring and reporting the
performance and quality delivered. Here, the
issues of measurements, which type of statis-
tics, how often, where the measurements
should be undertaken, the data collection,
analysis, access to past statistics, etc. would
usually be described. More details on this pro-
cess will be given later in relation with the
QoS part of an agreement.

• The consequences and the reaction pattern
for the cases when either the user or the
provider did not obey what was agreed in the
SLA. Additionally, the constraints on the user
behaviour may be included (e.g. for a telecom
service it may imply the request for adequate
type of equipment, for example a PC with
given characteristics thay are necessary to
experience the quality as agreed). Escape
clauses may be included to define when the
statements from the agreement do not apply –
e.g. a fire damaged the provider’s equipment,
etc.

• Legal issues, which include the legal identifi-
cation of the parties involved, responsible per-
sons who are members of the SLA team,
terms under which the SLA is not valid, when
is it broken, etc.

• Economic issues, which may include tariffing
policy, prices, charging schemes to be applied,
penalties to be paid in case any of the events
triggering the reaction pattern are detected, etc.

• Regulatory issues that may be extremely
important and may include references to the
directives restricting further retail of the ser-
vice contracted, etc.

• Other issues that may include specific anthro-
pological, ethical, ethnic issues that are of spe-
cific relevance for a customer or provider.

Handling SLAs and their negotiations is simpli-
fied if they have a generic structure, i.e. a tem-
plate that can be reused for any service, business
case and technology a provider might be dealing

with. Summarising – an SLA should simply
specify what the user will get and what the
provider is committed to provide. Different
types of SLAs are made and negotiated for dif-
ferent services, as discussed in the next section.

3.1  Generic SLA types
Various types of SLAs can be recognised having
different aspects/parameters in focus. For exam-
ple should be noted the differences in content
and format of information relevant to different
users and providers.

Regarding the content, an SLA can be general/
universal and made on a ‘one-suits-all’ strategy
when offered to e.g. a large segment of residen-
tial customers, or it can be more specific,
adjusted specifically to customer needs, i.e. ‘cus-
tomer-tailored’, suitable for a particular business
customer. Regarding the details included in
descriptions/statements given in the SLA, in
case the SLA is made between the provider and
the residential user, the granularity of parameters
would be chosen naturally so it fits a large num-
ber of customers. That means that the selection
of parameters will be easy to understand, and
should not be expressed strictly technically.

Even the language used to describe for example
QoS issues/parameters would be less technical
and understandable to the actual user. On the
other hand, an agreement between two providers
would be more complex (e.g. include more
parameters) and expressed in more technical
terms. For example, the end-user can understand
that its service will be unavailable for less than
5 minutes per month, which actually in technical
wording is equal to an availability of 99.99 %.

Regarding the dynamics in the SLA negotiation
and contracting period, commonly for outsourc-
ing services in industries other than telecom (e.g.
catering, etc.) a negotiation period runs from six
weeks to three months, depending on the scope
and volume of the contract, while a contracting
period runs for 3–10 years. In telecommunica-
tions, the dynamics of SLAs is more pro-
nounced, since an SLA may be contracted for
different time scales. The granularity of time
varies from monthly/yearly (e.g. telephony ser-
vice subscription, monthly subscription to the
Internet Service Provider (ISP) for the Internet
access service, renting out a fibre) up to very
short periods like 10 minutes, or per session (e.g.
one transaction for e-shopping, accessing ftp
server, downloading certain content, etc.). The

4) An escalation matrix indicates the hierarchy/degree of importance of problems, and the informa-
tion necessary to solve the problems. This information may include e.g. persons to be contacted,
alarm description, messages to send out, format of messages, etc.
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dynamics cannot be realised if the mechanisms
for negotiation and management are not in place.
Some work is done in the Internet2 project on
bandwidth brokers and dynamic SLA negotia-
tion [I2-site].

Depending on the interface an SLA is related to,
it can be either vertical – between two actors on
different layers, or horizontal – between two

actors on the same layer. One example is a con-
figuration as shown in Figure 3, where ISP1 has
to rely upon both ISP2 (horizontal relationship
formalised in the horizontal SLA) and upon the
Network Operator 1 (NO1) (vertical relationships
formalised in the vertical SLA) in order to fulfil
the demands of its user served via interface X.
Note that depending on the user tye, the SLA at
the interface X may be either vertical (e.g.
human end-user) or horizontal (e.g. another
provider).

Depending on the logical location of the parties
involved in the SLA, it can be:

• Internal – made between two different depart-
ments/business units within a company;

• External – made between two different legal
actors, i.e. two companies.

Also, depending on the performance level (of the
service offered) handled in the SLA, three main
categories of SLAs are recognised (Figure 4):

1. Application-level SLA – covers the service
end-to-end, i.e. including not only the network
infrastructure edge-to-edge but application(s)
and Customer Premises Equipment (CPE),
implying that an actor playing the role of net-
work operator only, cannot provide such an
SLA since it does not have control over either

Figure 3  A simple example of
relationships in multi-provider
Internet environment

Figure 4  Illustrating different
types of SLAs depending on the
scope of the service provided
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the end-hosts or a Service Provider (SP). The
statements handling the performance and the
service level should be expressed in terms of
application units that the user understands and
is concerned about, e.g. the time to complete
the transaction instead of round trip delay and
some additional information. This type of
agreement also includes the constraints on the
user and his behaviour and minimal require-
ments placed on the equipment, since the
application using network services is known.
It is a common practice today that the charac-
teristics of the customer owned/administered
equipment (i.e. user’s network) are described
by using agreed parameters. When consider-
ing the QoS-related part, a selection of QoS
parameters must be devised by focusing on
the application, e.g. a parameter of availability
of 99.995 % of time may be expressed as
the only 25 minutes per year (3 minutes per
month) that the service will be unavailable.
The values of the relevant QoS parameters are
determined by taking into account the pecu-
liarities of a particular implementation of the
service.

2. Network-level SLA – specifies statements in
terms of performance observed while provid-
ing a network connectivity / transport service.
This agreement is usually made between two
providers, though in case a customer is e.g.
a large company it may be made between an
end-customer and a provider agreeing upon
the usage/provision of a transport service.
One type of the network level SLA is a peer-
to-peer agreement made between ISPs. The
parameters used to describe the performance
of the network and the quality of the network
service(s) are very detailed, technical parame-

ters whose objectives may be described by
using different statistics and moments.
Depending on the scope of the service, and its
implementation various types of network level
SLAs exist. For example, a Leased Line (LL)
service may be supported by the infrastructure
that is Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
based or Frame Relay (FR) based, for which
ATM- and FR-related parameters are used,
respectively. The network level SLAs for IP
transport services are elaborated on in Chapter
4.

3. Service provider SLA – used by providers
offering server-hosting capabilities. The
provider (usually an actor playing a role of a
service provider, or a co-location provider)
has control over the server side but not over
the customer side or the network performance.
In this case, parameters related to the perfor-
mance of (various types of) servers, or other
(peripheral) equipment are relevant. The
parameters may include the performance of a
database, e.g. a number of simultaneous trans-
actions that a database can serve, a number of
simultaneous hits on the web-content that a
web server can support, etc.

3.2  Generic Structure of the
QoS Part in an SLA

In order to handle both the increasing volume of
SLAs, their complexity and to assure their main-
tenance, having the generic structure/template
that can always be (re)used would help a lot.
Being generic implies the structure’s indepen-
dence of service type, network, technology
involved in service provisioning, type and
organisation of actors involved, etc. On the other
hand, being generic does not exclude considera-

user providerSLA

Service
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prices

Regulatory Others
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Interface
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Traffic
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and objectives
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Figure 5  A structure of an
SLA – focus on the QoS part
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tion of specific situations at each interface. That
implies that a set of mandatory statements should
be available; these can be generally applied in
addition to a set of optional, service specific and/
or user-profile specific statements.

Figure 5 illustrates a provider and a user where
the provider delivers the service to the user
which makes use of that service. The SLA be-
tween them includes the QoS-related part, which
is focused on in the following. More detailed
description of the QoS-related part of an agree-
ment can be found in [P806d1]. The illustration
of the structure of the QoS-part of an SLA is
given in Figure 5.

Interface description includes the description of
all the interaction points relevant for the agree-
ment – both business and technical. It might
contain the information on the service delivery
point, protocol(s) to be used, measurement points,
observation points, points where a reaction pat-
tern will be applied, negotiation points, etc.

Traffic pattern description describes the char-
acteristics of the expected traffic flows. This
information allows the provider to manage
resources in its domain in order to deliver the
agreed QoS. The description of the traffic should
envelop both application and management infor-
mation flows. The characteristics of both the
ingress and egress traffic should be described.
Traffic patterns can be described on different
time scales (e.g. during the day, per service
instance, etc.). The parameters used to describe
the traffic could for example be average or
higher order moments.

The description of QoS parameters and objec-
tives implies expressing the performance of a
service by assigning values to a number of QoS
parameters [ETR003]. The QoS parameters can
be derived by applying the adapted ITU-T 3x3
matrix [I.350]. Considering QoS objectives, they
can be specified by target values (e.g. total maxi-
mum delay), or by thresholds set to a QoS
parameter, e.g. an upper (or a lower) bound (e.g.
an upper bound for unavailability). The QoS
objectives may also be expressed as guarantees
– provider’s commitment to the user with strict
traffic and reaction patterns, or as QoS indica-
tions, which are associated with loose traffic
patterns and slow reaction patterns. Since QoS
objectives are closely related to both measure-
ments and reaction patterns, both measurement
procedures and conformance rules should (e.g.
statistically) fit the granularity set to the QoS
objective.

The measurement schemes description should
include the statements who, where, when, and
how should measurement and conformance test-

ing processes be performed for the agreed
parameters. The description may include: the
identification of relevant measurement points,
the specification of the measurement environ-
ment, description of the technique(s) for obtain-
ing the measured values, specification of the
methodology to present and evaluate the results
by parameters, and the method to be used for
taking decisions on acceptance based on the
level of compliance of the measurement results
with the stated requirements and commitments.

A set of reaction patterns, related to failure to
meet either traffic patterns or one/more of the
agreed QoS objectives should be described in
the QoS agreement. Such a description may
include the reaction patterns both for cases of
detecting the non-conformant traffic and for
detecting the QoS degradation. The reaction pat-
terns for both entities should be stated including
the inputs to initiate the reaction (e.g. results of
measurements), related constraints (the duration,
timeliness, type of actions), resources and tools
required to carry out the reaction, and the de-
scription of the reaction itself. The reactions
could be technical (policing the traffic flows,
suspending or aborting the activity, sending
alarms, warnings, etc.), economic (e.g. discounts,
initiation of using compensation schemes), legal
and ethical (e.g. publishing the “antispam black
lists”), etc.

Though the description of several terms (like
traffic flows) is here commonly related to the
operational phase of telecommunication ser-
vices, this could be generalised in order to be
applicable for every service life cycle phase.
The corresponding terms should then be adapted
in order to describe better the relevant aspects.

4  SLA for IP-based Services
The area of SLAs is revitalised with the chal-
lenges faced by providers offering services with
assured QoS in an IP-based environment. Differ-
ent aspects of SLAs, their content and the selec-
tion of QoS parameters and their values are still
under development when it comes to IP services.
The reasons are multiple: dynamic changes in
the market offering multiple services on a single
infrastructure that is based on the IP technology
that is still not mature (though many solutions,
mechanisms and architectures are developed for
supporting QoS in such an infrastructure, there
are still many effects that are not fully explored);
rapid changes in business models where multiple
providers are offering similar services often aim-
ing at the same market segments; the applica-
tions developed lately ask for higher quality than
the applications traditionally developed for best-
effort IP networks; users are having higher
demands being advanced by a simple-to-use
application based on IP. The situation is becom-
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ing more complicated by a shorter rollout time
for services, the functionality included in the
technology used nowadays still varies very much
(i.e. different technologies are still present in the
infrastructure supporting services like data trans-
fer, video, telephony, etc.), the technologies pre-
sent in the access portion are still evolving
towards those who can support high demand real
time services. In addition, the roles of a user/cus-
tomer and a provider are not so clear like in the
traditional telecom market, since any user may
be a provider to his users without having an
extensive set of equipment, but some value
added to the basic transport service(s). In short,
many issues, both technological and business,
have still to be studied in order to enable pro-
viders (and users) to capture and react in the
global IP market.

Understanding SLAs and their handling is
important for any provider that has to rely upon
its partners to offer any global service, and that
has to fulfil requirements of its users that may
easily use another provider if not satisfied. Hav-
ing a generic structure as presented in the previ-
ous chapter, enables providers to react fast (even
automated) when adapting to changes such as a
new role, introduction of a new service, changes
in the existing offer, introducing additional
mechanisms in the infrastructure, and so on.
Also, a process of negotiating SLAs is getting
more structured when using a template that is
independent of services, technologies, business.
Another important issue is that the practice used
in the traditional telecom does not have to be
abandoned by introducing new (multi-provider)
concepts and using SLAs.

Historically, the first SLAs in the Internet were
of peer-to-peer nature for public Network
Access Points (NAPs), whereby large backbone
providers make bilateral interconnection agree-
ments where the main issue is stating that the
volume of traffic a provider injects into the part-
ner’s network is equal to the traffic he should
allow coming into his own network from the
partner’s network (i.e. from a peer to a peer).

4.1  SLA Types for IP-based Services
SLAs for IP-based services will naturally be of
the same generic SLA types as presented in Sec-
tion 3.1, i.e. SLAs will differ according to the
level of detail included, language, nature of
parties involved, contracting period.

The interesting issue is actually whether an SLA
is agreed on a timely basis, i.e. in traditional
manner for a time period of e.g. one month (like

subscription for telephony service), or per ses-
sion, i.e. per each instantiation of a service. The
result of having SLA per session is a tremendous
amount of SLAs (and their respective content)
that have to be handled by providers. Therefore,
the issue of SLA management is getting more
pronounced.

Regarding the performance level handled in the
SLA, three main categories are recognised:

1. Application-level SLA – typically includes
statements for specifying the performance of
a specific application, e.g. the response time
of a database server will be less than 100 ms,
with a maximum of 100 clients connected
simultaneously, or the video server will be
available 99.9 % of the time during the
evening hours (between 1800 and 2400
hours), otherwise 95 % of the time. Another
example is statements included for a VoIP ser-
vice. The parameters chosen should reflect
both the speech quality and the connection
quality. In this case, different parameters are
used to express the quality of speech, and oth-
ers to express the connection quality. Some of
these are: Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for the
speech quality, and set-up delay for the con-
nection quality. Also, the differences caused
by e.g. realising a Voice over IP (VoIP) ser-
vice by implementing ITU-T’s H.323 [H.323]
or IETF’s Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
[rfc2543], [sip], should be taken into account
when defining thresholds (or other objectives)
for the chosen parameters. For example, an
application level SLA for the VoIP service
may include the following: (1) the H.323 pro-
tocol suite is implemented, (2) NetMeeting™
is used as a client, (3) CPE characteristics
(including both hardware and software) are
specified, e.g. a Personal Computer (PC) with
a minimal hardware of a Pentium II (or equal)
CPU, 64 MB RAM, sound card, phone card,
loud speakers, microphone, or equivalent
headset, access to the IP network, and a mini-
mum software of the H.323 suite imple-
mented, and NetMeeting™, etc.

2. Network-level SLA – deals with the perfor-
mance of the network offering a transport
service. Traditionally, in the Internet, a best-
effort service is offered, but now the paradigm
is changing in order to support real-time ser-
vices. Three different approaches can be
recognised5) (Figure 6):

• Tunnel approach – defines aggregate QoS
between two specific points in the network.

5) Some argues that this way of organising SLAs better reflects the scope of the transport service pro-
vided, i.e. point-to-point (tunnel), point-to-multipoint (funnel), many-to-many point (cloud/hose).
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An example is the service for traffic trans-
ported e.g. from Telenor R&D at Kjeller
to the Telenor headquarters in Oslo. This
approach is depicted in Figure 6.a, where
the points A, B and C are defined as input/
outputs for a traffic stream.

• Funnel approach – defines aggregate QoS
between a specific ingress point to multiple
egress points. An example is the QoS for IP
transport services from the VoD server
to any IP-based user. This approach is
depicted in Figure 6.b, where the ingress
point goes to a range of egress points for
a traffic stream.

• Cloud approach – defines aggregate QoS
between multiple points in the network. An
example can be IP-based transport services
realised within one network (note that one
network here implies the network con-
trolled/owned by a single operator). This
approach is depicted in Figure 6.c, where
any of the points attached to the ‘cloud’ can
be either ingress or egress point for a traffic
stream.

3. Service provider SLA – this type of the SLAs
are of special interest in the IP-based environ-
ment, since they open for many 3rd party
providers, and a myriad of service providers
may be present. The operator has control over
the server side but not over the customer side
or the network performance. An example of
such an SLA can be relevant when designing
the SLA for an Application Service Provider
(ASP), or when offering web-hosting/co-loca-
tion service.

4.2  QoS Part in SLA for IP-based
Services

Following the generic structure presented in
Chapter 3, the content of an SLA for an IP ser-
vice may be made. Devising details is not possi-
ble if there are no ‘clear’ business model (i.e.

roles and relationships), service description and
implementation that all influence the final choice
of QoS parameters, grouping into QoS classes,
and the values of the parameters.

The issues of how the ITU-T’s I.350 3x3 matrix
approach may be applied for an IP transport ser-
vice and how the parameters are devised, are dis-
cussed next. According to [I.350] QoS parame-
ters could be primary or derived, and may be
expressed in a more technical or more “humans
understandable” language. Primary parameters
are those that are necessary to measure to prove
the performance as agreed, while derived param-
eters are actually functionally dependable on
the primary parameters and do not need to be
directly observed (i.e. measured/monitored).

Considering the primary QoS parameters, the
3x3 matrix approach identifies three generic
functions:
• Access;
• Information transfer;
• Disengagement.

Also three criteria for characterising the realisa-
tion of the generic functions are defined:

• Speed characterises the temporal aspects of
QoS associated with a function, showing time
related efficiency characteristics, e.g. latency/
delay.

• Accuracy characterises the degree of correct-
ness with which a given function is realised,
e.g. ratio of errored packets.

• Dependability characterises the degree of cer-
tainty that a function is performed, e.g. ratio
of failures on total attempts.

Although the above definitions for primary QoS
parameters apply to telecommunication services,
they can be generalised even for other types of
services.

As mentioned before, derived QoS parameters
are defined as functions of others. In particular,
derived QoS parameters can be defined on the
basis of observed values taken by primary QoS
parameters, and of decision thresholds for each
relevant primary QoS parameter. One example
of derived QoS parameters could be those char-
acterising the availability of a service.

When making a list of requirements the end-user
may express the request in a form of non-techni-
cal parameters. Such issues should be taken into
account by the provider and mapped into techni-
cal parameters related to those aspects.

Tunnel Approach to SLAs

Funnel Approach to SLAs Cloud Approach to SLAs
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Figure 6  Types of SLAs for a
network connectivity service
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Some examples of the content of an SLA for an
IP connectivity service are illustrated in Figure 7.

The interface description includes the descrip-
tion of the business interaction points – perfor-
mance reporting point, service access points, and
protocols/formats used for exchanging informa-
tion on these protocols. Traffic pattern is basi-
cally described by the throughput which is
linked to the time-of-day distribution and user’s
behaviour, where different values are allowed
for different time periods. The most mentioned
QoS parameters related to the provision of real-
time services in the IP-based environment are
delay, loss and jitter. Also, availability is proven
to be a very important factor for customers.
Hence, these are usually used in SLAs indepen-
dently of the SLA type. In case of value added
services, additional parameters related to the
quality of customer care, e.g. help desk avail-
ability, mean time to repair, etc. are given as
well.

Applying the 3x3 matrix to the case of a Virtual
Leased Line (VLL), where the access and disen-
gagement functions are not relevant, the QoS
parameters identified for the IP packets transfer
phase can be listed as:

IP packet transfer delay ex- transfer

pressed both as a mean value speed

and variation [Y.1540],

[rfc2330], [rfc2123]

IP packet error ratio [Y.1540], transfer

[rfc2330], [rfc2123] accuracy

IP packet loss ratio [Y.1540] transfer

dependability

IP transfer availability [Y.1540] transfer

dependability

In order to prove delivery of the quality of the
service as agreed in an SLA, the chosen parame-
ters need to be observed whether they are con-
formant to the agreed values or not. Also, the
behaviour of the users has to be observed, so the
provider may react when the user does not obey
the agreement (e.g. generating more traffic than
allowed in the SLA). Therefore, measurement
schemes have to be developed and agreed –
active vs. passive measurement methods, fre-
quency of measurements that are chosen so they
are not too much of an overhead for the servers,
etc. The relevant measurement points need to be
identified, e.g. ingress and egress routers, gate-

Interface description Performance reporting point – web site URL
Business interaction points SAP – IP address/port, phone number for dial up access
Technical interaction points Protocols – IPv4, BGP4, SNMP3

Traffic pattern Throughput 08-19h 384 kbps
Throughput 19-08h 128 kbps
Time of day pattern distribution function included

QoS parameters and Availability 99%
objectives Loss ratio < 5%

Set-up delay < 2 sec

Measurement scheme Measurement points Ingress router, egress router, gateway
Measurement methods Active probing
Tools Ping, traceroute
Granularity 10 minutes

Reaction pattern Discount Availability guarantee breached
1h  UA  4h = 1 day service credit
4h  UA  8h = 7 days service credit
UA  8h = 30 days service credit

Traffic shaping IF user’s traffic exceeds 2 Mbps
at the ingress THEN discard it

Alarm
Warning
Policy invocation                              UA = unavailability

user provider

SLA
Service

Legal issues
Charging

• • •
QoS-related part

QoS-related part

Figure 7  Generic structure of
QoS-related part of an SLA,

some examples
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ways, etc. Different metrics may be agreed as
well, e.g. IETF’s IP Performance Metrics
(IPPM) [rfc2330]. The results of monitoring and
measurements can be input to the other parts of
the system, e.g. charging and billing system by
sending alarms for initiation of different charg-
ing schemes after the various situations occur,
etc.

Reaction patterns cover technical actions like
alarms, warnings, messages sent to the user that
did not obey the agreed traffic pattern, or it can
result in abandoning the service usage. It may
also involve some traffic engineering actions,
like traffic shaping, call admission control initia-
tion after receiving a trigger from the monitoring
system, policy initiation, etc. On the other hand,
economic reactions are much more obvious to
the user, and are expressed as e.g. discounts
when the quality has not been delivered by the
provider as it was agreed in the SLA. Different
compensation schemes are often used in today’s
SLAs as will be shown in the next chapter.

5  SLAs for IP-based Services
in Practice

It is easier to capture the importance of an SLA
when a case study is examined. The examples
below will illustrate how the structure described
before can be used in practice. The elements of
the QoS-related part of an SLA can be identified
in a more or less similar form in all examples
illustrated in this chapter. Note that the actual
content may differ, e.g. selection of parameters,
values, statistics, but the structure is not diverg-
ing. This section aims at highlighting the fact
that the structure could be generic and standard-
ised, while the content may differ for a particular
service, interface observed, provider involved, etc.

Examples described here include SLAs for some
of the services offered by UUNet and Epoch
Internet™.

5.1  UUNet’s SLAs
Businesses realised the advantages of the IP
technology, but they want their services to be
guaranteed to them. For example, they want fast,
reliable and robust Internet access. UUNet
[uunet], a Worldcom company, was one of the
first ISPs understanding the need to offer guar-
antees in the form of an SLA to its customers.
UUNet offers a wide range of services. A range
of services provided may vary depending on the
country in focus.

• Internet access, including dial-up and remote
access (suitable for single users, SME, or

companies with many remote workers, i.e.
with a need for home-office solution), dedi-
cated access over DSL, ATM, FR for compa-
nies in the USA which have higher needs than
remote access, and LL dedicated access;

• Hosting/co-location services;

• IP VPN and Internet security solutions;

• Internet multicasting;

• Wholesale services for ISPs and carriers (used
by AOL, CompuServe, etc.).

The services offered by UUNet are rated as
rather popular, as shown for example in the fact
that 78 % of Times ‘Top 100’ companies and
63 % of Times ‘Top 1000’ companies use
UUNet [top100]. UUNet offers SLAs for the
Internet access service that are universal in
structure but figures may deviate for each of
the countries UUNet is operating in.

A brief summary of the SLA for Internet access
service would include the fact they are network
connectivity SLAs of the cloud type. This type is
used since it supports similar applications across
different access points, and is the easiest to spec-
ify, track and manage. UUNet monitors the net-
work continuously to ensure that all the metrics
defined in SLAs are satisfied. UUNet does not
specify strict delay bounds, but instead provides
an average delay. The SLAs [uunet1] include
guarantees on:

Network quality including:
• delay ~ averaged monthly ≤ 65/85/120 ms,

for US/European/Trans-Atlantic networks,
respectively, measured as RTD by using
ICMP6) echo messages;

• packet delivery rate = monthly averaged
≥ 99 % for US, EU, Trans-Atlantic links, ser-
vice quality (network availability of 100 % of
the time, apart from scheduled maintenance in
time windows agreed with the customer).

Service quality including 100 % availability for
the network, e.g. for the VPN service UUNet
uses ping to monitor the customer’s router every
two minutes to determine network availability.
If the router does not respond after three pings,
UUNet will deem the service unavailable and let
the customer know immediately. Failure to do so
will result in the customer’s account being cred-
ited for that day. The estimated number of lost
ping packets yields information about the avail-

6) ICMP measurements will replace the current NTP measurements (run each 15 minutes) as the
technology used to gather the data on delay.
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ability of network connectivity. The scheduled
maintenance is not counted as outage; it will be
announced to the customer at least 48 hours in
advance, and it may be scheduled for regular
window periods (e.g. from 7 a.m. – 9 a.m. every
Tuesday and Friday). Network failure will result
in the customer’s account being credited for each
hour of down time. UUNet will notify customers
within 15 minutes in the event of network failure.

Customer care quality – UUNet will contact
the customer after detecting the unavailability
on his links via pager, phone, fax or e-mail. The
period to notify the customer of the outage is
specified in SLAs, but varies for different ser-
vices / market segments. Failing to notify the
customer in the agreed period causes the possi-
bility to realise UUNet’s crediting of the service.
Regarding installation, the time given in SLAs
varies from service to service, e.g. UUNet guar-
antees that the installation of the circuit and the
activation of the UUNet port will be completed
within 20 working days for 64 kbit/s leased line
services and 40 working days for 128 kbit/s to
2 Mbit/s services. For 8 Mbit/s services, installa-
tion and activation will be completed by the date
provided in writing by a UUNet sales manager.
Failure to do so will result in the customer
receiving a 50 % refund on the start-up charge.

The reaction pattern in case any guarantees are
broken by UUNet results in service crediting.
The customer has to initiate a remedy procedure
in the agreed period (e.g. 5 days from outage for
reporting it to the local UUNet representative,
which is a contact person stated in the SLA).
On the other hand, for some services (e.g. IP
VPN) constraints are put on the amount of traffic
the customer can inject into the network (if it
exceeds 50 % then the customer has to initiate
the request for capacity upgrade within 30 days)
[uunet2].

5.2  EPOCH Internet
Epoch Internet [epoch] is an ISP that provides
high-performance dedicated access and VPN and
web hosting/co-location services to customers in
the USA. Epoch Internet offers SLAs for its ser-
vice for dedicated access [epoch-a] and web-
hosting [epoch-w], which have basically same
structure, but are service specific for certain
parameters, and the values of parameters differ.
The SLA for web-hosting/co-location services
[epoch-sla] is an example of an SP SLA for
hosting several servers on behalf of its cus-
tomers. It is typical for these SLAs to use uptime
and the performance of servers as a gauge for
SLA satisfaction. The crucial issue for this type
of SLA is to assure that presence of multiple

users (since they host multiple customers) simul-
taneously does not affect the SLA performance
guarantees.

Verification of SLAs is done by continuous
monitoring, at the time granularity of 10 min-
utes. Network outage notification and availabil-
ity is one of the guarantees included in this SLA.
To warrant network reliability, the SLA contains
a Packet Loss guarantee (monthly average
packet loss < 5 %, measured each 10 minutes,
averaged monthly) and an Internet Latency
Guarantee (monthly average < 85 ms, measured
each 10 minutes, RTT on the Epoch network,
averaged per month). In case any of the guaran-
tees are broken by Epoch, a scheme for claiming
service credits should be supplied by the cus-
tomer. If confirmed by examining monitoring
data, the customer will receive the discount. A
service credit in the SLA implies that the service
is granted for the period the service credit is
given. Epoch bases its pricing policy on the
service credit issued upon establishment and
approval of a service request. The customer will
be billed monthly and failure to comply with
Epoch’s terms and conditions will cause a
breach of the SLA. This SLA is created on the
‘one fits all’ basis and Epoch may at any time
choose to change, amend or revise its conditions
by posting it on its website. Regarding availabil-
ity the following is guaranteed for webhosting/
co-location services7):

Hardware availability – 99.9 % for all the hard-
ware sited in the Epoch network;

Power availability – 99.9 % for supply of AC
power to the components in case of co-location
service;

Core applications availability – 99.9 % per
month for all services, but not for ROOT
service8);

Data centre availability – 99.9 % from customer
to data centre for co-location customer, and only
to data centre for web-hosting customer.

Backbone Network Availability Guarantee –
Epoch guarantees that the network will be avail-
able 99.9 % of the time (excluding any planned/
scheduled downtime that Epoch informed the
customer of). Any customer who has experi-
enced unavailability (UA) of links, may claim
service credits according to the following rules:

• 40' ≤ UA ≤ 4h implies service credit of 1*1/30
(one day);

7) For the dedicated access services only the backbone network availability applies.
8) For detailed description of the Epoch services visit [epoch].
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• 4h ≤ UA ≤ 8h implies service credit of 7*1/30
(one week);

• UA ≥ 8h implies service credit of 30*1/30
(one month).

Other guarantees include:
Outage Notification Guarantee – Epoch guaran-
tees the customer that it will inform the customer
of any unexpected network unavailability within
1h of the occurrence of any guarantee break.
The customer will be informed by telephone or
email. If notification is delayed or not provided,
service credit of one day applies.

Internet Latency Guarantee – An average
monthly transmission rate of 85 ms or less is
guaranteed on the Epoch network. Latency
(average round trip transmission) is measured at
10-minute intervals and the average is calculated
monthly (at the end of every calendar month).
Service credit of one week will be provided if
the average Internet latency for a customer is
greater than 85 ms for any calendar month. If
it happens in two successive months, the service
credit is one month.

Packet Loss Guarantee – The average packet
loss ratio on the network will not be more than
5 % during any calendar month. It is measured
every 10 minutes and the average is calculated at
the end of each calendar month. One day of ser-
vice credit will be given to customers who expe-
rience a packet loss higher than 5 % per calendar
month.

Installation Guarantee – for web-hosting/co-
location services is implied 21 days after the
request is submitted. For a dedicated access ser-
vice, the installation requires up to 38 working
days after an order has been accepted and
entered into Epoch’s provisioning system. If this
is not met, the customer will receive one month
of service credit provided that the delay was not
caused by the customer or by any Force Majeure.
The equipment must be provided or approved by
Epoch and the customer has to co-operate, e.g.
to be present during the installation.

Regarding claims for service credit, they must be
submitted by a customer within seven business
days of the end of the month during which the
event occurred that gave rise to the claim. Epoch
also reserves the right to make changes to the
service level agreement.

6  International Fora and
SLAs/SLSs

As mentioned before, SLAs are present in the
telecom market, but in a slightly different form.
With emerging challenges for providing differ-
entiated IP-based services with QoS guarantees,
the interest for SLAs has increased rapidly.
Hence, the research on this topic is intensified.
In this section some examples of the work and
results from various standardisation bodies and
international fora related to SLAs are given.
First, an example of ITU-T agreement for the
telephony service is shown, followed by some
examples and the ongoing work from IETF on
the SLS topic, which is basically initiated by IST
projects Tequila and Aquila. The example of so-
called end-to-end SLA, from TMF (ex. NMF) is
described afterwards, and the EURESCOM pro-
jects P806-GI and P906-GI understanding of
SLAs and related issues are given at the end.
Note that several bodies studying this topic are
not discussed here, e.g. the DTMF SLA group.

6.1  International Telecommunication
Union (ITU-T)

One example of an agreement can be found in
ITU-T Recommendation E.801 [E.801], which
describes a so-called Service Quality Agreement
(SQA) that is defined as “a bi- or multi-lateral
agreement between interconnecting ROAs9), net-
work providers and/or service providers, to initi-
ate a formalised programme for the monitoring,
measurement and setting of targets intended to
satisfy the end-user and other customers. When
appropriate, mutually agreed action plans will
be developed to improve a target that is below
the expected level of performance”.

An SQA includes the following:
• Introduction, e.g. describing the purpose of

the agreement;

• Scope, e.g. the services covered and corre-
sponding interfaces are to be presented;

• Confidentiality, for instance stating the confi-
dentiality concerning the content of the agree-
ment and sharing information between the
user and the provider;

• Legal status, like stating the commitment to
fulfil the conditions;

• Traffic patterns, e.g. describing relevant char-
acteristics of the traffic flows;

• The relevant QoS parameters and correspond-
ing (range of) target values;

9) ROAs (Recognised Operating Agencies).
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• Measurement schemes, like describing points
of observation, events to register and ways of
aggregating the data;

• Reaction patterns, e.g. describing ways to act
in case any of the conditions are not fulfilled;

• Management review process, like presenting
procedure for reviewing the agreement; and

• Signatories.

This template is traditionally used for agreeing
on the provision of e.g. telephony service
between different Public Network Operators
(PNOs).

6.2  Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF)

The presence and the effect of SLAs in the IP
world should be discussed bearing in mind both
existing best-effort services and the IntServ
[rfc1633] / DiffServ [rfc2475] architectures
suggested by IETF.

The best-effort service implies no guarantees
for the service provision, and hence asks for no
agreements in the operational phase. One argu-
ment is that available resources are shared indis-
criminately between the users; one service for
all. Some explicit statements describing the vol-
ume of traffic to be exchanged, e.g. between two
peering ISPs, can be found. On the other hand,
when DiffServ/IntServ-RSVP architectures are
implemented, the SLA becomes more pro-
nounced as a way of regulating the conditions
for service provisioning between a customer and
a provider, e.g. between an enterprise using the
services provided by an ISP.

Work currently under development within IETF
[policy], allows for a description of SLA schemes
in an abstract common language. SLA schemas
are described by a set of attributes. The attributes
may either be common to both IntServ/DiffServ
or specific for each of them. The common att-
ributes can include name, scope, type, address
range and max rate. Specific attributes for Diff-
Serv are e.g. Type Of Service (TOS) field masks
and patterns, and for IntServ e.g. flow service
type, maximum flows, token bucket parameters,
etc. On the other hand, SLA can be structured by
use of references. This allows the definition of
generic service profiles like a premium, gold,
standard service package, or a generic customer
class profile like economy, professional, etc.

IETF has focused more on TCS/TCA as de-
scribed in Chapter 2, and lately a lot of work is
done on this topic. As already mentioned SLS
describes the technical details related to the level
of the service provided to a traffic stream. It is a
rather new term, established in the IST Tequila
project, which at the moment is trying to consol-
idate interests on this topic and start a WG in
IETF. Four IETF drafts have been published on
this topic, and a number of RFCs related to the
DiffServ framework are handling issues related
to SLS and TCS.

Here, a description of the template Tequila sug-
gests [many] and some examples of its usage
done by Aquila [aquila] are presented. A similar
template is elaborated on in AT&T’s contribu-
tion [some].

6.2.1  TCS and SLS in a DiffServ
Architecture

As the work in DiffServ WG progressed, it was
agreed that the notions of SLAs and TCAs
would be taken to represent the broader context,
and that new terminology used to describe those
elements of service and traffic conditioning is
introduced – namely SLS and TCS.

The SLS may specify the packet classification
and (re)-marking rules and also traffic profiles
and actions to traffic streams that are within the
traffic profile as well as traffic streams outside
the traffic profile. The DS codepoint (DSCP) to
be used for mapping into the various DiffServ
classes may also be defined in the SLS. If multi-
field classifiers are used other elements in the
packet header have to be used for classification.
These elements have to be agreed on in the TCS.

A TCS has as its scope the acceptance and treat-
ment of traffic meeting certain conditions and
arriving from a peer domain on a certain link.
More specifically, the TCS asserts that traffic of
a given DiffServ class, meeting specific policing
conditions, entering the domain on a given link,
will be treated according to a particular (set of)
Per Hop Behaviours (PHBs) and if the destina-
tion of the traffic is not in the receiving domain,
then the traffic will be passed on to another
domain (which is on the path toward the destina-
tion according to the current routing table state)
with which a similar (compatible and compara-
ble) TCS exists specifying an equivalent (set of)
PHB(s).

The parameters10) included in the TCS/SLS may
be:

10) Due to the unidirectional nature of connections, the two directions of a flow across the boundary
will need to be considered separately.
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• Detailed service performance parameters
such as packet loss, packet delay and jitter.
Expected throughput may also be relevant;

• Constraints on the ingress and egress points at
which the service is provided. The ingress and
egress points indicate the scope of the service;

• Traffic profiles that must be adhered to for
the requested service to be provided, such as
token bucket parameters;

• Disposition of traffic submitted in excess of
the specified profile;

• Marking services provided;

• Shaping services provided.

In addition to these parameters, the SLS may
specify more general service characteristics
such as:

• Availability/Reliability, which may include
behaviour in the event of failures resulting in
rerouting of traffic;

• Encryption services;

• Routing constraints;

• Authentication mechanisms;

• Mechanisms for monitoring and auditing the
service;

• Responsibilities such as location of the equip-
ment and functionality, action if the contract
is broken, support capabilities;

• Pricing and billing mechanisms.

The metrics to be used for validating that the
delivery of the service is according to the param-
eters in the TCS are studied in the IETF IPPM
WG, and can be found in [rfc2330].

Quantitative and Qualitative Services
IETF uses the expressions quantitative and qual-
itative related to the service delivery. Services
can be categorised as qualitative or quantitative
depending on the type of performance parame-
ters and guarantees offered.

Examples of qualitative services are:
1. Traffic offered at service level A will be deliv-

ered with low latency;

2. Traffic offered at service level B will be deliv-
ered with low loss.

This assurance is only relative and can only be
verified by comparison.

Examples of quantitative services are:
1. 90 % of the traffic within the profile delivered

at service level C will experience no more
than 50 ms latency;

2. 95 % of the traffic within the profile delivered
at service level D will be delivered.

In general, when a provider offers a quantitative
service, it is necessary to specify quantitative
policing profiles.

Quantitative provisioning is not a trivial task.
With knowledge of the network routing topology
and the TCSs at the boundaries, it is possible to
compute the resources required at each interior
node to carry the quantitative traffic offered at
the edges. Based on the result of these computa-
tions, interior nodes must be configured with
sufficient capacity to accommodate the quantita-
tive traffic that will arrive at the node and in
addition leave sufficient capacity remaining to
accommodate some amount of qualitative traffic.
In addition to installing and configuring the
appropriate capacity at each interface, it may be
desirable to configure the policers to assure that
the resources actually consumed by the higher
priority quantitative traffic do not exceed the
expectations. Since the traffic receiving qualita-
tive services cannot be assumed to follow spe-
cific routes with the same predictability as the
traffic receiving quantitative services, the provi-
sioning of qualitative traffic is more difficult and
parameters must be estimated based on heuris-
tics, experience and preferably on real-time mea-
surements.

Inter-domain Considerations
The TCS has been described primarily in the
context of a single domain providing services to
a customer. In general, customers are end-users
and/or hosts that reside in different networks.
These networks are interconnected by multiple
domains and require that the service spans these
domains. Making an SLS, it is important to con-
sider the interaction of services provided in the
various networks involved, rather than the ser-
vice provided by a single domain.

The service provider is expected to negotiate
bilateral agreements at each boundary node at
which it connects to another network. Figure 8

Figure 8  TCSs between
two providers

Provider A Provider B

TCS AB

TCS BA
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illustrates two providers – A and B, the services
they offer to each other, and their relationship
captured in TCSs.

The technical aspects of these agreements that
relate to the delivery of differentiated services
are captured in two TCSs – (1) for the services
provided by Provider A to B, (2) for services
provided by Provider B to A. Similar to the ana-
logue discussion on SLAs and dependencies on
different interfaces, TCSs needed by a provider
at any boundary will be dictated by TCSs negoti-
ated at the other boundaries. Provider A may
serve a number of customers with services termi-
nating at various boundary points in Provider
B’s network. The TCS between Provider A and
Provider B must represent the aggregate require-
ments of the TCSs of all Provider A’s customers.

In order to provide end-to-end services to its
customers, Provider A must be able to assure
the support for these services across multiple
domains, which requires several issues to be
solved:

• The service provided by a certain domain may
not be compatible with the services provided
by neighbouring domains;

• The services provided by a domain may be
compatible with the services provided by
neighbouring domains, but the PHB used to
obtain the service might be different;

• The PHB might be the same, but the codepoint
used to request the PHB might be different;

• The PHB and the codepoint are the same but
differences in provisioning and charging mod-
els result in different service.

Determination of compatible services and nego-
tiation of PHB codepoints for requesting the ser-
vices is required. This process may be greatly
simplified by the provision of a set of universal
services using universally recognised codepoints.

The extension of quantitative services across
multiple domains will require more uniformity
in the nature of services provided. Qualitative
services may on the other hand be extended end-
to-end by a concatenation of service elements
that may vary from domain to domain. For
example, one domain may base a qualitative
service on a Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ)
scheme with Random Early Discard (RED),
while another may use priority queuing with
RIO. Since the assurance end-to-end is looser
it is possible that a meaningful service can be
provided end-to-end by concatenating these two
types of services.

A host may be directly attached to a differenti-
ated service domain. Legacy hosts are unlikely
to perform marking of their packets into Diff-
Serv classes and are also unlikely to shape or
police their traffic. These services may be pro-
vided on behalf of the customer. The policies
used for marking and shaping have to be negoti-
ated at the time the agreement is made between
the network provider and the customer (host).
Newer hosts may be capable of marking and
traffic shaping. The overall resource constraints
in the agreements may likely be somewhat static
in this case. The host determines the manner in
which the host shares these resources among its
various traffic flows. The provider still has to
configure policers to assure that the host does
not seize more than its share of the resources or
the amount of traffic in the various classes than
agreed in the SLS or TCS.

6.2.2  Tequila – Traffic Engineering for
Quality of Service in the Internet,
at Large Scale

The aim of the Tequila draft [tequila] is to iden-
tify the basic information to be included in SLS
considering the deployment of value-added IP
service offerings over the Internet. When such IP
service offerings are provided with a given QoS,
the QoS should be defined in such an SLS from
a technical perspective. Since these IP services
are likely to be provided over the whole Internet,
their corresponding QoS will be based upon a set
of technical parameters that both customers and
service providers will have to agree upon. Hav-
ing this perspective, this draft aims at listing
(and promoting a standard formalism for) a set
of basic parameters that will actually compose
the elementary contents of an SLS.

The Tequila specification effort tries to address
the following:
• Provide a standard set of information to be

negotiated between a customer and a service
provider or amongst service providers within
the context of processing an SLS;

• Provide the corresponding semantics of such
information, so that it might be appropriately
modelled and processed by the above men-
tioned parties (in an automated fashion).

It seems useful to consider the specification of
an SLS template that these service providers
would agree upon, so as to enforce an inter-
domain QoS policy.

It is necessary to be able to allow for a highly
developed level of automation and dynamic
negotiation of SLSs between customers and
providers. Automation and dynamics are helpful
in providing customers (as well as providers)
with the technical means for the dynamic provi-
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sioning of QoS. The work on SLS in Tequila is
focused on an IP network that will be composed
of DiffServ-aware network elements able to
implement PHBs like Assured Forwarding (AF)
and Expected Forwarding (EF).

SLS Template in Tequila
1. Scope – The scope indicates where the QoS

policy is to be enforced. The geographical/
topological region is indicated by the bound-
aries of the region. An SLS is associated with
unidirectional traffic flows. A couple of
ingress and egress interfaces denote the entry/
exit points of the IP packets. The ingress and
egress may be:
• One-to-one;
• One-to-many;
• One-to-any;
• Many-to-one;
• Any-to-one.

Many-to-many is excluded from the list but
may be decomposed into many times one-to-
many.

2. Flow description – Indicates for which IP
packets the QoS guarantees are to be enforced.
A flow description identifies a stream of IP
datagrams sharing at least one common char-
acteristic. An SLS contains one (and only one)
flow description, which may formally be spec-
ified by providing one or more of the follow-
ing attributes:

• Differentiated Services information = DSCP;

• Source information = source address;

• Destination information = destination
address;

• Application information = protocol number,
source port, destination port.

The flow description provides the necessary
information for classifying packets at a DS
boundary node. BA classification requires
only DSCP codepoint, while MF classification
requires that the other information is given.

3. Traffic envelope and traffic conformance –
Describes the traffic characteristics of the IP
packet stream identified by the flow descrip-
tion.

A binary traffic conformance identifies in-pro-
file and out-of-profile (or excess) packets of
an IP packet stream. Multi-level traffic confor-
mance gives the opportunity for tagging the
packets when reaching various threshold val-
ues.

Traffic conformance parameters:
• Peak rate (bits per second);
• Token bucket rate (bits per second);
• Bucket depth (bytes);
• Maximum transport unit (bytes);
• Minimum packet size (bytes).

4. Excess treatment – Excess treatment de-
scribes how the service provider will process
excess traffic, i.e. out-of-profile traffic (in case
of binary conformance testing) or n-level traf-
fic (in case of n-level conformance testing).

Excess traffic may be dropped, shaped and/or
remarked.

• Dropped – if excess traffic is dropped, then
all packets marked as ‘out-of-profile’ by
the Traffic Conformance Algorithm are
dropped. No extra parameters are needed.

• Shaped – if excess traffic is shaped, then all
packets marked as ‘out-of-profile’ by the
Traffic Conformance Algorithm are delayed
until they are ‘in-profile’. The shaping rate
is the policing/token bucket rate. The extra
parameter is the buffer size of the shaper.

• Marked – if excess traffic is marked or
remarked, then all packets marked as ‘out-
of-profile’ by the Traffic Conformance
Algorithm are (re-)marked with a particular
DSCP-value (yellow or red). The extra
parameter is the DSCP.

The SLS must specify the appropriate action,
otherwise the excess traffic is dropped.

5. Performance guarantees – Performance
guarantees describe the service guarantees
offered to the packet stream identified by
the flow description.

There are four performance parameters:
• delay, time interval, optional quantile;
• jitter, time interval, optional quantile;
• packet loss, time interval;
• throughput, time interval.

Some further details on these parameters are
given in the following.

Delay, jitter and packet loss guarantees are for
the in-profile traffic in case of binary confor-
mance testing. Having multi-level confor-
mance testing, delay, jitter and loss guarantees
may be specified for each conformance level
respectively, except the last one. For example
having three levels, one can have a delay
guarantee for the “conformance level-1” pack-
ets and a different delay guarantee for the
“conformance level-2” packets. No guarantees
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are given for excess (“conformance level-3”)
traffic.

The throughput is an overall guarantee for the
IP packet stream, independent of a particular
level.

The delay and jitter respectively indicate the
maximum packet transfer delay and packet
transfer delay variation from ingress to egress,
measured over (any) time period with a length
equal to the (indicated) time interval.

Delay and jitter may either be specified as
the worst case (deterministic) bounds or as
quantiles. Indeed, the worst-case delay/jitter
bounds will be very rare events and customers
may find measurements of e.g. 99.5th per-
centile a more relevant empirical gauge of
delay/jitter.

The packet loss probability is the ratio of the
lost (in-profile) packets between ingress and
egress and the offered (in-profile) packets at
ingress.

The ratio is measured over (any) time period
with a length equal to the (indicated) time
interval.

The throughput is the rate measured at egress
counting all packets identified by the flow
description. Notice that all packets, indepen-
dent of their conformance level (in/out-of-
profile) contribution. Indeed, if the customer
(only) wants a throughput guarantee, then they
do not care whether in- or out-of-profile pack-
ets are dropped, but are only interested in the
overall throughput of the packet stream.

Quantitative performance guarantees – A per-
formance parameter is said to be quantified if
its value is specified to a numeric (quantita-
tive) value. The service guarantee described
by the SLS is said to be quantitative if at least
one of the four performance parameters is
quantified.

Qualitative performance guarantees – If none
of the SLS performance parameters are quan-
tified, then the performance parameters delay
and packet loss may be qualified. Possible
qualitative values (for delay and/or loss): high,
medium, low.

6. Service schedule indicates the start time and
end time of the service, i.e. when is the service
available. This might be expressed as a collec-
tion of the following parameters:
• Time of day range;
• Day of the week range;
• Month of the year range.

7. Reliability indicates the maximum allowed
Mean Down Time (MDT) per year and the
Maximum allowed Time To Repair (TTR)
in case of service breakdown (e.g. in case of
cable cut). The MDT might be expressed in
minutes per year and the TTR might be
expressed in seconds.

8. Other parameters such as route, reporting
guarantees, security etc. are for further study
by tequila.

SLS Negotiation Requirements
A major goal of the availability of an SLS tem-
plate is to help in the deployment of dynamic
SLS negotiation procedures between customers
and providers or between providers. The Tequila
draft mainly discusses the SLS template and its
basic contents. The SLS negotiation protocol is
for further study; however, a number of condi-
tions that should be met by an SLS negotiation
protocol are listed:

• Original service requests, according to the
components of the specified SLS;

• Service acknowledgement (ACK), indicating
agreement with the requested service level;

• Service rejection (NAC) but indicating the
possibility of offering a closely related service
(or indication of alternative DSCP to use for
a particular service). The reply message may
indicate the related offering by overwriting
the proposed SLS attributes;

• Service rejection (REJECT) indicating incapa-
bility of providing the service;

• The ACK/NACK procedures require a reliable
transport mode for such a negotiation protocol;

• Service modification from both user and
provider.

6.2.3  Aquila – Adaptive Resource
Control for QoS Using an
IP-based Layered Architecture

The IST Aquila consortium [aquila] aims to
have a standard formalised representation of
SLS between the customer and the network. This
representation should be very general and capa-
ble of expressing all the possible service offer-
ings based on the DiffServ model. The Aquila
consortium also identified the need for a mecha-
nism to simplify the generic description of the
SLS. This led to the definition of predefined
SLS types.

The Aquila draft [aquila] is aligned with the
Tequila-draft [many], and there is a set of com-
monalties between the Aquila and Tequila
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approaches. The main difference is that the
Aquila consortium has introduced the concept
of predefined SLS types that are based on the
generic SLS definition. These predefined SLS
types can be used to simplify the interaction
between the customer and the network. From the
applications viewpoint, a predefined SLS type
supports a range of applications that have similar
communication behaviour and therefore similar
QoS requirements, such as for delay, packet loss,
etc. From an operator’s point of view it simpli-
fies the network management and allows effi-
cient flow aggregation.

In a DiffServ network the SLS parameters should
be used to map the user requirements into inter-
nal QoS mechanisms (e.g. DiffServ classes). The
mapping process between the generic SLS and
the concrete QoS mechanisms can be very com-
plex if the user can freely select and combine the
parameters. Naturally, in a DiffServ network
there will be a restricted number of service
classes handled in the core.

The SLS type in Aquila distinguishes between a
customised SLS and a predefined SLS type. In
the instance of a customised SLS all the parame-
ters can be specified, whereas in the instance of
a predefined SLS only a subset of the parameters
must be specified. The predefined SLS types in
Aquila are:

• PCBR – Premium CBR;
• PVBR – Premium VBR;
• PMM – Premium MultiMedia;
• PMC – Premium Mission Critical.

Both quantitative and qualitative performance
guarantee attributes are foreseen. The quantita-
tive values can be expressed as maximum val-
ues, mean values or percentiles. The qualitative
attributes can be used to express relative guaran-
tees between different classes.

The delay is meant as the one-way delay, the jit-
ter is defined as the variation of one-way delay
(max delay – min delay) of a flow. The details of
the measurement procedure to evaluate statistics
parameters like percentiles or mean values
should be defined. 

6.3  TeleManagement Forum (TMF)
As mentioned before, the content of an agree-
ment may differ depending on the interface it
relates to. In other words, an agreement between
a user and a service provider (SP) would differ
from the agreement between two service pro-
viders. When considering an SP-SP agreement,
Telecom Management Forum (ex NMF) defined
business models and related processes which
could be used to define the potential content of
the different SLA types.

The work done in NMF considers so-called end-
to-end SLA11), which should contain agree-
ments about the following issues/topics:

• The service type and customised service tem-
plate;

• Definition of common business processes
(e.g. in the context of NMF Business Process
model);

• Common QoS needs;

• Technical constraints;

• Definition of relevant QoS/performance
parameters for the end-to-end relationship;

• Notifications and actions in case of problems;

• References to management interface types
being supported (e.g. X.user, X.coop);

• Common management policies;

• Common security requirements, methods,
policies;

• Common trouble administration interfaces,
policies;

11) As mentioned before, there are numerous definitions of the agreement, SLA, etc. The one from
NMF on the “end-to-end SLA” is “an SLA between multiple SPs, which defines common agree-
ments between all parties involved in the service provisioning/consuming process” [NMF701].

Attribute Measurement unit

Quantitative maximum Delay (ms)

Quantitative maximum Jitter (ms)

Quantitative maximum Loss Ratio

Quantitative Delay percentile (percentile; ms)

Quantitative Jitter percentile (percentile; ms)

Quantitative mean Delay (ms)

Quantitative mean Jitter (ms)

Qualitative Delay (medium/low/very low)

Qualitative Jitter (medium/low/very low)

Qualitative Loss Ratio (medium/low/very low)

Table 1  Performance
guarantee attributes
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• Common accounting interfaces;

• Common interoperability tests and test suites
if interworking between all SPs is necessary;

• Etc.

Relevant information related to the management
of SLAs can be found in [GB917], where the
issues of creating SLAs and examples of manag-
ing SLAs are handled.

6.4  EURESCOM
EURESCOM has a long tradition of running
projects dealing with QoS aspects. Regarding
SLA, a common QoS framework for dealing
with QoS/NP in a multi-provider environment
was developed. The terminology harmonising
the understanding between different teams of ex-
perts included in the QoS-related work was set-
tled. In addition, the concept of “one-stop respon-
sibility” was introduced, and the applicability of
the framework is exemplified for the VoIP ser-
vice case. Some of the material included in this
document is developed with those generic prin-
ciples in mind. More details on their results can
be found in [P806-site].

The P906-GI project [P906-site] handled the
means of measuring and managing several
classes offered to different application cate-
gories. The SLA is considered as a tool to
resolve the responsibilities and achieve QoS
end-to-end of the provider’s network. The multi-
provision is handled only related to the charging
of the retail/wholesale services. The concept of
Service Offer Specification (SOS) is introduced,
where a user is offered:

• Network Parameters Level (NPL) reflecting
delay, jitter, loss;

• NPL’s guarantees probability;

• Traffic profile;

• Charge/price.

The values of the parameters and their signifi-
cance are decided by the provider by relating
application categories (AC) (e.g. interactive real-
time applications) and quality categories (QC)
(different classes possible to assure by the
provider). More details on the QUASI-model,
where the (QC, AC) mapping is given, and SOS
presented in detail can be found in [P960d1],
[p906ti6].

7  Relating SLAs and SLSs
As already presented, the service description
within an SLA describes the service the cus-
tomer may expect to have delivered from the
provider. Each service should be reflected both
in a related SLA and in SLS(s). Recall that each
SLA includes the service description part and
QoS-related part (in the following called SLS for
short) as illustrated in Figure 9, where the tech-
nical aspects of the service provided are defined.

Mapping between SLA related to a service on
the one hand and the corresponding SLS related
to the QoS mechanisms on the other hand is not
a simple one-to-one mapping. This is a challenge
when designing SLAs since it involves the deci-
sion on the selection and implementation of QoS
mechanisms to be used in the network, possible
ways of relating and combining them to ensure
the delivery of the service according to the
agreement. In addition to the decision of QoS
parameters, the QoS mechanisms need to be
tuned properly so the resources are efficiently
used during the service provision.

The challenge gets more complex where multi-
ple providers are involved in the service provi-
sion. In that case, the primary provider (that is
responsible for the service delivery towards the
user) has to rely upon the service/QoS provided
by a network they do not have control of.

Another challenge arises when a service pro-
vider provides multiple services using a single
network, which is often the case with services
offered in IP-based networks like VoIP and
Video on Demand (VoD). The SLA and SLS
may then be related in a number of ways, some
of them identified and elaborated on in the fol-
lowing:

• One-to-one: Each service has a separate SLA
with a description of QoS both at the applica-
tion/service level and the network level, e.g.
including both the required QoS parameter
values at the application/service level and the
required QoS parameter values at the IP level.

• Many-to-one: Each service has a separate
SLA with a description of the QoS parameters
at the application/service level. A set of ser-
vices is provided and this set of SLAs share

SLA

Service
Desription

QoS
Desription Figure 9  SLA contains both service description and

QoS description
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one common QoS description for the service
provided at the network level, i.e. the IP level.
The services (e.g. VoIP and VoD) have dis-
tinct QoS descriptions at the application/ser-
vice level (i.e. Voice and Video level). How-
ever, the services are reflected in a common
QoS description at the network level, i.e. IP
level.

• All-in-one: In this case the SLA relates to the
bundled service, i.e. all services offered to the
user and their quality are described in a single
document. This might be the case if one pro-
vider is responsible for all services delivered
and controls all networks involved in the ser-
vice delivery.

In the following the examples of relationships
between SLAs and SLS are elaborated on. The
notation used is given in Table 2.

7.1  One-to-one Relationship
between SLA and SLS

Assume three services – A, B, C, each of them
having a separate SLA. Each of these SLAs
includes QoS descriptions of all service compo-
nents that are enveloped in an SLS. This SLS
gives a full description of the service and rele-
vant QoS parameters for all service components.
In this case, SLS has to include both QoS param-
eters and values for the IP flows carrying the
traffic generated by the application/service (e.g.
IP flows for service A – QoSIPa) and the QoS
parameters related to the application/service
level, (e.g. for service A – QoSa). In this case
the SLAs are separate from each other as illus-
trated in Figure 10.

In Figure 11 is illustrated an example of a ser-
vice delivery with related agreements. The ser-
vice provider (SP) delivers a VoIP service to the
user. In this example, the SP is responsible for
the IP connection used to deliver the VoIP ser-
vice. The user and the SP have set up the SLA,
which covers both business and technical aspects
for the VoIP service delivery/usage. That means
that the SP has to take care of the IP connectivity
(via another SLA made with network operator,
NO12)), and to include the description and QoS-
related aspects in the user-SP SLA. The QoS
description in this SLA (QoSb) covers the rele-
vant parameters for both IP network connectivity
and VoIP level. In order to fulfil SLA User-SP,
two other SLAs should exist, User NP and NP-
SP. In this case a single provider (i.e. SP) con-
trols the process of making agreements and has
an overview/control of mapping service parame-
ters and QoS parameters, but it is still not a triv-
ial problem.

Object Notation

Service A The service name, as given and described in the service
description included in the SLA

QoSa QoS description related to service A at the application/service
level (e.g. VoIP)

QoSIPa QoS description related to service A at the common IP level
(i.e. IP connectivity level)

Table 2  Notation used when
analysing SLA/SLS mapping

Service C

SLS:

QoSc

QoSIPc

Service B

SLS:

QoSb

QoSIPb

Service A

SLS:

QoSa

QoSIPa

Figure 10  One-to-one relationship

Figure 11  One service 
delivered and produced by
a single provider

Service Provider (SP)

Network operator (NO)

QoSb

QoSIPb

= SLA

12) Note that the SLA made between SP and NO is not visible to the user and is therefore omitted in Figure 11.
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7.2  Many-to-one Relationship
between SLA and SLS

In a many-to-one relationship case the SLA
gives the description of the service and all QoS
parameters necessary to describe the service to
be delivered at the service level, i.e. service A
with QoS guarantee QoSa at the service level.
The result is three SLSs for QoS description of
application service levels (e.g. VoIP, Video).
However, several services may be provided to
a user using the same IP network and the same
access. Therefore, an SLA may include a com-
mon SLS describing the common component,
i.e. IP connectivity, and its QoS description is
included in a separate SLS as illustrated in Fig-
ure 12 for the total set of services. In order to
guarantee the services and the QoS described in
separate SLAs the decision on the performance
needed from a common IP service should con-
sider these SLAs (service descriptions), QoS
descriptions and traffic profiles. Combining
these for the total set of services to be provided
using the same IP network service, the resulting
QoS parameters, QoSIPtot, may be found.

QoSIPtot is related to the IP level and should
be given in a separate SLS for the IP service.

Consider an example where SP B offers a ser-
vice B (e.g. VoIP) to the user, but without taking
care of the IP connectivity needed for the VoIP
service delivery. The user and SP B agree the
SLA, with the QoS description QoSb. At the
same time user A agrees delivery of service A
(e.g. VoD) with SP A as agreed in the SLA with
QoSa. In addition, the user makes an SLA with
the NO for the IP connectivity as illustrated in
Figure 13. This service will be used for delivery
of services A and B, i.e. typically there will be
several services using the same resources towards
the same user. Having a situation like this, it is
very complex for the NO to monitor the service
delivery and SLA assurance, and to report to
each of the SPs the performance of their particu-
lar services. The problems are partially solved
if the SPs make SLAs with NO for IP services
delivered to the user (thus hiding NO from the
user, and including the relevant information in
the user’s SLA), but even then the situation is
not simple.

+

Service B

SLS

QoSb

Service A

SLS

QoSa

IP

SLS:

QoSIPtot

Service C

SLS

QoSc

Figure 12  Many-to-one
relation

Service Provider B
(SP B)

Network operator (NO)

QoSb

QoSIPtot

Service Provider A
(SP A)

QoSa

= SLA

Figure 13  Several services delivered over the same access
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7.3  All-in-one Relationship between
SLA and SLS

In this case, the SLA includes all IP-based ser-
vices provided using the same IP service. A full
description of the QoS parameters that are neces-
sary on the application/service level for all the
IP-based services is given. Bearing in mind their
QoS parameters and traffic profile, the QoS
parameters and values of the IP basic service
may be described as one QoS description or
several (depending on the way the basic service
is used).

As illustrated in Figure 14 a single SLA
envelops the service descriptions for all services
(A, B, C), as well as one SLS which includes
QoS descriptions for each of the services (i.e.
QoSa, QoSb and QoSc), as well as a QoS
description of the common IP service QoSIPtot.
Note that QoSIPtot includes the requirements
and parameters from all QoS descriptions and
demands given in QoSa, QoSb and QoSc.

In the case of a provider offering bundled ser-
vices, i.e. usually combining several services
into one common (bundled) service delivery,
this type of SLA is very important. All-in-one
relationships are traditionally present in the case
of monopolistic operators that are responsible
for the full service package, i.e. all services
delivered to the users. The user would then have
an agreement with a single (so-called primary)
provider that will be responsible for the delivery
of other services offered by other providers (e.g.
service provider, content provider, etc.) that are
using the connectivity service offered by the pri-
mary provider.

Figure 15 illustrates the case where an NO is
the primary provider for the user and he needs
to take care and agree the SLAs with all the pro-
viders (e.g. SP A, SP B) that are contributing to
the service(s) delivered to their users. In such a
case the “all-in-one” relationship is usually pre-
sent.

8  Concluding Remarks
While numerous research projects are trying to
solve the support of the future QoS-aware IP ser-
vices by introducing the concept of SLAs, the
practice is rather unclear.

Existing SLAs involve no ‘hard’ QoS guarantees
for IP-based services, where the parameters are
strictly defined, objectively measurable with the
desired granularity and where the values are set
to the theoretical estimations. The reason is
obviously to be found in the fact that the tech-
nology is not mature enough for it to be fully

Figure 14  All-in-one relationship

Figure 15  NO is responsible for all 
services delivered to the users connected to it

SLS:

QoSa, QoSb, QoSc

QoSIPtot

Services

A B C

Service Provider A
(SP A)

Network operator (NO)

QoS

Service Provider B
(SP B)

= SLA

Service Provider C
(SP C)
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supported. Research and the trials of different
implementations are improving the knowledge,
but the real-life implementation causes the ‘soft-
ness’ of SLAs. In short, today’s SLAs cannot
promise more than what is technically possible
to support. However, this fact does not mean that
the future is not very bright for the SLA. When
the technology is evolving the SLAs have a pos-
sibility of including even ‘hard’ QoS guarantees.
Acquiring more experience and deciding on the
mechanisms that are crucial and optimal, not
only differentiated services may be offered, but
also the QoS guarantees can be assured. This
implies that the content of SLAs would include
sharpened values.

As shown in the examples of existing SLAs pre-
sented in Chapter 4, the selection of QoS param-
eters describes the performance of communica-
tions between any two points within a network.
The way of realising and handling SLAs are typ-
ically of a cloud type since that is the easiest to
specify and support. After introducing the addi-
tional features/functionality in the IP-based net-
work, moving towards stricter QoS guarantees
will be feasible and the SLAs would be of the
tunnel/funnel types. The granularity could cover
a single packet, flow, session, monthly subscrip-
tion, 10-year agreement, etc.

Naturally, no prediction can be certain and obvi-
ously many issues are still open both related to
the usage and applicability of the mechanisms to
support the QoS architecture [rfc2990]. But it is
given in different surveys that it is better to give
some guarantees and feedback to the customers
rather than to lean on best effort services for a
provider who wants to build/keep brand-name
and attract/preserve loyalty of customers. There-
fore, SLAs undoubtedly have a future, both in
single- and multi-provider situations, although
there are still many open issues to be studied
further. In the case where a single provider pro-
vides its services by crossing only one adminis-
trative domain that he owns/controls, the SLA
is still needed to formalise the behaviour of cus-
tomers and the resulting expectations related to
QoS. 
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1  Introduction
Topological information and the dissemination
of such information are important issues when
discussing the architecture of IP networks capa-
ble of delivering differentiated QoS. The pur-
pose of this paper is to describe a network level
model representing the topological aspects of
such networks. It is based on efforts carried out
within the TrafHan project.

Section 2 provides a description of networks
exhibiting a varying degree of QoS support,
ranging from no support (Best Effort) via sup-
port per traffic class (DiffServ or DiffServ-over-
MPLS) to support per traffic flow (IntServ).
Four major limitations related to the Best Effort
service are identified and used as the basis for
the assessment of the others. The current model
describing topology in terms of subnetworks,
topological links and connection point groups
is introduced and so is the Traffic Trunk, an
abstract representation of traffic in DiffServ-
over-MPLS networks.

The modelling methodology utilized is found
in Section 3. The description of the network
resources build on the entities of the generic
network architecture defined in [G.805]. The
methodology is an enhanced version of the Ref-
erence Model for Open Distributed Processing
[RM-ODP], adapted to fit with the modelling
requirements for telecom networks.

The Enterprise Viewpoint, constituting the
requirements part of the resulting model, is
described in Section 4 in terms of common
community policies and actions related to the
resource types involved.

In Section 5 the deletion of a topological link is
presented as an example in terms of Enterprise

(requirements), Information (static behaviour),
and Computational (dynamic behaviour) View-
point descriptions. This constitutes the commu-
nication protocol neutral part of the model. The
protocol specific part belongs to the implementa-
tion and is not addressed. It would have been
documented in the Engineering Viewpoint based
on the elements of the specific communication
protocol chosen.

2  Network Characteristics
In this section, we will describe the network
topology being the basis for the formal model.
Best Effort networks as well as networks offer-
ing services with quantifiable QoS are discussed.
Rather than providing a full description, the
emphasis has been on describing properties that
are candidates for being visible as part of the
model.

The functionality described in this section is
more extensive than that exposed by the current
model. This is because the level of detail of the
final model is to be decided later in the TrafHan
project.

2.1  Best Effort IP Networks
IP networks are located at the network layer in
the OSI model. The core element of an IP net-
work is the router. It consists of two main func-
tions, the routing function and the forwarding
function, confer Figure 1.

The forwarding function transfers packets
between the input- and output ports on the basis
of the information in the routing table. The
entries of the routing table, also known as next
hop information, are calculated by the routing
function taking into account the destination
address and the routing algorithm chosen. It does
so by comparing the appropriate part of the des-
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tination address with the corresponding part of
the address (longest prefix match) of every
neighbouring router.

When a new router is installed and the source
and destination of its in- and outgoing links are
defined, this information is passed to all other
routers by means of flooding. It is stored in the
topology database of the router and used to
recalculate the routing table entries affected by
the introduction of the new router. In this way,
each router holds information about the exis-
tence and topology of every other reachable
router, i.e. it has a view of the overall network.

Within the domain controlled by a single ISP,
i.e. within an Autonomous System, an Interior
Gateway Protocol like the Open Shortest Path
First – or the Intermediate System-Intermediate
System protocol is utilized. For interdomain
routing, a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), such
as BGP-4 is used.

The forwarding function is realized as a FIFO
queue with tail-first dropping, i.e. in case of
congestion, the last incoming packet is dropped
first. There is only one queue for each output
port and no marking of packets, so every packet
gets the same treatment. Only one network ser-
vice is provided, Best Effort, i.e. “as soon as
possible” with “as much bandwidth as possible”.
There is no way of preventing greedy users
ignoring congestion signals and making things
worse for other users.

Most IP networks are Best Effort-based, despite
a number of shortcomings encountered with
such networks, in particular:

1. There is no way of enforcing differentiated
behaviour to individual packets, flows or
traffic aggregates.

2. There is no way of ensuring “fair” service pro-
visioning, i.e. binding the effect of over-usage
to the over-user.

3. There is no way of providing differentiated
services with quantifiable QoS.

4. There is no way of utilizing other routes than
the one chosen by the routing protocol, nor is
it possible to provide load-sharing with
slightly less favourable routes.

2.2  Traffic Engineering (TE) in IP
Networks

Traffic Engineering, in this context, relates to
the tools available to overcome the shortcomings
of Best Effort networks as previously described.
There are basically two options available for

achieving that, in terms of two network service
architectures:
• Integrated Services (IntServ);

• Differentiated Services (DiffServ), possible
in combination with MultiProtocol Label
Switching (MPLS) , i.e. DiffServ-over-MPLS.

Over-provisioning of network capacity may be
utilized temporarily to cope with expected traffic
increase, but it cannot solve any of the four
shortcomings of the Best Effort service on a
permanent basis.

An extensive discussion of the properties of
IntServ, DiffServ and MPLS is given in
[RessHandlIP].

2.2.1  Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
In DiffServ, aggregated packet flows are classi-
fied into Behaviour Aggregate (BA) traffic
classes. The treatment to be applied to all the
flows of a BA in every DiffServ router is called
the Per Hop Behaviour (PHB). The classification
may either be based on BA membership only, or
on Multiple Fields (MF) membership. With the
latter, a number of fields in the IP header, such
as destination host address and port number, are
used as additional basis for the classification.
The BAs are distinguished from one another by
the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) values speci-
fied in the DS-byte of the IP4 header, replacing
the TOS byte when DiffServ is being used.

When multiple BAs share an ordering constraint,
i.e. the packets may not be re-ordered, these BAs
form an Ordered Aggregate (OA). The corre-
sponding set of PHBs is called a PHB Schedul-
ing Class (PSC). Behaviour may also be defined
on the AS level, so-called Per Domain Be-
haviour.

DiffServ presumes the existence of proper
SLAs/SLSs to define the service level to be
delivered to the users. The BA-/MF-classifica-
tion is part of the SLS.

A number of PHBs is being defined by the
IETF; Default Class (DC), Class Selector (CS),
Expedited Forwarding (EF), Assured Forward-
ing1-4 (AF1-4).

EF provides forwarding characterized by low
loss, low delay, low jitter and assured band-
width.

AF aims at delivering packets within the agreed
customer profile with high probability, whereas
out-of-profile packets are delivered whenever
available bandwidth permits. For each of the
four AF classes, three levels of drop precedence
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are defined. Each precedence level represents a
separate PHB, and thus a reserved DSCP value.

The functional blocks of a DiffServ router are
shown in Figure 2.

The functionality of the first two blocks is per-
formed at the ingress of the DiffServ domain to
enforce the SLA in question. MF-classification
typically takes place at the edge of the network,
whereas BA classification may take place in
every DiffServ router.

2.2.2  Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) Combined with DiffServ

The router in an MPLS domain, the Label
Switched Router (LSR), works on the basis of
the MPLS header being attached to the packets
at the ingress LSR, confer Figure 3. The For-
warding Equivalent Class (FEC) of the packets
is decided on the basis of the destination address
and the DiffServ PHB or PSC classification. The
packets are encapsulated into an MPLS frame
(with MPLS overhead added) and forwarded to
the next LSR.

The route to be followed by the packets belong-
ing to a particular traffic class (a traffic trunk) or
set of traffic classes, i.e. the Label Switched Path
(LSP), has been set up in advance by ordinary
routing or constraint-based routing. The routing
process is either controlled by RSVP or LDP
(Label Distributed Path) signalling directly, or
by invoking the same functionality at a manage-
ment interface in the ingress LSR.

Each LSR contains a Label Information Base
(LIB), supporting look-up of the outgoing inter-
face as a function of the destination address.

Operations are available to merge traffic in the
transit LSRs along the route.

At the egress LSR, the MPLS header is stripped
off and further transport is again carried out on
the basis of the information in the IP header.

MPLS in isolation does not help much in provid-
ing differentiated behaviour, fair service and
quantifiable QoS. It is the combination with
DiffServ that provides the requested differentia-
tion of behaviour to traffic trunks being the basis
for quantifiable performance guarantees with the
service fairness preserved, and all this in an
environment characterized by powerful and flex-
ible means for routing traffic.

2.2.3  Integrated Services (IntServ)
An IntServ network provides specific classes of
service to individual flows or groups of flows.
In addition to Best Effort, two other classes are
available:

• Controlled Load (CL). This class delivers low
average delay and minimum loss. It resembles
Best Effort service as if the network were
unloaded.

• Guaranteed Service (GS). This service offers
quantifiable bounded queuing delay and no
loss. It is intended for real time applications
with strict timing requirements.

In order to establish the flow-specific state,
IntServ makes resource allocations in the routers
by means of the Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP). The PATH-message is transmitted
downstream from the source host to the destina-
tion carrying with it the TSpec data structure.
TSpec contains the requested delay, jitter and
bandwidth parameters including the Token
Bucket parameters. The path state established in
each router includes the address of the upstream
router. This datum is essential for the upstream
transmission of the RESV-message. When the

Figure 2  The DiffServ router

Figure 3  IP over MPLS
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PATH-message is received by the destination
host, the RESV-message is created and transmit-
ted upstream towards the source host, making
the requested resource allocations in each router
along the path, if possible. The receipt of the
RESV-message in the source host signifies that
consistent resource allocations are being made in
every router, so that transmission of user data
may begin.

The main functional blocks of an IntServ router
are shown in Figure 4. When compared with the
Best Effort router, the forwarding module has
become more complex. It constitutes an MF
(Multi-Field) classifier, mapping the incoming
packets to a service class based on multiple
fields in the packet header. The scheduler is
managing the forwarding of flows from the out-
put queues of the Buffer Management block.

In addition to the modules for routing and for-
warding, there is a Signalling module dealing
with the RSVP signalling messages, and an
Admission Control module handling the re-
source allocation requests.

By basing the service provisioning on resource
allocation and policing (in the scheduler) of the
individual flows, IntServ is capable of providing
differentiated service classes in a “fair” manner
and with a quantifiable QoS. It overcomes the
first three limitations of the Best Effort service.
The main problem with IntServ is the extensive
processing taking place in each router due to the
per-flow handling of the resource allocation. For
the same reason, the establishment of new paths
to avoid bottlenecks in the network or support
load-sharing or protection switching is less
attractive, albeit possible.

2.3  Modelling the Network Topology
In the current topology model [GenIPmodel], the
router is represented on the network level by a
subnetwork with one connection point group
(CPG) constituting a number of equal connec-
tion points (CPs) for each incoming and outgo-
ing link1) as shown in Figure 5. Each CPG cor-
responds to a set of physical ports.

When compared to the best-effort router in
Figure 1, the function modelled is the routing.
Forwarding is not part of the topological repre-
sentation.

The interconnections between the routers are
modelled as links with a certain capacity in
terms of bandwidth. More than one interconnec-
tion may be transported over a single link.

The topological structure of an IP network may
be modelled on the basis of subnetworks and
links as shown in Figure 6. A Topological Link
is a link exhibiting the additional constraint of
being supported by a single trail in the server
layer. For example, the IP link in Figure 4 is
a topological link if it is supported by a single
LSP in the MPLS layer.

Subnetworks are either interconnected locally by
means of common CPGs or remotely via links.

2.3.1  Partitioning of Subnetworks
A more abstract representation of the network in
Figure 6 is obtained by hiding the internal struc-
ture represented by the contained links and sub-
networks, leaving the outer subnetwork and the
CPGs at the boundary of the outer subnetwork
only to be visible. This process may be recur-
sively repeated, creating a more abstract repre-
sentation each time. The inverse process, decom-
posing subnetworks into contained subnetwork
groupings is called subnetwork partitioning.

Figure 4  The IntServ router

Figure 5  Router, network view

1) In many cases, all the input ports belonging to one incoming link are interconnected so there is
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To support partitioning, the model must define
the mappings between the different levels of par-
titioning.

An important property of contained subnetworks
is that they may span multiple physical loca-
tions.

Routing tables may be defined for containing
subnetworks the same way as was done for
the subnetwork representing a single router.

2.4  The Traffic Trunk
Traffic in the context dealt with here is either
planned traffic for which network capacity must
be calculated, measured traffic that needs analy-
sis to explain the observed behaviour, or real
traffic in an operational network.

Traffic is carried by unidirectional packets, each
comprised by an IP header and an amount of
data. A flow is a unidirectional stream of pack-
ets, distributed over time. It may have a very
fine granularity reflecting a single interchange
between hosts. These single interchanges are
often called micro-flows. The aggregated flow
is a number of flows that share forwarding state
and a consistent resource reservation along a
sequence of routers. The route of a flow across a
subnetwork is an ordered list of CPGs at the next
lower level of partitioning.

The traffic trunk is an abstract description of
packet traffic. According to the definition in
[PASTE], it constitutes a number of flows aggre-
gated according to their traffic class (DiffServ-
class) and placed inside an LSP together with
zero (L-LSPs) or more (E-LSPs) other traffic
trunks of different class.

The overall traffic requirements for the network
in question is represented jointly in [TE_REQ]
by the combination of the properties of the traf-
fic trunks, topological constraints and the capa-
bilities of the other routing protocols involved
on layer 3 (IGP-oriented).

2.4.1  The Traffic Trunk Model
The properties of the traffic trunk may be
expressed in terms of an object containing oper-
ations and attributes as described below.

TrafficTrunk “myGoodFriend”{
OPERATIONS {

Establish( );
“An instance of a traffic trunk is
created using this operation.”

Activate( );
“To cause the traffic trunk carrying
traffic.”

Deactivate( );
“To stop a trunk carrying traffic.”

Modify( );
“To allow traffic trunk attributes
being modified.”

Reroute( );
“To reroute a traffic trunk.”

Destroy( );
“To delete a traffic trunk including
the release of all resources allocated
to it, such as label space and
available bandwidth.”
};

ATTRIBUTES {
TrafficClass;

“This is the traffic class according to
the DiffServ classification.”

DSCP;
“This is the DiffServ Code Point of
the traffic class.”

Figure 6  Network topology
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PHB_Definition;
“This is the Per Hop Behaviour of
the Behaviour Aggregate selected by
the DSCP value. It is a complex data
structure and it may possibly be
represented as a separate object.”

FEC;
“The value of this attribute is given
by the mapping from the traffic class
to the forwarding behaviour given to
the packets of this class in the MPLS
domain.”

TrafficParameters;
“The traffic parameters specify the
properties of the traffic trunk in
terms of static and/or dynamic
(traffic shaping) bitrates. As such,
they reflect the resource
requirements of the traffic trunk.”

GenericPathSelectionAndMaintenance;
ExplicitlyRouted_LSP_Creation;

“The value of this attribute
evaluates to “true” when ER_
LSPs are required. When hop-
by-hop setup governed by the
underlying routing protocol is
required the value evaluates to
“false”.”

PathPreferenceRule;
“This attribute has the value
“Mandatory” when no other path
may be used and “Optional”
when alternative paths may be
used. Path preference rules may
be applied recursively upon a
hierarchy of paths to cater for
cases like rerouting when alarms
occur.”

ResourceClassAffinity;
“This attribute defines a
sequence of resource class/
affinity tuples where the affinity
is the “applicable/not applicable”
property for each resource class.
Related to resource reservation
during ER-LSP setup, this
construct may e.g. support
explicit inclusion/exclusion of
certain links.”

Adaptivity;
“The adaptivity attribute
specifies whether re-optimisation
of the path is permitted or not.”

LoadShare;
“The amount of the overall
traffic trunk carried by this
sub-stream”

Priority;
“The relative importance of the
traffic trunk in question.”

Preemption;

“The preemption attribute specifies
whether this traffic trunk can
preempt lower priority traffic or not
and whether this traffic trunk can be
preempted by higher priority traffic
or not.”

BasicResilienceDecision;
“The basic resilience decision
attribute determines whether the
traffic trunk is to be rerouted when
a failure occurs.”

ExtendedResilienceBehaviour;
“The extended resilience behaviour
attribute specifies additional
behaviour to take place during a
failure situation such as the choice
of alternate paths to be used, if any.”

Policing;
“The policing attribute specifies the
actions to be taken when non-
compliant traffic parameters are
provided by the traffic trunk, i.e.
should it be rate-limited, tagged
or forwarded without any action.”

};
};

3  Modelling Methodology
The methodology chosen has been developed by
the group of experts dealing with network level
modelling within ITU, i.e. Question 18 of SG4.
An overview can be found in [ITUmeth].

A generic functional architecture for transport
networks as documented in [G.805] has been
developed by SG13. This has been used in spe-
cialisations for SDH, ATM, WDM, Access Net-
works and (under development) connectionless
communication (like IP).

The concepts described in [G.805] are essential
to the understanding of the modelling methodol-
ogy and they will be described in the following
sub-section.

3.1  The Generic Network
Architecture

A suitable abstraction level for dealing with
topology management issues is the network level
as opposed to the network element level. ITU
has developed a generic network level transport
functional model in the Rec. G.85x series that
serves as a suitable starting point for a topology
management model.

[G.805] provides a high level view of the net-
work functions based on a small set of architec-
tural entities (functional blocks) interconnected
via reference points. Two main network repre-
sentations may be provided on the basis of this
architecture:
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• Topology2) in terms of links, subnetworks and
access groups3).

• Connectivity in terms of trails, link connec-
tions, subnetwork connections, ports and ref-
erence points.

Here, the topological representation will be
addressed.

[G.805] introduces a set of concepts for describ-
ing the various functional aspects of a transport
network:

Architectural component: An item that is used to
generically describe transport network function-
ality.

Network: All of the entities (such as equipment,
plant, facilities) which together provide commu-
nication services.

Transport network: The functional resources of
the network which convey user information
between locations.

Topological component: An architectural com-
ponent, used to describe the transport network in
terms of the topological relationships between
sets of points within the same layer network.
Here we focus on four topological components:

• Layer network;
• Subnetwork;
• Link;
• Access group.

Layer network: A “topological component” that
includes both transport entities and transport
processing functions that describe the genera-

tion, transport and termination of a particular
characteristic information. A layer network is
defined by the complete set of access groups of
the same type which may be associated for the
purpose of transferring information.

Subnetwork: A “topological component” used to
effect routing of a specific characteristic infor-
mation. A subnetwork is defined by the set of
ports (see [G.805]) which are available for the
purpose of transferring characteristic informa-
tion. A subnetwork exists within a single layer
network.

Link: A “topological component” which de-
scribes a fixed relationship between a “subnet-
work” or “access group” and another “subnet-
work” or “access group”.

Access group: A group of co-located trail termi-
nation functions that are connected to the same
subnetwork or link.

The topological view describes the geographical
distribution of the resources of a single layer net-
work. Layering is a method for splitting the
overall transport function into a hierarchy of
layer networks on top of each other where each
layer uses the service from the server layer to
provide its own service.

The topological concepts and their relationships
are illustrated in Figure 7.

3.2  The Enhanced RM-ODP
Framework

ITU-T SG4 has chosen the ISO Reference
Model – Open Distributed Processing (RM-
ODP) [X.901, X.902, X.903, X.904] as the basic
framework for management modelling on the

Figure 7  Network
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network level. To adapt the framework to the
modelling requirements for telecom systems,
a number of enhancements had to be made as
briefly described below. This enhanced RM-
ODP framework [G.851.1] provides an object-
oriented framework for the modelling of dis-
tributed management systems. The OSI Manage-
ment Framework was not chosen, partly due to
its weakness in providing mapping to manage-
ment requirements and the lack of support for
distribution.

The salient features of a distributed system are
described in terms of five viewpoints:

• Enterprise Viewpoint;
• Information Viewpoint;
• Computational Viewpoint;
• Engineering Viewpoint;
• Technology Viewpoint.

These viewpoints are self-contained, orthogonal
specifications of a system. Additionally, certain
relationships between the viewpoints need to be
fulfilled to preserve the integrity of the overall
system.

The main enhancement to RM-ODP consists of
introducing a finer modelling granularity into the
Enterprise Viewpoint to reflect the granularity of
the network resource types of [G.805]. Also, all
constructs of all viewpoints have been provided
with unique labels for backward traceability to
the functional requirements defined in the Enter-
prise Viewpoint. This is a fundamental mecha-
nism for the support of conformance testing, and
also for estimating the cost of implementation
related to particular requirements.

Because the target application is a model for
management, only the system aspects subject to
management, i.e. the management requirements,
need to be represented in the model. The man-
agement requirements are expressed in terms of
actions with associated policies (enforcements
or restrictions). This is done in the Enterprise
Viewpoint and implies that the requirements
become an integrated part of the model itself.
Another implication is that the Enterprise View-
point becomes a repository for management
requirements, i.e. the management specification
per se.

3.2.1  The Enterprise Viewpoint
The Enterprise Viewpoint describes the open,
distributed system in terms of the purpose, scope
and policies of the system. It allows the invoker
to express its functional requirements in terms
of actions and policies on the actions to be per-
formed by the provider, thereby establishing the
contract between the invoker and the provider.

[G.852.2] specifies the Enterprise Viewpoint
description of a transport network resource
model. A Resource in this context is one of the
architectural components defined in [G.805] to
be managed at the network level by a transport
network level management service.

The resources are structured into Enterprise
Objects that support Actions. The objects, or
rather the roles (a role is a fraction of the object
behaviour) that the objects play, interact through
the actions.

The main purpose of the Enterprise Viewpoint is
to identify the network resources and the associ-
ated policies necessary to fulfil the management
requirements. A combined graphical/textual rep-
resentation of the Enterprise Viewpoint concepts
applicable to IP topology management is shown
in Figure 8. The topological link is a link sup-
ported by a single trail in the server layer.

A composition of enterprise objects formed to
meet a common objective is called a Community.
The community does not reference objects –
only the roles they play. The community speci-
fies the scope of a specific management task
being addressed. A community comprises a set
of roles, a set of actions and a set of policies to
satisfy the cooperative objective, or contract,
they play.

An ordered series of actions combined to pro-
vide more comprehensive functions is called
an Activity.

The service contract may be used for defining
the Service Level Specification (SLS) of a Ser-
vice Level Agreement (SLA), which expresses
the agreed functionality to be used in interac-
tions between the caller and the provider.

In addition to capturing the functional require-
ments, the Enterprise Viewpoint also serves as a
roadmap towards the other viewpoints. Actions
in the Enterprise Viewpoint map to interface
operations in the Computational Viewpoint. The
client and provider roles map to computational
objects. Enterprise actions are normally con-
cerned with the manipulation (create, delete,
associate, etc.) of [G.805] network resource roles
like subnetworks, etc. Network resource roles
map to objects, attributes or relationships in the
Information Viewpoint.

3.2.2  The Information Viewpoint
The static structure of a system is described in
terms of Information Objects, Attributes, Infor-
mation Relationships and Static Invariants
(static constraints). The information objects con-
stitute invariants, attributes and relationships.
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They may either be provided as structured
English text and graphical UML diagrams or
by means of the formal language Z [Zintro].

[G.853.1] is a library of information elements
directly defined on the basis of the network
resource types in [G.852.2]. Information ele-
ments for specific management areas are pro-
duced using these as superclasses and defining
specializations with new requirements and ele-
ments.

By convention, new elements are provided with
the community prefix, in the example case,
iptom. Elements defined in [G.853.1] are either
left unprefixed or prefixed G.853.1. The Infor-
mation Viewpoint concepts are illustrated in
Figure 9.

The CPG role has no direct counterpart in
[G.853.1], so a new information object class,
iptomCTPG has been defined.

The relationships are provided with the relation-
ship name, the role names and the role cardinal-
ity. The arrows in Figure 9 point to the informa-
tion objects playing the various relationship
roles.

The Information Viewpoint is the ultimate
source for the definition of information elements
within the system. This is reflected by the
Parameter Matching clause in the Computational
Viewpoint which maps the input and output
parameters to the corresponding information
elements.

The syntax applied when defining elements in
the Information Viewpoint is illustrated by
examples in the following sub-sections.

3.2.2.1  Information Object: Topological Link
(example)

This information type is related to the following
enterprise entity:

Figure 8  Enterprise Viewpoint
– concepts
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<COMMUNITY:tem, ROLE:topologicalLink>
DEFINITION

“A topologicalLink information object repre-
sents ‘a link provided by one and only one
server trail, in a client layer’ (G.852.2 defi-
nition).
This topologicalLink information object type
is a subtype of the networkInformationTop
information object type.”

ATTRIBUTE
signalIdentification

“The signalIdentification describes the
signal that is transferred across the link.”

linkDirectionality

“The linkDirectionality attribute charac-
terizes the ability of the associated
resource to carry traffic in one, two, or
undefined direction.“

INVARIANT
inv_directionality

“The linkDirectionality attribute value
cannot be set to undefined.”

POTENTIAL_RELATIONSHIPS
<topologicalLinkIsSupportedByTrail>
<compoundLinkHasLinks>
<linkBinds>
<linkHasLinkConnections>
<linkIsTerminatedByLinkEnds>
<snIsPartitionedByLinks>

Figure 9  Information
Viewpoint – concepts
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3.2.2.2  Information Attribute: Link
Directionality (example)

DEFINITION
“The link directionality attribute character-
izes the ability of the associated resource to
carry traffic in one, two or undefined direc-
tion.”

STATE
undefined

“There is no indication on the ability of
the resource to carry the signal in one or
two directions.”

unidirectional
“The resource is able to carry the signal
in only one direction from A_end to
Z_end.”

bidirectional
“The resource is able to carry the signal
in two directions.”

3.2.2.3  Information Relationship:
Topological Link is Supported
by Trail (example)

This relationship type is related to the following
enterprise entity:

<COMMUNITY:tem,ROLE:topological
link,PROPERTY:adaptation_relation>,
<COMMUNITY:tem,ROLE:trail,PROPERTY:
adaptation_relation>
DEFINITION

“The topologicalLinkIsSupportedByTrail
relationship class describes the relationship
that exists between topologicalLinks of a
given layer network (known as the client
layer network) and the trail that supports
them in a server layer network.”

ROLE
clientTL

“Played by instances of the<topologi-
calLink> information object type or
subtype.”

serverTrail
“Played by an instance of the <trail>
information object type or subtype.”

INVARIANT
inv_serverTrailRoleCardinality

“One and only one instance of the role
serverTrail must participate in the rela-
tionship.”

inv_clientTLRoleCardinality
“At least one instance of the clientTL
must participate in the relationship.”

inv_directionality
“If the information object playing the
role serverTrail is bidirectional, then the
information objects playing the role
clientTL must be bidirectional.”

inv_signalIdentification
“In a given relationship instance of topo-
logicalLinkEndSupportedByNetwork-
TTP, the information object playing the

role servertrail must have a different signalIden-
tification value than the information object play-
ing the role clientTL as defined in Recommenda-
tion G.805 (compliant values are technologies
dependent and defined in the corresponding
Recommendations, e.g. G.783 for SDH).”

Potential relationships are not inherited in a sub-
class specification. Mandatory relationships are,
however, inherited.

3.2.3  The Computational Viewpoint
The Computational Viewpoint describes the
functional decomposition into structures suitable
for distribution. The dynamic behaviour of the
system is described in terms of interactions be-
tween Computational Objects that support Com-
putational Interfaces, and Dynamic Invariants
(dynamic constraints) on the objects and their
interfaces. For each interface, a set of Computa-
tional Operations is defined.

Each operation is invoked providing a number of
input parameters and upon successful execution,
a number of output parameters are returned.
Each parameter has a name, type specifier and
a value assigned. Every parameter is mapped to
the corresponding element in the Information
Viewpoint in the Parameter Matching clause.

The computational objects may have Opera-
tional and Notification Interfaces. For each suc-
cessful operation, a report operation notifying
relevant external recipients is generated.

The invariant state of a system before and after
the execution of an operation is specified by
defining the state of the relationships and
attributes supported in the form of a set of Pre-
and Post Conditions. This is part of the “Design
by contract” methodology described in [OOsw].
Whenever an invariant is violated, a specific
exception is raised. For each exception, an
explanatory text as well as a type specifier are
provided.

The operations are mapped to the corresponding
actions in the Enterprise Viewpoint.

Operational interfaces are specified in terms of
Operation Signatures and associated Behaviour.
The operations are described in a communica-

Figure 10  The topological link
is supported by trail

relationshiptopologicalLink

Trail
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tion protocol neutral fashion. Protocol specific
constructs for the communication protocol cho-
sen are added in the Engineering Viewpoint. The
parameters are defined in the ASN.1 language
[ASN.1].

The computational objects provide the finest
granularity of objects referenced in the mapping
to the Engineering Viewpoint.

3.2.4  The Engineering Viewpoint
The Engineering Viewpoint describes the ele-
ments actually chosen for distribution and in
terms that enable the introduction of a number
of distribution transparencies such as location
transparency, migration transparency, etc. The
most salient engineering constructs are the clus-
ter for co-locating sets of engineering objects
and the capsule for the allocation of clusters to
computing nodes.

The engineering viewpoint specifies operations
for specific communications protocols such as
CMIP and CORBA IIOP.

3.2.5  The Technology Viewpoint
The Technology Viewpoint describes the imple-
mentation aspects of the system. It will not be
further described here.

4  Functional Model
A functional model has been defined for IP
topology management in [genIPmodel]. The
management requirements are defined in the
enterprise viewpoint of this functional model.
The requirements are expressed as a set of poli-
cies associated with the topology management
community as a whole, and a set of actions
applicable to the various network resources
managed by the community.

4.1  Community Purpose, Roles and
General Policies

The topology management community shall
manage the topology of a layer network domain
and the relationships between the network
resources of this layer network domain. Services
are offered to create and delete the following
resources: subnetwork, link, topological link,
and connection termination point group. These
creation and deletion events may be reported
to potential notification receivers by use of the
offered reporting actions. Services are also
offered to create and delete associations between
connection termination points and connection
termination point groups, and between connec-
tion termination points and subnetworks. The
community supports subnetwork partitioning.

Several roles are defined in the topology manage-
ment community. The network resource roles are
the following: layer network domain, subnet-

work, link, topological link, connection termina-
tion point, and connection termination point
group. With the exception of connection termina-
tion point group, these roles represent resources
as defined in [G.852.2]. The network resources
represented are described in Section 3. Addi-
tional roles defined are those of the caller (i.e.
the client invoking the community actions), the
provider (i.e. the server performing the commu-
nity actions), and the notification receiver (i.e.
a receiver of the community reporting actions).

A set of general policies has been defined for
the community. Some of these policies may be
termed “generic”, in the sense that they apply to
communities in general, not specifically to the IP
topology management community. An example
is “OBLIGATION viewingCapabilities”, in
which the provider is obliged to support a view
of resource properties and relationships suffi-
cient for the caller to request the contracted ser-
vices. Another example is “OBLIGATION ser-
viceRejection”, in which the provider is obliged
to identify the policy (obligation or prohibition)
that has not been fulfilled in case of service
rejection.

In addition to the generic community policies,
several community-specific policies have been
defined. These policies define fundamental rules
and options for subnetwork partitioning.

4.2  Community Actions
This section describes the various actions
offered by the topology management commu-
nity. In general, all action requests will be re-
jected by the provider if a community policy
is violated.

4.2.1  Actions Related to Subnetworks
The create subnetwork action creates a subnet-
work inside a layer network domain. The caller
may provide a unique identifier to be applied to
the created subnetwork. If the provided identifier
is not unique within the layer network domain,
the action request will be rejected. The caller
may also provide a user-friendly label for his
own use. This user label need not be unique
within the layer network domain. When the sub-
network has been created, the provider returns a
subnetwork identifier. A list of connection ter-
mination point groups that are associated with
the created subnetwork may also be returned,
if this is part of the provider policy.

The delete subnetwork action deletes a subnet-
work inside a layer network domain. A request
for subnetwork deletion will be rejected if the
subnetwork in question is associated with any
connection termination point groups or subnet-
works (i.e. in a subnetwork partitioning hierar-
chy).
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The associate subnetwork with subnetwork
action associates a composite subnetwork with
one or more component subnetworks in a sub-
network partitioning hierarchy. The caller shall
provide the identifiers of the composite subnet-
work and the component subnetwork(s) to be
associated. The action request is rejected if the
specified component subnetworks do not belong
to the same partitioning level.

The disassociate subnetwork from subnetwork
action disassociates a composite subnetwork
from one or more component subnetworks in a
subnetwork partitioning hierarchy. The caller
shall provide the identifiers of the composite
subnetwork and the component subnetwork(s) to
be disassociated. The action request is rejected if
any of the specified component subnetworks are
not associated with the composite subnetwork.

The report subnetwork creation action reports
the creation of a subnetwork instance to a notifi-
cation receiver. The identifier of the created sub-
network is included in the report. The report
subnetwork deletion action reports the deletion
of a subnetwork instance to a notification re-
ceiver. The identifier of the deleted subnetwork
is included in the report.

The report association of subnetwork with sub-
network action reports the association of a com-
posite subnetwork with one or more component
subnetworks to a notification receiver. The iden-
tifiers of the involved subnetworks are included
in the report. The report disassociation of sub-
network from subnetwork action reports the dis-
association of a composite subnetwork from one
or more component subnetworks to a notifica-
tion receiver. The identifiers of the involved sub-
networks are included in the report.

4.2.2  Actions Related to Links
The create link action creates a link between two
connection termination point groups. The caller
shall provide the two link endpoints in the action
request. The provided endpoints must both be
associated with subnetworks. If the provided
endpoints are not acceptable, the action request
will be rejected by the provider. The caller may
define constraints on the directionality of the
requested link. The caller may provide a unique
identifier to be applied to the created link. If the
provided identifier is not unique within the layer
network domain, the action request will be
rejected. The caller may also provide a user-
friendly label for his own use. This user label
need not be unique within the layer network
domain. When the link has been created, the
provider returns a link identifier.

The delete link action deletes a link inside a
layer network domain. A request for link dele-

tion will be rejected if the specified link contains
link connections.

The report link creation action reports the cre-
ation of a link instance to a notification receiver.
The identifier of the created link is included in
the report. The report link deletion action reports
the deletion of a link instance to a notification
receiver. The identifier of the deleted link is
included in the report.

4.2.3  Actions Related to
Topological Links

The create topological link action creates a topo-
logical link between two connection termination
point groups. The caller shall provide the two
topological link endpoint in the action request.
The provided endpoints must both be associated
with subnetworks. If the provided endpoints are
not acceptable, the action request will be re-
jected by the provider. The caller may define
constraints on the directionality of the requested
topological link. The caller may provide a
unique identifier to be applied to the created
topological link. If the provided identifier is not
unique within the layer network domain, the
action request will be rejected. The caller may
also provide a user-friendly label for his own
use. This user label need not be unique within
the layer network domain. When the topological
link has been created, the provider returns a
topological link identifier.

The delete topological link action deletes a topo-
logical link inside a layer network domain. A
request for topological link deletion will be
rejected if the specified topological link is asso-
ciated with a server trail.

The report topological link creation action
reports the creation of a topological link instance
to a notification receiver. The identifier of the
created topological link is included in the report.
The report topological link deletion action
reports the deletion of a topological link instance
to a notification receiver. The identifier of the
deleted topological link is included in the report.

4.2.4  Actions Related to Connection
Termination Points and Connection
Termination Point Groups

The create connection termination point group
action creates a connection termination point
group inside a layer network domain. The caller
may define constraints on the directionality of
the connection termination points that may be
associated with the requested connection termi-
nation point group. The caller may provide a
unique identifier to be applied to the created
connection termination point group. If the pro-
vided identifier is not unique within the layer
network domain, the action request will be
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rejected. The caller may also provide a user-
friendly label for his own use. This user label
need not be unique within the layer network
domain. When the connection termination point
group has been created, the provider returns a
connection termination point group identifier.

The delete connection termination point group
action deletes a connection termination point
group inside a layer network domain. The action
request will be rejected if the specified connec-
tion termination point group is associated with
any connection termination points, or if it termi-
nates a link or topological link.

The associate connection termination point with
connection termination point group action cre-
ates an association between a connection termi-
nation point and a connection termination point
group. The caller shall identify the entities to be
associated in the action request. The provider
will reject the action request if the specified con-
nection termination point is already associated
with a connection termination point group, or if
the directionality of the specified entities is not
compatible.

The disassociate connection termination point
from connection termination point group action
deletes an association between a connection ter-
mination point and a connection termination
point group. The caller shall identify the entities
to be disassociated in the action request.

The associate connection termination point
group with subnetwork action creates an asso-
ciation between a connection termination point
group and a subnetwork. A connection termina-
tion point group may be associated with one or
more subnetworks, depending on the levels of
partitioning supported. This action makes the
connection termination point group available for
routing across the subnetwork. The caller shall
identify the entities to be associated in the action
request. The provider will reject the action
request if the specified connection termination
point group is already associated with the speci-
fied subnetwork.

The disassociate connection termination point
group from subnetwork action deletes an associ-
ation between a connection termination point
group and a subnetwork. The caller shall identify
the entities to be disassociated in the action re-
quest. The provider will reject the action request
if the specified connection termination point
group is not associated with the specified sub-
network, or if the specified connection termina-
tion point group terminates a link or topological
link.

All the actions described above have a corre-
sponding report action that reports the event in
question to a notification receiver. In all cases,
the identifiers of all involved entities are
included in the report.

5  Example: Delete
Topological Link

This chapter presents the enterprise, information
and computational viewpoints for the delete
topological link action as an example of the
modelling methodology. As pointed out in Sec-
tion 2.3, a topological link is a link supported
by a single trail in the server layer. In an MPLS
domain, for example, this implies that for an IP
link like the one in Figure 3 to be classified as a
topological link, it has to be supported by a sin-
gle LSP.

The delete topological link action deletes a topo-
logical link inside a layer network domain. A
topological link may not be deleted if a server
trail is assigned to it.

5.1  Enterprise Viewpoint
The enterprise viewpoint defines the policy of
the delete topological link action in terms of four
OBLIGATIONS. The model text is as follows:

Delete topological link
“This action deletes a topological link inside a
layer network domain. No other resource is
deleted by this action.”

ACTION_POLICY

OBLIGATION inputTopologicalLinkId
“The caller shall provide the identifier of the
topological link to be deleted.”

OBLIGATION noExistingTopologicalLink
“This action will fail if the topological link spec-
ified does not exist within the layer network
domain. In the case of failure, the provider shall
return the identifier in error.”

OBLIGATION noServerTrail
“This action will fail if a server trail is still
assigned to the topological link specified.”

OBLIGATION successTopologicalLinkDeleted
“When the action is successful, the provider
shall indicate this to the caller.”

As stated by the action policy, the caller shall
provide the identifier of the topological link he
wants to delete (OBLIGATION inputTopologi-
calLinkId). The provider will of course reject the
action request if the specified link does not exist
(OBLIGATION noExistingTopologicalLink).
Additionally, the action request will be rejected
if the topological link in question has a server
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trail assigned to it (OBLIGATION noServer-
Trail). An eventual successful output of the
action is indicated to the caller (OBLIGATION
successTopologicalLinkDeleted).

5.2  Information Viewpoint
The information viewpoint defines the informa-
tion object types involved in the delete topologi-
cal link action and the relationships that exist
between object instances.

The information object types affected by the said
action are iptomLayerNetworkDomain, iptom-
TopologicalLink, iptomServerTrail, and iptom-
ServerLayerNetworkDomain. Figure 11 presents
the inheritance diagram for these information
object types.

All types inherit from the [G.853.1] networkIn-
formationTop information object type. All infor-
mation objects inherit the resourceId attribute
from networkInformationTop. This attribute rep-
resents the unique identification of a resource,
and the resourceId associated with an informa-
tion object must be unique for its associated
class.

[G.853.1] object types topologicalLink, trans-
portConnection, and layerNetworkDomain are
supertypes from which the relevant specialisa-
tions are made. A topologicalLink information
object represents a link provided by one and
only one server trail, in a client layer. The formal
definition of the topologicalLink information
object type is presented in section 3.2.2. A trans-
portConnection information object represents a
[G.805] connection, or a [G.805] trail. The trans-
portConnection subtype trail, from which the
iptomServerTrail is derived, represents a [G.805]
trail. Finally, a layerNetworkDomain informa-
tion object represents an administrative domain
in which all resources pertain to the same
[G.805] layer.

All involved subtypes inherit the signalidentifi-
cation attribute from their respective supertypes.
This attribute represents the specific format of
signal that a resource carries. The specific for-
mats are technology-specific, and are defined in
technology-specific extensions. IP-specific for-
mats have not been defined.

Additionally, iptomTopologicalLink inherits the
linkDirectionality attribute. This attribute char-
acterises the ability of the topological link to
carry traffic in one, two or undefined direction.
The formal definition of the linkDirectionality
attribute is presented in section 3.2.2.The stan-
dard userLabel attribute, representing a user-
friendly label given to a resource by a user, is
also present in iptomTopologicalLink informa-
tion objects.

Figure 12 presents the relationship diagram for
the same information object types. The diagram
is restricted to the relationship types of relevance
to the delete topological link action.

The topologicalLinkIsSupportedByTrail relation-
ship between the iptomTopologicalLink and
iptomServerTrail information objects is of spe-
cial interest to the delete topological link action.
If the topological link specified in a delete topo-
logical link action participates in such a relation-
ship, it cannot be deleted, and the action request
is rejected. The formal definition of the topologi-
calLinkIsSupportedByTrail relationship type is
presented in section 3.2.2.

A layer network domain has a container-element
sort of relationship with the network resource
objects that compose it, formally represented by
the layerNetworkDomainIsMadeOf relationship
type. A layerNetworkDomainIsMadeOf relation-
ship instance may include several element role
instances, but it may include one and only one
container LND role instance.

While the topologicalLinkIsSupportedByTrail
relationship type represents a relationship
between a server layer trail and one or more
client layer topological links, the iptomLnd-
CanServeLnds relationship type represents the
corresponding relationship between server and
client layer network domains.

Figure 11  Inheritance
diagram for topological link

and related entities
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5.3  Computational Viewpoint
The computational viewpoint specifies the
resource provisioning interface for the delete-
TopologicalLink action as follows:

<COMMUNITY: IP topology management,
ACTION: delete topological link>
OPERATION deleteTopologicalLink {

INPUT_PARAMETERS
layerND: LayerNetworkDomainId;
topologicalLink: TopologicalLinkId;

OUTPUT_PARAMETERS
-- none

RAISED_EXCEPTIONS
incorrectTopologicalLink: 

TopologicalLink;
serverTrailExisting: NULL;
failureToDeleteTopologicalLink: NULL;

BEHAVIOUR
SEMI_FORMAL

PARAMETER_MATCHING
layerND:

<INFORMATION OBJECT:
iptomLayerNetworkDomain>;

topologicalLink: 
<INFORMATION OBJECT:
iptomTopologicalLink>;

PRE_CONDITIONS;
inv_existingTopologicalLink 

“topologicalLink refers to the element
in the <layerNetworkDomainIsMadeOf>
relationship where layerND refers to
containerLND.”

inv_noServerTrail
“topologicalLink shall not refer to
any clientTL of a <topologicalLinkIs
SupportedByTrail> relationship.”
POST_CONDITIONS

inv_noTopologicalLink
“topologicalLink does not participate in
any <layerNetworkDomainIsMadeOf>
AND <iptomLinkBinds> relationships.”

EXCEPTIONS
IF PRE_CONDITION inv_existing-
TopologicalLink NOT_VERIFIED

RAISE_EXCEPTION incorrect-
TopologicalLink;

IF PRE_CONDITION inv_noServer-
Trail NOT_VERIFIED

RAISE_EXCEPTION server-
TrailExisting;

IF POST_CONDITION inv_no
TopologicalLink NOT_VERIFIED

RAISE_EXCEPTION failure-
ToDeleteTopologicalLink;

;}

INPUT_PARAMETERS specifies the input
parameters to this action. The topologicalLink
parameter identifies the topological link that is
to be deleted. The layerND parameter is implic-
itly provided, as it is the containing entity of the
topological link (see Figure 12).

OUTPUT_PARAMETERS specifies the output
parameters from this action, which is normally
none.

RAISED_EXCEPTIONS specifies return values
in case the action fails.

PRE_CONDITIONS specifies the conditions
that have to be present prior to the action re-
quest. The invariant inv_existingTopological-
Link refers to the fact that the topological link
has to exist. The invariant inv_noServerTrail
refers to the requirement that the topological
link to be deleted shall not be associated with
a server trail.

POST_CONDITIONS specifies the conditions
that are present when the action is completed.
The invariant inv_noTopologicalLink refers to
the fact that the deleted topological link does not
exist after the deleteTopologicalLink has suc-
cessfully completed.

Figure 12  Relationship
diagram for topological link
and related entities
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EXCEPTIONS specifies the exceptions that may
occur if any of the pre- or postconditions de-
scribed above are not fulfilled, with reference
to the RAISED_EXCEPTIONS clause.

6  Conclusion
A protocol neutral network level model address-
ing the topological aspects of IP networks on the
basis of the architectural components subnet-
work, link and connection point group has been
developed. This paper starts out analysing two
QoS-aware network architectures. It carries on to
provide an informal description of the topology
model, and also presents an abstract traffic
model for DiffServ-over-MPLS networks. The
modelling methodology, an enhanced version of
the Reference Model for Open Distributed Pro-
cessing, is briefly described in Section 3. The
functionality of the formal model is described
next and finally, as an example, the Enterprise,
Information and Computational Viewpoint spec-
ifications for the deletion of a topological link
are presented.

This model is most useful in representing the
geographical distribution of IP network re-
sources, partly to support the dissemination of
topological information in QoS-aware networks.
As previously mentioned, a number of func-
tional elements such as queueing, scheduling
and shaping are candidates for inclusion in
a more detailed version of the model. 

A model for setting up LSP tunnels in DiffServ-
over-MPLS networks via a management inter-
face has been developed already [genIPmodel]
providing the basis for the server layer support
of the IP layer in a layered model. Extensions to
accommodate VPNs and Multicast will be con-
sidered.
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1  Introduction
The traditional Internet provides an unreliable
best-effort packet delivery. Packets can be lost,
errored, duplicated and delivered out-of-order.
The packet delivery is characterized by the
absence of service guarantees and fairness. New
emerging applications with the need for end-to-
end performance guarantees drive the introduc-
tion of service differentiation in IP networks.
Examples of these applications are IP telephony,
network games, audio and video streaming. The
introduction of service differentiation in IP net-
works increases the importance of traffic mea-
surements. Traffic measurements are vital for
several areas including network management,
traffic engineering, charging and billing, and
monitoring of service level agreements.

1.1  Actors Involved in Traffic
Measurements

Actors interested in collecting measurement data
are end-users, network providers, service and
content providers, vendors and researchers. The
respective actors have various perspectives and
needs of traffic measurements on various time-
scales. The time-scales may be classified as
short (seconds – minutes – hours), medium
(days – weeks) and long (months – years).

End-users need to gather measurement data to
ensure that the IP services they receive from
their service providers meet the agreed levels of
service. In the coming years as service differen-
tiation is introduced, traffic measurements will
play a major part in evaluating service quality
versus price for services an end-user receives.
The main focus of the end-user is end-to-end
performance of certain services where the net-
work is considered as a black box.

Network operators are focused on the network
domain under their management. Measurements
are important for the network operators both on
a day-to-day basis and for long term planning
and engineering. A network operator needs to
perform daily measurements to diagnose net-
work problems before they occur, perform trou-
bleshooting and solve network failures. Histori-
cal data form a foundation on which decisions
can be made. That is, planning, optimizing and
traffic engineering of the network domain. An
operator must also monitor performance to
ensure that the services delivered to peering net-
works, service and content providers, and end-
users meet the service level agreements. A net-
work operator will need information from peer-
ing networks in order to decide how to route
traffic of various service qualities. An end-to-
end path often crosses several network domains
and the end-to-end performance is beyond the
control of one individual network operator. Evi-
dently, efforts to both deliver and measure end-
to-end services require co-operation between
network operators, service providers and content
providers.

Service and content providers must rely on other
actors to provide end-to-end network services
for their customers. Thus, it is crucial for service
and content providers that their service level
agreements with other actors are fulfilled and
that the end-to-end services delivered satisfy the
QoS requirements of their customers. Service
and content providers can collect some measure-
ment data themselves, e.g. from service specific
equipment (Video on demand servers, VoIP
gateways, etc.), but depend on network
providers to measure network performance.

Traffic Measurements in IP Networks
B R Y N J A R  Å .  V I K E N  A N D  P E D E R  J .  E M S T A D
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Performance requirements and traffic character-
istics are important input parameters for the
design of new network components and con-
cepts. Vendors perform tests of single compo-
nents (router, switch, etc.). Testbeds must also
be established to perform large-scale tests of e.g.
new network mechanisms and network architec-
tures. Such testbeds have no traffic load so a
realistic traffic load must be generated. There is
also a need for accurate traffic measurements to
derive performance measures. [Heegaard] pre-
sents such a distributed test environment for IP
networks.

Finally, measurement data is important as input
to researchers to increase the understanding of IP
networks and develop better solutions. Research-
ers depend on accurate measurement data as an
input to make realistic predictions and estimates
and to build models for analysis and simulations.
For the researcher, the measurements of today’s
Internet support the improvement of existing
technology and the development of new tech-
nologies.

Table 1.1 summarizes the need for measure-
ments for various actors on different time scales.

1.2  Collecting and Analyzing 
Traffic Measurements

The measurement process can be divided into sev-
eral phases. First, the measurements are planned
based on the need of an actor. That is, the mea-
surements should be tailor-made for observing
specific parameters. Second, the measurement
infrastructure to collect and analyses measured
data is designed, developed and tested. Third,
the gathering of measurement data is performed.
Finally, the collected measurement data is post-
processed and analyzed. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
various phases of the measurement process.

In each phase the costs of measurements can be
grouped in measurement specific equipment
(hardware and software), network resources and
human resources. Measurement specific equip-
ment includes hardware (processing power, pri-
mary and secondary memory) and software that
is required to collect, handle and post-process
measurement data. The measurement functional-
ity can either be implemented on stand-alone
devices and/or integrated into the functionality
of the network nodes. Network resources include
bandwidth needed to collect and transport the
measurement data. Obviously, human resources
are needed in every phase of the measurement
process.

Figure 1.1  Phases of the
measurement process

Short term Medium term Long term

End-user Monitor SLAs1) Evaluate SLAs Select appropriate

Service and content providers

provider

Network operator Monitor SLAs Network Select peering networks

Detect and solve configuration Replace nodes and

problems in the Routing of packets increase capacity of links

network Change network architec-

ture and introduce new

technology

Vendor Test components Large scale tests Develop new products

Researcher Models for analysis and

simulations

Design new solutions

Table 1.1  Perspectives and
needs for measurements on

various time scales

1) SLA – service level agreement

Post-process
and analyses

data

Collect
measurement

data

Develop
measurement
infrastructure

Planning
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2  Measures of Interest
Network services offered have various traffic
characteristics and QoS requirements. Real-time
services (e.g. voice) have strict delay and loss
requirements while non real-time services (e.g.
file transfer) have other performance require-
ments (e.g. high throughput). Thus, a full service
IP network carries services with a wide range of
performance requirements.

A set of performance parameters is required to
characterize the network performance experi-
enced at each protocol layer, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1.

Network-level measurements focus on the basic
components of a network domain, namely nodes
and links, and the packets traversing this com-
munication infrastructure. Network-level mea-
surements is a common building block from
which the performance of every service carried
in an IP network depends. The fundamental per-
formance parameters for any resource sharing
system are delay, throughput, loss and resource
utilization.

At the transport level the performance of the
transport protocols is addressed. The dominating
transport protocols in IP networks are currently
TCP and UDP. Examples of transport level met-
rics for TCP are number of retransmissions, the
time to set up and close a TCP connection, aver-

age segment size and throughput. The relations
between the network and transport level perfor-
mance metrics depend on the behavior of the
actual transport protocol.

At the application level, the performance as
observed by various applications is studied.
Examples of applications used in the Internet are
WWW, FTP, TELNET, VoIP, video and audio
streaming. Application level performance met-
rics for file transfers are for instance the time to
establish a connection, mean file size and mean
download time.

At the user level the human perception of a
given service or system is important. Obviously,
human perception depends on a wide range of
factors that are difficult to measure. Ultimately,
the human perception of a given service deter-
mines the success and acceptance of the service.
This perception is again closely associated with
expectation and costs.

The performance parameters for the transport
and application layer are determined by the char-
acteristics of actual protocols and services, e.g.
for VoIP the performance parameters include the
time to set up a call and the call blocking proba-
bility.

The performance measured at a higher protocol
layer depends on the performance of lower lay-
ers 2). However, the relationship between perfor-
mance measures at different protocol layers is
not straightforward. Apparently, the mapping
from network level measurements of delay, loss
and throughput to human perception is very dif-
ficult and depends on many aspects.

This article addresses traffic measurements.
However, note that dependability measures can
in some cases be derived from performance mea-
sures, e.g. the service availability can be defined
as the state where the end-to-end delay is less
than a specified limit, and the measurement
accumulates the fraction of the time the system
is in this state.

Obviously, measuring the performance of vari-
ous protocol layers is vital for IP traffic engi-
neering. The focus of this article is on network-
level performance measurements from the per-
spective of a network operator. However, the
remainder of the article is also applicable to per-
formance measurements at the transport protocol
and application layers.

Figure 2.1  Various levels of
performance

2) Performance can also be measured at lower protocol layers than the IP layer, e.g. MAC and
physical layer.
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3  Measurement Methods and
Infrastructures

3.1  Introduction
The specification of an actual measurement and
monitoring platform depends on what perfor-
mance parameters that are to be observed. The
measurement platform is characterized by the
following properties:

A) Measurement points – at which points in the
network it is measured (end user, interface
card in end user equipment, routers, switches,
servers, access network, edge routers, etc.).

B) Measurement method – active (intrusive) or
passive (non-intrusive).

C) Handling and post-processing of measure-
ments – data reduction techniques (accumula-
tion of statistics, selection of packets or
flows), accuracy in measurements (observa-
tion period, correlation, other).

D) Measurement period – time interval over
which the measurements are collected (time
of day, continuously or by sampling, etc.).

Systematic gathering of measurement data from
a communication infrastructure requires the
establishment and deployment of a measurement
infrastructure. The measurement infrastructure,
as illustrated in Figure 3.1, consists of a set of
measurement units3) placed at strategic locations
(measurement points) in the network domain.
The measurement method dictates the actual
implementation of the measurement infrastruc-
ture. Today several projects develop measure-
ment infrastructures to collect measurement data
from the Internet, examples of such efforts are
[NAI], [McGregor], [NIMI], [RIPE] and [Sur-
veyor].

The two principal methods to collect network-
level measurements are; either actively by insert-
ing probe packets [RFC792] [AMP] [RIPE]
[Surveyor] or passively by observing real pack-
ets [Claffy97] [Brownlee] [Cflowd] [Net-
Flow99] [Careces91] [Claffy98] [Viken99].
Active and passive measurements are discussed
further in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respec-
tively.

Collected measurement data is subject to post-
processing and analyses. There are several
options regarding the post-processing and analy-
ses of measurement data, as to which data reduc-

tion techniques to use and where the post-pro-
cessing units (local vs. central processing of
data) should be located. The various approaches
have different resource needs and offer different
measurement accuracy.

3.2  Timestamp Requirements
Active measurements add a timestamp to every
probe packet sent while passive measurements
associate a timestamp with the observation of a
packet. Thus, obtaining accurate timing informa-
tion is crucial to minimize the measurement
error for both active and passive delay measure-
ments. Accurate estimation of one-way delay
requires the clocks of the measurement units to
be synchronised, accurate and have high preci-
sion. These issues are discussed in e.g.
[RFC2330] [Pasztor].

The clocks of the distributed PCs collecting the
measurement data can be synchronised by using
GPS receivers [Surveyor] [RIPE] or the network
time protocol (NTP) [RFC1305]. NTP can only
provide timestamp accuracy in the range of mil-
liseconds while the accuracy of the output signal
from modern GPS receivers is well below one
microsecond.

Further, generating timestamps in software intro-
duces an additional measurement error due to
operating system scheduling. Different operating
systems give different measurement errors
[Pasztor]. To achieve very accurate timestamps,
the measurement units must be synchronized by
GPS receivers and the timestamps have to be

Figure 3.1  Example of a
measurement infrastructure

3) A measurement unit is not necessarily a dedicated physical unit. The measurement functionality
can be integrated in the hardware or software of a node.

Monitor

Network domain

Measurement
point
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generated by specialized hardware. This solution
offers accuracy in the range of a few microsec-
onds [Pasztor] [Fraleigh].

3.3  Active Measurements
Active measurements at the network-level are
carried out by inserting probe packets and ob-
serving these probe packets. The major assump-
tion behind this approach is that the performance
of probe packets is representative of the perfor-
mance experienced by real packets. To measure
the performance of a service, the traffic charac-
teristics should be considered (interarrival time
of packets, packet lengths, etc.). Note that active
measurements are intrusive and therefore the
measurements affect the system being measured.

Measurements of round-trip times and packet
loss in IP networks are usually performed by
software based on the ICMP Echo Reply/
Request messages [RFC792] (ping) running
on PCs. The advantage of this approach is that
most implementations of TCP/IP support ICMP
Echo messages. Thus, measurements can be per-
formed by pings to almost any host in the net-
work without making any special arrangements
beforehand. This approach only requires the
remote host to respond to ICMP “ECHO
request” messages [RFC792]. Since ICMP uses
IP services, it measures network-level perfor-
mance rather than transport level performance.
The major drawback is that ICMP Echo Reply/
Request measurements normally are limited to
measure bi-directional delays. Other disadvan-
tages by using ping are that the routers along the
path may treat ICMP packets differently from
other IP packets, block or limit the rate of ICMP
packets (Firewalls, etc.).

3.3.1  Active Measurements of Unidirec-
tional Network-level Performance
Parameters

The Surveyor and Ripe test traffic projects mea-
sure unidirectional performance by injecting
probe packets. The dedicated measurement PCs
are synchronized by using GPS receivers. The
general principle is as follows; to measure the
performance between a given source and desti-
nation pair, the source injects probe packets
addressed to the destination. The sender adds a
timestamp and sequence number to every probe
packet. That is, “one-way pinging” and through-
put tests are performed using dedicated measure-
ment units located at selected measurement
points. The injected probe packets can be either
in-service4) or out-of-service. That is, one can
either insert dedicated test flows or insert test
packets inside user flows. [Lindh] proposes a
measurement infrastructure embedded in net-
work nodes that is based on inserting special
Operations and Maintenance (OAM) packets
into the user traffic. This method is similar to the
OAM cells used in ATM networks [Prycker95].
The measurement units must have capabilities
to post-process, store, and export the collected
measurement data.

Table 3.1 shows the fundamental network-level
performance metrics and the suitability of the
active method. It may be noted that unlike pas-
sive measurements the active measurements can-
not collect detailed information about properties
of user generated packets, e.g. traffic mixture,
packet length and network traffic matrix.

3.4  Passive Measurements
Passive measurement data is collected by ob-
serving real packets at selected measurement

4) The method requires further study in the context of IP networks.

Network-level metric Characterization of active measurements

Unidirectional delay + Straightforward to implement.

Unidirectional packet + Easy to aggregate performance metrics at a single measurement

loss unit.

– Are the measurements representative of the performance real

packets experience?

– What should the traffic pattern of probe packets be? What packet

interarrival time and packet lengths are representative for various

service classes?

– The injected probe packets disturb real traffic (Heissenberg bug).

Throughput – How can representative measurements of throughput/utilization

Link utilization be performed?

– Active measurements generally disturb the operation of the network.

Thus, lightweight tests are needed.

Table 3.1  Active measure-
ments of performance metrics
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points. As opposed to active measurements, this
approach is non-intrusive and ideally the mea-
surement process does not disturb the operation
of the network. Measurement data of highly
variable granularity is gathered: ranging from
detailed packet traces5) and flow records6) to
routing tables and counters from network nodes
(e.g. SNMP counters on router interfaces).
Packet traces and flow records require the vari-
ous fields of the packet headers to be monitored
while interface counters typically accumulate
the number of packets and bytes transferred/
dropped. The major drawback of collecting raw
packet traces or flow records from high capacity
networks is that huge data volumes are created.
Thus, it may not be feasible to store raw data for
long periods of time without performing some
data reduction. Note that packet traces and flow
records contain sensitive information that must
be handled with care.

Examples of functionality to process, store and
export passive measurement data integrated in
the hardware and software of network nodes are
interface counters and Cisco’s NetFlow [Net-
Flow99] data export. The design of router archi-
tectures capable of collecting passive measure-
ments is beyond the scope of this discussion.
However, the routers should be built to collect
the necessary measurement data without any dis-
turbance to the packet forwarding capability of
the router.

Specialized stand-alone PCs that collect passive
measurements from high capacity links without
impacting network operation are available.
These passive stand-alone measurement units
usually run specialized software on a hardware
platform that taps information from packets
traversing the link being monitored. Examples
of such dedicated measurement units are Netra-
met [Brownlee], the OCXmon/Coral monitor
[Coral] [MOAT] and the DAG monitor [Gra-
ham]. Packet traces can also be collected on reg-
ular workstations by using the tcpdump applica-
tion [Tcpdump].

Each packet record carries a number of attributes
that characterize the packet and the correspond-
ing events. The attributes of a packet can be
classified as endogen and exogen attributes.
Endogen attributes are carried in the packet
headers and user data. Exogen attributes are not
carried inside the packet but are implicitly
derived. Examples of exogen attributes are
incoming and outgoing interface for the packet
at a certain router and the time of arrival of the
packet to a given node. Packet traces can contain
a copy of the entire packet including headers as
well as user data. However, to reduce the sensi-
tivity and data volume usually only the IP header
and transport protocol header is kept, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.2.

3.4.1  Passive Measurements of Unidirec-
tional Performance Parameters
Using Packet Traces

Passive measurements of unidirectional delay
and loss require raw packet traces to be captured
at several measurement points, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3. One example of measurements col-
lected using this method is [Graham].

Note that timestamps could be added to real
packets inside the network for the purpose of
passive measurements of unidirectional delay.
Hence, this would allow unidirectional delay to
be estimated from a single packet trace. This
concept needs further study and requires special-
ized equipment to be developed and installed in
the network. Further, for packets that contain
sequence numbers it could be possible to esti-
mate loss from a single packet trace. However,
in the following it is assumed that delay and loss
must be estimated by correlating the information
from several packet traces.

3.4.2  Single Packet Trace
From a single trace captured at a given measure-
ment point it is possible to compute e.g. the
number of bytes sent and received to/from vari-
ous remote machines, interarrival times, packet

Figure 3.2  Example of packet
trace data format (Ethernet)

5) A packet trace contains detailed information (timestamp and packet attributes) about packets
observed at a certain measurement point.

6) Flow records have detailed information about network flows as observed at a given measurement
point. A network flow is a sequence of packets satisfying certain conditions, e.g. a unidirectional
stream of packets from a specified source to a certain destination satisfying a given time-out value.

8 byte
timestamp

14 byte
Ethernet header

20 byte
header

20 byte
Transport
protocol
header6 byte

SRC
6 byte
DST

2
byte
Prot
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length distributions and link utilization. Hence,
these metrics can be computed locally at the PC
that captures the packet trace.

3.4.3  Multiple Packet Traces
In order to compute unidirectional network level
performance metrics like delay and loss, it is
necessary to correlate the information in multi-
ple packet traces. Thus, information from the
packet traces collected at various measurement
points must at regular intervals be exported to
a central host for post-processing.

To recognize the same packet in several packet
traces it is necessary to use a combination of IP
and transport protocol header fields like source
and destination IP address, source and destina-
tion port number, and identification field
[Fraleigh]. The delay of a packet from one mea-
surement point to another measurement point is
then determined from the associated timestamps.
A packet seen at an ingress measurement point
that is not observed at its corresponding egress
measurement point within a given time-out inter-
val is defined as lost.

3.5  Handling and Post-processing of
Packet Traces

This section compares various approaches to
post-processing of packet traces in context of the
scenario shown in Figure 3.4. A measurement
unit capable of capturing packet traces is located
at every ingress and egress link of the network
domain.

Figure 3.5 shows the various steps in the han-
dling and post-processing of measurement data.

The raw packet trace captured at a measurement
point can be grouped and sorted according to
various schemes. Examples of ways to group
and sort the packets contained in a packet trace
include the following:

• No grouping or sorting of packets;

• Group packets according to end-to-end flows
[Claffy95];

• Group packets that follow a certain end-to-end
path;

• Group packets by incoming and outgoing
interface of a node;

• Group packets by the application that gener-
ated the packet.

The next step in the post-processing of measure-
ment data is to reduce the volume of the mea-
surement data. Data reduction techniques can be
divided into two classes:

Figure 3.3  Passive measurements

Figure 3.4  Data flow and storage for passive measurements

Network section

Single trace
- throughput
- utilization

Single trace
- throughput
- utilization

Multiple trace
- unidirectional delay
- unidirectional loss

Central
processing

Correlate
information

Network-level Passive measurement properties
metric

Delay + Measure performance as experienced by real packets.

Loss + Do not disturb the operation of the network.

– Resource intensive (huge data volumes). This can be

handled by using data reduction techniques.

Throughput + Measure performance as experienced by real packets.

Utilization + Do not disturb the operation of the network.

+ Estimated from a single packet trace.

Table 3.2  Passive measurements of performance metrics
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• Class 1 – throw away any unwanted informa-
tion contained in the packet trace. The trace
can be filtered such that only selected packets
are kept, e.g. packets sent between certain
source and destination pairs. Further, any field
in the packet header that is not interesting in a
given context can be thrown away.

• Class 2 – statistical reduction, e.g. computing
the average and variance for selected metrics.

The disadvantage of any data reduction is that
single item information in the original measure-
ment data is lost and cannot be reconstructed
from the processed measurement data.

The post-processing of measurement data, as
shown in Figure 3.5, can be performed locally at
the measurement unit (local data reduction) or at
a central host (central data reduction). Further,
the local host can perform the post-processing
“off-line” or “real-time”. Thus, the following
strategies to process the measurement data must
be considered:

Central Processing of Measurement Data
The measurement units collect and store raw
packet traces captured during a given measure-
ment period. Then the raw data is exported to the
central host where post-processing of the mea-
surement data is performed.

Local “off-line” Processing of Measurement
Data
The measurement units collect and store raw
packet traces to permanent storage locally. After
each measurement period, the raw measurement
data is post-processed and only the processed
data is exported to the central site.

Local “real-time” Processing of Measurement
Data
The measurement units extract relevant informa-
tion from every packet and perform the post-pro-
cessing in real-time without writing raw data to
permanent storage. Thus, only processed data is
stored locally and exported to the central host.

Some selected examples of post-processing of
raw packet traces are presented to illustrate the
resources required by the various approaches.
The following assumptions are made for the
examples:

• n measurement units capture packet traces at
selected measurement points. Each unit cap-
tures traces from two links (e.g. each direction
of a bi-directional link) with capacity, c [Mb/s],
at full line rate. The links carry traffic with an
average packet length, m [Bytes]. Thus, the
arrival rate of packets to each unit equals

. Let n = 20, = 200 [Bytes] and

c = 155 [Mb/s].

• The measurement period, t, considered has a
duration of 60 minutes.

The following methods for grouping, sorting and
data reduction techniques of raw packet traces
are considered:

Method A) Unidirectional performance
without data reduction

All available information about packets, in-
cluding both endogen and exogen attributes,
is needed. Assume that b bytes are required
to store all information about a single packet.
Let b be equal to 64 bytes.

Method B) Unidirectional performance 
– filtering of packets

All available information about every packet
satisfying certain requirements are kept (e.g.
type of service equal to a certain value).
Assume that ten percent of the packets meet
the requirements.

Method C) Flow records
All information about every flow is collected.
Assume that on the average a flow consists of
f packets and that b bytes are required to store
all information about a flow. Let f be equal to
40 packets per flow. It may be noted that the
number of packets per flow depends on how
a flow is defined.

Method D) Single point metrics
Statistical data reduction of the measurement
data is performed. To determine the average

and variance, and are computed

for certain metrics (e.g. throughput, packet
length, interarrival time etc.). Let m denote
number of variables computed while k is the
number of bytes required to store each of the
variables. Let m and k be equal to 100 metrics
and ten bytes, respectively.

Table 3.3 shows the data volumes stored locally
at each monitor, totally exported and stored cen-
trally by the various methods described above.
Note that which approach to apply depend on the
performance metrics to be observed.

li
2∑li∑

mλ i = c

m ⋅8
Figure 3.5  Post-processing of

measurement data
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Obviously, the actual handling and post-process-
ing of measurement data depends on the ultimate
usage of the measurement data and must be
planned carefully. Hence, there are many
options, and the analyses presented in this sec-
tion merely illustrate some of the possibilities.

4  A Conceptual Model for IP
Measurements

4.1  Introduction
There is an increasing need to define network
level performance parameters precisely. For
instance service level agreements must state
exactly what is being measured. This situation is
currently being addressed by the IETF working
group IP performance metrics (IPPM) [Pax-
son96] [RFC2330] and ITU-T [I.380]. This
chapter presents a conceptual model for IP mea-
surements [Viken2000] that allows precise defi-
nitions of network level performance parame-
ters. The foundation of the model is simple well-
defined operations and functions on sets of
events. The conceptual model presented is
appropriate for packet-switched networks but the
nomenclature in this chapter is for IP networks.
The model will be used to give precise defini-
tions of previously loosely defined concepts.

4.2  Network Topology
Graph theory is used to describe the topology of
a given network domain. The topology of a net-
work domain is modeled by a directed8) graph
G = (V, E) where V = {1, 2, ..., n} and E V × V
are the set of nodes and directional links, respec-
tively.

V denotes the set of nodes that represent the
routers, switches and hosts in the network
domain and the outside world. The set of nodes,
V, can be divided into four subsets:

• I denotes the set of ingress nodes, I V, that
consists of nodes where packets enter the net-
work domain.

• O denotes the set of egress nodes, O V, that
consists of nodes where packets leave the net-
work domain.

• X denotes the set of external nodes, X V,
that consists of nodes that symbolize the out-
side world of the network domain.

• M denotes the set of internal nodes, M V,
that consists of nodes that are neither external,
ingress nor egress nodes.

Note that a node, n ∈ V, can be both an ingress
and an egress node, consequently I ∩ O Φ.

E, E V × V, represents the set of directional

links that connect the nodes. A directed link,
l ∈ E, has certain properties like transmission
capacity and propagation delay. The propagation
delay is mainly determined by the physical dis-
tance to the next remote node.

Note that the entire network, a given network
domain or any chosen part of a network can be
represented by this notation, see example in Fig-
ure 4.1 (for simplicity the directed links are not
shown but only indicated by arrows). For related
work on graph-based models of large networks,
see e.g. [Calvert97].

4.3  Paths
A packet that enters the network domain,
G = (V, E), follows a certain path, π(i,j)k, from
node i ∈ V to node j ∈ V. Index k indicates that
there are several possible paths from node i to
node j. π(i,j)k is defined by the sequence of nodes

Method Central processing7) Local “off line” Local “real-time”

A 22.3 / 446 /446 22.3 / 446 / 446 22.3 / 446 / 446

B 22.3 / 446 / 44.6 22.3 / 44.6 / 44.6 2.2 / 44.6 / 44.6

C 22.3 / 446 / 11.2 22.3 / 11.2 / 11.2 0.6 / 11.2 / 11.2

D 22.3 / 446 / 0.00002 22.3 / 0.00002 / 0.00002 0.000001 / 0.00002 / 0.00002

Table 3.3  Data volumes
(locally/exported/centrally)
[Gbytes]

7) Assume that raw packet traces are deleted after the post-processing has been performed.
8) Parallel directed links from node A to node B cannot be represented by this notation. That is, they

are represented as one link.

⊆

⊆

⊆

⊆

⊆

⊆

�=
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that are traversed along the path from node i to
node j. The links traversed are implicitly
defined. If node e is included on the path π(i,j)k,
e ∈ π(i,j)k is true. The set of links traversed along
the path π(i,j)k is defined by the function 

The path shown in Figure 4.1 is denoted by
π(1,7)1

= (1, 2, 9, 11, 6, 7). The set of links on the
path is given by χ(π(1,7)1

) = {(1, 2), (2, 9),
(9, 11), (11, 6), (6, 7)}.

The routing algorithm determines the actual path
a packet follows through the network domain.
The conceptual model will not be used to specify
the routing algorithm.

4.4  Packets, Events and Sets
Events that occur to packets traversing the net-
work domain, G = (V, E), form the basis for all
measurement data that can be collected. Set the-
ory is applied to describe sets of events that
occur in the network domain.

First, the fundamental events experienced by
packets in a packet-switched network are de-
scribed. A packet enters the network domain at
an ingress node, follows a given path π(i,j)k

through the network and a successfully9) carried
packet leaves the network domain at an egress
node. A packet is delayed through each node
n ∈ π(i,j)k and link l ∈ χ(π(i,j)k) along the path.
The delay along a given path consists of process-
ing delay, queueing delay, transmission time and
propagation delay.

Network congestion causes buffer overflow in
nodes and leads to packet loss. Further, nodes
may also drop packets intentionally. Packets can
be dropped by buffer management and packet
scheduling algorithms at intermediate nodes or
dropped at the receiver’s end if the end-to-end
delay is too large. In the conceptual model, packet
loss includes both lost and dropped packets.

Packets can also be lost because of transmission
errors on the links. The transmission error rate is
normally not significant in backbone networks

with optical links. On the other hand, radio links
can experience a high transmission error rate.

In order to describe the events occurring in the
network domain in a precise and concise way,
three fundamental set types that form the foun-
dation for creating supersets and subsets of
events that satisfy more complex properties,
are defined. For a given time interval the events
that have occurred at each node are classified in
the following three fundamental sets10):

• Rn(t1, t2) represents the set of packets received
by node n ∈ V in time window [t1, t2>.

• Sn(t1, t2) denotes set of packets sent from node
n ∈ V in time window [t1, t2>.

• Xn(t1, t2) denotes set of packets lost at node
n ∈ V in time window [t1, t2>.

The fundamental sets of events are illustrated in
Figure 4.2.

Note that the sets of events observed by a node
can be specialized depending on the internal
architecture of the node.

In addition, at a given point in time packets can
be in transit between two nodes or already lost
due to transmission errors on the link.

Figure 4.1  An example of a
path from node 1 to node 7

9) In this context, a successfully carried packet is a packet that was neither lost in a node nor on a
link. That is, the content of the packet is not evaluated.

10) Note that the membership of packets in a certain set is a matter of definition.
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{
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.
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4.5  Packet Attributes and
Characterization of Packets

A packet travelling through the network domain
is characterised by certain attributes. For a
packet11), p, the following functions are exam-
ples of definitions that characterize packet prop-
erties:

• src(p) – returns the source IP address of
packet p;

• dst(p) – returns the destination IP address of
packet p;

• pri(p) – returns the priority level of packet p;

• m(p) – returns the total length of the IP packet
p in bytes;

• pth(p) – returns the path that packet p shall
follow through the network domain. The path
is defined by the sequence of nodes that
should be traversed by the packet as deter-
mined by the routing algorithm;

• lnk(p) – returns the links that should be tra-
versed along the path of packet p.

Generally, every header field of a packet corre-
sponds to an attribute. Note that whether a cer-
tain function exists or not depends on the con-
text12). Further, functions that return the time a

given event took place are defined. These func-
tions are needed to describe network-level met-
rics that depend on the time certain events hap-
pened, as are metrics like unidirectional packet
delay and round-trip time.

• ta(p, n) denotes the time of arrival for packet
p ∈ Rn(t1, t2) at node n ∈ V. The time of
arrival is defined as the time when the last bit
of packet p was received by node n.

• td(p, n) denotes the time of departure for
packet p ∈ Sn(t1, t2) from node n ∈ V. The
time of departure is defined as the time when
the last bit of packet p was transmitted from
node n.

For a packet, p, that was lost in node n or on link
l = (n, k) the time the loss occurred is referred to
as ta(p, n) and td(p, n), respectively.

By using the definitions from the previous sec-
tions of this chapter, various sets of events that
satisfy more complex properties can now be
expressed.

4.5.1  Unusual Network Behavior
Unusual network behavior13) [Paxson97] in-
cludes packet re-ordering, packet misdirection,
packet replication and packet corruption. These
unexpected behaviors can all be expressed by the
model. Note that the model does not explicitly
define how to handle unusual network behavior.
However, the model allows various approaches
to be precisely expressed. Below are some ex-
amples of how the conceptual model is applied.

• A packet, p, is misdirected if it is received by
a node, n, that is not a part of its path, pth(p).
The set of misdirected packets received by
node n in time window [t1, t2> is defined by
{p|p ∈ Rn(t1, t2, ∧ n ∉ pth(p)}.

• A packet, p, is replicated if the network deliv-
ers multiple copies of the same14) packet. The
set of replicated packets received by node n in
time window [t1, t2> is defined by {p|p ∈
Rn(t1, t2) ∧ ∃pj ∈ Rn(t1, t2) such that p ≡ pj}.

Figure 4.2  Fundamental sets
of events as observed at node n

Rn(t1, t2) Node n Sn(t1, t2)

Xn(t1, t2)

11) A packet, p, is considered to be unique. That is, it is assumed that packets are uniquely identified.
However, in a real network the ability to uniquely identify a packet depends on which attributes
that are available.

12) In a real network, the measurement instrumentation decides which attributes that are observable.
However, the conceptual model provides a flexible framework that can be adjusted according to
an actual measurement set-up.

13) It may be noted that packet re-ordering is usual behavior in a network with service differentia-
tion. Further, packet corruption not detected from the packet header checksum is not considered.

14) The definition of multiple copies of the same packet depends on which packet attributes that are
available. Generally, two packets are equal if all header fields are equal. This is denoted by
pi ≡ pj. Note that packets with equal attributes can be differentiated by the time of observation.
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4.5.2  Sets of Events Observed on a Link
Events that have occurred on a certain link
l = (n, k) ∈ E are described by the following
three subsets, see Figure 4.3:

• R*(n,k) (t1, t2) = {p|p ∈ Sn(t1, t2) ∧ (n, k) ∈
lnk(p)} represents the set of packets sent into
the link l = (n, k) ∈ E from node n ∈ V in the
time window [t1, t2>.

• S*(n,k) (t1, t2) = {p|p ∈ Rk(t1, t2) ∧ (n, k) ∈
lnk(p)} denotes the set of packets received
from the link l = (n, k) ∈ E by node k ∈ V in
the time window [t1, t2>.

• X*(n,k) (t1, t2) = {p|p ∈ Sn(t1, t2) ∧ p ∉ Rk(t1, t2
+ prop. delay) ∧ (n, k) ∈ lnk(p)} is the set of
packets lost on the link l = (n, k) ∈ E because
of transmission errors in the time window
[t1, t2}.

Note that packets in transit cannot be observed.

4.6  Unidirectional Network Level
Performance

Using the conceptual model, unidirectional net-
work-level performance parameters can be pre-
cisely described. This section illustrates the use
of the model to describe packet loss.

4.6.1  Unidirectional Packet Loss for
Individual Packets

A packet travelling through a network domain
can be lost in a node or on a link, as shown in
Figure 4.4.

Table 4.1 shows the representation of packet loss
for individual packets.

Consider a packet, p, travelling along a path,
pth(p), from node i to node j. The packet can be
lost at an intermediate node or on a link in the
end-to-end path. Thus, the indicator variable of
end-to-end loss of packet p, I(p), is the sum of
the indicator variables of each intermediate node
and link along the path, pth(p).

Node n

X*(n, k) (t1, t2)

R*(n, k) (t1, t2) S*(n, k) (t1, t2)

Link (n, k) Node k Figure 4.3  Sets of events
observed on a link

Node n-1 Node n

Packet
loss on link

Packet loss in node

Figure 4.4  Unidirectional
packet loss

Description Definition

I(p, n), indicator variable for loss of packet p (4.1)

in node n.

I*(p, l), indicator variable for loss of packet p (4.2)

on link l = (n–1, n).

I *( p,l) =
1 p ∈X *l t1,t2( )
0 p ∉X *l t1,t2( )

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

I( p,n) =
1 p ∈Xn t1,t2( )
0 p ∉Xn t1,t2( )

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

Table 4.1  Representation of
unidirectional packet loss
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(4.3)

Hence,

(4.4)

4.6.2  Average Loss Rate
Average loss rate is the number of packets that
are lost in a given time interval divided by the
duration of the time interval. The loss rate can
be defined e.g. end-to-end along a path, for an
outgoing link in a node or for a certain node.

The average unidirectional packet loss rate is
represented as shown in Table 4.2.

The average loss rate for packets travelling from
a given source a to a certain destination b is con-
sidered. The average end-to-end loss rate is de-
fined for the time window [t1, t2> and packets that
are still in transit at time t2 are excluded. Hence,
{p|p ∈ Rb(t1, t2) ∧ src(p) = a ∧ dst(P) = b}.

The average end-to-end loss rate for packets

travelling along the path is defined by:

(4.5)ηa,b t1,t2( ) = p∈P̃
∑ I( p)

t2 − t1

π(i, j )k

I( p) =
1

packet p was lost somewhere
on its end − to − end path

0
packet p was successfully
carried end − to − end

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

I( p) =
n∈pth( p)

∑ I( p,n) +
l∈lnk(p)

∑ I *( p,l) 4.6.3  Unidirectional Packet Loss Ratio
The loss ratio is defined by the portion of pack-
ets that was lost. The loss ratio can e.g. be de-
fined for an end-to-end path, a certain node on
the path or a given link.

Then the loss ratio for packets travelling from a
given source a to a certain destination b is con-
sidered. The end-to-end loss ratio is defined for
the time window [t1, t2>. Hence, P = {p|p ∈
Rb(t1, t2) ∧ src(p) = a ∧ dst(P) = b}.

(4.8)

|P| is the cardinality of set P.

5  Concluding Remarks
Active and passive measurements have different
pros and cons and are supplementary. Thus, an
operational measurement and monitoring plat-
form needs to include both active and passive
measurements. Passive measurements are re-
quired to e.g. monitor SLAs, perform detailed
performance measurements and collect data for
surveillance, accounting and pricing purposes.

On the other hand, active measurements are vital
to detect network failures and to test network
services. An operational measurement platform
should be tailor-made for observation of specific
parameters. Based on the parameters being ob-
served, data reduction techniques must be con-
sidered. The ultimate usage of the measurements

Proba,b (loss) =
I( p)

P̃
∑

P

Description Definition

ηn(t1, t2), average loss rate for node n. (4.x)

η*l(t1, t2), average loss rate for link l = (n–1, n) (4.x)η *l t1,t2( ) =
p∈R* n−1,n( ) t1,t2( )

∑ I * p,l( )

t2 − t1

ηn t1,t2( ) =
p∈Rn t1,t2( )

∑ I p,n( )

t2 − t1

Table 4.2  Representation of
unidirectional packet loss rate

Description Definition

Probn(loss), loss ratio for node n. (4.6)

Prob*l(loss), loss ratio for link l = (n – 1, n). (4.7)Prob *l (loss) =
p∈R* n−1,n( ) t1,t2( )

∑ I * p,l( )

p ∈R* n−1,n( ) t1,t2( )

Probn (loss) =
p∈Rn t1,t2( )

∑ I p,n( )

p ∈Rn t1,t2( )

Table 4.3  Representation of
unidirectional packet loss ratio
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decides which methods that are possible. Data
reduction is especially crucial for passive mea-
surements (packet traces and flow records) that
generate huge amounts of data. Large amounts
of measurement data should be transported with-
out any disturbance of the network operation.

As differentiation is introduced in IP networks,
the benefits and motivation to collect and anal-
yse measurement data will increase. The service
level agreements between various actors must
state precisely what is being measured and how
the measurements are performed. Since in a dif-
ferentiated services network the traffic is catego-
rized into flow types or priority classes, the per-
formance within each category must be mea-
sured. This can easily be achieved both by active
and passive measurements. However, it will be
more important to measure the performance of
real-time and premium services with strict per-
formance requirements than the best-effort ser-
vices. Thus, measurements of various granular-
ity may be needed for different service qualities.
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1  Introduction
A test platform is required for Quality of Service
testing in IP based networks that carry all types
of services. The services that are provided can
e.g. include Internet access, home office, tele-
phony, video and TV distribution. These ser-
vices have different traffic characteristics and
Quality of Service requirements and the IP net-
work will therefore require some support for dif-
ferentiated QoS provisioning. Such a test plat-
form should include generation of realistic traf-
fic and monitor functions that are able to study
the details of traffic streams in the network. This
paper presents a flexible test platform currently
being used for QoS performance testing in an
experimental, IP based, communication platform
that will provide differentiated services.

For the purpose of QoS testing of new applica-
tions and network mechanisms in IP networks,
a generator of controllable, re-producible, scal-
able, synthetic but realistic traffic is required.
This is the motivation for the development of
GenSyn – a generator of synthetic IP traffic
implemented in Java. The generator will typi-
cally produce traffic in a controlled testbed en-
vironment where there are few real users and a
corresponding low traffic load. Realistic, con-
trollable, and reproducible background traffic

load is of great importance in order to test the
QoS of new applications, i.e. interactive video.
In addition, to increase the understanding and
get experience with the configuration of new
QoS network mechanisms the network must
be offered a high load of heterogeneous traffic
mixture.

Besides generating traffic, a set of performance
parameters must be monitored to study the ser-
vice performance defined at IP layer or transport
layer (UDP/TCP), or even higher layers, e.g. for
real-time services the parameters can be IP
packet delay, jitter and loss, while the quality of
TCP connections can be measured as throughput
at TCP or IP layers. Other performance charac-
teristics can be derived based on these parame-
ters, e.g. the service availability can be defined
as the state where the end-to-end delay is less
than a specified limit, and the measurement
accumulates the fraction of the time the system
is in this state. A flexible measurement set-up
has been achieved by deploying PCs dedicated
to passively monitor traffic using specialized
hardware, so-called DAG PCI cards. However,
the specification of a measurement and monitor-
ing platform depends on what performance
parameters that are to be observed.

A Distributed Test Environment for IP
Performance Evaluation
P O U L  E .  H E E G A A R D  A N D  B R Y N J A R  Å .  V I K E N

As input to IP Traffic Engineering it is required to conduct measurement both on live networks and test

networks. This paper presents a distributed test platform currently being used for QoS performance test-

ing in an experimental, IP based communication platform that will provide differentiated services. The

measurement platform developed for QoS tests consists of two main components; (i) DAG monitors to

derive performance measures like end-to-end packet loss and one-way packet delay accurately, and (ii)

GenSyn, a Java-based traffic generator running on dedicated PCs. This testbed configuration is a very

flexible platform that opens for doing many exciting and controlled QoS performance evaluation mea-

surements in an IP network.

Most testbeds have no, or very low traffic load, so traffic generators are required. The traffic mixture that

is generated by GenSyn is controllable, reproducible, synthetic traffic according to an aggregation of

stochastic application models. Currently available are models of web and FTP clients that generate TCP

traffic by downloading pages and files from actual web servers, and models that generate UDP traffic

from a video server (using MPEG), from voice over IP (VoIP), and in a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) stream.

Besides generating traffic, there is a need for accurate traffic measurements in order to derive perfor-

mance measures like unidirectional end-to-end packet loss and delay. This has been achieved by

deploying PCs dedicated to traffic monitoring using specialized hardware, so-called DAG PCI cards. 

For the purpose of QoS testing of new applications and network mechanisms in IP networks, several

test scenarios are defined. The scenarios specify the application mixture (VoIP, VoD, FTP, web, TV,

etc.) and/or protocol mixture (TCP, UDP), load level, traffic matrix, and network configuration (DiffServ,

Best Effort etc.). 

The experiences from running experiments in such a distributed test environment revealed a need for a

support system assisting the analysts in setting up the experiments, collecting data, and post process-

ing it. Such support functions are under development and are briefly presented in this paper.
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In this paper, the GenSyn measurement platform
is described. In Section 2 details about the Gen-
Syn traffic generator are given. The general
modelling framework of GenSyn is described in
Section 2.1, while Section 2.2 contains the cur-
rent available interface modules and examples of
source models; including FTP client, VoIP and a
combined user model. In Section 2.3 the imple-
mentation details of GenSyn are given and per-
formance constraints are discussed. Section 3
describes details of a distributed test platform
and different test scenarios, including examples
of results. Section 4 describes support systems
for conducting distributed experiments, GenSyn
Designer for setting up an experiment, and Gen-
Syn DataReporter for post-processing of mea-
surement data. Finally, the paper closes with
some general remarks and a list of ongoing and
further work in Section 5.

2  GenSyn – a Java-based
Traffic Generator

2.1  The Modelling Framework
Different source modelling approaches can be
considered to describe a typical Internet source:

• Trace – replay of recorded stream of IP pack-
ets, i.e. a stream of IP packets obtained from
measurements is replayed and offered to the
test network (e.g. replay of a tcpdump-file).
If the recorded stream contains traffic from
elastic sources (e.g. TCP connections) the
replay will not be representative unless the
congestion situation in the network is exactly
the same. This will rarely be the case in a net-
work with a mixture of traffic streams.

• Aggregate generator (“black box”) – genera-
tion of IP packets according to a parametric
stochastic process. If a recorded aggregate of
packets from elastic sources is used to deter-
mine the parameters of the model, the same
problem as described in Trace above will still
be present.

• User behaviour model (“white box”) – genera-
tion of IP packets from physically based
source models. More detailed measurements
than for the two other approaches are required.
However, the parameters in the model reflect
the user behaviour and hence it is straightfor-
ward to change the model if e.g. the number
of sources is changed.

For generation of traffic in IP based testbeds
both user behaviour models, see e.g. [MTW99],
[ChLi99], [Vic98], [Ake99], [BaCr98], and
bulk-transfers, e.g. tTCP [MTW99], are being
used. GenSyn combines the user behaviour
approach with bulk-transfer of data via commu-
nication streams. Application of stochastic user
behaviour models described by state diagrams
introduces flexibility, scalability, and physically
interpretable model parameters. This part of the
modelling framework is similar to ideas used in
a former ATM traffic generator, called ATM100
or STG [HMM93]. However, instead of devel-
oping a specialized hardware instrument, Gen-
Syn applies modern Web- and Java-technology
and exploits the Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP)
that is already available. This means that the
generator is only a software process that imitates
the user behaviour and dynamically controls
the creation and deletion of one or more links
(threads) to physical HTTP- and TCP-connec-
tions. The generator is not only a simulator; it
generates real IP packets that flow through a
real (test) IP network.

This section describes the fundaments of Gen-
Syn and the flexible modelling framework with
a few examples of use.

2.1.1  Multi-level Stochastic Behaviour
The models described using the GenSyn frame-
work will attempt to reproduce the inner work-
ings of the physical source. This includes many
stochastic processes, both human, environmen-
tal, and communication equipment. An example
of the variety of activity levels in a source is

Figure 1  Load generation in
an IP test environment
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illustrated in Figure 2. The example is originally
from ATM [Helv95], but this general multi-level
behaviour is independent of the communication
technology. Consider for instance a telephony
user. The user is present (at the office) {end-user
present level}, he is making a phone call {con-
nection level}, during the call he is speaking and
listening {dialogue level}, when he is speaking
he sends voice and takes short breaks {burst
level}, when voice is sent it is wrapped in pack-
ets {packet level}, each packet is segmented into
cells {cell level}. The last two levels are tech-
nology dependent. The typical time constants
involved on various levels are indicated in the
table in Figure 2. Hence, the aggregated packet
or cell stream that can be observed on the trans-
port or cell level will have a communication pat-
tern that is generated as a result of many inter-
acting stochastic processes with different time
constants. In [HeHo95] and [WTSW97] this
multilevel superposition of stochastic processes
with different time constants is considered to
be an explanation of the observed self-similar
behaviour observed in aggregated traffic streams
(packet or cell level) on the Internet [LTWW94].

The aggregated stream will be a heterogeneous
mixture of traffic from various sources where
each source will be influenced by user be-
haviour, equipment and protocols, see Figure 2.

User behaviour:
• The end user behaviour – set-up/disconnect a

session, application mixture (web browsing,
software downloads, chat, games, email,
streaming (video, audio));

• User-network interaction – slow variation,
interest/impatience, takes a break and returns
later due to congestion, cost, etc.;

• Variation in information stream – e.g. variable
video coding (MPEG).

Equipment and protocols:
• End user equipment constraints – access

capacity, processor capacity, disk, video
coding processing;

• Communication system constraints – buffer
space, transmission capacity, router capacity;

• Network mechanisms – routing strategies,
priorities (DiffServ), weighted fair queuing,
resource reservations (RSVP, IntServ);

• Protocols – e.g. TCP congestion control and
avoidance.

2.1.2  Linking Stochastic User Behaviour
Models to Real Communication
Streams

GenSyn models the user behaviour in a state
based source model, while the communication
systems are not modelled. The equipment con-
straints and protocol behaviour are automatically
included through the linking of the stochastic
processes to the built-in protocol stack on the
workstation. This means that no incorrect
assumptions about the protocols or network
mechanisms will be made, it is for instance not
necessary to know the details about the MPEG
coding or the TCP slow start mechanisms.

In general it can be said that the modelling
framework combines the better of two worlds,
it gets the flexibility and scalability of state dia-
gram description with composition of users com-
bined with the accuracy of protocol and network
behaviour by using the actual protocol instead of
a model.

Figure 2  Illustration of
different activity levels in a

source [Helv95]
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2.1.2.1  Division of State Space
Figure 3 shows a principal sketch of the mod-
elling framework to illustrate the linking of a
composite state space description and the proto-
col stack. This efficient combination is accom-
plished by dividing the modelling state space
into:

• Stochastic state space, ΩS, where the stochas-
tic user behaviour is described by a state
machine where each state can contain a collec-
tion (composition) of many users1); and

• Communication state space, ΩC, which is a
“placeholder” for the users that are waiting for
response from the communication system.

All transitions from the stochastic to the commu-
nication state space, ΩS → ΩC, will instantiate
an interface module that creates a communica-
tion stream to and/or from the workstation.
A communication stream is either a TCP con-
nection or a stream of UDP datagrams. The user
that instantiated the communication stream will
be placed in a communication state and stay
there until the communication is completed.
Hence, a transition from the communication

state space back to the stochastic state space,
ΩC → ΩS, is initiated on completion of commu-
nication and the corresponding pointer to the
interface module is removed.

The number of states will not change during
the evolution of the generator process; only the
number of users in each state will change. All
states need an attribute for the current number of
users in each state, and the communication states
need an additional attribute for the storage of
information about the user (or process) identities
that await a communication stream to complete.
Hence, only a modest increase in the generator
process is observed as the number of users
increases. This solution is chosen to optimise the
scalability against the accuracy in the protocol
modelling.

2.1.2.2  Notation
The following notation will be used:

• ΩS – stochastic state space

• ΩC – communication state space

• Ω – global state space, ΩS ∪ ΩC

• m – state vector, m = {mi}i∈Ω

• mi – number of users in state i

• Ii – identity vector of users with an open
communication stream in state i ∈ ΩS

• θi,j – state transition rate from state i to state
j, i ∈ ΩS

• θi – total transition rate in state i, i ∈ ΩS,
θi = Σj∈Ω θi,j

• E(Ti) – expected sojourn time E(Ti) =
1 / (θimi), i ∈ ΩS

In Figure 4, the notation is shown in an example
demonstrating the division of state space and the
links to the interface modules.

2.1.2.3  Stochastic State Model – the
Behaviour of a Single Source

A finite state continuous time Markov process
describes the user behaviour. A general state has
the following attributes:

• a state identifier, i;

• number of users mi in state i;

Figure 4  The modelling
framework: division of state
space

1) The state model has to be (semi-)Markovian, i.e. each state sojourn time must be negative exponentially distributed, in order to make
the composition of users in each state.
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• a state sojourn time distribution (negative
exponential distribution);

• list of transition rates, θi,j, and probabilities,
pi,j = θi,j / θi;

• list of neighbour states, i.e. states that can be
reached in one transition from state i.

A state model is semi-Markovian if all states
have state sojourn times that are negative expo-
nential distributed, or if neither of the states in
the model have more than one non-exponential
sojourn time. In case of a state with non-expo-
nential time distribution, an approximation by a
phase-type distribution is feasible by substituting
this state with a combination of states that have
negative exponential time distributions. This
means it is possible to model state sojourn times
that follow a hyper-exponential, hypo-exponen-
tial, or Coxian distribution. All these distribu-
tions are a combination of states with negative
exponentially distributed state sojourn times.

When all state sojourn times are exponential,
the procedure described in Algorithm 1 can be
applied to determine the next stochastic event.
Observe, however, if a communication stream is
completed while waiting for the next scheduled
stochastic event to occur, an immediate state
change will occur caused by closing the commu-
nication stream, see Algorithm 2 for further
details.

2.1.2.4 Communication State Model
– Link to the Network

The communication states are the “placeholders”
for all users that currently have an open commu-
nication stream. In the case where TCP is used
for transmission of packets (e.g. using the FTP
or web model), the states sojourn times, Ti, i ∈

ΩC, for all users in the communication states are
fully determined by the behaviour of the under-
lying communication system, i.e. the perfor-
mance of the end user equipment, protocols, net-
work mechanisms. Using UDP for transmission,
the state sojourn times are stochastically deter-
mined by the distribution included in the corre-
sponding interface module (e.g. CBR, VoIP, or
mpeg). However, in both TCP and UDP cases a
user will be “locked” in the communication state
as long as the communication stream is open,
and immediately be removed when the stream is
closed. Hence, for user x the transition from state
i in ΩC to state j in ΩS is considered to be a con-
ditional transition, i.e.

(1)

where state i ∈ ΩC and state j ∈ ΩS.

In the communication states a relation, e.g. a
process identity, to all opened communication
streams must exist. When a communication
stream is opened and a new user enters state i,
i ∈ ΩC, the process identity of the interface
module related to this state transition needs to
be stored. For this purpose an identity vector Ii

is added as a new attribute to the communication
states in addition to the list in Section 2.2.3.
When a communication stream is closed, e.g.
when a file is downloaded, an instantaneous
state transition will occur, and a user leaves this
communication state (mi – 1). Observe that the
number of users in state i equals the number of
elements in the identity vector in state i, mi = |Ii|.
The identity vector, Ii, is implemented as a list of
pointers (process identities) to open communica-
tion streams.

In Algorithm 2 the addition to Algorithm 1 is
given to handle both stochastic events and
events triggered upon completion of a commu-
nication stream.

The state sojourn time in a communication state
may depend on the current congestion situation
in the underlying network. In the case of down-
loading web pages, the congestion, the size and
location of the requested page will contribute to
the sojourn time. Furthermore, for web- and
FTP-downloads an impatience factor is defined

θi, j x( ) =
∞ comm.stream opened by x is closed

0 comm.stream opened by x is open

⎛

⎝
⎜

1

mi

Θi,j1

no of users
in instate/

Θi,j2

state
identifier

Algorithm 1: Update the state vector when
the next event is a stochastic event in WS

(i) Sample the time T to next event in WS, the

expected value is

(ii) Wait T

(iii) Sample which state i ∈ WS where the next

event took place, the probability is

(iv) Sample the next state j from state i, the

probability is pi,j = qi,j / qi

(v) Move a user from state i to state j by

updating the mi – 1 and mj + 1.

θimi / θ jm jj∈ΩS
∑( )

E(T ) = 1 / θ jm jj∈ΩS
∑( )
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for each communication state. This enables the
definition of an upper limit on the time spent in
the communication state. The impatience factor
is formulated as a condition of θi,j(x) in (1), and
its randomness is defined in the stochastic part
of the source model.

2.2  Model Template Examples
This section demonstrates the applicability and
the flexibility of the modelling framework by
describing the model templates that have been
developed using the GenSyn framework. First
the interface modules currently available are
described, followed by two examples of model
templates that imitate web and VoIP user be-
haviours and a model that combines these. The
interface modules handle the actual communi-
cation through the IP network.

The framework of GenSyn is not limited to these
models, and can easily describe other state ori-
ented models, or change the model parameters.
Finally, Section 2.2.3 includes an example of a
packet trace collected at a single point in a test
network viewing packets generated from several
GenSyn processes running a mixture of FTP and
voice models.

2.2.1  Available Interface Modules
To make it easy to build new models and create
realistic traffic mixtures a set of different inter-
face modules is developed – including e.g. a
module for downloading and reading web pages,
a module for sending a deterministic stream of
UDP, and a module for sending a stream of UDP
packets determined by the content of a trace file,
e.g. an mpeg coded video stream. This section
describes some of the details in these modules.

2.2.1.1  Web Module – a Web Browser
The web module is a simplistic web-browser
that downloads web pages from actual web
servers. The browser downloads the source file
of the web page, parses this, and downloads the
embedded objects (e.g. images and java applets)
identified on this page. These are also down-
loaded, in parallel with each other and in parallel
with the download of the web source file.

The url addresses are randomly chosen from a list
of 2500 addresses from all over the world. This
list can easily be changed. For example, as an
option, GenSyn offers to dynamically check and
update the url list as the generator is running and
new pages are visited. This is done by inclusion
of some, or all, of the href addresses found when
parsing through the source file of a web page.

The download time per web page is constrained
by the transport protocol and the network and
server conditions. In addition, GenSyn allows
the user to set a time-out parameter, impatience
time, that sets the maximum limit of the down-
load time.

2.2.1.2  Ftp Module – Download a File
The FTP interface module uses http to download
a file. The file can be downloaded from any
machine that is set up as a web server and read
directly into the memory on the receiving
machine, i.e. the machine that is hosting the
GenSyn process running the FTP client. In con-
trast to the web interface module in Section
2.2.1.1, see also [Heeg00], the FTP module adds
very little to the download time due to process-
ing in GenSyn, and hence the download time is
constrained by the server responses and transfer
delays. Similar to the web module, the impa-
tience time is also a parameter in the FTP mod-
ule. See Section 4.2 for discussion of GenSyn
constraints.

The pointer to the files that can be downloaded
by the FTP interface module are given as url
addresses in a separate parameter list as input.
This list is in a text file that can easily be
changed and hence the user of GenSyn can cre-
ate any empirical file distribution. As an exam-
ple, the FTP client in the experiment in this
paper randomly selects its files from the file size
distribution (i.e. not the IP packet distribution)
depicted in Figure 5 with an average size of
154 kbytes (adopted from [Dan92]). 

2.2.1.3  Mpeg Module – Sending UDP
Packets According to Trace Data

The mpeg module was developed to have a mod-
ule that can read a stream of numbers represent-
ing a variable bitrate coded video trace, convert
to udp packets and send it to a given address. In
general this module can take any file that con-

Algorithm 2: Update the state vector when
the next event is an event in WC

(i) Sample the time T to next event in WS as

described in step (i) of Algorithm 1.

(ii) If (∃k ∈ WC) ∧ (Tk < T), i.e. a communica-

tion stream is closed before the time T

elapses, then replace step (iii) of Algorithm

1 with the following:

(iii) The next event takes place in state k in

WC where k is the first stream closed, i.e.

Step (iv) and (v) are the same steps as in

Algorithm 1 except that the pi,j is given as

parameters because they cannot be derived

from the conditional rate qi,j(x) which is now

either ∞ or 0.

k = i i ∈ΩC ∧ Ti = min j∈ΩC
T j( )( )⎧⎨⎩

⎫⎬⎭
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tains a stream of numbers as an input. The num-
bers are interpreted as the number of bits that are
to be put into a datagram (udp packet) the next
period. The module takes as parameters the
(fixed) maximum size of the datagram and the
(fixed) duration of each period. If the number of
bits in the trace file for one period does not fit
into one packet, several packets are created and
sent back-to-back.

As an example of use, let the trace file be the
streams of MPEG-1 coded video sequences
made available by Oliver Rose [Rose95]. Each
video trace contains n video frames X = {X1, X2,
..., Xn} (n = 40000). A video frame will then be
the sending period. A frame consists of a vari-
able number of bits using MPEG coding and the
most common Group of Picture pattern
IPPBPPBPPBPPB, see Figure 6.

The Xi bits in video frame i are converted to Yi

UDP packets of NP bytes, i.e.
A new video frame is sent every TP and the size
of the video frame is given by the current posi-
tion in the MPEG trace.

All Yi UDP packets in position i are sent back-
to-back at maximum line speed. A video is ran-
domly, and uniformly, selected among the
K = 19 different video streams that are available.
The packet size NP and interference time TF are
parameters that can be set by the scenario de-
signer. Default values are set to NP = 1024 bytes
and TF = 40 ms.

Although this module originally uses a set of
MPEG-1 coded video sequences it is very sim-
ple to e.g. use MPEG-2 traces instead, as long as
the resulting input trace files have the same for-
mat as X. In fact, any trace with the format of X
applies. It is also easy to change the size of UDP

packets, and the time between each video frame.
This is very convenient when investigating the
sensitivity and importance of e.g. video coding
techniques and frame segmentation.

2.2.1.4  VoIP and CBR Modules – Sending
Constant Stream of Fixed Sized
Packets

Both the VoIP and the CBR (from the term con-
stant bit rate) interface modules send a determin-
istic stream of packets, i.e. a stream of equally
sized packets with a constant inter-packet arrival
time. Hence, the packet pattern is characterized
by the packet size Np (not included overhead like
8 byte UDP header and 20 byte IP header) and
the (constant) time between packets, Tp. This
gives a bitrate of (excluded overhead) 8Np / Tp.
Figure 7 shows an example of a packet pattern
generating a 64 kbit/s stream, or 8 packets per
second (pps).

Figure 6  MPEG coded video:
An example of a Group of

Picture pattern

Figure 7  An example of a
64 kbit/s streaming of udp

datagrams for the constant
packet source

Figure 5  An example of a file
size distribution used by the

FTP interface module
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The VoIP is a specialisation of the CBR module
where the stream of packets has random breaks.
Both the time between breaks and the break
duration follow a negative exponential distribu-
tion. The VoIP module was created to model
silence suppression in an audio stream as intro-
duced and described in [Brad69].

2.2.1.5  Overview of Interface Modules
In Table 1 is given an overview of the current
set of interface modules. New modules will be
developed as requested by new models in new
traffic scenarios.

2.2.2  Example of a User Behaviour Model
In Section 2.1 the modelling framework of Gen-
Syn was described. The two-layered modelling
consists of a flexible and scalable state diagram
approach for describing the user-behaviour and
the interface modules described in the previous
sections. This means that on top of the interface
modules that were introduced in the previous
section many source models can be described.
In [Heeg01] descriptions can be found of an FTP
client that uses the FTP module and a voice
model that uses either the VoIP (for modelling
of silence suppression) or the CBR module. In
[Heeg00] models of a web and video server are
given.

In this section a model that combines the FTP
and voice models from [Heeg01] will be briefly
described to demonstrate another aspect of the
flexibility of the GenSyn framework, namely the
ability to use more than one interface module in
the same model. First the descriptions of the
FTP and voice models from [Heeg01] are
repeated before the complete combined model is
given.

2.2.2.1  The FTP Client
The overall model of the FTP clients describes
the user behaviour within and between sessions
by the 3-state model in Figure 8. A session is
essentially the same as the web sessions defined
in [Vic98] as a sequence of packets with less
than 30 minutes between two consecutive file
requests. The following states are defined:

• Idle – the user is in-between sessions.

• Read – the user reads the downloaded web
page or a file and considers what to do next,
download another one, or close the session?

• Download – the user opens a connection to a
url address, randomly selected from a list of
addresses, and downloads this page or file. In
the web interface module the page is parsed
and all corresponding image files and applets
are downloaded.

Module Protocol Source Source Destination Destination Packet Packet Send 
IP port IP port size interarrival period

Mpeg Udp Fixed, Random, Random Parameter Frame size Frame Random,
given uniform from IP from is interarrival neg. exp.
by the in (25000, address parameter parameter is parameter distributed
machine 30000] list file from from

parameter parameter
file file

Cbr Udp Fixed, Random, Random Parameter Parameter Parameter Random,
given uniform from IP from from from neg. exp.
by the in (30000, address parameter parameter parameter distributed
machine 35000] list file file file

VoIP Udp Fixed, Random, Random Parameter Parameter Parameter Random,
given uniform from IP from from from neg. exp.
by the in (20000, address parameter parameter parameter distributed
machine 25000] list file file file

Web http-tcp Fixed, Random, Random Fixed, Parameter, Variable, Variable,
given given from 80, 90 file size given constrained
by the by http url list is given by tcp/ip by the
machine by web behaviour network

page size and
in url list servers

FTP http-tcp Fixed, Random, Random Fixed, Parameter, Variable, Variable,
given given from 80, 90 file size given constrained
by the by http file list is given by tcp/ip by the
machine in file list behaviour network

and
servers

Table 1  Characteristics of
the current available set of
interface modules
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The Idle and Read states are stochastic states.
The state sojourn times of these two states are
sampled from a probability density distribution.
Each user that starts to download a file enters the
Download communication state. A pointer to the
interface module that handles the communica-
tion stream is added to the identity vector of
Download, Idownload. When the file, and all its
content (text, images, applets), is downloaded,
the interface module closes the connection and
removes itself from Idownload and the user returns
to the Read state. The modelling framework
enables the (random) setting of an upper limit
of the download time, the impatience factor.
This factor allows the connection to be closed
before the entire web page is downloaded.

The parameters of the state model are extracted
from the work described in [Vic98] where an
aggregated stream of HTTP connections was
separated and broken into web sessions.

• Time sequence of file downloads – The Idle
state uses the web session separator criterion
as the expected sojourn time 
TIdle ~ neg.exp. (γ); 1 / γ = 30 ⋅ 60 = 1800 [sec.].

• Time between requests – Within a web session
the mean time between requests is  

–
X 42.8

[sec.] with a coefficient of variation equal to
S /

–
X = 2.9. This means that the Read state in

the overall model is not negative exponential
distributed (in that case the S / 

–
X = 1). This

state is therefore substituted by a hyper-expo-
nential distribution with 4 branches, each with
different time constants. The parameters are
determined to fit the truncated-Pareto model
used in [Vic98].

Substituting the Read state with four sub-states
to model the hyper exponential distribution, the
complete model and the model parameters are
given in Figure 8.

2.2.2.2  The Voice Model
The voice model that is described does not
include control traffic, i.e. call set-up and dis-
connection signalling. The VoIP model uses a
simplified model of a telephony user. The media
stream is uni-directional, i.e. the A and B parties
are included in the same model but no synchro-
nisation (two-way communication) between the
two parties exists.

The user behaviour model consists of two states
as illustrated in Figure 9:

• Idle: A source generates three calls per hour
and each call is generated according to a
Poisson process;

• Connect: The call duration time follows a
negative exponential distribution with average
of three minutes.

2.2.2.3  The Complete and Combined Model
The two models can be combined on one
machine by running either
• two processes, one with FTP and one with

voice; or

• one process where the user behaviour state
description is combined into one model.

In the current case, the simplest, and probably
the most efficient approach is to run two pro-
cesses. Even so, this section will look at a com-

Figure 10  Model with two
interface modules
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bination to demonstrate that a model can use
more than one interface module.

To combine the two models, a common state
needs to be identified. In this example the Idle
state is an obvious choice. As an implicit
assumption a single user instance in this com-
bined model cannot be both downloading a file
and sending an audio stream at the same time,
but the model can contain many users so the pro-
cess may have many FTP and voice connections
open at the same time. An illustration of the
combined model is given in Figure 10. Out of
the Idle state, the transitions that were described
for the separate models are unchanged. How-
ever, observe that the transition rates have to be
adjusted to provide the requested mixture of
TCP and UDP traffic.

2.2.3  Example of a Packet Trace from
GenSyn

To demonstrate the use of GenSyn, a packet
trace is captured on a single point in a test net-
work. The test network consists of four edge
routers connected in a ring topology. To these 4
edge routers there are ten PCs connected that are
running an instance of the GenSyn traffic gener-

ator with different models. A measurement pro-
cess is invoked on the interface between GenSyn
machine TG1 and TGx, x = 2, ..., 10, see Figure
11. All packets in both directions over this inter-
face are collected. The traffic generator, TG1, is
hosting a GenSyn process running the FTP
model, and hence TG1 sends requests and
receives files from TGx, x = 2, ..., 10 that acts as
file servers for TG1. At the same time, TG1 is
the file server for all machines TGx, x = 2,..., 10
that are running an FTP client process. In byte
volume, the traffic mixture consists of 85 %
TCP and 15 % UDP. A principal sketch of the
measurement set-up is given in Figure 11. More
details of the measurement platform are given in
Section 3.

All packets transmitted and received over the
measurement interface for a period of 1800 sec-
onds are collected by tcpdump. The packet trace
is post-processed and divided into bins of size
10 milliseconds where the number of bits in each
bin is calculated. This time series is denoted X(1).
Furthermore, the average traffic over blocksize
m bins forms the time series X(m). The variance
is calculated for various block sizes, Var(X(m)).
In Figure 12 the normalized variance, 
Var(X(m)) / Var(X(1)), is plotted for different
block sizes. The TCP and UDP traffic is split
into two curves and compared to the normalized
variance of Poisson process as a reference. The
plot shows slowly decaying variance for both
UDP and TCP.

It is important to emphasize that this experiment
is included for the purpose of demonstrating the
features of GenSyn only, and not to give a full
verification of the two model examples. In this
section the focus is the modelling framework of
GenSyn and characteristics and features of the
model examples are out of scope. Building good
models and verifying them is an important task
and should be treated much more thoroughly in
an additional study. However, GenSyn provides
a flexible means for modelling and allows the

Figure 11  Measurement
set-up and GenSyn model
deployment

Figure 12  Normalized
variance for average traffic
over block length 
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user to develop new models that have the char-
acteristics of interest. The FTP and VoIP models
are only two examples of what can be described
in the GenSyn modelling framework, see e.g.
[Heeg00] for additional examples.

2.3  Implementation and Constraints
The design of GenSyn had the following overall
requirements [HeLu99]:

• Portable – run on Windows, Linux, Unix, and
produce the same results.

• Distributed – run in parallel on several work-
stations – and be easy to distribute.

• Scalable – run many active users in parallel on
a single workstation.

The first two requirements made Java an attrac-
tive choice as the implementation language. Java
provides simple, high level, and well-defined
interfaces and methods for communication (via
APIs) with the underlying protocol stack. This
makes it fairly easy to create HTTP and TCP
connections and to send streams of UDP packets.

The flip side of the coin is that Java limits the
scalability of GenSyn due to two constraints:

• Time scheduling and granularity. The sleep
function in Java is inaccurate for time granu-
larity in milliseconds, and returns different
results on various platforms. This will limit
the number of users that can be defined in the
model because many users means short time
between events in a composite model. The
experience so far, running between 300 and
3000 web users on a single processor
machine, indicates that the generator running
on one workstation should limit the number
of users to keep the expected time between
stochastic events of at least 10 ms.

• Threads and memory. The number of parallel
threads that can be run on one single work-
station is limited by the available memory.
Hence, the GenSyn should be executed on a
dedicated workstation. This was expected to
be the critical restriction because it introduces
an upper limit to the number of simultaneous
communication streams, and hence the num-
ber of users in the model.

The following section presents a few results of
the performance of a single GenSyn process,
using a scenario generating both TCP and UDP
traffic by running a single instance on a dedi-
cated machine. Knowledge of these constraints
are important for instance while specifying a test
scenario.

2.3.1  The GenSyn Performance
Constraints

2.3.1.1  TCP Traffic – the Throughput
Constraints

The web interface module described in [Heeg00]
downloads and parses through web pages. This
puts a rather heavy burden on the processor and
will limit the scaling of a model that uses a web
module. The maximum number of simultaneous
sessions is limited by the ability to handle paral-
lel threads in the Java runtime environment. The
maximum number of sessions constrains the
number of users in a model and this will again
limit the throughput. To reduce this constraint
the FTP interface module was developed where
the web pages and files are simply downloaded
into memory and discarded without further
inspection. Hence, the downloading of pages
and files will be much less computer demanding
because the GenSyn program now only needs to
send a request for a page/file.

The throughput has been studied by use of the
FTP model as described in Section 2.2.2.1 with

Figure 13  The constraints of a
GenSyn process downloading

files to a single machine
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a different number of users. In a lightly loaded
scenario, i.e. where the number of sources in the
FTP models is small, it is very rare that more
than one simultaneous session is observed. In
that region, it is expected that the throughput is
increasing linearly with the number of users. In
Figure 13 the observed throughput is plotted as
a function of the number of users and compared
with a linear extrapolation of the increase
observed in the lightly loaded region. When the
load increases several simultaneous downloads
will occur and resource conflict, packet loss and
reduced throughput are observed. With simul-
taneous sessions the average download time
per page/file will increase. In Figure 13 it is
observed that when the download time increases,
due to simultaneous sessions or network conges-
tion, the throughput increase is less than linear.
From the linear extrapolation it is observed that
at approximately 5320 users the average offered
traffic is > 1. The TCP window mechanism is
activated and starts to regulate the rate for a
much lower load level and number of users than
this. To identify the exact point where the TCP
window mechanism is activated, it is necessary
to study e.g. the packet loss ratio.

The plot in Figure 13 shows that the throughput
decreases when the number of users is greater
than 8000. This is an indication that too many
threads are generated by the GenSyn process and
the processor capacity and memory size con-
straints will prevent the creation of new threads
with fewer downloads as the result. This is con-
firmed by the average download time that is
reduced in the same region which indicates that
there is less network congestion, and by looking
at the number of downloaded files during the
experiment period – it is increasing up to 8000
and then decreasing.

Finally, observe that a single instance of GenSyn
was able to model 8000 FTP clients that gener-
ated (received) an average TCP load of 61
Mbit/s through a 100 Mbit/s interface.

The number of users modelled by one GenSyn
process running the FTP model is constrained
by:

• Size of memory for temporal storage of down-
loaded files, and handling simultaneous
threads;

• Interface card and network equipment
(hub/switch/router) that will cause traffic

congestion and increase download times
and decrease throughput;

• Processing time for managing the dynamics
of the finite state machine;

• Transmission capacity between FTP client
and server;

• Server performance where the download files
are located.

On a moderate PC configuration (600 MHz Pen-
tium III, 512 Mbytes RAM, Fast Ethernet inter-
face) the TCP throughput is constrained by the
network or interface card. Hence, the TCP win-
dow mechanism reduces the throughput due to
congestion (the offered load is greater than the
capacity) before the handling of multi-threads
becomes a problem.

2.3.1.2  UDP Traffic – the Packet
Generation Constraints

The processing involved with downloading the
web pages and files are moderate compared with
transmitting UDP packets as required by the
CBR, MPEG, and VoIP interface modules.
Several experiments have been conducted to get
more insight into how the memory size and pro-
cessing capacity constrain the performance of
GenSyn. The network capacity is not an issue
for UDP models because GenSyn transmits
packets to a specific IP address without consid-
ering the congestion situation inside the net-
work, or in fact it does not even require a route
to the host2).

The results from a few experiments conducted
by a student [And01] are given in Figure 143).
The number of packets sent per second (pps) is
plotted for a different number of users in a Gen-
Syn model running on a single machine. For all
three model examples it is observed that the
packet rate grows linearly as the number of users
increases up to a certain point where the han-
dling of threads in the Java runtime environment
becomes too heavy for the processor (Pentium
III 600 MHz), see Figure 14 for details. The size
of the memory (512 Mbytes) is sufficient and
will not limit the number of parallel threads. The
unconstrained curves are determined by finding
the expected number of users in the Connect
state, and calculating the packet stream rate
generated by each interface modules.

2) Some problems have been observed with ICMP messages from the destination machine stating “port
unreachable”. These messages were ignored in Windows, but had to be filtered out in Linux.

3) Each point in the plots is from a single experiment. However, replicated experiments showed that
the variance was very small.
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It is important to emphasize that all observations
indicate that it is the processor capacity that lim-
its the packet rate (pps) generated from a single
instance of the GenSyn process. Increasing the
packet size, constrained by the socket buffer
size, or the interface card, can increase the bit
rate generated. In the case of VoIP in (c), the pps
is plotted for different numbers of users for two
models of an 8 kbit/s voice channel. In the first
case, 10 byte packets sent every 10 ms, it is
observed that the GenSyn process reaches its
limit at approx. 8500 pps (2.5 Mbit/s incl. 28
bytes overhead) with 3000 users on one
machine. The similar observations for the sec-
ond case where 100 byte packets are sent 100 ms
apart, the limit is 2400 pps (2.4 Mbit/s incl. 28
bytes overhead) with 8000 users. The processor
capacity is the critical constraint. The exact
number of users specifying the knee point is
dependent on the hardware the GenSyn process
is running on.

It is observed that the activity rate in the finite
state machine (the number of state transitions

Figure 14  The constraints of a GenSyn process generating UDP packets from a single machine
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per time) influences the packet generation effi-
ciency. For example by decreasing the activity
rate in a two state CBR model by a factor of ten,
the packet rate constraint for a large number of
users was increased from 3000 to 4500 packets
per second.

Summing up, the major constraints while run-
ning a UDP model are

• The handling of simultaneous threads;

• Processing time for managing the dynamics
of the finite state machine.

3  A Distributed Test Platform
GenSyn is currently being used for QoS perfor-
mance testing in an experimental, IP based com-
munication platform that will provide differenti-
ated services. To test its QoS mechanisms, a
controllable, and reproducible, mixture of traffic
streams with different characteristics is essential.
This traffic mixture is generated by GenSyn
using the source models currently available and
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described by the framework of GenSyn. This
includes models of web and FTP clients that
generate TCP traffic by downloading pages and
files from actual web servers, and models that
generate UDP traffic from a video server (using
MPEG), from voice over IP (VoIP), and in a
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) stream.

Besides generating traffic, there is a need for
accurate traffic measurements in order to derive
performance measures like unidirectional end-
to-end packet loss and delay. This has been
achieved by deploying PCs dedicated to traffic
monitoring using specialized hardware, so-called
DAG PCI cards. Section 3.1 describes the Gen-
Syn measurement platform developed for QoS
testing of IP networks.

A test scenario defines the application and proto-
col mixture, load level, traffic matrix and net-
work configuration (DiffServ, Best Effort, etc.).
Several test scenarios have been defined for test-
ing of the QoS mechanisms in an IP network.
The design of GenSyn test scenarios is presented

in Section 3.3 and examples of results that can
be obtained from such an experiment are found
in Section 3.4.

3.1  An Overview of the Measurement
Platform

The GenSyn traffic generator is used in dis-
tributed experiments with traffic generators run-
ning on several dedicated machines in the net-
work being tested. Because GenSyn is imple-
mented in Java, very little measurement func-
tionality is included on a per IP packet basis.
Instead, the measurement platform is based on
dedicated monitors, counters at the interface
cards (to monitor the routing and load balance),
and specialized equipment for generation and
analyzation like Smartbits.

Figure 15 shows the GenSyn test topology used
for QoS testing of an experimental IP network.
The figure illustrates all major components
including both GenSyn machines and dedicated
monitoring machines. The GenSyn PCs execute

Figure 15  GenSyn experiment
platform for IP networks
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the GenSyn traffic generator processes while
DAG monitors (probes) collect the IP packet
traces.

3.2  Using Passive Measurements
and DAG Cards

Passive measurement data is collected by
observing real packets at selected measurement
points. The method captures information con-
tained in the various fields of the packet header.
As opposed to active measurements, this
approach is non-intrusive and ideally the mea-
surement process does not disturb the operation
of the network. Unlike active measurements,
passive measurements can gather detailed infor-
mation about every packet by tracing (taking a
copy of) every packet sent and received. The
obvious drawback of this method is that the col-
lection of raw packet traces from high capacity
networks creates huge data volumes.

The measurement instrumentation for QoS test-
ing of IP networks deploys dedicated PCs placed
at strategic locations that passively collect mea-
surement data. These PCs are synchronized by
GPS. The motivations for using dedicated moni-
tors with specialized interface boards to pas-
sively capture synchronized packet traces were
as follows:

• The measurements should not interfere with
the traffic generation or the operation of the
network being tested.

• Highly accurate timestamps are needed to
measure unidirectional delay precisely.

• The monitor must be able to capture packet
traces without losing any information even at
a high load.

Optionally, each traffic generator could have run
software like tcpdump to capture packet traces.
However, this approach has several limitations
including:

• The generation of timestamps in software is
inaccurate;

• The measurements would impact the traffic
generation;

• The packet capturing software (tcpdump) has
been observed to lose information when the
load is high.

Each monitor PC has two DAG3.2E Fast Ether-
net interface boards [Dag] specialized for captur-
ing packet traces. The DAG cards generate a 64
byte record for each packet received. The record
contains Ethernet, IP and transport layer header
information together with a timestamp as illus-
trated in Figure 16.

Packets are tapped from a Fast Ethernet inter-
faces to a DAG interface board using an Ether-
net switch, as shown in Figure 17. The clocks
of the DAG interface boards have a very high
clock precision and are synchronized by GPS
receivers. Hence, synchronisation of the time-
stamp clocks in the microsecond range is
achieved.

Figure 16  DAG data format
over 10/100 Mb/s Ethernet
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The DAG monitors are located such that every
packet sent and received by the GenSyn traffic
generators are captured. The location of moni-
tors is shown in Figure 15. This instrumentation
enables accurate measurements to be taken of
necessary performance metrics like throughput,
unidirectional delay and loss.

3.3  Test Scenario Example
In order to describe the main deployment of
GenSyn, this section will describe a complete
scenario where the objective is to test the QoS
of various service classes under different QoS
support strategies. The focus is on the end-to-
end performance, particularly for the real-time
classes. Several traffic scenarios should be
defined for testing of the QoS mechanisms
in an IP network. In this section the different
components of the scenarios are described:

• Type of application (Web, FTP, VoIP, MPEG,
CBR, etc.);

• Network configuration (best effort, differenti-
ation);

• Protocol mixture (UDP/TCP ratio);

• Load level;

• Routing (balanced or single bottleneck).

3.3.1  The GenSyn Application Models
The following models are currently available in
the GenSyn framework.

TCP traffic – adjusts to the network perfor-
mance (slow-start window mechanism)
• Web – a model of users (clients) that down-

load web-pages with all their content (inclu-
sive applets and images) from real web
servers all over the world. The url addresses
are found in a parameter list of predefined
addresses that may dynamically be updated
as the experiment evolves.

• FTP – a model of users (clients) that down-
load real files from a server. The files are
specified in a parameter list of files.

UDP traffic – no network performance adapta-
tion at transport level
• VoIP – a model of the information/media

stream from VoIP users. It sends a determin-
istic stream of packets (fixed size and inter
packet arrival time) from each of the active
users. The model does not include the call
set-up and disconnection phases.

• MPEG – a model of a video server that is
sending MPEG-1 coded video sequences
[Rose95]. All video frames are converted to a
number of fixed sized IP packets sent back to
back. The interframe distance is a parameter
with a default value as recommended by the
MPEG-1 codex standard. The clients are
implicitly modelled only as incoming requests.

• CBR – a model of a multiplex of deterministic
streams of packets with phase shifts.

New models can be defined on request, and the
current models can easily be changed if this is
requested. In Figure 18 snapshots from the Gen-
Syn visualizer are included. The figure illus-
trates that GenSyn can generate packet flows
with very different traffic characteristics.

3.3.2  QoS Mechanisms and Service
Differentiation

There is a trend towards building communica-
tion platforms for integration of a great variety
of applications with different traffic characteris-
tics and users with different Quality of Service
requirements. There is a trend in networking
towards Full Service Network, i.e. a network for
all types of services. The various services and
applications need to be treated differently, and
hence some means for service differentiation is
required with different support for traffic man-
agement and control. In an IP based network
such differentiation and management techniques
are still a research topic. The proposed, and

a) FTP trace b) VoIP trace

c) CBR trace d) MPEG trace

Figure 18  Snapshot of 4
traces captured from the
visualizer in GenSyn
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implemented, mechanisms and methods (e.g.
DiffServ) need to be studied carefully. Several
approaches can be chosen for differentiation
of services, e.g. according to

• Real time requirements – no (best effort),
weak (audio/video streaming), and hard
(telephony, interactive video); or 

• Willingness to pay – economy (free/cheap,
only connectivity requirements), business
(inexpensive, minimum guaranteed level on
QoS requirements) and first class (expensive,
hard QoS requirements).

The service differentiation is part of a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) that will exist between
end-users, network providers, service providers,
and content providers. In order to provide (and
observe) different QoS performance, some
mechanisms and methods are required in the net-
work. To test the implemented mechanisms of
commercial routers it has been proposed to carry
out the same experiment under different network
configurations, see Figure 19.

• Best effort – to establish a reference system;

• Classification without differentiation (best
effort) – to study overhead of the mechanism;

• Classification with differentiation in service
classes – to study effect of differentiation.

In all 3 cases the QoS performance is studied
separately for all service classes although in case
1 and 2 they all receive the same treatment.

For DiffServ, the service differentiation is in
accordance with the IP precedence bit setting. The
IP precedence bits are the 3 least significant bits
of the Type of Service (ToS) field in the IP
header. The GenSyn traffic generator cannot
change the IP header because GenSyn operates
only on the TCP and UDP protocol layers. Hence,
in order to get traffic streams in different service
classes while using GenSyn it is necessary to

include entries in the access lists in the edge
routers. These entries define a mapping from the
IP addresses of the GenSyn machines and port
numbers that can be manipulated by the GenSyn.
The static access list entries are only valid to UDP
traffic. The TCP traffic sources use the HTTP that
has default port number 80. To enable TCP traffic
in other than the best effort class (IP precedence =
0), it is necessary to change the mapping of port
number 80 and IP precedence for a specific Gen-
Syn IP address for a given experiment. However,
in most of the experiments the TCP traffic will be
best effort traffic.

3.3.3  Load Level and Application Mixture
Before the GenSyn processes can be distributed
on the PCs and started, it is necessary to decide
where to run the various processes. Furthermore,
it has to be specified what number of users to
run for each type of model to produce the re-
quested traffic mixture and load.

3.3.3.1  The Load Level
All traffic scenarios define their load level as the
total offered load from all GenSyn processes rel-
ative to the network capacity. As a start, the fol-
lowing load levels can be defined: e = 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, and 0.8. As an option, other load levels can
be defined.

3.3.3.2  The TCP – UDP Mixture
Each load level must define different mixtures of
TCP and UDP. Different TCP/UDP mixtures are
constructed by the use of the application models
that are available in GenSyn.

Examples of TCP/UDP mixtures that can be
included in a test scenario are:

• Today – in bytes, 85 % TCP and 15 % UDP
traffic;

• Tomorrow – in bytes, 40 % TCP and 60 %
UDP traffic;

• Near future – in bytes, 10 % TCP and 90 %
UDP traffic, under the assumption that appli-

c) Differentiationb) Overhead of classificationa) Best effort

Figure 19  Support for QoS
in test
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cations like video on demand or interactive
video become popular.

The latter is expected to be a worse case with
respect to TCP performance. The reason is that
UDP has no feedback mechanism that adjusts
the bitrate according to the congestion in the
network similar to what TCP does. This implies
that under heavy load, TCP will reduce its send-
ing window to a minimum, while UDP traffic
sources continue to send at the same rate. For
some applications that are running on top of
UDP a rate adaptation or control are imple-
mented, but this is not considered in this
example.

3.3.4  Traffic Matrix
Obviously, the routing of packets in an IP net-
work is beyond the control of the GenSyn traffic
generators. However, the set-up of an experi-
ment determines which end systems that com-
municate with one another. Given information
about the network topology and routing, it is
possible to create e.g. balanced or bottleneck test
scenarios. Balanced scenarios aim to create an
almost equal load on the routers and links in the
network, while a bottleneck scenario seeks to
create a bottleneck in an edge router as shown
in Figure 20.

In the bottleneck scenarios, the TCP traffic is
generated by the FTP application model running
on the GenSyn machines connected to the bottle-
neck router. Thus, files are downloaded by FTP
clients running on these machines from FTP
servers running on GenSyn machines connected
to the other three edge routers.

Scenarios are tested for various application mix-
tures, load levels and network configurations.
The relative load on various service classes is
equivalent for both scenarios.

3.4  Examples of Results
To demonstrate the type of results that can be
generated by DataReporter the delay over time
(Figure 21) and delay distribution (Figure 22)
are plotted for voice in the two cases with and
without differentiations.

4  Experiment Support
In an experiment, the configuration, implemen-
tation and evaluation of results involve a lot of
(manual) work even when the measurement plat-
form is well established and configured. To help
the analyst some automated support is under
development for setting up GenSyn experiments
and post-processing of results.

This section includes a brief description of
• GenSyn Designer – setting up a distributed traf-

fic generation and measurement experiment;

• GenSyn DataReporter – post-processing of
packet traces.

4.1  GenSyn Designer 
– Setting up an Experiment

The experiences from using GenSyn for QoS per-
formance testing in an experimental, IP based
communication platform revealed a need for a
support system assisting the analysts in setting up
the experiments, collecting data, and post pro-
cessing it. Furthermore, it is essential to get good
support in handling all input and output files that
are created and used during an experiment.

For this purpose GenSyn Designer was speci-
fied. The designer should provide support for

1 Starting GenSyn processes – create, specify
model, set parameters;

2 Starting measurement probes – define moni-
tors, set filter;

3 Management of experiment – create and main-
tain a directory of input and output files;

4 Post-processing trace files – apply filters to
raw trace data, summarize and plot trace data,
see Chapter 4.2.

It is important to emphasize that GenSyn
Designer is a scenario editor that allows the ana-

GenSyn Designer (C) 2001  Telenor FoU

GenSyn Designer

Generate Help Exit

PropertiesLoad Save New

Figure 23  GenSyn Designer
GUI: The main window shows
the machines in the network
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lyst to create and maintain scripts for starting
GenSyn, measurement processes and filtering
and post-processing of trace data. The Designer
is not a runtime system in the sense that pro-
cesses cannot be created, paused/delayed, or
monitored. The only support that will be pro-
vided is a button that enables the uploading
scripts (copying the scripts to the correct
machine), and starting all the scripts. As an
option, there will be a button for deleting an
ongoing experiment, i.e. stop all running pro-
cesses and delete the trace files.

The GenSyn Designer should provide a graphi-
cal user interface for an overview of the
machines that run GenSyn, and give useful sup-
port in distribution of the GenSyn processes and
the measurement probes.

The GenSyn processes require the specification
of a number of parameters, a few of them have
default values but all parameters should be in-
spected before starting an experiment. GenSyn
Designer should provide the necessary support
for the analyst to specify a model for each Gen-
Syn process, the process deployment, and to go
through all parameters related to the specific
model and the machine.

In the case where GenSyn is not only used for
generating background traffic the GenSyn
Designer should provide support for instantia-
tion of measurement probes (e.g. tcpdump or
DAG on specified machines). The probes can be
configured to run various filters with different
packet and flow aggregation or selection,
depending on the measurement objectives
(observation of performance parameters like
throughput, loss, delay, jitter, etc.).

GenSyn Designer has specified a hierarchical
directory structure that stores the input files, e.g.
model types, parameters used, scripts, and the
output files, e.g. trace and end report from Gen-
Syn, raw or aggregated trace data from various
measurement traces, results from post processing
the data, etc.

Figure 23 shows how the first version of the
GUI looks like on the screen. It is possible to
add and remove machines from the layout. Gen-
Syn Designer can save and load these layouts.
Through color encoding the status of specifica-
tion is indicated, e.g. a machine that should run
GenSyn is created, but no model is specified for
that machine, or the model is chosen but start
and stop times for the process not set.

4) It may be noted that the post-processing of packet traces generally is independent of the GenSyn traffic generator. However, currently
the GenSyn DataReporter is tailor-made for this purpose.
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4.2  GenSyn DataReporter 
– Post Processing of Data

The GenSyn DataReporter is a graphical user
interface (GUI) implemented in java for post-
processing of packet traces. The motivation was
to simplify and automate the post-processing of
packet traces collected during network tests
using the GenSyn traffic generator4). The post-
processing includes management of input files,
input parameters to scripts and output files gen-
erated from scripts. Thus, it was seen that a sup-
port system was needed. As shown in Figure 25,
a central host post-processes the packet traces
captured by the DAG monitors or tcpdump. Data
reduction on each of the monitoring machines is
being considered [EmVi01]. The post-process-
ing involves huge amounts of measurement data
and is therefore very computation intensive. The
actual processing of measurement data is imple-
mented by using perl, awk and gnuplot scripts.
Figure 24 illustrates the software developed for
post-processing of measurement data.

Note that the computation for large trace files is
rather time consuming. Therefore, the computa-
tion is performed only once for each combina-
tion of selected options whenever possible by
keeping intermediate files.

4.2.1  Centralized Post-processing
The storage unit is a central location where all
measurement data collected for a GenSyn test
scenario is stored. The measurement data col-
lected for the test scenario includes packet traces
(tcpdump or DAG) containing information about
packets sent to and from each of the GenSyn
machines in the test network (e.g. TG1 – TG10).

The GenSyn DataReporter requires a directory
structure as illustrated in Figure 26. That is,
before the DataReporter can be run the following
steps must be performed:

• Create the directory structure;

• Move rawdata files (DAG or tcpdump traces)
to the correct directory;

• Create the GenSyn_machines file with map-
ping from logical name (and directory) to IP
address.

However, a directory structure with several lev-
els is recommended to keep track of various test
scenarios. Ideally, the scripts that collect and
move measurement data should create the neces-
sary directories and files automatically.

4.2.2  Performance Parameters
Computed by DataReporter

The statistics derived from the collected packet
traces are classified as point-to-point and multi-
point, respectively. Point-to-point statistics are
computed by correlating information in two
packet traces. Examples of such statistics are
average unidirectional delay, unidirectional
packet loss ratio and average throughput com-
puted over a bin of a specified duration. Multi-
point statistics are defined from observations at a
single measurement point (a single packet trace),
e.g. number of bytes sent and received to/from
various remote machines. Note that the point-
to-point statistics provide detailed information
about unidirectional performance, while multi-
point statistics are less computation intensive
but can provide an overview of a given scenario
in less time. It may be noted that adding other
statistics and graphs is only a matter of changing
the scripts and GUI.

4.2.2.1  Multi-point Performance
The performance as observed at a single mea-
surement point is reported. These statistics are
computed:

• Average pps5) and kbps6) sent to various des-
tinations from a selected traffic generator;

• Average pps and kbps received from various
sources by a selected traffic generator.

These statistics are computed over bins of a
given duration as a function of time. In addition,
various statistics are computed over the entire
measurement period.

Note that the multi-point performance statistics
only provide an overview as observed at a single
measurement point and are not suitable for eval-
uate end-to-end performance. However, the

5) pps denotes packets per second.
6) bps denotes bits pr second.

Figure 26  Directories and files
required by GenSyn DataReporterDirectory
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multi-point performance statistics are less com-
putation intensive and can be useful to check
that a certain scenario was run successfully.

4.2.2.2  Point-to-point Performance
The performance from a certain source to a
given destination for a specified type of packets
is investigated by correlating information from
two packet traces. The statistics computed
include:

• Average unidirectional packet loss ratio;
• Average unidirectional throughput (pps and

bps);
• Unidirectional packet delay

- Empirical delay distribution in bins of one
ms computed over the whole measurement
period;

- Average delay in bins of various sizes as a
function of time.

In addition, various statistics are computed for
the entire measurement period.

Note that point-to-point performance provides
statistics addressing unidirectional performance
including delay and packet loss. However, the
processing is computation intensive and requires
a substantial amount of time for large packet
traces.

5  Closing Comments
The measurement platform developed for QoS
tests of the IP network consists of two main
components; (i) to derive performance measures
like end-to-end packet loss and one-way packet
delay accurate traffic measurements are con-
ducted by external monitors, i.e. dedicated PCs
with a specialized interface card (DAG), and (ii)
a Java based traffic generator (GenSyn) that runs
on a dedicated PC produces synthetic traffic
according to an aggregation of stochastic appli-
cation models. This test bed configuration is a
very flexible platform that opens for doing many

exciting and controlled QoS performance evalu-
ation measurements in an IP network.

5.1  Measurement Probes
The actual measurement instrumentation for
QoS testing of IP networks deploys dedicated
PCs placed at strategic locations that passively
collect measurement data. These PCs are syn-
chronized by GPS.

The measurement probes in the test bed are very
flexible and enables a capturing level down to a
single IP packet if necessary. The monitor set-up
can be used with or without traffic generators,
the GenSyn is only used when the live traffic in
the network is not sufficient or the experiments
require controllable and reproducible traffic
loads. This means that the concepts developed
for this measurement platform can be of interest
also in other communication networks, e.g. the
service production platform, for testing of stabil-
ity, scalability, verification of service quality,
accounting, billing, and network surveillance
systems (OSS).

5.2  Traffic Generators
GenSyn is a Java process that generates IP traf-
fic using a flexible, scalable, stochastic mod-
elling framework for describing the user
behaviour of Internet sources. This stochastic
behaviour model is linked to the underlying pro-
tocol stack and generates real packets into the
network. This is a novel modelling approach that
chooses the best of two world; flexibility and
scalability of composite state models, and accu-
racy in the protocol behaviour by use of the
underlying protocol stack instead of making a
model of it.

5.2.1  GenSyn Modelling Framework
The modelling framework itself is flexible and
prepared for modelling of many different Inter-
net applications. Several model examples are
described in the GenSyn framework, including
web, FTP, VoIP, MPEG video, and constant
packet rate. The models developed are to some
extent parameter controlled and can therefore
easily be changed with respect to the number of
users, state sojourn times, size of packets, time
between packets, IP destination and source
addresses, file and web page locations.

New user behaviour state models using existing
interface modules can be developed without any
changes in the GenSyn implementation.

5.2.2  GenSyn Constraints
The scalability of the generator is limited by the
time granularity and time scheduler of the Java
Runtime Environment (JRE). The portability of
the generator is limited by both the inconsisten-
cies between different versions of Java APIs,

GenSyn availability

A free licence for non-commercial use of

GenSyn can be obtained by sending an

email to: gensyn@edeber.nta.no. The

licence does not include source code.

Please visit http://www.item.ntnu.no/~poulh/

GenSyn/gensyn.html for further details.

The GenSyn distribution comes with a set of

models and parameter lists with default val-

ues. The interface module parameters are

described in Table 1.
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and the differences in the time granularity and
run-time schedulers of JRE running on different
platforms and OS (NT, Linux, Unix). Java is not
for real time applications.

Studies of the constraints of a single GenSyn
process on a single machine show that

• The number of transmitted UDP packets per
second is limited by the processor capacity
and the memory size;

• The TCP throughput is constrained by the
interface card in the sense that the TCP win-
dow mechanism reduces the throughput due to
congestion (the offered load is greater than the
capacity) before the handling of multi-threads
becomes a problem.

5.2.3  GenSyn Measurements
In the current implementation some measure-
ment functionality exists. This includes

• Source and destination ports are added to the
UDP packets generated to enable filtering
packets by tcpdump;

• Trace file with records of the size of a web
page or FTP file, or the length of a phone con-
nection or a video stream;

• Summary report on the total amount of sub-
mitted and received data (in bytes and pack-
ets), and the number of unsuccessful attempts.

The results in Section 2.3.1 are based on the lat-
ter summary report from GenSyn.

In the current version of GenSyn, no end-to-end
measurements of real-time performance like
delay, jitter (delay variation) and loss are done
by GenSyn. These measurements are carried out
by the use of trace software (e.g. tcpdump) on
dedicated or separate machines. Extension of the
built-in measurement functionality in GenSyn
is not realistic because of the time granularity
problems of Java. If GenSyn needs to process
each packet, e.g. add time stamp, sequence num-
ber, change TOS bit, this will significantly
reduce the performance of the traffic generator.
The solution is to make a platform dependent
function (in hardware or at least OS dependent)
that processes each packet. However, this is in
conflict with the philosophy of GenSyn that has
portability as a major requirement.

5.2.4  GenSyn Deployment
The GenSyn has been applied for the testing of
stability under establishment of an IP network.
GenSyn is also an important component in a
large-scale testbed consisting of traffic genera-
tors and external measurement machines on an

IP based test network. The testbed is prepared
and used for testing of various QoS design and
end-to-end performance of real-time applications
like voice over IP and video and TV distribution.

GenSyn has also been used in combination with
embedded load generation and measurement
equipment like SmartBits [SBit] where GenSyn
provides the background load of controllable
and realistic elastic load (TCP connections).

5.2.5  Ongoing and Planned Work
Currently, a lot of work is being done on Gen-
Syn and more is planned in the near future. The
key issues are:

Extend the model template library – In the cur-
rent version of the generator there are interface
modules to support the download of web pages
and files through http, video streaming, and
VoIP and constant packet rate. This library will
constantly be extended as new requirements
appear. In the licence agreement that accompa-
nies the GenSyn distribution, the licensee is
invited to return to the distributor all models that
are developed using the GenSyn framework.

Validation and verification – The correctness of
GenSyn models relative to the models defined is
verified, see [HeLu99]. The traffic stream from
the models defined in the GenSyn framework is
studied and one example was given in this paper.
More work on checking the validity of the mod-
els and develop new models needs to be done.

Network measurements – GenSyn is now being
deployed in a fully equipped IP platform with
DiffServ and MPLS functionality and several
different applications. The measurements from
these experiments will demonstrate the applica-
bility with respect to generating realistic traffic,
and will serve as a verification of the GenSyn
process.

The GenSyn is a Java process that generates IP
traffic using a flexible, scalable, stochastic mod-
elling framework for describing user behaviour
of sources. This stochastic behaviour model is
linked to the underlying protocol stack and gen-
erates real packets into the network. This is a
novel modelling approach that chooses the better
of two world, flexibility and scalability of com-
posite state models, and accuracy in the protocol
behaviour by use of the underlying protocol
stack instead of making a model of it.
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1  Introduction
Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks and
TCP/IP-applications are steadily getting more
popular. Many applications require more than
best-effort service, i.e. they need Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) guarantees. Studies of customer
expectations [Alt00] indicate that users would
like service differentiation. Today’s networks
cannot support different requirements coming
from different applications, since the methodol-
ogy, mechanisms and their implementations are
not yet mature. Some mechanisms assuring ser-
vice differentiation and QoS support in IP-based
networks are available, like the Integrated Ser-
vices (IntServ) and the Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) standardised by IETF, but it is not
clear how to use these in order to deliver the ser-
vice end-to-end with the quality agreed with a
user. Nor is it clear which parameters to use to
express quality at the application service level,
i.e. the quality the user can directly perceive.
Moreover, mapping these parameters to network
performance parameter is not a trivial task. In
addition, no services are charged for the quality
they are provided with.

The EURESCOM project P906-GI QUASI-
MODO (Quality of Service Methodologies and
solutions within the service framework: Measur-
ing, Managing and Charging QoS) tried to
answer some of these issues. The main idea of
offering a reasonable set of quality classes to
users according to their needs and possibilities
(e.g. to pay) was investigated by developing
and implementing the QUASI-model.

2  The QUASI-model
The QUASI-model [P906-1] was intended as a
simple and practical way to offer several classes
of service to customers. As a basic assumption,
it was decided that guarantees could only be
offered within the network under provider’s

control, i.e. between certain edge routers called
Measurement Reference Points (MRPs). In order
to provide end-to-end quality to the user, the
user’s domain (e.g. LAN, CPE, applications) has
to be characterised, i.e. their contribution to the
overall quality has to be taken into account.
Therefore, in the simple scenario depicted in
Figure 1, it is assumed that the provider can
offer a service directly to the end-user and con-
trol the network portion between MRPs (A and
B). Moreover, the provider would characterise
the user’s domains in terms of describing mini-
mum system characteristics and performance
requirements (points C – A; B – D). The users
are connected to the provider’s network through
an access network – only the LAN access was
investigated in the project, but with modifica-
tions the QUASI-model can be applicable to
other access networks. The users are assumed
not to be very literate in technology and QoS in
particular, implying they are not supposed to set
any mechanisms themselves. On the contrary,
they should get QoS as offered from the opera-
tor, who can only guarantee quality between the
MRPs.

During the project it was understood that this
service cannot be offered directly to a user, since
the guarantees were expressed in terms of Net-
work Performance Level (NPL) parameters, i.e.
delay, jitter and loss. Therefore, a QUASI-aware
business model with a role of a Service Provider
(SP) added, was introduced.

A business model, in general, describes different
roles involved in service provisioning, and their
corresponding relations. By role is assumed a set
of activities a business organisation (or an actor)
can perform in order to produce/consume a ser-
vice. Different roles exchange information and
have relationships. Some examples of roles are:
user, customer, vendor, service provider, net-
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Figure 1  Original QUASI-model physical scenario
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work operator, content provider, content hosting
provider, retailer, application service provider,
etc. One role can be played by many actors and
it is common for an actor/organisation to play
several roles, e.g. the roles of a network provider
and a service provider, the roles of a customer
and user, and so on. An actor should be consid-
ered as a company playing a set of roles on the
market.

The business model considered in the project is
depicted in Figure 2. The model illustrates the
relations between various roles, i.e. SP, Network
Operator (NO) and user. Each business relation
may involve some form of the agreement be-
tween the corresponding parties. For simplicity,
it is assumed that the user also plays the role of
the customer, and the number of roles is limited
so it can be focused on the issues relevant for the
QUASI-model. Furthermore, in the general case,
the SP can have business relations with other
SPs, and with more than one NO. The same
holds for the NO, which can have business
relations with other NOs.

The relationship between a user and a SP is that
of a consumer-supplier model. A similar rela-
tionship, but on a wholesale basis, exists be-
tween the SP and the NP. The two interfaces
shown in Figure 2 include the following:

• User-SP: The service provided over this inter-
face is typically an end service, such as Inter-
net access or access to a particular application
(e.g. IP telephony), and is provided on a retail
basis. The service to be provided and the
description of its quality are described in the
Service Level Agreement (SLA) made be-
tween the user and the SP. Naturally, SLA
contains other information, e.g. pricing, legal,
etc. Details of the underlying transport service
required for delivering the service might or
might not be transparent to the user. 

• SP-NO: The NO provides, on wholesale basis,
network connectivity services to SP. SP needs
these services, since they are necessary for
delivering the end service to users. The con-
nectivity service enables the transport of bits,
and is typically defined in terms of an SLA
which, similar as above, specifies the rights
and obligations of both the NO and its user,
i.e. SP. The NO agrees to provide a certain
NPL to the SP, and the SP agrees on the char-
acteristics of the traffic that he is allowed to
send. The latter is given by the traffic profile
of the SLA. Other issues (e.g. pricing informa-
tion, legal issues) could be included in the
SLA as well.

Note that the lines in Figure 2 represent a direct
business relationship, i.e. flow of business infor-
mation and payments. The actual delivery of the
service can follow a different path – for exam-
ple, the provisioning of IP telephony to the user
by the IP Telephony Service Provider (ITSP)
that has a business relationship will be agreed in
the SLA, while the actual service delivery will
be realised via a network operator providing
Internet access.

Having both physical reference and logical busi-
ness models, the QUASI-model principles are as
described in the following. The user requires a
certain Quality Class (QC) from the SP for the
application/service used. Applications are classi-
fied according to their requirements on the IP
service (e.g. real time, non-real time, etc.) into
Application Categories (ACs). The SP maps QC
and AC and gets NPLs necessary to support the
user’s requirements. An NPL includes a set of
NP parameters (NPPs) with related level and
guarantees. Then SP has to agree with the NO
for provision of the network connectivity service
with the performance values as specified in the
NPLs for the traffic aggregated per QC. The NO
maps the NPLs to adequate quality classes on
the network level and applies proper control
mechanisms in order to provide the requested
performance levels. Naturally, the business
between SP and NO has to be described in the
SLA made between them for the network con-
nectivity with NPL offered to the user. In addi-
tion, the user and SP will make the SLA where
the mapping between QC and AC will be stated
in the language understandable to the user.

3  QUASI-model Mappings
The relationship between different QCs and
ACs, as to be mapped by the SP, are given in
a matrix form (Table 1).
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The mappings between QC, AC and NPL defini-
tion are described in more detail in the following.

Each pair (QC, AC) in the matrix is called a
Quality Class Specification (QCS), and its value
corresponds to a Network Performance Level
(NPL). As briefly mentioned above, an NPL is a
(feasible/small) set of NPPs (e.g. delay, jitter and
loss), each with an objective, i.e. value1) and a
guarantee per parameter that its value will stay
inside the range. By doing so, it is enabled to
relate different quality classes with different
application categories. In other words, the objec-
tives of an NPL are the target for the network in
order to provide the desired QC when an appli-
cation (belonging to an AC) is instantiated. Each
NPL can be seen as a data ‘flow’ within the net-
work and must be treated/managed accordingly.

Regarding ACs, three options have been chosen:
interactive real-time, non interactive real-time
and non real-time. Regarding NPLs, relevant
NPPs chosen are delay, jitter and loss. Regard-
ing their values, upper bounds on the values of
those parameters and related guarantees (e.g. %
of time the parameter value is below the thresh-
old) are specified.

As input to the experiments (as described in next
chapters), a QUASI-model with two QCs (i.e.
Premium and Basic) and three ACs relative to
applications characterised by significantly differ-
ent performance requirements (i.e. non real-time,
non interactive real-time, interactive real-time)
was used. Combining two QCs with three ACs
results in at most six possible data flows to be
treated differently in the network in order to pre-
serve the performance requirements of the rela-
tive services/applications (Table 2). The Pre-
mium class of each AC would be treated better
than the Basic class. All the remaining traffic not
belonging to these two subscribed quality classes
or exceeding the agreed traffic profile or the
total bandwidth available, is treated as Best
Effort (no NPL values are given for BE).

In order to implement this kind of model, there
should be methods for the operator to monitor
the achieved NPL and control the network so
that guaranteed NPL is reached.

One of the first things to be fixed was selection
of the NPL parameters. The project started by
investigating similar architectures. They mostly
use end-to-end delay of IP packets, IP packet
loss ratio, jitter – which may mean variation of
delay between consecutive IP-packets or some-
thing else, and throughput in some sense. There
are definitions for similar parameters in the
ITU-T Recommendation I.380 and IETF’s IPPM
(RFC2330). Why the QUASI-model definitions
are not adopted from either of these is partially
caused by the QUASI-model as the parameters
should be between MRPs and partially since
these standards also define the way to measure
them, indicating test traffic based measurements.
There was some concern whether measuring low
loss ratios with test traffic would be a good solu-
tion and whether test traffic could accurately de-
scribe delay and jitter of user traffic. The reason
why jitter was defined as standard deviation in a
small time interval and not from the difference
between two consecutive packets was that, if the
measurement is on user traffic, the packets may
belong to different users and we did not want to
measure per flow. These considerations led to
the following definitions for the NPL-parameters:

Delay: Delay is the average delay over the time
interval of 16 minutes of one-way transfer

AC1 AC2 ... ACn

QC1 NPL11 NPL12 ... NPL1n

QC2 NPL21 NPL22 ... NPL2n

... ... ... ... ...

QCm NPLm1 NPLm2 ... NPLmn

Table 1  The general QUASI-
model

1) Note that the value may be expressed as a range.

Application Categories

AC1 AC2 AC3

Quality Premium NPL11 NPL12 NPL13

Classes Basic NPL21 NPL22 NPL23

Best Effort – – –

Table 2  The practical QUASI-
model
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delays of IP-packets of a given AC, QC from
MRP A to MRP B.

Jitter: Jitter is 2*standard deviation of the delay
over the time interval of 10 seconds of one-way
transfer delays of IP-packets of a given AC, QC
from MRP A to MRP B. Jitter is averaged over
several time slots of 10 seconds and reported
every 16 minutes.

Loss: Loss is the loss probability over the time
interval of 16 minutes of IP-packets of a given
AC, QC transmitted from MRP A to MRP B.

The choice of 16 minutes was made because we
wanted the measurements in the DiffServ imple-
mentation to be over the same interval as in the
QUASI-IntServ implementation for easier com-
parison. In the DiffServ implementation mea-
surements were done using CISCO SAA creat-
ing test traffic. The time between test traffic
packets could not be easily assigned an arbitrary
fractional value. We set 2 * 8 = 16 meaning
8 test bursts and 2 minutes between a burst.
Each test burst of SAA consisted of a sequence
of packets selected to measure the jitter over
10 seconds.

The time interval of 16 minutes may seem far
too long considering burstiness of Internet traf-
fic. However, better QoS flows are often
assumed to be less bursty, data produced by
measurements cannot be very large for storing
and processing reasons, and dynamic manage-
ment is not expected to follow fast changes in
traffic volumes but to adapt to longer time varia-
tions. In each 16 minute time slot the RSVP-
pipes are dimensioned to carry peak traffic and
there is admission control for connections and
shaping of packets by RED in the edge routers.

If the QUASI-IntServ were used in practice, the
time slot size could be set to 5, 15 or 30 minutes,
as customary in PSTN. The time slot size is not
intended to be in the range of seconds, though
traffic variations are very fast in the Internet.
The time slot should be on a time scale suitable
for QoS monitoring and charging. Congestion
control mechanisms resolve problems on smaller
time scales. We should note that the QUASI-
IntServ implementation is only a test implemen-
tation: several aspects, like security, manage-
ment and accounting should be added
or improved before it can be used.

There were different views concerning the mea-
surement of connection blocking – IP does not
have connections, but still there are flows for
each user – and of something similar to through-
put. Throughput for the QUASI-model is some-
thing the user requests, but if the user does not
get it, then we assume that we see some deterio-
ration in the NPL-parameters and do not need to
measure the achieved throughput. This may or
may not be true, and there is an optional NPL
parameter resembling achieved throughput
called the transfer rate.

The usual procedure to set quality requirements
to a network is to select the quality parameters,
select some reference connections or scenarios
and to set target values to the quality parameters.
The project did not follow this procedure, but
rather chose to run a number of experiments test-
ing users’ acceptability. A sample table of upper
bounds resulting from a set of tests was com-
piled (Table 3).

The table contains figures, which can be under-
stood completely after studying the tests as
described in [P906-1]. A brief explanation is

AC AC 1 AC 2 AC 3
Interactive Non Interactive Non Real-Time

QC Real-Time Real-Time

Premium Delay 150 msec 300 msec 100 msec

Jitter 3 msec 50 msec best effort

Loss 2 % 1 % 2.5 %

Guarantee 99 % 99 % 98 %

Basic Delay 800 msec 600 msec 300 msec

Jitter 3 msec 100 msec best effort

Loss 4 % 5 % 15 %

Guarantee 95 % 95 % 92 %

Table 3  NPLs and guarantee
levels for the QUASI-model
(NP values to be considered as
upper bounds)
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given here – e.g. the very small jitter of 3 ms
does not mean that the users can detect jitters
so small, as jitter sensitive applications have
receiver buffers. It is based on observable dis-
tortion of the signal and applications with no
receiver buffering.

In general, the values given in Table 3 are not a
recommendation, but the examples of the values
achieved as a result of some tests. 

4  Implementation of the
QUASI-model

The next step was to implement the QUASI-
model monitoring and control mechanisms.
Several techniques can be used to implement the
QUASI-model. The project focused on two tech-
niques: IETF’s DiffServ and IETF’s IntServ. We
did not consider MPLS – though it may be very
interesting – since it was investigated in other
EURESCOM projects. We also discarded some
more complicated QoS architectures (XRM,
HeiRat) as they were rather far from the basic
ideas of the QUASI-model, see [P906-3].

4.1  DiffServ Concerns
In this paper we will not describe the DiffServ
based implementation, but it is documented in
[P906-4]. It supports quality classes by setting
the Type of Service (TOS) field in the packets.
A user selects a desired service quality for his
application by subscribing to it in a WWW-page.
This information is inserted to access lists of all
edge routers. The edge router where the user’s
access network is connected marks the TOS-
field in the packets. The edge router gets the
mapping information from the access lists and
therefore the solution also supports the ability to

receive good quality, not only to send. QUASI-
model NPL classes are given different quality by
setting rate limiters, and setting limits as to how
much the rate can be exceeded without losses is
one way to obtain visibly different quality for
different NPL.

QoS monitoring is made using commercial test
traffic generating measurement tools, CISCO
SAA and some tools to collect measurement
data (FireHunter or NetSys). The accuracy is
good for delay and jitter, but very small loss
probabilities are difficult to measure accurately.
Test traffic and user traffic may not be treated
equally, e.g. if the user data flow is routed differ-
ently. The traffic management part of the Diff-
Serv implementation, notably updating the
access lists and rate limiters and their tolerances,
needs further elaboration.

The problem of the DiffServ in the QUASI-
model was basically a requirement that a sub-
scriber of better quality class should also receive
better quality, for instance for videotelephony.
One way this could be solved is to extend the
application protocols, like SIP, so that they keep
knowledge of current connections and insert into
access lists all parties of a connection. Such a
solution is outside the QUASI-model as it
requires improved application protocols. The
way this problem was solved in the DiffServ
implementation of the QUASI-model was to
have all users of quality classes better than best
effort in access lists of all edge routers. This
solution is not easily scalable. Another scalabil-
ity problem is the selected way of making class
differentiation by carefully adjusting rate lim-
iters to drop more packets from classes with Figure 3  Laboratory test bed
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worse quality. This would require an additional
protocol so that it could be done dynamically by
adjusting the limiters to measured traffic vol-
umes and their burstiness. It is possible to im-
prove the DiffServ implementation in these
respects, but these are important scalability
problems in DiffServ as a technical solution to
the QUASI-model. We should stress that the
QUASI-model requirements of class differentia-
tion in some way and ability to receive good
quality are very natural from the business point
of view for a service of several quality classes.
A simple solution to the class differentiation is
to offer only two classes and best effort. Then
class differentiation should be easy. QUASI-
MODO wanted to offer more classes as techni-
cally the possible number of different classes is
quite large in DiffServ.

4.2  IntServ Concerns
This paper describes the QUASI-IntServ imple-
mentation. IntServ is not a natural choice for the
QUASI-model: IntServ is end-to-end and the
QUASI-model is MRP-to-MRP. IntServ is also
considered unscalable. While this opinion may
not be permanent, as scalability only needs to be
sufficient to the expected size of the network and
is affected by performance of RSVP, it is gener-
ally thought to be true at least for the near future.
Therefore we had to solve the scalability prob-
lem and the natural way is to group several
RSVP flows together to a reserved pipe. A pipe
is similar to a Virtual Path in ATM: VP can con-
tain several Virtual Circuits. Doing this implies
that we must add admission control to accept a
flow to a pipe. In ATM there is a Source Traffic
Descriptor, but we only have a very rough char-
acterisation of sources by the Application Cate-
gory. It means that the admission control must
be rough. How much sense there is in to creating
a poor man’s ATM in this way can be pondered
on, but if an implementation of the QUASI-

model is made along IntServ, this is probably
the way it would be done.

The laboratory testbed, shown in Figure 3, is
quite useful for describing the QUASI-IntServ
implementation. There are two MRPs, which in
Figure 3 are Linux PCs running RetHat-6.2. The
operator’s core network is made out of CISCO
routers and one Linux PC. It was very good that
we included the CISCO routers into the core net-
work, since in this way we had to solve inter-
working problems of Linux RSVP and CISCO
RSVP. Our method of making reservations be-
tween MRPs would also have worked better, and
we would have overlooked a practical problem,
were it not for the CISCO routers. CISCO
routers namely decode the RSVP flow from an
address in IPv4 and we needed a clumsy address
translation, to be explained in Figure 6.

There is also a Linux PC used as a Management
Server. It collects NPL measurements from the
MRPs and makes the RSVP reservations be-
tween MRPs. The user’s subnetworks are real-
ised as two Linux PCs and two Sun Worksta-
tions running different applications. The network
links are made with 10 Mbit/s Ethernet. Imple-
mentation of the QUASI-IntServ consists of new
software, which was written to the MRPs and to
the Management Server. It is only some source
files of new software, but inserting the software
to the Linux kernel to monitor the NPL parame-
ters required some effort. Figure 4 shows the
architecture of this software.

The user agent registers users to the MRP dae-
mon process with a special registration protocol.
There is a simple admission control where the
MRP daemon estimates from the number of
existing connections whether it can accept a new
connection to a desired AC/QC. The user can
select AC/QC pairs to his application and

Figure 4 Architecture of
QUASI-IntServ software
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change it at any time. The MPR daemon process
measures the NPL parameters and sends them
every 16 minutes to the Management server
through a TCP socket interface. The Manage-
ment server receives the measured values, puts
them to a file for the charging application, and
calculates with some algorithm new reservations
between the MRPs and starts scripts in the
MRPs to refresh and to modify the RSVP reser-
vations.

When the network is initialised, RSVP reserva-
tions are made between the MRPs. As band-
width in a practical IP-network is limited and
traffic variations could be rather high, we did
not set up one-to-one reservations between each
MRP for each class but instead configured each
MRP to accept up to a given limit traffic coming
from all other MRPs. In the laboratory network
this difference cannot be seen as there are two
MRPs only. After each 16 minute time slot the
RSVP reservations are modified by the manage-
ment server based on the measured NPL values.
In the implementation the management server
collects the measurement values from each MRP
every 16 minutes, but to minimise management
traffic we could have sent a trap only if the NPL
value measurements show exceptionally bad or
good results. There is a small protocol guaran-
teeing that a user of a better class will also
receive good quality, not only be able to send it:
the receiving MRP stores the class of each exist-
ing connection to a table. Provided that there is
a response or reverse flow which sends the cor-
rect receiver’s class to the sender’s MRP, the
received quality will also be good.

User traffic must be accepted to a reserved pipe
by the MRP, which then must keep tables of

users and active connections. There is a simple
admission control, but it is currently rough.

Figure 5 shows the structure of the MRP dae-
mon. IP-packets come from a user’s application
without any quality markings. When these pack-
ets enter the MRP, in Figure 5 the Access Node,
the MRP daemon looks at a table where for each
registered user are kept the assignments of IP
packets with given protocol and port number to
an AC/QC pair. The AC/QC pair is mapped one-
to-one to a ClassID, which is the quality class
identifier that the technical solution understands.
The packet is marked with the ClassID. The
ClassID also gives the MRP number because
of the way the ClassIDs are assigned: they are
unique to the extent that a receiving MRP can
know which MRP sent a packet with a given
ClassID. If there is no entry for a given user or
(protocol, port)-pair, no marking is done, and the
packet will be best effort.

The MRP daemon also sets a time stamp into the
IP-packet. This time stamp enables calculation
of the delay and jitter from a short term delay
variation. We need to time-synchronise the
MRPs with some protocol like NTP (Network
Time Protocol). As all MRPs are in one opera-
tor’s network, we can assume that NTP can be
used and is sufficiently accurate: 10 ms is a suf-
ficient accuracy to the QUASI-model, and that
can be reached.

A packet with a given ClassID is mapped to a
correct RSVP reservation selected by the routing
mechanism. The reservations are already set in
the beginning and modified in a slow pace with
updates every 16 minutes, they are not made
when a user starts his connection. This is for
scalability reasons.

Figure 5  Architecture of the
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If we were using IPv6, we could set the flowID
in the packet and identify the ClassID with the
flowID. If we were using only Linux routers,
we could decode in all routers the flowID from
the ClassID in the IP-packet. As we are using
CISCO routers and IP v4, there is a problem:
CISCO-routers decode the flow from an address
in IP version 4. In QUASI-IntServ RSVP estab-
lishes a pipe between two MRPs and the core
routers use the address of the user traffic to
decide which flow the packet uses. We had to
replace the original address by an MRP address
and store the original address into the padding
field. We use the padding field also for storing
the time stamp and the Class ID. In the receiving
MRP the original address is restored. This is
made with NAT and surprisingly it is rather fast.
Figure 6 shows the content of the padding field.
There are the necessary time stamp and ClassID,
but for IPv4 we have also stored the original
addresses there. The receiving MRP restores
the original addresses.

The QoS Software converts the QUASI-model
Class to network class or ClassID (CID). The IP-
packet is marked by setting the CID and the
packet is sent forward. If the (protocol, port)-pair
is not in the table, no marking is done.

In the implemented version, the user can access
the service table and select the AC/QC to his
application. A natural way to do this in a real
system is to use a WWW-page for user selection
of the AC/QC, as was done in the DiffServ im-
plementation. Mapping applications to AC/QC
is not an easy matter. We have mapped applica-
tions using the port number and the IP-address
of packets coming to the MRP. There are special
cases that have not been treated: Mbone is IP-
on-IP. It is currently not supported. Separating
RTP traffic from other UDP traffic, such as
DNS, is not treated. The problem is that RTP
does not have a protocol number, nor does it
have a well-known port number. It may be best

to separate other UDP traffic and treat the re-
maining part as RTP traffic and give it good
quality.

The QUASIMODO project made a number of
tests to see if the QUASI-IntServ implementa-
tion works. The test network is very simple hav-
ing only two MRPs, and we cannot say if the
software actually works in a larger network. It
was shown that in the test network it performed
fine, and the dynamic bandwidth allocation
made by the Management server could adopt the
network to changes in traffic load within the
time scale of the bandwidth modifications.

One goal of the QUASI-model was to provide
several classes which have clear differences in
quality. In the QUASI-IntServ implementation
RSVP reservations guarantee the bandwidth
allocations for AC/QC. They are similar to Diff-
Serv in providing quality for an aggregate of
connections, not for an individual user’s flow.
They are a bit better than DiffServ because if the
core network changes, the RSVP reservations
are rerouted. We should not have the problem
with congestion in the core network. However,
do we see class differentiation in this model?

There is a reserved bandwidth for each RSVP
pipe and the routers respect the reservations. If
the offered traffic to a pipe does not exceed the
reserved bandwidth, we will get very good qual-
ity for all classes. Users of flexible sources
(TCP) see the effect of the bandwidth as data
flows slower if there is less bandwidth. Users of
unflexible sources (UDP) would see either good
quality or bad quality depending on the admis-
sion control mechanism. We could overdimen-
sion worse quality pipes by admitting more traf-
fic than could be carried with good quality, or
we could intentionally drop packets just to make
the service differentiation. For QUASI-IntServ
it may be better to use blocking in the following
way. Best effort class is worse than NPL-classes
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since the NPL-parameters are not guaranteed.
NPL-classes all have good NPL-parameter val-
ues and are not differentiated by them. Connec-
tion blocking is lower for Premium than for
basic and it makes the class differentiation.

In the DiffServ implementation rate limiters are
tuned so that more IP-packets are dropped for
worse classes even if the total load is low. This
method works, but to some extent it is an artifi-
cial way to create service differentiation. One
should clarify what is the goal of service differ-
entiation and if it might not be better to do it
with connection blocking.

5  Measuring Methods
A main motivation for time stamping user traffic
instead of measuring with test traffic was to see
if time stamping actually is such a performance
bottleneck as it has been called. A starting point
was a firewall: A firewall is a component you
normally would put in places like a router con-
necting an operator’s network to a user’s subnet-
work. A packet level firewall adds processing
load but is normally not considered impossible
for this reason. For time stamping we use a
rewritten firewall code contained in the Linux
OS since the version 2.3x. There is a Netfilter
interface by which one can access IP-packets,
get them out of the router’s queues, modify them
and put them back into the queue. In the protocol
stack the Netfilter interface is placed between
the datalink and network levels in the TCP/IP
protocol stack.

Netfilter is basically a set of hooks to packet
filtering in the Linux kernel. For IPv4 there
are five hooks in different places of routing the
packet. One can register to any of the hooks and
wait for packets of a given protocol to come,
take it for processing and put back. Normally,
Netfilter moves the packets to the user space,
but if the software is a kernel module, then the
packet processing will take place in the kernel,
which gives a huge performance advantage over
processing in the user space. As we have tried to
run the code in the user space and it limited a
router’s bandwidth considerably, we would rec-
ommend writing this kind of modifications as
kernel modules, which in our case removed the
performance problems. As for time stamping
itself, if must get the time in some way. Usually,
calling the system clock is slow but fast if the
process is a kernel module. One should also note
that as the desired time accuracy is only 10 ms, a
sufficiently accurate time for a process working
at a much higher speed to be made a variable in
memory, updated once in 10 ms by a separate
process.

5.1  Delay and Jitter Measurement
Measurement of delay and loss are made by
inserting time stamps to the padding field of user
data packets at the edge routers. This method
does not compromise performance and it does
not conflict with the use of IPSec or optimisation
with MPLS inside the network. It conflicts with
fragmentation inside the operator’s network and
requires less than maximal size packets. It
should be possible to avoid these problems as
we are talking about one operator’s network.
Providing quality will have some cost. We use
the padding field because that way we can store
a time stamp in 16 bits for a resolution of 1 ms
to values of up to 65,536 milliseconds. Had we
used the IPv4 options field, the time stamp
would take 4 bytes and core routers look at this
option field as spending time. One bit of the IP
header is used to indicate if the padding field
contains our data. Currently, we time stamp all
packets but only a sample would suffice if per-
formance becomes critical. The sending MRP
sets the time stamp using time from the system
clock, and the receiving MRP looks at the time
stamp and calculates the delay as a difference of
the value and the value given by the system
clock. Jitter is calculated as a standard deviation
over 10 seconds and delay as a longer time aver-
age for each time slot in a jumping window
manner. Every 16 minutes the MRP daemon
writes the values for each AC/QC to a TCP
socket, which is read by the Management server.

Tests were made to evaluate both the accuracy
and the performance overhead of the delay and
jitter measurements. The performance is quite
good provided that the code is made a kernel
module. Accuracy is very good, the errors are
caused by time synchronisation between the
clocks and processing time of the time stamping
software. The latter was about 4 ms in the tests.
It is a value for load, which is not creating a
queue. In general, putting some additional pro-
cessing to a router will give a processing time
dependent on the load because of queuing delay,
but here the situation is that the software is suffi-
ciently fast to avoid queues and the additional
processing time is constant. Tests of jitter showed
one interesting thing: we could measure jitter
caused by spacing, but test traffic by CISCO
SAA between MRPs in the DiffServ implemen-
tation would probably not measure this jitter.
One should be careful measuring jitter with test
traffic; there may be mechanisms which are not
affecting test traffic while they affect user traffic.

5.2  Loss Measurement
In the QUASI-IntServ implementation loss is
measured by intentionally discarding packets by
RED for each ClassID in the MRPs and counting
the discarded packets. This rather strange way of
loss measurement protects the core and therefore
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only best effort packets are lost in the core. All
losses for better classes occur in the MRPs and as
all discarded packets are counted, loss measure-
ment is accurate. We cannot have losses in other
routers than the first MRP for any class better
than best effort since there is an RSVP pipe and
our RED algorithm does not allow more than
reserved bandwidth to the pipe. We also have an
admission control before the RED, so that if it

works perfectly, we would not discard any pack-
ets at all. Unfortunately, the admission control
cannot work perfectly as we do not have a source
traffic descriptor which the source would respect.
We must assume that the admission control fails
sometimes, but the RED per class will not fail.
By monitoring the loss ratio, we can better adjust
the admission control also.

Premium Class (Pr.C.) Basic Class (B.C) Processor load (%)

Av. Delay Av. Jitter Av. Delay Av. Jitter MRP A MRP B
(ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)

6.45 32.96 9.14 33.94 56.17 57.33

7.98 33.28 9.79 43.37 54.67 52.50

7.48 35.98 10.61 35.64 50.50 50.83

8.14 30.24 11.47 40.04 58.00 57.15

6.38 33.019 9.14 38.70 48.31 58.67

7.90 29.16 10.06 43.41 52.65 56.33

7.67 36.15 10.016 23.25 40.15 59.40

8.56 34.11 11.19 32.73 46.14 58.33

* 7.57 * 33.11 * 10.18 * 36.38 * 50.82 * 56.33

10.09 35.20 11.62 40.33 56.00 70.33

8.08 33.25 10.69 43.42 60.50 65.33

9.94 32.30 9.75 41.53 63.17 76.67

8.74 36.34 11.82 43.63 61.83 73.50

7.53 35.39 12.90 45.74 66.64 58.33

9.05 34.45 14.98 47.86 70.33 80.17

8.24 37.50 12.06 48.89 58.67 76.50

9.06 39.56 15.15 47.00 65.68 81.67

* 8.84 * 35.50 * 12.38 * 44.80 * 62.85 * 66.06

10.99 41.14 18.12 67.17 71.75 87.85

7.55 35.18 17.15 57.27 82.17 90.15

8.04 38.23 14.18 64.31 85.45 99.67

9.66 39.30 15.41 62.35 80.50 63.17

10.37 38.38 16.61 62.39 87.50 80.83

8.13 37.47 16.71 59.44 91.67 87.50

9.93 37.53 17.64 63.48 92.63 90.33

10.77 38.64 15.58 66.58 87.73 86.33

* 9.43 * 38.23 * 16.43 * 65.74 * 87.17 * 93.99Table 4  Management Test
Results

1st Slot
(16 min)

Pr.C –
6 X 512
kbit/s

B.C –
4 X 256
kbit/s

2nd Slot
(16 min)

Pr.C –
6 X 512
kbit/s

B.C –
4 X 256
kbit/s

BE –
5 Mbit/s

3rd Slot
(16 min)

Pr.C –
6 X 512
kbit/s

B.C –
4 X 256
kbit/s
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For each ClassID the MRP keeps count of all
packets which have arrived for a given class and
all packets which are dropped for a given class.
The ratio of discarded packets and all packets is
passed every 16 minutes to the data collecting
system. After the time slot of 16 minutes, the
counters are zeroed.

The loss measurement was tested and found
working. It is accurate by definition and scales
very well to small loss ratios. In test traffic
methods of measuring loss ratios, like in CISCO
SAA Loss measurement, there is a problem
since losses are not well evaluated for small loss
ratios as only few samples are used. Using more
samples increases the load of the loss measure-
ment. We can take an example; in SAA a test
call creates 3700 bytes of traffic. If the loss
probability is 1% we should require about 10
packets lost in 1000 seconds to be able to get
a sufficient statistics, meaning 10 kbit/s of test
traffic. If the number of MRPs is 100, then each
MRP must generate and receive 1 Mbit/s of test
traffic for this one AC/QC. Measuring small loss
probabilities, say 10-5, would not be possible
with test traffic. Whether IP will never require
better loss ratios than about 3 %, sufficient for IP
voice, is an interesting question considering the
requirements for loss in ATM. In any case the
ability to monitor losses should not be the limit-
ing factor.

We expected to see some more differences in
test traffic and live traffic measurements, but it
turned out that in the test traffic measurements
made with CISCO’s SAA tool in the DiffServ
implementation were sufficiently precise for
delay, jitter and for sufficiently high loss proba-
bilities also for loss. There are theoretical cases
when differences in test traffic characteristics
and user traffic characteristics lead to differ-
ences, also when these traffic types are routed
differently, but we did not observe anything
alarming in this respect.

5.3  Example Test
Seven tests were performed for the measurement
and management methods of the QUASI-model.
We only present one test here, the test 7 in
[P906-5] made by Denis Karpov and Imad
Ossaily. This test would  verify whether the
dynamic re-allocation of RSVP reservations
based on NPL measurements works in the net-
work in Figure 3. The test consisted of 3 time
slots, each lasting 16 minutes. The tests were
made eight times, so Table 4 contains 8 mea-
surement values and their average in boldface.
There are two MRP points in Figure 3, and the
table shows the delay and jitter values between
the MRPs to one direction for two classes of
traffic, the premium class and the basic class.
Packet losses do not occur for the premium or

basic classes. In the test the RSVP allocations
are originally set to 3 Mbit/s for the premium
class and 1 Mbit/s for the basic class. Then six
512 kbit/s premium class sources and four 256
kbit/s basic class sources are added during a 16
minute time slot. The network adapts to the
changed traffic conditions by changing RSVP
allocations if the measured values are higher
than 95 % of target values. In the second time
slot of 16 minutes a best effort source of
5 Mbit/s is added and in the third time slot the
best effort source is raised to 7 Mbit/s. The tar-
get values for delay and jitter for the premium
class are 10 ms and 40 ms, for the basic class the
target values are 17 ms and 65 ms. In the test the
target values are always achieved. Some service
differentiation is seen between the classes seen
on high traffic load.

6  QUASI-model and Charging
A number of processes are involved from captur-
ing the usage to creating a bill to be sent to a
customer. A layered model can represent these
processes. The charging and accounting refer-
ence model used in P906-GI is illustrated in
Figure 7.

Each layer represents a specific basic functional-
ity, which is configurable by using parameters
supplied by specific policy definitions.

The metering layer tracks and records the usage
of resources by observing the traffic flows. The
metering policy, used for configuring the meter-
ing layer, specifies the attributes of the traffic
flows to be observed. In a connectionless net-

Figure 7  A Charging and
Accounting Model used in

P906
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work, such as Internet, where it is difficult to
locate when a flow is finished, the metering pol-
icy can also be used to define the flow duration.

The collecting layer accesses data provided by
metering entities as well as collecting charging
related events and forwarding them for further
processing to the accounting layer. This layer
can collect information from multiple meters, as
for multicast, and distribute to home domains, as
for user roaming. For this reason, the efforts in
standardising data exchange format and protocol
at this layer will be beneficial. The meters from
where to collect the data, the type of data and
the frequency in collecting them are defined in
the accounting policy.

The accounting layer consolidates the collected
information from the collecting layer either
within the same provider domain or from other
provider domains and creates accounting data

sets or records which are passed further to the
charging layer. For supporting multicast charg-
ing, the multicast topology including splitting
points can be reconstructed by entities of this
layer.

The charging layer derives charges from the
accounting records based on service specific
charging and pricing schemes, which are speci-
fied by the charging policy. This layer basically
translates technical values (i.e. measured re-
source reservation and consumption) into mone-
tary units using a charging formula. As a result
of this process, a charging record is created.

The billing layer collects the charging informa-
tion (given in charging record) for a customer
over a time period, e.g. one month, and includes
subscription charges and possible discounts into
a bill. Billing policy can be used to specify the
bill details.

Naturally, when building a particular charging
and accounting system, not all components have
to be included. For example, a service provider
who provides only one service and charges the
customers on the flat-rate basis can implement
only the functionality of the billing layer. On the
other hand, a service provider offering multiple
services may implement the policy-based archi-
tecture to allow different charging schemes to be
used for different services or customers without
having to hard-code the charging formula into
the billing system.

The accounting architecture is based on the
charging and accounting reference model. It
consists of different processes that take over the
functions for the different layers of the reference
model. The processes are controlled by policies
which provide configuration information in
accordance with the needed accounting task. The
policies describe the flows or traffic aggregates
that should be measured, the attributes that have
to be stored, the collection intervals, data aggre-
gation instructions, etc. With this flexibility with
regard to charging schemes, used QoS provi-
sioning technique, traffic mix and user profiles
can be achieved. With the usage of standardized
policies it is also possible to instruct different
types of the accounting components (e.g. differ-
ent meter processes) in a consistent manner.
With this, different infrastructures that might be
used in different administrative domains can be
supported.

Two different architectural approaches built on
this model have implemented the QUASI-model,
one centralised approach (developed by
Deutsche Telekom T-Nova in collaboration with
GMD Fokus) and the other distributed approach
(developed by BT Labs in collaboration with

Notation used for charging schemes

Charging scheme parameters:

Access_charge: Part of the total charge for network services that can contain
a one-time site connection fee and monthly rental.

Usage_charge: Part of the total charge for network services that is associated
with resource reservation and consumption.

xi: In the case of transport services, includes the Network Perfor-
mance Level (NPL) and traffic profile contained in the Quality
Class Specification (QCS) for service i. In the case of end
services, includes the service (application) and quality class.

pT(xi): Charge per unit of time (e.g.  per minutes).

pV(xi): Charge per unit of volume (e.g.  per Mbyte).

pc(xi): Per connection charge (applies only to connection oriented
services).

Ti: Duration of service or connection i.

Vi: Transferred volume during service or connection i.

Compensation scheme parameters:

pT,reduced: Reduced per unit of time charge, when corresponding NPL is
violated.

pV,reduced: Reduced per unit of volume charge, when corresponding NPL
is violated.

Vnci: Volume of non-conforming traffic for service i.

Tvgi: Duration of period in which NPL is violated for service i.

Vvgi: Volume transferred during period in which NPL is violated for
service i. This variable can either be measured directly by the
QoS monitoring system, or estimated from other measure-
ments.

Vvg: Volume (of all flows corresponding to a given NPL) transferred
during period in which NPL is violated.
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UCL (University College London). The imple-
mented solutions have then been analysed
through experimental tests. More detail on these
can be found in [P906-7], [P906-8].

7  Charging Schemes
After considering the charging and accounting
model and architecture, the charging of both
connectivity/transport and end-user services is
discussed in this chapter. The simplest usage-
based charging scheme, which can be applied
to both connectivity/transport and end-user ser-
vices, and which considers volume in addition to
time as a measure of usage, is the scheme where
the charge is calculated by using a simple func-
tion that is linear in measurements of time and
volume. The parameters of this function, which
represent a charge per unit of time and a charge
per unit of volume, are a function of the parame-
ters of the Quality Class Specification (QCS),
namely the NPL, which contains a set of target
values (or range of values) for relevant Network
Performance Parameters (NPP) that are guaran-
teed by the network, and the traffic profile,
which describes the maximum amount of con-
forming traffic that the user can send. This will
be discussed in more detail later. The notation
used in the following subsections is given in
ingress A.

A charging scheme is an algorithm for calculat-
ing the charge for some network service2). In the
case of telecommunication services, a user’s
charge is calculated based on accounting data
that contain information regarding the resource
consumption for that user, and prices from tariff
tables published by the provider. Bearing in
mind the business model described in Section 2,
network connectivity services are offered over
the SP-NP interface. Such services involve the
transfer of bits with, possibly, some performance
guarantees, but without any knowledge of the
higher layer application that generated the traf-
fic. End-services are those offered over the user
– SP interface. Charges for such services include
both connectivity/transport level charges and
application level charges, where the latter de-
pend on the particular service (application)
offered. Basically, charging for network trans-
port service involves charges for a basic service,
while charging for end-services involves both
charges for the basic services and for value-
added services.

In general, a charge for network connectivity
services may include a subscription3) component
and a usage component. The subscription com-

ponent can consist of a one-time site connection
fee, which is paid once when the user’s network
is connected to the provider and corresponds to
the cost of equipment and labour necessary for
connecting a customer’s network with the pro-
vider, and a rental (e.g. monthly) that is associ-
ated with facilities in the access portion (e.g.
router ports), as well as operational and mainte-
nance costs. The usage component is associated
with resource reservation and consumption in
the backbone. It can consist of the following:

• A fee for setting-up a connection (for connec-
tion-oriented services like IP telephony), that
is associated with the signalling required to
set-up the connection and the maintenance of
related state information.

• A charge for consumed resources, which
depends on measures of resource usage such
as the duration (time), the volume transferred,
quality class. Such measures are captured by
charging and accounting systems and are
included in the accounting data.

Considering all parts mentioned, a customer’s
charge for network connectivity services can be
expressed as follows:

(1)

where Usage_chargei is the charge for connec-
tion i. In the simple case where duration (time)
and volume are the only measures of resource
consumption, then the usage charge can be ex-
pressed as follows:

(2)

where xi describes, in the terminology of the
QUASI-model, the NPL and the traffic profile
for connection i. The measured variables Ti and
Vi are the duration and transferred volume,
respectively, for connection i. Finally, the prices
pT, pV, and pc are the price per unit of time (e.g.
 per minute), the price per unit of volume (e.g.
 per Mbyte), and the connection set-up fee (e.g.
 per connection), respectively. The price pT cor-

responds to the amount of resources reserved,
whereas the price pV corresponds to the actual
amount of resources used. In addition to techni-
cal considerations, expressed through the depen-
dence on xi, these prices will depend on eco-

Usage_ chargei =

pT (xi )T i + pV (xi )V i + pc (xi )

Charge =

Access_ charge + Usage_ chargei
i

∑

2) In this section, the term “network service” is used to refer to either end-user service or network
transport service.

3) Note that this component is sometimes in literature referred to as the access fee/component.
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nomic issues such as market structure and
demand.

Equation (2) is rather general and can describe a
wide range of the charging schemes that are pre-
sent in today’s telecommunications market, for
both guaranteed services and best-effort ser-
vices. Equation (1) can be further generalised by
including time-of-day pricing, which allows
prices to depend on the specific time-of-day the
service is delivered. The rationale for such a
charging scheme is to provide incentives for
users to move traffic which they value less to
off-peak hours (for which the prices are lower
compared to on-peak hours), hence achieving a
more uniform utilisation of network resources
throughout the day.

7.1  Charging for Network
Connectivity Services

In addition to recovering the costs for service
provisioning and generating revenue, charging
may play an important role for controlling re-
source usage. When demand is always less than
supply, the controlling function of charging is
not so important. On the contrary, if demand
exceeds supply, charging can be used as an
effective mechanism for controlling how re-
sources are used, and help the network achieve
efficient and stable operation. In such cases, in
order to provide incentives for users to use the
network according to their actual needs and to
charge them in a fair way, charges need to take
some account of resource usage. Furthermore,
by setting prices appropriately, usage-based
charging can generate the amount of revenue
necessary for expanding the network to meet
the excess demand.

The issues of measurement methods for the
resource usage in networks supporting bursty
traffic and different ways of constructing charg-
ing schemes using these measurements, are dis-
cussed next. Note that the discussion refers to
the usage component of a user’s charge, which
is associated with resource consumption. The
schemes discussed here are appropriate for
charging wholesale transport services, e.g. a
service provided by NP to SP.

7.2  Measuring Resource Usage
The amount of resources used by a user generat-
ing bursty traffic can depend on the user’s traffic
profile, the NPL guaranteed by the network, and
the statistical characteristics of the user’s traffic.
It is desirable to map such multi-dimensional
quantities into a scalar that reflects the relative
amount of resources used by the user. This
scalar is typically called the “effective rate” or
“effective bandwidth” of the user’s traffic
stream, and can simplify the problem of charg-

ing a network service based on the relative
amount of resources used by the service.

In the case of best-effort services, the effective
bandwidth of a stream reduces to its mean rate.
This can be understood as follows: For best-
effort services, there are no performance guaran-
tees. The only requirement is that traffic eventu-
ally reaches its destination. Considering a single
link, the latter requirement translates to a stabil-
ity condition for the link that can be written as

,

where mi is the mean rate of a traffic stream i
and C is the link capacity. Hence, the mean rate
is the appropriate measure of resource usage for
best-effort services.

In the case of guaranteed services, the actual
effective bandwidth of a traffic stream is a com-
plex function, and one usually considers bounds
of the actual effective bandwidth that are simpler
and involve easy to measure quantities. In the
case where the only measure of resource usage
is the mean rate, the bound can be written as
B(x,m), where x includes the NPL and traffic
profile, and m is the mean rate of stream. It can
be shown that this bound is a concave function
of the mean rate m [CA$hMAN].

The concavity of the effective bandwidth bound
is large when the peak rate is high relative to the
network capacity or when the QoS guarantees
are tight (e.g. small delay and small loss proba-
bility). This concavity property can be used to
provide interesting incentives to the users. On
the other hand, for best-effort services the curve
becomes linear, i.e. the effective bandwidth is
equal to the mean rate of the stream, as dis-
cussed above.

More complex bounds that depend on more
detailed statistics than the mean rate would
result in higher accuracy. However, investiga-
tions and trials have shown that higher complex-
ity, hence greater difficulty to understand charg-
ing schemes based on such bounds, can easily
outweigh the advantage of higher accuracy
[CA$hMAN].

7.3  Charging for Resource Usage
The approaches, discussed before, for measuring
resource usage provide input to the charging
scheme. For best-effort services, it was men-
tioned that the appropriate measure of resource
usage is the streams mean rate. Hence, the
charge per unit of time is p(x)m, with x = {best-
effort}. The parameter p(x) is the price per unit
of rate and unit of time for best effort services;
this price will typically depend on economic fac-
tors such as demand and competition. Hence,

mi ≤ C∑
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the total usage charge for best-effort services
is given by:

Usage_chargebest-effort = pV(x)V

where x = {best-effort} and V is the transferred
volume.

For services with QoS guarantees, a straightfor-
ward approach would be to set the charge per
unit of time equal to pB(x, M), where B(x,M) is
the effective bandwidth for contract x and mean
rate M, and p is the price per unit of effective
bandwidth; the latter price is determined by eco-
nomic factors such as demand and competition).
In this case, the usage charge is then

,

where T is the duration and V is the transferred
volume. A disadvantage of such an approach is
that charges are not linear functions of the mea-
surements of duration and volume, thus making
it difficult for users to understand.

Interestingly enough [CA$hMAN, SoKe97],
based on the effective bandwidth bound as a
measure of resource usage, one can construct a
charging scheme linear in measurements of
duration and volume that approximate the previ-
ous charge. This charging scheme is presented
to the users as a trade-off between a duration
charge and a volume charge. In particular, given
his NPL and traffic profile, the user is offered a
set of charging parameters (pT(x), pV(x)) to
choose from. The parameters pT(x), pV(x) repre-
sent a duration and a volume charge, respec-
tively. The usage charge will be

Usage_charge = pT(x)T + pV(x)V

In practice, for a given SLA, the provider can
offer a small number of tariff pairs.

A number of additions/modifications can be
made to the basic approach described above. If
the service is connection oriented, then one can
include in the usage charge a connection set-up
fee pc [SoKe97]. This fee accounts for the sig-
nalling resources required to set up the connec-
tion and the state that needs to be maintained
throughout the duration of the connection. In
addition, a discount for higher volume connec-
tions can be incorporated in the scheme.

In the case a user generates and injects the traffic
that is not conformant (exceeds the conditions)
with the traffic profile agreed in the SLA be-
tween the user and the provider, various reac-
tions can be initiated. One such reaction is to
mark such traffic for dropping, and charge it
at the same rate as best-effort.

pB x,
V

T
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ T

7.4  Charging for End Services
Charges for end-services can be given by a for-
mula similar to Equation 1, namely:

Service_chargei = pT(xi)Ti + pV(xi)Vi + pc(xi) (3)

where now the parameter x denotes the service
(application) and quality class selected by the
user. These parameters are included in the SLA
between the user and the SP.

A charge for end-service may include the charge
for the corresponding connectivity necessary to
provide the service, and charges for the service
itself. The latter can include content charges in
the case of e.g. video delivery.

Recall the business model described in Chapter
2, where the SP offers a different quality class to
the user according to the applications he might
use. Hence, the SP “hides” from end users the
low level details of the QoS parameters and their
corresponding values. In the same sense, an SP
may wish to provide very simple tariffs, even if
they lose some, or even all, the structural charac-
teristics of the transport level charges. The moti-
vation for that might be to attract the customers
by having a very simple charging scheme, e.g.
flat-rate charging, or because the transport level
charges are a small percentage of the charges for
the service itself (e.g. the content charge).
Indeed, economic and marketing issues may
have a significant effect on both the structure of
the charging scheme for end services and the
corresponding prices.

As mentioned before, transport level charges at
the SP-NP interface will influence service level
charges. Consider the following examples:

• For an SP offering a video playback service,
the characteristics and requirements (e.g. in
terms of bandwidth) for a particular video are
known in advance. Indeed, these requirements
depend not only on the content but also on the
resolution of the video encoding. Knowledge
of the requirements will in turn enable an SP
to estimate the corresponding charges of the
transport level services required by the net-
work provider for the delivery of the particu-
lar video. Of course, different video streams
may have different transport level require-
ments. The service provider, however, may
select to offer simple duration-based charges
with the same prices for all video streams
which, when averaged over all connections of
many users, will absorb the varying transport
level charges.

• For an SP offering IP telephony or videocon-
ferencing services, the characteristics and
requirements for a particular session are not
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known in advance. However, the SP can have
empirical measurements of past sessions,
hence can determine the average transport
level requirements of one session. Further-
more, the estimates of transport level require-
ments can be refined with time.

In the above service examples, the SP might
choose to charge based on duration only. For
other services, however, the SP may select to
charge also based on the transferred volume, if it
sees that providing users the incentive to control
the total volume they transfer is important. One
example of such a service is Internet access over
ADSL. In this example, if the SP does not pro-
vide incentives for users to limit their transferred
volume, then congestion in some part of the
access network can arise.

7.5  Compensation Schemes
By agreeing the SLA, both the customer and the
provider define the behaviour, duties and rights
of each of the parties. Therefore, in case some
of the statements in the SLA are not fulfilled,
a reaction pattern can be applied. Note that the
reaction pattern is described in the SLA as well.
One reaction is related to the compensation
schemes. Such schemes imply the compensation
the provider offers to the user after not fulfilling
the conditions given in the SLA (and under con-
dition that the user’s traffic was conformant with
the agreed traffic pattern).

In a QUASIMODO scope, a user should be
charged as agreed in the SLA, but only if the
agreed NPL is delivered as well. In case the
provider failed to deliver the NPL with the guar-
antees stated in the SLA, some compensation
may be invoiced. Note that the compensation is
not restricted only to the direct money flow, but
can impose “service credit”, i.e. service usage
free of charge for a certain (defined) period.
When constructing compensation schemes,
the NPL violations are necessary information.
Hence, measurements related to this dictate the
granularity a compensation scheme can be de-
veloped with. Depending on the type of mea-
surement/monitoring methods and tools, the
detection of the violation of a certain QoS para-
meter will differ, and hence affect the compensa-
tion scheme structure. For example, whether
detection of NPL violations is for individual
flows or for aggregate flows, whether the spe-
cific NPL parameters that are violated are de-
tected, whether the duration of NPL violations
and the traffic transferred during these violations
is measured.4)

More details on the compensation schemes dis-
cussed in the QUASIMODO project can be
found in [P906-7], [P906-8]

8  Open Issues and
Concluding Remarks

The question of scalability of the QUASI-model
deserves further attention. One particular prob-
lem is scalability of a central management sys-
tem for one operator’s network. If NPL measure-
ments are made with test traffic so that traffic is
sent from one MRP, loops back from another
MRP, and the measure for the NPL-parameters
is derived as an average from the two-way de-
lays and losses, then one MPR can do its mea-
surements alone. This was applied in the QUASI-
model DiffServ implementations. In the QUASI-
IntServ implementation delays are measured
one-way and clock synchronisation is needed,
but no correlation of traces of measured times of
packet arrivals in two MRPs is needed, as the
delay is calculated from a time stamp. In both
implementations measurements from MRPs are
collected to a central point, either continuously
or if measured values are unnecessarily good or
too bad. The same or another central point also
manages dynamically the MRPs in the QUASI-
IntServ implementation. A central point may be
considered a poorly scalable solution. It is possi-
ble to divide the network to subnetworks and set
target values to each subnetwork and to have a
hierarchical management system where a central
manager manages subnetwork managers, in the
same way as in distributed network management
of SNMPv2/3. The QUASI IntServ implementa-
tion uses a simple unsecured socket connection
between the managing node and the MRPs. A
suitable de-facto standard, like SNMP or GSMP
(General Switch Management Protocol) would
be an improvement, but the protocol should be
secured as changing bandwidths of the RSVP
flows between MRPs make the network vulnera-
ble to denial of service attacks.

An important issue is security. If security is pro-
vided with IPSec (or IPv6 security), then IPSec
restricts the use of NAT in the QUASI-IntServ
and if EPS with data encryption is used, IPSec
prevents reading the port and the protocol, also
AH prevents NAT. Though the TOS field can be
updated, transport mode IPSec with EPS and
encryption conflicts with the use of DiffServ
also. A working solution is to use IPSec in the
tunneling mode and terminate tunnels to MPRs
and continue from there with another tunnel. If
the network is divided into subnetworks because
of more scalable management, it could induce
long delays to terminate IPSec tunnels to each

4) An issue we do not discuss here is which system (accounting or QoS monitoring) is responsible for
collecting such measurements.
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intermediate MRP. This is fortunately not
needed as the IP-packets are already marked for
the desired NPL and it is sufficient to read the
outer IP-header. In this way the QUASI-model
can be used with decentralised management and
IPSec. Offering VoIP with IPSec tunnels may
cause problems because of header overhead and
set-up delays connected with IKE, but these
problems are not specific to the use of IPSec in
the QUASI-model.

Currently the implementations for measurement
and management do not have security mecha-
nisms in the user access. A full AAA-protocol
(Authentication, Authorisation, Accounting)
could be used. The present AAA protocols, like
COPS, RADIUS or Diameter, are not ideal for
the QUASI-IntServ. The implementations for
charging the use of AAA, see [P906-6].

Another scalability issue is the usage of access
lists in the DiffServ implementation. The prob-
lem appears because a user can select different
quality classes for an application in the QUASI-
model. In conversational services, like VoIP, a
subscriber to better quality should receive better
quality in a conversation with a user of worse
quality. This is solved in the DiffServ implemen-
tation by putting all subscribers to better quality
to access lists of all MRPs. Then the MRP
knows to mark the TOS field of IP packets des-
tined to a subscriber to better quality, but the
solution is not scalable. One way could be to
upgrade SIP or H.323 so that the applications
negotiate the used quality. This solution may be
difficult to enforce as SIP and H.323 compliant
implementations exist and the standards do not
yet include quality negotiation, and requiring
upgrading applications to support the QUASI-
model before the QUASI-model can be used
hinders its usage. In the QUASI IntServ the
problem is solved by MRPs keeping the state of
existing connections and exchanging the infor-
mation of AC/QC in both MRPs of a connection.
A similar solution might be the easiest way to
scale the DiffServ implementation.

The QUASI-model does not restrict the use of
MPLS inside the network, but it should be noted
that in the QUASI-model an application can be
assigned a different quality. In many label switch-
ing methods traffic flows are classified by their
traffic pattern and the classifier decides what is
the required quality of the flow. This approach
fails in the QUASI-model as the traffic pattern
does not indicate what the desired quality is.

Mobility via Mobile IP (or IPv6 mobility) has
not been considered in the QUASI-model. It is
likely to require changes to the QUASI-model.
In Mobile IP traffic is sent to the home agent and
then forwarded to the visiting agent. In order to

support the same quality in both connections, it
seems that the MRPs should have signalling to
inform the MRP on the route to the visiting
agent what is the selected AC/QC.

The scalability problems of the DiffServ imple-
mentation can be solved with additional proto-
cols and enhancements of the model. They add
some complexity but also they add some func-
tionality. Service differentiation is basically a
philosophical matter: should one worsen existing
quality simply to provide service differentiation?
Does it mean provisioning guaranteed bad ser-
vice? The solution we proposed to be used in
QUASI-IntServ is connection blocking, but this
implies some kind of connection oriented view
to a traditionally connectionless IP-network. In
general, is QUASI-IntServ a poor version of
ATM and why not to use the real ATM? Any-
thing based on IntServ and in conformance with
the QUASI-model is likely to be similar to
QUASI-IntServ.

There are proposals to use charging schemes
where the operator increases the prices when
the network is heavily loaded and the users are
expected to respond with reduced traffic de-
mand. In the situation when the users are con-
nected to a single operator and they respond to
prices, these methods work as feedback methods
and the only stability issue is the control loop
delay. In the QUASI-model there is an interme-
diate role – the retailer – and the retailer can be
connected to several operators, some of which
may use congestion pricing. The retailer, let us
call it the ISP, may try to shift traffic to an oper-
ator offering lower prices instead of reflecting
the increased prices to end users as long as there
are cheap operators available. Then the users
do not respond to the change or prices, as their
prices do not change, and the total traffic
demand is not reduced. In the QUASI-model
traffic control is on the IP layer and connection-
less, therefore existing connections can be
shifted on-the-fly to another operator providing
sufficient NPL. In this situation the response to
congestion prices is On/Off, i.e. the ISP min-
imising costs for each charging time slot will
shift traffic abruptly from a more expensive
operator to a cheaper one. It is possible to use
more complicated operator pricing schemes, like
carry the first N-bytes in a charging time slot
with come cost per byte, and the remaining traf-
fic on the time slot is more expensive. Then the
operator will get the response it desires in con-
gestion pricing schemes. This shows that the role
of the retailer is useful: the pricing scheme of the
operator is unfair as prices depend on the arrival
times of IP packets with respect to charging time
slots, but the ISP can offer users fair and more
constant prices.
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There are other similar observations in a multi-
operator situation. If there is an operator offering
predictable prices, while some other offer load
or volume dependent prices, there may be a pro-
tection strategy for the ISP. This means that it
can offer fair prices (in the sense of a martingale
measure) to end-users and have the strategy of
shifting the traffic to the predicable prices in
case lower usage-based prices are not offered
by other operators.

Another observation is that there are cases when
changes in traffic volume are predictable, like
the traffic variation during the day to a large
extent is. If volume changes are predictable and
there are operators offering flat prices and others
offering usage based prices, the ISP may shift
traffic on high traffic times to the flat rate and on
low traffic times to the usage based rate. These
may influence the viability of a particular pric-
ing scheme, and there are also countermeasures.
In this example the operator may require that
capacity is bought only for time units of a cer-
tain duration, that predictability of traffic cannot
be used by an ISP for unwanted optimising pur-
poses.

This paper described some results of the
QUASIMODO-project, with emphasis on the
parts where the authors of the paper worked. The
QUASI-model implementations for measure-
ment and management contain measurements for
QoS monitoring, mapping users’ (QC, AC)
selections to DiffServ and IntServ architectures,
and some additional QoS management methods.
The charging-related work in the QUASI-
MODO-project included both generic charging
and accounting model, as well as two possible
billing system solutions. Here, the theoretical
findings have been stressed, while more details
on the particular implementations can be found
in [P906-7], [P906-8]. The linking between the
measurement and management implementations
and the billing systems was not demonstrated; it
is realised by the possibility of obtaining NPL-
measurements to the charging system.
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1  Introduction
It is confirmed by several sources that the
growth in the Internet has been phenomenal.
This is counted both in volume of traffic and
number of connected users and hosts/sites. The
Internet together with the mobile services may
not see any cases of comparable growth rate in
the industrial countries. However, not to forget
that telephony networks are also intensively de-
ployed in several parts of the world. However,
the Internet Protocol (IP) is entering into both
mobile networks and voice networks. This is
for example observed by IP being the current
longer-term solution for the 3rd generation
mobile systems and work on finding suitable
configurations for providing telephony over IP.

It may therefore be claimed that IP works as a
common “glue” between the applications and the
underlying infrastructure, see Figure 1. Applica-
tions are the functions towards the end-user,
such as a human being. Infrastructure is the
underlying functions such as cabling.

However, it should be observed that much work
is being carried out to find efficient configura-
tions and mechanisms built around IP. This can
be referred to as IP++, including the portfolio of
functionality promoted, e.g. for routing, resource
handling, traffic control, multicast, and so forth.

Looking at several major operators one sees that
a consolidation of networks is strived for. A
portfolio of any larger operator includes PSTN/
ISDN, X.21 networks, X. 25 networks, ATM
network, Frame Relay networks, and others.
Arriving at fewer networks is considered a better
configuration, taking into account the economy
of scale and scope. However, it also raises sev-
eral challenges, preserving the mechanisms for
differentiating between traffic flows, e.g. accord-
ing to their characteristics, level of payments of
the customers.

Tuning IP++ to work as a common layer for a
range of applications is not a straightforward
task. Therefore, several projects related to multi-
service IP-based networks have been initiated.
In addition to the technical challenges, there are
also others for example in the area of business
modelling, regulatory, property rights, etc. The
latter are not considered to any extent in this
issue of Telektronikk, but should not go unno-
ticed.

Within certain limits, one may say that arriving
at more predictable services is one of the main
goals of the IP-related work. This is also
addressed by the IP++, and addressed in accom-
panying papers of this Telektronikk issue. Pre-
dictability is not to be understood in a restricted
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sense. In fact, traffic from most of the traditional
applications on IP-based networks is quite toler-
ant with respect to variations in transfer times
(also referred to as elastic traffic flows). How-
ever, too wide changes in the behaviour (such
as longer response time) would likely be consid-
ered a great annoyance for a human user.

The main topics addressed in this article are re-
lated to IP and how it can be utilised. Accompa-
nying articles consider the aspects more related
to Traffic Engineering (TE). Concepts on
domains and layers are described in the follow-
ing chapter. Chapter 3 addresses selected topics
on optics from an “IP point of view”. Mobility
and multicast are discussed in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, respectively. Authentication and
other security issues are treated in Chapter 6. A
few scenarios and examples, including Virtual
Private Network, Web browsing and telephony
are given in Chapter 7. The main objective of
this article is to provide a soft introduction to the
application of IP and some core functions that
have to be present in a wide area network.

2  Network Components

2.1  Concepts
Being no surprise to anyone, a network is put
together by a number of components; each of
them having its characteristics. Moreover, some
of the components can be grouped based on cer-
tain characteristics. This is commonly useful
when discussing appropriate solutions for the
components and how they can be put together to
compose a network. That is, each of the compo-
nents would implement certain mechanisms, be
designed according to an architecture, and so
forth.

Looking at studies deriving systematic network
descriptions, one frequently observes a division
into domains and strata, see Figure 2. Domain
refers to geographical separation, while stratum
refers to a functional separation. These are
depicted by horizontal and vertical separations.
A basic example of a set of strata is the 7-layer
Open System Interconnection (OSI) model.
Here, however, stratum is used in a more general
interpretation, although similarities with the OSI
model can be recognised.

Figure 2  Identifying components in the network

Figure 3  User, control and management activities
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Zooming in on IP-related aspects, the stratum
referring to routers is commonly placed in the
centre. Several of the relations with upper and
lower strata (referred to as layers) impact the
behaviour of IP. So, when discussing intercon-
necting IP routers (and other IP elements) one
should keep in mind that lower layer functional-
ity is used for carrying the IP packets. IP packets
are used for carrying higher layer information,
and other functions are used for finding where to
direct the information. According to OSI, IP will
be placed in layer 3, while lower layers are 2 and
below and upper layers from 4 and above.

Besides carrying information from higher layers,
other types of functionality are also present in a
network. Typical classes are control and man-
agement. The actual distinction between user
data, control and management might be rather
blurred in some cases. However, schematically
this can be illustrated as in Figure 3. Some refers
to this as the cube of the International Telecom-
munication Union – Telecommunication Stan-
dards Sector (ITU-T).

Briefly, the main purposes of each of the planes
are:

• User plane – to convey the user information
(information from higher layers);

• Control plane – to control traffic flows and
resource configurations;

• Management plane – to manage network
resources, including fault management, con-
figuration management, accounting manage-
ment, performance management, security
management.

Any larger network would typically have func-
tions belonging to all these planes, although
the way functions are implemented varies. An
objective is to find efficient complete solutions
and combinations of functions that incorporate
all needed functionality.

In order to locate where to direct the informa-
tion, addresses and routing functionality have to
be present. So, addresses are used for identifying
a unit/interface, while routing is used to find
how to direct the information towards the
address (and the unit/interface it represents).

2.2  Domains
Domains are commonly identified according to
some kind of geographical arrangements. That
is, separate domains are physically dispersed,
and likely to be interconnected at certain points.
When traffic has to traverse a number of
domains, this can be schematically depicted as
a chain, see Figure 4. Interconnection points are

realised at border nodes, e.g. at a border router.
When interconnecting a customer to the core
network, a border router is frequently called an
edge router.

The expression Autonomous System (AS) is fre-
quently seen. A common understanding of an
AS is a set of routers under a single technical
administration. This implies that an AS has its
characteristics and is commonly managed by a
single organisation (within the same trusted
unit).

Examples of domains are the customer premises
network (e.g. Local Area Network, LAN, and
terminals), access network and core network.
These may well have distinct characteristics
implying that which solutions to use for each of
them differ. For example, the limited coverage
of a LAN allows for adding transmission capac-
ity without radically increasing the cost. More-
over, a company would often own its LAN such
that sophisticated mechanisms for accounting/
charging may not be needed. The same goes for
security solutions, although certain protection
means are typically introduced, like passwords,
limited access rights, and so forth.

An access line may be dedicated to a single cus-
tomer, resulting in relatively low average utilisa-
tion (e.g. for a residential customer). Hence,
commonly a significant fraction of the overall
cost is associated with the access network.
Shortening the dedicated capacity introducing
multiplexing/concentrating equipment is often
used seeking to reduce the overall cost, see Fig-
ure 5. For several networks the relative cost of
the access portion is fairly high, commonly in
the area of 60 % – 80 % for public networks,
although this depends on the solutions used.

On the IP level the access network commonly
looks like a tree or a star network, with the edge
router located at the root (or in the centre). How-
ever, on the transmission layer ring structures
could be used, e.g. for dependability arguments.

Looking at the access link for a single user, the
capacity of the links should be according to the
maximum demand from that user. However, the
peak load (bit rate) may very well be rather high
compared to the average load, e.g. during the
day. An analogy is found in the telephony net-

Figure 4  Schematic
illustration of
interconnected domains

domain A domain B domain C domain D

traffic flow
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work were the access link is in use during a
phone conversation, but idle most of the time.
Installing a capacity much higher than the aver-
age load is a reason for the rather high cost of
the access network.

As many types of applications and users will be
connected, a range of access capacities could be
requested. Commonly, however, rather fixed
capacities are used, e.g. offering Asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) downstream
rates as 384, 768 and 1024 kbit/s. This also con-
tributes to the potential capacity of the access
network usually being poorly utilised.

A core domain usually carries traffic from
a greater set of customers resulting in higher
capacity links and routers. A certain averaging
effect of the traffic, e.g. during the day is also
commonly observed, for example related to the
different customer types and use of services.

The edge of the core network usually has a num-
ber of features related to individual users, like
access lists and monitoring mechanisms. Edge
routers will then implement such features.
Towards other operators, border routers, possi-
bly with similar functionality can be present.

Providing efficient traffic handling implies that
appropriate solutions must be available in all
the domains involved. However, for customer
equipment, it is usually expected that the cost of
providing capacity is relatively low, implying
that capacity is added in case a performance
problem emerges. For other domains mecha-
nisms for differentiated handling of services
(and traffic flows) seem to be gradually intro-
duced. In addition to differentiating between ser-
vices, differentiating between customers would
also be likely (although this could again be seen
as a kind of service differentiation).

When looking for potential performance bottle-
necks it is essential to include the end systems
as well as the processing capabilities in all
domains. This means that efficiency of protocol
software (as well as software of other traffic
handling mechanisms) is a pivotal point. As the
capacity evolution of transmission outpaces the
computer capacity growth, the system designers
may rather concentrate on achieving high trans-
fer speed (putting data on the output interface)
than optimised utilisation of the transmission
bandwidth when seen from an end system point
of view. The network operator view may be
more balanced, however, as a huge number of
traffic flows will be present.

2.3  Layering
Similar to the OSI model (Open System Inter-
connection), the Internet-related protocols can
also be depicted as a hierarchy, see Figure 6.

Numerous protocols could be used below IP,
like Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). A number of pro-
tocols could also be used in the transport layer,
although Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are amongst
the most popular ones.

Figure 5  Introducing
equipment for concentration
and multiplexer to reduce the
cost for dedicated access lines
per user

Figure 6  Layers and example
of protocols related to IP
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A principle behind the layering is that a layer
entity at a destination sees the same object/mes-
sage as sent by the corresponding layer entity in
the source as illustrated in Figure 7.

An application interacts with a transport proto-
col. The application chooses the format of data
transfer. Two examples are stream (a longer
flow of information) and transaction (an ex-
change of a single information unit). In the
transport layer an association with the transport
layer at the destination is established (frequently
called end-to-end, although when interworking
units are involved the user information could
even be carried further before the final destina-
tion is reached). The transport protocol divides
the data into units, sometimes called segments,
and transfers these units to the IP layer. In the IP
layer, these data units are enveloped by the IP
header information and transferred to the net-
work interface. In a terminal/host that interface
would be interacting with hardware drivers.

Even QoS parameters can be assigned to layers
as illustrated in Figure 8. This implies that dif-
ferent aspects can be discussed on certain layers,
for example allowing for “hiding” characteristics
of lower layers. However, it also raises the need
for finding the mapping between parameter val-
ues on the different layers. When fairly generic
layers are used, such a mapping may not be
straightforward, balancing the requirements of
the upper layers with efficient utilisation of
resources seen by layers below.

3  Optics and IP
Several questioning to what extent the traffic
load growth in the core of IP-based networks is
hindered by the access link capacity (e.g. dial-
up, ISDN, GSM). Introducing access links with
higher capacity, the traffic loads in the core net-
works may grow even more drastically. This is

one argument for investigating use of optics in
closer connection with IP (although the general
traffic growth and price trends for optics also
advocate this).

One of the means to step up the traffic handling
capability of the IP network is to develop routers
with higher throughput. Some means undertaken
are:

• Separate forwarding and route determination
and make the routing software leaner;

• Introduce interfaces with higher transfer rates,
increased switching speed;

• Introduce hardware adapted solutions (e.g.
through application-specific integrated cir-
cuits, ASICs).

Making leaner software solutions may in some
respects be contrasting the functionality for traf-
fic handling according to the TE mechanisms.
Reducing the number of layers is one step to
reduce the overhead. Hence, IP “directly” over
optics has become a theme gaining more interest.

Figure 8  Layers for TIPHON,
a telephony service, from

[TS329-3]

Figure 7  Hierarchy of
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3.1  Interconnecting IP and Optics
The optical networks must be survivable, flexi-
ble and controllable [ID_IPoptfw]. Introducing
more “intelligence” in the control plane for the
optical networks is a step in doing this. As IP
is seen as being a common protocol for much
of the traffic carried by the optical network, util-
ising similar mechanisms as found for the IP-
based networks is looked at with increasing
interest.

A first issue is the adaptation and reuse of IP
control plane protocols for the control plane in
optical networks. These are to be used no matter
which traffic flows (IP or non-IP) that are car-
ried. A second issue is how IP traffic can be
carried where joint control and co-ordination
between the IP and optical layer are utilised.

A schematic illustration is depicted in Figure 9.
An optical subnetwork may consist of all-Opti-
cal Cross-Connects (OXCs) or some nodes
where optical-electrical-optical conversion is
used. Two types of control interfaces are indi-
cated; User-Network Interface (UNI) between
the clients and the optical network, and Net-
work-Network Interface (NNI) between optical
subnetworks. The control flow across the UNI
would naturally depend on the services offered
to the client. As the NNI control flow would be
derived from IP control, similarities between
NNI and UNI may well exist when an IP net-
work is the client. The physical implementation
of the UNI may vary, such as:

• Direct interface with an in-band or out-of-
band IP control channel. This channel is used
for exchanging signalling and routing mes-
sages between the router and the OXC (like
a peering arrangement);

• Indirect interface with out-of-band IP control
channel. The channel may be running between
management systems or servers;

• Provisioned interface involving manual opera-
tions.

Two service models are outlined in
[ID_IPoptfw]:

• Domain service model where the optical net-
work primarily offers high bandwidth connec-
tivity (services like light-path creation, dele-
tion, modification and status enquiry);

• Unified service model where the IP and the
optical network are treated together as an
integrated network. Then the OXCs will be
treated like any router as seen from the control
plane. No distinction is then made between
UNI, NNI and any other router-to-router inter-
face. Such an interface is assumed to be
MPLS-based.

It is important to make a separation between the
control plane and the data plane over the UNI.
As mentioned, the optical network basically pro-
vides services to clients in the form of transport
capacities (by light-paths). IP routers at the edge
of the optical network must establish such paths
before the communication at the IP layer can
start. Therefore, the IP data plan over optical
network is done over an underlying network of
optical paths. On the other hand, for the control
plane the IP routers and the OXCs can have
peering relations, in particular for routing infor-
mation exchanges. Various degrees of loose or
tight coupling between the IP and the optical
network may be used. The coupling is given by
the details of topology and routing information
exchanged, level of control that IP routers can
exercise on selecting specific paths, and policies
regarding dynamic provisioning of optical paths
between routers (including access control,
accounting and security).

Three interconnection models are then seen:

• Overlay model: The routing, topology distri-
bution, signalling protocols are independent
for the IP/MPLS and the optical network.

• Augmented model: Routing instances in the IP
layer and the optical network are separated by
information exchanged (e.g. IP addresses are
known to the optical routing protocols). 

• Peer model: The IP/MPLS layers act as peers
to the optical network. Then a single routing
protocol instance can be used for the IP/MPLS
network and the optical network.

These models refer to a certain degree of imple-
mentation complexity; the overlay being the
least complex one for near-term deployment and
the peer model the most complex one. As each
of the models has its advantages, an evolution
path for IP over optical network may be seen.

The migration path described in [ID_IPoptfw] is
to start with the simpler functionality, meaning
the domain service model with overlay intercon-

Figure 9  Schematic
illustration of optical network
with client networks
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nection and no routing exchange between the IP
and the optical network. A provisioned interface
would be expected. The next phase of the migra-
tion path is to exchange reachability information
between IP and the optical network. This may
allow for light-paths to be established in con-
junction with setting up LSPs. The third phase
of the migration is to support the peer model.

Applying a common signalling framework from
the start would assist the migration. For the
domain service model, implementation agree-
ment based on Generalised MPLS (GMPLS)
UNI signalling is being developed by the Optical
Interworking Forum. This is intended for near-
term deployment, although helping in the migra-
tion toward the peer model. This is said to sup-
port incremental development as the intercon-
nection model increases in complexity.

The GMPLS is described in [ID_GMPLS]. This
basically contains extensions to signalling for
MPLS, the need to include time-division, wave-
length and spatial switched/divided systems,
see illustration in Figure 10.

3.2  Multiplexing Hierarchy
As described in [Jens01], MPLS uses labels to
support forwarding of packets. Label Switching
Routers (LSRs) have a forwarding table recog-
nising the cells/frames with the labels, or the
IP packet headers (at the border of the MPLS
domain). This is extended in GMPLS where the
following interfaces are given for an LSR:

• Interfaces that recognise packet/cell/frame
boundaries and forward the data based on the
content in the packet or label/cell header.
This is referred to as Packet-Switch Capable.
Examples are MPLS-capable routers and
ATM switches.

• Interfaces that forward data based on time
slots in a periodic cycle. This is referred to as
Time-Division Multiplex Capable. An exam-
ple is an SDH cross-connect.

• Interfaces that forward data based on the
wavelength. Such interfaces are referred to
as Lambda Switch Capable. An optical cross-
connect is an example.

• Interfaces that forward data based on physical
space position of data. This is referred to as
Fibre-Switch Capable. An optical cross-con-
nect operating on the level of single or multi-
ple fibres is an example.

These can be organised in a hierarchical manner
as shown in Figure 11 and corresponding labels
and Label Switched Paths (LSPs) defined. Then
an LSP that starts and ends on a packet-switch

capable interface can be grouped together with
other similar LSPs into a common LSP that starts
and ends on a time-division multiplex interface.
This LSP can be grouped together with other
similar LSPs into an LSP that starts and ends on
a lambda switch capable interface, and so forth.
This is similar to a multiplexing hierarchy.

Compared to MPLS, the GMPLS introduces
additional interface types. The formats of the
labels on the interfaces are given in
[ID_GMPLS].

Motivations for combining solutions for MPLS,
in particular related to Traffic Engineering, and
mechanisms for control plane in OXCs are
described in [ID_MPLSoptte]:

Figure 10  Similarities
between MPLS and GMPLS
for a Label Switched Router
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• To provide a framework for real-time provi-
sioning of optical channels in automatically
switched optical networks;

• To foster the expedited development and
deployment of a new class of versatile OXCs;

• To allow the use of uniform semantics for net-
work management and operation control and
hybrid networks consisting of OXCs and label
switching routers (LSRs).

A particular emphasis may be placed on the
support of various protection and restoration
schemes.

3.3  Traffic Engineering Topics
The main components of the MPLS TE control
plane model include (ref. [Jens01]):

• Discovery of resources;

• Dissemination of state information (similar to
abilities of routing protocols);

• Selection of paths (similar to constraint-based
routing);

• Management of paths (label distribution, path
placement, path maintenance, path revoca-
tion).

Several of the capabilities can be derived from
MPLS by replacing “traffic trunk” with “optical
channel”.

3.4  Optical Transport Networks
A high level architectural model is presented in
[ID_MPLSoptte]. The modelling aspects have
been grouped into a horizontal dimension and a
vertical dimension. The horizontal dimension
refers to special requirements for an Optical
Transport Network (OTN) including considera-
tions such as:

• Type of OTN state information should be
discovered and disseminated to support path
selection for optical channels (e.g. attenuation,
dispersion);

• Infrastructure used for propagating the control
information;

• Computing constrained paths fulfilling perfor-
mance and policy requirements;

• Domain specific requirements for establishing
optical channels and enhancements for MPLS
signalling protocols for addressing these
requirements.

The vertical dimension includes concerns when
porting MPLS control plane software onto an
OXC. A potential architecture of an OXC is also
given in [ID_MPLSoptte], see Figure 12.

Looking closer into an OTN as described by
ITU-T, it should be noted that it is itself divided
into layers, including:

• an optical channel (OCh) layer network;
• an optical multiplex section (OMS) layer net-

work;
• an optical transmission section (OTS) layer

network.

4  Mobility

4.1  Mobile Routing – Mobile IP
As users and hosts may be moving around and
still want to be connected to a network as if they
were “at home”, the network has to be capable
of supporting this. One issue is mobile routing
where a mobile user (mobile node) may move
while still having a predefined home location
(where a Home Agent, HA, is located).

Mobility support is described in [RFC2002]. The
assumptions made are:

• No additional constraints on the assignment of
IP addresses;

• The mobile user will not change points of
attachment very frequently, say less frequent
than once per second;

Figure 11  Organising
“labels” hierarchically
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• IP packets are routed based on the destination
IP address.

By allowing the mobile node to use two IP add-
resses the mobility is supported by IP. Hence,
one of the addresses is fixed (indicating the
node’s home region), while the other address
may change at each point of attachment (called
a care-of-address).

Two types of care-of-address can be used: a
“foreign agent care-of-address” is the address of
the Foreign Agent (FA) where the mobile node
is registered, and a “co-located care-of-address”
being an externally obtained local address that
the mobile node has associated with its network
interface. Hence, the care-of-address refers to
the end point of the tunnel from the home agent.

Mobile IP consists of three basic mechanisms:

• Discovering agents and obtaining a care-of-
address;

• Registering the care-of-address;
• Tunnelling to the care-of-address.

An illustration of mobile IP is given in Figure 13
where the mobile node A communicates with the
node denoted as correspondent node.

A mobile node would belong to a home
“domain”, controlled by a home agent. The
HA can control the forwarding of packets when
the mobile node is not connected to its home
domain. The mobile node also needs a Care-Of-
Address (COA) in the foreign domain it is con-
nected to. This is assigned by a foreign agent.
Foreign agents are defined for each area. When
the user turns up in an area, it makes its presence
known (by listening for foreign agents or check-
ing for one). The discovery messages applied are
quite similar to ICMP router discovery messages.

Then the foreign agent checks with the home
agent concerning authentication, etc. at the same
time as telling of the mobile user’s whereabouts.
A care-of-address can be allocated at the same
time, to be used for forwarding packets to the
user. When a packet destined for the mobile user
arrives at its home location area, the home agent
may forward it to the foreign agent (within a
tunnel), which sends it to the mobile user. At
the same time the home agent may inform the
sender of the packet of the new location of the
mobile user such that the sender can transmit
any subsequent packets directly to that area
(possibly in a tunnel to the foreign agent, by
using the care-of-address).

Most of the messages, as described in
[RFC2002], are carried by UDP.

There are multiple options for realising this sce-
nario, like all subsequent packets may also pass
through the home agent and the mobile user may
be assigned a temporary address allowing it to
receive all packets directly without further assis-
tance of the foreign agent. This is then using the
second type of care-of-address (co-located).

In order to avoid addresses being kept even after
the mobile user has left a foreign area, the regis-
tration is only valid for a given time interval,
requiring periodical refreshing. In case a number
of mobile users are following a common means
of transportation (like an aeroplane or train) con-
taining a router itself, several levels of tunnelling
can be used where one level refers to the on-
board router.

The binding between the home address (e.g. A)
of the mobile node and its COA (e.g. FA) is kept
by the home agent. The binding will likely be
attached with a validity duration, implying that
binding updates should be initiated. A central
function is for the mobile node to detect that it
has moved to another domain, like using router
discovery and neighbour unreachability detec-
tion.

In this way the mobile node will be accessible
via its home agent. When the mobile node is
connected to its home domain, normal routing is
used. When a packet arrives at HA for which a
valid binding is given, the HA tunnels the packet
to the COA. When a mobile node receives a new
COA, the information on this address is sent to
its home agent.

Routing from the mobile node to the correspon-
dent node will follow normal routes. In the
opposite direction, packets may initially pass the
home agent. When the mobile node receives the
packets, it will learn that the correspondent node

Figure 13  Mobile IP
illustration
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does not know its COA. In such cases, it may
distribute its address to the correspondent node
for more efficient routing.

For IPv6 the routing header option can be
utilised in combination with mobile IP to imple-
ment more efficient routing. When the mobile
node receives a new COA, the address can be
distributed to its HA using the destination header
option. Some essential changes in IPv6 are (see
[Pain01]):

• Route optimisation: the correspondent node
can send packets to the mobile node without
passing through the home agent (avoiding tri-
angular routing).

• Filtering: allowing the mobile node to use its
care-of-address in the source address, any fil-
tering in intermediate routers may be passed
more easily (compared to when a “foreign”
address would be used). The home address
would be carried in a destination header
option.

• Foreign Agents not needed: by using IPv6 fea-
tures like neighbour discovery and address
autoconfiguration, the FAs are eliminated.

• Security: IPv6 would use IPSec for security
requirements.

• IPv6 routing headers: introducing the routing
header option, IP tunnelling could be obsolete,
reducing the overhead.

Mobile IP originally primarily addressed
“slowly” moving entities, which is likely to
be combined with other features for so-called
micro-mobility. Some of these are surveyed in
[Pain01].

4.2  TCP and Wireless
A transport protocol like TCP should in princi-
ple be independent of the underlying layers.
However, considering the congestion control
algorithm used in TCP it turns out to be sensitive
to the characteristics of those layers. For in-
stance, when a segment is lost TCP assumes this
is due to network congestion and reduces its rate
of transmission. When a system introducing high
bit error rate is used, a segment could very well

be “lost” as seen from the TCP layer although all
bits have been received (albeit some bits incor-
rectly). In such a case, a proper behaviour of the
TCP layer may not be to reduce its rate, but
rather to keep, or even increase its rate. For wire-
less systems, one suggested solution is to divide
the TCP connection into two parts, each of the
parts having separate characteristics, see Figure
14. One of the parts traverses the wired part
where lost TCP segments commonly imply con-
gestion asking for the regular behaviour of TCP.

The other part may ask for a different behaviour,
implying that the TCP functions should be
changed. In this case the base station has to ter-
minate both TCP connections, meaning that end-
to-end connection and acknowledgements are
not present.

Another suggestion is not to split the TCP con-
nection, but to introduce an agent into the base
station. This agent will examine the TCP seg-
ments transmitted on the air interface and
retransmit the segment if an acknowledgement
has not been received within a short delay. This
is to “hide” those losses to the original sender,
which after a relatively longer delay will retrans-
mit the packets. In case there is a high bit error
ratio on the air interface, the retransmission
timer in the original sender may expire, after all
resulting in little gain. This solution could be
further extended by introducing selective re-
transmissions, suppression of acknowledgement
duplicates and so forth.

Another issue is to deal with handovers. Two
factors are that the handovers may take some
time, and that the effective throughput may be
quite different on the interfaces before and after
the handover. An example of the latter is hand-
over from a LAN to a GSM network, e.g. for an
ongoing file transfer. Hence, combining wireless
and transport protocols may imply additional
challenges.

5  Multicast
Multicast, as the term says, is traffic flowing
from one to many users at the same time. For
such applications the use of unicast, implying
sending the same information in parallel to the
receivers, would in most cases be rather ineffi-
cient.

Two essential issues for multicast are:

• How is the group of receivers identified and
maintained;

• How is the tree for distributing information
built.

Figure 14  Dividing into
several TCP connections
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Two variations of distribution trees are source
trees and shared trees, see Figure 15.

A source tree means that each source has its tree.
When a number of sources share the distribution
tree, this is naturally referred to as a shared tree.
In the shared distribution tree, the traffic flows
from all sources must go to the shared tree root,
from which the information is distributed. Multi-
cast sessions are identified by a special multicast
address and all packets from the source to the
receivers carry this address.

In the following some multicast protocols are
described.

The Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP) and Protocol-Independent Multicast
– Dense Mode (PIM-DM) use a source distribu-
tion tree and basically work on the assumption
that every sub-net in the network should receive
the multicast traffic. Routers that do not have
any receivers interested in a multicast session
respond to a DVMRP or PIM-DM request by a
prune message. This implies that these sub-nets
are removed from the multicast distribution tree.
Hosts that want to joint a multicast session or to
leave it use Internet Group Management Proto-
col (IGMP) messages.

The Protocol-Independent Multicast – Sparse
Mode (PIM-SM) uses a shared tree that assumes
that multicast traffic is not to be distributed
unless specifically requested by a node. A host
sends a join message when it wants to take part
in a multicast session.

Compared to ordinary multicast, when the num-
ber of receivers is fairly low, is may be more
efficient to explicitly list the receivers in the
packet. This is proposed for Small-Group Multi-
cast (SGM). Then every router that gets the
packet has to look at the header to decide

whether it should forward the packet on more
outgoing interfaces.

An overview of some multicast routing protocols
is given in Table 1 (from [ID_MPmc]).

Aggregation refers to whether different destina-
tion addresses are aggregated into one entry in
the routing table. Flood and prune refers to
cases when multicast protocols flood the net-
work with multicast data. Then, some branches
not used can be pruned if the nodes do not
longer want to receive data any more (pruning
starts from the point of the branch were no
receivers are active). This allows for dynamic
distribution trees. Tree types, being source or

Figure 15  Source tree and
shared tree
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DVMRP MOSPF CBT PIM-DM PIM-SM SSM SM

Aggregation no no no no no no no

Flood and yes no no yes no no option

prune

Tree type source source shared source both source shared

State no no no no yes no no

co-existence

Uni-/bi- NA NA bi NA uni uni bi

directional

Encapsulation no no yes no yes no yes

Loop free no no no no no no no

Table 1  Characteristics of
some routing protocols

(DVMRP = Distance Vector
Multicast Routing Protocol,
MOSPF = Multicast exten-

sions to OSPF, CBT = Core
Based Trees, PIM-DM = Pro-

tocol Independent Multicast
– Dense Mode, PIM-SM =

Protocol Independent Multi-
cast – Sparse Mode, SSM =

Source Specific Multicast,
SM = Simple Multicast)
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shared, are explained above. Co-existence indi-
cates whether both tree types can exist and
a switchover might be possible for the same
multicast session. Uni-/bi-directional refers to
whether a shared tree supports uni- and/or bi-
directional connections. Encapsulation indicates
whether data between the source and the root
node (for shared trees) is encapsulated (i.e. IP-
in-IP). Loop free refers to whether or not loop
detection is part of the multicast protocol.

6  Authentication, Authorisation,
Accounting and Security

Increasing commercialisation leads to a steadily
growing emphasis on the issues addressed in
this chapter. Authentication, authorisation and
accounting (AAA) are essential functions of net-
work management and when interfacing cus-
tomers and other operators/providers.

As a customer is eventually to pay for a service,
being sure that the service is delivered to the
proper party and charged for correctly is essen-
tial. Besides, having traffic flows from different
parties in the network also requires adequate
security mechanisms.

Authentication is not specifically described in
the following. Authentication is commonly
understood as confirming that the source/entity
is the one it claims to be. This is often imple-
mented by using passwords, certificates and so
forth.

6.1  Authorisation Framework
Authorisation is the function of deciding whether
a particular right can be granted to the presenter
of a particular credential; for instance, if a given
user is allowed to use a certain resource.

The framework identifies the conceptual entities
that may be participants in an authorisation pro-
cedure (see Figure 16):

1. A User who wants to access the service or
resource;

2. A User Home Organisation (UHO) that has an
agreement with the user and checks whether

the user is allowed to obtain the requested ser-
vice or resource;

3. A Service Provider’s AAA Server that autho-
rises a service based on the agreement with
the UHO without specific knowledge of the
individual user;

4. A Service Provider’s Service Element that
provides the service itself.

Several scenarios are possible:

• Single domain case: the UHO and the Service
Provider are the same entity. An example of
this is a router controlled by a local bandwidth
broker acting as the AAA server.

• Roaming: the UHO and the Service Provider
are different. Their AAA servers have to co-
operate in order to complete the authorisation
process. An example of roaming is a Mobile
IP provider allowing access to a user from
another domain.

• Distributed Service: to complete a service,
offerings from several service providers may
need to be combined. Again, the AAA servers
of the service providers have to co-operate.

In all scenarios SLAs would exist between the
actors, which have to be taken into account
when making authorisation decisions.

All these entities may interact in many different
ways depending on the type of service and sce-
nario. In some cases the user may send the ser-
vice requests to the AAA server, while in others
the request is sent to the service element (e.g.
dial-in access). Also, it is possible for the user to
get a ticket or certificate from the AAA server to
include it in the request to the service element.

One view of an authorisation is that it is the
result of evaluating policies of each organisation
that has an interest in the authorisation decision.
The authorisation process can be modelled in
terms of the Policy Framework [Jens01a]. AAA
servers may act as Policy Retrieval Points (PRP)
and Policy Decision Points (PDP). Service ele-
ments correspond to Policy Enforcement Points
(PEP). Both entities are also Policy Information
Points (PIP) containing information needed for
policy evaluation, which can be accessed as Pol-
icy Information Base (PIB). The user may also
be a PRP, a PIP and a PDP if policy is used to
request the service. These are described in
[Jens01a].

In many applications, authorisation results in
establishing an ongoing service which is called
a session. Each of the AAA servers involved in

Figure 16  Entities in the
authorisation framework
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the authorisation may have a Resource Manager
component to keep track of the state of the ses-
sion and be able to affect changes to the session
if required. Resource Managers may keep com-
plex cross-administrative domain information
supported by dialogues with peer Resource Man-
agers.

6.2  Accounting Management
Accounting is the collection of resource con-
sumption data. Hence, accounting management
requires that resource consumption is measured,
rated, assigned and transferred between appro-
priate parties. Accounting data is needed for pur-
poses such as trend analysis and capacity plan-
ning, billing, auditing and cost allocation.

The accounting management architecture in-
volves interactions between routers, accounting
servers and billing servers. Network devices col-
lect resource consumption data in the form of
accounting metrics. This information is then
transferred to an accounting server by means of
a protocol such as SNMP, see Figure 17. The
accounting server may process the received
accounting data to produce session records. The
processed data is then transferred to a billing
server, which handles rating and invoice genera-
tion, but may also carry out auditing, cost alloca-
tion, trend analysis and capacity planning. Note
that some sources operate with mediation and
charging levels as well.

6.3  Security
Several security mechanisms can be imple-
mented. In this section IP secure (IPsec) and
firewalls are outlined. While IPsec operates on
the IP level, another applied mechanism, the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) – formerly
Secure Socket Layer (SSL), is applied on the
TCP layer.

6.3.1  IP secure
Currently, most security concerns are taken care
of by the applications. IP secure (IPsec) is a fam-
ily of protocols, procedures and cryptographic
algorithms that provide security services for traf-
fic at the IP layer in both the IPv4 and IPv6 en-
vironments. The services provided are: access
control, integrity, data origin authentication, pro-
tection against replays, confidentiality, and lim-
ited traffic flow confidentiality.

IPsec is based on two security protocols:
Authentication Header (AH), which provides
integrity, data origin authentication and anti-
replay service, and Encapsulating Security Pay-
load (ESP), which may provide either confiden-
tiality or integrity, authentication and anti-
replay.

AH is a new header subfield, which can be
inserted into IPv4 or IPv6 packets. The authenti-
cation is calculated over the application data and
the IP header fields (fields not being changed
during the forwarding (e.g. omitting the TTL
field).

EPS is a new header to be inserted in front of the
original IP packet header. Hence, the total origi-
nal IP packet can be encrypted. Both AH and
ESP can be applied on the same packet.

The IPsec security model is based on Security
Associations (SA). An SA is a simplex, i.e. uni-
directional connection that allows security ser-
vices to the traffic carried by it. If traffic should
be protected by both protocols, it must be pro-
cessed by two SAs in sequence.

A unidirectional security association is estab-
lished between a sender and a receiver. The
association is identified by a Security Parameter
Index (SPI) and the receiver address. The SPI is
defined by several parameters including the
authentication and encryption algorithms, keys
and association life times. Each association is
unidirectional which means that a bidirectional
connection needs one security association in
each direction.

As mentioned above, the authentication header
offers both data integrity and authentication of
IP packets. In IPv6, the authentication header
includes a length field, an SPI and the authenti-
cation data. The authentication algorithm is cal-
culated over the entire packet, excluding proto-
col fields that are modified in intermediate
routers. Authentication is done between the
sender and the receiver, or between the sender
and a firewall.

The ESP provides data integrity and privacy to
the users. The ESP header starts with a length
field and a 32 bit SPI. The rest of the header, if
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present, contains parameters that depend on the
encryption algorithm used. The DES – CBC1)

algorithm is mentioned as one possibility. Parts
of the ESP header including the SPI are trans-
mitted unencrypted. This privacy mechanism
can be used in two ways depending on the
required level of privacy. The first option is to
only encrypt the transport layer segment in the
IP payload. This scheme is called transport mode
ESP. The other option is to encrypt the entire IP
packet and encapsulate it in a new IP packet.
This is called tunnel mode ESP. Transport mode
offers confidentiality to the higher layer proto-
cols by introducing little overhead. A disadvan-
tage is that traffic analysis can be carried out by
a (unwanted) third party as the packet is add-
ressed to its final destination.

Tunnel mode ESP has more overhead than the
transport mode but it prevents traffic analysis.
Different key management solutions are possi-
ble, including both manual and automatic ones.

IPsec is not related in principle to QoS proto-
cols, procedures or management. However,
some aspects of IPsec may have an impact on
QoS:

• The AH and ESP protocols introduce over-
head for IP packets.

• Key management can increase the time to
establish a connection and introduces some
additional traffic.

• Cryptographic algorithms can be rather CPU
consuming.

• Encryption may prevent effective compression
by lower layers. To minimise this problem
IPsec supports negotiation of IP compression.

• The ToS and Class fields of tunnelled packets
are copied to the outer IP header, making
IPsec transparent to QoS mechanisms based
on the analysis of such fields.

• Any other QoS mechanism based on the
inspection of fields of upper layer protocols
may become useless when encryption is used.

6.3.2  Firewalls and Proxies
IPsec does not protect against every type of
attack a system may be exposed to. A critical
question is how internal (protected) traffic and
resources can be left unexposed to external par-
ties, and thereby avoiding that network informa-
tion can be used in further attacks. Such prob-

lems are hindered by controlling all traffic enter-
ing and leaving the system. For this purpose,
firewalls are introduced.

A firewall is an implementation of an access
control policy between two networks. Two types
of firewalls exist:

• Network level: packets are filtered on the
basis of source address, destination address
and port. This means that a router may be
used as a network level firewall.

• Application level: a proxy server which is a
software running on the firewall allowing no
direct traffic between the networks. It is not
transparent for applications which have to be
configured to use the proxy to reach the net-
work. One step is to perform network address
translation, which hides internal addresses
from the outside.

Security restrictions imposed by firewalls may
make it difficult to establish end-to-end connec-
tions. In the case of network level firewalls, it
is a matter of firewall configuration to allow or
block the exchange of packets. Inspection of
QoS-related IP header fields such as ToS or
Class should then be supported.

Since proxies block all direct traffic between
networks, special mechanisms must be imple-
mented on proxy servers to support QoS guaran-
tees. Applications should be able to inform the
proxy of the required QoS parameters for the
session and then the proxy should be able to
establish the requested session with the remote
host.

7  Scenarios/Examples

7.1  Client – Server
A large group of applications related to the cur-
rent use of IP-based networks can be categorised
according to the Client – Server model. Here the
term server refers to any program that offers a
service. Servers accept requests, perform their
service, and return the result to the requester.
A program becomes a client when it sends a
request to a server and waits for a response.
Commonly, the server has a well-known port
that requests are using, see Figure 18. The client
can allocate an unused port to this communica-
tion.

Telnet allows a user to establish a TCP connec-
tion to another machine. Then the keystrokes are
passed to the remote machine and the response is

1) Data Encryption Standard – Cipher Block Chaining.
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commonly returned from the remote machine to
the local machine, see Figure 19. The Telnet rec-
ommended setting is ToS = 1000, i.e. minimis-
ing delay [RFC1700].

Another traditional application is the file transfer
protocol (FTP). By this a user can log onto a
remote machine and handle files (in addition to a
few limited commands). FTP may establish sev-
eral TCP connections, e.g. one for control and
another for data transfer (Telnet can then be used
for the control session).

The FTP recommended setting is ToS equal to
1000 for control and 0100 for data flow (max-
imise throughput for the data flow).

7.2  Virtual Private Networks –
Provider-based

7.2.1  Overview
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) refers to an
interconnection of customer sites, making them
appear like a common network, where the inter-
connection is done by using resources in a
shared (public) network. A framework for VPN
is described in [RFC2764]. There the term VPN
refers to the emulation of a private Wide Area
Network (WAN) facility using IP facilities
(including the public Internet or private IP back-
bone). Hence, the VPN is considered as a con-
nectivity object, where hosts/terminals are
attached.

The logical structure of the VPN, like address-
ing, reachability and access control, is the same
as if the sites were connected by private lines.

A provider-provisioned VPN refers to a VPN
where the service provider participates in man-
agement and provisioning of the VPN.

An illustration is given in Figure 20, containing
Customer Edge (CE) devices, Provider Edge
(PE) routers and Provider (P) routers. In several
cases, customers may use private addressing
space, implying that IP addresses would not be
globally unique. This means that a PE router that
connects several different customer networks
might have different addressing schemes for
each network (unless the tunnelling is started in
the CE devices). The use of tunnelling is further
advocated by a level of isolation between the
packets from different customer networks hav-
ing to be maintained.

Two main types of VPNs are described in
[ID_ppvpnfw]:

• CPE-based VPN (Customer Premises Equip-
ment): Knowledge of the customer network is
only given in the customer equipment, hence

the service provider is not aware of it. Then,
the customer network is supported by tunnels
set up between CPEs.

• Network-based VPN: Routers in the SP net-
work provides the VPN, which may allow for
hiding the VPN from the customer equipment.
Then, the customer networks are supported by
tunnels set up between PE routers.

The network-based VPNs are commonly
referred to as provider-provisioned VPNs.
Depending on the interconnection offered to the
customer sites, at least three types can be identi-
fied: BGP-VPNs, VPNs based on virtual routers,
and port-based VPNs. The latter refer to layer 2
(or layer 1) interface, like Frame Relay, ATM,
SDH, etc.

Figure 18  Client-server
message exchange principles
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A virtual router approach in combination with
MPLS is described in [RFC2917]. Compared to
BGP-VPNs (called overlay models in the RFC),
no modifications are needed for the routing pro-
tocol applied. A virtual router is described as a
collection of threads, either static or dynamic in
a router, that provides routing and forwarding
services. These services are similar as if physical
routers have been applied. A virtual router is set
up to give the illusion that a physical router is
present. Therefore it provides an element in the
(virtual) routing domain. Hence, given that the
virtual router connects to a specific (logically
discrete) routing domain and that a physical
router can support multiple virtual routers, it
follows that a physical router supports multiple
(logically discreet) routing domains, [RFC2917].
It is further stated that the following aspects of a
router must be emulated:

• Configuration of any combination of routing
protocols;

• Monitoring of the network;
• Trouble shooting.

Independent of VPN types a set of requirements
can be identified, including security, manage-
ability, interoperability, scalability, traffic engi-
neering and QoS/SLA/SLS support. A Service
Level Specification (SLS) may be defined for
each VPN, VPN site, interface, or similar. Target
values and measurement procedures for a set of
parameters are typically defined, including:

• Traffic values (bit rates) and QoS values for
each service class and for aggregates;

• Ways of handling non-conformant traffic;

• Availability for a site, for the VPN or for the
interface;

• Duration of outage times per site, route, VPN,
etc.;

• Time for activating a new service;

• Response time for trouble reporting;

• Repair time.

A VPN may carry traffic flows for several types
of applications. Some flows may have real-time
requirements, while others are more elastic.
Hence, both the IntServ model for selected indi-
vidual flows and DiffServ for aggregated flows
might be requested within a VPN (see [Jens01]
for description of IntServ and DiffServ). A spe-
cific requirement is that the class assigned to a
traffic flow at the ingress of the VPN should be
kept on the egress of the VPN (called service
class transparency). An example of this is to

keep the packet’s assignment to the DiffServ
class.

Different types of encapsulation may be used for
the tunnels:

• MPLS, as described in [Jens01]. Labels are
attached to the IP packets which give the for-
warding treatment and the Label Switched
Path (LSP) to follow. Several LSPs may be
multiplexed into other LSPs. This requires
state information per VPN. Some differentia-
tion may be supported. LSPs may be estab-
lished and maintained by signalling or man-
agement procedures.

• IPSec, as described in Section 7.3.1. Multi-
plexing may be supported and the Internet
Key Exchange (IKE) protocol is used for
establishing and maintaining protocols.

• Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE), being
a protocol for encapsulating any payload pro-
tocol over any link (delivery) protocol (e.g.
IP-in-IP). Multiplexing is not supported and
there are no specific procedures for establish-
ing and maintaining the tunnels.

• IP-in-IP, referring to encapsulating IP packets
within other IP packets as described in Section
3.1.

A VPN membership refers to the association of
VPNs, CEs and PEs. A certain CE belongs to
one or more VPNs. The set of VPNs that a PE is
involved in may change over time due to added
or deleted customer networks or their changed
configurations. Appropriate means for distribut-
ing VPN membership information must there-
fore be implemented.

In case the provider network (at least PE routers)
operates on layer 3 (that is examines IP packet
headers), independent forwarding tables could
emerge for each VPN, sometimes referred to
as a VPN forwarding instance (VFI). This also
resembles the virtual router concept. A VFI is a
logical entity in a PE containing router informa-
tion base and forwarding information base for a
VPN. The VFI terminates tunnels for intercon-
necting with other VFIs and terminates access
connections for connected CEs.

7.2.2  VPN by MPLS and BGP
A method for providing the VPN service in an
IP-based backbone using MPLS and BGP is
described by [RFC2547]. MPLS is used for for-
warding (tunnelling), while BGP is used for dis-
tributing routing information. In this way a VPN
is established which itself may provide IP ser-
vices to customers (e.g. considered as a “whole-
sale VPN”). The common backbone can then be
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used for a number of VPNs. As described above,
a PE router maintains a forwarding table per
VPN it takes part in. If a packet arrives contain-
ing an IP destination address not matching an
entry in the forwarding table, the packet could
be forwarded on the “public Internet” if external
access is allowed for that VPN (implying that
the “public Internet” forwarding table is exam-
ined). To keep VPNs isolated only packets/
labels belonging to a given VPN must be
accepted and forwarded according to that VPN’s
rules.

A two-level MPLS label stack is used in the
backbone, see Figure 21. When a PE receives a
packet from a CE it selects the appropriate for-
warding table to use (based on knowledge of the
VPN in question). If the packet is to be forward-
ed to another router in the backbone, a label is
attached according to the BGP Next Hop infor-
mation (commonly to reach the PE on the egress
side as part of that VPN). This label can be
called the “bottom label”. Then the PE looks
into the “ordinary” IGP routing and finds the
IGP next hop as well as the label to assign to
reach that node. This can be referred to as the
“top label”. In case the IGP and BGP next hops
are the same a single label may suffice. BGP can
then be used between the PE routers taking care
of routing related to each of the VPNs, while
IGP is used between the backbone routers as
before.

The packet is then carried through the backbone
where a P router looks at the labels to find the
next hop and label to be used as explained for
MPLS in [Jens01]. At the egress PE the labels
are removed (even the bottom label), as the CE
will only see an ordinary IP packet.

The two-level labelling allows all P routers to be
unaware of the VPNs, thus supporting simplicity
and scalability for those routers.

BGP-MPLS VPNs can also be applied to pro-
vide the VPN service to customers having IPv6
as outlined in [ID_BVIPv6]. Then MPLS is used
to forward packets and BGP is enhanced for dis-
tribution of VPN routers.

7.2.3  Dialling up to VPNs
A dialling up feature allows a user to connect to
a VPN through an ad hoc tunnel, e.g. running in
PSTN/ISDN. Hence the user might get the
impression to be directly connected to that VPN
(although the bit rate may well be a bit lower).
Accessing by use of a public network, user
authentication is naturally a main requirement.
This is a common solution for home-office
accessing a LAN at the office buildings. Then
a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) connection is
often used between the user and the Network

Access Server (NAS). In the NAS the user is
authenticated, e.g. using the Radius protocol.
However, the authentication may also be done
by the corporate network side. Two examples
are depicted in Figure 22.

7.3  WWW
The World Wide Web (WWW) can be seen as
a framework for accessing linked documents
stored on various servers. Its steadily growing
popularity may stem from the fact that easy to
use interfaces (browser programs) are available
and that a huge amount of information is stored
also including colourful illustrations. WWW
is basically a client – server system where the
client requests information from the server. A
document is commonly called a page, where
each page may contain links to other pages,
possibly located at other servers. By using a
browser, links at the page can be clicked on
which then results in downloading the requested
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page. The links at the pages are said to use
hypertext.

The client is located at the user. The browser
fetches the page requested, interprets the text
and formatting commands that it contains, and
displays the page to the user. Pages may contain
text, images, sound or video tracks, etc. The
browser may be assisted by a helper application
to be run with the page as input. Some helper
applications contain interpreters for particular
languages, enabling downloading and running
programs from WWW pages.

The way a browser fetches a page on a server is
to establish a TCP connection to the server and
then send a request on that connection.

An illustration of the protocols is given in Figure
23. Depending on the medium and traffic flows,
other protocols could also be involved.

Every WWW server has a process listening to
TCP port 80 for incoming connections from
clients (browsers). After a TCP connection has
been established the server receives the request
and a response is sent. This is usually done by
the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). An
address of the page is commonly in a Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) format. One example is
http://www.telenor.com/Telektronikk/TraffEng.
html. This consists of three parts: http the name
of the protocol; www.telenor.com the server
where the page is located; and Telektronikk/
TraffEng.html being the name of the file contain-
ing the page (in case the file name is omitted, a
default file is assumed, like index.html). This
shows that the user has to know where the page
is located; that is the server name. To support
referencing to pages without knowing their loca-
tion (as well as supporting replication) work on
Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) has been
undertaken.

The DNS is used for translating the server name
to the corresponding IP address. This allows the

browser/client to establish a TCP connection on
port 80 to the proper server. Then an HTTP mes-
sage ‘Get’ is sent identifying the file (Telektron-
ikk/TraffEng.html in the example above). The
server returns this file and the TCP connection is
released. The browser displays the information
in the page. Several TCP connections may be
established to fetch different parts of the page,
like a text frame, an image frame, and so forth.

WWW pages are written in a language called
HyperText Markup Language (HTML), includ-
ing text, images, links to other pages, etc. By
HTML can be described a “static” layout of
WWW pages. Java can be applied in order to
allow for more rapid interactions. Java borrows
many ideas from C and C++ languages, although
it is not fully compatible with any of them. The
main idea is that a page can point to a Java pro-
gram called an applet. When the browser re-
ceives it, the applet is placed on a client machine
and executed. This allows for animation and
sound as well as simplifying forms, and so forth.
The applets developer writes the applet in Java
and then compiles it into byte code. Then the
browser needs to understand the applet and a
byte code interpreter is needed in the client sys-
tem. Such an interpreter may also be called a
Java virtual machine. Thus, if a new data format
is stored at a site, the only thing needed for
someone to download and view the data is to
also fetch the applet allowing the client to view
the data. This may also go for protocols, which
can be written in the Java language and loaded
dynamically when needed.

Plug-ins are dynamically loaded code modules
that become part of the browser’s code. This is a
flexible way to add functionality to a browser.
Some plug-ins are placed in a special directory
into which the browser looks. However, plug-ins
can also be downloaded from a server when
needed. Each plug-in commonly handles a few
document types. This means that the plug-in is
not using memory as long as no document of
that type has been loaded.

A complete screen as observed by a user may
consist of a number of pages so the browser may
decide the sequence of fetching such pages. Text
pages can normally be downloaded quite rapid-
ly, also keeping the user occupied, while the
more data voluminous pages are transferred, like
images. Thus the user may also decide to abort
the transmission if the information already avail-
able does not warrant the wait for the rest of the
information. To support this, most browsers
have a status line displaying which step they are
currently in.

Some browsers support the use of local disk to
cache pages that have been fetched. Then, before

Figure 23  Some protocols
used for Web surfing
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a page is fetched, the local cache can be exam-
ined to see if the page is there and if the page is
still up to date. This allows a more rapid view of
the corresponding pages as the information does
not have to be transferred.

Considering that human end users are commonly
involved and that significant amounts of data are
transferred, ways to improve the service perfor-
mance are strived for. One approach is to store
some of the objects on the page on a different
server more local to the user. This server may be
dynamically selected based on current load and
performance pattern. This may be called traffic
directing as requests are directed to other
servers.

Another aspect is to balance the loads among
the servers, e.g. to speed up the delivery of Web-
pages. How to balance the load in a distributed
environment is a complex matter; one way being
to introduce a load balancer which can be imple-
mented in different terminals/servers.

A proxy sever can be seen as a gateway having
multiple functions. One function can be that it
accepts HTTP requests and translates these into
other protocols, e.g. FTP. Another function is
that the proxy server may implement a cache. A
third function is access control, both for requests
going out to the rest of the networks and for
responses that arrive, i.e. a firewall function.
Hence, a proxy is commonly present for a com-
pany network supporting Web browsing.

7.4  Supporting Telephony

7.4.1  Protocols and Servers
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a proto-
col elaborated by IETF activities used for estab-
lishing, modifying and releasing real-time calls
and conferences over IP-based networks. Each
session may include different traffic flows, such
as audio and video. SIP is a text-based and gen-
eral-purpose protocol. An alternative is to use
the H.323 architecture as described by ITU-T.

Broadly speaking, SIP may be thought of as the
call control protocol of an IP session. The basic
SIP architecture may include a location data
base that allows users to be contacted at the
locations where they are registered. For this
five aspects are considered, ref. [RFC2543]:

• User location: determination of the end system
to be used for communication;

• User capabilities: determination of the media
and media parameters to be used;

• User availability: determination of the willing-
ness of the called party to engage in communi-
cations;

• Call set-up: “ringing”, establishment of call
parameters at both called and calling party;

• Call handling: including transfer and release
of calls.

SIP is part of the multimedia data and control
architecture as depicted in Figure 31. RSVP is
used for reserving network resources, the real-
time transport protocol (RTP) is used for trans-
porting real-time data and providing feedback,
the real-time streaming protocol (RTSP) is used
for controlling delivery of streaming media, the
session announcement protocol (SAP) for adver-
tising multimedia sessions via multicast, and the
session description protocol (SDP) for describ-
ing multimedia sessions. However, it is stated
that SIP does not depend on either of these.

The Real-Time Protocol (RTP) has been men-
tioned, which has emerged as a commonly used
protocol for real-time traffic flows in IP-based
networks. RTP is a protocol that provides identi-
fication of media type and synchronisation infor-
mation (time stamps). These allow individual
packets to be reconstructed by a receiver. Addi-
tional information is needed to support flow con-
trol and management of the traffic flows. Here
the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) has been

Figure 24  Example of SIP
message

SDP description

v = 0
o = tom.jones 3546342323 6434236545 IN IP4 telenor.com
s = Session SDP
e = tom.jones@telenor.com
e = IN IP4 193.291.192
t = 0 0
m = audio 9150 RTP/AVP 0
a = rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000

INVITE sip:cliff.rich@newco.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0.UDP mach.tel:5060
From: Tom Jones <sip:tom.jones@telenor.com>
To: Cliff Rich <sip:cliff.rich@newco.com>
Call-ID: 10000001@telenor.com
CSeq: 1 INVITE
Subject: Call
Contact: Tom Jones <sip:tom.jones@telenor.com>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 160

SIP header UDP header IP header
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developed. Whenever an RTP flow is used, cor-
responding out-of-band RTCP flows are estab-
lished, enabling the sender and receiver to ex-
change information on the performance of the
traffic flow and may be used for higher level
application control functions. Commonly, RTP
is carried in UDP packets, and then the RTP ses-
sion is mostly associated with an even numbered
port and its corresponding RTCP associated with
the next higher odd numbered port.

Six SIP messages have been specified: i) invite –
to begin an SIP dialogue; ii) ack – to respond to
an SIP request; iii) cancel – to reject the session;
iv) bye – to disconnect a session after it has been
established; v) options – to discover user’s
response without actually sending an invitation;
and vi) register – to register by a location data
base. In reply to a SIP message a response is
generated, of which there are six types: 1xx
informational, 2xx success, 3xx redirection, 4xx
client error, 5xx server error, 6xx global failure.
These response messages follow a format similar
to the ones used for HTTP.

The format of SIP messages comprises two
parts; a header consisting of SIP fields, and a
body. Header fields contain parameters such
as the identity of the caller, the identity of the
receiver, a unique call identity, sequence num-
ber, etc.; see Figure 24. The body typically uses
the Session Description Protocol (SDP) to
describe the session. SIP messages are coded in
plain text.

A short form (compact form) can be used to
identify the fields, using a single letter coding
(c – Content-Type; e – Content-Encoding; f –
From; i – Call-ID; m – Contact; l – Content
Length; s – Subject; t – To; v – Via).

In order to avoid that the calling user has to
know the whereabouts of the called user in
advance, a number of elements are included in
the SIP architecture:

• Proxy servers: An intermediary program that
acts as both a server and a client for the purpose
of making requests on behalf of other clients.
Requests are served internally or passed on,
possibly after translation, to other servers. A
proxy interprets, and, if necessary, rewrites a
request message before forwarding it.

• Location servers: Location server may be co-
located with another SIP server.

• Registration servers: A registrar is a server
that accepts Register requests. A registrar is
typically co-located with a proxy or redirect
server and may offer location services.

• Redirect servers: A redirect server accepts a
SIP request, maps the address into zero or
more new addresses and returns these add-
resses to the client. Unlike a proxy server, it
does not initiate its own SP request. Unlike a
user agent server, it does not accept calls.

• User agent: A user agent is an application that
contains both a user agent client (initiate a ses-
sion) and a user agent server (receives a ses-
sion request from the network)

Here, a client is an application program that
sends SIP requests. The client may or may not
interact directly with a human user. A server is
an application program that accepts requests in
order to serve requests and sends back responses
to those requests.

Every SIP user has a SIP URL. They are similar
to e-mail addresses, for instance
sip:tom.jones@telenor.com. There is a registra-
tion server within a user’s home domain. When
a user is started, it sends a register message to
this registration server which typically contains
the URL of the user, that user’s actual terminal
address, port number, transport protocol (TCP,
UDP), time stamp for duration of registration.
The registration server authenticates the user and
inserts the mapping between URL and the termi-
nal address in the location data base. This allows
users to be reached irrespective of their actual
point of contact, similar to mobile IP.

So, when a calling user wants to reach the called
user, assistance of a proxy or redirect server.
Such servers would request mapping from URL
to terminal address from the location server.
Naturally, when the users already know the ter-
minal addresses, such requests are not needed.

A simplified message sequence chart is depicted
in Figure 25.

SIP is a protocol that deals with session initia-
tion and does not explicitly describe how

Figure 25  Example of
registration and set-up
using SIP
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resources should be reserved or how security
should be implemented. This is left for other
protocols. In this respect, SIP is more limited
in scope than for example the architecture
described by ITU-T H. 323.

A client – server architecture is used. The main
entities are the User Agent, the SIP Proxy
Server, the SIP Redirect Server and the Regis-
trar, some illustrated in Figure 26.

The User Agents (also referred to as SIP end-
points), work as clients (UACs) when initiating
requests and as servers (UASs) when responding
to requests. User Agents communicate with
other User Agents either directly or through
intermediate servers. The User Agent also stores
and manages call states.

Intermediate servers may behave as proxies
or redirect servers. A Proxy Server forwards
requests from a User Agent to another SIP
server, a User Agent within its network domain,
and may collect information for accounting and
charging. A Redirect Server responds to client
requests and informs of the address of the next
server requested. Several hops can be made until
the final destination is reached. Basically a
server can either maintain the state information
or forward request in a stateless manner.

As a general remark, a provisional response
(1xx) should be sent as soon as possible when
a final response cannot be sent within 200 ms.
Algorithms are given in [RFC2543] for how to
calculate re-transmission timers for the different
SIP messages.

7.4.2  Session Description Protocol
The Session Description Protocol (SDP) is used
for describing sessions consisting of audio,
video, or multimedia in general. A basic idea
was to use it for announcing multicast sessions
as described in [RFC2327]. Then session direc-
tories may be used to advertise and convey the
relevant set-up information to the recipients.
SDP, being a format for describing sessions, is
independent of the protocol used for carrying
this information.

Related to SDP, a few key terms are defined:

• Conference: A multimedia conference is a set
of two or more communicating users along
with the software they are using to communi-
cate.

• Session: A multimedia session is a set of mul-
timedia senders and receivers and the data
streams flowing from senders to receivers.
A multimedia conference is an example of
a multimedia session.

• Session announcement: A session announce-
ment is a mechanism by which a session
description is conveyed to users in a proactive
fashion, i.e. the session description was not
explicitly requested by the user.

SDP carries the following information:

• Session name and purpose;

• Time(s) the session is active (start/stop times,
repeat times);

• Media included in the session (type of media:
video, audio, etc., transport protocol, format
of the media; H.261, MPEG, etc.);

• Information for receiving/accessing the infor-
mation (address, port, etc.);

• Information about bandwidth used (e.g. for a
conference);

• Contact information for session-responsible
person.

The two last ones may be included if found
desirable.

The session descriptions are textual, only using
ASCII coding. Each line specifies a characteris-
tic in the form: <type> = <value>, where
<type> is one character, see Table 2.

As an example the bandwidth is specified as
b=<modifier>:<bandwidth-value>

where the bandwidth value is given in kbit/s.
Two modifiers are possible; either the total
bandwidth for all media flows at all sites (called
conference total), or bandwidth for a single
media flow at a single site (called application-
specific maximum).
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Two examples of attribute lines are the frame
rate and a quality indicator: 

a=framerate:<frame rate>, giving
the number of video frame rates per second.

a=quality:<quality>, giving a value
from 0 to 10 (10 being the best, 5 the default,
and 0 the worst but still usable).

7.4.3  Multimedia Conferencing
Architecture

The multimedia conferencing architecture elabo-
rated by IETF is depicted in Figure 27.

As shown, SIP may use UDP (unlike HTTP).
Then, several SIP messages can be put into the
same UDP message. When TCP is used, several
SIP transactions can be carried on the same TCP
connection. If the server leaves the TCP connec-
tion open after returning the reply, the client
may use the connection for later SIP messages
(or even other protocols, like HTTP).

A similar architecture has also been described
for H.323.

7.4.4  Interworking
Supporting the telephony service, more functions
must be available, such as servers for handling
the service (and supplementary services) as
described above. An additional element is a gate-
way used whenever two domain types are to be
traversed. Commonly a gateway is separated into
a Media Gateway (MG) and a Media Gateway
Controller (MGC) function, see Figure 28. The
protocols between MGs could be any of the
packet formats for traffic flows. The signalling
protocols between the MGCs might be SIP,
Bearer Independent Call Control (BICC), or
belong to the H.323 family. Megaco is a protocol
that may be used between the MG and the MGC.

Similar to SIP, H.323 also defines mechanisms
for call routing, call signalling, capability ex-
change, media control and supplementary ser-
vices. Work is undergoing to specify interwork-
ing between the two protocols, e.g. within the
ETSI TIPHON project.

7.4.5  Performance Issues
In order to support transport of real-time traffic
flows over an IP network, one must be able to
handle:

• Timing and synchronisation of, and between,
individual samples of traffic flows for the
same applications;

• Effects of packets being lost;

• Effects of packets being delayed;

• Packets arriving in a different order at the
receiver than they were sent;

• Multiple traffic flows and different types of
traffic flows;

• Monitoring and flow control.

There are multiple ways of implementing the
voice transfer service, in the network, but per-

type description type description

v protocol version o owner/creator and session

identifier

s session name i * session information

u * URI of description e * e-mail address

p * phone number c * connection information

b * bandwidth information z * time zone adjustments

k * encryption key a * zero or more session

attribute lines

t time the session is active r * zero or more repeat times

m media name and i * media title

transport address

Table 2  Type identifiers for
SDP (* indicates optional
type)

Figure 27  IETF multimedia
conferencing architecture
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haps even more in the terminal equipment. For
the latter, there are factors affecting the user per-
ceived quality, such as (see [Reyn01]):

• Speech coding applied (e.g. G.711, G.726,
G.729, G.723.1, GSM);

• Packetisation efficiency, including how many
samples are put into the same packet;

• Silence suppression;

• Error-concealment methods;

• Codec-tandem performance.

Examples of these, referring to the E-model, are
given in [Reyn01] and [Vlee01].

One may say that the bit rate per voice channel
is a measure for efficiency. Basically, this effi-
ciency can be increased by:

• Using low bit rate codings;

• Increasing the packet lengths (less overhead
compared to the payload);

• Multiplexing speech samples from several
conversations into the same set of packets;

• Compressing headers, e.g. for the combination
of IP/UDP/RTP;

• Suppressing silence periods.

8  Concluding Remarks
Facing the dynamic environment, a network
operator looks for a general-purpose network.
Most often these days, this network is IP-based.
However, is should also be “future proof” in the
sense that future services are supported. This
asks for mechanisms additional to pure IP for-
warding, inviting for Traffic Engineering mecha-
nisms. A part of the argumentation, at least to an
incumbent network operator, is the need to con-
solidate his current portfolio of networks, being
PSTN/ISDN and others, such as Frame Relay,
ATM and X.25. During this, more simple and
efficient solutions are sought, including all
aspects, like infrastructure, service network,
service control, management, etc.

Before the complete network integration has
been achieved, interworking between different
networks is needed. In particular, the telephony
service will likely require gateways between IP-
based network and PSTN.

When the access networks are upgraded, for
instance by introducing xDSL, the total traffic
loads into IP-based networks are expected to

increase drastically. This places further pressure
on the router networks. The requirements are
expected not only to refer to higher throughput
measures (e.g. capable of handling several Gbit/s
and Tbit/s), but also to offer differentiated and
ensured service levels. This allows for support-
ing a wider range of applications and accompa-
nying ranges of traffic characteristics. However,
a lot of challenges remain to be solved for mak-
ing complete solutions, including customer
equipment, service control and management.
A suggestion is to logically divide the network
into a number of virtual networks, e.g. each of
the networks supporting certain types of traffic
flow characteristics.

Considering the range of customers connected,
some more advanced than others, there will also
be a need for tailoring the service portfolios.
Some customers may well be more or less self-
provided (self-service), while others may want
more “customer nursing” packages. This again
asks for differentiation and adaptation. A particu-
lar challenge is to arrive at fast, accurate and effi-
cient ways of implementing such mechanisms in
the operator’s organisation and systems.

Further supporting mobility implies the need to
decouple the static home address of each termi-
nal/user from its current whereabouts. This will
place performance/capacity requirements on
mobility-like servers. It also means that interoper-
ability/interconnection arrangements between
several providers/operators must be solved.
Exporting/importing relevant information, e.g. for
roaming users, must be done in a secure and effi-
cient way. Other interactions should also be auto-
mated, for instance applying e-commerce solu-
tions. This would also open for having more
dynamic arrangements between the different
actors; customers, network operators and service
providers, making the challenges of adequate traf-
fic engineering functions even tougher to fulfil.

In this article the more basic topics have been
addressed. These are directed towards the IP-
based network, the main protocols, as well as
relations with underlying media (fibre) and cer-
tain applications of the IP-networks (VPN, tele-
phony, mobility, multicast). By no means is the

Figure 28  Interconnecting
gateways with examples of
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presentation exhaustive. Simply counting the
number of publications being presented every
day within the “Internet area” would prevent
any complete article from ever being printed.
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Introduction
One aspect of real-time transmission stands out
as especially important, the use of IP as the
foundation for telephony services. The idea is
endorsed by many operators around the world.
The functionality is often referred to as Voice
over IP (VoIP) and on more general, non-techni-
cal occasions IP Telephony or Internet Tele-
phony. Although it was designed and optimised
to transport data, IP has successfully carried
audio and video since its inception. In fact,
researchers began to experiment with audio
transmission across ARPANET before the Inter-
net of today was in place. By the 1990s, com-
mercial radio stations were sending audio across
the Internet, and software was available that
allowed an individual to send audio across the
Internet or to the standard telephony network.
Commercial operators also began using IP tech-
nology internationally to carry ordinary tele-
phone calls, i.e. voice.

Network Characteristics
There are mainly two different network categories,
namely circuit switched and packet switched net-
works. The problem with the deployment or inte-
gration of voice and data transfer is that they
belong to the circuit switched and packet switched
category, respectively. To get a better understand-
ing, the two are described below.

Circuit Switching
The traditional networks built for transmitting
voice are connection-oriented. This means that
to initiate a call the caller has to invoke a certain
procedure where a specific route through the
entire network is established before any trans-
mission of voice information is carried out. The
network signalling system, which is put into
action when the caller dials the number of the
destination, establishes this route. The route is
then used by all information (the pulse code
modulated voice) during the call.

After finalizing the call the signalling system
revokes all the resources that have been allo-
cated on the links and in the switches along the
route. The resources (capacity) of the transmis-
sion network that are allocated during a call are
dedicated entirely for that specific call, i.e. even
if nothing is sent at the moment the resources
cannot be used for other connections. The capac-
ity allocated is for an ordinary telephone call
64 kb/s. This is due to the fact that the voice is
sampled with a frequency of 8 kHz and that
each sample is coded by 8 bits, i.e. 64 kb/s. The
advantage of the approach to allocate capacity
along the route is that no variations in delay
between sender and receiver are introduced; the
delay that will exist will be fixed and determinis-
tic in its nature.

Packet Switching
The data networks have mainly been built to be
connectionless. This means that no connection
or resources are allocated for a specific transmis-
sion. The information that is to be sent is divided
into small segments, called packets, which are
sent out on the network independently. All trans-
missions on such a network have to compete for
the available resources in some fair manner.
Two different approaches are taken within this
concept, datagram and virtual circuit. In the case
of datagram the packets from one transmission
are sent as if each of them belonged to a new
independent transmission. This could very well
mean that the packets will be received at the des-
tination in another order than they were trans-
mitted at the sender. For example, after some
time the link that seems to be the closest and/or
most efficient will be congested or a switch
overloaded along the route. The next packet in
order to traverse the network will then be routed
along a different route in order to avoid this con-
gestion. Due to the new route, this packet could
reach the receiver before some of the packets on
the congested route.

Voice Transmission over Internet
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In the case of virtual circuit a specific route is
established for the entire transmission, which all
packets belonging to the same transmission will
use. In contrast to circuit switched networks,
described above, no specific resources are dedi-
cated to this transmission. This means that the
packets sent would be received in the same order
that they were sent, but the inter-arrival times
could differ. The traffic load on the route chosen
could vary during the transmission and hence
also the inter-arrival times of the packets.

Convergence
In general the connection-oriented networks are
thought of as voice networks, while connection-
less networks are thought of as data networks.
The growth in voice and data transmissions on
the networks has had different outcome. A
generic diagram of their respective growth is
depicted in Figure 1.

The idea of converging both voice and data into
the same network is not a new one, however the
prerequisite for doing it has not yet been fully
present on a more global basis. For many rea-
sons, data networks (i.e. packet switched net-
works) are generally more efficient than the
voice networks (i.e. circuit switched networks).
Further, the growth in data traffic is far greater
than that of voice traffic. It should however be
pointed out that voice connections are still
greater in number than data connections. If we
look at the convergence of the two networks, it
makes much more sense to enhance the capabili-
ties of the packet switched network to also cater
for the voice traffic than vice versa. If this is the
solution something has to be done to the voice
traffic coding and transmission in order to make
it suitable for a packet switched environment.

VoIP Applications
The real power of data and telephony integration
is its potential to spawn new applications. Inte-
gral to this opportunity is the use of industry
standard architectures upon which independent
third parties can build applications. Such appli-
cations have the power to spark radical shifts in
collective business behaviour. While the poten-
tial impact of this convergence is enormous, the
size of the separate installed bases of data and

voice make integration a formidable task. Solu-
tions available have generally been limited to
point to products with relatively narrow scope
and with no answer to the installed base dilemma.

Some examples of voice over IP (VoIP) applica-
tions that are possible and also likely to happen
are;

• Internet-aware telephones – “ordinary” tele-
phones that are enhanced to also cater for
Internet access. An example could be to look
up a telephone number in a directory over the
Internet and directly dial the received number.

• Voice calls from a mobile PC via the Internet
– to use the PC in the hotel room or at a meet-
ing connected to the Internet to call the office
for some information. This could also be used
to send and receive voice mail.

• Voice calls from Internet cafés – not only to
play some games and look at the ordinary
email, the Internet café could also be a place
for making calls to friends all over the world
or receive voice mails.

• Public telephone gateways – this could enable
interconnections between the Internet and the
public telephone network. Features of this
configuration is for example that a voice
application on a PC could connect to the pub-
lic telephone network gateway closest to the
destination and from this point the connection
goes through the public telephone network.
In this way long distance charges are avoided
even though the receiver of the call is only
connected through the public telephone net-
work.

• Information centre access – through different
types of call centres people call to get infor-
mation. If this voice call is made through the
VoIP concept via the Internet the same con-
nection could also contain data transfer. The
requested information (long number series,
instructions, account statements, pictures,
manuals, ...) could be received in parallel.
This further enables a continued discussion
where both parts have the same document
(information) in front of them, which will cer-
tainly decrease the possibilities of misunder-
standings.

Speech Quality and
Characteristics
Speech quality and characteristics is a very
important, however subjective matter. The same
quality as for ordinary telephony is viewed as a
basic requirement, although some experts argue
that a cost function versus quality trade-off
should be applied. 

Figure 1  The generic growth
of data and voice transmis-
sions in the networks versus
time
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The following issues have an impact on the QoS
obtained by the receiver; delay/latency, jitter,
digital sampling, voice compression, digital-to-
analogue conversion, tandem encoding, voice
activity detection, echo, packet loss and the pro-
tocols chosen. Even though the received quality
is subjective ITU have tried to make some stan-
dardized measures and from these it could be
concluded that the three main factors of the
impact of the received quality are latency, jitter
and packet loss. For latency the two main prob-
lems are echo and talker overlap. Echo becomes
a problem when the delay increases above about
50 ms, and the talker overlap becomes signifi-
cant and quite annoying when the delay is 500
ms and more. Both figures apply to the round-
trip-delay. The ITU specification G.114 [1] rec-
ommends that no more than 300 ms should
occur for the connection to be categorized as a
high quality connection. (It should be mentioned
that the one-way end-to-end delay for transmis-
sion to a satellite is approximately 270 ms.
Satellite links have been very common and are
still widely used for telephone conversations.)
For most cases the limit for echo to become
annoying will be reached and therefore VoIP
have to implement some kind of echo cancella-
tion procedures.

The delay is characterized as the total amount
of time it takes to transfer the voice from the
sender to the receiver. This time has mainly
three components; it is the propagation delay,
the serialization delay and the processing delay.
A description of the various components of the
delay is summarized in Figure 2, where all num-
bers indicate time in milliseconds. The figures
come from a study performed by Bell [2]. The
consumer objective (100 ms) and the business
objective (300 ms) are assumed values, which
are allocated to the six delay components. The
PSTN and the telephone client are neither
assumed to contribute to the total delay and are
therefore combined in the figure and marked
“negligible”. The column marked “today” is data
from actual measurements performed. The PC
Client and Gateway/POP values in the theoreti-
cal column may need some explanation. It is

assumed that two frames, with an encoding
delay of 30 ms each, are captured in one IP
packet, and that a look-ahead delay of 7.5 ms
is needed.

Packetized Voice
One of the problems of using real-time applica-
tions over packet switched networks is that
the timing of the sent packets never could be
obtained at the receiver end. This is due to the
fact that the IP networks are not isochronous, i.e.
the exact distance between two packets sent out
by the sender will most probably be changed dur-
ing the time they traverse the networks, since
they will experience different conditions on their
way to their destination. The conditions within
the network and along a route could be modelled
according to a probabilistic distribution to be able
to determine the expected delay variations. The
jitter is usually solved with a buffer; see Figure 3,
where the buffer has to be filled with L buffer
places before any packet is released to the
receiver. In this way, there will hopefully always
be a packet to release even though the arrival rate
of new packets has decreased momentarily. The
arrival rate to the buffer has a probabilistic distri-
bution (λ) while the release from the buffer is
done according to a deterministic distribution (d).

The packets traversing the network are not guar-
anteed in any way to reach their destination, for
datagram services not even to reach the destina-
tion in order. Individual packets could be lost
due to congestion on the links traversed. In nor-
mal cases the packet switched networks using IP
have retransmission algorithms implemented on
higher layers, i.e. the TCP on the transport layer.
The retransmission procedures are unfortunately

Figure 2  VoIP round-trip
delay allocation and current
performance in milliseconds
(ms), for the different delay

components

Figure 3  A buffer to com-
pensate for the jitter intro-
duced by the IP networks. 
L is the number of packets
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too slow to cope with the time sensitiveness of
real time voice transmissions. This forces VoIP
to incorporate other quicker solutions to solve
this problem. The implementations used are
either to use replay of the last packet, interpola-
tion or introducing redundant information in the
packet stream. Due to the redundant structure of
our language, these solutions could handle
packet losses of at least 5–7 % without major
reductions of the perceived quality.

Other ways of improving the speech is to use the
silent periods in a call, which could amount to
more than half of the time. The silent periods
include real silence, pauses made and breaths.
No packets are sent with information on
“silence”, this interruption of information will
be interpreted as total silence at the receiver.
To avoid this, the receiver side adds some
“nice sounding noise” to the output. Using
this approach the required bandwidth could
be reduced substantially.

VoIP Packet
The coded voice sample obtained by the voice-
receiving unit is encapsulated into the other nec-
essary protocols to be able to be sent on to the
network. Firstly, it is encapsulated by the RTP
(see section on VoIP Supporting Protocols), then
by the UDP and finally by the IP. The UDP
(User Datagram Protocol) is a transport protocol,
which coexists with TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol). For real time applications the UDP is
mostly used, while the TCP is more often used
for transport of text, sound and pictures in non
real time. A generic outlook of the encapsulated
packet is shown in Figure 4. A more detailed
format of a VoIP packet is shown in Figure 7.
As could be seen in the latter figure the 20-octet
voice sample becomes at least a 60-octet packet,
and many times more than that. (This size is fur-
ther enlarged before the information enters the
network, due to further encapsulation.) The
parameters in the headers of the encapsulated
VoIP packet format need some explanation. The
RTP header includes fields for which version of
RTP is used (V), if padding is applied (P), if an
extension exists (X), and the number of CSRS
identifiers that follow the fixed header (CC). The
RTP header also contains a sequence number
and time stamp. These two parameters assure
that the packets arrive in order and that informa-
tion is obtained on the actual round trip delay.
This is used to calculate the synchronization and
to minimize the effects of arrival delay varia-
tions (jitter). Finally, the SSRC and CSRC fields
are used to identify the different sources, in this

case audio sources, which are multiplexed
together to create this packet. The following
UDP header is self-explanatory.

The version of IP used is outlined in the first
header bits, followed by the IHL (IP Header
Length), and the type of service field. The latter
describes high or low precedence of delay,
throughput and reliability of this datagram. The
IP header also includes flags which indicate if
fragmentation is allowed and if so, how the pro-
cess should be handled. The fragment offset
field indicates where, in the reassembled mes-
sage, this specific fragment belongs. This is
done to be able to reassemble the entire packet
in a more efficient way, i.e. to be able to start
sorting the fragments before all of them have
arrived. The protocol field identifies the higher
layer protocol following the IP header, in our
case UDP (coded as 17 [3]).

Implementation
The implementation issue is quite complex and
several solutions exist to this problem. Basically,
there are four options to implement VoIP to an
existing network; IP PBX, converged appli-
ances, gateways and other solutions.

The IP PBXs are great for the design of the sys-
tem and have several features such as being able
to manage your phone from your PC, multiline
call control and automatic call distribution.
Using IP PBX also includes the possibility to
create a distributed system throughout an IP net-
work. This means that geographically distributed
and separated phones, with features such as
direct call, forwarding, conferencing, preset
numbers and voice mail, provide the appearance
of being connected directly to the local PBX.
Using converged appliances which join phone
and data networks provide the simplified man-
agement that fulfills the promise of VoIP. The
user gets voice PBX features with a full comple-
ment of data networking, messaging and Internet
functions.

The next option is to use a gateway. A VoIP-
gateway can be loosely defined as a mechanism
that takes circuit switched voice from a tradi-
tional PBX, converts it to IP and transfers it
across a LAN or WAN to another gateway
where it is reconstituted back into a format that
is understood by the receiving phone system.
Gateway functionality can be obtained through
stand-alone boxes, modules or chassis cards for
proprietary boxes, also expandable routers of
software and expansion cards for some servers.
It should however be pointed out that these are
voice packets running over IP. But the packets
are not running over the Internet, and none of the
features and capabilities gained by converging
voice and data networks are obtained. Finally,

Figure 4  The VoIP packet
structure, consisting of the IP,
UDP and RTP header in front
of the actual voice sample

IP-header UDP-header RTP-header Voice sample
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the other option available is mainly integrating
the existing voice with IP systems at different
points along the chain. The PBX could be IP
enabled; only the trunks could be IP-based or
maybe just the phones. Technology exists to
do everything from single device IP integration
to complete infrastructure replacement.

According to a recent survey among VoIP ven-
dors a majority saw a rapid growth in the num-
ber of VoIP products that would interoperate
within a foreseeable future. The figures given
were that by year-end of 2002 72 % of the VoIP
products will interoperate, by 2004 88 %, by
2005 94 % and finally by year-end 2005 100 %.

The transition to this new order will likely occur
gradually, emerging from organizations back
offices and special application workgroups. The
current paradigm consists of a circuit switched
fabric for voice networks and a complex separate
LAN infrastructure for data. The hybrid model,
deployed by some enterprises already, is the CTI
(Computer Telephony Integration). While most
of the data transfer takes place on specific data
networks, some have selectively deployed CTI
systems for specific applications, generally those
designed to generate revenue, such as telemar-
keting, or minimize costs, such as customer sup-
port. In a typical CTI system the incoming
caller’s telephony number is transferred to the
systems database, i.e. computer network, which
transforms the customer’s telephony number to
specific customer information. This information
is then displayed on the screen in front of the
specialist, sales or support personnel. The con-
nections between the telephony and data net-
works are loose. The market is severely re-
strained because it relies on proprietary connec-
tions between insular systems. Unlike the world
of packet telephony CTI relies on short distance
relationships, over proprietary lines, between
complementary systems (vendors) that have
each been optimized bilaterally for their specific
purpose. The final (?) telephony paradigm con-
sists of telephony and data tightly coupled on
packet based multimedia networks. In this sce-
nario, data and voice share a common transport
network and equipment. Designed with this in
mind the fabrics are capable of growing to sup-
port new services like video conferencing and
video streaming and voice mail. To be able to
support all these kinds of services the fabrics
have to be equipped with features to cope with
streams with different QoS demands. In this sce-
nario the telephony calls become transparent, i.e.
the users will not be able to tell whether a call is

placed over the packet switched network, the cir-
cuit switched network or a combination of the
two. This new scenario also has the potential to
spark fundamental shifts in collective business
behaviour, as people exploit the simultaneous
and joined delivery of data applications and
voice over a single unified network. This will
most likely provide unprecedented opportunities
for new enterprises to provide innovative appli-
cations.

Voice Coders
Key technical requirements for coders include:

• Low bandwidth (8 kb/s or less);

• High quality for voice (3.5 or higher on the
MOS1) (mean opinion score) scale);

• Low latency.

In real-time transmission, up to 30 % of the
packets in a transmission could be lost or
delayed to an extent where they have to be cal-
culated as lost. A successful IP telephony appli-
cation then needs to recover from lost packets by
effectively reconstructing the lost data. The com-
plexity of coding algorithms has an impact as
well. High complexity increases the cost of the
host platform. G.723.1 [5] is emerging as a pop-
ular coding choice. It is an algorithm for com-
pressed digital audio over telephone lines. The
enduring requirement for coders, however, is
that IP telephony systems will be capable of sup-
porting multiple coders and adding more as tech-
nology emerges and popularity increases.

Echo Cancellation
VoIP, using ordinary telephones at the end-
points, will cause echo problems and the gate-
ways have to perform some kind of echo cancel-
lation. The ordinary telephone switches do not
generally perform any echo cancellation on local
lines. The echo is present due to the exchange of
information/signals between the two wire and
four wire systems. The echo is however not a
problem on the local lines, the latency is not
long enough to come back as a separate trans-
mission. When using long distance lines echo
cancellation is performed within the telephony
system. On these lines the time it takes for the
signal to propagate back to the sender is long
enough to receive a quite disruptive signal.
Comparing VoIP to ordinary telephony makes us
discover one of the big differences. When VoIP
is used, with ordinary telephones at the end sta-
tions and an IP network in between, local lines

1) For many years the industry has employed a rather subjective scale to determine the quality of a
conversation, defined in [4]. This test is based on a number of volunteer testers who listen to a voice
sample and grade it according to the following scale; 5:excellent, 4:good, 3:fair, 2:poor and 1:bad.
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of the telephony system are used. Hence, no
echo cancellation is performed by the telephony
system even though long distance calls are made.
That forces VoIP to include echo cancellation
among the services supplied.

Voice Activity Detection
In the ordinary telephone network a two-way
simultaneous link is set up between sender and
receiver. This link carries voice at a rate of
64 kb/s in both directions. Usually only one of
the parties is active at any one time; even the
active part has breaks and pauses in a normal
speech pattern. Hence, the utilization of this
two-way link is most of the time less than 40 %.
This fact could be used in VoIP to enhance the
performance of the transmission and less band-
width is required to obtain better speech quality
using voice activity detection (VAD). A generic
outlook of the VAD algorithm is depicted in Fig-
ure 5, where it is shown that the algorithm works
by detecting the magnitude (dB) and then decid-
ing when the voice is inactive and thereby stop-
ping the transmission of packets in that direction
for the moment. To be on the safe side, when
cutting the transmission the algorithm waits a
fixed amount of time, hang-over time, after it
detects a drop in the voice magnitude before it
totally stops the voice sample packet transmis-
sion. The hang-over time duration is in the mag-
nitude of hundreds of ms (typically 150–250
ms). Another problem is to differ between voice
and background noise, and to calibrate itself the
VAD is disabled at the beginning of new calls.
However, even after that it could be cumber-
some to detect when a new voice spurt occurs.
The algorithm cut-offs the beginning of each
new voice spurt and waits until it is sure that it is
a new voice spurt and not, for example, a noise
peak. This phenomenon is called front-end
speech clipping, and is usually not noticeable
for the listener.

Standards
Interoperability among VoIP products has been a
major stumbling block to widespread acceptance
of the technology. The ITU’s H.323 umbrella
standard, shown in Figure 6, which was the first
posed for VoIP interoperability, proved complex
and difficult to implement. As a result, other
less-unwieldy standards were posed in its place
and until recently, we have seen little consensus
on which VoIP standards that would be the most
widely implemented. Even though the H.323
standard is the dominating standard at present,
most vendors foresee a coexistence of several
standards in the arena for quite some time. The
most supported standard is H.323 version 2, but
version 3 and 4 are rapidly catching up. (It
should be pointed out that H.323 version 1 is not
forward compatible with the latter standards of
H.323.) Other supported standards are SIP (Ses-
sion Initiated Protocol) by IETF, the Media
Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) and H.248.
SIP is an application layer signalling protocol
that specifies call control for multiparty sessions,
IP phones or multimedia distribution. Unlike
H.323, which is based on binary encoding, SIP
is a text-based protocol that is usually easier to
implement. Further information regarding SIP
could be found in [6,7]. 

MGCP is designed as a simple mechanism to
mainly control the gateways. Its function is to
control the gateways while relying on external
call control intelligence for more complex func-
tions. With the MGCP model, the gateway
focuses on the audio signal translation function
while a call agent, external to the gateway, han-
dles the signalling and call processing functions.
By separating out the internal gateway functions
from the external signalling function, the imple-
mentation, upgrade and maintenance of the gate-
way are reduced to a minimum. This increases
the likelihood of widespread use of this technol-

Figure 5  The voice activity
detection (VAD) algorithm,
used to decrease the required
bandwidth for VoIP calls
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ogy [8]. The H.248 is a joint venture between
IETF and ITU’s H.323. The main features are a
greater scalability and to address the technical
requirements of multimedia conferencing.

There are also some discussion that the tech-
nologies will coexist for a long time, however
not competing, instead taking their special parts
of the system. In such a scenario the H.323 will
become the enterprise legacy standard, while
MGCP and H.248 will be used between carriers’
call agents and other media gateways. The SIP
will dominate the connections between the call
agents and between call agents and residential IP
phones.

Tariff Arbitrage
In today’s markets for packet telephony one of
the main factors is the tariff arbitrage across the
data networks. In most international markets,
particularly highly regulated ones, communica-
tion carriers have tariff structures that are artifi-
cially high as compared to deregulated markets.
Additionally, these markets generally offer
lower tariff structures for data connections. Sev-
eral smaller operators have begun to exploit
these market disparities and provide users with
significant savings on their long distance calls.
Internet phones and VoIP gateways (as earlier
described) are two products to fully exploit these
disparities. Tariff arbitrage products are however
purely tactical infrastructure plays, which will be
short lived as the international communication
carriers embark upon a process of deregulation
over the near future. As artificial tariff dispari-
ties evaporate, the value proposition will
implode. Manufacturers who want to survive
this transition must be able to adapt to the
changing market condition as they change.

VoIP Supporting Protocols
Most protocols used for delivering the IP pack-
ets now also containing voice-coded information
were developed with data applications in mind,
such as email and file transfer. On higher layers
real time protocols are needed to support multi-
media applications, such as VoIP. Some exam-
ples to be mentioned are;

• IP Multicasting;
• Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP);
• RTP Control Protocol (RTCP);
• Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP);
• Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [9].

The objective of IP Multicasting is to send one
packet and have it received by many destinations.
This feature could be used for services like news
broadcasts, stock quotes and distance learning.
The concept was first introduced in 1989 [10],
and involved end terminals have to support the
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)
[10]. The IGMP enables multicast routers to
identify which stations are members of multicast
addresses. Specific IP addresses (224.0.0.0
through 239.255.255.255) are reserved to support
multicasting [11]. The Real-time Transport Pro-
tocol provides end-to-end service for data requir-
ing real time support. The IP protocol is deployed

Figure 6  The protocols that
comprise the ITU IP telephony

standard (H.323)

Figure 7  The VoIP packet
and its sections. The IP, UDP

and RTP headers, which all
encapsulate the actual voice

sample, are also shown
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on a packet switched network, as described ear-
lier. This means that there are no guarantees that
the packets will arrive according to the same dis-
tribution as they are put on the network, that the
packets are received in the right order or that all
packets are delivered at all. Applications typi-
cally run RTP on top of UDP to make use of the
services provided by UDP. The sequence number
in RTP is used to reconstruct the sender’s packet
sequence or to determine a proper location of a
packet in a coded packet stream.

The Real-time Control Protocol is based on the
foundation of its packets being one among oth-
ers. RTCP packets are regularly inserted into the
packet stream and transmitted as ordinary pack-
ets. These probe packets are then measured and
an estimate of the behaviour of the transmitted
service is obtained. As the services introduced
gradually become more time sensitive a certain
QoS has to be maintained.

The Resource Reservation Protocol is designed
to address those requirements. When an applica-
tion needs a certain QoS grade for its service it
consults the RSVP to request support for that
level of QoS. The control packets could be sent
directly inside IP packets, which are encapsu-
lated by the UDP. One of the drawbacks of this
protocol is that to be able to support, provide and
promise the requested QoS grade the protocol
has to be employed in all routers in the network,
or at least all routers along the path of the con-
nection. The RSVP is however not a routing pro-
tocol, it is only concerned with the QoS of those
packets forwarded by the network’s routing pro-
tocol. The protocol requests that the receiver and
the links along the connection path are reserved
to support the data flow.

Finally, the Real-time Streaming Protocol,
which is an application layer protocol, controls
the delivery of the real time packet stream.
Examples of services supported by RTSP are
to accept additions of media to already existing
presentations, as additional media becomes
available, and retrievals of media from media
servers. The RTSP protocol is in structure rather
similar to the HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Proto-
col), which means that extensions made to
HTTP also, in most cases, could be deployed to
RTSP. Among the differences between the pro-
tocols the out of band data transfer implemented
by RTSP should be enlighten.

Conclusions
After the brief introduction of different network
switching principles and the concept of sending
voice in packets the paper is devoted to VoIP
issues. The structure of the VoIP packet as well
as some implementation issues were described.
The protocols supporting VoIP transmissions,

ensuring QoS and other real time and streaming
problems were generically described. The
requirements for voice coders were also com-
mented on. Even though some problems still
exist for VoIP to be an acceptable service with
QoS for ordinary telephony, it is slowly being
implemented in the networks. It is a very cheap
solution for international voice communication,
if the lower quality is acceptable. This also indi-
cates that it is, so far, most applicable to direct
computer communications. The VoIP protocols
are by themselves adequate for a good connec-
tion, it is the lower layer protocols, i.e. IP, that
need to have some further QoS assurance param-
eters implemented. The described H.323 family
of protocols is designed to provide for interoper-
ability, and several working groups within dif-
ferent standardization organisations are working
towards that end. 
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1  Introduction
The quality of a telephone call depends on the
parameter settings in the user terminal and on
the parameters of the network over which the
call is transported. In this paper, we assume that
the user terminals are optimally tuned and study
the influence of the network parameters. Offer-
ing quality to telephone calls transported over
a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
has been understood already for a long time.
The main topic of this paper is to investigate
how quality can be offered for calls (partly)
transported over packet-based networks.

Although currently most of the core of the PSTN
is digital, the access parts (e.g. the local loop)
are in a lot of cases still analog. There are excep-
tions however, where even the access is digital,
e.g. ISDN access and GSM access. In the 4-to-2-
wire hybrids of those analog access parts hybrid
echo may be introduced. Additionally, acoustic
echo may also be introduced in the user termi-
nals (even when the transport is digital end-to-
end). In any case, the level of the echo can be
controlled with an echo controller (see ITU-T
Recommendation G.168 [3]).

In the PSTN the one-way mouth-to-ear delay
mainly consists of propagation delay and switch-
ing delay, and hence, it is practically completely
determined by the physical distance between
both calling parties. An exception is GSM access,
where the transport over the air interface alone
already introduces about 100 ms of delay [7].

The analog access part of a PSTN is nowadays
so short that the distortion introduced in that part
of the network is negligible. Over the core of a
PSTN the voice signal is (mostly) transported in
the G.711 codec format, a format that only intro-

duces a negligible amount of distortion with
respect to the analog format. Hence, for most
telephone calls transported over a PSTN there is
practically no (additional) distortion involved.
There are exceptions however, where some dis-
tortion is introduced by signal compression: on
some transoceanic links the voice is sometimes
compressed and in GSM access the voice is
transported in a compressed format over the air
interface.

When there is little distortion of the voice signal
(and when optimally tuned user terminals are
utilized), the level of the echo and the one-way
mouth-to-ear delay mainly determine the quality
of telephone calls transported over a PSTN. It is
known that some echo and some delay can be
tolerated. ITU-T Recommendations G.114 [1]
and G.131 [2] specify the mouth-to-ear delay
that can be tolerated (for undistorted voice and)
for the case with and without echo control.

The packet-based transport of telephone calls is
more flexible than the transport over a PSTN.
A packet-based network is not so tightly bound
to one codec as the PSTN is to the G.711 codec
(which only takes frequencies up to 3.1 kHz into
account and has a bit rate of 64 kb/s). Any codec
that both user terminals support can be utilized.
Wide-band codecs (which take frequencies in
the speech signal below 7 kHz into account)
could be used to improve the intelligibility of the
speech. Note that the bit rate of such a codec is
not necessarily higher than the 64 kb/s of the
G.711 codec (as the G.711 codec is not very
efficient). However, in this paper we only con-
sider low-bit-rate narrow-band codecs, i.e.
codecs that like the G.711 only take the frequen-
cies up to 3.1 kHz into account but compress the
voice signal to a smaller bit rate than 64 kb/s,
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possibly at the expense of the introduction of
some distortion. On top of this bit rate reduction
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) can easily be
exploited in packet-based networks, whilst in a
PSTN this is impossible.

The price to pay for this additional flexibility is
additional complexity: more delay and distortion
are likely to be introduced. On top of the delays
that also occur in the PSTN, packetization,
codec, queuing and dejittering delay come into
play [10]. Moreover, the mouth-to-ear delays
may considerably differ from one direction to
the other, a fact that (practically) never occurs
in a PSTN. Distortion may stem from the use of
a low-bit-rate codec or from the loss of voice
packets in the network or the dejittering buffer.
Fortunately, as will be shown in this paper, the
one-way mouth-to-ear delay(s) and the distortion
can be kept under control by tuning the devices
in the network properly.

In the next section we first point out how a
packetized phone call differs from a phone call
switched over a PSTN as far as quality is con-
cerned. Section 3 quantifies how the echo level,
the mouth-to-ear delay(s) and the distortion
(through encoding and packet loss) influence
the quality of a telephone call by means of the
E-model. In Section 4 we present a method to
tune the parameters such that adequate quality is
attained, when the characteristics with which the
voice packets are transported are known, e.g.
through a Service Level Specification (SLS).
Finally, in the last section we draw the main
conclusions.

2  Principles of the Packetized
Transport of Phone Calls

As illustrated in Figure 1 there are three essential
stages in the packetized transport of phone calls.

In the first stage, the digital voice signal (i.e.
a voice signal lowpass-filtered with cut-off
frequency at 3.1 kHz that is sampled at 8 kHz
and quantized with a linear 13-bit quantizer) is
encoded and packetized. This packetization and
encoding operation can be performed either in
the user terminal or in a gateway. In the latter
case we assume that the transport of the voice
signal from the user terminal to the gateway
(possibly over an analog access network) merely
introduces a negligible amount of delay and dis-
tortion.

The packetization delay Tpack is defined as the
time needed to collect all voice samples that end
up in one packet, and as such scales linearly with
the payload size. The choice of the packetization
delay is a trade-off between efficiency (the
larger the packets, the smaller the relative influ-
ence of overhead bytes) and delay. In fact, the
effective bit rate Reff that is needed to transport
a voice flow over a packet-based network is
defined as

where Rcod is the net codec bit rate and SOH the
number of overhead bits per voice packet.

Also the encoding performed by a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) needs some time. Besides the
voice encoding process other processes run on
the DSP as well. An example is an algorithm
that detects whether or not the incoming signal is
a pure speech signal or consists of (fax, modem

Reff = Rcod +
SOH

T pack
, (1)
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or DTMF) tones in order to bypass the voice
encoder in the latter case. Such an algorithm
needs to collect a few samples, as it cannot make
an instantaneous decision based on only one
sample. This process introduces delay referred to
as look-ahead delay. Some encoders themselves
already introduce a similar look-ahead delay.

In the second stage, this flow of packets is trans-
ported over a packet-based network consisting of
several access and backbone nodes. In the trans-
port of the voice flow over this network some
delay is incurred. The network delay can be split
into two parts: a deterministic part, referred to as
the minimal network delay Tnet,min, and a
stochastic part, referred to as the total queuing
delay. The minimal network delay mainly con-
sists of the propagation delay (of 5 µs per km),
the sum of all serialization delays, the route
look-up delay, etc. If somewhere the packets are
transported over an unreliable channel, e.g. an
air interface, Forward Error Correction (FEC)
techniques, like interleaving coupled with
(Reed-Solomon) block or convolutional channel
codes, also contribute an amount TFEC to the
minimal network delay.

The total queuing delay Tque is the sum of the
queuing delay in each node. The queuing delay
in one network node is due to the competition of
several flows for the available resources in the
queue of that node. The total queuing delay is
responsible for the jitter introduced in the voice
flow. The tail distribution function of the total
queuing delay is defined as

F(T) = Prob[Tque > T]. (2)

Note that the inverse of this function evaluated
in P, i.e. F-1(P), gives the (1-P)-quantile of the
total queuing delay.

In the transport over the network a fraction
Ploss,net of the packets may get lost. In the case
where an unreliable medium (e.g. an air inter-
face) is traversed, a trade-off exists between
packet loss in the network and FEC delay intro-
duced in the network

Ploss,net = G(TFEC). (3)

The function G(.) is non-increasing. For reliable
channels G(TFEC) ≡ 0 and there is no gain in
choosing TFEC > 0. In this paper we do not con-
sider the transport over an unreliable medium,
but refer the interested reader to [14] and [15].

In the last stage the jittered packet flow is de-
jittered and decoded. Since the decoder needs
the packets at a constant rate, dejittering is abso-
lutely necessary. Dejittering a voice flow con-
sists of retaining the fastest packets in the dejit-

tering buffer to allow the slowest ones to catch
up. The fastest packets are the ones that do not
have to queue in any of the nodes. So, in princi-
ple, the fastest packets have to be retained for a
time equal to the maximal total queuing delay in
the dejittering buffer. Because voice codecs can
tolerate some packet loss and because waiting
for the slowest packet frequently introduces too
much delay, often the fastest packets are retained
in the dejittering buffer for a time equal to the
(1-P)-quantile of the total queuing delay. This
means that a fraction P of the packets will be
lost, because they arrive too late. This packet
loss introduces distortion. Because it is usually
not known if the first arriving packet is a slow or
a fast one, a static dejittering mechanism retains
the first arriving packet a time Tjit in the buffer
and then reads the buffer at a constant rate.
Dynamic dejittering algorithms are able to grad-
ually learn whether or not the first arriving
packet was a fast or a slow one and compensate
in that way for the total queuing delay of the first
packet.

The decoding and echo control processes finally
also introduce some delay.

The dejittering, decoding and echo control can
be performed either in the user terminal or in a
gateway. In the latter case we assume that the
transport of the voice signal from the gateway to
the user terminal (possibly over an analog access
network) again merely introduces a negligible
amount of delay and distortion.

To conclude this section we bring together the
impact of all stages on the one-way mouth-to-ear
delay TM2E and the overall packet loss Ploss.

First, we consider a packetized phone call that is
statically dejittered. In that case the one-way
mouth-to-ear delay (in one direction) can be split
up in the following terms

TM2E =
Tpack + TDSP + Tnet,min + Tque,1 + Tjit, (4)

where Tpack is the packetization delay, TDSP is
the sum of encoding, decoding, look-ahead and
echo control delays, Tnet,min is the total minimal
network delay (possibly including the delays
over the analog access parts if a gateway is
involved and the delay TFEC introduced by the
scheme to protect the transport over an unreli-
able channel), Tque,1 is the total queuing delay of
the first arriving packet and Tjit is the dejittering
delay. The DSP delay TDSP is lower bounded by
the sum of all look-aheads, i.e. even if technol-
ogy keeps evolving culminating in DSPs with a
dazzling processing power, the look-aheads
remain unaffected. The minimal network delay
Tnet,min is lower bounded by the total propaga-
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tion delay. Since the total queuing delay Tque,1 of
the first packet is stochastic, the one-way mouth-
to-ear delay of eq. (4) also is. For static dejitter-
ing mechanisms the dejittering delay Tjit is usu-
ally chosen on the safe side, i.e. such that in the
worst case (when the first arriving packet hap-
pens to be a fast one) at most a fraction Ploss,jit

of the packets get lost. Hence,

Tjit = F-1(Ploss,jit) (5)

Second, we consider a dynamically dejittered
packetized phone call. When the dynamic dejit-
tering mechanism is set to tolerate a packet loss
of Ploss,jit, the dejittering delay is gradually ad-
justed to compensate for the total queuing delay
Tque,1 of the first packet, so that after a transition
period the one-way mouth-to-ear delay tends to

TM2E =
Tpack + TDSP + Tnet,min + F-1(Ploss,jit). (6)

Comparing eq. (6) with eq. (4) combined with
(5), we see that adaptive dejittering can (eventu-
ally) economize on the one-way mouth-to-ear
delay by an amount equal to Tque,1.

Note that for packetized phone calls the mouth-
to-ear delay in one direction is not necessarily
the same as that in the reverse direction as each
of the terms in eq. (4) (or eq. (6)) may differ
from one direction to the other. 

Distortion stems from the encoding of the voice
signal and from packet loss Ploss,net in the trans-
port over the network or from the packet loss
Ploss,jit in the dejittering buffer, i.e.

Ploss = 1 – (1 – Ploss,net)(1 – Ploss,jit) (7)

Note that also the packet loss (and even the
codec format) may differ from one direction
to the other.

In the next section we determine how this one-
way mouth-to-ear delay and this distortion im-
pact the quality of the call.

3  Parameters Determining the
Quality of a Phone Call

3.1  The E-model
The E-model is a tool to predict how an “aver-
age user” would rate a phone call of which the
characterizing transmission parameters are
known. Similar proprietary models exist (see
the references in [16]), but the E-model has the
advantage that it is standardized in ITU-T Rec-
ommendation G.107 [4]. Based on an extensive
set of subjective experiments, a scale, referred
to as the R-scale, was defined in [8] upon which
impairments are approximately additive in the
range of interest. Four types of impairments and
an advantage factor were identified, that is

R = R0 – Is – Id – Ie + A (8)

The first term R0 groups the effects of noise and
is amongst other things a function of the level of
the circuit noise and the (effective) level of the
room noise (present at both sides). The second
term Is includes impairments that occur simulta-
neously with the voice signal, such as those
caused by quantization, by too loud or too soft
a connection and by a non-optimum side tone.
The third term Id comprises delayed impair-
ments, including impairments caused by talker
and listener echo or by a loss of interactivity. It
is mainly a function of the level and the delay of
the echo with respect to the original signal and
the mouth-to-ear delays in both directions. The
fourth term Ie covers impairments caused by
what is referred to as “the use of special equip-
ment” in ITU-T Recommendation G.107 and
groups effects due to distortion. It is a function
of the type of low-bit-rate codec used and the
fraction of lost packets. The fifth term A,
referred to as the expectation factor, expresses
the decrease in rating a user is willing to tolerate
because of the “access advantage” that certain
systems have over traditional wire-bound tele-
phony. As an example, the expectation factor A
for mobile telephony (e.g. GSM) is 10.

Based on the rating R subjective user reactions
can be predicted, such as the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) a judging panel would give to the

Table 1  Quality classes
according to ITU-T
Recommendation G.109 PSTN quality

Speech transmission
quality category
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call or the percentage of users finding the quality
“Good or Better” (GoB). Moreover, as defined
in ITU-T Recommendation G.109 [5] the rating
R maps to certain quality classes: a rating R in
the ranges [90,100], [80,90], [70,80], [60,70],
[50,60] corresponds to “best”, “high”, “med-
ium”, “low” and “poor” quality, respectively.
A rating below 50 indicates unacceptable qual-
ity. Throughout this paper, the classes are color
coded according to Table 1.

In the next paragraphs we study the impact of
the one-way mouth-to-ear delay(s) (via Id) and
the distortion (via Ie) on the quality of a packe-
tized phone call. Other factors, like background
noise and a connection that is too loud, also
impair the quality (via R0 and Is) of a packetized
phone call, but as these factors are not funda-
mentally different from a traditional PSTN call,
they were not considered. Furthermore, as the
objective was to make a fair comparison be-
tween the quality of packetized phone calls and
traditional wire-bound PSTN calls, the expecta-
tion factor A was set to zero.

From Eq. (8) it can be seen that two calls with
the same rating R can give a different subjective
impression. One call might produce crystal clear,
undistorted speech (e.g. Ie = 0) but suffer from a
relatively large delay (e.g. Id = 10). Another call
might slightly distort the speech (e.g. Ie = 10),
while its delay is not noticeable (e.g. Id = 0). The
E-model merely predicts that a judging panel
will award the same MOS to both calls and the
same percentage of users will find both calls
GoB, albeit for different reasons.

Consider a packetized phone call between two
parties, referred to as party 1 and party 2 (see
Figure 2). Based on the E-model, we evaluate
how party 1 will judge the call, that is, what rat-
ing R he will assign to it. The influence of delay
is studied first, followed by the influence of dis-
tortion.

3.2  Influence of Mouth-to-Ear Delay
If there is some delay from party 1 to party 2 and
vice versa, the rating R decreases by an amount
equal to the impairment Id. This impairment Id

is the sum of three contributing impairments:
impairments due to talker echo, due to listener
echo and due to the loss of interactivity. The
impairment associated with talker and listener
echo depends on the delay and the level of the
respective echoes with respect to the original
signal. We assume that the echoes (if any) are
generated in devices (4-to-2-wire hybrids or user
terminals) very close to the calling parties, i.e.
that there are no echoes introduced somewhere
in (hybrids in) the middle of the network. In that
way only the mouth-to-ear delay TM2E,12 from

party 1 to party 2 and the one TM2E,21 from
party 2 to party 1 play a role. Remember that in
a packet-based environment these two delays
may differ.

Talker echo disturbs party 1, who hears an
attenuated and delayed echo of his own words
TM2E,12+TM2E,21 after he uttered them. This echo
is caused by a reflection close to party 2. This
echo is attenuated by SLR+RLR+EL2 (expressed
in dB) with respect to the original signal. Here,
EL2 is the echo loss close to party 2 (measured
with respect to a certain reference point) [8] and
the Send Loudness Rating SLR and Receive
Loudness Rating RLR are defined as the attenua-
tion of the signal from party 1 to the reference
point and vice versa, respectively. The sum
SLR+RLR is usually (tuned to) about 10 dB, a
value that we assume in the remainder of this
paper.

Second, listener echo also disturbs party 1,
who hears the original signal from party 2
followed by an attenuated echo of this signal
TM2E,12+TM2E,21 after the original signal. The
level of this echo is determined by a reflection
close to party 1 with attenuation EL1, followed
by a reflection close to party 2 with attenuation
EL2. Hence, the attenuation of the listener echo
with respect to the original signal heard by party
1 is EL1+EL2 (expressed in dB).

Echo may occur in the hybrid if the packetized
phone call is terminated over a local PSTN or in
the caller’s user terminal. For PSTN calls from
traditional handsets, where echo is mainly
caused by the 4-to-2-wire hybrids, a typical
value for the echo loss is in the order of 20 dB
[8]. The same value is valid for packetized
phone calls where the call is terminated via a
gateway over a local loop to a traditional hand-
set. Acoustic echo is usually small for traditional
handsets. It is likely to be higher for other kinds
of terminals, such as PCs and handsfree phones

Figure 2  Talker and listener
echo
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(resulting in an echo loss of e.g. 10 dB). An echo
controller increases the echo losses EL1 and EL2.
A standard-compliant echo controller [3] should
increase the echo loss by 30 dB. Perfect echo
control, which increases the echo losses EL1 and
EL2 to infinity, can be achieved at moderate
computational cost. Since it gradually gets more
difficult to control the echo as it is more delayed
with respect to its original signal, the echo con-
troller should be deployed as close to the source
of echo as possible. Hence, it is recommended
that the echo controller in the gateway compen-
sates for the echo generated in the hybrids of the
PSTN over which the call is terminated and the
echo controller in the terminal compensates for
the acoustic echo this terminal generates itself.

The third delay-related factor that may disturb
party 1 is the loss of interactivity. If the mouth-
to-ear delays are too large, an interactive con-
versation becomes impossible. The impairment

associated with the loss of interactivity is a func-
tion of the sum of both mouth-to-ear delays
TM2E,12+TM2E,21.

Hence, under the above mentioned assumptions
the impairment Id is a function of TM2E,m, EL1
and EL2, with

the mean one-way mouth-to-ear delay. Figure 3
illustrates the behavior of this function. Figure
3(a) shows how the rating R drops (due to an
increase in Id) as the mouth-to-ear delay in-
creases for different values of the echo loss for
the case when the echo losses at both end points
are equal (EL1 = EL2) and when there is no dis-
tortion, i.e. Ie = 0. The impairment associated
with delay is strongly influenced by this echo
loss value. Note that the rating R is a non-

TM 2 E ,m =
TM 2 E ,12 + TM 2 E ,21

2
(9)

Figure 3  The rating R as a
function of the mean one-way
mouth-to-ear delay for
undistorted voice (i.e. the
G.711 codec without packet
loss) and for various echo loss
values; (a) in case both echo
loss values (expressed in dB)
are the same, and (b) in case
the echo loss values (expressed
in dB) are different
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increasing function of the mouth-to-ear delay.
The intrinsic quality of a phone call is defined as
the rating R associated with a zero mouth-to-ear
delay. The intrinsic quality of a packetized
phone call transported without packet loss in the
G.711 format and with all other parameters opti-
mally tuned, corresponds to a rating R of about
94. This rating is referred to as Rint,G.711. Figure
3(a) shows that if echo is perfectly controlled
(EL1 = EL2 = ∞), the phone call retains its intrin-
sic quality up to a mean one-way mouth-to-ear
delay of about 150 ms.

ITU-T Recommendations G.114 [1] and G.131
[2] specify the following tolerable mouth-to-ear
delays for traditional PSTN calls:

• Under normal circumstances (i.e. if the echo
loss is at least 20 dB), echo control is needed
if the mouth-to-ear delay is larger than 25 ms;

• When the echo is adequately controlled:

- a mouth-to-ear delay of up to 150 ms is
acceptable for most user applications;

- a mouth-to-ear delay between 150 ms and
400 ms is acceptable, provided that one is
aware of the impact of delay on the quality
of the user applications; and

- a mouth-to-ear delay above 400 ms is un-
acceptable.

It can be seen from Figure 3(a) that for an echo
loss of 20 dB, the rating R drops below 70 at a
mouth-to-ear delay of 25 ms and for calls with
perfect echo control, the rating R drops below
70 at a mouth-to-ear delay of 400 ms. Hence,
ITU-T Recommendations G.114 and G.131
ensure that traditional PSTN calls have a rating
R of at least 70. Also, the interactivity bound of
150 ms can be observed in Figure 3(a) for infi-
nite echo loss.

Figure 3(b) shows how party 1 rates the call in
case the echo losses at both end points are differ-
ent. It can be seen that party 1 experiences a low
quality if the echo loss EL2 close to party 2 is
not high enough, even if the echo controller
close to party 1 (i.e. his “own” echo controller)
is standard-compliant. Alternatively, if the echo
controller close to part 2 is good enough, the
echo controller close to party 1 does not impact
the quality experienced by party 1 a great deal.
Hence, the party with the best echo control will
experience the worst quality (if all other factors
are equal for both parties).

3.3  Influence of Distortion
If the voice signal party 1 hears is distorted, the
rating R decreases by an amount equal to the dis-

tortion impairment Ie. This impairment is a func-
tion of (at least) two parameters: the codec used
by party 2 to encode the voice signal and packet
loss Ploss during the transport of voice packets
from party 2 to party 1. Note that it is common
practice, but not strictly mandatory, to transport
the voice in the same format in both directions.

We first consider the influence of compressing
the voice signal. As the G.711 codec just sam-
ples the (low-pass filtered) voice signal at 8 kHz
and quantizes the samples with a non-uniform
logarithm-like 8-bit quantizer, it introduces
hardly any distortion. The packetization delay
can be any multiple of 0.125 ms.

Predictive codecs (e.g. the G.726 codec) predict
the sample to be encoded based on the previous
ones (already encoded) and quantize the predic-
tion error in 2, 3, 4 or 5 bits, resulting in a net
codec bit rate Rcod of 16, 24, 32 and 40 kb/s
respectively. Again the packetization delay can
be any multiple of 0.125 ms.

Codecs of the vocoder type are based on a model
for the human vocal track. These codecs first
segment the speech signal in intervals of con-
stant duration (referred to as voice frames). Then
for each consecutive voice frame, they estimate
and quantize the parameters of the vocal track
model and collect all quantized parameters in
a code word. The net codec bit rate Rcod is the
code word size (in bits) divided by the frame
length. Some of these codecs require a look-
ahead in order to estimate the vocal track model
parameters more accurately. Since the packetiza-
tion delay is an integer multiple of the voice
frame, and hence is at least one voice frame, the
larger the voice frame is, the larger is the mini-
mal delay the codec introduces. Most vocoder
codecs have a frame length between 10 and
30 ms (the G.729 codec has 10 ms, the G.723.1
codec 30 ms and all GSM codecs 20 ms). An
exception is the G.728 codec, which has a voice
frame length of 0.625 ms.

Recently a new codec, the Adaptive MultiRate
(AMR) codec [9], was developed in the frame-
work of the third generation mobile network. It
has a voice frame length of 20 ms (as all GSM
codecs) and the particularity that the vocal track
parameters can be quantized in a different num-
ber of bits, resulting in code words of variable
size, from voice frame to voice frame, and
hence, in a variable bit rate.

Figure 4 summarizes the distortion impairment
associated with some standardized codecs. The
points on this figure are rate-distortion pairs
determined by experiments reported in [6]. Also
three lines connecting similar pairs are drawn on
this figure. This is a straight line when there are
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just two pairs or a quadratic best fitting curve in
case there are more pairs. One line is associated
with the G.726 codec and gives the rate-distor-
tion trade-off for predictive codecs. It can be
seen that at low bit rates predictive codecs intro-
duce a lot of distortion. Another line is associ-
ated with the G.728 codec. This codec has a
better rate-distortion trade-off than predictive
codecs but does not reach the full potential of
codecs of the vocoder type, as its voice frame
size is too small. Also the older GSM-FR and
GSM-HR codecs do not reach the full potential
of vocoder codecs. A third line is drawn through
the state-of-the-art codecs of the vocoder type
(i.e. the G.729, G.723.1 and GSM-EFR codec)
and as such gives the rate-distortion trade-off
for vocoder codecs. It can be seen that vocoder
codecs have the best rate-distortion trade-off.
Although the AMR codec has not been charac-
terized yet in terms of how much distortion it
introduces at what bit rate, the latter curve on
Figure 4 (labeled “AMR”) forms a very good
initial estimate.

A VAD scheme, which detects if the signal con-
tains active speech or background noise, can be
used to further reduce the overall bit rate to be
sent. Good VAD schemes hardly introduce any
additional distortion.

The distortion impairment Ie associated with
a codec increases as the packet loss ratio in-
creases. Only a few results are known and are
summarized in Figure 5. In that figure we draw
the quadratic curves that best fit the experimen-
tal data (i.e. the points in that figure) reported in
[6], which gives experimental data for four
codecs under the assumption that voice packets
are lost at random. Although other results are not
yet known some trends can be observed.

The sensitivity to packet loss depends on the
Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) technique used
by the codec. In contrast to the G.711 codec,
most state-of-the-art low-bit-rate codecs (e.g.
G.729, G.723.1 and GSM-EFR) have a built-in
PLC scheme. However, a (proprietary) PLC
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scheme can be implemented on top of the G.711
codec. From Figure 5 it can be seen that for the
codecs that use PLC, the impairment increases
by about 4 units on the R-scale per percent
packet loss (for low loss values). If no PLC
scheme is implemented on top of the G.711
codec, the distortion impairment increases by
25 units on the R-scale for each percent packet
loss (for low loss values).

Figure 5 deals only with one specific packetiza-
tion interval per codec (10 ms for G.711, 20 ms
for G.729 and GSM-EFR, 30 ms for G.723.1).
The G.723.1 codec was only used at 6.3 kb/s.
Comparing the slopes of the curves in Figure 5,
we see that the G.711 codec with PLC is slightly
less sensitive to packet loss than the G.729
codec, which in turn is a bit less sensitive than
the G.723.1 codec. From the results it cannot be
concluded if this is due to the bit rate of the
codecs (high-bit-rate codec formats contain more
redundant information, and hence are probably
less sensitive to loss) or to a smaller packetiza-
tion interval. Also from Figure 5 it can be seen
that the PLC technique of the GSM-EFR codec
does not perform so well as the PLC techniques
of the other considered codecs. The conclusion
from this paragraph is that in lossy environments
a PLC is highly recommended.

The voice signal does not need to be transported
in the same format end-to-end. Somewhere
along the route, the voice signal might be trans-
coded from one codec format into another. Since
all (considered) standard codecs need an 8 kHz
stream of uniformly quantized voice samples at
the input, the code words of the first codec need
to be decoded before the signals can be encoded
into another codec format. Consequently, the
impairment terms associated with the two codecs
should be added to obtain the overall distortion
impairment Ie, because in the E-model, impair-
ments are approximately additive on the R-scale.
The intrinsic quality associated with all combi-
nations of two codecs can be found in Table 2
(using the color code of Table 1). The diagonal
entries in this table correspond to tandeming two
codecs of the same type. Table 2 readily shows
that transcoding can be very harmful to the qual-
ity of a call. In practice, the order in which the
codecs are tandemed has a small influence,
which cannot be seen in (the symmetric) Table 2
because, as impairments are considered to be
additive in the E-model, asymmetries cannot
occur. The conclusion from Table 2 is that trans-
coding should be avoided.

Table 2  Transcoding matrix

CODEC G.711 G.726 G.726 G.726 G.726 G.728 GSM-FR G.728 GSM-EFR G.729 G.723.1 GSM-HR G.723.1
(64kb/s) (40kb/s) (32k/s) (24kb/s) (16kb/s) (16kb/s) (13kb/s) (12.8kb/s) (12.2kb/s) (8kb/s) (6.3kb/s) (5.6kb/s) (5.3kb/s)

G.711 94 92 87 69 44 87 74 74 89 84 79 71 75
(64kb/s)

G.726 92 90 85 67 42 85 72 72 87 82 77 69 73
(40kb/s)

G.726 87 85 80 62 37 80 67 67 82 77 72 64 68
(32kb/s)

G.726 69 67 62 44 19 62 49 49 64 59 54 46 50
(24kb/s)

G.726 44 42 37 19 0 37 24 24 39 34 29 21 25
(16kb/s)

G.728 87 85 80 62 37 80 67 67 82 77 72 64 68
(16kb/s)

GSM-FR 74 72 67 49 24 67 54 54 69 64 59 51 55
(13kb/s)

G.728 74 72 67 49 24 67 54 54 69 64 59 51 55
(12.8kb/s)

GSM-EFR 89 87 82 64 39 82 69 69 84 79 74 66 70
(12.2kb/s)

G.729 84 82 77 59 34 77 64 64 79 74 69 61 65
(8kb/s)

G.723.1 79 77 72 54 29 72 59 59 74 69 64 56 60
(6.3kb/s)

GSM-HR 71 69 64 46 21 64 51 51 66 61 56 48 52
(5.6kb/s)

G.723.1 75 73 68 50 25 68 55 55 70 65 60 52 56
(5.3kb/s)
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4  Controlling Voice Quality
The conclusion from Section 3 is that for our
purposes the rating R can be written as

R = Rint,G.711 – Id(TM2E,m, EL1, EL2) – 
Ie (codec,Ploss) (10)

The combined effect of the first and second term
is illustrated in Figure 3. The third term is dis-
played in Figure 5.

4.1  Quality Bounds
Since the echo control bound of 25 ms is almost
always exceeded when the phone calls are trans-
ported over a packet-based network, echo con-
trol is strongly recommended for packetized
phone calls. A good echo controller, i.e. an echo
canceller compliant with ITU-T recommenda-
tion G.168 [3], can increase the echo loss (from
20 dB usually occurring in the PSTN) to 50 dB.
With an echo controller with a non-linear ele-
ment perfect echo control, in which case the
echo loss is increased to infinity, can be
achieved.

From Figure 3 it is clear that in the case of per-
fect echo control at both sides, the intrinsic qual-
ity of the call is attained if the mean one-way
mouth-to-ear delay is kept below 150 ms. From
eq. (10) we notice that this intrinsic quality is
solely determined by the distortion impairment
Ie, which in turn is determined by the codec(s)
used and the overall packet loss experienced.
Since the intrinsic quality Rint,G.711 of an undis-
torted call is about 94 and the bound for tradi-
tional quality is 70, there is an impairment bud-
get of 24, part of which is consumed by the
codec(s) (see Figure 4). Once the codec has been
chosen, the remainder of the margin can be con-
sumed either by allowing the mean one-way
mouth-to-ear delay to exceed 150 ms or by toler-
ating some packet loss. The bound on the mean
one-way mouth-to-ear delay for a certain codec
is derived by subtracting the impairment associ-
ated with that codec (displayed in Figure 4) from
the curves of Figure 3 and determining where
the curve associated with perfect echo control
drops below 70. The bound on packet loss for a
certain codec is derived by determining in Fig-
ure 5 for which packet loss value the impairment
budget of 24 is just not consumed. The bounds
for the AMR codec are derived under the
assumption that the interpolation (i.e. the curve
in Figure 4 labeled “AMR”) is valid and that per
percent packet loss 4 units are added to the
impairment Ie. The fourth column of Table 3
and Table 4 gives the codec-dependent bounds
on the mean one-way mouth-to-ear delay and
packet loss, respectively, when the echo is per-
fectly controlled [10].

Table 3  Tolerable mean one-way mouth-to-ear delay TM2E bounds when there is no
packet loss in the case of perfect echo control (EL=inf) and an echo loss
EL = 50 dB. (NA = Traditional PSTN quality (R = 70) is Not Attainable.)

Standard Short name Codec bit TM2E (ms) TM2E (ms)
body rate (kb/s) EL = infinite EL = 50 dB

ETSI GSM-HR 5.6 177 29

ITU-T GSM-FR 13 21 106

ITU-T G.711 64 400 291

ITU-T G.728 12.8 210 106

16 322 243

ITU-T G.726 16 NA NA

G.727 24 NA NA

32 322 243

40 375 276

ITU-T G.723.1 5.3 219 131

6.3 251 187

ITU-T G.729 8 294 223

ETSI GSM-EFR 12.2 342 256

3GPP AMR 4.75 197 72

5.15 214 117

5.9 239 172

6.7 262 198

7.4 280 213

7.95 293 223

10.2 332 250

12.2 342 256

Table 4  Tolerable packet loss Ploss bounds for a mean one-way mouth-to-ear delay
below 150 ms in the case of perfect echo control and for a mean one-way mouth-to-
ear delay of 150 ms for an echo loss EL = 50 dB. (NA = Traditional PSTN quality

(R = 70) is Not Attainable.)

Standard Short name Codec bit Ploss Ploss
body rate (kb/s) EL = infinite EL = 50 dB

TM2E < 150 ms TM2E = 150 ms

ITU-T G.711 no PLC 64 1.2 0.9

ITU-T G.711 PLC 6.4 9.6 6.1

ITU-T G.723.1 6.3 2.1 0.6

ITU-T G.729 8 3.5 1.7

ETSI GSM-EFR 12.2 2.5 1.5

3GPP AMR 4.75 0.7 NA

5.15 1.2 NA

5.9 1.9 0.3

6.7 2.6 1.1

7.4 3.2 1.6

7.95 3.5 2.0

10.2 4.6 3.0

12.2 4.8 3.2
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The fifth column of the same tables shows how
these bounds reduce when the echo control is not
perfect, but still very good EL = 50 dB (i.e. com-
pliant with ITU-T Recommendation G.168 [3])
at both sides. For the packet loss bounds it was
assumed that the mean one-way mouth-to-ear
delay was exactly 150 ms. The bounds for the
AMR codec are derived under the same assump-
tion specified above. It can be seen that if the
performance of the echo controller drops from
perfect to slightly less than perfect, this can have
a drastic effect, especially on the mean one-way
mouth-to-ear delay bound.

4.2  Controlling the Delay and
Distortion in a Gateway-to-
Gateway Scenario

In this section we consider a gateway-to-gate-
way scenario illustrated in Figure 6. Phone calls
originate from and terminate at traditional tele-
phone sets and are switched over a local PSTN
to gateways, between which the voice signals are
transported over a QoS-enabled IP backbone
administered by one network manager [12].
Between each pair of gateways a traffic pipe is
defined. We assume symmetric pipes. The trans-
port of the voice packets over this pipe is gov-
erned by a Service Level Specification (SLS)
[13]. The SLS is completely defined by specify-

ing values for Ploss,net, Tnet,min and enough infor-
mation to describe the function F(.) of eq. (2) as
accurately as possible. As described above the
latter requirement boils down to specifying as
much quantiles of the total queuing delay as nec-
essary.

The gateway parameters that can be tuned are
the packetization delay Tpack and the dejittering
delay Tjit (or equivalently the dejittering loss
Ploss,jit (see eq. (5)). We assume that adaptive
dejittering is used and is converged to its optimal
value, and hence, eq. (6) determines the one-way
mouth-to-ear delay. We furthermore assume that
there is no packet loss in the backbone Ploss,net

= 0 and that the minimum network delay Tnet,min
is primarily determined by propagation (of 5 µs
per km). Hence, this delay Tnet,min is determined
once the physical distance between the gateways
is known.

The choice in packetization delay Tpack is a
trade-off between efficiency (see eq. (1)) and
delay (see eq. (6)). We know from the previous
section that under perfect echo control at both

Table 5  (a) SLS specification,
(b) effective codec rate Reff

(kb/s), and (c) rating R for
various values of the

packetization delay and
dejittering loss

SLS specification

P (1-P) quantile
(ms)

1.E-01 1

1.E-02 3

1.E-03 10

1.E-04 30

1.E-05 130

a)

Tpack (ms) 10 20 30 40

Reff (kb/s) 40.0 24.0 18.7 16.0

c)

VoIP
GW

VoIP
GW

VoIP
GW

VoIP
GW

POTS trunk

Two-way
symmetric
traffic pipe
governed
by an SLSQoS-enabled

(IP) backhome

Figure 6  A gateway-to-
gateway scenario to transport

phone calls

b)

Tpack (ms)
10 20 30 40

Ploss,jit

1.E-01 52 52 51 51

1.E-02 76 75 75 75

1.E-03 79 79 79 78

1.E-04 79 79 78 78

1.E-05 72 70 69 67
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sides a total budget of 150 ms can be consumed
without hampering the quality. However, from
Table 3 it can be seen that if the performance of
the echo control reduces to “nearly perfect”, but
still is standard-compliant, the bound on the
mean one-way mouth-to-ear delay can be below
150 ms in some cases. The packetization delay
is typically chosen between 10 and 80 ms. From
eq. (1) it follows that since the overhead SOH is
320 bits (consisting of 20 IP, 8 UDP and 12 RTP
bytes) for Voice over IP (VoIP), an overhead bit
rate between 32 kb/s and 4 kb/s, respectively, is
introduced.

The flexibility in the choice in dejittering loss
Ploss,jit (or equivalently the dejittering delay Tjit)
is governed by the number of quantiles that are
specified in the SLS, i.e. how many points of the
function F(.) are given. If only the maximum
total queuing delay (i.e. the (1-P)-quantile with
P = 0) is given, only this total queuing delay can
be used as dejittering delay. The more quantiles
are specified, the more flexible the choice can be.

To conclude this section we give an example.
Consider a phone call from Europe to the US.
We assume Tnet,min = 50 ms, Ploss,net = 0 and
that the SLS in both directions is as described
in Table 5(a). Furthermore, we assume a DSP
delay TDSP = 15 ms, an echo loss EL1 = EL2
= 50 dB, and that the G.729 codec (at 8 kb/s) is
used. Table 5(b) gives the effective bit rate Reff

calculated with eq. (1) and Table 5(c) (using the
color code of Table 1) gives the rating R calcu-
lated with eq. (10) for various values of the
packetization delay and dejittering loss. From
these tables it can be concluded that a packetiza-
tion delay of 30 ms and a dejittering loss of 10-3

lead to a good compromise between effective bit
rate (Reff = 18.7 kb/s) and quality (R = 79).

The question how to provision the SLSs, i.e.
how to configure the routers in the network
such that the quantiles specified in the SLS are
attained is beyond the scope of this paper. We
refer the interested reader to [11] and [17].

5  Conclusions
In this paper the quality issues associated with
the packetized transport of phone calls were con-
sidered. Since for packetized phone calls more
delay and distortion is introduced than for tradi-
tional PSTN calls, the impact of delay and dis-
tortion on the quality of the phone call was stud-
ied quantitatively with the E-model. The trade-
offs involved in the choice of the packetization
delay and dejittering loss were discussed. From
this quality study the following conclusions were
drawn.

For packetized phone calls echo control is highly
recommended, if not required, since otherwise
the tolerable mouth-to-ear delay budget risks
being too small. If the echo is perfectly con-
trolled, the quality remains equal to the intrinsic
quality up to a mouth-to-ear delay of about
150 ms. The intrinsic quality depends on the
amount of distortion that is introduced. If the
echo control is slightly less than perfect, but still
standard-compliant, the quality decreases even
for delays smaller than 150 ms.

The intrinsic quality associated with predictive
codecs at low bit rates is lower than the tradi-
tional PSTN quality. Therefore, these codecs
should not be used at a bit rate below 32 kb/s.
For the same reason, transcoding should be
avoided.

Under perfect echo control the margin between
the intrinsic quality of a codec and the bound for
traditional quality can either be consumed by
allowing a mouth-to-ear delay above 150 ms or
by allowing some packet loss. The maximum
tolerable bounds on the mean one-way mouth-
to-ear delay and packet loss are reported in this
paper for the most common codecs and even the
recently developed Adaptive MultiRate (AMR)
codec. It is also shown how these bounds de-
crease if the echo control is slightly less than
perfect, but still standard-compliant.

These tolerable bounds should be respected by
any packetized phone call (gateway-to-gateway,
IP-phone-to-IP-phone, mobile-phone-to-mobile-
phone, gateway-to-IP-phone, etc.) if traditional
quality is to be maintained.

Finally, to illustrate how these bounds can be
used this paper considered a gateway-to-gateway
scenario where the transport of the voice packets
is governed by a Service Level Specification
(SLS). The trade-offs involved were shown by
means of a numerical example.
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1  Introduction
The scope of this article is to give a brief over-
view of the QoS framework of the 3rd generation
mobile network UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System). UMTS is devel-
oped by the 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership
Project), which is an interest organisation put
together of many global standardisation bodies
such as ETSI, ARIB, T1, TTC, CWTS and oth-
ers. The vision of UMTS is to support both tradi-
tional circuit switched and packet based services
as well as multimedia. All services shall be car-
ried over the W-CDMA (Wideband Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access) radio system, which is
specially suited to support variable bit rates and
traffic with different characteristics. With the
tremendous growth of the Internet the past few
years, and the wide variety of new IP based
applications that have appeared, it is recognised
that the new mobile network also has to be
equipped to support the application require-
ments. People would like to be able to access the
same services from a mobile terminal as from
their stationary terminal, with the same or only
minor degradation in quality. Major effort has
therefore been put on developing a future proof
QoS framework capable of supporting a wide
spectrum of applications, taking into account the
special characteristics of radio transmission.
Admission control with good resource manage-
ment is vital to achieve acceptable quality for the
users connected to the system. When users move
between radio cells (handovers) functionality
has to be deployed which quickly manages to
switch the connecting point of the user to the
network without noticeable degradation of qual-
ity. The radio interface puts major challenges on
the development of a QoS control system to
cope with the scarce resources, unpredictable

traffic picture, vulnerability to air disturbances,
etc. The work is therefore tedious with very
many aspects to consider. Since the UMTS sys-
tems evolve through releases the QoS frame-
work is updated accordingly.

The first release of UMTS was Release 99. That
release was finalised in June 2000. Rel-4 was the
next release, which was completed in March
2001. 3GPP is now working on Rel-5. Rel-5 is
expected Q 1 of 2002. The UMTS architecture
has developed through these releases, becoming
gradually more IP focused both regarding trans-
port and signalling. The circuit switched domain
comprising much of the legacy GSM core net-
work infrastructure has gradually been replace
by an optionally IP based transport infrastruc-
ture. Hence, the major impact of IP based appli-
cations and the importance of real time support
on an IP infrastructure have been recognised.
A targeted goal has been to support VoIP and
packet based multimedia applications on the
packet switched domain with the same or better
quality than experienced in the circuit switched
GSM network.

The article starts by giving a brief overview of
the different UMTS releases. The different
releases impact the QoS developments by gradu-
ally extending the QoS functionality. The differ-
ent releases cover the UMTS QoS bearers, QoS
management entities, end-to-end aspects, QoS
for multimedia handling, policy framework etc.,
making up a total QoS framework. Chapter 3
looks specifically into the QoS framework and
explains the QoS architecture of UMTS both
related to the control and user plane functional-
ity. The mechanisms used in UMTS to support
differentiated services with separate service

Quality of Service in UMTS
T H O R  G U N N A R  E S K E D A L  A N D  F R É D É R I C  P A I N T

The third generation cellular network, UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System), is a

standard specified by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). It deploys the 3rd generation

W-CDMA air interface which will be deployed in Europe and Asia, including Japan and Korea in the

frequency band around 2 GHz. With this frequency it is capable of a peak bandwidth of 2 Mb/s which

may support simultaneous low bit rate voice services and high bit rate multimedia and video applica-

tions. To ensure reusability of platforms, it was decided to reuse the GPRS architecture. With the advent

of real time Internet multimedia services it was felt necessary to ensure the provisioning of QoS. This

was not trivial given the deficiencies of GPRS in supporting QoS. Considerable work was made to

provide the necessary enhancements in the specifications to ensure adequate QoS support.
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classes will be described as well as aspects con-
cerning QoS support over the radio interface,
handover issues and interworking with legacy
mobile systems. Chapter 4 gives a status over-
view of the end-to-end capabilities in UMTS
including the policy framework and IP layer
functionality to negotiate end-to-end QoS. To
conclude we give a summary of the matters dis-
cussed and point out some remaining open stan-
dardisation issues.

2  UMTS Architecture Overview
UMTS has been standardised in phases. The ini-
tial release (R99) includes the basic functionality
to access IP networks and the circuit switched
networks. The Core network part is composed
of a packet domain based on the GPRS architec-
ture and a circuit domain based on the GSM
architecture. The radio network (UTRAN) is
based on the W-CDMA technology and is func-
tionally independent from the core network. Its
function is to provide access to the core network
domains via the Iu interface. Further releases
add features to this basic functionality set.
Release 5 introduces the IP multimedia subsys-
tem for efficiently providing IP based multime-
dia services over the packet domain. The IP
Multimedia subsystem is an overlay control sys-
tem to perform session control of IP multimedia
services based on SIP signalling. The transport
part is evolving towards an “All IP” architecture,
e.g. the transport for the CS domain could be
transported by IP through the CN.

In the following we provide a short description
of the core network, the radio network and the

IP multimedia subsystem. Our focus will be on
the PD of UMTS.

2.1  Core Network
The Core Network [5,6,7] transports packets
between the radio access network and external
IP networks. Besides this transport function it
is also responsible for Lawful Intercept, Charg-
ing, authenticating users and authorising connec-
tions to the external IP networks as well as func-
tionality specific to mobile networks such as
mobility management. The three main nodes of
the Core Network are the Home Subscriber
Server (HSS), the Serving GPRS support node
(SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node
(GGSN).

The Home Subscriber Server (HSS) is the mas-
ter database for a given user. It is the entity con-
taining the subscription related information to
support the network entities actually handling
calls/sessions. The HSS includes the GSM HLR
functionality and IETF AAA functionality.

The SGSN is the node that serves the MS. The
SGSN supports GPRS for GSM and/or UMTS.
When the mobile is attaching to the network, the
SGSN establishes a mobility management con-
text that records the mobility and security infor-
mation of the mobile. When the mobile wants to
establish a connection to external networks it
initiates PDP Context Activation procedure. The
SGSN participates in that procedure and keeps
track of the parameters (Routing information,
QoS information) of that connection in a PDP
context.

Figure 2-1  UMTS
Architecture
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The GGSN is the node connecting the UMTS
network to external IP networks. It contains
routing information to reach attached users and
interfaces various control nodes, e.g. to support
authentication and find the location of mobile
users. The routing information is used to tunnel
data packets to the MS’s current point of attach-
ment, i.e. the SGSN. The GGSN is also respon-
sible for allocating IP addresses to the terminals.

The SGSNs and GGSNs of an operator are con-
nected together by an IP network. Packets are
tunnelled between those nodes using the GPRS
tunnelling protocol (GTP) which runs over the
IP protocol layer. DiffServ is used to provide
QoS differentiation within this IP network. The
HSS is connected to the SGSNs by an SS7 net-
work.

2.2  UTRAN
The access network in UMTS, the UTRAN
(UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network)
[8–21], is the new revolutionary part from
GSM/2+ supporting a data-rate of up to 2 Mb/s.
This data rate is achieved in UMTS by deploying
W-CDMA (Wideband-Code Division Multiple
Access) technology deploying the 2.2 – 2.4 GHz
frequency band. With this new radio technology
all services share a common radio resource
deploying spread spectrum technology with a
“usage on demand” approach. This is spectrum
efficient but challenging regarding support of
QoS. Since it is a common resource the band-
width for each user may vary. Apart from the
number of simultaneous users the data rate is
dependent on the users’ distance from a base
transceiver, the velocity of the users as well as
different air disturbances as random noise,
weather condition, etc.

The UTRAN (Figure 2-2) is comprised of two
distinct nodes, the Radio Network Controller
(RNC) and the Node B. The Node B is the radio
transceiver station in UMTS. Each node B may
have several radio transceivers and each RNC
may control up to 64 Node Bs. The RNC is in

charge of the radio resources and allocates radio
channels to different types of traffic according to
their demand of resources and service require-
ments.

The physical transport varies across the different
interfaces. Across the Iub interface (ref. Figure
2-2) AAL2/ATM is deployed to transport radio
frames between Node B and RNC. No distinc-
tion is made between data or real time traffic
across the Iub interface. Since there is no differ-
entiation of traffic types across the Iub interface
only one ATM QoS class may be deployed. At
the RNC the radio frames are reassembled and
transported to the SGSN. In handover cases
where a mobile moves out of reach from the
serving RNC over to another RNC’s control
domain traffic is routed across the Iur interface.
This interface therefore ties two RNCs together
and thereby avoids including the Core network
in these handover cases. This optimises the QoS
since only a redirection handling is needed to
maintain the connection. The “old” RNC func-
tions as the anchor RNC and still controls the
session/call. Also across the Iur interface AAL2/
ATM is used for transport of both data and real
time traffic. Across the Iu interface, i.e. the inter-
face between the RNC and the MSC and the
SGSN, data traffic is transported on IP over
AAL5/ATM. Circuit switched traffic is trans-
ported directly on AAL2/ATM to/from the
3G-MSC.

As seen, the UTRAN heavily deploys ATM as
the underlying transport both for packet data and
circuit switched data. Several arguments have
been put forward regarding the use of ATM in
the RAN. People claiming that the bandwidth in
the RAN would be scarce argue that ATM is the
most flexible and best suited technology to sup-
port service differentiation and optimal usage of
bandwidth (at least on the Iub). They also argue
that by specifying ATM under IP, it puts the
operators in a position to choose to use ATM
QoS mechanisms or IP based QoS. Today ATM
is used in access networks, but it is foreseen that
with IP based QoS mechanisms ATM may be
obsolete in a couple of years. Much work is
therefore conducted in 3GPP to look into different
possibilities for usage of IP based protocols in
the RAN to try to substitute the ATM protocol
stacks and still support the QoS requirements.

2.3  The IP Multimedia Subsystem
The IP Multimedia Subsystem [3] gives better
support for value added services such as multi-
media, multimedia messaging, global text tele-
phony, push services, etc. Many new functional
entities compose this system. Most of them are
related to call control and service control for
multimedia sessions.

Figure 2-2  The UTRAN
reference architecture
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The main entity is the Call State Control Func-
tion (CSCF). The CSCF is responsible for the
call control part of the IP multimedia services.
It is very similar to a SIP server deploying the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).

To support the IP multimedia traffic SIP is cho-
sen to carry the call control signalling peer-to-
peer. This protocol family is looked upon as the
most promising multimedia protocol as the trend
has turned toward a major growth in IP based
applications and multimedia. SIP is an applica-
tion-layer control protocol that can establish,
modify and terminate multimedia sessions. Con-
ceptually it inherits features from other IETF
protocols, in particular Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) and Hyper Text Transfer Pro-
tocol (HTTP). The SIP is a textual protocol
based on a client-server model. Both the client
and server parts of SIP are however imple-
mented in a user terminal.

The Multimedia Resource Function (MRF) per-
forms multiparty call and multimedia conferenc-
ing functions. MRF would have similar func-
tions as an MCU in an H.323 network.

It is also responsible for bearer control (with
GGSN) in case of multiparty/multimedia confer-
ences. It may also communicate with the CSCF
for service validation for multiparty/multimedia
sessions. Other entities are used to provide inter-
working with legacy circuit switched networks
(GSM/PSTN/ISDN).

The next chapter presents the QoS framework
of UMTS [1,2]. The development of this frame-
work has been done incrementally. In the first
release of UMTS only internal UMTS QoS is
provided, i.e. QoS from the mobile termination
to the Gateway (GGSN). The next releases
develop the framework further by including end-
to-end QoS support.

3  UMTS QoS Architecture

3.1  UMTS QoS development
The UMTS QoS framework is being established
based on a set of requirements of both general
and technical character. The requirements incor-
porate internal as well as the end-to-end aspects.
Some of these requirements are given in Figure
3-1.

During the work these QoS requirements act as
strict working rules for the QoS team in 3GPP.
However, before starting the QoS specification,
a system perspective had to be clarified in terms
of which bearer services the UMTS system con-
tained, and how they interacted. The bearers
comprise a framework of how the QoS func-
tional entities interact. It also showed how the

bearers supported each other regarding what
information had to be conveyed both vertically
and horizontally to establish a QoS path across
the UMTS network as well as end-to-end.

To ensure QoS across the UMTS network, vari-
ous attributes, e.g. error tolerance, delay values,
SDU sizes, were described as guidelines for the
real implementation. It was crucial that the
UMTS system was seen as a network with inter-
nal budgets on e.g. delay and jitter and that the
end-to-end QoS requirements between two com-
municating subscribers would be met. Delay
budgets for the different network segments were
derived from several studies on customer satis-
faction as well as the feasibility of the network
components and transmission links. To differen-
tiate between different traffic requirements, spe-
cific UMTS QoS classes were described. These
classes should ensure that the characteristics and
requirements of each individual traffic flow
would be met.

The UMTS system should interact with legacy
networks. This interoperability between different
wireless systems was felt necessary given that
many operators have large investments in 2G
systems. QoS parameters therefore have to be
mapped between the different systems, and map-

Figure 3-1  Technical
requirements regarding

QoS for UMTS

Requirements for UMTS QoS

• UMTS shall provide QoS attribute control on a peer-to-peer basis between UE
and 3G gateway node;

• UMS QoS shall provide a mapping between applications requirements and
UMTS services;

• UMTS QoS shall be able to efficiently interwork with current QoS schemes.
Further, the QoS concept should be capable of providing different levels of
QoS by using UMTS specific control mechanisms (not related to QoS mecha-
nisms in the external networks);

• A session based approach needs to be adopted for all packet mode commu-
nication within the 3G serving node with which UMTS QoS approach shall be
intimately linked, essential features are multiple QoS streams per address;

• The overhead and additional complexity caused by the QoS scheme should
be kept reasonably low, as well as the amount of state information transmitted
and stored in the network;

• QoS shall support efficient resource utilisation;

• The QoS attributes are needed to support asymmetric bearers;

• Applications (or special software in UE or 3G gateway node) should be able
to indicate QoS values for their data transmissions;

• QoS behaviour should be dynamic, i.e. it shall be possible to modify QoS
attributes during an active session;

• Number of attributes should be kept reasonably low (increasing number of
attributes, increased system complexity);

• User QoS requirements shall be satisfied by the system, including when
change of SGSN within the Core Network occurs.
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ping schemes were worked out between UMTS
and GPRS, and between UMTS and GSM.

As the UMTS internal QoS mechanisms became
stable the end-to-end aspects came more into
focus. A policy framework was developed to
support policy rules for the end-to-end commu-
nication on the IP layer. A goal was to make the
interworking with the external networks as
seamless and efficient as possible with high flex-
ibility to convey end-to-end QoS information.
To support QoS related to the IP multimedia
subsystem, SDP (Session Description Protocol)
was used to carry the session parameters. SDP
is a protocol with the SIP family which de-
scribed the resource requirements for the ses-
sion.

When discussing UMTS QoS mechanisms it is
important to bear in mind the strong relationship
between UMTS packet domain QoS and IETF
based QoS mechanisms. It was a goal for 3GPP
to conform as much as possible to IETF based
QoS mechanisms to avoid duplicating work, and
try to provide a smooth and efficient integration/
interworking with external IP based networks.
UMTS therefore adopted DiffServ at the connec-
tivity IP level between RNC and SGSN and
between SGSN and GGSN to support differen-
tiated services. Interworking between UMTS
specific QoS mechanisms and IETF based QoS
mechanisms such as RSVP and DiffServ there-
fore became an important work item. Work is
still on-going in 3GPP around these issues.

In the following we will go into more detail on
the internal QoS provisioning in UMTS. End-to-
end issues are addressed in Chapter 4.

3.2  UMTS Bearers
UMTS specifies different levels of QoS. These
levels are specified with different bearer services
as depicted in Figure 3-2. As shown, the UMTS
system comprises the nodes from the MT to the
CN Gateway. Within this network the QoS will
be ensured by means of different bearer services.
Each bearer service will deploy the services sup-
ported by the layer below. The QoS across the
UMTS network is specified by the UMTS bearer
services comprising the QoS handling in the
UTRAN and in the Core network. The UMTS
bearer services interact with the local bearer ser-
vices on the terminal side and the external bearer
services on the border towards external net-
works. Together these bearer services deliver the
end-to-end service comprising the end-to-end
QoS that the user experiences. 

The QoS across the UTRAN is supported by the
RAB (Radio Access Bearer). The RAB is sup-
ported by the Iu bearer service and the Radio
bearer service. The W-CDMA based Radio
bearer comprises the physical wireless transport.
The RAB service may differentiate between ser-
vices classed by deploying different radio chan-
nels, e.g. dedicated channels or shared channels.
Management of the channels regarding e.g. error
control, priority of radio resources etc. varies
between the channel types. Different channel
types may therefore be utilised for different traf-
fic demanding different QoS requirements. Real
time traffic most often deploys dedicated chan-
nels. The Iu bearer service together with the
physical bearer service comprise the services
across the Iub, Iur and Iu interface. An ATM
protocol stack is used across the Iub and Iur
interface as explained in Chapter 2. Across the
Iu interface it is optional to use ATM QoS
mechanisms and/or IP based QoS mechanisms.
If one deploys IP QoS, DiffServ shall be the
mechanisms to support QoS across the Iu inter-
face.

The Core network bearer service for the packet
domain is pretty similar to the Iu bearer service.
At the IP connectivity layer DiffServ handles
service differentiation and QoS support. The
layers beneath the IP level is not specified for
the CN part as it is for the Iu interface.

3.3  QoS Management
To support the required QoS throughout the
UMTS network, and to be able to allocate and
keep track of resource usage internally, each
UMTS entity has to perform certain QoS related
management functions. UMTS specifies man-
agement functions for both the control and user
plane. Figure 2 depicts the QoS management
functions for the control plane.

Figure 3-2  UMTS QoS
bearers
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3.3.1  QoS Management for the Control
Plane

The UMTS BS Manager in the UE, CN EDGE
and the Gateway signal between each other and
via the translation function with external in-
stances to establish or modify a UMTS bearer
service. Each of the UMTS BS managers inter-
rogates its associated admission/capability con-
trol whether the network entity supports the
requested service and whether the required
resources are available. Additionally, the CN
EDGE UMTS BS manager verifies with the
Subscription Control the administrative rights
for using the service.

In requesting a service the UMTS BS manager
of the CN EDGE translates the UMTS bearer
service attributes into Radio Access Bearer
(RAB) service attributes, Iu bearer service
attributes and CN bearer service attributes.

The RAB manager verifies with its admission/
capability control whether the UTRAN supports
the specific requested service and whether the
required resources are available. It translates the
RAB service attributes into radio bearer service
and Iu bearer service attributes and requests the
radio BS manager and the Iu BS manager to
provide bearer services with the required
attributes.

The Gateway UMTS BS manager translates the
UMTS bearer service attributes into CN bearer
service attributes and requests its CN BS man-
ager to provide the service. To support the trans-
port into external environments, the UMTS BS
manager communicates with a translation func-
tion who translates the UMTS bearer service
attributes into the external bearer services and
requests the service from the Ext BS manager.

Radio BS managers, Iu BS managers and CN BS
managers use services provided by lower layers
as indicated in Figure 3-2.

Admission/Capability control maintains infor-
mation about all available resources of a net-
work entity and about all resources allocated to
UMTS bearer services. It determines for each
UMTS bearer service request or modification
whether the required resources can be provided
by this entity, and it reserves these resources if
allocated to the UMTS bearer service. The func-
tion also checks the capabilities of the network
entity to provide the requested service, i.e.
whether the specific service is implemented and
not blocked e.g. for administrative reasons.

3.3.2  QoS Management for the
User Plane

Figure 3-4 depicts the functions taking place
prior to or during user data transport through the
UMTS network. The user traffic traverses sev-
eral UMTS specific functions to adapt the traffic
to the UMTS transport functionality. The func-
tions can be categorised into the following enti-
ties:

• Classification: The classification function
(Class), which is located both in the Gateway
and in the UE, assigns user data units received
from the external bearer service or internal
service interface to the appropriate UMTS
bearer service. This is done according to the
QoS requirements of each user data unit.

• Conditioning: The traffic conditioner (Cond.)
in the UE provides conformance of the uplink
user data traffic with the QoS attributes of the
relevant UMTS bearer service. In the Gateway
a traffic conditioner may provide conformance

Figure 3-3 QoS management
functions for the UMTS bearer
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of the downlink user data traffic with the QoS
attributes of the relevant UMTS bearer ser-
vice. For example, the packet-oriented trans-
port of the downlink data units is received
from the external bearer service and sent
through the core network to the UTRAN and
is buffered at the RNC. If the downlink traffic
results in bursts of data units not conformant
with the UMTS BS QoS attributes, a traffic
conditioner in the UTRAN conforms the data
traffic according to the relevant QoS attributes
as e.g. the peak bandwidth limit.

The traffic conditioner is not necessarily the
only function to ensure that the traffic does not
exceed the QoS attributes. For example a re-
source manager may also provide conformance
with the relevant QoS attributes by appropriate
data unit scheduling. Or, if fixed resources are
dedicated to one bearer service the resource limi-
tations implicitly condition the traffic. 

• Mapping: The mapping function (Mapper)
marks each data unit with the specific QoS
indication related to the bearer service per-
forming the transfer of the data unit. This may
be marking the packets with specific DiffServ
code points for differentiated treatment in
DiffServ enabled IP networks.

• Resource manager: Each of the Resource
Managers of a network entity is responsible
for a specific resource. The resource manager
distributes its resource budget between all
bearer services requesting transfer of data
units. The resource manager thereby attempts
to support the QoS attributes required for each
individual bearer service.

3.4  UMTS QoS Classes
The network must be able to distinguish between
types of services to be able to support different
QoS requirements. Four QoS classes have been
specified:

• Conversational class
The conversational class supports real-time
communication between entities. The class
provides low latency and drop reliability.

• Streaming class
The streaming class intends to support appli-
cations which are not real time demanding but
sensitive to jitter. However, the latency be-
tween the communication entities must be
limited within a defined maximum value.

• Interactive class
The interactive class offers three levels of
precedence and supports non real-time appli-
cations.

• Background
The background class supports non real-time
demands. The class is served with the lowest
priorities.

As noted the difference between them is first and
foremost their delay sensitivity, ref. Table 1. The
conversational class is the most delay sensitive.
This class is therefore best suited for real time
services such as voice applications. The back-
ground class is the most delay intolerant class
and is suited for e-mails and file transfer. The
table on the following page gives an overview of
the classes and what types of services are suit-
able to use within each class.

Figure 3-4  QoS management
functions for the UMTS bearer
service in the User plane
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Each of the QoS classes in Table 1 are associ-
ated with a set of QoS parameters describing the
requirements demanded from the associated
applications. Table 2 describes the QoS attri-
butes and Table 3 gives the value ranges of
UMTS bearer service attributes for the different
QoS classes. These values give the capabilities
demanded from the UMTS network. Value
ranges for the Radio access bearer have also
been put forward. Some parameters, e.g. transfer
delay, will contain a lower maximum value for

the Radio access due to the delay budget through
the Core network. For asymmetric bearers some
attributes may have different values in uplink
than in downlink direction.

3.5  UMTS Bearer Establishment 
To illustrate how the different parts work
together we present the overall procedure for
establishing a UMTS bearer. We also discuss
how QoS is mapped to DiffServ within the IP
transport networks. Additionally we address the

Table 1  UMTS QoS classes
and their characteristics

Table 2  UMTS Bearer 
Service attributes

Traffic Conversational Streaming Interactive Background
class class class class class

Conversational streaming RT Interactive Background
Real Time (RT) best effort best effort

Fundamental Preserve time Preserve time Request Destination
characteristics relation relation response is not

(variation) between (variation) pattern expecting
information entities between the data
of the stream information Preserve within a

entities of payload certain time
- Conversational the stream content Preserve
- pattern (stringent payload
- and low delay) content

Example voice streaming web browsing Background
of the video download of
application e-mails

Traffic class UMTS QoS classes like conversational, streaming.

Maximum bitrate (kb/s) Maximum no. of bits provided by the UMTS network within a
period of time.

Guaranteed bitrate Guaranteed number of bits delivered by the UMTS network
within a period of time.
A value of k greater than one Maximum SDU (Service Data
Unit) size may be specified in releases beyond R99 to cap-
ture burstiness of sources.

Deliver order (y/n) In-sequence delivery of SDU packets or not.

Maximum SDU size (octets) The maximum size of SDUs.

SDU format information (bits) List of possible exact sizes of SDU.

SDU error ratio Fraction of SDUs lost or deteced as erroneous.

Residual bit error ratio Undected bit error ratio in the delivered SDUs.

Delivery of erroneous SDUs (y/n) Whether SDUs detected as erroneous shall be delivered or
discarded or not.

Transfer delay (ms) Maximum delay for 95th percentile of the distribution of delay
for all delivered SDUs.
Delay is time from a request to transfer an SDU at one SAP
to its delivery at the other SA.

Traffic handling priority Relative importance for handling of all SDUs belonging to the
UMTS bearer compared to the SDUs of other bearers.

Allocation/retention priority Used for differentiating between bearers when performing
allocation and retention of a bearer.
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establishment of the radio access bearer in more
detail.

3.5.1  Overall Procedure
Figure 3-5 shows how the bearer is established
in UMTS. The user establishes a UMTS bearer
(PDP context activation) by specifying the QoS
requested. The SGSN authorises the QoS given

the subscription of the user and does admission
control given its available resources. It then
requests the establishment of a radio access
bearer (RAB). To do so it derives the adequate
QoS profile for the RAB given the QoS profile
of the UMTS bearer. As an example the transfer
delay might be set to 80 ms if the UMTS bearer
QoS profile indicates 100 ms. This mapping is
implementation dependent.

Once the Radio Access Bearer has been set-up
the SGSN forwards the request to the GGSN.
The GGSN will perform admission control and
replies to the SGSN that in turn replies to the
Terminal. Additionally, the SGSN will take the
initiative to configure the Core network bearer.
The QoS proposed by the network may be lower
than that requested by the terminal. The terminal
might reject the establishment of the UMTS
bearer, renegotiate the QoS or accept the QoS.

3.5.2  QoS across IP Transport Networks
The UMTS architecture for the PS domain
deploys IP transport networks for the Iu inter-
face (RNC – SGSN) and for the Gn interface
(SGSN-GGSN). Across these interfaces Diff-
Serv is used as the IP transport layer QoS mech-
anism. Hence, at the RNC, SGSN and GGSN the
QoS mechanisms at the UMTS bearer service
layer are mapped to DiffServ Code Points to pre-
serve the QoS relationship between the protocol

Table 3  Values for the UMTS
bearer service attributes

Figure 3-5  UMTS Bearer
establishment
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class class class class class
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layers. An important task is to configure the
mapping the best possible way. Since QoS
parameter mapping and configuration of the QoS
mechanisms may depend on different issues, e.g.
operator strategy, these mappings are not speci-
fied by 3GPP. Also the scheduling mechanism in
the UMTS nodes has not been specified by
3GPP and will be vendor specific. It has been
recognised that it is important for each operator
to be able to configure the QoS parameters with
regard to its own policies of customer behaviour.
This includes how the system will handle situa-
tion such as heavy traffic, congestion, faults, as
well as the actions against misbehaving users
and the impact on pricing rates.

An example of mapping between UMTS classes
and DiffServ code points is given in Table 4.

3.5.3  QoS across the Radio Interface
The Radio Network Controller (RNC) is respon-
sible for the allocation, management and termi-
nation of radio bearers. Radio bearers are estab-
lished when a radio access bearer establishment
is requested. The RNC first determines whether
there are enough resources to service the request
and if not, it may degrade an existing radio
access bearer with lower priority so as to allow
the newcomer. Alternatively, it will reject the
request. When the resources are available the
resource manager selects the appropriate radio
bearer to establish according to the values of the
parameters specified in the RAB establishment
request. A radio bearer is characterised by the
type of channel it is using, the parameters de-
scribing this channel and the configuration of
the radio protocols.

There are two main types of channels, dedicated
channels for time stringent traffic and shared
channels for non time stringent traffic. For a
dedicated channel the access to this channel is
restricted to the owner of the bearer. The channel
is also characterised by the frequency and the
CDMA codes. The code defines the raw data-

rate on the channel. Error coding is always used
and additional redundancy is provided at the
radio link layer control by a retransmission pro-
tocol. The choice of the error coding code and
whether to use retransmissions or not depend on
the level of reliability needed for the radio bearer
and the delay requirements. The mapping algo-
rithm of the QoS given in the radio access bearer

Table 4  QoS class mapping
between UMTS QoS and Diff-

Serv Code point

Figure 3-6  Radio Bearer
establishment

UMTS QoS class DiffServ class

Conversational Expedited forwarding

Streaming Assured forwarding (AF11, AF12, AF13)

Interactive priority 1 Assured forwarding (AF21, AF22, AF23)

Interactive priority 2 Assured forwarding (AF31, AF32, AF33)

Interactive priority 3 Assured forwarding (AF41, AF42, AF43)

Background Best effort

Reconfiguration or
release of other bearers

Configuration and set
up the radio bearer

Yes but...

No
problem

RAB Set-
Up request

QoS

Magic Box

Admission Control
+ Resource
Allocation

Wait in the queue

No way

RAB Reject (cause) RAB Reject (cause)

Configure and
set up the radio

bearer

QoS Transport Channel Type of service Radio protocols

Conversational Dedicated uplink Low delay, No retransmissions
8 kb/s guaranteed and downlink, high priority, (RLC transparent)
bit rate 8 kb/s low reliability

Streaming Dedicated downlink Guaranteed delay, No retransmissions
64 kb/s video 64 kb/s and packet high priority, (RLC transparent)

channel uplink low reliability

Interactive mean Shared channel Mean data rate Retransmissions
bit rate 64 kb/s uplink 16 kb/s guaranteed,
on downlink and downlink high reliability

144 kb/s
Table 5  Mapping of QoS to

Radio Bearer
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set-up to a specific radio bearer is not part of the
standards and is left for the implementation and
deployment. We illustrate in Table 5 one simple
algorithm taken from [22]. The Iu bearer is set-
up after the radio bearer has been established.

3.6  QoS and Handovers

3.6.1  UMTS Handovers
Most wireless systems need mechanisms to sup-
port situations where radio connections allocated
to mobiles moved out of reach of the radio
transceiver they initiated the communication ses-
sion from. To be able to keep the session alive it
has to be taken over by another radio transceiver.
This switching of radio transceiver is denoted
handover. In UMTS there are two fundamentally
different ways of conducting handovers – hard
handover and soft handover. With hard handover
the communication session is broken when a
mobile leaves a radio transceiver and established
again at the new radio transceiver. This switch-
ing of radio transceiver introduces a slight drop
of connection and possible drop of packets. The
user may hear it as a clip in a speech conversa-
tion. In UMTS this handover mode is compara-
ble with that of GSM today regarding QoS. The
radio system of UMTS however is especially
constructed to perform soft handover with macro
diversity. With soft handover the mobile can
send or receive on up to several radio channels
simultaneously thereby increasing the QoS per-
formance, however at the cost of used band-
width. Figure 3-7 shows a mobile receiving data
from two Node Bs, connected to the same RNC,
simultaneously.

This handover mechanism enhances the QoS,
especially for voice and real-time services, since
the session will always be on. The RNC receives
the data from both Node Bs and based on differ-

ent QoS criteria chooses the best one to forward
to the remote host. This mechanism is denoted
macro diversity. Macro diversity may be used
in both uplink and downlink. In uplink it is the
RNC that chooses the best traffic stream, in
downlink it is the mobile itself that selects the
best traffic stream. Figure 3-7 illustrates a soft
handover case.

The handover procedures are transparent to the
Core network except in the case of a terminal
moving from one RNC to another. In that case
the Core network may have to re-establish the
bearers to the new RNC. This procedure called
SRNC relocation first establishes bearers on the
new path before the switching is accomplished.
It uses the make before break concept allowing
faster switching of routes and thus less disrup-
tion.

3.6.2  Handover to Legacy Systems
UMTS was designed to allow smooth deploy-
ment. A typical scenario for the first years of
UMTS deployment is that UMTS covers a lim-
ited number of cities while GPRS/GSM is nation
wide. In that context users would like to seam-
lessly roam between the two accesses. Handover
between UMTS and GPRS/GSM is thus an
important feature.

To allow easy interworking the provisioning of
QoS in GPRS was aligned with UMTS for the
release 99 of GPRS. GPRS supports only two
QoS classes, the Background class and the Inter-
active class. In case of handover between UMTS
and GPRS QoS renegotiation may occur. This
allows the user/application to decide whether it
can accept lower Quality of Service. If it cannot
the session will be broken.

Figure 3-7  Soft handover in
UMTS
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4  End-to-end QoS Support
in UMTS

In Chapter 3 we described the QoS functionality
internally to the UMTS network and the differ-
ent components necessary to support QoS for
different traffic types. To be able to support end-
to-end QoS there has to be mechanisms to trans-
late the UMTS QoS parameters to external QoS
mechanisms and protect the UMTS network
from external networks, e.g. given by policy
rules. These rules contain information regarding
what traffic is allowed to enter the other opera-
tors’ domains, how to ensure that the rules are
not violated and what action to take if the rules
are violated. As Figure 3-2 depicts, the UMTS
bearer service interfaces the external bearer ser-
vice at the GW node, i.e. the GGSN. The GGSN
therefore acts as the EDGE node towards exter-
nal networks. The GGSN has therefore been
equipped with functionality to police traffic
entering and leaving the UMTS network and
(re)negotiate external resources by communicat-
ing with external resource managers, e.g. by
means of RSVP signalling.

In the following we describe the main function-
ality for end-to-end QoS provisioning in UMTS.
In particular, we describe the concept of the IP
bearer manager and the IP policy framework
applied to UMTS. Finally we address the prob-
lem of co-ordination of the call control with the
bearer control.

4.1  IP Bearer Manager
Figure 4-1 depicts the enhanced QoS framework
indicating the new entities necessary for end-to-
end IP layer QoS support. Both at the UE and at
the GGSN a new functional entity known as the
IP bearer manager is depicted. Not all UEs are

expected to have implemented an IP bearer man-
ager. For these terminals end-to-end QoS is pro-
visioned by UMTS internal QoS mechanisms
within the UMTS network (i.e. PDP context)
and these are mapped to external QoS mecha-
nisms at the GGSN. The IP BS Manager in the
GGSN is used to control the external IP bearer
service and communicate with the eventual UE’s
IP Bearer manager entity for end-to-end QoS
(re)negotiation. As described earlier the UMTS
bearer manager controls the QoS internally in
the UMTS network. To support end-to-end QoS
the UMTS bearer service manager has to com-
municate with the IP bearer service manager,
and vice versa.

Due to the usage of different QoS mechanisms
within the IP network, the IP bearer manager
communicates with the UMTS BS manager
through a translation function (ref Figure 4-1).
The translation function translates the external
QoS classification to UMTS specific QoS classi-
fication and vice versa. For example the UMTS
QoS classes have to be translated into external
QoS mechanisms, e.g. DiffServ code points.
This translation is similar to the mapping func-
tion from UMTS QoS classes to/from the Diff-
Serv implementation across the Iu and Gn inter-
face as described in 3.5.2.

4.2  IP Layer UMTS Policy Framework
The policy framework in UMTS is constructed
very similar to the IETF policy framework as
described in IETF RFC 2753 “A Framework for
Policy-Based Admission Control”. The two main
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entities are the PCF (Policy Control Function)
and the PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) which is
a functionality of the IP BS manager in the
GGSN. The COPS (Common Open Policy Ser-
vice) protocol is used as the query and response
protocol between the PCF and the PEP. The PCF
is a logical policy decision element that uses
standard IP mechanisms to implement policy in
the IP bearer layer. Hence, it makes decisions
with regard to network based IP policy using pol-
icy rules and communicates them to the IP bearer
manager in the GGSN. Figure 4-1 depicts the
end-to-end QoS management architecture.

The role of the PCF in regard to sessions is first
and foremost to authorise the use of QoS re-
sources to support a service to a specific user.
The PCF may collect the parameters needed in
several ways, e.g. by use of SIP signalling, i.e.
from the SDP information, or the information in
the RSVP FlowSpec. By use of the QoS infor-
mation proper authorisation in the form of IP re-
sources is communicated to the PEP. The PEP
deploys this information to enforce the use of
network recourses. If the user violates the
resource usage, e.g. sends more packets than it
is authorised to, it may drop the exceeding pack-
ets. If the user wishes to renegotiate the resource
usage, new policy information has to be con-
veyed between the PCF and the PEP.

4.3  Bearer Control and Call Control
Integration

This section gives a short overview of how
bearer control and call control can be managed
for a typical VoIP call. It is to be noted that fur-
ther work is needed on these issues.

Voice over IP services over UMTS represent a
major asset for a service provider. The provision-
ing of these services is nevertheless technically
challenging in many regards. One of the issues
that is being addressed in 3GPP is the co-ordina-
tion of the SIP call control procedure with the IP
bearer establishment procedure. These two pro-
cedures need indeed to be co-ordinated to prevent

• Calls to be established prior to resources being
reserved, thus leading to unnecessary call
defects;

• Resources being committed before the call is
set-up leading to inefficient use of resources
and users being charged before the called
party picks up;

• Theft of service and fraud.

A proposal to co-ordinate the call control with
the bearer control is the two phase commit con-

cept which has been designed in the context of
cable networks. (Distributed Call Signalling
(DCS) specification [24] and Dynamic Quality
of Service specification (DQoS) [25].) The sig-
nalling procedure can be decomposed into four
phases.

• Phase 1 establishes the call set-up state at both
ends and authorises the traffic flow between
both ends.

• Phase 2 reserves the resources (already autho-
rised in phase 1) for that traffic flow.

• Phase 3 reports that the preconditions are met
and ringing is accomplished.

• Phase 4 starts when the called party picks up
the phone, the resources are committed.

The resource management framework distin-
guishes between two phases: Reserve and Com-
mit. Reserving resources is the ability to admit
the flow with the QoS requested. The commit-
ment is the effective allocation of specific re-
sources to the flow. Making this distinction
improves system efficiency because it assigns
resources only when necessary, and when the
use of these resources may be charged to a cus-
tomer.

UMTS does not support the distinction between
resource reservation and resource commitment
as the bearer set-up procedure includes both the
admission of the bearer and the allocation of
resources to that bearer. Some modifications of
UMTS bearer establishment procedures are thus
needed. The main concern is the radio bearer as
the radio access network holds the scarce and
expensive resources. One way of solving the
problem is to design a radio access bearer reser-
vation procedure. This would trigger the admis-
sion control in the RNC without the radio bearer
being set-up. Later during the commit phase the
radio bearer will be set-up.

Phase 1 and phase 3 are SIP message exchanges.
These phases are not dependent on the access
technology itself and therefore they can be app-
lied to UMTS without modifications. Neverthe-
less, they introduce additional signalling over
the air interface as SIP is carried end-to-end.

This counterbalances the resource efficiency
benefits of allocating resources only after the
caller has picked up. Additionally, the post pick-
up delay may be large as the resource allocation
procedure in UMTS can be time consuming
(phase 4). 
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5  Conclusion
In this article we presented an overview of the
QoS framework of the UMTS with a focus on
the packet domain. The QoS is provisioned per
session through the establishment and mainte-
nance of bearers at the different layers of UMTS.
The QoS profile of a session includes parameters
describing the characteristics of the traffic flow
so as to enable efficient resource allocation.

We also described the ongoing work and
assumptions regarding the provisioning of an
end-to-end bearer service. Among other issues
the mapping of IP QoS to UMTS QoS is a chal-
lenging task and the co-ordination of the call
control and the end-to-end bearer control needs
to be improved. 
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1  Introduction
Telecommunications as we have known it, is
being literally transformed with the convergence
of voice services with data and multimedia ser-
vices, mobility requirements, and the presence
of several competing players in the market. The
industrial age is allegedly over, the world is
going digital, global and on the net, and we have
entered the information era where new para-
digms are dominating corporate, social as well
as private life. Despite some ups and downs in
the forecasts, the fact remains that data traffic
has increased dramatically in the past years and
has now surpassed voice traffic in volume, signi-
fying a soft transition to the new economy. But
how do our networks catch up with this (r)evolu-
tion?

Today’s SONET/SDH network infrastructure
provides a guaranteed level of performance and
reliability for voice calls and leased lines. Exist-
ing networks have been designed for telephony
and are thus adequate for handling static traffic
patterns but rather inefficient in handling the
new traffic patterns that are dominated by data
traffic. In contrast to traffic generated by tele-
phony, data traffic patterns are more unpre-
dictable, asymmetric in terms of load distribu-
tion, and bursty in nature. Convergence in the
applications front, the potential for more sophis-
ticated services and the requirement for tailored
billing mechanisms in view of the expanding
competition in the liberalised telecom market,
create a positive feedback loop that further
strengthens the requirement for more dynamic
and flexible networks. In addition, because of
the dramatic increase in the capacity carried by
each cable (of the order of Tbit/s), it is manda-
tory to have reliable and fast ways to restore the
network in case of fibre cut or other failure and
to be able to prioritise traffic depending on the
carried service.

All in all, there is clearly a need to realise net-
works that can adapt to changing traffic require-

ments and can make a good use of the network
resources, with fast automatic reconfiguration,
efficient traffic engineering, and service differ-
entiation. These will allow a rationalised – i.e.
economical – use of the network, increase the
synergy between the different network platforms
and enable the introduction of new value-added
services.

At the physical layer, the tremendous increase in
network capacity has been facilitated by techno-
logical advances in optical transmission systems,
i.e. the deployment of dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM). Optical technology has
followed a rather explosive growth curve in the
past five years or so, primarily driven by the
growth in Internet traffic, and – not least – future
growth expectations. Optical transmission is
widely used in most parts of the network world-
wide, namely from transatlantic and pan-Euro-
pean connections, to national connections be-
tween cities as well as within cities. Metropol-
itan area networks are being built and becoming
predominantly fibre-based as many businesses
require high-bandwidth connections, and fibre
installations are taking off substantially also in
the residential customer access area.

The role optical technology has played so far has
been that of a “dumb fat pipe” – as it has been
described with a certain touch of endearment.
The network functionality potential of optical
technology is still largely unexploited and net-
works are today built using layer upon layer with
duplicated functionality. This is rather uneco-
nomical both in terms of cost and in terms of
time consumption, hence there is strong consen-
sus in the engineering community that network
architectures need to be rationalised, piles of
unnecessary equipment removed, and some lay-
ers collapsed. What is not quite clear yet is
exactly how this ought to be realised – what
architecture is most efficient, future proof, and
feasible – as well as what role optical technology
will play to best facilitate network evolution.

Optical Network Functionality: From
“Dumb Fat Pipes” to Bright Networking
E V I  Z O U G A N E L I

Optical technology has experienced an explosive growth in the past years that has enabled multi-terabit

optical transmission over several hundreds of kilometres. Yet the potential of optical networking is far

from being exploited. Optical network functionality may be the answer to efficient and reliable data-cen-

tric networks, a technology that complements IP. This article aims at giving an overview of the driving

forces behind optical networking, the potential offered by it, the challenges encountered, and the current

state-of-the-art.
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2  Optical Network
Functionality

Though relatively immature, the technology is
available to enable optical networks that use
DWDM not only as a means to increase capacity
in the fibre, but rather as a means to provide
direct connectivity and intelligent re-configura-
bility in the network. DWDM optical channels
are distinguishable as based upon the wave-
length of the channel. Most optical components
are actually inherently wavelength dependent, a
fact that may add a complication to transmission
systems sometimes but it also provides an
explicit way to identify and route/process a sig-
nal without needing to read its content – trans-
parently. It is this quality of optical signals that
gives optical networking a huge competitive
advantage against other technologies – electron-
ics – namely because it makes it inherently scal-
able in terms of speed as well as bitrate-, format-
and protocol-blind.

Although the field of optical networks is in full
expansion, very little optical network functional-
ity has actually been implemented in the net-
work as yet. DWDM is used to increase the
bandwidth in the fibre and provide point-to-point
connections. Optical add-drop multiplexers
(OADMs) are available and can provide direct
optical connections between end nodes, bypass-
ing intermediate nodes and thus eliminating
unnecessary electronic processing. Yet the
OADMs that are installed today are primarily
fixed wavelength, which means that a predeter-
mined set of wavelengths may be tapped out at a
certain node but no programmable re-configura-
tion is possible. This minimises the potential of
these in a network context exactly because it
makes them inaccessible for the management
system. Optical channels are thus still providing
point-to-point connections in these configura-
tions. Commercial solutions with a management
system that allows point-and-click provisioning
at optical channel level are just emerging, how-
ever, automatic provisioning via signalling
directly from a client (network) is still not avail-
able.

In terms of network topology, optical networks
will consist of a multiple of sub-networks as dic-
tated by administrative geographical and techno-
logical factors. These will need to be intercon-
nected by optical links in an arbitrary topology,
i.e. in a mesh topology as the physical network
is in the general case a mesh network. Mesh
topologies make the best use of the available
bandwidth, facilitate load balancing in the net-
work, as well as provide multiple and short
restoration paths. In order to realise optical mesh
networks, optical cross-connects (OXC) are
required, i.e. programmable switching matrices
with several input and output fibres that can

direct optical channels from any fibre input to
any fibre output [1].

OXCs are just emerging – therefore currently
expensive – network elements (NEs) and some
time will be needed before the winning tech-
nologies are identified and they become mature,
widely used systems. OXCs allow switching of
channels to different directions in a mesh net-
work and give full flexibility with regard to
physical path selection within the network, thus
enabling re-configurable optical networks. End-
to-end optical channel (OCh) connections can be
established between two end-nodes by reconfig-
uring the OXCs along a certain path that con-
nects these nodes. “Point-and-click” provision-
ing of OCh’s can be achieved this way and pro-
tection or restoration can be carried out fast in
the optical domain, when required. Bandwidth
can be allocated on-demand or “created” at the
parts of the network where it is required. Note
that an OCh is not necessarily all-optical along
the end-to-end link; neither is it necessarily one
single wavelength along the whole path.

With channel speeds at 10 Gbit/s being the state-
of-the-art today, and 40 Gbit/s emerging, a chan-
nel count of over 100 channels per fibre and
transmission distances of over 3000 km without
opto-electronic conversion, it has become eco-
nomical to perform switching/routing functions
in the optical domain – in any case in the core
network. IP routers with multiple optical 10 Gbit
interfaces are the state-of-the-art today. Han-
dling such large volumes of traffic electronically
packet by packet creates huge bottlenecks and
impedes total network throughput. Additionally,
opto-electronic (O/E/O) conversions are expen-
sive especially at such bit-rates and should be
avoided as much as possible. It is estimated that
over two thirds of all traffic arriving at a node
is passing-through traffic in the core network.
Therefore bypassing nodes optically brings sig-
nificant cost savings as well as simplifies and
speeds up network functions.

Optics does have its shortcomings: there is no
good optical memory as yet and neither a good
optical buffer. These characteristics or limita-
tions determine the way we regard network
architectures today: processing of information
as such is done electronically. The notion is to
move the electronic processing to the edge of
the network as much as possible and carry out
optical network functions in-between.

Ultimately, provided some of the limitations are
overcome, signals may be processed optically. A
step before real optical data processing is optical
packet switching [2, 3] or optical burst switching
where packets or (respectively) streams of pack-
ets are encapsulated in an optical “container”
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that is identifiable by its wavelength. This article
is limited to the shorter term, thus to optical cir-
cuit switched networks, so that we will not refer
to optical packet or optical burst switching here.
However, the network architectures that are dis-
cussed in the following are also applicable to
optical packet switched networks.

3  Network Architectures
With regard to architecture alternatives for IP
over optical networks, the determining aspect is
whether and to what degree the control plane of
the optical network will be integrated with IP or
independent of it. The IP and optical control
planes can in other words be loosely or tightly
coupled in terms of, firstly, the details of the
optical network topology, resources, and routing
information that is revealed to the IP layer, and
secondly, the degree of control IP routers have
on optical network elements and thus the degree
to which they can determine the exact paths
through this optical network. Three architecture
options can be identified from this point of view:

The overlay model: In this architecture option
the optical network has full control over its net-
work resources by means of a fully independent
optical control plane (Figure 1). Communication
with its clients, among these also IP, is done via
a well-defined User-Network Interface (UNI) at
the edge of the network where only signalling
information is exchanged. The client networks
request a connection between two edge nodes,
requesting also certain quality related character-
istics for this connection. These characteristics
do not only regard bandwidth but also e.g. delay,

jitter, degree of protection, etc. The client net-
works have otherwise no control over the exact
routing and priority received within the optical
network.

This “bottom-up” model is very popular with
vendors that have long tradition in optical sys-
tems, heavy optical expertise, and only recent
experience with IP (hardware in any case). IP-
centric vendors have also opted for this model in
their first phase products as this model is feasi-
ble in the short term. Here an “intelligent optical
network” carries out part of the network func-
tionality. Another advantage of this model is that
it is a multi-client solution, which can accommo-
date technologies other than IP that many opera-
tors will need to relate to, at least for a while.
Separating the two control planes implies also
that the two parts may evolve, be adapted, and
be optimised independently, which is a good
future-proof policy. The optical network pro-
vides here a universal platform that is not tied to
one specific protocol but is open to any future
new-comers. This aspect is especially important
at this stage when optical technology is experi-
encing intense growth and is therefore exposed
to large changes. The disadvantage of the over-
lay model, on the other hand, is that it requires
the creation of a new control plane that to an
extent duplicates functionality and may intro-
duce delays – repeating that is the old problem
with layered networks. It can be expected that as
IP gradually displaces alternative technologies,
the overlay architecture will at some point
become an anachronism.

IP-router

optical
subnet

OXC

UNI

UNI

NNI

OCh

Independent intelligent network:
routing, signaling, restoration, traffic engineering
(internal MPλS capability optional)

signaling signaling

Figure 1  The overlay model.
An intelligent optical network
has full control over its
network resources and offers
end-to-end wavelength
services to client networks via
a well-defined User Network
Interface
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The peer model: In this architecture the control
planes of the optical network and IP are fully
integrated such that IP routers and optical
switching nodes (OXCs) are peers. The two net-
works are merged into a new integrated network
that is managed in a unified way. The optical
network topology is fully visible to routers. A
single protocol is run through all domains and
establishes paths through all network elements
in a seamless manner (Figure 2).

This “top-down” approach is primarily the view
of IP experts and equipment suppliers that have
good expertise in IP but little experience with
optical technology. The view is to keep optical
“dumb and fat” as it has been up to now and rely
on IP intelligence to run the network. The ad-
vantage of this architecture stems exactly from
the fact that it is IP-centric: optimised routes
may be found through the network taking into
account all factors, also physical factors. The
architecture is scalable, functionality is not
duplicated and conflicts between several control
planes do not arise. On the other hand, this
architecture demands that information regarding
the optical network elements is advertised to
routers, resulting in excessive information flows
within the network and an overblown control
system. Thorough adaptations of the routers are
required in that routing information that is spe-
cific to optical networks needs to be incorpo-
rated in the protocols. The degree to which this
creates conflicts is still unclear. Both software
and hardware adaptations can in any case be
required that may not be easy to implement in
the short term. Finally, this architecture is not
inherently multi-client, an aspect that may be
important for some operators (e.g. incumbents).
If the amount of non-IP traffic is relatively
small, this traffic may be carried over IP. How-

ever, leasing of “dark” capacity lines is not facil-
itated by this architecture. Despite its drawbacks,
the peer-to-peer model can be expected to be the
architecture to be adopted in the longer term if
IP indeed dominates the scene.

The augmented model: This architecture can
be a whole range of solutions that lie in the area
between the peer and the overlay model. Here
the network can be seen as comprising separate
IP and optical domains, where each one is using
a separate instance of an interior routing proto-
col. Some reachability information is exchanged
between these domains but the topology of the
optical network is by and large opaque to the
client network. This option may be a good com-
promise in that it is more feasible than the peer
solution and at the same time less rigid and more
efficient than the overlay model. It can be argued
that this solution combines the best of two
worlds because it limits the amount of info
exchange within the network and at the same
time it may allow the delivery of wavelength
services, i.e. trading of pure end-to-end band-
width, that circumvent the IP layer.

The above three architectures were initially seen
as rival solutions. Lately it appears that as the
realities of pros and cons for all options are
becoming more evident, the three solutions are
seen as possible evolution stages down one sin-
gle path. According to this scenario, networks
will first be based on the overlay model, proceed
to an augmented model with enhanced signalling
as well as routing information exchange between
different domains, and finally – assuming IP
becomes the transport protocol – move to the
peer model with a full integration between the
optical and the IP plane. This scenario may be
challenged if good solutions based on the aug-

optical
subnet

OXC

OCh

end-to-end LSP

IP-router

Figure 2  The Peer-to-Peer
model. IP routers and optical
network elements (OXCs) are

peers in a merged network that
is managed seamlessly in a

unified way
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mented model appear timely enough. Also, solu-
tions based on the peer model may be imple-
mented right from the start by newly established
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that also have
ownership of the physical infrastructure, or in
the cases where the amount of non-IP traffic is
relatively small.

4  Control System for Optical
Networks: Generalised
Multi-protocol Label
Switching (GMPLS)

Multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) was
launched only a couple of years ago but has now
become a fundamentally important technology
in the Internet. Several of the largest Internet ser-
vice providers employ MPLS in their networks,
virtual private network (VPN) services based on
MPLS are now available and the majority of
high-end routers now support MPLS [4]. MPLS
is an IP-centric protocol at the same time that it
is independent of the IP framework. It is a stan-
dardised solution to place the handling of traffic
as much as possible down to Layer 2, i.e. per-
form “switching” instead of “routing”. This cir-
cumvents the major of the shortcomings of IP as
it simplifies routing processes, provides efficient
and reliable handling of larger traffic volumes,
as well as enabling traffic engineering, faster
restoration, and easier QoS handling.

Packets are classified in flows (Forwarding
Equivalence Class, FEC) where the same routing
decision is applied. Label switching comprises
mainly the allocation of a stack of labels to each

packet (flow) where each label refers to a differ-
ent network layer within a hierarchical network.
The label can be “deciphered” to a forwarding
port by each router according to a frequently
updated routing table and a new label attached
giving forwarding directions to the next router.
Routing and signalling protocols are a part of the
process in order to discover the network topol-
ogy, place and respond to requests, reserve and
establish paths. MPLS is presented in detail in a
separate article in this edition of Telektronikk, so
that we can close this short introduction to it
here.

The main principle behind MPLS has a lot in
common with inherent features of wavelength
routed optical networks. Indeed, optical network
elements with interfaces that can recognise
wavelength, such as optical add-drop multiplex-
ers, de-multiplexers and cross-connects – can
direct the optical signal based on its wavelength
without the need for reading the content of the
signal. This is clearly a form of label switching
[5]. The optical label is in a different domain
(optical) than the signal itself (electrical). This
aspect makes wavelength the perfect label since
no overhead is added to the signal. The analogy
between MPLS networks and optical wave-
length-routed networks is shown in Table 1.

Responding to the clear mismatch between the
transmission capacity of the fibre and the pro-
cessing capacity of routers, the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) has more recently
proposed and is developing an extension of
MPLS – Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) – to the
time and the optical domain. The aim is to
achieve a more flexible labelling and forwarding
mechanism that uses a generalised label, which
is applicable to a variety of technologies and net-
works. For IP routers the labels designate princi-
pally input and output ports. For an OXC they
designate input and output ports as well as wave-
length, or band of wavelengths. The hierarchy of
different labels in GMPLS is schematically
shown in Figure 3.

The main aims of GMPLS are to [6]:
i provide a framework for real time provision-

ing of optical channels;

ii adopt optical technology and encompass the
development and deployment of a new class
of programmable OXCs;

iii allow the use of uniform semantics for net-
work control in hybrid networks that consist
of both OXCs and label switching routers.

Using GMPLS, an end-to-end optical channel
can be established between two end-nodes by
choosing a) a physical path that connects these

MPLS Optical Wavelength Routed Network

Label Switched Path (LSP) Optical Channel (OCh)

Label Switching Router (LSR) Optical Cross-Connect (OXC)

Selection of Labels Selection of λ’s (possibly in combina-

tion with OXC ports)

Table 1  Analogy between
MPLS and Optical Wavelength
Routed Network

Time-
slot

Wave-
length

Band Fibre BundleFigure 3  A schematic of the
hierarchy of labels in GMPLS
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nodes, and b) the wavelengths used in each fibre
section of this path. The OXCs connecting the
fibre sections are then configured to direct the
signal entering from a certain port to the right
output port as well as assigning the signal a new
wavelength, if required, so that it can be trans-
mitted to the next OXC down the chosen path.
The process is repeated until the signal has
reached its destination. A large volume (flow) of
packets can thus be directed to their destination
node by means of an optical label, which con-
sists of the optical wavelength and the output
port of the OXC, given a certain input port. By
employing optical technology in this way and
performing a single routing decision for a large
volume of packets, the whole routing process
is carried out much more efficiently and the
throughput of the IP network is dramatically
improved.

At the same time, since MPLS was not origi-
nally created with optical technology in mind,
there are certain aspects of it that either cannot
be realised in optical networks or are difficult to
realise in optical networks – and therefore ought
best to be avoided. As a result, the adaptations
and extensions of MPLS protocols to GMPLS
may not be enough when optimising optical net-
works that implement GMPLS: a change of
thought may be needed in addition as compared
with the implementation of MPLS. This stems
from the fact that routing in optical networks
cannot be dissociated from the physical layer the
way MPLS functions can take place entirely at
higher network layers. MPLS has been described
as Layer 2.5. GMPLS is still performing MPLS
functionality, i.e. in interplay with Layer 3, but
at the same time it is at the doorstep of Layer 1 –
bridging exactly the two. Some of the standard
MPLS processes that are not particularly facili-
tated by optical technology, are listed below:

• Label merging is not straightforward to realise
optically and it may require a smart combina-
tion with electronic techniques.

• Label stacking, pushing and popping appears
rather complex and expensive to realise opti-
cally – if at all possible; it will probably
require a smart combination with electronic
techniques. Intense R&D work is taking place
in this area.

• Label swapping can be carried out optically
(e.g. by wavelength conversion) but it is
expensive and should be minimised in optical
networks.

Provisioning in optical networks: routing
and signalling
Extensions to MPLS signalling and routing pro-
tocols are being developed by the IETF in order
to include the specific requirements of optical
technology.

Routing in optical networks consists of the rout-
ing problem – with or without some form of
constraint – and the wavelength assignment
problem. The two are in the general case not
dissociated.

One of the basic rules in DWDM is that two sig-
nals in the same fibre cannot have the same
wavelength. When calculating the best path for a
connection, path length, number of hops, and
bandwidth availability are not the only factors
that need to be taken into account. Wavelength
allocation must be an integral part of the routing
algorithm and this needs to minimise wavelength
conversions in the general case – if these are at
all allowed. The main aspect in routing algo-
rithms under development concerns minimising
congestion of OChs and eliminating violations
of the “unique wavelength” rule in DWDM.
Additionally, physical characteristics of the opti-
cal link – such as signal quality, noise, etc. – may
need to be incorporated in the protocols such
that the right routes are chosen depending upon
class of service (CoS) in order to facilitate traffic
engineering. Optical routing algorithms often
involve some type of constraint based routing.

Firstly, neighbour discovery procedures are
required in the network to identify the optical
nodes, their connections, etc. This can be based
on existing protocols such as NDP [7]. Also a
link state update is required, which – as the
name implies – provides an update of the status
of all links in a sub-network. If a fully distrib-
uted approach is chosen for path establishment,
then the link update needs to take place at all
OXCs. An IP link state protocol such as OSPF
may be adapted to carry out this function [7].

Route computation is based on the information
revealed by the link state update. In a distributed
implementation the request for path establish-
ment is forwarded to the OXC at the ingress
point that is then responsible for the computation
and the establishment of the path. Protection
and/or restoration routes may be optimised glob-
ally and off-line or locally at the OXC and real-
time [8, 9].

Path establishment is again carried out based on
IP models. The MPLS architecture for IP net-
works implements either RSVP or Constraint
Routed LDP (CR-LDP). These existing proto-
cols for establishing label switched paths are
being extended to encompass optical technology.
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5  Automatically Switched
Optical Networks (ASON)

ITU-T has been active in the standardisation of
the Automatically Switched Optical Network
(ASON) [10], which is an optical transport net-
work with an independent control plane (Figure
4). ASON is in other words based on the overlay
network architecture and consists of three main
components: the control plane, the transport
plane and the network management plane.
ASON is a multi-client network that can offer
connection services to client networks (IP,
ATM, SDH, etc.). These can be set up following
a request via the network management system
(NMS) or following direct signalling exchange
between the client network and ASON. To that
end, work has been carried out in parallel by the
Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) in order to
define and implement the User Network Inter-
face (UNI). All communication with client net-
works in an ASON is done via this interface.
This interface carries all signalling information
exchanged between ASON and its clients as well
as the actual signals transported by the network
(via the physical layer part of the interface). No
routing information is exchanged through the
UNI. The work on the UNI carried out by the
signalling group of OIF has recently been co-
ordinated with the IETF. A first version of the
optical UNI was used to demonstrate interoper-
ability testing for equipment from different ven-
dors at Supercomm 2001, as a result of the joint
efforts of 25 vendors within OIF.

Optical Connection Services
ASON provides end-to-end OCh connections to
its clients with a certain QoS, as agreed via ser-
vice level agreements (SLA) with the client.
These connections can be static, established via
the management system, or dynamic. The fol-
lowing three types of OCh services can be pro-
vided:

• Permanent OCh connection
This provides a permanent end-to-end connec-
tion at optical channel granularity. The service
is requested by the client via the NMS and
activated by the NMS.

• Soft-permanent OCh connection
This provides an end-to-end OCh over a cer-
tain period of time. The service is requested
by the client via the NMS but the connection
can be established using signalling in the con-
trol plane.

• Automatically switched OCh connection
This provides an end-to-end optical channel
connection activated by direct signalling from
the client network. Establishment and tear
down of this service are handled automatically
by the ASON control plane and the client is
notified accordingly. The NMS is periodically
updated.

The Control Plane
The control plane of ASON is what distinguish-
es it from a simple optical transport network
(OTN). ASON acquires in other words network
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intelligence. The functionality required by the
control plane is based on IP models. Thus the
functionality carried out by the control plane
here includes service invocation via the UNI,
neighbour discovery, status updating, as well as
routing of optical channels, wavelength alloca-
tion and path establishment. These can be based
on GMPLS as presented in the previous section.
Indeed, both effective development when adapt-
ing existing well-proven protocols, and easier
migration scenarios towards future solutions,
justify this choice.

The control plane comprises local Optical Con-
nection Controllers (OCC) at each node that
exchanges information with the optical network
via the Connection Controller Interface (CCI).
The OCC instructs the local optical switch to
reconfigure via the CCI, which also carries
topology updates from the node. Communication
between OCCs is done via the Network Network
Interface (NNI). This can be an internal network
interface (I-NNI) when it carries routing/signal-
ling messages within a single ASON administra-
tive domain (e.g. a single operator), or an exter-
nal network interface (E-NNI) when it connects
two separate administrative domains. The main
difference between the two is that no topology
information is carried through the E-NNI; nei-
ther is resource control possible through this
interface. Finally, the control plane communi-
cates with the network management system via
the NNI-A and NNI-T interfaces.

Signalling information within the control plane
can be embedded information but is best con-
veyed using a separate signalling channel. This
signalling channel can be out-of-fibre, i.e. going
through an altogether separate network, or in-
fibre. In the latter case the signalling channel can

be in-band, i.e. within the range of the (standard-
ised) optical channels that are used for the trans-
mission of traffic, or out-of-band. The signalling
channel requires a dedicated resilience strategy.
GMPLS-based signalling protocols are envis-
aged used in ASON as well as through the UNI
and a lot of development work is being carried
out in this area.

Classes of Service
ASON can provide service differentiation as
based upon a set of parameters such as priority,
resilience, delay, jitter, etc., following IP
resource handling models [12]. Figure 5 shows
an example of an ASON providing end-to-end
connections arranged by client. Optical channels
are then allocated separately to each client,
according to a set of classes of service (CoS) as
shown in Figure 6. This would place traffic
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grooming outside ASON. Alternatively, band-
width allocation can be carried out using a wave-
length allocation scheme that can allow mixing
of a number of clients together. Network seg-
ment – e.g. metro versus core networks – may be
the most decisive factor when choosing among
different traffic grooming paradigms.

Automatically switched optical networks can
allocate resources on demand, accommodate
lower priority traffic where and when there is
bandwidth available, and drop this traffic if nec-
essary in case of congestion or in case higher
priority traffic needs to be restored because of
fibre break or other failure. The dynamic provi-
sioning, bandwidth efficiency, traffic engineer-
ing and fast restoration capabilities of ASON
make it a very powerful multi-client platform
that opens new possibilities for service integra-
tion, the introduction of new services, new pric-
ing paradigms and business models.

6  Summary
Optical transmission has experienced a dramatic
growth in the past years with the advent of
DWDM that has enabled multi-terabit optical
transmission over distances of several hundreds
of kilometres. Yet the potential of optical tech-
nology is still far from being exploited. Optical
network functionality in wavelength-routed net-
works may well be the key to high capacity
intelligent networks that utilise their resources in
an efficient way and can provide a range of dif-
ferentiated services. Optical switching provides
an economical way to handle large amounts of
traffic and to build reliable networks. It leads to
a dramatic reduction of the required processing
capacity and to rationalised network architec-
tures without duplication of functionality and
expensive superfluous interfaces. The on-going
intense standardisation and development work in
the past years can mean that such networks are
not all that far from being a reality; they are in
fact leaving the labs and entering the market as
we speak. Although the winning technologies
are not yet fully identified and the detailed logis-
tics of networks and architectures are still to be
finalised, one reality has clearly emerged: Opti-
cal switching will be an integral and determining
part of next generation networks.
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Abbreviations

AAA Authentication Authorisation Accounting

AAAARCH Authentication Authorisation Accounting
ARCHitecture research group

AAL ATM Adaptation Layer

AC Alternating Current
Application Categories

ACK Acknowledgement

ACS Admission Control Service

ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line

AF Assured Forwarding

AH Authentication Header

AMR Adaptive MultiRate

API Application Programming Interface

ARIB Association of Radio Industries and Businesses

ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency

AS Autonomous System

ASCII American Standard Code and Information
Interchange

ASI Application Specific Information

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

ASM Application Specific Module

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation no.1

ASON Automatically Switched Optical Network

ASP Application Service Provider

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BA Behaviour Aggregate

BB Bandwidth Broker

BBE Better than Best Effort

BE Best Effort

BER Bit Error Ratio

BGP Border Gateway Protocol

BGP-4 Border Gateway Protocol, version 4

BICC Bearer-Independent Call Control

B-ISDN Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network

BLA Business Level Agreement

BR Border Router

BS Bearer Service

CAC Call Admission Control
Connection Admission Control

CAR Committed Access Rate

CATV Cable Television

CBC Cipher Block Chaining

CBR Constraint-Based Routing

CBS Committed Burst Size

CBT Core Based Tree

CBWFQ Class-Based Weighted Fair Queueing

CC Connection Count

CCI Connection Controller Interface

CCITT International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (now: ITU-T)

CDF Complementary Distribution Function

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CDR Committed Data Rate

CE Congestion Experienced (part of ECN mechanism)
Customer Edge

CI Configuration Interface

CID Class Identity

CIM Common Information Model

CIR Committed Information Rate

CIV Common Information Viewpoint

CL Controlled Load (Intserv class)

CLP Cell Loss Priority

CMIP Common Management Information

CN Core Network

COA Care-Of-Address

COPS Common Open Policy Service

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture

CoS Class of Service

CP Connection Point

CPE Customer Premises Equipment

CPG Connection Point Group

CPODA Contention Priority Oriented Demand Access

CPU Central Processing Unit

CR Core Router

CR-LDP Constraint-Based Label Distribution Protocol

CRT Cathode Ray Terminal

CS Circuit Switched
Class Selector (Diffserv class)

CSCF Call State Control Function

CS-MGW Circuit Switched Media Gateway

CSPF Constrained Shortest Path First

A

B

C
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CSRC Contribution Source identifier

CTI Computer Telephony Integration

CTPG Connection Termination Point Group

CTSS Computer Time-Sharing System

CU Current Unused

cwnd congestion window

CWTS China Wireless Telecommunication Standard Group

EBS Excess Burst Size

ECMP Equal Cost MultiPath

ECN Explicit Congestion Notification

ECT Explicit Congestion Notification Capable Transport

EDR Event-Dependent Routing

EF Expedited Forwarding

EGP Exterior Gateway Protocol

EIR Equipment Identity Register

EL Echo Loss

ELR Edge Label Switching Router

E-LSP EXP-inferred LSP

EMS Element Management System

E-NNI External Network Node Interface

ER Edge Router

FA Foreign Agent

FEC Forward Error Correction
Forwarding Equivalence Class

FER Frame Error Ratio

FIB Forwarding Information Base

FIFO First In First Out

Fin Final

FR Fixed Routing
Frame Relay

FRL Frame Length

FSC Front-end Speech Clipping

FTP File Transfer Protocol

GERAN GSM/Edge Radio Access Network

GGP Gateway-to-Gateway Protocol

GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node

GI General Interest

GMPLS Generalised MPLS

GMSC Gateway MSC

GoB Good or Better

GPRS General Packet Radio System

GPS General Processor Sharing
Global Positioning System

GRE Generic Routing Encapsulation

GS Guaranteed Service (Intserv class)

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications

GSM-EFR GSM Enhanced Full Rate

GSM-FR GSM Full Rate

GSM-HR GSM Half Rate

GSMP General Switch Management Protocol

GTP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol

GUI Graphical User Interface

GW Gateway

HA Home Agent

HLR Home Location Register

HOL Head Of Line

HSS Home Subscriber Server

HTML HyperText Markup Language

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ER-LSP Explicitly-Routed Label Switched Path

ESP Encapsulating Security Payload

ETSI European Telecommunication Standards Institute

EU European Union

EURESCOM European Institute for Research and Strategic
Studies in Telecommunications

D

E

F

G

H

DARPA Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency

DC Default Class

DCS Distributed Call Signalling

DE Default class

DEC Decision
Digital Equipment Corporation

DEN Directory Enabled Network

DES Data Encryption Standard

DF Distribution Function

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DI Data Interface

DiffServ Differentiated Services

Dir Directionality

DMTF Distributed Management Task Force

DNS Domain Name System

DQoS Dynamic Quality of Service

DS Differentiated Services

DSCP Differentiated Services Code Point

DSL Digital Subscriber Line

DSLAM Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer

DSP Digital Signal Processor

DTMF Dual Tone MultiFrequency

DVMRP Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol

DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

DWFQ Distributed Weighted Fair Queueing
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I/O Input/Output

IAB Internet Architecture Board

ICCC International Computer Communication Conference

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

ID Identifier

IDL Interface Description Language

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IGMP Internet Group Management Protocol

IGP Interior Gateway Protocol

IHL IP Header Length

IIOP Internet Interoperable Protocol

IKE Internet Key Exchange

IMP Interface Message Processor

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem

I-NNI Internal Network Node Interface

IntServ Integrated Services

IP Internet Protocol

IPPM IP Performance Metric

IPSec IP Secure

IPTO Information Processing Techniques Office

iptom IP topology management

IS Intermediate System

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

IS-IS Intermediate System to Intermediate System
Intra-Domain Routing Protocol

ISP Internet Service Provider

IST Creating a user-friendly information society
(5th EU research programme)

ITSP IP Telephony Service Provider

ITU International Telecommunication Union

ITU-T International Telecommunication Union 
– Telecommunication Standardization Sector

JRE Java Runtime Environment

LAC Level 2 tunnel Access Concentrator

LAN Local Area Network

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LDP Label Distribution Protocol

LIB Label Information Base

LL Leased Line

L-LSP Label only inferred LSP

LND Layer Network Domain

LNS Level 2 tunnel Network Server

LP Linear Program

MAC Medium Access Control

MBZ Must Be Zero

MCU Multipoint Control Unit

MDRR Modified Deficit Round Robin

MDT Mean Down Time

MF MultiField

MG Media Gateway

MGC Media Gateway Controller

MGCP Media Gateway Control Protocol

MGW Media Gateway

MIB Management Information Base

MIP Mixed Integer Program

MO Managed Object

MOS Mean Opinion Score

MOSPF Multicast extensions to OSPF

MPEG Moving Picture Expert Group

MPLS Multi-Protocol Label Switching

MRF Multimedia Resource Function

MRP Measurement Reference Point

MS Mobile Station

MSC Mobile Switching Centre

MSL Maximum Segment Lifetime

MT Mobile Terminal

MTU Maximum Transfer Unit

LPC Linear Predictive Code

LPDP Local Policy Decision Point

LSA Link State Advertisement/Announcement

LSP Label Switched Path

LSR Label Switching Router

LST Laplace-Stieltjes Transform

NA Not Attainable

NAK Negative Acknowledgement (rejection)

NAP Network Access Point

NAS Network Access Server

NAT Network Address Translation

NCC Network Control Centre

ND Network Domain

NDRE Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

NE Network Element

NHLFE Next Hop Label Forwarding Entry

NMC Network Management Centre

NMF Network Management Forum

NMS Network Management System

NNI Network Node Interface

NO Network Operator

NP Network Performance

I

J

K

L

M

N
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O/E/O Optic-Electronic-Optic conversion

OA Ordered Aggregate

OADM Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer

OAM Operations and Maintenance

OCC Optical Connection Controller

OCh Optical Channel

O-D Origin-Destination

OIF Optical Internetworking Forum

OMG Object Management Group

OMP Optimised MultiPath

OMS Optical Multiplex Section

OS Operations System

OSI Open System Interconnection

OSPF Open Shortest Path First

OSS Operation Support System

OTN Optical Transport Network

OTS Optical Transmission Section

overlapPartit overlapping Partitions

OXC Optical Cross-Connect

P Provider

PAWS Protect Against Wrapped Sequences

PBS Peak Burst Size

PBX Private Branch Exchange

PC Personal Computer

PCBR Premium Constant Bit Rate

PCF Policy Control Function

PCM Pulse Code Modulation

P-CSCF Policy Call State Control Function

PDB Per Domain Behaviour

PDF Probability Density Function

PDP Packet Data Processor
Packet Data Protocol (UMTS)

PDR Peak Data Rate

PE Provider Edge

PEP Policy Enforcement Point

PHB Per Hop Behaviour

PI Policy Interface

PIB Policy Information Base

PIM-DM Protocol-Independent Multicast – Dense Mode

PIM-SM Protocol-Independent Multicast – Sparse Mode

PIN Policy-Ignorant Node

PIR Peak Information Rate

PL Packet Length

PLC Packet Loss Concealment

PLMN Public Land Mobile Network

PMC Premium Mission Critical

PMM Premium MultiMedia

PNO Public Network Operator

POP Point Of Presence

POS Packet Over SDH

POTS Plain-Old Telephony Service

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol

PRC Policy Rule Class

PRP Policy Retrieval Point

PS Packet Switched

PSC Per hop behaviour Scheduling Class

PSH Push

PSPWG Packet Switching Protocols Working Group

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

PVBR Premium Variable Bit Rate

QC Quality Category

QCS Quality Class Specification

QoS Quality of Service

QPIM QoS Policy Information Model

R&D Research and Development

RAB Radio Access Bearer

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

RAM Random Access Memory

RAN Radio Access Network

RAP Resource Allocation working group (IETF)

RAR Resource Allocation Request

Rec. Recommendation

RED Random Early Detection
Random Early Discard

REP Report

REQ Request

RFC Request for Comments

RIB Routing Information Base

RIO Random Early Detection with In/Out bit

RIP Routing Information Protocol

RLC Radio Link Control

RLR Receive Loudness Rating

RM-ODP Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing

RNC Radio Network Controller

ROA Recognised Operating Agencies

RST Reset

NPL Network Parameters Level

NPP Network Performance Parameters

NRT Non-Real Time

NTA Norwegian Telecommunications Administration

NTP Network Time Protocol

NU Network User

O

P

Q

R
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SA Security Association

SAP Session Announcement Protocol

SBM Subnet Bandwidth Manager

SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

SDP Session Description Protocol

SDR State-Dependent Routing

SDU Service Data Unit

SG Study Group

SGM Small-Group Multicast

SGSN Serving GPRS Support Node

SIMP Satellite Interface Message Processor

SIP Session Initiation Protocol

SIS Service Instance Specification

SLA Service Level Agreement

SLND Server LND

SLO Service Level Object

SLR Send Loudness Rating

SLS Service Level Specification

SM Simple Multicast

SME Small and Medium Enterprises

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

SN Subnetwork

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SO SubOptimality

SONET Synchronous Optical Network

SOS Service Offer Specification

SP Service Provider

SPF Shortest Path First

SPI Security Parameter Index

SQA Service Quality Agreement

SRED Shock-absorber RED

SRI Stanford Research International

srTCM single rate Three Colour Marker

SRTT Smoothed Round Trip Time

SS7 Signalling System no 7

SSL Secure Socket Layer

SSM Source Specific Multicast

SSRC Synchronisation Source identifier

RSVP Resource reSerVation Protocol

RT Real Time

RTCP RTP Control Protocol

RTFM Real Time Flow Measurement

RTO Retransmission Timeout

RTP Real-time Transport Protocol

RTSP Real-Time Streaming Protocol

RTT Round Trip Time

RTTM Round Trip Time Measurement

RTTVAR Round Trip Time Variation

ssthresh slow start threshold

STM Synchronous Transfer Mode

STS Service Template Specification

SYN Synchronisation

T1 Standards Committee T1, Telecommunication
(related to Alliance for Telecommunications Industry
Solutions)

TCA Traffic Conditioning Agreement

TCM Three Colour Marker

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TCS Traffic Conditioning Specification

TD Tail-Drop

TDR Time-Dependent Routing

TE Terminal Equipment
Traffic Engineering

TFRC TCP Friendly Rate Control

TG Traffic Generator

TIP Terminal Interface Message Processor

TIPHON Telecommunications and Internet Protocol
Harmonisation Over Networks

TL Topological Link

TLC Transport Layer Security

TLV Type-Length-Value

TMF TeleManagement Forum

TMSC Transit MSC

topEndDir topological End Directionality

TOS Type Of Service

TRC Transcoder

trTCM two rate Three Colour Marker

TTC Telecommunication Technology Committee

TTL Time-To-Live

TTR Time To Repair

Tx Transmit

UA Unavailability

UAC User Agent Client

UAS User Agent Server

UCL University College London

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UE User Equipment

UHO User Home Organisation

UML Unified Modelling Language

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication System

UN User Network

UNI User Network Interface

URG Urgent

URI Universal Resource Identifier

URL Universal Resource Locator

UTRAN UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network

S

T

U
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VAD Voice Activity Detection

VC Virtual Channel

VCI Virtual Channel Identifier

VDSL Very high speed Digital Subscriber Line

VFI VPN Forwarding Instance

VLL Virtual Leased Line

VoD Video on Demand

VoIP Voice over IP

VP Virtual Path

VPI Virtual Path Identifier

VPN Virtual Private Network

WAN Wide Area Network

W-CDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access

WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing

WFQ Weighted Fair Queueing

WG Work Group

WRED Weighted Random Early Detection

WRR Weighted Round Robin

WWW World Wide Web

xDSL any Digital Subscriber Line

XFG Cross Configuration

V

W

X

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project


